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PREFACE

The mandate of the National Library of Jamaica is to collect, catalogue and preserve the nation’s publications and to make these items available for study and research. A related mandate is to compile and publish the national bibliography which is the list of material published in the country, authored by its citizens and about the country, regardless of place of publication. The occasion of Jamaica’s 50th anniversary was seen as an opportunity to fill in the gaps in the national bibliography which had been prepared sporadically: 1964 – 1969; 1975 – 1986; 1998- 2003; and so the Jamaican National Bibliography 1962-2012 (JNB 50) Volume 1 was created.

Arrangement

This volume of the bibliography is arranged according to the Dewey Decimal Classification (DDC) and catalogued using the Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules. The information about an item includes the name the author uses in his/her works, the full title, edition, publisher, date of publication, number of pages, types of illustrations, series, size, notes, ISBN, price and binding.

Exclusions

The following types of publications have not been included:
   a) Journals
   b) Films and sounding recordings
   c) Maps
   d) Certain government publications such as Acts, Bills, Subsidiary legislation, gazettes, etc,

The task of compiling JNB50 Volume 1 was led by Mrs. Maxine Jones and supported by Mrs Enett Noble and Miss Sheena-Gay Senior. It was a mammoth task but the team pressed on knowing that other than honouring the part of the NLJ’s Vision Statement which speaks to “fostering and promoting a nation knowledgeable about its history, heritage and information resources, they were creating a critical record of the intellectual thought of the nation in its first fifty years of independence. We hope researchers locally and internationally will mine it for its riches.

Winsome Hudson
National Librarian /CEO
March 14, 2013
ABBREVIATION AND TERMS

The abbreviation and terms used in the bibliography are:

©/c copyright

col. coloured

cm. centimeter used to give the height of the book

ed. Edition; editor

ill. illustration in the text

no. number

p. page(s)

port. portrait(s)

v. volume(s)

s.l. sine loco – place of publication, distribution, etc., is unknown

s.n. sine nomine – name of publisher, distribution, etc., is unknown

cased a book bearing a cloth cover, as originally issued by the publisher

pbd. paper board cover

pbk. paperback book (i.e. a book normally over 48 pages sewn or perfect bound with a drawn-on heavy-paper cover, known in the booktrade as a Paperback

sd. a publication sewn, wire-stitched, or consisting of separated leaves, stapled or glued together without a cover.

ISBN International Standard Book Number

ISSN International Standard Serial Number
Sample Entries

Classified Index

338.47917292 - Jamaica. Tourist industry. Serials

Team Jamaica
Team Player: the official magazine of Team Jamaica. –
5)] : TPDCO, TPDCO, [1998]- . – v. : ill. ; 28 cm.
Frequency unknown
Free

338.642 - Jamaica. Small firms

The 1996 micro and small enterprise (MSE) survey of
Jamaica: a comprehensive description of the Jamaican micro and
small enterprise sector / study conducted by Carmen McFarlane of
McFarlane Consultants. - Kingston (58A Half Way Tree Rd., Kgn. 10) :
; 28 cm.
Cover title
(pbk)
OUTLINE OF THE DEWEY DECIMAL CLASSIFICATION

000 GENERALITIES
  010 Bibliography
  020 Library and Information Sciences
  030 General encyclopedic works
  050 General serial publications
  060 General organization
  070 News media, journalism, publishing
  080 General collections
  090 Manuscripts & rare books

100 PHILOSOPHY & PSYCHOLOGY
  110 Metaphysics
  120 Epistemology, causation, human kind
  130 Paranormal phenomena
  140 Specific philosophical schools
  150 Psychology
  160 Logic
  170 Ethics (Moral philosophy)
  180 Ancient, medieval, Oriental philosophy
  190 Modern western philosophy

200 RELIGION
  210 Philosophy & theory of religion
  220 Bible
  230 Christianity Christian theology
  240 Christian moral & devotional theology
  250 Christian orders & local church
  260 Social & ecclesiastical theology
  270 History of Christianity & Christian church
  280 Christian denominations & sects
  290 Comparative religion & other religions

300 SOCIAL SCIENCE
  310 Collections of general statistics
  320 Political science
  330 Economics
  340 Law
  350 Public administration & military science
  360 Social problems & services; association
  370 Education
  380 Commerce, communications, transportation
  390 Customs, etiquette, folklore

400 LANGUAGE
  410 Linguistics
  420 English & Old English
  430 Germanic languages German
  440 Romance languages French
  450 Italian, Romanian, Rhaeto-Romanic
  460 Spanish & Portuguese languages
  470 Italic languages Latin
  480 Hellenic languages Classical Greek
  490 Other languages

500 NATURAL SCIENCES & MATHEMATICS
  510 Mathematics
  520 Astronomy & allied sciences
  530 Physics
  540 Chemistry & allied science
  550 Earth sciences
  560 Paleontology Paleozoology
  570 Life sciences Biology
  580 Plants
  590 Animals

600 TECHNOLOGY (APPLIED SCIENCES)
  610 Medical sciences Medicine
  620 Engineering & allied operations
  630 Agriculture & related technologies
  640 Home economics & family living
  650 Management & auxiliary services
  660 Chemical engineering
  670 Manufacturing
  680 Manufacture for specific uses
  690 Buildings

700 THE ARTS FINE AND DECORATIVE ARTS
  710 Civic & landscape art
  720 Architecture
  730 Plastic arts Sculpture
  740 Drawing and decorative arts
  750 Painting & paintings
  760 Graphic arts Printmaking & prints
  770 Photography & photographs
  780 Music
  790 Recreational & performing arts

800 LITERATURE & RHETORIC
  810 American literature in English
  820 English & Old English literatures
  830 Literatures of Germanic languages
  840 Literatures of romance languages
  850 Italian, Romanian, Rhaeto-Romanic
  860 Spanish & Portuguese languages
  870 Italian literatures Latin
  880 Hellenic literatures Classic Greek
  890 Literatures of other languages

900 GEOGRAPHY & HISTORY
  910 Geography & travel
  920 Biography, genealogy, insignia
  930 History of ancient world ca.499
  940 General history of Europe
  950 General history of Asia Far East
  960 General history of Africa
  970 General history of North America
  980 General history of South America
  990 General history of other areas
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 978-976-8125-90-3 (pbk)

Bramwell, Marion
ISBN 978-976-95296-0-1 (pbk)

Bramwell, Marion
ISBN 978-976-95296-1-8 (pbk)

Bramwell, Marion

Bramwell, Marion
ISBN 978-976-95296-3-2 (pbk)

Bramwell, Marion
ISBN 978-976-95296-4-9 (pbk)
Grindley, Curtis
ISBN 976-8172-03-7 (pbk)

Introduction to computer hardware / George King ... [et al]
Includes index
ISBN 976-610-578-2 (pbk)

King, George
(pbk)

King, George
ISBN 976-610-568-6 (pbk)

Marshall, Orville
Includes computer crossword puzzles
ISBN 976-8138-28-9 (pbk)


Campbell, Howard
ISBN 976-610-576-6 (pbk)

Caribbean Examinations Council
004.076 - Computer science. Examinations, questions

**Caribbean Examinations Council**
Caribbean Advanced Proficiency Examination (CAPE):
Information technology syllabus effective for examinations from May/June 2008/ Caribbean Examinations Council. - Kingston (11 Cunningham Ave., P.O. Box 686, Kgn.6): Ian Randle Publisher, 2010. 36p.; 28cm.

**Caribbean Examinations Council**
Kingston (11 Cunningham Ave., P.O. Box 686, Kgn.6): Ian Randle Publishers, 2010. - 110p. ; 22cm. - (CSEC past papers)
Including schools' report
ISBN 978-976-637-448-8 (pbk)

**King, George**
ISBN 976-610-569-3 (pbk)

004.097292 - Jamaica. Computer science

**Jamaica Computer Society**
Programme to improve the quality of computer education and training in secondary and technical schools in Jamaica. -[Kingston : Jamaica Computer Society], 1990. - 14 leaves ; 28cm.
(pbk)

004.678 - Internet (World Wide Web)


005 - COMPUTER PROGRAMMING, PROGRAMMES, DATA
005.1 - Programming

**Campbell, Howard**
ISBN 976-610-469-7 (pbk)
005.1 - Programming

King, George
Programming made simple using Pascal / George King. - Kingston (Bethel Plaza, 31 South Camp Rd., Kgn.) : Infotech Trainers and Consultants Ltd., 2010. - [iv], 144p. : ill. ; 28 cm. + 1 CD
ISBN 978-976-95211-0-0 (pbk)

005.3 - PROGRAMMES
005.3076 - Programming. Examinations, questions

Worksheets on DOS 5.0, Lotus 1-2-3 2.4, Wordperfect 5.1, Foxpro 2.0. - Kingston (237 Old Hope Rd., Kgn. 6) : College Arts, Science and Technology Computer Studies Department, c1993. 169p. ; 28cm.
ISBN 976-8027-10-X (pbk)

005.36 - PROGRAMMES FOR MICROCOMPUTERS
005.3684 - Programmes for specific user interfaces

King, George
Includes CXC past paper quiz exercises, exam tips.
ISBN 976-610-571-5 (pbk)

King, George
Cover t.p. - Includes CXC past papers, quiz, exercises, exam tips.
ISBN 976-610-572-3 (pbk)

King, George
Includes CXC past papers, quiz, exercises, and exam tips.
ISBN 976-610-568-5 (pbk)
010 - BIBLIOGRAPHY
011 - GENERAL BIBLIOGRAPHIES

011 - University of the West Indies. Staff publications


011.3 - General bibliographies of works published in specific forms

Creating understanding through literature : an exhibition. [Kingston (2 Tom Redcam Dr, Kgn. 5)] : [Kingston and St. Andrew Parish Library], 1985. - 57p. ; 28cm. A bibliography published to accompany an exhibition at the Kingston and St. Andrew Parish Library, April 3-9, 1985 (sd):Gratis

011.31 - Manuscripts

Ingram, K. E.
Sources for West Indian studies : a supplementary listing, with particular reference to manuscript sources / compiled, edited and in part described by K. E. Ingram. - Zug : Inter Documentation Company Ag, 1983. - xxiii, 422p. ; 21cm. Includes index

011.38 - Talking books


011.54 - Publications of university and college presses

The UWI-CARICOM project : contributing to a viable Caribbean Community. - Georgetown, Guyana : UWI-CARICOM Project, 2007. 82p. : ill. ; 23 cm. ISBN 978-976-95062-3-7 (pbk)

012 - Bibliographies and catalogues of individuals

Rex Nettleford : his works : an annotated bibliography / compiled by the librarians, University of the West Indies, Mona ; edited by Albertina Jefferson. - Kingston (1A Aqueduct Flats, Mona, Kgn. 7) : The Press, University of the West Indies, 1999. - ix, 184p. ; 23 cm. Includes index ISBN 976-640-053-9 (pbk): $950.00
012 - Bibliographies and catalogues of individuals

Stageman, Peter
Limited ed. of 480 numbered copies. - No.156

015 - Bibliographies and catalogues of works from specific places

Cundall, Frank
Originally published in 1909 in Kingston, Jamaica by the Institute of Jamaica

Jamaica Library Service
Compiled in commemoration of First Anniversary of the Independence of Jamaica.

015.7292 - Jamaica

Book Industry Association of Jamaica

016 - Bibliographies of specific subjects

Ingram, K.E. (Kenneth Everard), 1921-2007
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 1-85109-267-6

016.082 - Women

Bobb-Semple, Leona
Includes index
ISBN 976-640-033-4 (pbk) : $400.00
016.2996 - Rastafarians

National Library of Jamaica
ISBN 978-976-8020-06-2 (pbk)

016.3 - Social sciences

Planning Institute of Jamaica. Documentation Data Centre
(sd)

016.30523 - Children. Bibliography

Semaj, Leachim Tufani
Includes index
(pbk) : $20.00

016.305896 - Marcus Garvey. Bibliography

Davis, Lenwood G.
ISBN 0-313-22131-6 : $106.00

McGinnis, Debbie
ISBN 976-802-02-4 (sd): $25.00

016.30609729 - Caribbean Area. Culture

Hall-Alleyne, Beverley
(sd): Gratis
016.306362 - Slavery. Bibliography

National Library of Jamaica

016.30636209729 - Slavery. Caribbean Area. Bibliography

Jamaica Library Service
Abolition 150: from fetters to freedom/ Jamaica Library Service. - [Kingston (2 Tom Redcam Dr., Kgn.5)]: Jamaica Library Service, 1984. - 18p. ; 22cm.
"Prepared for the anniversary of Independence exhibition, Aug. 1984"

016.338479179 - Tourism. Bibliography

Silvera, Althea

016.3389 - Sustainable development. Bibliography

White, Thelma

016.354 - Public administration. Bibliography

Pottinger, L.G.
Includes index

016.36 - Disasters. Bibliography

Includes indexes
ISBN 976-41-0166-6 (pbk)
016.3631 - Safety measures. Bibliography

Mansingh, Laxmi
Includes index

016.36334 - Disasters. Bibliography

Mansingh, Laxmi
Disasters: a select bibliography compiled from the literature available at the Medical Library UWI, Mona/ by Laxmi Mansingh. Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7): Medical Library, UWI, 1981. - 19p.; 22cm. (UWI medical bibliography ; no. 19)
Includes index

016.37 - Education. Bibliography

Robertson, Amy

016.37019345 - Education and gender. Bibliography

White, Thelma
Prepared for the Dialogue for Development Lecture series (pbk)

016.3709729 - Education. Caribbean, English-speaking

Robertson, Amy
016.3709729 – Education. Caribbean Area

Quamina-Aiyejina, Lynda

016.3872 – Shipping. Bibliography

Ships and shipping in Jamaica : a select bibliography. - Kingston (P.O. Box 823, Kgn.): National Library of Jamaica, 1983. 2p. ; 28cm.
Compiled for Maritime Week Sept. 25 - Oct. 1, 1983


JAMAL Foundation
Includes index
(sd)

016.5 – Serials. Bibliography

Union list of serials in Jamaica : STIN title list. - Kingston (P.O. Box 823, Kgn.): National Library of Jamaica, 1985. xxvii, 165p.; 23 x 37cm.
Lists serials holdings of 22 libraries in the Scientific and Technical Information Network
$40.00

Scientific and technical information : a select bibliography/ compiled by the Jamaica Library Association. - [Kingston (P.O. Box 58, Kgn.5)]: JLA, 1983. - 39p. ; 28cm.
"A reference document from which science teachers, students, scientists, and the general public could find information relevant to the subjects of science and technology"


Gillings-Grant, Faydene
ISBN 976-8038-03-9 (pbk)
016.55321 - Peat. Bibliography

Richards, Tereza

Tropical peat resources: a select bibliography/ compiled by Tereza Richards. - Kingston (P.O. Box 579, Kgn. 10): Petroleum Corporation of Jamaica, 1985. - i, 19 leaves; 28cm.
Prepared for the IPS Symposium on Tropical Peat Resources, Kingston 1985

016.553282 - Oil. Bibliography

Richards, Tereza

The oil industry: a select reading list highlighting OPEC, Mexico, Venezuela, Nigeria and Jamaica/ prepared by Tereza Richards. - Kingston (Box 579, Kgn. 10): Petroleum Corporation of Jamaica : 1987. - 8 leaves, 28cm

016.557 - Earth sciences. Jamaica. Bibliography

Petroleum Corporation of Jamaica. Exploration Division

The geology of Jamaica: a reading list/ prepared and compiled by the Exploration Division and the Library, Petroleum Corporation of Jamaica. - Kingston (P.O. Box 579, Kgn. 10) : The Corporation, 1982. - 40 leaves; 28cm.
Includes information on the Cretaceous period as well as structural and tectonic features both on and offshore

016.557292 - Geology. Jamaica. Bibliography

Bibliography of Jamaican geology/ edited by Marion Kinghorn.
Includes index

016.5749 - Marine biology. Bibliography

Greenfield, Madge

Includes index
(pbk)

016.581632 - Edible plants. Bibliography

Ellis, Phyllis

016.61 - Medicine. Bibliography

Ononaiwu, Arlene
(sd)

016.615882 - Folk medicine. Bibliography

McCallum, Janet
Folk medicine in the Caribbean : an annotated bibliography / prepared by Janet McCallum. - Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7): Medical Library, UWI, 1985. - 21p. ; 23cm. - (UWI Medical bibliography; 36)
(sd): Gratis

016.6159 - Poisons and poisoning. Bibliography

Mansingh, Laxmi
Poisoning: an annotated bibliography and manual / prepared by Laxmi Mansingh and Richard Olmstead. - Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7) : Medical Library, UWI, 1984. - 34p. ; 28cm. - (UWI Medical bibliography; no. 32)
(sd)

016.61637 - Pancreatitis. Bibliography

Gordon, Joyce
Pancreatitis: a select bibliography from the material available in the Medical Library, UWI/ by Joyce Gordon. - Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7): Medical Library, UWI, 1983. - 13p. ; 22cm. - (UWI Medical bibliography; no. 28)

016.616832 - Encephalitis. Bibliography

Gordon, Joyce
Encephalitis: a selected bibliography from the material available in the Medical Library, UWI / by Joyce Gordon. - Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7): Medical Library, UWI, 1982. - 14p.; 22cm. - (UWI medical bibliography; no. 27)
(sd): Gratis

016.616863 - Drug abuse. Bibliography

Gordon, Joyce
Drug abuse: an annotated bibliography/ by Joyce Gordon. Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7) : Medical Library, UWI, 1984.- 20p.; 22cm. UWI Medical bibliography; no.34)
016.616927 – Typhoid. Bibliography

Gordon, Joyce
Typhoid: a select bibliography from the material available in the Medical Library, UWI/ prepared by Joyce Gordon. – Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7) : Medical Library, UWI, 1982.- 9p. ; 22cm. – (UWI Medical bibliography; no.26)

016.6179101 – Sterilization. Bibliography

Harker, Hilary
Prophylactic antibiotic therapy in surgery : a select bibliography from the material available in the Medical Library, UWI / by Hilary Harker. – Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7) : Medical Library, UWI, 1984. – 16p. ; 22cm. – (UWI Medical bibliography; no. 33)
(sd): Gratis

016.6234926 – Bauxite. Bibliography

Williams, R. (Rosalie)
Red mud: an annotated bibliography/ compiled by R. Williams. Kingston (Hope Gardens, Kgn. 6): Jamaica Bauxite Institute, 1986. – 1v.(various pagings); 28cm.
Includes index
(sd)

016.63 – Agriculture. Bibliography

Grace Kennedy Library
ISBN 976-8001-12-7 (pbk) : $140.00

Steer, Edgar S.

Steer, Edgar S.

016.634 – Orchards, fruits and forestry. Bibliography

Morris, Lil leth
Tropical fruits, vegetables, root crops and spices : a select bibliography/ compiled by Lil leth C. Morris. – Kingston (64 Harbour St., Kgn.): Grace Kennedy, 1984. – v, 235p.; 29cm.
ISBN 976-8001-12-7 (pbk): $140.00
016.6493 - Breast feeding. Bibliography

McInnis, Dawn
Breastfeeding: a select bibliography from the material available in the Medical Library, UWI/ by Dawn McInnis. - Kingston (Mona, Kgn.7): Medical Library, UWI, 1983. - 18p.; 22cm. - (UWI Medical bibliography; no. 30)
(sd) : Gratis

016.779 - Photography. Jamaica

African-Caribbean Institute of Jamaica
(sd)

016.78 - Music. Bibliography

African Caribbean Institute of Jamaica
(sd) : Gratis

Jamaica Library Service.
Kingston and St. Andrew Parish Library Music catalogue.

016.78164 - Jamaica. Popular music. Bibliography

Richards, Tereza
ISBN 976-41-0134-8 (pbk)

Watson, Elizabeth F.
From "ma boy" to a king: John King, 1982-1998: an annotated discography of popular music from Barbados/ Elizabeth F. Watson; with a prolo by Professor Kamau Brathwaite. - Barbados : Research Riddims, 1999. - v, lxiv, 174p. : ill.; 23cm. - (Barbados popular music series; no. 1)
Includes index
ISBN 976-8077-00-X (pbk)
016.78164097292 - Jamaica. Popular music. Discographies

Turner, Michael
Roots knotty roots: the collector's guide to Jamaican music.
Includes significant events in Jamaican music and artist index
ISBN 0-9709663-0-X (pbk)


White, Garth
The development of Jamaican popular music with special reference to the music of Bob Marley / compiled by Garth White.


National Library of Jamaica
Kingston (P.O. Box 823, Kgn.): The Library, 1985. - 23p.; 22 cm. (National Library of Jamaica Occasional bibliography series; 1) ISBN 976-8020-01-6 (sd): $15.00

016.79648 - Olympic games. Bibliography

Jamaica Library Service
(sd) : Free

016.81 - Caribbean literature. For children. Bibliography

Shelley-Robinson, Cherrell
Sunscapes: a select bibliography of Caribbean literature for children and young adults/ compiled by Cherrell Shelley Robinson; with the assistance of Samuel Bandara and Rosemarie Runcie.
Includes index
(pbk)

016.82 - West Indian literature. Bibliography

Jamaica Library Service
Carifesta '76; the literature of a people : a select list of books on the creative writings of the participating countries in the second Caribbean Festival of Arts / Jamaica Library Service. Kingston (2 Tom Redcam Dr., Kgn. 5) : JLS, 1976. - 67p. ; 28cm.
016.821 - Poetry. Bibliography

Brathwaite, Edward Kamau
Publication marking the 30th anniversary of the JLS 1948-1978
(sd) : J$4.40

016.9 - Housing. Bibliography

Chambers, Audrey

016.91729 - Geography. Bibliography

University of the West Indies, Jamaica. Geography Department.
Undergraduate research papers in geography at the University of the University of the West Indies, 1968-1970. - Mona: UWI, 1970. [69]p. - (UWI, Geography Department. Research notes, no. 4)

016.9729 - Caribbean Area. Bibliography

Norton, Anne V.
A bibliography of the Caribbean area for geographers / compiled by A.V. Norton. - [Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7)] : Geography Department, University of the West Indies, 1971. - 3v; 33cm.
(Occasional publication/Department of Geography, UWI ; no. 7)
Includes index
(sd)

016.97292 - Jamaica. Bibliography

Delattre, Rae

Ingram, Kenneth E.
016.97292 – Jamaica. Bibliography

Ingram, Kenneth E.
Includes index
ISBN 3-85750-017-4 (cased)

016.97292 – Jamaica. Bibliography

Manuscript sources for the history of the West Indies: with special reference to Jamaica in the National Library of Jamaica and supplementary sources in the West Indies, North America, the United Kingdom and elsewhere/ compiled, edited and in part described by K. E. Ingram. - Kingston (1A Aqueduct Flats, Mona, Kgn. 7) : The Press, University of the West Indies, 2000. - xxi, 566p. ; 26cm.
Includes index
ISBN 976-640-025-3: $2,300.00

016.9729203 – Jamaica, 1607-1832. Bibliography

Williams, Rosalie

016.97292060924 – Bustamante, Alexander. Bibliography

Jamaica Library Service
Bustamante centenary 1884-1984 : a select booklist/ prepared by the Jamaica Library Service. - [Kingston (2 Tom Redcam Dr., Kgn. 5)]: JLS, 1984. - 17p.; 22cm.
(sd): Gratis

017 – GENERAL SUBJECT CATALOGUES
017.1 – Classified catalogue of nonprivate libraries

Jamaica Library Service. St. Elizabeth Parish Library
The Parnell collection: a bibliography/ prepared by the Jamaica Library Service. - [Kingston (2 Tom Redcam Dr, Kgn.5)]: Jamaica Library Service, 1986. - 117p; 29cm.
Includes biographical note and index
(sd) : Gratis

017.4 – Classified sales catalogues

Bandara, Samuel B.
ISBN 976-41-0047-3 : $75.00
020 – LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SCIENCE

Bewaji, Bolajoko
ISBN 978-976-8208-96-0 (pbk)

020.6 – Jamaica Library Association

Jamaica Library Association
Gratis

020.62 – PERMANENT ORGANIZATIONS
020.621 – International organizations

International Association of School Librarianship Conference (15th 1985 Kingston, Jamaica)
ISSN 0257-3229

020.622 – National organizations

Jamaica Library Association
(sd) : Gratis

Jamaica Library Association
(sd) : Gratis

020.623 – Regional organizations

ACURIL 2008
(spiral)
020.92273 - Dorothy Collings. Tributes

Record of tributes to Doctor Dorothy Collings. - Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7) : Department of Library and Information Studies, University of the West Indies, 1997. - vii, 44p.: ill., ports; 27cm. - Containing items presented at An Evening of Tribute, Saturday, 25 April, 1992
ISBN 976-41-0112-7 (sd): Gratis

021 - Relationships of libraries, archives, information centres

International Library Conference (1972 : Kingston, Jamaica)
(sd) : US$2.50

International Library Conference (1972 Kingston, Jamaica)
"Published for the Jamaica Library Association and the Jamaica Library Service."
ISBN 07201-0523-4 (cased) : £5.95

021 - Relationships of libraries, archives, information centres


40 years: Milestones in progress: Jamaica Library Service, 1948-1988 - Cover title (sd)

021.09729 - Caribbean Area

University of the West Indies. Department of Library Studies 21st Anniversary Conference
The environment of libraries and information units: strategies for sustainable development: papers selected from the 21st Anniversary Conference 20-22 July 1993 University of the West Indies, Department of Library Studies. - Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7):
The Department, 1995. - vii, [105p.]; 27cm.
ISBN 976-41-0088-0 (pbk)
021.2 – RELATIONSHIPS WITH THE COMMUNITY

021.24 – Educational role

ISBN 976-8092-92-0 (pbk) : $550.00

021.6 – LIBRARY DEVELOPMENT AND COOPERATION

021.62 – Extension units

Jamaica Library Service. Kingston and St. Andrew Parish Library
Gratis

021.64 – Cooperation

Jamaica. National Council on Libraries, Archives and Documentation Services
Includes bibliographies (pbk)

Jamaica. National Council on Libraries, Archives and Documentation Services
Bibliography : p. 33-34 (pbk) : $55.00

021.64 – Cooperation

Jamaica. National Council on Libraries, Archives and Documentation Services
Includes index (pbk)
022 - Administration of physical plant


025 - OPERATIONS OF LIBRARIES, ARCHIVES, INFORMATION CENTRES
025.04 - Information storage and retrieval systems

Neil, Janet

025.1 - ADMINISTRATION
025.171 - Nonbook materials

Caribbean Archives Conference, Mona, Jamaica, 1965

025.176 - Maps

Warmington, Joy
Includes bibliographical references

025.19 - ADMINISTRATION OF SPECIFIC TYPES OF INSTITUTIONS
025.196 - Special libraries

Bibliography p. 17 (pbk)

025.2 - Acquisitions and collection development

025.4 - Subject analysis and control


025.48 - Subject indexing

Durrant, Fay
(sd): Gratis

025.8 - MAINTENANCE AND PRESERVATION OF COLLECTIONS
025.84 - Preservation

Kavanagh, Rosemary
Report on the microfilming requirements of the West India Reference Library/ By Rosemary Kavanagh. - Kingston (12 East St., Kgn.) : Institute of Jamaica, 1976.- 26 leaves : ill. ; 28cm

Peart, Patrick
7 leaves; 28cm.
(pbk)

026 - LIBRARIES, ARCHIVES, INFORMATION CENTRES DEVOTED TO SPECIFIC SUBJECTS AND DISCIPLINES
026.5 - Science

Scientific and Technical Information Network
(pbk)

026.60916365 - Special libraries

Conference of Special Libraries (1999 : Kingston)
Includes bibliographical references
026.61 – Medicine

Mansingh, Laxmi
Medical Library resources and services: a self-instructional programme/ Laxmi Mansingh. – Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7): Medical Learning Resources Unit, UWI, 1980. – 49p.; 22cm. (sd) : Gratis

Reid, Una V.

026.63 – Agriculture

Tate, Valerie E.
The information system within the agricultural enterprise reflects the level of management expertise within the organization: a discussion showing different aspects of the information system / Valerie E. Tate. – [S.l : s.n.], 1989. – 25p.; 29cm. Includes bibliographical references

027 – GENERAL LIBRARIES, ARCHIVES, INFORMATION CENTRES

Richards, Judith Elaine


027.0025 – Libraries. Directories

Bennett, Hazel E.  

(pbk) : J$12.00

(pbk)

Keren, Carl  
A national library and information service system in Barbados : report of a consultancy mission (September 1981)/ Carl Keren.  
[Ottawa]: IDRC, 1982. - 42p; 28cm. - (International Development Research Centre manuscript reports; IDRC-MR 68e)  
Bibliography : p. 39-41

Robinson, Joyce L.  
Includes bibliography

Ifill, E.L.V.  
The public library movement in Barbados and Jamaica from the middle of the 19th century to the present day/ E.L.V. Ifill.  
Bibliography: p.249 - 253  
Thesis submitted for fellowship of the Library Association  
£10.98
027.47292 - Jamaica. Public libraries

Jamaica Library Service International Conference (1998: Ocho Rios)
(sd)

Jamaica Library Service 60th Anniversary International Conference (2009 : Ocho Rios, Jamaica)
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 978-976-610-914-1 (pbk)

027.57292 - Jamaica. National library

National Libarary of Jamaica
30th anniversary publication
ISBN 978-976-8020-07-9 (pbk)

National Library of Jamaica
(sd) Gratis

027.8 - School libraries

Robinson, Cherrell V.
(pbk)

Robinson, Cherrell V.
The school library as a learning resource centre : a course for teacher/librarians. Volume 2: participants' text/ written by Cherrell V. Robinson; with contributions by Beatrice Anderson ... [et al]. - Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7): Department of Library Studies, University of the West Indies, 1989.- 275p.; 28cm.
Includes bibliographical references
(pbk)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shelf Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>027.8068</td>
<td>School library management</td>
<td>Workshop for School Librarians in the Caribbean (1985 Kingston)</td>
<td>Policy guidelines for school library development/ compiled by</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Katie M. Mungo, Amy Robertson.</td>
<td>[Kingston (P.O. Box 58, Kgn. 5)]: JLA/COMLA, 1986. - 23p.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>028</td>
<td>READING AND USE OF OTHER INFORMATION MEDIA</td>
<td>Iton, Sybil</td>
<td>A survey into the reading habits of the Jamaican people:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>028.9</td>
<td>Reading interest and habits</td>
<td>Iton, Sybil</td>
<td>users and potential users of the public library service/ by Sybil Iton.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>030</td>
<td>General encyclopedic works</td>
<td>Haase, Etheline V.</td>
<td>Test papers in general knowledge. book 1 / Etheline V. Haase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Kingston (7 Lincoln Alley, Kgn. 13): E. V. Haase, 2006. - 20p.;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>27cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ISBN 976-95174-02 (sd)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>031</td>
<td>Book of Miscellaneous Facts</td>
<td>Vasciannie, Stephen</td>
<td>Quick quiz book: a question and answer reference volume 1 /</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>question compiled by Stephen Vasciannie. - Kingston (7 Norman Rd.,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bibliography: p. 161-162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ISBN 976-8184-43-4 (pbk)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>050</td>
<td>General serial publications</td>
<td>Higman, Barry</td>
<td>An index to select Jamaican serials 1868 - 1980/ prepared by</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Barry Higman with the assistance of Carl Campbell ... [et al];</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>using a computer program by Graham Chan.- Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Department of History, University of the West Indies, 1984. 970p.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>; 38cm. - Social history project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>060</td>
<td>General organizations and museology</td>
<td>University of the West Indies. Mona. Faculty of Pure and Applied Sciences</td>
<td>Science and development in the Caribbean: proceedings of the Third</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Conference Faculty of Pure and Applied Sciences, Mona January</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>14-17, 1997/ compiled by Ralph Robinson. - Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ISBN 976-41-0107-0 (sd).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
061 - GENERAL ORGANIZATIONS IN NORTH AMERICA
061.729 - Non Government Organizations. Caribbean Area

Spitting in the wind: lessons in empowerment from the Caribbean/
    Includes bibliographic references and index
    ISBN 976-8123-89-3 (pbk)

069 - Museology (Museum science)

Hyatt, Vera H.
    Report for the Ministries of Education, Youth and Culture and Tourism: an effort to advance the development of a national museums development plan/ prepared by Vera H. Hyatt. - , 1996?. 13 leaves; 28cm.
    Based on a series of meetings held in Jamaica with representatives of cultural organizations, November 5 through 8, 1996
    (sd)

069.068 - Musem management

Hyatt, Vera Lawrence
    Museum administration: an introductory manual for entry level museum practitioners in Caribbean museums / [Vera Hyatt]
    Includes bibliographical references
    ISBN 976-8139-13-7 V.1
    ISBN 976-8139-14-5 V.2 (spiral)

069.09 - Jamaica. Museums

Grace, Milton
    (sd) : Gratis

Wheatle, Hilary-Ann
    16p. : ill. ; 21cm. - (History, cultural patterns; series 3)
    (sd)
069.09729 – Caribbean Area. Museums

Cummins, Alissandra
Caribbean regional museum development project
ISBN 976-8139-15-3 (sd)

069.1 – MUSEUM SERVICES TO PATRONS
069.1507 – Instructional services

Donawa, Wendy
A UNESCO regional museum development project
ISBN 976-8139-11-0 (spiral)

069.4 – COLLECTING AND PREPARING MUSEUM OBJECTS
069.40285 – Museums. Computer applications

Collections management and computerization: an introductory guide
Bibliography : p. 51-56
ISBN 976-8139-12-9 (spiral)

069.5 – COLLECTIONS AND EXHIBITS OF MUSEUM OBJECTS
069.53 – Maintenance, conservation, preservation, restoration, display, arrangement, storage, transportation

Caribbean Regional Museum Development Project
ISBN 976-8139-10-2 (spiral)

Cornu, Elisabeth
Conservation and travelling exhibitions/ by Elisabeth Cornu
ISBN 976-8139-09-9 (spiral)

Cornu, Elisabeth
ISBN 976-8139-10-2 (spiral)
Abrahams, Peter

ISBN 976-637-014-1: $1,080.00

Women and Caribbean media/ edited by Dr. Marjan de Bruin
(CARIMAC occasional papers; no. 3)
ISBN 976-41-0055-4 (sd)

(pbk) : $16.50

First ed. pub.: 1986
(pbk)

Bustamante Institute of Public and International Affairs

(sd): Gratis

A free press in a free society/ edited by Marie Gregory.
[Kingston (11 Worthington Ave., Kgn. 5) : Bustamante Institute of Public and International Affairs], 1985. v, 38p.: ill., ports.; 22cm.
(sd) : Gratis
070.4 - Journalism

International Conference of Journalists (1989 Jamaica)


(pbk)

Jamaica Information Service

ISBN 976-633-002-6 (sd): $50.00

070.41 - EDITING
070.412 - Editorial policy

McLaren, Livingston

(sd): J$9.50

070.44 - FEATURES AND SPECIFIC SUBJECTS
070.442 - Interpretation and opinion

Leandro, Urban

Vol. 1, 233p. : all ill.; 28 cm.
(pbk): $800.00

070.444 - Miscellaneous information, advice, amusement

Gloudon, Barbara

(Heritage books ; no. 2)
ISBN 976-8017-13-9 (pbk)

070.449 - SPECIFIC SUBJECTS
070.4493637 - Environmental problems

Maxwell, John

Includes index
ISBN 976-8125-64-0 (pbk): $2,228.00
070.5 - PUBLISHING
070.509 - Publishing. Geographic treatment

Hamilton, Marlene A.
Bibliography: p. 49-50
(sd)

070.509729 - Caribbean Area. Publishing

Caribbean Publishers Network (CAPNET)
(spiral)

Regional Consultation on National Book Policies (1999 Kingston)

070.5097292 - Jamaica. Publishing

(pbk)

070.9 - HISTORICAL AND PERSONS TREATMENT OF JOURNALISM AND NEWSPAPERS
070.923 - Persons regardless of area region, place

Gordon, Ken
Includes index
ISBN 976-8123-97-4 (pbk): $828.00

071 - JOURNALISM AND NEWSPAPERS
071.72 - Jamaica. Newspapers. Index

071.7292 - Jamaica. Newspapers. The Gleaner

Cargill, Morris
ISBN 976-8168-00-5 (pbk)

072 - Journalism and Newspapers in the Great Britain
072.08996 - England. Black newspapers

Martin, Paul E.
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-8138-69-6 (pbk) : $580.00

079 - Journalism and Newspapers in other Geographic Areas
079.7292 - Jamaica. Newspapers. The Gleaner

ISBN 976-612-014-5 (pbk) : $800.00

080 - General Collections
080 - Bob Marley. Quotations

Marley, Bob
ISBN 0-9719758-0-9 (pbk) : US$15.00

081 - General collections in English

Garvey, Marcus
ISBN 976-8172-02-9 (pbk)
100 - PHILOSOPHY, PARAPSYCHOLOGY, OCCULTISM, PSYCHOLOGY

109 - Historical and collected persons treatment of philosophy

Wiggins, Wilvin
Philosophy/ by Wilvin Wiggins. - Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7):
Prepared as a guide to the course Introduction to the History
of Philosophy at the University of the West Indies, Mona,
Jamaica.
(pbk) : $10.00

130 - PARAPSYCHOLOGY AND OCCULTISM

133 - Specific topics in parapsychology and occultism

Williams, Joseph John
Psychic phenomena of Jamaica/ Joseph J. Williams, S.J.
Reprint of ed. Published : New York : Dial Press, 1934
Bibliography : p.286-299
Includes indexes

133.9 - SPIRITUALISM

133.9013 - Near death experience. Personal survival

Harding, Oswald G.
Near death experience (NDE) : a holographic explanation /
Oswald G. Harding. - Kingston (7 Norman Rd., Kgn. C.S.O.) :
Bibliography : p. 216-228. - Includes index
ISBN 976-8202-09-2 (pbk)

150 - PSYCHOLOGY

152 - PERCEPTION, MOVEMENT, EMOTIONS & DRIVES

152.4 - Emotions

Bright, Galba
Tune up your emotional intelligence : a workbook/ by Galba
Bright. - Montego Bay (3 Embassy Place, Montego Bay): Galba Bright
and Associates, 2006. - 23p. ; 28cm
ISBN 976-610-766-1 (spiral)

Kelly, Grace A.
Grieve if you must: a 21 day plan for personal grieving,
healing and restoration/ Grace A. Kelly. - [S. l.] : G. A. Kelly,
2011. - 205p. : ill. ; 23 cm.
Bibliography : p. 204-205
ISBN 978-976-8230-09-6 (pbk)
153 - CONSCIOUS MENTAL PROCESSES AND INTELLIGENCE
153.8 - Will (Violition)

Otusanya, Afolabi
ISBN 978-976-95382-0-7 (pbk)

155 - DIFFERENTIAL AND DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY
155.2 - Individual psychology

Smith, E. Lloyd
ISBN 978-976-8217-26-4 (pbk)

155.24 - Adaptability and adjustment

Robertson-Hickling, Hilary
Bibliography : p. 97-114
Includes index
ISBN 978-976-410246-5 (pbk)

155.3 - SEX PSYCHOLOGY AND PSYCHOLOGY OF THE SEXES
155.33 - Sex differences
155.332 - Masculinity


155.333 - Feminist psychology

Bibliography : p. 356-397
ISBN 976-640-136-5 (pbk) : $3,555.00
155.4 – CHILD PSYCHOLOGY
155.4121–Sensory perception

Jamaica. Ministry of Health. Mental Health and Substance Abuse Unit
(pbk)

155.9 – ENVIRONMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY
155.93 – INFLUENCE OF SPECIFIC SITUATIONS
155.937 – Death and dying

Pottinger, Audrey M.
After the storm there is the calm: an analysis of the bereavement process/ Audrey Pottinger. – Kingston (1A Aqueduct Flats, Mona, Kgn. 7): Canoe Press, 1999. – xvii, 89p.; 22 cm.
Bibliography: p. 82-85. – Includes index
ISBN 976-8125-50-0 (pbk): $650.00

158 – Applied psychology

Day, Alvin
Born to fly: the flight manual/ Alvin Day. – Lake Worth, Florida: Million Mountain Press, 2006. – 31p. ; 28 cm. + 6 CDs
Accompanied by 6 CDs entitled “Unleash your power to achieve” (pbk): $7,161.00

Green, Desmond
ISBN 976-610-127-2 (sd)

Green, Desmond
Forget me not/ by Desmond Green. – [S.l. : s.n.], 2007.
188p. : ill. ; 23cm.

McAllister, Godfrey E.
(pbk): $80.00

ISBN 976-8055-03-0
158 - Applied psychology

Stevenson, Jonah David
Dr. Stevenson's solution to A to Z problems in life: most problems in life are discussed and the possible solutions are recommended/ Jonah David Stephenson. - Kingston : UPCL, 2001. viii, 266p. ; 22 cm.
ISBN 976-8171-69-3 (pbk)

158.1 - Personal improvement and analysis

Chambers, Jacqueline
ISBN 978-976-95423-0-3 (pbk)

Cummings, Maxine M.
ISBN 976-8128-00-3 (pbk)

Day, Alvin
If caterpillars can fly so can I: master the 7 universal laws to achieve and prosper/ Alvin Day. - Ohio : Million Mountain Press, 2003. - xi, 178p. : ill. ; 23cm.
Bibliography : p. 173-178
ISBN 0-9727304-8-6 (pbk)

Gooden Montieth, Charmaine E.
Moments : motivational inspirational thoughts/ Charmaine E. Gooden Montieth. - [Manchester (7 Beverley Dr., P.O. Box 1175, Mandeville, Manchester)] : C. E, Gooden Montieth, 2010. 132p. ; 16cm.
ISBN 978-976-95301-0-2 (pbk)

Green, Desmond
(pbk)

Hart, Nina
ISBN 978-0-9845767-1-5 : $3,821.00

Johns, Vi
ISBN 978-976-610-920-2 (pbk)
158.1 - **Personal improvement and analysis**

**Kazembe, Courtney A.**


ISBN 976-610-112-4 (pbk): $800.00

**Kennedy, Aisha**


**Orane, Marguerite**


ISBN 978-976-8203-984 (pbk)

**Wood, Desmond B.**


ISBN 976-8138-14-9 (pbk)

**Wood, Mabel Rose**

*A rose for your day* / Mabel Rose Wood. - Kingston : Trailblazer Ink, 2009. - 76p. : ill. ; 22cm.

ISBN 978-976-95241-4-9 (pbk)

**Wright, Joan**

*From brokenness to victory: the price of my breakthrough* / Joan Wright. - [Kingston (1 German Path, Mona Heights, Kgn. 7)] : J. A. Wright, 2009. - [iii], 109p. ; 17 cm.

ISBN 978-976-8217-63-9 (pbk)

158.12 - **Personal improvement and analysis through meditation**

**Malcolm, Helen**


Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-8172-61-4 (spiral)

158.2 - **Interpersonal relations**

**Gordon, J.D.**


ISBN 978-1-4257-5670-3 (pbk)
160 – LOGIC

168 – Argument and persuasion

Branden, Ed
Bibliography : p. 104-105
(sd) : $11.10

170 – Ethics (Moral philosophy)

Callam, Neville
Includes bibliographies
(sd) : $9.85

Hill, Jason D.
Bibliography : p. 191-195. - Includes index

172 – Political ethics

Bernard-Madden, Carol
(pbk)

172.1 – RELATION OF INDIVIDUALS TO THE STATE

172.17292 – Jamaica

Chisholm, Clinton
(pbk) : $350.00

172.2 – DUTIES OF THE STATE

172.2097292 – Jamaica

Combating corruption in Jamaica : a citizen's guide.
Kingston: Carter Center in collaboration with Sangster’s Bookstore Ltd., 1999. - 104p.; 28cm.
(pbk)
174 - OCCUPATIONAL ETHICS
174.2 - Medical professions

Walrond, E. R.
Ethical practice in everyday health care/ E. R. Walrond.
Kingston (1A Aqueduct Flats, Mona, Kgn. 7) : University of the West Indies Press, 2005. - vi, 162p. ; 26cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-640-164-0 (pbk) : $1,000.00

174.4 - Caribbean Area. Accountancy. Ethics

Ethical perspectives for Caribbean /[edited by] Noel M. Cowell ...
vii, 280p. ; 26cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 978-976-8189-60-8 (pbk)

Mendes, Margaret
Includes index
ISBN 976-8053-14-3 (pbk)

Mendes, Margaret
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 978-976-8053-19-0 (pbk)

177 - ETHICS OF SOCIAL RELATIONS
177.62 - Friendship

40p.; 22cm.
(pbk)

190 - MODERN WESTERN AND OTHER NON-EASTERN PHILOSOPHY
199 - OTHER GEOGRAPHIC AREAS
199.7292 - Jamaica

Campbell, Clifton Bevin
ISBN 978-1-4349-0478-2 (pbk) : $2,500.00
200 - RELIGION

200 - Religious education. Textbooks

Campbell, C.
   The new integrated approach : religious education workbook 4
      / C. Campbell, M. Miller. - Mandeville, Jamaica : Mid-Island
      ISBN 978-976-610-785-7 (pbk)

Campbell, C.
   The new integrated approach : religious education workbook 5
      / C. Campbell, M. Miles. - Mandeville, Jamaica : Mid-Island
      ISBN 976-610-693-2 (pbk)

Clemson, J.E.
   Living in our world/ J.E. Clemson; with advice from Muriel
      (Religious education for Caribbean secondary schools ; book 3)
      ISBN 0-17-566068-9 (pbk) : J$8.60

McLaughlin, Bethune
   Religious education for primary schools, Book 4 : for grade 4
      pupils/ Bethune McLaughlin. - Kingston (P.O. Box 8724 Kingston CSO)
      ISBN 976-610-347-X (pbk)

McLaughlin, Bethune
   Religious education for primary schools : an integrated
      approach. Book 1 / by Bethune McLaughlin; illustrated by Alfred
      Williams. - Kingston (P.O. Box 8724, Kgn. CSO): Samm's Stationery
      ISBN 976-610-181-7 (pbk)

Sherman, Elizabeth
   Carlong primary religious education year 4/ Elizabeth
      Sherman, Rachele Evelyn Vernon and Brendalee Cole. - Kingston (33
      Second St., Kgn. 13) : Carlong Publishers (Caribbean) Limited,
      2010. - vi, 83p. : col. ill. ; 28cm.
      ISBN 978-976-638-103-5 (pbk)

200. 8 - ATTITUDES OF RELIGIONS TO SOCIAL GROUPS
200.82 - Women

Tee, Tombari Kpobe
   Free to speak? : the truth about silence of women in the
      church in a world of cultural diversity/ Tombari Kpobe Tee.
      22cm.
      Bibliography : p. 177-186
      ISBN 976-610-464-6 (pbk)
200.899697292 – Jamaica. Black churches

McPherson, E.S.P.
Includes bibliographical references and index

200.9 – Religion. Historical, geographic, persons treatment

Morrish, Ivor
ISBN 0-227-67831-1 : $33.30

200.9729 – Religion. Caribbean Area

Bisnauth, Dale A.
A history of religions in the Caribbean / Dale Bisnauth
Kingston (1a Norwood Ave, Kgn. 5): Kingston Publishers, 1989
225p. ; 21cm.
ISBN 976-625-003-0

Hylton, Patrick
Bibliography: p. 345-360. – Includes index
ISBN 0-9726053-0-4 (pbk) : $1,350.00

200.97292 – Religion. Jamaica

Elkins, W. F.
Street preachers, faith healers, and herb doctors in Jamaica, 1890-1925 / W. F. Elkins. – New York: Revisionist Press, 1977
99p. ; 24 cm. – (Studies in the Caribbean series)
Includes bibliographical references

Harris, K. Sean
200.97292 - Religion. Jamaica

Hogg, Donald William
A Dissertation presented to the Faculty of Graduate School of Yale University in Candidacy for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy, 1964
Includes bibliographical references

204 - RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE, LIFE, PRACTICE
204.4 - Religious life and practice

Neil, Orville K.
ISBN 978-976-821760-8 (pbk)

207 - MISSIONS AND RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
207 - Christianity. Study and teaching

Jamaica Theological Seminary
(sd)

207.5 - Religious education

Caribbean Examinations Council

Caribbean Examinations Council
Includes specimen papers and mark schemes

McLaughlin, Bethune
ISBN 976-610-550-2 (pbk)
207.7292 - Missions and religious education. Jamaica

Davis, Edmund

Bibliography : p.120-124
(sd): US$5.00

Davis, Edmund

Bibliography : p. 215-250. - Includes index
ISBN 90-239-0372-2 (pbk)

211 - CONCEPTS OF GOD
211.3 - Theism

Lambert, Patrick


212 - Existence of God

Smith, Desmond

Bibliography : p. 81 - 82
ISBN 0-968937-0-6 (pbk)

220 - BIBLE
220.07 - Education, research

Broadber, Clyde

ISBN 976-8171-56-1 (pbk)

Phillips, Leevon

ISBN 976-610-074-8 (sd)

220.5 - The Bible. Modern versions and translations

Maye, Milton

The people's proverbs worship and devotional study Bible/ Milton Maye. - [St. James (7026 Reading, St. James)]: Creative Ministry Resources International, 2007. - xlviii, 1465p.; 24cm.
ISBN 978-976-95245-1-4
220.6 - The Bible. Interpretation and criticism

**Baldwin, Clinton**

Methods of biblical interpretation : perspectives on prophecy
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 978-976-95216-2-9 (pbk)

220.66 - LITERARY CRITICISM

220.6608996 - Blacks in the Bible

**Dyer, Jacob A.**

ISBN 1-533-01038-1

220.8 - NONRELIGIOUS SUBJECTS IN THE BIBLE

220.83054 - Women

**Bramwell-Patterson, Delrose**

ISBN 978-1-4415-5289-1 (pbk) : $625.00

220.9 - GEOGRAPHY, HISTORY, CHRONOLOGY, PERSONS OF BIBLE LAND IN BIBLE TIMES

220.9505 - Bible stories retold

**Berry, James**


224 - PROPHETIC BOOKS OF OLD TESTAMENT

224.5 - Daniel

**Taylor, Burchell**

Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 978-976-610-769-7 (pbk)

225 - New Testament

**Palmer, Nehemiah**

The dynamic birth of the new testament/ by Dr. Nehemiah Palmer. - Indiana : AuthorHouse, 2005. - xii, 211p. ; 23 cm
ISBN 1-4208-1251-3 (pbk) : US$14.95
226 - GOSPELS AND ACTS
226.4 - Luke

Bible Society of the West Indies
(pbk)

227 - EPISTLES
227.06 - Interpretation and criticism

Brown, T. L.
ISBN 976-8138-96-3 (pbk)

227.1 - Romans

Hammond, Michael E.
ISBN 976-8138-63-7 (pbk)

228 - Revelations

Taylor, Burchel
ISBN 976-8139-38-2 (sd)

230 - CHRISTIANITY  CHRISTIAN THEOLOGY
230 - Christian theology

Bartholomew
My God is truth and truth is my God : a rational view of spirit, and certain christian constructs / Bartholomew.
Kingston (P. O. Box 67, Kgn. 10) : A. Hall, 2005. - various pagings ; 22cm.
ISBN 976-8192-96-8 (pbk)

Bibliography : p. 110-111
230 - Christian theology

Evans, Ivan W.
Babylonian leave Babylon Vol. 1 / by Ivan W. Evans. - St.
Elizabeth (3 Jewel Close, Santa Cruz) : International Apostolic
ISBN 976-8091-57-6 (pbk)

Gordon, Ernle Patrick
After alpha - what? : a critical view / by Ernle Patrick
Gordon. - Mandeville (P.O.Box 1313, Mandeville, Manchester) :
theological series ; vol. 1 no. 1)
ISBN 976-610-588-X (pbk)

Phillips, Samuel C.
The right side of truth : the truth most Bible teachers and
others fail to see/ Samuel C. Phillips. - Kingston (P.O. Box 315,
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-610-228-7 (pbk)

230.04 - SPECIFIC TYPES OF CHRISTIAN THEOLOGY
230.046 - Liberation theology

Gentles, Janet
The Christian mysteries/ Janet Gentles. - Kingston (Old Court
ISBN 976-610-048-9 (spiral)

Symposium on Liberation Theology (1991 Kingston)
Looking at the theology of liberation together : an
ecumenical reflection within the Caribbean, March 6-9, 1991 /
editor Burchel Taylor. - Kingston (14 South Ave., Kgn. 10) :
Jamaica Council of Churches, 1991 [i.e. c1994]. - iii, 48p.;
22 cm.
(sd)

230.07 - EDUCATION, RESEARCH, RELATED TOPICS OF CHRISTIAN THEOLOGY
230.0711 - Higher education in Christianity

Jamaica Holiness Bible College: 2006-2008 catalogue / compiled by
ISBN 978-976-95208-0-6 (spiral)
230.09 - GEOGRAPHIC TREATMENT
230.09729 - Caribbean Area. Christian theology

Erskine, Noel Leo
Bibliography : p. 182- 188. - Includes index
ISBN 0-86543-582-0 : $2,538.39

Williams, Lewin Lascelles
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 0-8204-1859-5 : $1564.00

231 - God

Ivwurie, Wisdom
ISBN 976-8203-33-1 (sd)

231.04 - SPECIAL TOPICS OF GOD
231.044 - General concepts Of God

Brent-Harris, Wilford B.
Includes bibliographical references.
(spiral)

231.04403 - General concepts of God. Dictionaries, encyclopedias, concordances

Brent-Harris, Wilford B.
Oneness : a "concordant" reference volume 1 A-H / Wilford B. Brent-Harris (Jr.). - [S.l. : s.n.], ?, - 1v, p. 1-266 ; 28 cm.
(spiral)

Brent-Harris, Wilford B.
(spiral)
231.3 - God the Holy Spirit

Hammond, Michael E.

ISBN 976-8138-56-4 (pbk)

231.7 - GOD’S RELATION TO INDIVIDUAL BELIEVERS
231.73 - Miracles

Russell, Joan E.

(pbk) : $350.00

Taylor, Delores

Includes bibliographical references
(pbk) : $270.00

231.760963 - In relation to and action in history

Brooks, Miguel F.

"Negus": majestic tradition of Ethiopia/ Miguel F. Brooks.
Bibliography : p.178-182

A modern translation of the Kebra Nagast (The glory of kings)/ compiled, edited and translated by Miguel F. Brooks.
First published 1995
ISBN 976-610-227-9 (pbk)

232 - Jesus Christ and his family. Christology

Penrose-Davis, Joy

Jesus Christ is not God/ Joy Penrose-Davis. - [S.l.]: [s.n.], 2011. - 235p. ; 22 cm.
ISBN 978-976-8230-29-4 (pbk)

232.9 - FAMILY AND LIFE OF JESUS
232.95 - The public life of Jesus

Knight, William

(pbk)
233 - HUMANKIND
233.5 - Nature including body, soul, spirit, sexuality

Campbell, C. Ray
ISBN 976-610-650-9 (pbk)

234 - Salvation and grace

Ellis, Robert A.
The story of salvation / Robert A. Ellis. - Clarendon (May Pen P.O., Box 345) : R. A. Ellis, 2006. 28p. ; 17 cm.
(sd) : $200.00

234.1 - KINDS AND MEANS OF GRACE
234.13 - Spiritual gifts

Walker, Meric D.
Bibliography : p. 329-343
ISBN 976-8192-74-7 (pbk)

234.16 - SACRAMENTS
234.161 - Baptism

(sd)

235 - SPIRITUAL BEINGS
235.4 - Spiritual warfare

Ade-Gold, Grace
Bibliography : p. 59
ISBN 976-8192-83-6 (pbk)

235.47 - Satan

Ade-Gold, Grace O.
Bibliography : p. 59-60
ISBN 976-8192-82-8 (pbk)
235.47  -  Satan

Awojobi, Joseph B.
ISBN 976-610-050-0 (sd)

Johnson-Billet, Yasmin
The earth before Adam's earth/ by Yasmin Johnson-Billet.
ISBN 976-8171-86-3 (pbk)

239  -  APOLOGETICS AND POLEMICS
239.4  -  Polemics against Neoplatonists in apostolic times

Grant, Gloria
Blossoms in the desert/ by Gloria Grant; edited by Ewart L. Walters. - Santa Cruz, Jamaica (Santa Cruz, St. Elizabeth) : International Apostolic Ministries, 1994. - ix, 80p.; 22cm.
ISBN 976-8091-70-3 (sd)

Grant, Gloria
Buzz off, Satan! and other stories / by Gloria Grant ; cover illustration by Annika Lewinson. - Santa Cruz, St. Elizabeth : International Apostolic Ministries Press, 1994. - 87p.; 22cm.
ISBN 976-8092-81-5 (pbk)

240  -  CHRISTIAN MORAL AND DEVOTIONAL THEOLOGY
241  -  Christian ethics

Miller, Al
ISBN 976-625-065-0 (pbk)

241.2  -  Laws and bases of morality

Johnson, Edward R.
ISBN 978-1419692444 (pbk) : $1,327.00

241.3  -  Sin and vices

Evans, Ivan W.
Hell: as the Bible teaches / by Ivan W. Evans. - St. Elizabeth, Jamaica (Santa Cruz) : International Apostolic Ministries, 1994. - 31p. ; 21cm.
ISBN 976-8091-66-5 (pbk)
241.4 - Virtues

Green, Desmond D.
Visions of Jamaica: dream a new Jamaica / Desmond D. Green
(pbk)

Green, Desmond
Visions of Jamaica/ by Desmond Green; cover photograph by
Tony Johnson. - Kingston (22 Edinburgh Ave., Kgn. 10) : Oasis
ISBN 976-8092-80-7 (pbk)

241.5 - Codes of conduct

Taylor, Burchell
Free for all? : a question of morality and community /
Burchell Taylor. - Kingston (64 Harbour St., Kgn.) : Grace, Kennedy
Foundation, 1992. - xii, 45p. ; 21cm. - (The Grace Kennedy
Foundation lectures series)
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-8041-03-X (pbk)

241.6 - SPECIFIC MORAL ISSUES
241.63 - Marriage

Scott, Andrew J.
God's prescription for marriage and relationships: (x2 daily
for 365 days for the rest of your life) / Prophet Andrew J. Scott.
Kingston (P. O. Box 886, Constant Spring, Kgn. 8) : Creative Links,
ISBN 976-610-7555-6 (pbk)

242 - Devotional literature

Christian, Lola M.
He specializes in impossibilities part 1: answered prayers at
West Indies College/Northern Caribbean University and elsewhere /
(some col.) ; 22cm.

Tenn, Marcia
The inspirations of God to his servant : Pastor M. Tenn /
ISBN 1-59712-017-0 (pbk) : $550.00

242.2 - Prayers and meditations for daily use

Rodney, Winsome Isabell
Meditation I : affirmations, prayers ; thoughts and sermons
for twenty-six weeks of the year / by Winsome Isabell Rodney.
ISBN 976-8192-75-5 (pbk)
242.2 - Prayers and meditations for daily use

Wilson, Winston
ISBN 976-8192-10-0 (pbk)

Wilson, Winston
ISBN 976-8192-62-3 (pbk)

242.5 - Prayers and meditations based on passages from the Bible

Evans, Ivan W.
(sd)

Brodber, Clyde Everton

242.6 - PRAYERS AND MEDITATIONS FOR SPECIFIC CLASSES OF PERSONS
242.62 - Prayers for children

Aikman, Carolien
ISBN 978-1439219164 (pbk) : $1,000.00

242.8 - Collections of prayers

Lindo, Dionne
ISBN 978-976-95327-1-7 (pbk)

Lindo, Dionne
ISBN 978-976-95327-0-0 (pbk)
243 – Evangelical writings for individuals and families

Allie, Almeric A.

ISBN 978-976-610-884-7 (pbk)

Douse, Victor

ISBN 976-8192-63-1 (pbk)

Knight, Glaister


245 – HYMNS WITHOUT MUSIC

245.2 – For schools

Taylor, Godfrey

ISBN 976-638-046-5 (pbk)

245.729 – Caribbean Area. School hymn books

ISBN 0-582-05796-5 (pbk) : $180.00

ISBN 978-1-4082-3045-9 (pbk) : $895.00

248 – Christian experience, practice, life

Dennis, Carlton A.

Jonah: a picture of the modern Christian / Carlton A. Dennis. – Kingston (P. O. Box 363, Kgn. 19) : SRI Press, 2008. 75p. ; 22cm.

Forbes, Veronica A.

Bibliography : p. 48
ISBN 978-976-8203-77-9 (sd)
248 - Christian experience, practice, life

Lee, Jean
ISBN 976-95146-05 (pbk)

Nelson, Dwayne L.
Includes bibliographical references.

Rateau, Loy M.

Shakes, Peter
A new day/ Peter Shakes. - [S.l. : P. Shakes], 2006.
24p. ; 13 cm.
ISBN 976-8203-55-2 (sd)

Shakes, Peter
ISBN 978-951-980-0 (sd)

Singh, Leroy M.
Bibliography: p. 191-293
ISBN 976-610-695-9 (pbk)

248.2 - Religious experience

Copeland-Blake, Lona
ISBN 0-9540966-0-6 (pbk): $900.00

Davies, Philippa A.
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 978-976-95304-1-6 (pbk)
248.2 - Religious experience

Grant, Gloria
ISBN 976-809-45-5 (sd)

Jones, Noel
ISBN 978-0-7684-2374-7 (pbk): $1,360.00

Lewinson, Violet
ISBN 978-976-95241-5-6 (pbk)

McKenzie, Richard A.
ISBN 976-8172-04-5 (sd)

Otto-Hinds, Maureen
ISBN 976-8138-05-X (pbk)

248.29 - Private visions

Evans, Ivan W.
Cover title: Dreams and visions : incentives to faith
ISBN 976-610-680-0 (pbk)

Grant, Gloria
A world on the brink of disaster or September 11 and afterwards / Gloria Grant. - Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7) : A.C.L. Art Desktop Services, 2002. - x, 51p. ; 22 cm.
Bibliography : p. 51
ISBN 976-8128-01-1 (pbk)

McKenzie, Richard A.
248.3 - WORSHIP
248.32 - Prayer

Forbes, Judith A.
ISBN 1-4259-4940-1 (pbk): $1564.00

Hall, Leo C.
Engaging the supernatural: opening the door of the supernatural through prayer/ Leo C. Hall. - St. Mary (P. O. Box 67, Highgate, St. Mary) : L. C. Hall, 2011. - xii, 196p. ; 22 cm.

McLeary, Nicole G.
(pbk)

248.4 - Christian life and practice

Brown, Taniesha K.
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 978-976-8230-30-0 (pbk)

Brown-Archibald, Sharon
How to conquer the devil in your marriage/ Sharon Brown-Archibald. - Manchester (Hatfield P.O., Manchester) : S. Brown-Archibald, 2009. - [ii], 144p.; 22 cm.
Bibliography : p. 142

Evans, Ivan W.
(pbk)

Gordon, Anthony L.
ISBN 976-8138-66-1

Keane, David
ISBN 0-9669771-0-6 (pbk)
248.4 - Christian life and practice

Kpobeh Tee, Tombari
ISBN 978-976-8217-84-4 (pbk)

Nembhard, Ralston B.
You and your neighbour in a broken world / Ralston B. Nembhard. - [Jamaica : s.n.], c1982 (Golding Printing Service)
75p. ; 22cm.
(pbk) : $6.00

Rankine, Dorothy M.
The revelations of hidden mysteries of the mountains, rivers and the seas/ by Dorothy M. Rankine. - [Kingston, Jamaica: D. Rankine], 2007. - 54p. : ill. ; 22cm.
ISBN 978-976-8203-87-8 (sd)

Roberts, Donald A.
The amazing life of the disciple of Christ: the life some christians have longed for, but find difficult to achieve / Donald A. Roberts. - Kingston (52 Mannings Hill Rd., P.O. Box 932, Kgn. 8) : DATEM, 2011. - vi, 222p.; 23 cm.
Bibliography : p. 220-222
ISBN 978-976-95374-0-8 (pbk)

Tulloch, Wayne St. A.
ISBN 976-8171-65-0 (pbk)

Vassall, Ierlyn
How christians fellowship / by Ierlyn Vassall. - St. Catherine (P.O. Box 738, Spanish Town) : I. Vassall, 2001
86p. ; 20cm.
Cover title : Let’s fellowship
ISBN 976-610-404-2 (pbk)

248.48 - Guides to Christian life by or for adherents of specific branches, denominations, sects

Gyles, Colin A.
(pbk)

McTurner, Ida
viii, 65p. : ill. ; 21cm.
ISBN 1-85845-275-9 (pbk)
248.6 - Stewardship

Church of Jamaica. Steering Committee on Stewardship
Christian stewardship a way of life/ prepared by the Steering Committee on Stewardship; illustrated by Lystra McBurnie Brent-Harris; edited by Rev. Canon Peter Mullings. - Kingston (2 Caledonia Ave., Kgn. 5) : Church in Jamaica in the Province of the West Indies, 2002. - 16p. : ill.; 22 cm.
ISBN 976-610-451-4 (sd)

Nembhard, Winston
Christian stewardship : roots and fruits/ Winston Nembhard
xii, 131p. ; 22cm.
Bibliography : p. 127-129. - Includes index
ISBN 976-610-685-1 (pbk)

Pratt, Clover
Dynamic principles of stewardship : a study guide to assist christians in stewardship/ Clover Pratt. - [St. Catherine (P.O. Box 327, Lot 230, 2 West, Greater Portmore)] : C. Pratt, 2008.
xvi, 55p. ; 20cm.
ISBN 978-976-8217-07-3 (pbk)

248.8 - Christian life. Guides for specific classes of persons

Blessing, Eliana
With these broken wings / Eliana Blessing.- Kingston (P.O. Box 1164, Kgn. 8) : Breakfree Productions, 2010. - 188p. ; 21cm.
ISBN 978-976-95280-0-0 (pbk)

Cole, Collin A.
Evangelism made simple / Collin A. Cole. - Kingston :
(sd): $40.00

Evans, Ivan W.
Check your tongue / Ivan W, Evans. - St. Elizabeth, Jamaica (3 Jewel Close, Santa Cruz) : International Apostolic Ministries, 2000. - 110p. ; 22cm.
ISBN 976-610-367-4 (pbk)

Evans, Ivan W.
Check your tongue / by Ivan W. Evans. - 2nd ed. - Santa Cruz, Jamaica (Santa Cruz, St. Elizabeth) : International Apostolic Ministries, 2001. - 112p. ; 22 cm.
ISBN 976-610-399-2 (pbk)

Johnson, Hedley R.
248.8 - Christian life. Guides for specific classes of persons

Palmer, Nehemiah Martin
ISBN 978-1-4259-9778-6 (pbk) : US$15.50

Scott, Andrew
ISBN 978-976-610-883-0 (pbk)

248.83 - Adolescents and college students

Linton, Faith
Through trial and error : stories of love, sex and family life in the Caribbean; with questions for discussion and Christian commentary/ Faith Linton. - Kingston (24 Hagley Park Plaza, Kgn. 10) : Students Christian Fellowship and Scripture Union, 1984. 57p. : ill. ; 22cm
(sd) : $8.50

248.834 - College students

Rhone, Denton
Courting the high road : a compilation of pastoral counsels / Denton Rhone. - [Spanish Town]: Litho media Printers Ltd., 2000. 118p. : ill. ; 22cm.
ISBN 976-610-355-0 (pbk)

248.843 - Women

Evans, Ivan W.
(pbk)

Shaw, Glasin D.
The hurting woman : God has redeemed woman/ by Glasin D. Shaw. - Spanish Town (47 William St., Spanish Town) : Spanish Town Ark of Safety Deliverance Ministry, 2005. - iii, 87p.; 22cm.
Bibliography : p. 87
ISBN 976-8192-71-2 (pbk)

248.84352 - Single women

Brown-Archibald, Sharon
ISBN 976-8203-18-8 (pbk)
248.844 – Married couples

Spence, Harris
The woman I married is not my wife, the man I married is not my husband / Harris Spence. – Kingston (17 Kensington Cres., Kgn. 5) : Arawak Publications, 2006. – 131 p., : ill. ; 19 cm.
ISBN 976-8189-55-X (pbk)

248.845 – Parents

Morgan, Patricia
The battle for the seed : spiritual strategy to preserve our children / Patricia Morgan. – Tulsa, OK :Vincom, 1991. – vi, 106p. ; 22cm.
ISBN 0-927936-09-7 (pbk) : $140.00

248.86 – Persons experiencing illness, trouble, bereavement

Benjamin, Rosemarie L.

Jones, Noel
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 978-07684-2317-4 (pbk) : $960.00

Lothian, Elloraine
ISBN 978-976-8217-95-2 (pbk)

McKenzie, Richard A.
ISBN 978-976-95240-1-9 (pbk)

250 – LOCAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND CHRISTIAN RELIGIOUS ORDERS
250.08 – Minorities

Davis, Edmund
Includes bibliographical references and index
251 - Preaching (Homiletics)

Kuck, David W.
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 978-976-95163-0-4 (pbk)

251.0097292 - Jamaica. Preaching

Linton, Faith
ISBN 978-1-897213-36-0 (pbk): $855.00

252 - TEXTS OF SERMONS

252.03 - Anglican Church. Sermons

Aiken, Etheline
Bibliography : p. [94]
ISBN 976-8192-12-7 (pbk)

Carnegie, K.D. (Kenneth Donald)

Davis, Edmund
Bibliography : p. 215-216
ISBN 976-8189-16-9 (pbk)

252.03 - Anglican Church. Sermons

DeSouza, Neville
A compendium of charges delivered to the annual synod of the church in Jamaica in the province of the West Indies over the years 1980-2000 / by the 12 Lord Bishops of Jamaica Rt. Rev'd Dr. the Hon Neville DeSouza presented to him on the occasion of his retirement on the 8th day of October in the year of our Lord 2000. - 239p. : ports; 29 cm.

252.06 - Baptist Church. Sermons

Russell, Horace O.
(sd) : J$5.00
252.07 - Methodist Church. Sermons

Boothe, Hyacinth Ione
ISBN 976-610-162-0 (pbk)

253 - Pastoral office and work (Pastoral theology)

New Testament Church of God (Jamaica)
Theme of Seminar "The servant leader", held at Montego Bay New Testament Church of God, April 26-28, 1983
(sd) : Gratis

253.5 - Counseling and spiritual direction

Redwood, S. St. John
Bibliography : p. 130-131
ISBN 976-8125-49-7 (pbk) : $700.00

254 - PARISH ADMINISTRATION
254.57025 - Membership. Directory

Webster Memorial United Church Stewardship Information Committee
ISBN 976-8139-91-9 (sd)

255 - RELIGIOUS CONGREGATIONS AND ORDERS
255.9730097292 - Jamaica. Franciscan Missionary Sisters

Stephen Maria Miles, Sister
ISBN 976-610-045-4 (pbk)

259 - PASTORAL CARE OF FAMILIES, OF SPECIFIC KINDS OF PERSONS
259.092 - Reid, Mavis. Biography

Howard, Fay
ISBN 976-610-087-x (pbk)
259.6 – Pastoral care of the bereaved

Guntley, Venice Cecelia
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-8125-50-0 (spiral)

260 – Christian social and ecclesiastical theology

Lawton, Douglas A.
Bibliography : p. 189
ISBN 976-610-597-9 (pbk)

260.09 – Christian Church. History

Gyles, Colin A.
(pbk)

261 – Christianity. Social theology

Tucker, Jimmy

261.1 – Role of the Christian church in society

Davis, Edmund
Courage and commitment/ Edmund Davis. – Kingston (P.O. Box 42, Kgn. 7) : University of the West Indies Publishers' Association, 1988. – v, 118p. : ill, ports ; 23cm.
Bibliography : p. 113-118
ISBN 976-632-003-9 (pbk)

Smith, Ashley
Emerging from innocence : religion, theology and development / Ashley Smith. – Mandeville, Jamaica (P.O. Box 628, Mandeville) : Eureka Press, 1991. – 92p. ; 21cm.
ISBN 976-8029-08-0 (pbk)

Smith, Ashley
(pbk) : J$30.00
261.109729 - Role of the Christian church in society. Caribbean Area

Cuthbert, Robert
Bridgetown, Barbados: Caribbean Contact [producer], c1986. - 145p ; 23 cm.
Bibliography: p.137-145
(pbk)

261.5 - CHRISTIANITY AND SECULAR DISCIPLINES
261.578 - Music

Beckford, Robert
Bibliography: p. 166-175. - Includes index

261.7 - Christianity and political affairs

ISBN 976-8092-59-9

261.709729 - Caribbean Area. Christianity and civil rights

Reid, C. S.
Church, morality and democracy / by C. S. Reid. - [Kingston]: The Bustamante Institute of Public and International Affairs, 1987. - 59p.; 21 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (sd)

261.8 - Christianity and socioeconomic problems

Callam, Neville
Bibliography: p. 179-184. - Includes index
ISBN 976-610-617-7 (pbk)

261.8097292 - Jamaica. The Church and socioeconomic problems

Dick, Devon M.
Bibliography: p. 108-116. - Includes index
ISBN 976-637-088-5 (pbk)
**261.8097292 - Jamaica. The Church and socioeconomic problems**

Dick, Devon M.


Bibliography : p. 207-213. - Includes index
ISBN 976-637-187-3 (pbk) : $855.00

**261.83 - SOCIAL PROBLEMS AND SERVICES**
**261.834 - Christian attitudes towards social groups**

Burkett, Randall K.


Bibliography : p.197-206. - Includes index

**261.834567 - Christian attitudes towards social groups. Slavery**


Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-637-036-2 (pbk): $630.00

**261.835 - Sexual relations**

Bell, Winston

Sex in the church / Winston (Bello) Bell. - Kingston (66 - 68 Barry St., Kgn., C.S.O.) : W. W. Bell, 2006. - v, 102p. : ill. ; 20cm.
ISBN 976-8203-29-3 (pbk)

**261.8358 - Christian attitude. Divorce. Remarriage**

Smith, Phillip John

Except a corn of wheat fall into the ground and die, it abideth alone : addressing the subject of "divorced and remarriage" : how do we minister to this group of people?/ by Pastor Phillip (John) Smith. - Kearney, NE: Morris Publishing, 2003. - 128p. ; 22cm.
ISBN 976-8192-02-X (pbk)
261.83581 – Marriage and marital status

Dale-Dillon, Verona H.

ISBN 978-976-95190-1-5 (pbk)

Lawton, Douglas A.

Bibliography : p. 143-145
ISBN 976-610-587-1 (pbk)

261.83585 – Family

Richards, Lionel

Bibliography : p. 80-83.

261.836 – Ecology and Population
261.83628 – Christian attitude toward abuse of the environment

ISBN 976-8092-71-8 (sd)

261.85 – Economics

Whyte, Jayson

Addendum: p. 214-230
ISBN 978-976-8217-31-8 (pbk)

262 – Christian Church, Government and Organisation
262.143 – Anglican clergy

Church of Jamaica. Order of Deaconess

(sd)
262.4 - Synods

Meeting of the Synod of the Church in Jamaica in the Province of the West Indies (125th : 1995 : Kingston)
The one hundred and twenty-fifth annual Meeting of the Synod of the Church in Jamaica in the Province of the West Indies. Kingston (2 Caledonia Ave., Kgn. 5): The Church in Jamaica in the Province of the West Indies, 1995. - 418p. ; 22cm (pbk)

263 - DAYS, TIMES, PLACES OF RELIGIOUS OBSERVANCES
263.1 - Sabbath

Brown-Archibald, Sharon

Brown-Archibald, Sharon

Ellis, Robert A

263.2 - Observance of the seventh day

Baldwin, Clinton
The Sabbath : more than a day, a person : exploring the deeper meanings of the Sabbath / Clinton Baldwin. - Spanish Town (66a Brunswick Ave.) : Lithomedia Printers Ltd., 2012. - 64p.: ill. ; 22 cm. ISBN 978-976-95216-3-6 (pbk)

263.3 - Comprehensive works on Sabbath and Sunday

Hines, John O.
264 - PUBLIC WORSHIP

264.2 - Music

Ho Lung, Richard, Father

Oh! sing to the Lord. V. 1: 100 liturgical compositions of Fr. Richard Ho Lung, Missionaries of the Poor. - [Kingston (3 North St., Kgn.): Missionaries of the Poor, 1999]. - 56p. ; 22cm.
Includes The Caribbean Mass
(sd) : $400.00

264.3 - SCRIPTURE READINGS AND COMMUNION SACRAMENT

264.34 - Scripture readings

Hume-Stewart, Georgia

Rabboni: devotional readings/ by Georgia Hume-Stewart ; edited by Deryck Roberts. - [Spanish Town, Jamaica?] : G. Hume-Stewart, c1996. - x, 73p. ; 21cm.
ISBN 976-8138-41-6 (sd)

265 - SACRAMENTS, OTHER RITES AND ACTS

265.1 - Baptism

Anderson, Lesley George

Includes bibliographical references
(pbk)

266 - Missions

Wade, Barry A.

Bibliography : p. 250-251
ISBN 978-976-610-908-0 (pbk)

267 - ASSOCIATIONS FOR RELIGIOUS WORKS

267.2 - Men’s associations

Brotherhood of St. Andrew of Jamaica

(sd)
267.4 - WOMEN'S ASSOCIATIONS
267.446 - Baptist societies

Jamaica Baptist Women's Federation
(sd)

Jamaica Baptist Women's Federation 60th anniversary 1922-1982
(sd)

267.6 - YOUNG ADULTS' ASSOCIATIONS
267.61 - Jamaica. Students Christian Fellowship and Scripture Union

Includes index
ISBN 976-610-123-X

267.6 - YOUNG ADULTS' ASSOCIATIONS
267.61 - Jamaica. Students Christian Fellowship and Scripture Union

University and College Christian UCCF Mona Fellowship
(sd) : $100.00

268 - RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
268.1 - Administration

Davis, Edmund
Creative management for clergy lay people / Edmund Davis.
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-8091-79-7 (pbk)

268.4 - RELIGIOUS EDUCATION OF SPECIFIC GROUPS
268.43 - SPECIFIC AGE GROUPS
268.432 - Children

Walker, Meric D.
ISBN 976-8203-27-7 (pbk)
268.433 – Adolescents

Gregor, Helena R.
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 978-976-8230-11-9 (pbk)

268.6 – METHODS OF INSTRUCTION AND STUDY

268.62 – Textbook method

Whiteman, Etta
Blood thicker than water: love God love your neighbour / compilers Etta Whiteman, Joyce Bailey. – Kingston (P.O. Box 527, Kgn. 10): CADEC, [1974?]. – 106p. ; ill. ; 28cm.
"Vacation Church school programme for the Caribbean" – preface.
(sd) : Gratis

270 – CHRISTIAN CHURCH. HISTORICAL AND GEOGRAPHICAL TREATMENT

270.8 – MODERN PERIOD, 1789–


Austin-Broos, Diane J.
Bibliography : p. 275-295
ISBN 976-8123-42-7 (pbk)

271 – RELIGIOUS CONGREGATIONS AND ORDERS

271.092007292 – Jamaica. Brothers

Brotherhood of St. Andrew of Jamaica
(sd)

271.5 – REGULAR CLERICS


McLaughlin, Gerard Leo
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-95047-0-X (pbk)
271.9 - CONGREGATIONS AND ORDERS OF WOMEN
271.973 - Franciscan Orders

Franciscan Missionary Sisters of Our Lady of Perpetual Help
ISBN 976-610-665-7 (pbk)

(pbk)

277 - CHRISTIAN CHURCH IN NORTH AMERICA
277.292 - Jamaica

Includes bibliographical references

277 - CHRISTIAN CHURCH IN NORTH AMERICA
277.292 - Jamaica

Includes bibliographical references

Includes bibliographical references

McGavran, Donald

277.292081 - Discrimination. Minorities

Lawson, Winston Arthur
ISBN 0-8204-3093-5 (pbk) : $1,680.00
277.292081972 - Discrimination. Minorities. Jamaica

Gordon, Shirley C.
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 0-253-33052-1 : $1764.00

277.2921 - Cayman Islands

Ecumenical Pastors' Conference (1991 Kingston)
(Faith and order paper; no.155)
(sd)

277.3082 - Caribbean diaspora

Reid-Salmon, Delroy A.
Bibliography : p. 219 - 232
ISBN 978-1-84553-384-7 (pbk): $1,700.00

279.729 - Christian church in the Caribbean

Bibliography : p. 269-274. - Includes index
ISBN 976-640-029-6 (pbk) : $850.00

280 - CHRISTIAN CHURCH. DENOMINATIONS AND SECTS
280.4 - PROTESTANT CHURCHES AND PROTESTANTISM
280.409729 - Caribbean Area. Protestant churches

Dayfoot, Arthur Charles
Bibliography : p. 314-329
ISBN 976-640-061-X (pbk): $1,200.00
**280.4097292 - Jamaica. Protestant churches**

**Davis, Andre Hugh-Carwin**


(sd)

**282 - Roman Catholic Church**

**Osbourne, Francis J.**


Bibliography : p.517-518. - Includes index

ISBN 0-8294-0544-5 : $98.00

**282.7292 - Jamaica. Roman Catholic Church**

**Holy Cross Church**


(pbk)

**Osborne, Francis J.**


ISBN 0-85474-0-70-8 (pbk) : US$152.10


**283 - Anglican Churches**

**The Church in Jamaica and the Cayman Islands**

The one hundred and thirty-second annual meeting of the Synod of the Church in Jamaica and the Cayman Islands in the Province of the West Indies. - Kingston (2 Caledonia Ave., Kgn. 5) : The Church, 2002. - 570p. ; 21 cm. - (Synod 2002 journal)

(pbk)

**Church of the Holy Spirit**


(pbk)
283 - Anglican Churches

56p. : ill. ; 28 cm.
(sd)

Diocese of Jamaica and the Cayman Islands. Department of Education and Youth
72p. : ill. ; 22cm.
Bibliography : p. 69-70
(pbk)

Hanover Parish Church Committee
ISBN 976-610-750-5 (pbk)

King, R. O. C.

Rose, Philip E.
(sd)

St. Andrew Parish Church

St. Jude's Church (Stony Hill)
Commemoration of the one hundredth anniversary
(sd)

St. Michael and All Angel's Church (Kingston)
(sd)
283.092 - Ordination of priests

(pbk)

283.7292 - Jamaica. Anglican churches

Church of England, Jamaica. Mothers’ Union
(sd)

Gibson, P.W. (Percival William)
First published: Kingston : Gleaner Co., 1919
(pbk)

Kingston Parish Church
ISBN 976-8139-64-1 (sd) Gratis

Minter, R.A.
Bibliography : p.310-316
Includes index
ISBN 1-85421-060-2 : $317.70

St. Andrew Parish Church
Commemorative magazine
(sd) : $100.00

(sd)


283 - Anglican Churches

Trelawny Parish Church
Trelawny Parish Church of St. Peter the Apostle, 1796-1996
Falmouth (Trelawny, Jamaica): The Bicentenary Committee, 1996 52p. : ill., ports. ; 28cm.
(sd)

284 - Protestant denomination

Maverly Gospel Hall offering hope 50 years / editor Beverley Chambers. - Kingston (100 ¼ Molynes Rd., Kgn. 10) :
The Church, 2008. - 44p. : col. ill. ; 28cm.
(pbk)

284.67292 - Jamaica. Moravian churches

Carmel Moravian Church
Carmel Moravian Church celebrates its 175th anniversary
(sd)

284.67292 - Jamaica. Moravian churches

Hastings, S.U.
Bibliography : p. 252-254. - Includes index

285 - Presbyterian, American Reformed, Congregational Churches

35th Anniversary magazine of Andrews Memorial United Church 1963-1998 / Andrews Memorial United Church. - [Mandeville, Manchester (Corner Ward Avenue West Road, P.O. Box 151)] :
(pbk)

Boulevard United Church
Cover title
(sd)

Bryce United Church
(sd)
285 - *Presbyterian, American Reformed, Congregational Churches*

**Davyton United Church**
(sd)

**Ebanks, Floyd**
Bibliography : p. 115
ISBN 976-610-494-8 (pbk)

**Hope United Church**
Cover title
(sd)

**North Street United Church**
(sd)

**The Presbyterian Church of Jamaica**
(pbk)

**St. John's United Church**
(sd)

**Thomas, Carmen Joyce**
The East Indian Mission of the Presbyterian Church in Jamaica 1893-1951 : included is additional information about the lives of some ministers who were involved in the mission/ by Carmen Joyce Thomas. - Kingston (12 Carlton Cres., Kgn. 10) : United Church in Jamaica and the Cayman Islands, 1999. - 1v (various pagings): ill. ; 29 cm.

**Thomas, Carmen Joyce**
Includes bibliography
285 - Presbyterian, American Reformed, Congregational Churches

**Webster Memorial United Church 50th anniversary, 1941-1991.**
Kingston (51 Half way Tree Rd., Kgn. 10) : The Church, 1991].
68p. : ill. , ports ; 28cm.
(sd)

**Whitefield United Church**
Whitefield United Church, Porus, 150th anniversary, September 10, 1989 - [Porus, Manchester : The Church, 1989]. -
56p. : ill., ports.; 21cm.
(sd) : Free

285.1729 - Caribbean Area. Presbyterian churches

**The Consultative Assembly of Presbyterian Churches in the Caribbean (1963; Kingston)**
(pbk)

285.27292 - Jamaica. Presbyterian churches

**Knight, Glaister**
Christ the unifying principle of the universe. - Kingston :
H.G. Pottinger, Printer, 1963?. - 14p : port ; 20 1/2cm.

**St. Andrew's Scots Kirk**
(pbk)

286 - Baptist, Disciples of Christ, Adventist churches

**Henderson, George E.**
Goodness and mercy, a tale of a hundred years. - Owen Sound,
Ontario : Richardson Bond Wright Ltd., 1967. - xiii, 173p. ;
19.5cm.

**Jamaica Baptist Union Mission Conference (2003: Ocho Rios)**
Includes bibliographical references
286 - Baptist, Disciples of Christ, Adventist churches

Nettleford, Rex
Emancipation : the lessons and the legacy / Rex Nettleford
Cover title
(sd)

Pugh, Alfred Lane
Bibliography : p. 189-194
ISBN 1-59196-293-5 (pbk) : $2,260.00

Sibley, Inez Knibb

Tarrant Baptist Church 100. - [Kingston] : The Church, [1993].
44p.; 28 cm.
(sd)

286.09 - Baptist, Disciples of Christ, Adventist Churches. Historic, geographic, persons treatment

Russell, Horace O.
"Fourth course church history"
Bibliography : p.299-300
ISBN 0-311-72861-X (pbk): $101.15

286.1 - Baptist Churches

The Greater Portmore Baptist Church
The Greater Portmore Baptist Church 5th anniversary magazine : celebrating eight years of witness. - [Greater Portmore, St. Catherine : The Church, 2003?]. - 30p. : col. ill. ; 28 cm.
(pbk)

Phillipppo Baptist Church
Re-dedication and 190th anniversary service (1818-2009) on Sunday, June 14, 2009 at the Church. - Spanish Town (9 William St., Spanish Town) : The Church, 2009. - 47p.: col. ill. ; 28cm.
(sd)
286.17292 - Jamaica. Baptist churches

Boulevard Baptist Church
(sd)

Dick, Devon
Bibliography : p.275-299. - Includes index
ISBN 978-976-637-387-0 (pbk)

Russell, Horace
(pbk) : $400.00

Salter's Hill Baptist Church (St. James)
To commemorate two hundred years of Baptist witness in Jamaica and the 150th anniversary of the emancipation of the slaves in 1838
Free

286.4 - Old School Baptists

Carter-Henry, Don
Cover title : Lest we forget: a historical narrative of persons, places and people (1791-1991)
Bibliography : p. 46
(sd)

286.5 - Other Baptist churches and denominations

Brooks, A. A.
286.732 – Seventh-Day Adventist Church

Rhone, Denton
Bibliography : p. i11.
ISBN 976-610-363-1 (pbk)

Robinson, Lascelle W.
Face facts forget fictions: seventh day Adventism vs. the Bible / Lascelle W. Robinson. – Montego Bay (Box 7 Montego Bay #1 P. O., St. James, Jamaica) : L. Robinson, 2007. - 174p.; 22 cm.
ISBN 978-976-8217-41-7 (pbk)

287 – Methodist Churches

Duncan, Peter
A narrative of the Wesleyan Mission to Jamaica; with occasional remarks on the state of society in that colony/ by the Reverend Peter Duncan. – [S.l.] : Keesinger Publishing, ?, - xii, 298p.; 23 cm. - (Keesinger Publishing's legacy reprints)
ISBN 1432677063 (pbk): US$34.94

Robb, Alexander
The gospel to the Africans: a narrative of the life and labours of the Reverend Williams Jameson in Jamaica and old Calabar / by Alex Robb. – [S. l.] : Kessinger Publishing. - x, 299p.; 24 cm. - (Kessinger Publishing's legacy reprint)
ISBN 1436526183 : US$45.95

287.1 – Wesleyan Methodist Church

Methodism 200th Anniversary. – [Kingston :Bi-Centenary Committee], 1989?. - 36p. : ill. ; 28cm.
(sd)

287.17292 – Jamaica. Wesleyan Methodist Church

Goldson, Terence
ISBN 1-86033-408-3 (pbk)

287.54 – Methodist Churches. Treatment by country and locality

Published to coincide with the opening and dedication of District Headquarters Building, Oct. 18, 1982 (sd)
287.9 – CHURCHES RELATED TO METHODISM
287.96 – Salvation Army

The Salvation Army

The Salvation Army celebrating a century of service 1887
Cover title: The Salvation Army : 100 years of service in the Caribbean 1887-1987

289 – OTHER DENOMINATIONS AND SECTS
289.171384 – Ottawa. Unitarian churches

Loeffelholz-Rea, Joycelyn

Includes index
ISBN 0-921252-71-4 (pbk)

289.5 – CHURCH OF CHRIST, SCIENTIST (CHRISTIAN SCIENCE)
289.57292 – Jamaica. Church of Christ

McFarlane, Neville

The missing link: the role of science and scientific Christianity in the development of the Jamaican/ by Neville McFarlane. - [S.l. : s.n., 1993?]. - 255p. ; 29cm.

289.6 – Society of Friends (Quakers)

Society of Friends


289.67292 – Society of Friends (Quakers). Jamaica

Langford, Mary Jones

Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 0-944350-42-9 (pbk): $552.00 (pbk)
289.9 – Denominations and sects not provided for elsewhere

Arlene Gardens Gospel Assembly
Arlene Gardens Gospel Assembly 25th Anniversary, August 1977
(sd)

Church of God (Jamaica)
Our heritage 1907-1982. - [Kingston: The Church, 1982]
24p.: ill; 28cm. - Produced in celebration of the diamond jubilee
of the Church of God in Jamaica
(sd)

Gordon, Jermaine
Church of God of Prophecy (COGOP) music boot-camp hand book /
(spiral)

Grandison, Junette
Look what God has done : the transforming power of Jesus
Christ : a history of Bethel Gospel Assembly 1943-2008 / Junette M.
100p. : col. ill. ; 22cm.
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 978-976-95229-0-9 (pbk)

289.9 – Denominations and sects not provided for elsewhere

Griffith, Ezra E. H.
Ye shall dream : Patriarch Granville Williams and the
Barbados spiritual Baptists / Ezra E. H. Griffith. - Kingston (7A
Gibraltart Hall Rd., Mona, Kgn. 7) : University of the West Indies
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 978-976-640-243-3 (pbk)

Mona Heights Chapel
Mona Heights Chapel : celebrating 50 years / Mona Heights
Chapel. - Kingston (5 Aralia Drive, Kgn. 6): The Church, 2010.
84p. : ill. (some col.), map ; 28cm.
ISBN 978-976-610-871-7 (sd)

St. Patrick's Revival General Assembly / [editor Arthur H.W.
Williams. - [Manchester, Jamaica] : The Church, [1993?]
138p. ; 29 cm.
(sd)
289.94 – Pentecostal churches

Benjamin, M. Arletta
(sd)

Faith Cathedral Deliverance Centre, (Kingston)

Something more / [Faith Cathedral Deliverance Centre. [Kingston (104 Waltham Park Rd., Kgn. 11) : The Church, 1982]
28p. : ill. ; 28cm.
Celebrates the first anniversary of the church in its own building

Halls, Lorna

ISBN 976-610-527-8 : $500.00

United Pentecostal Church of Jamaica

(sd) : Free

289.94092 – Walters, Delrose L. – Biography

(pbk)

290 – OTHER RELIGIONS
291 – COMPARATIVE RELIGION
291.43 – Religious experience, life, practice

Gentles, Janet

Meditations on the collects/ Janet Gentles. – Kingston (P.O. Box 207, Kgn. 11) : Paschal Press, 1992. – v, 86p. ; 22cm.
ISBN 976-8091-39-8

Hastings, S.U. (Selvin U.)

These fifty years: sermons/ by S.U. Hastings ; with an introduction by Ashley A. Smith. – [Aruba : s.n., 199?]. – 234p.; 24 cm.

291.435 – Meditations, contemplation

Ramsay, Geoffrey St. D.

291.56 - SPECIFIC MORAL ISSUES
291.563 - Ethics of family relationships

Panton, Vivian G.

Bibliography : p. 98-101
(pbk)

291.7 - Mission and religious education

Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-8125-09-8 (pbk) : $300.00

Gordon, Shirley C.

Bibliography : p. 137-143
ISBN 976-640-051-2 (pbk) : $900.00

296 - Judaism

Hooker, Bernard


Hooker, Bernard


296.3 - Judaism. Theology, ethics, views of social issues

United Congregation of Israelites : prayers, meditations, and order of services/ compiled and edited by Rev. Ernest H. de Souza
Text contain Hebrew

296.4 - Traditions, rites, public services

Kingston. United Congregation of Israelites

Editor: Henry Phillips Silverman.
296.4 - Traditions, rites, public services

United Congregation of Israelites (Jamaica)
Prayers, meditations and order of services / United
Congregation of Israelites compiled and edited by Ernest H.
deSouza. - [Kingston (92 Duke St., Kgn.): The Congregation, [1984].
vii, 265p. ; 23 cm.

297 - ISLAM, BABISM, BAHAI FAITH
297.9 - BABISM AND BAHAI'I FAITH
297.9309 - Baha'i Faith

Zohoori, Elias
Names and numbers: a Baha'i history reference guide / by
23cm.
ISBN 976-8012-43-9 (pbk)

299 - OTHER RELIGIONS
299.6 - AFRICAN NEGRO RELIGIONS
299.607292 - Jamaica. African religions

Pettersburgh, Fitz Balintine
The royal parchment scroll of black supremacy / by Rev. Fitz
Balintine Pettersburgh with prologue by Ras Miguel Lorne.
Kingston (54-56 Church St., Kgn.): Headstart Printing Publishing,
1996
(sd)

299.607298321 - Trinidad and Tobago. African religions

Henry, Frances
Reclaiming African religions in Trinidad: the socio-political
legitimization of the Orisha and Spiritual Baptist faiths / Frances
Henry. - Kingston (1A Aqueduct Flats, Mona, Kgn. 7) : University of
the West Indies, Press, 2003. - xxx, 224p.: ill. ; 23cm.
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-640-129-2 (pbk)

299.6097291 - African Negro religions

Barnett, Miguel
Afro-Cuban relations / Miguel Barnett ; translated from
Spanish by Christine Renata Ayorinde. - Kingston (11 Cunningham
; 23 cm.
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-637-054-0 (pbk) : $697.00
299.67 - Specific religions and movements

Bilby, Kenneth

Blake Hannah, Barbara Makeda

Chevannes, Barry

Chevannes, Barry

Hurston, Zora Neale

Masimba, Mweya F.

McPherson, E.S.P.

Mulvaney, Rebekah Michele
299.67 - Specific religions and movements


299.676 - Rastafari movement

Afari, Yasus
Bibliography : p. 330-331

Barrett, Leonard E.
Bibliography : p. 295-298. - Includes index

Beckford, Ras Neville
Rastafari: tri-ivinity idonai/ Ras Neville Beckford.
Kingston : [s.n.], 2005. - 104p. : ill. (some col.), maps ; 21cm
Cover title : Tri ivinity adonai
ISBN 976-610-293-7 (pbk)

Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-8123-62-1 (pbk) : $1,674.00

Edmonds, Ennis Barrington
Bibliography : p. 171-184. - Includes index

Erskine, Noel Leo
Bibliography : p. 211-215. - Includes index
ISBN 0-8130-2807-8 : $2,670.00
299.676 – Rastafari movement

Garrick, Neville
ISBN 0-7649-0894-4 (pbk): $1,000.00

Junique, Kelleyana
ISBN 1-84401-269-7 (pbk) : US$7.95

Bibliography : p. 197 - 198. - Includes index

Mack, Douglas R. A
ISBN 0-94839-047-6 (pbk) : US$14.95

Rogers, Robert Athlyi

Williams, Prince Elijah
ISBN 0-9746021-0-8 (pbk) : $1,012.50

299.676003 – Rastafari. Dictionary

Jendah, Jesse
299.676082097292 - *Jamaica. Rastafari women*

**Lake, Obiagele**

ISBN 0-89089-836-7 (pbk)

299.676092 - *Brodber, Clyde Everton. Biography*

**Brodber, Clyde Everton**

ISBN 1-85756-431-6 (pbk)

299.6897292 - *Jamaica. Religion of other national groups of largely African descent*

**Stewart, Dianne M.**

Bibliography : p. [297]-310. - Includes index

299.93 - *Religion of eclectic and syncretistic origin*

ISBN 0-9749359-4-8 (pbk) : $2,330.00
300 - SOCIAL SCIENCES

300 - Behavioural sciences, social studies

Brown, A.
ISBN 976-605-063-5 (limp)

Brown, A.
ISBN 976-605-076-7 (sd)

Brown, Dean
ISBN 978-976-95205-0-9 (pbk)

Brown, Dean
ISBN 978-976-952

Browne, Wintlett
266p. : ill., (some col.), maps, photos, tables; 28cm. - (Carlong secondary social studies)
Includes index
ISBN 976-8010-86-X (pbk)

Includes index
ISBN 0-435-98193-5 (sd) : $38.70

The Caribbean: our land and people/ Marjorie Brathwaite ... [et al]. - London; Kingston (175 Mountain View Ave., Kgn. 6) : Heinemann Educational Books, 1988. - 64p. : ill., general table, maps, plans ; 27cm. - (Social studies for lower secondary ; bk. 1)
Includes index
ISBN 0-435-98195-1 (sd) : $38.70
300 - Behavioural sciences, social studies

Includes index
ISBN 0-435-98195-1 (sd) : $38.70

Caribbean Examinations Council


Forbes-Mitchell, Jacqueline

ISBN 978-976-95205-2-3 (pbk)

Teachers' guide starts on page 176
ISBN 976-639-019-3 (pbk)

McGregor, C. (Carmen)

ISBN 976-8091-75-4 (pbk)

Morris, Pam

Includes index
ISBN 976-8010-87-8 (pbk)

Sandy, Mervyn C.

"New edition of: Social studies essentials : a workbook for CXC social studies examinations."
ISBN 976-638-004-X (pbk)
300 - Behavioural sciences, social studies

Sandy, Mervyn

Bibliography : p. 404-405. - Includes index
ISBN 978-976-638-109-7 (pbk)

Social studies for the Caribbean CXC core units / I. B. Beddoe ... [et al]. - Kingston (P.O. Box 1028, Kgn.) : Heinemann, 1983
xviii, 142p. : ill., maps; 25cm
ISBN 0-435-98402-0 (pbk) : $22.10

300 - Social studies for primary schools

Carlong primary integrated studies year 2 : in my community / Vilma McClenan [et al]. - Kingston (P. O. Box 489, Kgn. 10) : Carlong Publishers (Caribbean), 2006. - viii, 163p. : ill. (chiefly col.) ; 22cm. - (Carlong primary integrated studies; yr. 2, term 3, units 1, 2, and 3)
Incorporates "In my community : plants and animals"
ISBN 976-638-084-8 (pbk)

Carlong primary integrated studies year 3 : living and sharing with others / Vilma McClenan...[et al]. - Kingston (P.O. Box 489, Kgn. 10) : Carlong Publishers (Caribbean), 2006. - x,181p. : ill. (chiefly col.) ; 28cm.
ISBN 976-638-075-9 (pbk)

Carlong primary integrated studies : sharing and providing goods and services / Phyllis Reynolds ... [et al]. - Kingston (17 Ruthven Rd., Kgn. 10) : Carlong Publishers (Caribbean), 2007. 225p. : ill. (some col.) ; 28cm. - (Carlong primary integrated studies; yr. 3, term 2, units 1 and 2)
ISBN 978-976-638-077-9 (pbk)

Carlong primary social studies: our world environment / Phyllis Reynolds ... [et al]; editorial advisor Lena Buckle-Scott.
Kingston (P.O. Box 489, Kgn.10): Carlong Publishers (Caribbean), 2008. - viii, 322p.: ill. (some col.), maps; 25cm. -(Carlong primary social studies; year 6)

Children's Own GSAT social studies revision guide and workbook with practice tests. - Kingston (7 North St., Kgn.) : Selecto, 2006. - vi, 154p. : ill. (some col), maps; 28 cm.
ISBN 976-8050-187 (pbk)

Johnson, Shawn

ISBN 978-976-95283-4-5 (pbk)
300 - Social studies for primary schools

Leslie, Sybil
Previously published as : Jamaica Social Studies - Longman Jamaica, 1988
ISBN 976-8010-47-9 (pbk)

Leslie, Sybil
Carlong primary social studies : Caribbean neighbours Year 5 / Sybil Leslie, Jennifer O' Sullivan-Sirjue, Sonia Robinson-Glanville. - Kingston (P.O. Box 489, Kgn 10) : Carlong, 2007.
viii, 298 p. : ill. (some col.), maps ; 25cm. - (Caribbean primary social studies)
Revision of: Carlong primary social studies Book 5 : Our Caribbean neighbours. 1993
ISBN 976-638-072-4 (pbk)

Leslie, Sybil
First published: London: Collins Educational, 1983
ISBN 976-8010-31-2 (sd)

Leslie, Sybil
ISBN 0-00-319841-3 (sd) : $13.10

McLean, Claudia
JPH social studies for primary schools : an integrated approach, Grade 5 / Claudia McLean; Millicent Tulloch-Singh. - Kingston (97 Church St., Kgn.) : Jamaica Publishing House, 2006.
viii, 204p. : ill. (some col.), maps ; 26cm.
ISBN 976-606-026-6 (pbk)

Reynolds, Phyllis
xi, 171p. : ill. ; 28 cm.
ISBN 978-976-638-106-6 (pbk)

Reynolds, Phyllis
Carlong primary social studies. Book 6 : our world environment / Phyllis Reynolds, Marjorie Vassell; editorial adviser Paulette Dunn-Smith. - Kingston (P.O. Box 489, Kgn. 10) : Carlong, 1995. - 155p. : ill., maps (some col.); 24cm. -(Carlong primary social studies)
ISBN 976-8010-45-2 (pbk)
300 - Social studies for primary schools

Taylor-Browne, Wintlett
Includes index
ISBN 976-638-068-6 (pbk)

300.4 - Social sciences. Caribbean Area

Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-8125-28-4 (pbk): $1,350.00

(Studies in Caribbean Public Policy 2)
MSc. research papers, 1993/94; volume 2.
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-8125-45-4 (pbk) : $950.00

300.6 - ORGANIZATIONS AND MANAGEMENT
300.60729 - Regional institution

(pbk)

300.7 - Research

Boxill, Ian
Bibliography : p.153-154. - Includes index
ISBN 976-8125-022-5 (pbk) : $1,020.00
300.76 - Social studies. Examinations, questions, etc.

Caribbean Examinations Council
ISBN 978-976-637-455-6 (sd)

Caribbean Examination Council
(sd)

300.9 - Social sciences. Historical, geographic, persons treatment

Browne, Wintlett
ISBN 976-8010-92-X (sd)

300.97292 - Jamaica. Social studies for primary schools

Browne, Wintlett
92p. : ill. ; 23cm. - (Carlong primary social studies)
ISBN 976-8010-92-X (sd)

Browne, Wintlett
114p. : ill. ; 25cm.
ISBN 976-8010-52-5 (pbk)

301 - Sociology and anthropology

Caribbean Examinations Council

301 - Sociology and anthropology

Jones, Lucien
The Jamaican society : options for renewal/ Lucien Jones.
Kingston (64 Harbour Street Kgn.): Grace, Kennedy Foundation,
c1995. xii, 50p. ; 22 cm.
ISBN 976-8041-08-0 (sd)

Mustapha, Nasser
Sociology for Caribbean students/ Nasser Mustapha.
Kingston (11 Cunningham Ave., Box 686, Kgn. 6) : Ian Randle Publishers,
2009. - 458p. : ill. ; 24cm.
Includes index

Mustapha, Nasser
Sociology for Caribbean students : development and social
change/ Nasser Mustapha. - Kingston (11 Cunningham Ave., Kgn. 6) :
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-637-238-1 (pbk)

Students' handbook : sociology/ Statistical Institute of Jamaica.
Kingston (7 Cecelio Ave., Kgn. 10) : Statistical Institute of
Jamaica, 2009. - 51p.; 21cm.

301.0712 - Sociology. Secondary education

Caribbean Examinations Council
CAPE past papers : Caribbean studies 2009/ Caribbean
Examinations Council. - Kingston (11 Cunningham Ave., P.O. Box 686,
Includes schools' report : May/June 2009

Caribbean Examinations Council
Caribbean Advanced Proficiency Examination (CAPE): Caribbean
studies syllabus effective for examinations from May/June 2004
including amendments up to 2009 / Caribbean Examinations Council
Kingston (11 Cunningham Ave., P.O. Box 686, Kgn. 6) : Ian Randle

301.17292 - Jamaica. Social psychology

Meeks, Brian
Envisioning Caribbean futures : Jamaican perspectives / Brian
Meeks. - Kingston (7A Gibraltar Hall Rd., Kgn. 7) : University of
the West Indies Press, 2007. - viii, 203p. ; 23cm.
Bibliography : p. 179-194 - Includes index
ISBN 978-976-640-200-6 (pbk)
301.2 - Culture and cultural process

Hearne, John
Our heritage. - Mona : University of the West Indies, Department of Extra-Mural Studies, 1963. - 56p. ; 21cm. - (Public affairs in Jamaica; no. 1)

301.24 - SOCIAL CHANGE
301.241 - Social change induced by contact between cultures (Acculturation)

Ormrod, Richard Kendall
Bibliography on leaves 427-439
Dissertation submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy, Nov. 1974

301.297292 - Jamaica. Culture and cultural process

Aarons, John A.
Paper presented at a History Department Seminar, held at University of the West Indies, Mona, December 5, 1997
Includes bibliographical references (sd) : Free

301.4 - Social structure

Kerr, Madeline

301.4097292 - Social structure. Jamaica

Boot, Adrian
(pbk) : $5.85
301.41 - THE SEXES AND THEIR RELATIONS
301.412 - WOMEN
301.412097292 - Women. Jamaica

Roberts, George W
(The Caribbean-historical and cultural perspectives, edited by Robert A. Hill)
$32.95

301.42 - Marriage and family

Blake, Judith

Clarke, Edith
My mother who fathered me: a study of the family in three selected communities in Jamaica ; with a preface by Hugh Foot (Lord Caradon) and introduction by M.G. Smith. - London : George Allen Unwin Ltd., 1966. - 227p. ; 22cm.
US$27.00

Family Life Education Workshop. United Theological College, Jamaica (July 19-31, 1971.)

Family Life Education Workshop. United Theological College, Jamaica (July 19-31, 1971.)

Stycos, J.

301.427 - Intrafamily relationships

301.427 - Intrafamily relationships

Jamaica Society for the prevention of cruelty to children
Bringing up your children / by Angela Waterlow and Cicely
Williams; revised by the Council of Voluntary Social Services

301.429 - Interracial, intercultural, interreligious marriages (DDC 18)

Henriques, Fernando
Children of Caliban : miscegenation / Fernando Henriques.
ISBN 436-19295-0 : US$21.68

301.43 - SPECIFIC AGE LEVELS
301.431 - Minors

Family Life Education Workshop. United Theological College,
Jamaica. (July 19-31, 1971)
Growing into manhood and womanhood in Jamaica / by Rev. John
Road. - Kingston: Bureau of Health Education, Ministry of Health,
1971. - 191. ; 28cm.

301.4315 - ADOLESCENTS
301.4315097292 - Adolescents. Jamaica

Phillips, Aubrey Sylvester
Adolescence in Jamaica. - Kingston : Jamaica Publishing House
Bibliography: p. 137-142
US$17.88

301.44 - SOCIAL CLASSES
301.44097292 - Social classes. Jamaica

Brown, Aggrey
Color, class and politics in Jamaica/ Aggrey Brown. - New
Bibliography : p. 161-167
$39.95

301.449 - OTHER SOCIAL CLASSES
301.4493 - CLASSES DETERMINED BY LEGAL STATUS
301.4493097292 - Classes determined by legal status. Jamaica

Craton, Michael
Searching for the invisible man: slaves and plantation life
in Jamaica/ by Michael Craton with the assistance of Gary
Greenland. - Cambridge, (Mass.) : London Harvard University Press,
ISBN 0-674-79629-2 (Cased) : £22.00
301.45 - NONDOMINANT AGGREGATES

301.451 - Aggregates of specific national, racial, ethnic origins

Collins, Wallace
v., 122p. ; 22cm.

Ehrlich, Allen S.
East Indian cane workers in Jamaica. - [n.p.], 1969. - xiii,
247 l. ; 4 plates. illus., maps. ; 27.5cm.
Thesis - University of Michigan, Ph.D., 1969
Bibliography: p. 239-247

301.451 - Black power

Vincent, Theodore G.
Black power and the Garvey movement/ Theodore G. Vincent.
Includes bibliographical references and index

301.452 - Adherents to religious organizations

Chevannes, Barry
Social origins of the Rastafari movement/ by Barry Chevannes.
Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7) : Institute of Social and Economic
Research, UWI, 1978. - xii, 323p.; 28cm.
Bibliography : p. 318-323
(sd)

301.729 - Sociology. Caribbean Area

McKenzie, Hermoine
Sociology and policy : problems and possibilities / by
Bibliography : p. 12
Cover title
(sd)

302 - Social interaction

Current themes in social psychology / edited by Derek Chadee and
Jason Young. - Kingston (7A Gibraltar Hall Rd., Mona, Kgn. 7)
: University of the West Indies Press, 2006. - xv, 315p. ;
26 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-640-195-0 (pbk)
302.14097292 - Jamaica. Voluntarism

Robotham, Don
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-8041-11-0 (sd)

302.2 - Communication

ISBN 976-8100-43-5 (pbk)

Mock Yen, Alma
Book 4: "The campaign"
(sd) : $230.00

Mock Yen
Book one - Introduction to Principles of Communication
(sd) : $230.00

Wellington, Mark A.
Includes bibliographical references (spiral)

302.2071 - Communication. Study guides

Includes bibliographical references and index
Includes errata for first printing
ISBN 978-976-95322-0-5 (pbk)

302.2244 - Written communication. Literacy

Jamaica national literacy survey 1994: final report.
(sd)
302.2244072 – Illiteracy survey

Survey of the impact of illiteracy on productivity in commerce and industry/ prepared by KPMG Peat Marwick. - [Kingston] : KPMG; JAMAL, 1997. - 24p. ; 28cm. - Study commissioned by the Jamaica Movement for the Advancement of Literacy (JAMAL) (spiral)

302.23 – Media (Means of communication)


302.2308 – Effect of mass media on specific groups

Brown, Aggrey

302.2308097292 – Jamaica. Effect of mass media on adolescent sexuality

Forbes, Marcia

302.2309729 – Mass media. Caribbean Area


303 – SOCIAL PROCESSES
303.3 – COORDINATION AND CONTROL
303.38 – Public opinion

National Consultation on Values and Attitudes (Jamaica)
303.38 – Public opinion

Regional Consultation on Values and Attitudes (1st 1994 Mandeville)
(sd)

Regional Consultation on Values and Attitudes (2nd 1994 Ocho Rios)
(sd)

Regional Consultation on Values and Attitudes (3rd 1994 Port Antonio)
(sd)

Regional Consultation on Values and Attitudes (4th 1994 Spanish Town, St. Catherine)
(sd): Free

303 - SOCIAL PROCESSES
303.3 - COORDINATION AND CONTROL
303.38 – Public opinion

Regional Consultation on Values and Attitudes (5th 1994 Montego Bay, St. James)
(sd): Free

303.385 – Prejudice

Glave, Thomas
Words to our now : imagination and dissent / Thomas Glave
ISBN 0-8166-4679-1 : US$54.00
303.4 - Social change

Figueroa, Mark

303.4097294 - Haiti. Community organization. Social change

Smith, Jennie M.

303.48 - CAUSES OF CHANGE
303.482 - CONTACT BETWEEN CULTURES
303.48272906 - Caribbean Area. African influences

Burton, Richard D.E.

303.483 - Development of science and technology

Girvan, Norman

Lalor, Gerald
Science and technology as an investment in intellectual human capital / by Gerald Lalor. - Kingston (P.O. Box 350, Kgn. 6) : Information and Coordination Services Division, Scientific Research Council, 1997. - 12p. ; 22cm. (sd)

Science, technology, and innovation policy review : Jamaica
303.483 - Development of science and technology

Trevor Hamilton and Associates

Trevor Hamilton and Associates

Ventura, Arnoldo K.
A natural scientist and a social scientist explore the dilemma of science / Arnoldo K. Ventura, Angela B. Ramsay; consultant editor, Shirley Maynier-Burke. - Kingston (11 Cunningham Ave., Kgn. 6) : Ian Randle Publishers, 2003. - ix, 149p.; 23 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-637-139-3 (pbk)

303.4833 - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

303.483300729 - Caribbean Area. Information technology

ISBN 978-976-41-0243-4 (spiriral)

303.4833097292 - Jamaica. Information technology

Sylvester, Kenneth
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 978-976-8041-21-0 (pbk)

National Information and Communications Technology (NICT) Strategy 2007-2012 (sd)

ISBN 976-610-479-4 (sd)
303.6 – CONFLICT AND CONFLICT RESOLUTION
303.69 – Conflict resolution

Morrison, G. Everald
Bibliography: p. 128-129. - Includes Index
ISBN 976-610-514-6 (pbk)

304 – FACTORS AFFECTING SOCIAL BEHAVIOUR
304.6 – Population

Lobdell, Richard A.
Bibliography: p. 253-259
ISBN 0-8240-1365-4


304.63 – BIRTHS
304.632 – Fertility

Roberts, G.W.(George Woodrow)
Fertility and mating in four West Indian populations: Trinidad and Tobago, Barbados, St. Vincent, Jamaica / G.W. Roberts; with an Introduction by D.V. Glass. - Kingston : Institute of Social and Economic Research, University of the West Indies, 1975. - xxiv,341p. : ill. ; 24 cm
Bibliography: p. 329-333. - Includes index
US$60.83

304.8 – Movement of people

xlvi, 392p. : ill., maps; 23cm.
Selections from the Conference: Caribbean migration: forced and free, at UWI, Mona, June 2006. - Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 978-976-637-351-1 (pbk)
304.8 - Movement of people


304.809729 - Emigration within the Caribbean

Thomas-Hope, Elizabeth M.

304.841 - Migration

Chamberlain, Mary

304.8729041 - Migration from the West Indies to Britain


304.87307292 - Migration from United States to Jamaica

Miller, O. Alexander
305 - Social groups


305.2 - AGE GROUPS
305.23 - Young people

Anderson, Alison
The emancipation experience: creating a just society for our children / Alison Anderson. - [Kingston : Churches' Emancipation Organising Committee, 2006?]. - 33p. : ill. ; 28 cm. - (Churches' emancipation lecture 2006)
ISBN 976-610-761-0 (sd)

Barrow, Christine
Caribbean childhoods 'outside', 'adopted' or 'left behind': good enough parenting and moral families / Christine Barrow. Kingston (11 Cunningham Ave., P.O. Box 686, Kgn. 6) : Ian Randle Publishers, 2010. - 200p. ; 23cm.
Bibliography: p. 175-193. - Includes index

Jamaica. Ministry of Local Government, Youth and Sports
(sd) : Free

Samms-Vaughan, Maureen
Bibliography: p. 68-71
ISBN 978-8041-20-x (pbk)

305.23 - Young people

Ribelli, Piero
ISBN 976-8100-71-0 (pbk): $1,200.00
305.231 - Child development


305.235 - Adolescents

Gayle, Herbert
Bibliography : p. 131-134 (pbk)

ISBN 976-633-036-0 (pbk)

305.235025 - Adolescents. Directories

Jamaica. Ministry of Local Government,
(spiral)

305.23507292 - Jamaica. Adolescents

(sd)

305.2442 - Middle-aged women

Wilmot, Cynthia
978-976-8202-57-4 (pbk)
305.3 - Gender identity

Bailey, Wilma

ISBN 976-41-0193-3 (pbk)

Caribbean portraits : essays on gender ideologies and identities /
497p. : ill., tables; 23cm.
Bibliography : p. 457-492
ISBN 976-8123-56-7 (pbk)

Gendered realities : essays in Caribbean feminist thought /
edited by Patricia Mohammed. - Kingston (1A Aqueduct Flats, Mona, Kgn. 7) : University of the West Indies Press and Centre for Gender and Development Studies, 2002. - xxiii,
537p. ; 23 cm.
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-640-112-8 (pbk) : $4,000.00

Sex, power and taboo : gender and HIV in the Caribbean and beyond /
Dorothy Roberts ... [et al]. - Kingston (11 Cunningham Ave., P.O. Box 686, Kgn. 6) : Ian Randle Publishers, 2009. - xxix,
326p. : ill. ; 23 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index

University of the West Indies. Jamaica

Cover title: "Why man stay so": tie the heifer, loose the bull
(sd)

White, Franklyn

305.309729 - Caribbean Area. Gender studies


305.3097292 - Jamaica. Gender studies


305.31097292 - Jamaica. Men

Brodber, Erna


305.32 - Men. Identity

Chevannes, Barry


305.32 - Men. Identity

Kimmel, Michael


Miller, Errol

Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-8100-68-0 (pbk) : $795.00

ISBN 976-41-0079-1 (pbk)

Engendering history : Caribbean women in historical perspective / editors Verene Shepherd, Bridget Brereton, Barbara Bailey
ISBN 976-8100-41-9 (pbk) : $680.00

Fox, Diana J.
Bibliography : p. 227-235
Includes index

French, Joan
Includes bibliographical references

ISBN 976-41-0116-X (pbk) : $500.00

Mair, Lucille Mathurin
Bibliography : p. 426-474. - Includes index
ISBN 976-640-178-0 (pbk)
 Mohammed, Patricia  
Caribbean women at the crossroads: the paradox of motherhood among women of Barbados, St. Lucia and Dominica / Patricia Mohammed and Althea Perkins. – Kingston (1A Aqueduct Flats, Mona, Kgn. 7) : Canoe Press, 1999. – ix, 140p. : ill., map, ports. ; 26 cm.  
Bibliography : p. 127-128  
ISBN 976-8125-44-6 (pbk) : $600.00  

Patterson, P. J.  
(sd) : Free  

Workshop on Strategies for Strengthening Micro-enterprises for Rural Women (1999 Kingston, Jamaica)  
ISSN-0253-4746 (pbk)
Ellis, Patricia

Bibliography : p. 169-174. - Includes index
ISBN 976-637-127-X (pbk)

Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-637-166-0 (pbk)

Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-8123-64-8 (pbk)

Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-640-156-X (pbk)

Simpson, Joanne M.

Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-610-210-4

Antrobus, Peggy

The global women's movement: origins, issues and strategies / Peggy Antrobus. - Kingston (11 Cunningham Ave., Kgn. 6) : Ian Randle Publishers, 2004. - xiv, 204p.; 21cm. - (Global issues in a changing world)
Bibliography : p. 187-188. - Includes index
ISBN 976-637-2098 (pbk)

Asher, Zoe Emmanuelle

ISBN 978-976-95241-1-8 (pbk)
**305.42 – Social role and status of women**

**Beckles, Hilary McD., 1955-**
Bibliography : p. 194-207
ISBN 976-8123-78-8 (pbk)

**Bernard, Desiree**
Confronting gender-based violence in the Caribbean/ by Desiree Bernard. – Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7): Centre for Gender and Development Studies, UWI, 2006. – x, 24p ; 22 cm. – (The Lucille Mathurin Mair lecture; 2006)
ISBN 976-41-0136-4 (sd)

**Jamaica National Preparatory Commission**

**Wilmot, Cynthia**
ISBN 978-976-82025-7-4 (pbk)

**305.4206 – Women’s organizations**


**305.4209729 – Role of women. West Indies**

**Broder, Erna**
Perceptions of Caribbean women: towards a documentation of stereotypes/ Erna Broder. – Cave Hill: Institute of Social and Economic Research, (Eastern Caribbean), UWI, 1982. – xiii, 62p.; 24cm. – (Women in the Caribbean project; v.4)
Bibliography : p. 60-61
(sd) : $0.50

**Mohammed, Patricia**
Mohammed, Patricia
ISBN 976-610-708-4 (spiral)

Senior, Olive
Bibliography : p. 195-200
ISBN 0-85255-208-4 : $1,435.00

Women and Development Studies Seminar (1986 Trinidad and Tobago)
Gender in Caribbean development: papers presented at the Inaugural Seminar of the University of the West Indies Women and Development Studies Project / edited by Patricia Mohammed, Catherine Shepherd, with a new foreword by Elsa Leo-Rhyne. Kingston (1A Aqueduct Flats, Kgn. 7): Canoe Press, 1999 - xxiii, 360p. ; 23cm.
ISBN 976-8125-55-1 (pbk)

Bibliography : p. 157-162
ISBN 976-625-011-1 (pbk)

Women's Media Watch Jamaica

Jamaica Bureau of Women's Affairs
305.4889697292042 - Jamaican women in England

Toulis, Nicole Rodriguez
Bibliography: p. 283-298. - Includes index
ISBN 1-85973-104-x: US$35.00

305.489631 - Women in economic groups

Mair, Lucille Mathurin
The 1986 Elsa Goveia Memorial Lecture, presented at the University of the West Indies, Mona, Jamaica, May 14, 1986
ISBN 976-41-0005-8 (sd)

305.5 - SOCIAL CLASSES
305.509729 - Caribbean Area

Smith, Michael Garfield
Culture, race and class in the Commonwealth Caribbean/ by M. G. Smith; with a foreword by Rex Nettleford. - Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7) : Department of Extra-Mural Studies, UWI, 1984. - xiv, 163p.; 23cm.
ISBN 976-616-000-7 (pbk)

305.513 - Social mobility

Gordon, Derek
ISBN 976-40-0000-2 (sd)

305.52097292 - Upper class. The Jamaican elite

Douglas, Lisa
Bibliography: p. 275-283. - Includes index
ISBN 0-8133-1522-0: $1,423.15
305.56097292 - Jamaica. Socially disadvantaged persons

Gray, Obika
Demeaned but empowered : the social power of the urban poor in Jamaica/ Obika Gray. - Kingston (1A Aqueduct Flats, Mona, Kgn. 7) : University of the West Indies Press, 2004 xi, 429p. ; 23 cm.
Bibliography : p. 407-411. - Includes index
ISBN 976-637-149-0 : $3,240.00

305.567 - Slaves

Brathwaite, Kamau
Bibliography : p. 343-362. - Includes index
ISBN 976-637-219-5 (pbk) : $1,395.00

Campbell, Carl C.
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-8054-26-3 : $376.10

ISBN 976-637-055-9 (pbk)

Hart, Richard
Bibliography : p. 338-343. - Includes index
(pbk) : $45.00

305.567091821 - Caribbean Area. Slave society

Bibliography : p. 472-480
ISBN 976-8100-01-X
305.56709729 - Caribbean Area. Slavery

Shepherd, Verene A.
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-8123-61-3 (pbk) : $1,890.00

Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-8123-59-1 (pbk)

305.567097292 - Jamaica. Slavery

Turner, Mary
Previously published: Urban, IL : University of Illinois Press, 1982. - Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-640-045-8 (pbk): $850.00

305.56709729722 - US Virgin Islands. Slavery

Hall, Neville A. T.
ISBN 976-41-0029-5 (pbk)

305.569 - Jamaica. Poor

(sd) : $160.00

305.6 - RELIGIOUS GROUPS

305.6996 - Rastafarians

Barrett, Leonard E.
Bibliography : p. 251-254. - Includes index
ISBN 0-435-89458-7 (pbk) : $15.00
Bishton, Derek
Bibliography : p.132-133. - Includes index
ISBN 0-7011-2795-3 (pbk) : $63.00

Catholic Commission for Racial Justice (Great Britain)
Bibliography : p. 11
In Notes and Reports
(sd) : J$1.00

Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-8123-62-1 (pbk)

Clarke, Peter B.
Bibliography : p. 109-110. - Includes index
ISBN 0-85030-428-8 (pbk) : $52.30

Dijk, Frank Jan van
Includes bibliographical references and index. - Thesis Universiteit Utrecht. - With summary in Dutch
ISBN 90-5187-164-3 (pbk)

Forsythe, Dennis
(pbk)

ISBN 0-394-62435-1 : $49.75
305.6 – RELIGIOUS GROUPS
305.6996 – Rastafarians

Jahmona
Bibliography : p. 67
ISBN 976-610-398-4 (pbk)

Jah Bones
Bibliography : p. 81-82
Includes index
(pbk): $15.00

Obadiah
I am a Rastafarian: Obadiah meets Petra Gaynor/ photography Chris Fairclough. – London : Watts, [c1986]. – 32p : col. ill, 1 col. map, ports (some col.), 1 col. geneal table; 26cm. – (My belief)
For children. – Includes index
ISBN 0-86313-260-X : $55.70

Owens, Joseph
First published: Kingston : Sangster's, 1976

Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-637-227-6 (pbk) : $1,440.00

Roskind, Robert
ISBN 1-56522-074-9 (pbk): $795.00

Smith, Alfred D. (Prophet Shiloh)
(pbk) : $350.00
305.6 - RELIGIOUS GROUPS
305.6996 - Rastafarians

Williams, K. M.
Bibliography: p. 61
Includes index

305.69967 - Rastafari movement

Mekfet, Tekla
Christopher Columbus and Rastafari: ironies or history and other reflections on the symbol of Rastafari/ Tekla Mekfet. - St. Ann's Bay, Jamaica: Jambasa Productions, c1993. - 95p.: ill., ports. ; 18 x 22 cm.
(pbk): $125.00

305.8 - Ethnic and national groups

LeFranc, Elsie
ISBN 976-40-0046-0 (sd)

305.8009 - HISTORICAL, GEOGRAPHIC, PERSONS TREATMENT
305.8009729 - West Indies. Race relations

Alleyne, Mervyn C.
The construction and representation of race and ethnicity in the Caribbean and the world/ Mervyn C. Alleyne. - Kingston (1A Aqueduct Flats, Mona, Kgn. 7): University of the West Indies Press, 2002. - x, 266p.; 24 cm.
Bibliography: p. 253-262
ISBN 976-640-114-4
ISBN 976-640-179-9 (pbk): $1,300.00

Bolland, O. Nigel
Includes index
ISBN 976-637-149-0 : $3,240.00
305.8009 - HISTORICAL, GEOGRAPHIC, PERSONS TREATMENT
305.8009729 - West Indies. Race relations

Carnegie, Charles V.
xii, 241p. : ill. ; 24 cm.
Bibliography : p. 219-230. - Includes index

305.80097292 - Jamaica. Race relations

Bilby, Kenneth M.
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-637-250-0 (pbk) : US$29.95

305.800973 - United States. Race relations

Patterson, Orlando
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 1-887178-98-4 (pbk) : $700.00

Patterson, Orlando
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 1-887178-82-1 : $1,320.60

Stephens, Gregory
Bibliography : p. 304-318. - Includes index

305.80340729 - Caribbean Area. White persons

Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-8123-10-9 (pbk)
**305.80899607292 - Jamaica. Ethnic minority. African influences**

**Spencer-Strachan, Louise**  
ISBN 1-879164-04-3 (pbk) : $197.75

**305.85097292 - Jamaica. Mixed ancestry**

**Bauer, Elaine**  
Includes bibliographical references  
ISBN 976-637-246-2 (pbk) : $1,485.00

**305.868729073 - West Indian immigrants**

**Hall, Maurice L.**  
Includes bibliographical references and index  
ISBN 1-59102-259-2 (pbk): $1,752.00

**Spady, James G.**  
Includes index  
(sd)

**305.8729 - West Indies. Ethnic groups**

**Lewin, Olive**  
Cultural expression in the quest for emancipation/ by Olive Lewin. - [Kingston: Emancipation Commemoration Committee], 1998  
15p. : ill.; 28cm. - Emancipation lecture 1998  
Includes bibliographical references  
(sd) : Free

**305.8914072983 - Trinidad. Race relations**

**Khan, Aisha**  
Bibliography : p. 241-251. - Includes index  
ISBN 976-640-163-2 (pbk) : $1,560.00
305.891411 - Indians

Shepherd, Verene A.
Extracted from: Immigrants and minorities. - Vol.5, no.2 (July 1986)
(sd) : Free

305.8914110729 - Caribbean Area. Indians

Pariag, Florence
Bibliography : p. 105-108. - Includes index
ISBN 976-8189-05-3 (pbk) : $1,350.00

305.8924 - Jews

Holzberg, Carol S.
ISBN 0-913897-04-3 (pbk)

305.896 - Maroons

Bilby, Kenneth
Extract from Ethnohistory 44:4, Fall 1997.
(sd)

Hernandez, Helen
The Maroons, who are they?/ by Helen Hernandez; edited by Joanne Creary; cover design by Patrick Ramsaran. - Kingston (47 South Camp Rd., Kgn. 4) : JAMAL, 1983. - 28p. : ill. ; 21cm.
(History, cultural patterns ; series 3)
Supplementary reading material for adult literacy classes - Level 3
(sd)

Stein, Judith
Bibliography : p.283-284. - Includes index
ISBN 0-8071-1236-4 : $141.90
305.896 - Negroes

James, C.L.R.
ISBN 0-947716-03-3 (pbk)

Jones, Ken
ISBN 976-8203-34-x (pbk): $495.00

305.896 - Negroes

Spencer-Strachan, Louise
Bibliography : p. 163-173. - Includes index
ISBN 0-9660362-3-9 (pbk) : $1,796.00

305.896072042 - Ethnic groups

Goulbourne, Harry
Bibliography : p. 219-233. - Includes index
ISBN 976-8189-15-0 (pbk) : $1,000.00

305.89609729 - Caribbean Area. Civilization. African influences

Chevannes, Barry
Bibliography: p. 228 - 236. - Includes index.
ISBN 976-637-233-0 (pbk)

305.896072907286 - Costa Rica. Ethnic minorities

Harpelle, Ronald N.
Bibliography : p. 219-233 - Includes index
ISBN 976-637-057-5 (pbk) : $990.00
305.89607292 - Garveyism

Ashdown, Peter David
Garveyism in Belize / Peter David Ashdown. - Belize : Spear, 1990. - 34p. ; 23 cm. -(SpearReports ; 5)
Includes bibliographical references
(sd) : $52.00

Durham, Vivian
Marcus Garvey’s plights and exploits: a biographical compendium/ by Vivian Durham. - [Kingston : Vivian Durham], [1988]
112p. : ill. , ports. ; 22 cm.
(pbk)

"These papers were originally presented at the International Seminar on Marcus Garvey organized by ASAWI, the African Studies Association of the West Indies Mona, Jamaica, from 2-6 Jan. 1973" - Pref.
(pbk) : $64.95

Garvey, Marcus
Includes index
ISBN 0-912469-18-8 (pbk) : $54.00

305.89607292 - Garveyism

Garvey, Marcus
Originally published : 1923-1925
ISBN 0-689-70819-X (pbk)
305.89607292 – Garveyism

Garvey, Marcus

Hill, Robert A.
Bibliography : p. 449-545
ISBN 0-520-06214-0 (pbk)

Lewis, Rupert
ISBN 976-610-298-8 (pbk)

Lewis, Rupert
Bibliography : p. 287-298 - Includes index
ISBN 0-86543-062-4 (pbk) : $303.60

Lewis, Rupert

Includes index
ISBN 0-520-04456-8 : $90.75

Includes index
ISBN 0-520-24732-9 : US$90.00
A special souvenir journal for the centennial of Marcus Garvey's birth and the 1987 International Conference of the UNIA and African Communities League (sd)

Martin, Tony
The Pan-African connection: from slavery to Garvey and beyond / by Tony Martin. - Dover (Mass) : Majority Press, 1983. - xi, 262p. : ill ; 21cm. - (The new Marcus Garvey library; no. 6)
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 0-912469-11-0 (pbk) : $229.50

Martin, Tony
Bibliography : p.375-395. - Includes index
ISBN 0-8371-8280-8 : $38.50

Martin, Tony
Race first : the ideological and organizational struggles of Marcus Garvey and the Universal Negro Improvement Association / Tony Martin. - Dover, Mass : Majority Press, 1986. - x, 421p.; 21cm. - (The new Marcus Garvey library; no. 8)
Bibliography : p. 375-395. - Includes index
ISBN 0-912469-23-4 (pbk)

Sewell, Tony
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 0-333-49124-6 (pbk) : $117.30

Smith-Irvin, Jeannette
Cover title : Marcus Garvey's foot soldiers of the Universal Negro Improvement Association
ISBN 0-86543-111-6 (pbk) : US$12.95
Spady, James G.
Includes index
ISBN 0-520-06265-5 (sd)

Tafari, I. Jabulani
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 0-96470-450-1 (pbk) : $598.00

"Paper... originally presented at International Seminar on Marcus Garvey". Include bibliographical references and index.
ISBN 0-86543-416-6 (pbk) : $646.10

Rolinson, Mary G.
Bibliography : p. 251-267 - Includes index

Azoulay, Katya Gibel
Black, Jewish, and interracial : it’s not the color of your skin, but the race of your kin, and other myths of identity / Ratya Gibel Azoulay. - Durham : Duke University Press, 1997. - xii, 219p. ; 24cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index
305.896073 - Blacks in the New World

Carr, Robert


Bibliography : p. 341-359
ISBN 0-8223-2973-5 (pbk)

Tolbert, Emory J.

The UNIA and Black Los Angeles: ideology and community in the American Garvey movement/ by Emory J. Tolbert. - Los Angeles, Calif. : Centre for Afro-American Studies, University of California, 1980. 138p ; 24cm. - (Afro-American culture and society; v.3)

Bibliography : p. 129-134. - Includes index
ISBN 0-934934-05-3 (pbk)

305.8960730092 - Garvey, Marcus

Kallen, Start A


Includes bibliographical references and index

305.8969729041 - West Indian migrants. Britain

Braithwaite, Lloyd

Colonial West Indian students in Britain/ Lloyd Braithwaite ; foreword by the Hon. Gladstone Mills. - Kingston (1A Aqueduct Flats, Mona, Kgn. 7) : University of the West Indies Press, 2001 xxxi, 291p. ; 23 cm.

Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-640-052-0 (pbk) : US$38.04

305.89697292073 - Jamaica. Migration. United States


(The New Immigrants)

Includes bibliographical references and index

Jones, Terry-Ann


(The new Americans)

Bibliography : p. 171-187. - Includes index
305.897291 – Cuba. Racism

Martinez, Ivan-Cesar
Bibliography: p. 229 - 233. - Includes index
ISBN 976-8189-77-0 (pbk) : $1,500.00

305.9082 – Persons with disabilities and illnesses

The Deaf Culture Facilitators
ISBN 976-610-730-0 (sd)

Deaf Culture Facilitators
Manual one hand sign alphabet: p. xvi
Counting with sign: p. xvii
ISBN 976-610-731-9 (pbk)

The Deaf Culture Facilitators
Manual one handed sign alphabet: p. xvi
Counting with sign: p. xvii

306 – Culture and institutions

Collection of some of the papers presented at the seminar "After man towards the human: the thoughts of Sylvia Wynter" Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-637-224-1 (pbk)

Carlong primary integrated studies : learning about our culture / Phyllis Reynolds ... [et al]. - Kingston (P.O. Box 489, Kgn. 10) : Carlong Publishers, 2008. - x, 168p. : col. ill.; 28cm. (Carlong primary integrated studies, year 3 term 2 unit 3)
ISBN 978-976-638-078-6 (pbk)
306.072 - Research

Training methodological in community cultural animation 2
il. ; 27cm.
Published on behalf of the JCDC and the OAS
(pbk)

306.08 - History and description with respect to kinds of persons

Bilby, Kenneth M.
"Two Sister Pikni" : a historical tradition of dual
(sd) Free

Nettleford, Rex
ISBN 0-333-60453-9 : $985.00

306.09729 - West Indies. Culture

2008 ACS cross roads: seventh international cultural studies
conference, July 3-7, 2008. - 238 p.; 28 cm.
Abstract book
(pbk)

Brathwaite, Edward Kamau
Afternoon of the Status Crow/ Edward Kamau Brathwaite.
[Kingston (P.O. Box 170, Kgn. 7) : Savacou Publications], 1982. 
39 leaves; 28cm. - (Savacou working paper; no. 1)
Lecture at the University of Bremen, June 1980 on Caribbean
culture
(pbk) : $9.40

Nation dance : religion, identity and cultural difference in the
220p. ; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-637-041-9 (pbk) : $855.00

306.097292 - Jamaica. Culture

(sd) : Free
306.097292 - Jamaica. Culture

Copney, Claudette V.
ISBN 1-57197-117-3 (pbk) : US$29.00

Jamaica, Ministry of Education, Youth and Culture
(sd)

National Consultations on Culture
(sd)

Nettleford, Rex
Includes bibliography references
ISBN 976-637-131-8 (pbk)

Review of instruments establishing cultural institutions and recommendations for a cultural policy : Final report.
Submitted to the Hon. Minister of Education Youth and Culture by a Special Advisory Committee, chairman Beverley Pereira.
(pbk)

306.0972920904 - Jamaica. Culture. 20th century

Broder, Erna
xii, 225p.; 24 cm.
Bibliography : p. 211-218. - Includes index

306.1 - Subcultures. Drug culture

Dreher, Melanie Creagan
Includes index
306.2 - Political institutions

Vasciannie, Stephen
ISBN 976-8138-59-9 (pbk)

306.209729 - Political institutions. West Indies

Bibliography : p. 242-255. - Includes index
ISBN 976-637-026-5 (pbk)

306.27 - British Army. West Indies

Buckley, Roger Norman
The British Army in the West Indies : society and the military in the revolutionary age / Roger Norman Buckley. Kingston (1A Aqueduct Flats, Mona, Kgn. 7) : The Press, University of the West Indies, 1998. - xx, 441p. : ill. ; 23cm
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-640-063-6 (pbk) : $999.99

306.3 - ECONOMIC INSTITUTIONS

306.36 - Systems of labour

Marshall, Woodville K.
The 1990 Elsa Goveia Memorial Lecture, presented at athe University of the West Indies, Mona, Jamaica, March 15, 1990 Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-41-0028-7 (sd)

306.3615 - Sexual division of labour

Gender, masculinity and the workplace.- Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7) : Centre for Gender and Development Studies, UWI, 2006. - v, 64p. ; 23 cm . - (Working paper series; no. 4) Includes bibliographical references (sd)
306.361572981 - Barbados. Sexual division of labour

Lynch, Roslyn

306.362 - Slavery

‘Becca, Lema June

Beckles, Hilary McD.


Includes bibliographical references ISBN 976-818989-4 (pbk) : $1,500.00

Gift, Sandra Ingrid
Maroon teachers : teaching the transatlantic trade in enslaved Africans/ Sandra Ingrid Gift. - Kingston (11 Cunningham Ave., Box 686, Kgn. 6) : Ian Randle Publisher, 2008. - xi, 197p.; 23 cm.
Hall, Gwendolyn Midlo
Bibliography : p. 197-212 - Includes index
ISBN 976-637-248-9 (pbk) : $1,485

Handler, Jerome S.
Includes bibliographical references and index

Hart, Richard
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-640-110-1 (pbk) : $900.00

Hitchen, Peter
Bibliography : p. 85-88. - Includes index

Ifill, Max
Slavery, social death or communal victory: a critical appraisal of "Slavery and social death" by Orlando Patterson / Max B. Ifill. - Port of Spain : Economics and Business Research, 1996 49p. : ill. ; 22cm.
ISBN 976-8008-02-4 (pbk)

Patterson, Orlando
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 0-674-81082-1 : $144.00

Sells, William
Facsim reprint of the 1823 ed
306.362 - Slavery

Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 0-8130-2552-4 (cloth) : $6,393.00

Wedderburn, Robert
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-8123-41-9 (pbk) : $450.00

306.362096 - Slavery. Africa

Bailey, Anne C.
Bibliography : p. 241-255. - Includes index
ISBN 978-976-637-254-5 (pbk) : $1,500.00

306.36209729 - Slavery. West Indies

Higman, Barry (B. W.)
Previously published: Baltimore : Johns Hopkins University Press, 1984
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-640-008-3 (pbk) : $450.00

306.362097291 - Slavery. Cuba

Knight, Franklyn
306.362097292 – Slavery. Jamaica

Higman, Barry (B. W.)
Previously published: London : Cambridge University Press, 1976
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-640-010-5 (pbk) : $990.00

McDonald, Roderick A. (Roderick Alexander)
Bibliography : p. 297-326. - Includes index
ISBN 0-8071-1794-3 : US$60.00

306.362097298 – Slavery. Windward Islands

Marshall, Bernard
Bibliography : p. 275-285. - Includes index
ISBN 976-8189-27-4 (pbk)

306.3620972981 – Slavery. Barbados

Welch, Pedro L. V.
Bibliography : p. 235-246. - Includes index
ISBN 976-637-147-4 (pbk)

306.3620973 – Slavery. United States

'Becca, Lema June
ISBN 976-8001-37-2 (pbk)

306.363 – Contract and indentured labour

Shepherd, Verene A.
ISBN 0-948833-32-7 (pbk) : US$25.00
306.364097292 - Caribbean Area. Agricultural systems of labour

Crichlow, Michaline A.
Bibliography : p. 251-266. - Includes index
ISBN 0-7391-1037-3 (pbk) : $3,540.00

306.365 - Agricultural shared return systems

Adrien, Peter
Metayage, capitalism and peasant development in St. Lucia, 1840-195 / Peter Adrien. - Kingston (Mona. Kgn. 7) : Consortium Graduate School of Social Sciences, University of the West Indies, 1996. - [xii], 91p. ; 23cm. - (New generation series ; 4)
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-41-0089-9 (pbk) : $300.00

Ross, Henry James
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-637-226-8 (pbk)

306.4 - SPECIFIC ASPECTS OF CULTURE
306.40707292 - Jamaica. Folk culture. Research

Phase 1 : Multinational project on folk culture and education organised by the Jamaica Cultural Development Commission in collaboration with the Organization of American States (sd)

306.409729 - Caribbean culture

Includes index
ISBN 976-637-039-7 (pbk)
306.4097292 - Jamaica. Folk culture

Simpson, Joanne
ISBN 976-610-309-7 (pbk)

306.43 - Educational anthropology

Culture in education manual with guidelines for Jamaica Day and other activities. - Kingston (37 Arnold Rd., Kgn. 4) :
(s)

Miller, Errol
The prophet and the virgin : the masculine and feminine roots of teaching / Errol Miller. - Kingston (11 Cunningham Ave., Kgn. 6) :
Bibliography : p. 416-426. - Includes index
ISBN 976-637-052-4 (pbk)

306.4307 - Sociology of education. Research

Sociology of education: research in the Caribbean/ edited by Tony Bastick and Austin Ezenne. - Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7) :
Educational Research Centre, 2002. - xii, 255p. : ill. ; 22 cm
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-632-034-9 (pbk)

306.484 - Jamaica. Music, dance, theatre

Brodber, Erna
Reggae and cultural identity in Jamaica / by Erna Brodber and J. Edward Greene. - St. Augustine, Trinidad : Department of Sociology, UWI, 1981. - 30p. ; 30cm. - (Working papers on Caribbean society series c; no. 7)
(s) : $10.00

Chude-Sokei, Louis
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-610-219-8 (pbk)

Dawes, Kwame
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 1-000715-22-8 (pbk) : $1160.20
306.484 - Jamaica. Music, dance, theatre

Stolzoff, Norman C.
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 0-8223-2514 (pbk)

306.484246097292 - Jamaica. Dancehall

Stanley Niaah, Sonjah
Bibliography: p. 196-210. - Includes index
ISBN 978-0-7766-0736 (pbk)

306.4846097292 - Jamaica. Dancehall culture

Cooper, Carolyn
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 1-4039-6424-6 (pbk) : US$23.95

306.485 - Motion pictures, radio, television

Forrester, Joy Angela
ISBN 0-315-73661-5 (pbk) : $2,012.00

306.6 - Sociology of religion

Brathwaite, Edward Kamau
Gods of the middle passage / Edward Kamau Brathwaite. [Kingston (P.O. Box 170, Kgn. 7) : Savacou Publications], 1982. 12 leaves; 36cm.
Discography : leaves 11-12 (sd)

Brathwaite, Edward Kamau
Kumina / Edward Kamau Brathwaite. - Kingston : Savacou, 1982. 62 leaves : ill. ; 35cm. - (Savacou working paper; 4)
Subtitle : The spirit of African survival in Jamaica (pbk)
306.7 - SEXUAL RELATIONS
306.7 - Sex. Dictionaries

Henry, L. Mike
ISBN 976-8184-63-9

306.70835 - Teenagers. Sexual behaviour

DeBruin, Marjan
Bibliography : p. 41-50
(pbk)

306.74 - PROSTITUTION
306.74097292 - Jamaica

Glossary : p. 48
ISBN 978-976-610-880-9 (sd)

306.8 - MARRIAGE AND FAMILY
306.81 - Marriage and marital status

Grant, Jacquelin F.
ISBN 978-976-95438-2-9 (pbk)

306.815 - Single marital status

Mamby-Alexander, Jennifer
ISBN 978-976-8217-89-9 (pbk)
306. 83 — TYPES OF KINSHIP SYSTEMS
306.83097292 — Jamaica. Kinship

Smith, Raymond T.
Bibliography: p. 185 -194. — Includes index

306.85 — Family life

Gender and the family in the Caribbean / edited by Wilma Bailey.
Proceedings of the workshop on family and the quality of gender relations, held at Mona, Kingston, during 5-6 March 1997.
Includes bibliographical references
976-40-0056-8 (pbk)

Handa, Sudhanshu
160p. : ill., charts, tables; 28cm.

Leo-Rynie, Elsa
The Jamaican family: continuity and change/ Dr. Elsa Leo-Rynie. — Kingston (Suite 2, 22 Trafalgar Rd., Kgn. 5) : Grace Kennedy Foundation, 1993. — xii, 57p. ; 22cm. — (Grace Kennedy Foundation lecture; 1993)
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-8041-06-4 (pbk)

Russell, Horace Orlando
Emancipation: the lessons and the legacy: family and community: the ideal and the reality / Horace Orlando Russell.
(sd)

306.8507 — Family life. Teacher’s source book

(pbk)
306.8507 - Family life. Teacher’s source book

Stewart, Thelma M.
(pbk)

306.8509729 - Caribbean Area. Family life

Barrow, Christine
Bibliography : p. 465-472
ISBN 976-8100-75-3 (pbk) : $1,215.00

Watson, Maureen H.
Healthy families : a Caribbean perspective / Maureen H. Watson and Barry Davidson. - Kingston (1 Cecelio Ave., Kgn. 10) : Family Life Ministries, 2006. - xii, 147 p. ; 22cm.
Bibliography : p. 126-127
ISBN 976-610-728-9 (pbk)

306.859097292 - Jamaica. Matriarchal family

Louat, Frederic
(Living standard measurement study working paper; no. 96)
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 0-8213-2384-9 (sd) : $397.50

306.8742 - Father-child relationship

Anderson, Patricia
ISBN 978-976-8103-31-4 (pbk)

306.87432092 - Single motherhood. Person treatment

Virtue, Grace
306.89 - Separation and divorce

Pottinger, Audrey
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 978-976-95304-3-0 (pbk)

306.9 - INSTITUTIONS PERTAINING TO DEATH

306.9086912097292 - Death. Social aspects. Slavery

Brown, Vincent
Includes bibliographical references and index

307 - COMMUNITIES
307.1 - PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT

307.112 - Planning. Rural development

International Fund for Agricultural Development
(pbk)

307.12 - PLANNING
307.1209792 - Jamaica. Communities. Planning

McHardy, Pauline

307.14 - Development

"It's not about me": working with communities: processes and challenges the Grace and Staff Community Development Foundation experience / Frances Madden. - Kingston (73 Harbour St., Kgn.) : Grace Kennedy Foundation, 2011. - xi, 83p. : ill. ; 22cm.
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 978-976-8041-25-8 (pbk)
307.1407292 - Development. Jamaica

The Spanish Town historic district: the untold story: how residents feel about their community / a report by the TOB Student Researchers at St. Jago High School on behalf of the residents of Spanish Town historic district, St. Catherine, Jamaica. ; 2001. - 77 leaves ; 28 cm.
(pbk)

307.1407292 - Jamaica. South Coast

Urban Development Corporation
(pbk)

307.2 - MOVEMENT OF PERSONS IN AND BETWEEN COMMUNITIES
307.2 - British West Indies. Social conditions

Cumper, George E.
ISBN 0-527-20740-3

307.336 - Barbados. Housing

Watson, Mark R.

307.34 - REDEVELOPMENT
307.340607292 - Jamaica. Organizations

(pbk)

307.340607292 - Jamaica. Organizations

Jamaica. Mustard Seed Communities
Mustard Seed Communities: rebuilding programme/ Mustard Seed Communities. - [Kingston (Archdiocese of Kingston, P.O. Box 469, Kgn. 6)] : M.S.C., 1987. - 44p. : ill., maps; 28cm
(sd)
307.7 - COMMUNITIES. SPECIFIC KINDS
307.72 - Rural communities. Social conditions

Douglas, Joy

"This training programme was co-sponsored by the Ministry of Information and Culture through the Institute of Jamaica, 26th July - 28th August, 1962
ISBN 0-8270-2106-2 (pbk) : $12.00

Reid, Audley G.
Community formation : a study of the "village" in postemancipation Jamaica / Audley G. Reid. - Kingston (IA Aqueduct Flats, Mona, Kgn. 7) : Canoe Press University of the West Indies, 2000. - xii, 156p. ; 23cm.
Includes bibliographic references and index
ISBN 976-8125-62-4 (pbk) : $750.00

307.76 - Urban communities. Social conditions

Stanigar, Patrick
(sd)

307.7609729 - Caribbean Area. Social conditions

Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 0-87049-657-3 : $1,540.00

307.76097292 - Jamaica. Urban communities. Social conditions

Beaumont, Jean
(spiral)
307.76097292 - Jamaica. Urban communities. Social conditions

Clarke, Colin
Includes bibliographical references and index

Levy, Horace
Include bibliographical references
ISBN 978-976-8189-56-1 (pbk)

307.763 - Medium-sized urban communities

Austin, Diane J.
Bibliography : p. 255-266. - Includes index
ISBN 2-88124-005-8

309 - SOCIAL SITUATION AND CONDITIONS
309.1 - Historical and geographical treatment

Jamaica, Department of Statistics

King, Washington

Seaga, Edward
(sd): Gratis

309.1729 - Caribbean Area

Morrissey, Mike
309.17292 - Jamaica

EPICA Task Force
Bibliography : p. 118-119

309.17292 - Jamaica

Manley, Michael Norman
Government policies at home and abroad / Michael Manley. - Kingston (P.O. Box 2222) : Agency for Public Information, 1975. - 12p. : ill. ; 21cm.
"Taken from a speech by Michael Manley, Prime Minister of Jamaica at the University of the West Indies, Dec. 14, 1974".

Matalon, Mayer
(sd) : Gratis

Seaga, Edward Phillip George
Text of the keynote address given by the Prime Minister of Jamaica, Hon. Edward Seaga to the IV Miami Conference on Caribbean Trade Investment and Development, Nov. 23, 1980
(sd) : Gratis

309.179206 - Jamaica. 20th century

Kuper, Adam
Bibliography : p. 156-160
ISBN 0-7100-8241-X (Cased) : £3.60

309.2 - Planning and assistance

University of the West Indies, Jamaica. Department of Sociology

Farquharson Institute of Public Affairs
309.26 - Local planning

Craig, Susan E.

309.263 - Rural areas

Binnendijk, Annette L.

Bibliography: p. 59-61

310 - Collections of general statistics

Cumper, George Edward
Looking at figures : an introductory survey of statistical sources for West Indian students. - Mona : Department of Extra-Mural Studies, University of the West Indies, [1964]. - 119p. : diagrams. ; 27cm. - (Caribbean affairs, new series ; no.3)

312 - Demographic statistics

Francis, C.O.

312 - Demographic statistics

Higman, B.W.


(sd)

312.1 - Fertility

312.1 - Fertility

**Jamaica fertility survey 1975/76** / Department of Statistics.

312.5 - On Marriage and divorce

Jamaica. Department of Statistics

312.9 - On other specific characteristics

Jamaica. Department of Statistics. Division of Censuses and Surveys.
Population: by sex, by 5 years age group, by parish, by constituency (pbk)

312.9 - On other specific characteristics

Jamaica. Department of Statistics. Division of Censuses and Survey
(pbk)

Jamaica. Department of Statistics. Division of Surveys

Jamaica. Department of statistics. Division of Censuses and Surveys
Jamaica population census 1970 / Division of Censuses and Surveys. - Kingston (23 ½ Charles St.): Department of Statistics, 1976. - 456p; 28cm. - (Commonwealth Caribbean population census 1970: Jamaica, Book 1 Vol. 2, Part E). Adult population: by sex, parish, main activity, age group, occupational status, number of months worked, week's economic activity and by number of hours worked (pbk)
312.9 - On other specific characteristics

Jamaica. Department of Statistics. Division of Censuses and Surveys
Jamaica; population census 1970 / Dept. of Statistics. - Kingston: The Department, 1974. - vii, 68p; 27cm. - (Commonwealth Caribbean population census; bulletin 5)
"Summary data on Economic activity as obtained from census tabulation" - Preface

Jamaica. Department of Statistics. Division of Censuses and Surveys
(Commonwealth Caribbean population census 1970 : Jamaica Vol. 2, part F)
Female population
(pbk)

Tekse, K. (Alman)

University of the West Indies. Census Research Programme
Vol.4 - Pt. 2 Economic activity: Trinidad and Tobago. - 1973
Vol.4 - P. 16 Economic activity: Occupation and industry. - 1976
Vol.5 - Internal migration: Jamaica Trinidad and Tobago, Guyana, Barbados, British Honduras. - 1975
Vol.6 - Pt. 1 Education: Jamaica Trinidad and Tobago, Guyana. - 1975
Vol.8 - Fertility. - 1976
Vol.9 - Pt. 1 Housing and household: Jamaica Trinidad & Tobago, Guyana. - 1975

317 - STATISTICS OF NORTH AMERICA
317.29 - Caribbean Area

Greene, J.E.
Includes bibliographical references
(pbk)

Jamaica. Depatment of Statistics


Jamaica. Department of Statistics. Division of Censuses and Surveys

Jamaica. Department of Statistics. Division Censuses and Surveys

Jamaica. Department of Statistics. Division of Censuses and Surveys

Jamaica. Department of Statistics. Division of Censuses and Surveys

Jamaica. Department of Statistics. Division of Censuses and Surveys

Jamaica. Department of Statistics. Division of Censuses and Surveys
Jamaica. Department of Statistics. Division of Censuses and Surveys
(pbk)

Jamaica. Department of Statistics. Division of Censuses and Surveys
(pbk)

Jamaica. Department of Statistics. Division of Censuses and Surveys
(pbk)

Jamaica. Department of Statistics. Division of Censuses and Surveys
(pbk)

(pbk)

(pbk)

(pbk)

(pbk)

(pbk)


317.292 - Jamaica. Population Census


320 - Political science (Politics and government)

Bell, Wendell

Introduction to politics. - Kingston (Mona, Kgn.7) : University of the West Indies, 1997. - 143p. ; 29cm.
A study guide
ISBN 976-41-0113-5 (pbk) : $288.00

(sd)

320 - Political science (Politics and government)

Munroe, Trevor
ISBN 976-8125-03-9

Munroe, Trevor
An introduction to politics: lectures for first year students / Trevor Munroe. - Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7) : Department of Government, University of the West Indies, 1985. - iii, 334p. ; 22cm.
Bibliography: p.325-330
(pbk) : $35.00

320.092729 - Caribbean Area. Political leaders

Sealy, Theodore
ISBN 976-625-034-0 (pbk)

320.092729 - Caribbean Area

Emmanuel, Patrick A.M.
(ISER working paper; no. 38)
Bibliography: p. 15-18
ISBN 976-40-0029-0 (sd)
320.11 - Theories of origin

Bogues, Anthony
Bibliography: p. 241-254
Includes index
ISBN 0-415-94324-8: US$95.00

320.15 - Sovereignty

Bogues, Anthony
ISBN 976-8091-93-2 (sd)

Lamming, George
A project of the Friedrich Ebert Stiftung in collaboration with the Centre for Caribbean Thought, University of the West Indies. Bibliography: p. 37-38
ISBN 976-8189-47-9 (pbk)

320.4 - Structure and functions of government. Civics

Ruddock, L.C.
Bibliography: 8th prelim. page. - Includes index
(pbk): $1.95

320.47292 - Jamaica. Civics

Ruddock, L.C.
Originally published: [London]: Collins, 1967
2nd. ed. rev. published: Kingston : Collins and Sangsters, 1972
ISBN 976-8010-48-7 (pbk)

320.472981 - Barbados. Civics

Inniss, W. LeRoy
ISBN 976-625-064-2 (pbk)
320.5 - POLITICAL IDEOLOGIES
320.509729 - Caribbean Area. Political ideologies

Benn, Denis M.
Bibliography : p. 280-306. - Includes index
ISBN 976-637-112-1 (pbk) : $2,430.00

320.5 - POLITICAL IDEOLOGIES
320.509729 - Caribbean Area. Political ideologies

Benn, Denis
Includes bibliographical references : p. 199-233
(pbk) : $89.95

Caribbean reasonings: the thought of new world: the quest for decolonisation/ edited by Brian Meeks and Norman Girvan.
Includes index
ISBN 978-976-637-401-3 (pbk)

320.53 - COLLECTIVISM AND FASCISM
320.5315 - Marxian socialism

Jamaican politics : a Marxist perspective in transition / Trevor Munroe. - Kingston (175-179 Mountain View Ave., Kgn. 6) :
Bibliography : p. 313-317
ISBN 976-605-104-6 (pbk): $185.00

320.54 - Nationalism


320.54096 - Nationalism. Africa

Grant, Stan
320.546 - Black nationalism

Garvey, Marcus
Includes bibliographical references

320.549 - REGIONAL NATIONALISM
320.549096092 - Padmore, George. Pan-Africanist

Contains papers from the conference "The life and times George Padmore, Black Radicalism in the 20th century held at the University of the West Indies, St. Augustine, Trinidad and Tobago, Oct. 2-4, 2003.
Includes bibliographical references.

320.8 - LOCAL GOVERNMENT
320.8 - Local government reform

(pbk)

(pbk)

Schoburgh, Eris Dawn
Bibliography : p. 298-312. - Includes index
ISBN 976-40-0065-7 (pbk)

Tindigarukayo, Jimmy Kazaara
ISBN 976-40-0060-6 (pbk)
320.9  - POLITICS. HISTORICAL AND GEOGRAPHICAL TREATMENT
320.9  - Political situation and conditions

**Harsch, Ernest**


320.9  - POLITICS. HISTORICAL AND GEOGRAPHICAL TREATMENT
320.9  - Political situation and conditions

**Levitt, Kari Polanyi**

Jamaica: lessons from the Manley years/ Kari Polanyi Levitt. [S.l.] (Kingston University Printery) : [s.n.], 1984. 20p; 19cm. (Maroon pamphlets; 1)

**Manley, Michael**


**Manley, Michael**


**Manley, Michael**


**Nettleford, Rex**

(pkb)

**Stephen, Evelyne Huber**

320.972 - Caribbean Area. Politics

Ramos, Aaron Gamaliel
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-637-040-0 (pbk) : 900.00

320.9729 - Caribbean Area. Political culture

Barrow-Giles, Cynthia
Bibliography : p. 288-292
ISBN 976-637-049-4 (pbk)

Jagan, Cheddi
(pbk) : J$5.00.

Jones, Edwin
Bibliography : p.187-196
ISBN 976-40-0004-5 (pbk): $150.00

Ledgister, F. S. J.
Includes bibliographical references and index.

Mars, Perry
Bibliography : p. 199-208. - Includes index
ISBN 976-640-057-1 (pbk) : $950.00

Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-640-135-7 (pbk)
320.9729 - Caribbean Area. Political culture

The state in Caribbean society/ edited by Omar Davies.  
Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7): Dept of Economics, University of the  
West Indies, 1986. - 157p. ; 21cm. - (Department of  
Economics, UWI, Jamaica monograph ; 2)  
Includes bibliographies  
ISBN 976-41-0001-5 (pbk)

320.97292 - Jamaica. Political situation and conditions

Agreement and declaration on political conduct, Friday, August 26,  
1988, Kings House, Jamaica. - Kingston (58A Half Way Tree  
Rd., Kgn. 10) : Jamaica Information Service, 1988. - 8p. :  
ports; 22cm.  
(sd)

Arawak, Christopher  
Jamaica's Michael Manley : Messiah... muddler... or  
Marionette...? / Christopher Arawak. - Florida : Henry Morgan  
(pbk) : J$8.95

Charles, Pearnel  
Jamaica and the people's struggle for survival/ Pearnel Charles.  
Kingston (P.O. Box 7, Kgn. 19) : P. C. Publishers, 2007. - xx, 287p. :  
ill., map; 24 cm.  
Includes bibliographical references and index  
ISBN 978-976-8202-29-1 : $3500.00

Gammon, Kent  
Two steps forward, two steps backward: the Jamaican story  
Bibliography: p. 243. - Includes index  
ISBN 976-951885-9 (pbk)

Hart, Richard  
The end of empire : transition to independence in Jamaica and  
other Caribbean region colonies / Richard Hart. - Kingston (17  
: ill. ; 23 cm. - (The Hart memoirs)  
Includes bibliographical references and index  
ISBN 976-8189-78-9 (pbk)

Hart, Richard  
Towards decolonization : political, labour and economic  
development in Jamaica, 1938-1945/ Richard Hart. - Kingston (1A  
Aqueduct Flats, Kgn.7) : The Press, University of the West Indies,  
Includes bibliographical references and index  
ISBN 976-8125-33-0 (pbk) : $999.99
Manley, Michael
Includes index
ISBN 978-976-610-823-6 (pbk)

Munroe, Trevor
ISBN 976-625-053-7 (pbk)

Munroe, Trevor
"Errata" slip tipped in
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-640-078-4 (pbk)

Payne, Anthony J.
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-8100-45-1

Patterson, P.J. (Percival James)
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-637-087-7 (pbk)
ISBN 976-637-094-x : 2,250.00

Stone, Carl
ISBN 0-87855-348-7 (cased) : J$33.40

320.9729206 - Jamaica. Political situation and conditions. 1962-

Manley, Michael Norman
The search for solutions: selections from the speeches and writings of Michael Manley / Michael Manley; edited with notes and an introduction by John Hearne. - Ontario : Maple House, 1976. 322p. : photos; 23cm. (Cased) : $6.00

Seaga, Edward Phillip George


Manley, Rachel
ISBN 976-637-015-X
ISBN 976-637-020-6 (pbk) : $972.00

Manley, Rachel
ISBN 978-1-55470-051-6 (pbk) : $1500.00

320.97297 - Leeward Islands

Lewis, Patsy
Surviving small size : regional integration in Caribbean ministates/ Patsy Lewis. - Kingston (1A Aqueduct Flats, Mona, Kgn. 7) : University of the West Indies Press, 2002. - 278p. ; 23 cm.
Bibliography : p. 248-268
ISBN 976-640-116-0 (pbk): $3,119.00

320.972983 - Trinidad and Tobago

Meighoo, Kirk Peter
ISBN 976-637-079-6 (pbk)
321 - SYSTEMS OF GOVERNMENT AND STATES
321.021 - West Indies Federation

Mordecai, Sir John

321.08 - Non self-governing states

ISBN 978-976-637-3887 (pbk)

321.094 - Revolution

Meeks, Brian
ISBN 0-333-57759-0 (pbk) : $489.70

321.1 - FAMILY-BASED GOVERNMENT
321.10972973 - Family-based government. Anguilla and St. Kitts-Nevis

Riviere, Bill
State systems in the Eastern Caribbean: historical and contemporary features/ by Bill Riviere. - Kingston ([1A Aqueduct Flats, Mona, Kgn. 7]): Institute of Social and Economic Research, University of the West Indies, c1990. vi, 122 p.; 24 cm.
Bibliography: p.101-119
Includes index
ISBN 976-40-0023-1 (pbk)

321.8 - DEMOCRATIC GOVERNMENT
321.8043 - SYSTEMS DEFINED BY METHOD OF SELECTING CHIEF EXECUTIVES
321.8043097292 - Jamaica. Cabinet government

Mills, Gladstone E.
ISBN 976-8041-10-2 (sd)
Earlington, Dudley
The fallacy of the democratic system of the United States: how the United States uses its 'flawed' democracy to enhance free-market capitalism, in the name of foreign policy / Dudley G. Earlington. [S.l.]: Trailblazer Ink, 2008. - x, 174p.; 22 cm.
ISBN 978-976-610-825-0 (pbk)

Bolland, O. Nigel
Bibliography: p. 666-686. - Includes index
ISBN 976-8123-95-8: $2,970.00

Gray, Obika

Hill, Robert A.
Thesis (M.Sc.) - University of the West Indies
Bibliography: p. 401-429

ISBN 976-8189-13-4 (pbk)

323 - POLITICS, CIVIL AND POLITICAL RIGHTS
323 - Human rights

Tucker, Jimmy
No room for neutrality: human rights and christian ecumenism in Jamaica and the Caribbean / by Jimmy Tucker. - Kingston (P. O. Box 244, Kgn. 19) : Reliance Educational Productions, 2011. - v, 271p. ; 1cm.

Vasciannie, Stephen
Bibliography : p. 165-176. - Includes index
ISBN 976-610-491-3 (pbk)

323.042 - Citizen participation

Voices in advocacy: windows of opportunity for advancing good governance. - Kingston : Inter-American Development Bank, Civil Society Advisory Committee in Jamaica, 2006. - 32p ; 18cm.
(spiral)

323.1 - CIVIL AND POLITICAL RIGHTS OF NONDOMINANT GROUPS
323.11 - ETHNIC AND NATIONAL GROUPS
323.1196 - Rastafarians

Campbell, Horace
ISBN 0-86543-035-7 (pbk) : $453.00

323.1196073 - African Americans

Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 0-8147-8789-4 (pbk) : $1,200.00

323.17292 - Civil rights of national minorities in Jamaica

McPherson, E.S.P.
ISBN 976-8028-12-2
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>323.17292</td>
<td>Civil rights of national minorities in Jamaica</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Nettleford, Rex M.


Nettleford, Rex M.


Nettleford, Rex M.

Originally published: Kingston : Collins and Sangster, 1970
Bibliography : p. 237-262
Includes index
ISBN 976-625-143-6 (pbk)

323.3 - CIVIL AND POLITICAL RIGHTS OF OTHER SOCIAL GROUPS

323.34 - Women

(sd) : Gratis

323.3409729 - Caribbean Area. Women

Silvestrini, Blanca G.

The 1989 Elsa Goveia Memorial Lecture, presented at the University of the West Indies, Mona, Jamaica, March 15, 1990
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-41-0020-1 (sd)

323.34097292 - Jamaica. Women

Gender and governance / edited by Leith Dunn and Judith Wedderburn. Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7) : Centre for Gender and Development Studies; Kingston (10 Merrick Ave., Kgn. 8) : Friedrich Ebert Stiftung, 2008. - v, 128p. : ill. ; 23cm. - (Working paper series; no. 5)
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 978-976-610-826-7 (pbk)
323.34097292 – Jamaica. Women

Jamaica Women's Political Caucus

323.35 – AGE GROUPS
323.352 – Children’s rights

The Child Development Agency


Human Rights Watch Children's Right Project

Jamaica Coalition on the Rights of the Child

323.352 - Children’s rights


323.35 - AGE GROUPS

323.352 - Children’s rights


Samuels, Carol V.


Stanley, Lloyd A.

Teachers making a difference: promoting the rights of the child/ Lloyd A. Stanley; photographs by H.G. "Dellmar" Samuels Kingston (Hope Estate, Papine, Kgn. 6) : Jamaica Coalition on the Rights of the Child, 2005 . - 28p. (sd)

323.4 - Specific civil rights; limitation and suspension of civil rights

Americas Watch Committee


Eppler, Kristina

323.4 - Specific civil rights; limitation and suspension of civil rights

United Nations Human Rights Seminar

323.409729845 - Grenada. Human rights

Hart, Richard

Trotman, Donald

323.44 - Freedom of expression, intellectual freedom

Patterson, Orlando

323.445 - Freedom of information

Carter Center


323.445 - Freedom of information

Walters, Ewart
324 - The political process

Patterson, P.J.

(sd)

324.1 - International party organizations, auxiliaries, activities

Dundas, Carl W.

Improving the organization of elections : a 2006 perspective / by Carl W. Dundas ; William Haslyn Parris, technical editor.
Kingston (11 Cunningham Ave., P.O. Box 686, Kgn. 6) : Ian Randle Publishers, 2006. - xi, 273p. ; 23cm. - (The Integrationist)
Published for the UWI - CARICOM project.
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-637-300-0 (pbk) : $1,035.00

324.2 - Political parties

Morrissey, Michael Patrick


324.2092 - Jamaican parliamentarians. Seaga, Edward

(sd)

324.22 - Leadership. Commonwealth Caribbean

Nettleford, Rex

Political leadership in the Commonwealth Caribbean : responsibilities, options and challenges at and of century / Rex Nettleford. - Kingston (2 Camp Rd. Kgn. 4) : School of Continuing Studies, UWI, 1994. - 58p.; 22cm. - (Caribbean contemporary affairs ; no. 1)
ISBN 976-616-002-3 (sd) : $120.00

324.22 - Leadership. Patterson, P.J. (Percivaal James)

(sd) : Free
324.23 - Programmes and ideologies. Campaign literature

**People’s National Party**

(pbk)

**People's National Party**

(pbk)

**People's National Party**

(pbk)

324.23097292 - National Democratic Movement

**National Democratic Movement**

Policies for a better tomorrow / National Democratic Movement. , [1967?]. - 23p. - (General policy document, no. 1)
(pbk)

324.24 - Election procedures

**Jamaica Information Service**


324.26 - Elections

**Jamaica. Electoral Office**


**Jamaica. Electoral Office**


**Jamaica. Electoral Office**


**Jamaica. Electoral Office**

324.26 - Elections

**Jamaica. Electoral Office**
Tables showing voting by electoral divisions compiled from the results of the general election, 1962 / prepared by the Chief Electoral Officer. - Jamaica, Kingston: Govt. Print. Off., 1962. 254p; 33cm.

**Senior, Olive**

**Stone, Carl**
Bibliography : p.105-106 (pbk) : J$3.00.

324.272908 - National Democratic Movement

**NDM manifesto 2002 : a new way, a new day, a new Jamaica.**
(pbk)

324.27292 - Jamaica. Politicians. Seaga, Edward


**Seaga, Edward**

324.27292 - Jamaica. Political parties

324.2729204 - Political parties. Jamaica. Jamaica Labour Party

Jamaica Labour Party

Jamaica Labour Party

Seaga, Edward
JLP developing a new political order / [by Rt. Hon. Edward Seaga]. - [Kingston (25 Dominica Dr., Kgn. 5)] : Jamaica Institute of Political Education in association with the Jamaica Labour Party, 1995. - vi, 105p.; 22cm. (sd) : $140.00

Seaga, Edward

324.2729204 - National Democratic Movement

1997 Manifesto of the National Democratic Movement : providing vision, hope and leadership for a new Jamaica. - [Kingston: NDM], 1997. - 52p. ; 28cm. (sd)

Golding, Bruce

National Democratic Movement (Jamaica)

National Democratic Movement
People's National Party
(pbk)

People's National Party
(sd)

People's National Party
(sd) : Free

People's National Party
(sd) : Free

People's National Party

People's National Party
(pbk)

People's National Party
Principles and Objectives / People's National Party. [Kingston (89 Old Hope Rd, Kgn. 6) : PNP], 1979. - 67p. ; 22cm.

People's National Party. Outreach and Communications Commission
(sd) : Free

324.27292074 - Jamaica. People's National Party

Young, John S.
Based on the Jamaica Progressive League

324.27292075 - Workers Party of Jamaica

Munroe, Trevor

Munroe, Trevor

Robotham, Don

Workers Party of Jamaica

Workers Party of Jamaica. Congress (2nd 1981 Kingston)

324.6 - Election systems and procedures. Suffrage

Electoral Office of Jamaica

Electoral Office of Jamaica
(sd) : Free

Electoral Office of Jamaica
(spiral) : Free
Peralto, Ryan George Saunders  
A fair electoral system: insure your democracy: "one man, one vote - same man, same vote" / Ryan George Saunders Peralto  
163p. : ill. ; 23cm.  
ISBN 976-8202-30-0 (pbk)

Jamaica. Electoral Office  
(sd)

Munroe, Trevor  
xxxiv, 742p. ; 23cm.  
Bibliography : p. 728-731. - Includes index  
ISBN 976-637-237-3 (pbk)

(sd)

(spiral)
324.7 - CONDUCT OF ELECTION CAMPAIGNS
324.72 - Citizen participation

Citizens Action for Free and Fair Elections (CAFFE). Jamaica
Bibliography : p. 61
ISBN 976-610-065-9 (pbk): $1,000.00

Citizens Action for Free and Fair Elections (CAFFE). Jamaica
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-610-106-X (pbk)

Citizens Action for Free and Fair Elections
(sd) : Free

324.7 - CONDUCT OF ELECTION CAMPAIGNS
324.72 - Citizen participation

Citizens Action for Free and Fair Elections
(sd) : Free

Dundas, Carl W.
Observing elections the Commonwealth's way: the early years / Carl W. Dundas. - Kingston (11 Cunningham Ave., P.O. Box 686, Kgn. 6) : Ian Randle Publishers, 2007. - xv, 138p. ; 23cm. - (The integrationist)
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 978-976-637-327-6 (pbk)

324.72 - STRATEGY
324.72097292 - Jamaica. Citizens participation

Citizens Action for Free and Fair Elections (CAFFE). Jamaica
ISBN 976-610-553-7 (pbk)
324.72097292 - Jamaica. Citizens participation

Citizens Action for Free and Fair Elections (CAFFE)
The 2007 general and local government elections in Jamaica /
Citizens Action for Free and Fair Elections. - Kingston (2 Fagan
Ave., Kgn. 8) : CAFFE, 2009. - ix, 70p. : ill. (some col.); 28cm
ISBN 978-976-610-831-1 (pbk)

324.729206 - Jamaica. Elections. 20th century

Stone, Carl
Electoral behaviour and public opinion in Jamaica / Carl
Stone. - Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7) : Institute of Social and Economic
Research, UWI, 1974. - 103p. ; 23 cm.
Bibliography : p. 105-106
(pbk): $3.00

324.88103 - Voting. Guyana

Greene, J.E.
Race vs politics in Guyana : political cleavages and
political mobilisation in the 1968 general elections / J. E. Green.

324.9 - Historical and geographical treatment Of elections

Stone, Carl
Politics versus economics : the 1989 elections in Jamaica /
Carl Stone. - Kingston (175 Mountain View Ave, Kgn. 6) : Heinemann
Publishers (Caribbean), 1989. - xiv, 170p. : ill. , 1 map, ports ;
22cm.
ISBN 976-605-086-4 (pbk) : $65.00

Waters, Anita M.
Race, class and political symbols : Rastafari and reggae in
Jamaican politics / Anita M. Waters. - New Brunswick, N.J. :
Bibliography : p. 312-325. - Includes index
ISBN 0-88738-204-7 : $215.00

324.9729 - Caribbean Area

Coote, Lawrence
Testing democracy through elections : a tale of five
elections / by Lawrence Coote, John Hearne, Lynden Facey; edited by
Marie Gregory. - Kingston (11 Worthington Ave, Kgn. 5) : Bustamante
Institute of Public and International Affairs, 1985. - v, 59p :
ports ; 22cm.
(sd) : Gratis
324.9729 - Caribbean Area

General elections and voting in the English-speaking Caribbean
Kingston (11 Cunningham Ave., Kgn 6) : Ian Randle Publishers,
2006. - xiv, 193 p ; 24cm.
Bibliography : p. 161-169 - Includes index

324.97292 - Jamaica. Elections

Sives, Amanda
Elections, violence and the democratic process in Jamaica
1944-2007 / Amanda Sives. - Kingston (11 Cunningham Ave., Box 686,
Bibliography : p. 223-224. - Includes index
ISBN 978-976-637-331-3 (pbk)

324.97292082 - Jamaica. Women. Political education

Henry-Wilson, Maxine
A political education manual for women/ Maxine Henry-Wilson
Kingston (89 Old Hope Rd., Kgn. 6) : People's National Party

325 - International Migration and Colonization
325.1 - Immigration

Tekse, Kalman
Internal migration in Jamaica. - Kingston, Department of

325.2 - Emigration
325.21 - Refugees

Report of mission to Africa / by Filmore Alvaranga, Douglas Mack.

325.251 - Emigration from China

Lee, Tom Yin
illus., ports; 31cm.
Text in English and Chinese

325.254097292 - Emigration from India

Mansingh, Laxmi
Home away from home : 150 years of Indian presence in Jamaica
/ Laxmi and Ajai Mansingh. - Kingston (206 Old Hope Rd., Kgn. 6) :
ill., ports. ; 26cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-8123-38-9 (pbk)
325.27294 - Emigration from Haiti to Bahamas

Marshall, Dawn I.

325.3 - Colonization

Blackburne, Kenneth
Bibliography : p. 199. - Includes index
ISBN 0-85307-146-2

La Guerre, John Gaffar
Bibliography : p. 127-134
(pbk) : $12.00

325.34109729 - Colonization by United Kingdom in the Caribbean

Cox Alomar, Rafael
Bibliography : p. 304-315. - Includes index
ISBN 978-976-637-298-9 (pbk)

325.342 - Colonial administration

Metcalf, George

325.37292 - Colonies. Caribbean Area

Osterhammel, Jurgen
Bibliography : p. 137-141. - Includes Index
ISBN 976-8123-17-6 (pbk)
325.729 – Caribbean migration

Thomas-Hope, Elizabeth
Bibliography : p. 169-180
ISBN 976-640-126-8 (pbk)

325.7292 – Jamaica. Migration

Institute of Jamaica. West India Reference Library

326 – Slavery and emancipation

Papers presented at a Symposium sponsored by the Friedrich Ebert Stiftung the Department of History, UWI., Mona, October 1994
ISBN 976-41-0083-X (pbk)

Brodber, Erna
Emancipation : the lesson and the legacy/ Erna Brodber. [Kingston]: Emancipation Commemoration Committee, 1995 (sd)

Butler, Kathleen Mary
Bibliography : p. 173-187. – Includes index

Cowans, Gordon
Bibliography : p.14
ISBN 976-610-485-9 (pbk)

Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-8189-90-8 (pbk)
326 – Slavery and emancipation


Jamaica National Bicentenary Committee 2007
Bibliography: p. 114-122. (spiral)

Wilmot, Swithin R.
Adjustments to emancipation in Jamaica / edited by Swithin R. Wilmot. – Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7) : Social History Project, Dept. of History, UWI, 1994. – vi, 42p. ; 24cm. (sd) : $160.00

326.097292 – Jamaica. Emancipation

Butler, Kathleen Mary
Includes bibliographical references and index

326.097292 – Jamaica. Slavery

Holt, Thomas C.
Bibliography : p. 478-497
ISBN 976-8100-03-6 (pbk)

Holt, Thomas C.
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 0-8018-4291-3 (pbk) : US$24.95
326.097296 Bahamas. Slavery

Saunders, Gail
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-637-084-2 (pbk)

326.4 - British abolitionists

Taylor, Clare

326.729 - Caribbean Area

Miller, Errol L.
"Lecture presented Sunday 27th July, 1997 at the St. Mary the Virgin Anglican Church (sd )

326.8 - Emancipation


Beckles, Hilary McD.
Bibliography : p. 134-138
ISBN 978-976-637-307-8 (pbk) : $1,035.00

Gosse, Dave St. A.
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-610-678-9 (pbk)
326.8 - Emancipation

Shepherd, Verene
To mark the 200th anniversary of the abolition of the Transatlantic Trade in Africans
Bibliography: p. 45-46

Smith, Matthew J.
Annual Emancipation Day Lecture, 1 August 2010 delivered at the Church of St. Mary the Virgin, Kingston, Jamaica. Includes bibliographical references (sd)

326.9 - Slavery. Jamaica. Economic conditions, 19th century

Higman, Barry W.
ISBN 0-521-21053-4 (cased)

326.9729 - Caribbean Area. Emancipation

Mair, Lucille
Bibliography : p. 40
ISBN 976-8017-24-4 (pbk)

326.97292 - Jamaica. Emancipation

Hall, Douglas
Includes bibliographical references

Hart, Richard
Includes bibliographical references (pbk)
326.97292 - Jamaica. Emancipation

Hart, Richard
Black Jamaicans' struggle against slavery / Richard Hart
(Monograph series; 2)

Patterson, H[orace] Orlando

Satchell, Vermont M.
Reparation and emancipation / Vermont M. Satchell
Kingston : Churches Emancipation Organising Committee, 2003
28p. : ill. ; 28 cm.
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-610-557-X (pbk)

327 - International relations

Svalesen, Leif
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-637-016-8 pbk) : $1,080.00

327.1 - International relations. Globalization

Burbach, Roger
Bibliography : p. 162-168
ISBN 976-95047-7-7 (pbk) : $1,000.00

327.101 - Geopolitics in international relations

Jamaica. Prime Minister (1993 - : Patterson)
(sd) : Free
327.101 - Geopolitics in international relations

Mona Academic Conference (2002 : Kingston)

Patterson, P.J.
(sd) : Free

327.11 - Specific means of attaining foreign policy goals

Hart, Richard
(sd) : Free

327.2 - Diplomacy

Includes bibliographical references ISBN 976-8091-25-8 (pbk)

327.710729 - Canada. Foreign relations. Caribbean Area

Carmichael, Trevor A.
Includes bibliographical references and index ISBN 976-637-028-1 : $1,215.00

Includes bibliographies and index (pbk) : $13.50
327.729047 - Caribbean Area. Foreign relations with Russia

USA, USSR and the Caribbean : the new realities : a Symposium held by the Bustamante Institute of Public and International Affairs in association with The Press Association of Jamaica.


327.7292 - Jamaica. Foreign policy


Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 0-7914-4919-X : $8,220.00

Henke, Holger W.


Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-640-058-X (pbk) : $850.00

327.7292 - Jamaica. Foreign policy

Jamaica. Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Trade and Industry


ISBN 976-633-001-8 (pbk)

327.72920729 - Jamaica. Foreign policy with the Caribbean

Manderson-Jones, R.B.


Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-8091-03-7
327.729207291 - Jamaica. Foreign policy with Cuba

Castro, Fidel


327.7306 - United States of America. Foreign policy. Africa

Grant, Stan

Jimmy Carter's odyssey to black Africa / Stan Grant. - Miami ; Kingston (P.O. Box 134, Kgn.) : Courier Press, 1980. - 285p. : ill. ; 23cm
$12.95

327.730729 - United States. Foreign relations with the Caribbean

Stewart, Rosemarie E.

The United States in the Caribbean / Rosemarie E. Stewart. Kingston (P.O. Box 1028, Kgn.) : Heinemann, 1982. - 40p. : maps; 22cm. - (Heinemann CXC History; theme 8)

328 - The legislative process

Robertson, Glory, compiler


328.3 - SPECIFIC TOPICS OF LEGISLATIVE BODIES

328.331 - Work and activity of individual members

Report of Committee to examine ways of strengthening the role and performance of Parliamentarians appointed by the Prime Minister under the chairmanship of Professor Carl Stone.
(sd)

328.34 - POWERS, PRIVILIGES, RESTRICTIONS

328.3452 - Investigative powers

Ombudsman Working Party

328.711092 - Women in politics. Biography

Roy, Lynette
79p. : ill. , ports. ; 22 cm.
(pbk) : $238.00

328.7292 - Jamaica

Jamaica Information Service
300 years of parliamentary tradition in Jamaica 1664-1964.
(sd)

(sd)

329 - PRACTICAL POLITICS
329.02 - Political parties

Lindsay, Louis
The myth of independence : middle class politics and non-mobilization in Jamaica / Louis Lindsay. - Mona, Jamaica (Kingston 7) : Institute of Social and Economic Research, UWI, 1975. - 71p; 28cm. - (Working paper; no. 6)
Bibliography : p. 63-71
(sd) : J$1.50

329.024 - Political patronage

Class, race and political behaviour in urban Jamaica / Carl Stone.
Bibliography : p. 184-86

Stone, Carl

329.9 - POLITICAL PARTIES OF OTHER COUNTRIES
329.97292 - Jamaica

Jamaica Labour Party
10 years of service 1962/1972 : past, present, future.

Jamaica Labour Party
329.97292 - Jamaica

Munroe, Trevor

People's National Party

People's National Party

People's National Party

People's National Party
Prepared by the Policy Review Committee of the P.N.P.

330 - ECONOMICS

Hall, Douglas
Bibliography : p.161-165


330.0151 - MATHEMATICAL PRINCIPLES
330.015195 - Statistical mathematics. Econometrics

Francis, Alfred A.
Bibliography : p. 97-98. - Includes index
ISBN 976-8189-04-5 (pbk) : $750.00
330.0151 - MATHEMATICAL PRINCIPLES
330.015195 - Statistical mathematics. Econometrics

Mamingi, Nandu

Watson, Patrick K.

330.1 - Systems, schools, theories

McFarlane, Dennis
The development process : a design for change / Dennis McFarlane. - Kingston (40 East St, Kgn.) : D. McFarlane, 1983. xi, 283p ; 21cm. Includes index (pbk) : $26.20

330.126 - Mixed economies

Johnson, Anthony
The social market system at work in the Caribbean / Anthony Johnson. - Kingston (25 Dominica Dr., Kgn. 5) : Konrad Adenauer Foundation, 1993. - 32p. ; 22cm. Free

330.15 - SCHOOLS OF ECONOMIC THOUGHT
330.155 - Miscellaneous schools

Sir Arthur Lewis : an economic and political portrait / Ralph Premdas and Eric St. Cyr, editors. - Kingston : Regional Programme of Monetary Studies, Institute of Social and Economic Research, University of the West Indies, c1991. - 125p. ; 23cm. "Apart from the introductory essay by the editors, the papers were all presented at the Fourteenth Annual Conference of the Caribbean Studies Association held in Barbados in May 1989" - pref. - Bibliography : p.177-125 ISBN 976-40-0028-2 (pbk)

330.76 - Economics. Examinations, questions, etc.

Caribbean Examinations Council
330.76 – Economics. Examinations, questions, etc.

Caribbean Examinations Council
Caribbean Advanced Proficiency Examination (CAPE) : economics syllabus effective for examinations from May/June 2010 / Caribbean Examinations Council. – Kingston (11 Cunningham Ave., P.O. Box 686, Kgn. 6) : Ian Randle Publishers, 2010. – 60p. ; 28cm.

Caribbean Examinations Council
ISBN 978-976-637-487-7 (sd)

330.76 – Economics. Examinations, questions, etc.

Robinson, Karlene
Carlong economics for CSEC with SBA, study guide exercises / Karlene Robinson, Novelette Cooke. – Kingston (37 Second St., Newport West, Kgn. 13) : Carlong Publishers (Caribbean) Ltd., 2011. viii, 448p. : ill. ; 28cm. + 1 DVD-ROM
ISBN 978-976-638-104-2 (pbk)

330.9 – Economic conditions and situations

Beckford, George
(pbk) : $20.00

Jamaica. Prime Minister (1980- : Seaga)
(pbk)

Johnson, A.S.
The Jamaican economy : how it works / by A.S. Johnson.
Kingston (2A Camp Rd., Kgn. 5) : University of the West Indies, Department of Extra-Mural Studies, [197-]. – 26p. : ill. ; 9 cm.
(The Jamaican economy; 1)

Kemetba, Rahu Imhotep
ISBN 976-610-562-6 (pbk)
Economic conditions and situations

Maxwell, James
Remarks of the present state of Jamaica / James Maxwell.
Previously published by : London: Smith, Elder, 1848

Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 978-976-8103-22-3 (pbk)

(pbk) : J$34.00

(pbk) : Gratis

Smythe, Joseph E.
Includes index.
ISBN 978-976-610-918-9 (pbk)

Stone, Carl
(pbk) : $300

Witter, Michael
(pbk) : J$10.00

Worrell, Keith
Bibliography : p.52-53
ISBN 978-8058-00-5 (pbk) : $25.00
330.900112 - Economic forecasting

(small cover): US$29.95

330.91716 - Unaligned blocs

Stone, Carl

330.91724 - Developing countries. Economic conditions

Beckford, George
Previous ed.: London: Oxford University, 1972
Includes index
ISBN 0-86232-207-3 (pbk): $32.00

Beckford, George L.
Published for the George Beckford Foundation
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-640-074-1 (pbk): $850.00
ISBN 976-640-087-3: $1,200.00

Dewar, Simone
The politics of underdevelopment in Jamaica: the interplay of domestic and international focus in determining the trajectory of Jamaica's future / Simone S. Dewar. - Germany: VDM Verlag Dr. Muller Aktiengesellschaft, 2008. - 68 p.; 23cm.
Bibliography: p.66-68
978-3-639-05198-8 (pbk): US$77.30

330.91724 - Developing countries. Economic conditions

Manley, Michael
vi,122p.; 21cm.
Bibliography: p.119-120. - Includes index
ISBN 0-7453-0449-4 (pbk)
330.91821 – Atlantic region

Stone, Carl
Bibliography : p. 152-154. - Includes index
ISBN 0-89-727-056-8 (pbk) : $33.00

330.97282 – Belize. Economic conditions

Musa, Said
Includes index
ISBN 976-637-216-0 (pbk)

330.9729 Caribbean Area. Economic conditions

Best, Lloyd
Bibliography : p. 234-241. - Includes index
ISBN 978-976-640-211-2 (pbk) : $3,119.00

$5.25

The Caribbean economy: a reader / edited by Dennis Pantin
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-637-110-5 (pbk) : $1,890.00

Caribbean Food and Nutrition Institute
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 978-976-626-030-9 (pbk)
330.9729 Caribbean Area. Economic conditions

Essays by George Beckford, Omar Davies, Honor Ford-Smith, Merle Hodge, George Lamming, Michael Manley, Rex Nettleford, Lawrence Nurse, Carl Stone and C. Y. Thomas. - Includes bibliographies (pbk)

Confronting challenges, maximizing opportunities: a new diplomacy for market access / Kenneth Hall and Myrtle Chuck-a-Sang, editors. - Kingston (11 Cunningham Ave., P.O. Box 686, Kgn. 6): Ian Randle Publishers, 2007. - xli, 186p.; 23cm. - (The Integrationist)
Bibliography: p.160-186
ISBN 976-976-637-326-9 (pbk)

Rural development in the Caribbean / P. I. Gomes, editor. - Kingston (P.O. Box 1028, Kgn.): Heinemann Educational Books (Caribbean), c1985. - xxi, 246p.: maps; 22 cm.
Also published: London: C. Hurst Co. - Bibliography: p.238-239. - Includes index
ISBN 1-85065-002-0 (pbk)

Wint, Alvin G.
Includes bibliographic references and index
ISBN 976-640-132-2 (pbk)

330.972903 West Indies, 1607-1832

Sheridan, Richard B.
Bibliography: 507-522
ISBN 976-8125-13-6 (pbk)

330.97292 Jamaica. Economic conditions

Alleyne, Dillon
Bibliography: p. 113-116. - Includes index
ISBN 976-8189-36-3 (pbk): $500.00
330.97292 - Jamaica. Economic conditions

**Ashby, Timothy**
ISBN 1-55813-031-4 (pbk)

**Barclays Bank D.C.O.**

**Barclays Bank D.C.O.**

**Brown, G. Arthur**
ISBN 976-8044-11-X (pbk)

**Brown, Headley**
Address delivered by Dr Headley Brown, Governor of the Bank of Jamaica, at the Governor's Luncheon at the Wyndham Hotel on Tuesday, December 6, 1988 (sd): Free

Bibliography: p.22 (sd)

Include bibliographical references

Includes bibliographical references. (pbk): J$4.00
330.97292 - Jamaica. Economic conditions

**Jamaica. Ministry of Finance and Planning. Town Planning Department**

**Jamaica. Ministry of Finance and Planning**
National physical plan 1978-1988 / Town and Country Planning Department, Ministry of Finance and Planning. - Kingston (2A Manhattan Rd., Kgn. 5) : The Department, [198-?]. - [201p.] in various pagings ; 29x22 cm.

**Jefferson, Owen**
Bibliography : p. 287-297

**Lloyd, Ivan**

**Malaki, Akhil**
Development patterns in the Commonwealth Caribbean : Jamaica and Trinidad and Tobago / Akhil Malaki. - Sweden : Institute of Latin American Studies, Stockholm University, 1996. - v, 141p. ; 24cm.
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 9185894443 (pbk) : US$83.00


**Seminar on Government's Anti-Inflation Package**

**Statistical Institute of Jamaica**

United States, Bureau of International Commerce

Walsh, B. Thomas

McLewin, Philip James

National Savings Committee
Ownership within the Jamaican Economy / National Savings Committee. - Kingston (15 Knutsford Blvd., Kgn. 5) : NSC, 1980. 18p. : ill. ; 31cm. - (Consumer Economics Programme; 5) Produced by the National Savings Committee in co-operation with the Ministry of Education (sd) : Gratis

Karagiannis, Nikolaos
A new economic strategy for the Bahamas; with special consideration of the international competition and the FTAA / Nikolaos Karagiannis. - Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7) : University of the West Indies Printers, 2002. - xiii, 100p. ; 22 cm. Bibliography : p. 95-98. - Includes index (pbk)
330.972981 - Barbados. Economic conditions


330.972981 - Barbados. Economic development

Howard, Michael

331 - Industrial relations


ILO/Ministry of Labour Tripartite Seminar on Industrial Relations (1980 Kingston)

Gibbon, Hazel V. I.
331 - Industrial relations

Phillip, George
ISBN 976-625-055-3 (pbk) : $400.00

331.0112 - Industrial democracy

Seminar on Worker Participation (2nd.Kingston)
Second Seminar on Worker Participation, held at Trade Union Education Institute, University of the West Indies, Mona, Kingston, Jamaica, October 31 - November 11, 1977 / co-sponsored by the Trade Union Education Institute...[et al.]. - [Kingston (1A Aqueduct Flats, Mona, Kgn. 7) : The Institute], 1977. - 1v (various pagings) ; 28 cm.
(pbk)

331.09729 - Caribbean Area. Human capital

Mona Academic Conference (2000 Kingston)
Papers presented at the Mona Academic Conference 2000, UWI. Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-637-081-8 (pbk)

331.09729 - Caribbean Area. Industrial relations

Phillip, George J.
A to Z of industrial relations in the Caribbean workplace / George J. Phillip and Benthan H. Hussey. - Kingston (1A Aqueduct Flats, Mona, Kgn. 7) : Canoe Press, 2006. - xxiv, 269p. ; 23cm.
Bibliography : p. 267 - 269
ISBN 976-8125-83-7 (pbk)
ISBN 976-8125-82-9

331.097292 - Jamaica. Industrial relations

In commemoration of the 60th Anniversary of Workers' Week
(sd)
Farquharson Institute of Public Affairs

(sd) : Gratis

Kirkaldy, George

Includes bibliography and index
ISBN 976-8167-00-0 (pbk)

Kirkaldy, S. George

An introduction to industrial, relations and labour law in Jamaica / by S.G. Kirkaldy. - Mona, Jamaica : Trade Union Education Institute, Department of Extra-Mural Studies, UWI, 1979. - ix, 97p. ; 25cm.
(sd) : $6.50

Shearer, Hugh Lawson

Selected speeches made by the Most Honourable Hugh Lawson Shearer O.N., P.C., O.J., LL.D (Hon), the first president of the Jamaica Confederation of Trade Unions (JCTU) during his term in office
ISBN 976-8047-12-7 (pbk)

Workers Week Committee

"Prepared for Workers Week 1977".

Committee on Labour Market Reforms (Jamaica)

(pbk)
331.1097292 – Jamaica. Labour market

Labour Market Information System (LMIS) Working Group
(spiral) : $240.00

331.11 – Labour force

The Church and unemployment. – [Kingston : The Unmuzzled Ox, 1968?]

Harewood, Jack
(pbk)

Jamaica Task Force on Work Attitudes
(sd)

Maunder, W.F.
Reprint of: 1960 ed. pub. by Yale University Press, issued as no. 3 of Caribbean Series.

National Seminar on Human Resources and Manpower. (July 16-18, 1974 Kingston, Jamaica.)
(sd) : Gratis

331.11097296 – The Bahamas

Johnson, Howard
ISBN 976-8092-20-3
331.114 - Qualifications and personal characteristics

Jamaica Employers' Federation
36p. : ill. ; 22cm.
(pbk)

331.11734 - Slave labour

Inikori, Joseph E.
Slavery and the rise of capitalism / Joseph E. Inikori. - Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7) : Department History, University of the West Indies, 1993. - 33p. ; 25cm. - (The 1993 Elsa Goveia memorial lecture)
ISBN 976-41-0049-X (sd)

331.11734729 - West Indies. Slave labour

Walvin, James
Bibliography : p.183-202
ISBN 976-8123-01-X (pbk)

331.119464 - Garment industry

Wedderburn, Judith
Rights as well as jobs for women in the garment industry / Judith Wedderburn ; artwork Marlene Smalling. - Kingston (14 South Ave, Kgn 10) : Women's Action Committee/CUSO Caribbean, 1990. - 44p. ; 14cm.
ISBN 976-8092-03-3 (sd)

331.12 - LABOUR MARKET
331.12025 - Labour market. Directories


331.12042 - Government policy on the labour market

Committee on Labour Market Reforms. Jamaica
xiv, 150p.; 28cm.
(pbk)
331.12042 - Government policy on the labour market

Seaga, Edward
(sd) : Gratis

331.12315745 - Demand for environmentalists

Downes, Andrew
Trends in employment demands for persons with training and qualifications in environmental studies in the Caribbean / Andrew S. Downes. - [Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7)] : University of the West Indies, Centre for Environment and Development, 1994. - vi, 42p. ; 28cm. - (Insights in environment and development working paper series; no. 8)
ISBN 976-41-0056-2 (sd) : $100.00

331.124 - Job vacancies

National Youth Service (Jamaica)
(sd) : Free.

331.137972983 - Trinidad and Tobago. Unemployment

Thomas, Roy Darrow
The adjustment of displaced workers in a labour-surplus economy : a case study of Trinidad and Tobago / Roy Darrow Thomas. Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7) : Institute of Social and Economic Research, University of the West Indies, c1972. - xiii, 118p. ; 24 cm.
Bibliography : p. 116-118
(pbk)

331.2 - CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT
331.21 - Compensation

Douglas, Seymour
ISBN 976-8047-04-6
331.25 - OTHER CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT
331.2522 - Pension reform

Jamaica. Ministry of Finance and Planning
(sd)

331.2529135 - Pensions for government employees

Jamaica. Ministry of the Public Service

331.2572 - Alternative work schedules

Buchanan, Donald
(pbk)

(pbk)


331.25920216 - Training. Catalogue

Telecommunications of Jamaica
(pbk) : Free

331.3 - WORKERS BY AGE GROUP
331.31 - Children

Ennew, Judith
ISBN 0-900918-11-X (pbk) : $5.65
331.31 - Children

Fox, Kristin


Cover title : 2002 Jamaica youth activity survey.
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-610-711-4 (pbk)

331.34 - Young workers

Agency for Public Information (Jamaica)

Government investment in youth : a look at some youth projects / Agency for Public Information. - [Kingston] (P.O. Box 2222) : API, 1975. - 5 leaves; 28cm.

(sd) : Gratis

331.4 - Women

Reddock, Rhoda


ISBN 976-8100-47-8 (pbk) : $680.00

Standing, Guy


Bibliography : p. 339-357. - Includes index
ISBN 0-333-32282-7 : $60.00

331.409729 - Women workers. Caribbean Area

Women and the sexual division of labour in the Caribbean / edited by Keith Hart. - Kingston (1A Aqueduct Flats, Kgn. 7) : Canoe Press in collaboration with Consortium Graduate School of Social Sciences, c1996. - xiv, 159p. ; 23 cm.

Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-41-0075-9 (CGS) (pbk) : $320.00

331.4097292 - Jamaica. Women

Bolles, A. Lynn


Bibliography : p. 115-129
ISBN 0-7618-0211-8 : US$68.50
331.4097292 – Jamaica. Women

Rawlins, John
Midlife and older women: family life, work and health in Jamaica / Joan Rawlins. – Kingston (IA Aqueduct Flats, Mona, Kgn. 7) : University of the West Indies Press, 2006. – x, 173p. : ill. ; 23cm.
Bibliography : p. 162-168. – Includes index
ISBN 976-640-183-7 (pbk)

331.411734 – Women. Slave labour

Fox-Genovese, Elizabeth
ISBN 976-41-0048-1 (sd)

331.41231376 – Demand for teachers

Miller, Errol
Elementary school teaching and the liberation of women / Errol Miller. – 3rd. ed. – Kingston : Shortwood Teachers College, 1992. – 37p. ; 21cm. – (Shortwood Teachers College Founders' Day lecture; no. 3)

331.489 – Women construction workers

McLeod, Ruth

331.542 – Special categories of workers other than by age or sex

Jamaica Employers' Federation
State of the industry report 2002 : contract labour / conducted and compiled by Christopher Campbell. – Kingston (2a Ruthven Rd., Kgn. 10) : Jamaica Employers' Federation, 2002. – 68 leaves ; 28 cm.

331.6 – CATEGORIES OF WORKERS BY ETHNIC AND NATIONAL ORIGIN
331.62 – Immigrants and aliens

Petras, Elizabeth McLean
Bibliography : p. 267-283. – Includes index
ISBN 0-8133-7456-1 (pbk)
331.62540729 - Immigrant workers from India in the West Indies

Laurence, K.O.


ISBN 976-8100-32-X (pbk) : $850.00

331.6272907287 - West Indian migrant workers to Panama

Newton, Velma


Bibliography : p. 186-195. - Includes index
ISBN 976-637-132-6 (pbk)

Newton, Velma


Bibliography : p. 193-210. - Includes index
(pbk) : $77.00

331.6272908 - West Indian migrant workers to South America

ISBN 976-40-006-65 (pbk)

331.7 - LABOUR BY INDUSTRY AND OCCUPATION
331.702 - Choice of vocation

Craig, Christine

I can be a - / By Christine Craig; cover design by Glenville Dayle. - Kingston (1 Devon Rd, Kgn. 10) : Women's Bureau, Office of the Prime Minister, 1978. - 35p. : ill. ; 21cm.

(sd) : Gratis.
331.76 - SPECIFIC INDUSTRIES AND OCCUPATIONS
331.76392097292 - Jamaica. Commercial fishing

Christophersen, Kjella A.
Sustainable interventions for Negril fisher families / by Kjella A. Christophersen, Floyd Homer S. Jacqueline Grant.
Prepared for USAID/Jamaica Development of Environmental Management Organizations Project (sd)

331.795 - Governmental occupations (Public service occupations)

Careers in the Jamaican civil service / prepared by The Human Resources Division; Ministry of the Public Service.
(pbk)

331.8 - LABOUR UNIONS, LABOUR-MANAGEMENT BARGAINING AND DISPUTES
331.8 - Labour movements

Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-637-190-3 (pbk) : $855.00

331.872983 - Labour movements. Trinidad

Kiely, Ray
The politics of labour and development in Trinidad / Ray Kiely. - Kingston (1A Aqueduct Flats, Kgn. 7) : The Press, 1996. [xi], 218p. ; 23cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-640-017-2 (pbk) : $450.00

331.88 - Labour unions

Edwards, Joseph
(Abeng pamphlet ; no. 1)

331.88 - Labour unions

Harrod, Jeffrey
/Publications of the International Institute for Labour Studies/Bibliography : p.419-459
331.88 - Labour unions

Stone, Carl
(sd)

331.8809 - Historical and geographic treatment

Trade Unions and Democracy (1986 Kingston, Jamaica)
(sd) : Free

331.8809729 - Caribbean Area. Trade unions

Bibliography : p. 243-250. - Includes index
ISBN 0-8143-3211-0 (pbk) : US$27.95

331.8809729 - Jamaica. Trade unions

Gordon-Rowe, David
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-8047-07-0 (pbk)

Hart, Richard
Bibliography : p. 150-157

331.8809729 - Jamaica. Trade unions

Manley, Michael
ISBN 0-88258-0-68-X (pbk) : $445.15
Munroe, Trevor
The role of the media in the development of the labour movement / by Trevor Munroe. - [Kingston : Trevor Munroe], 1994. 14p. ; 29cm.
(sd) : Free

Horne, Gerald
Includes bibliographical references and index.
ISBN 0-8147-3668-8 : $5,320.00

Manley, Michael Norman

Post, Ken
Bibliography : p. 475-485. - Includes index
ISBN 90-247-2140-7 : US$16.00

St. Pierre, Maurice

Includes index
ISBN 976-8100-53-2 (pbk)
331.8914 – Conciliation measures

Gershenfeld, Walter J.
(pbk) : J$4.00.

331.89143 – Arbitration

(spiral)

Stoppi, Maurice
Bibliography : p. 101

331.892 – Strikes


331.8929729 – West Indies, British. Strikes

Bolland, O. Nigel
ISBN 978-8100-54-4 (pbk) : $510.00

Hart, Richard
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 0-9537742-36 (pbk)
331.898 - Government measures

**Parris, Carl D.**  
Capital or labour: the decision to introduce the Industrial Stabilization Act in Trinidad and Tobago, March 1965 / Carl D. Parris. - Mona, Jamaica (Kgn. 7) : Institute of Social and Economic Research, U.W.I., 1976. - 64p. ; 28cm. - (University of the West Indies. Institute of Social and Economic Research, working paper no. 11)  
(sd) : J$2.00

332 - Financial economics

**Caribbean capital markets symposium (May 22-17, 1972 Kingston, Jamaica)**  

**Dawson, Sharryn**  
Includes glossary  
ISBN 978-976-95388-0-1 (pbk)

332 - Financial economics

**Malaki, Akhil**  
(Acta Universitatis Stockholmiensis. Stockholm studies in economic history; ISSN 0346-8305; 47)  
Bibliography : p. 157-167. - Includes index  

**National Savings Committee**  

**Odle, Maurice**  
### 332 - Financial economics

**Venner, Dwight K.**


ISBN 978-976-637-319-1 (pbk)

### 332.024 - Personal finance

**Hall, Oran A.**


Includes bibliographical references


### 332.0240083 - Personal finance for children


ISBN 978-976-41-0227-4 (spiral)

### 332.02401 - Increasing networth, financial security

**Campbell, Gillian**

Where the real money is, online / Gillian Campbell. - [S.l.]: G. Campbell, 2009. - 10p. ; 28cm.

ISBN 978-976--95179-74 (sd)

**Coburn, Phyllis**

Agapesophy: the cure for the economic crisis / Phyllis Coburn. - St. Catherine (Rose Hall, Lawrence Tavern P.O., St. Catherine): P. Coburn, 2009. - ix, 174p. ; 22 cm.

Includes bibliographical references

ISBN 978-976-95256-1-0 (pbk)

**McCalla, Ardath F.**

Managing your finances / by Ardath F. McCalla. - [S.l.]: Ardath McCalla, c2012. - xii, 187p. ; 22 cm. + 1 CD

ISBN 978-976-8230-56-0 (pbk)
Handa, Sudhanshu
   Includes bibliography
   ISBN 976-40-0058-4 (pbk)

King, Ruby
Lickle lickle mek nuff nuff: a book about savings.

National Savings Committee
Household savings survey, 1972/ National Savings Committee.

National Savings Committee
   (pbk)

National Savings Committee
   (sd) : Gratis

National Savings Committee
   (sd)

National Savings Committee

National Savings Committee
   (pbk)
332.097292 - Jamaica. Financial economics

Chen-Young, Paul
Submission to the Commission of Enquiry into the collapse of financial institutions in Jamaica in the 1990s/ Dr. Paul Chen-Young. - Salt Lake City : Aardvark Global Publishing, 2009. - x, 68p. ; 22cm.
ISBN 978-1-4276-4380-3 (pbk)

Jamaica. Ministry of Finance and Planning
(pbk)

Persaud, Wilberne Haldane
Bibliography : p. 119-121. - Includes index

332.0972983 - Financial economics. Trinidad and Tobago

Bourne, Compton
Money and finance in Trinidad and Tobago. - Kingston : Institute of Social and Economic Research, University of the West Indies, 1988. - xi, 348p. ; 24cm. - (Regional programme of monetary studies)
Includes index
ISBN 976-40-0008-8 (pbk) : $95.00

332.1 - Banks

Daley, Jenifer A.
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 978-976-40-0068-6 (pbk)

Gammon, Marjorie
(Self reliance; 2) Supplementary reading material for level 3 (sd) : Gratis.

National Savings Committee
332.1092 – Banking. Capitalists and financiers

Chen-Young, Paul
ISBN 1-58736-392-5 (pbk) : $1,300.00

332.109729 – Caribbean Area. Banking

McCLean, A. Wendell

Monteith, Kathleen E. A.
Bibliography : p.329-344. – Includes index
ISBN 978-976-640-198-6 (pbk)

332.1097292 – Jamaica. Banking

Lue Lim, Gail
Includes bibliography
ISBN 976-8044-03-9

332.11 – Central banks

Bank of Jamaica
(sd) : Gratis.

Bank of Jamaica

Bank of Jamaica. Research and Development Division
Published to celebrate the 25th anniversary of the bank (pbk)
332.11 - Central banks

Bank of Jamaica, Research and Development Division
The role and functions of the Central Bank in Jamaica.
Kingston (P.O. Box 621, Kgn.) : Research and Development Division, Bank of Jamaica, 1987. - 13p. : ill. ; 22cm.
(sd)

Bank of Jamaica. Research Department
Central banking in Jamaica / Compiled by the Research Department, Bank of Jamaica. - [Kingston : Bank of Jamaica, 1976].
23p. : ill. , portraits; 22cm.
(sd) : Gratis.

Bank of Jamaica. Research Department
The role and functions of the Central Bank in Jamaica / prepared by the Research Department, Bank of Jamaica. - Kingston (P.O. Box 621, Kgn.) : The Bank, 1982. - 11p. : ill. ; 22cm.
(sd) : Gratis

Includes bibliographical reference
ISBN 976-8044-22-5 (pbk)

The experience of central banking with special reference to the Caribbean/ edited by Ramesh F. Ramsaran. - Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7) : Regional Programme of Monetary Studies and the Institute of Social and Economic Research, 1995. - 165p.; 22cm. - (Regional programme of monetary studies)
ISBN 976-40-0053-3 (pbk)

Hylton, Michelle
Role and functions of the Bank of Jamaica / by Michelle Hylton. - Kingston (Nethersole Place, Kgn.) : Bank of Jamaica, 2003. - 12p. ; 22cm. - (Bank of Jamaica pamphlet series ; no. 7)
ISBN 976-8044-18-7 (sd)

Jamaica. Committee to Examine the Role of the Bank of Jamaica
(sd)

Jamaica. Development Finance Corporation
332.11 – Central banks

Payton, Stanley W.
(sd)

Shippey, Noel
The central bank's role as regulator / Noel Shippey, Courtney Christie-Veitch. - Kingston (Nethersole Place, Kgn.) : The Bank, 2000. - 20p. ; 22cm. - (Bank of Jamaica pamphlet series ; no. 6)
ISBN 976-8044-152 (sd)

332.11097292 – Jamaica. Central bank

Bank of Jamaica. Economic Information and Publications Department
The role and functions of the central bank in Jamaica / Bank of Jamaica. - Kingston (Nethersole Place, Kgn.) : Bank of Jamaica, 1996
ISBN 976-8044-05-5 (pbk)

Johnson, Ann Marie
(sd) : Free

332.110972983 – Trinidad and Tobago. Central bank

Farrell, Terrence
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-40-0032-0 (pbk)

332.112 – Monetary policy

Boyd, Derrick
Bibliography : p. 131-137
Includes index

(sd) : Free
332.112 - Monetary policy

Jefferson, Owen

332.12 - Commercial banks

Bank of Nova Scotia Jamaica Ltd.

Miller, Nugent
Concentration and competition in Jamaica commercial banking / by Nugent Miller. - Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7) : Institute of Social & Economic Research, University of the Wes Indies, 1970. - 35p. : tables ; 28cm. - (Monetary Studies Programme) (sd)

332.15 - International banks

Odle, Maurice

332.152 - International Monetary Fund

Jamaica's relationship with the International Monetary Fund

332.152097292 - Jamaica. IMF agreement

Jamaica. Ministry of Finance and Public Service
332.17 - Banking services

Barclays Bank
(sd)

332.1753 - Loans

Premier Investment Corporation
(pbk)

332.32 - Building societies

Richards, E. Karl
(sd) : Gratis

Seminar on Building Societies(1974 : Kingston)
Building societies seminar/ sponsored jointly by the Society for International Development, Jamaica chapter ; and the Building Societies Association of Jamaica Ltd. - Kingston : SIS, BSA, 1974. 6 papers ; 36cm.

Woolcock, Joseph
Bibliography : p. [43]
(sd)

332.3207292 - Jamaica. Home loan associations

(pbk)
332.4 - Money

Sanatan, Roderick
ISBN 978-976-41-0239-7 (spiral)

ISBN 978-976-41-0240-3 (spiral)

332.41 - Value of money

Ally, Asgar
The Jamaican Economy : inflation / by Asgar Ally. - Kingston (2A Camp Rd., Kgn.) : University of the West Indies, Department of Extra-Mural Studies, [197-]. - 28p. : ill. ; 9cm. - (The Jamaican Economy ; 2)
(sd) : Gratis

DeLisser, Horace E.
(sd) : J$1.00.

Harriott, Kevin
(Bank of Jamaica pamphlet series; no. 4)
ISBN 976-8044-13-6 (pbk)

332.415 - Stabilization measures

Guide to speakers on government proposals to deal with the current dollar situation. - Kingston : Jamaica Information Service, 1989. - 8p. ; 22 cm
Free

Mullings, Seymour
(pbk)
332.44 - Devaluation of currency

Ramcharran, Harry
Devaluation: the Jamaican experience/ by Harry Ramcharran. - [Kingston?: s.n], 1983. -18p.: tables; 28cm.
Paper presented at the fifteenth Regional Programme on Monetary Studies, Barbados, October 12-14, 1983
Cover title
Includes bibliographical references
(sd)

332.456 - EXCHANGE RATES
332.45609 - Historical, geographic treatment

McIntosh, Helen
(Bank of Jamaica pamphlet series; no. 5)
ISBN 976-8044-14-4 (sd)

Private Sector Organization of Jamaica
(sd)

332.456097292 - Jamaica. Foreign exchange

Private Sector Organization of Jamaica
Economic analysis and public policy III : exchange rate policy for economic growth and development / prepared and published by the Private Sector Organization of Jamaica. - Kingston (39 Hope Road, P.O. Box 236, Kgn. 10) : PSOJ, 1987. - 27p. ; 28cm.
(pbk)

332.4564 - Fixed and flexible exchange rates

Witter, Michael
Exchange rate policies and the Jamaican economy / by Michael Witter and Richard Bernal. - Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7) : University of the West Indies, 1984. - 30p. ; 21cm. - (University of the West Indies Jamaica. Department of Economics occasional paper series; no.1)
(sd) : $5.00

332.456407292 - Flexible exchange rates. Jamaica

332.49 - Historical, geographic treatment. Money and monetary policy

Royal Bank Jamaica Limited
An exhibition presented by the Royal Bank Jamaica Ltd., Nov. 15-30, 1981 (sd) : Gratis

332.49072981 - Money and monetary policy. Barbados

Armstrong, Eric
ISBN 978-976-640-239-6 (pbk)

332.497292 - Money and monetary policy. Jamaica

Domestic Research and Information Services Department
ISBN 976-8044-04-7 (sd)

Includes bibliographical references

Hanke, Steve
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-8139-67-6 (pbk)

Hylton, Michelle
The measurement of money supply/ by Michelle Hylton. Kingston : Bank of Jamaica, 2000. - 18p.; 22cm. - (Bank of Jamaica pamphlet series; no.3)
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-8044-10-1 (pbk)
332.497292 - Money and monetary policy. Jamaica

Lattie, Clane

Monetary policy management in Jamaica/ Clane Lattie.
Kingston : The Bank, 2000. - 25p. ; 22 cm. - (Jamaica pamphlet series; no. 1)
Includes bibliographic references
ISBN 976-8044-09-8 (pbk)

Morgan, Jacqueline

The story of Jamaica's currency / [by Jacqueline Morgan]

332.6 - Investment

Kingston Stock Market Committee


332.61 - Organized securities exchanges

Bank of Jamaica. Research Department


Parsons-Taylor, Cal A.


332.6322 - Stocks (Shares)

National Investment Bank of Jamaica


(sd)

332.64 - SECURITY AND COMMODITY EXCHANGES
332.642 - EXCHANGE OF SECURITIES
332.6427292 - Jamaica. Stock market

Jamaica Information Service


(sd)

Jamaica Stock Exchange 25th Anniversary Seminar

332.67 - INVESTMENT IN SPECIFIC INDUSTRIES
332.6722 - Investment in kinds of enterprises

National Hotels and Properties Limited
(sd) : Gratis

332.67253 - Investment by institutional investors

Chen-Young, Paul L.
(pbk)

332.673 - International investment (Foreign investment)

(sd) : Gratis.

(sd)

332.673 - International investment (Foreign investment)

(sd) : Free

332.67309729 - Caribbean Area. Foreign investment

McIntyre, Alister
(pbk)

332.673097292 - Jamaica. Foreign investment

Investment in Jamaica / KPMG Peat Marwick.
(pbk)
332.673097292 – Jamaica. Foreign investment

(pbk)

332.678 – Investment guides


Jamaica Trade and Invest (JAMPRO)


332.7 – CREDIT
332.74 – OTHER FORMS OF CREDIT
332.743 – Personal loans

National Savings Committee

Shopping for credit / National Savings Committee. - Kingston (15 Knutsford Blvd, Kgn. 5) : NSC, 1980. - 21p. : ill. ; 31cm. (Consumer economics programme; 3) (sd) : Gratis
333 - ECONOMICS OF LAND AND ENERGY
333.1 - PUBLIC OWNERSHIP OF LAND
333.11 - Acquisition and disposal of specific kinds of land

(sd)

333.16 - Disposal

Contractor-General (Jamaica)
(sd) : Free

333.3 - Private land

Higman, B.W.
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-640-113-6

LeFranc, Elsie
ISBN 976-40-0047-9 (pbk)

Satchell, Veront M.
ISBN 976-40-0015-0 (pbk)

333.31 - LAND REFORM
333.317292 - Jamaica

333.31 - LAND REFORM
333.317292 - Jamaica

Stolberg, Claus F.
Land distribution without development : the land settlement
schemes of the 1930's and 1940's in Jamaica. - [Kingston : C.
Stolberg], 1990. - 28p. ; 28cm.
Includes bibliographical references
(sd)

333.33 - TRANSFER OF POSSESSION AND OF RIGHT OF USE
333.332 - Value and price of land

Grey, Orville A.
Real property valuation / Orville A. Grey. - Kingston (237
Old Hope Rd, Kgn. 6) : A. O. Grey and CAST, 1982. - ii, 48p ; 28cm.
(pbk) : $10.00

333.335 - Rural lands. Agricultural lands

Clark, Colin
The value of agriculture land/ Colin Clarke. - Oxford :
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 0-08-017070-6

333.33522 - Rural lands. Economic and social factors

Alcan Jamaica Limited
Report on sociological aspects of leasehold farming : a
survey of holdings farmed by Alcan tenants / Alcan Jamaica Limited
in collaboration with the Agricultural Planning Unit, M.A. Hope,
49p. : ill., maps, tables ; 29 cm.
Report on a sample survey of the sociological aspects of
leasehold farming on holdings rented to tenants by Alcan
(pbk)

333.338 - Buildings and other fixtures. Residential buildings

Seymour, Morin
Housing: what price?/ by Morin M. Seymour. - [Kingston (Mona,
Kgn. 7) : Department of Economics, University of the West Indies?],
1984. - 14p.; 29cm.
(sd) : Free
333.33822 – Residential buildings. Economic and social factors

Harris-Walder, Cheryll
Life style sacrifices and changes made by new beneficiaries in Cromarty Phase 2 / Cheryll Harris-Walder. - Kingston (4 Park Blvd., Kgn. 5) : Planning and Research Division, National Housing Trust, 1992. - 16p. ; 28cm
(spiral)

Mason, Clement
(spiral)

333.33822 – Residential buildings. Economic and social factors

Smith, Marlene
Life style sacrifices and changes made by new beneficiaries, Yallahs Phase 2: a comparative analysis / Marlene Smith. - Kingston (4 Park Blvd., Kgn. 5) : Research and Planning Division, National Housing Trust, 1992. - 14p.; 29cm.
(sd)

333.7 – Natural resources

Beckford, George Leslie F.
Plantation agriculture and the dynamics of underdevelopment. Mona: Dept. of Economics, UWI, 1971. - 40.[3].; 28cm. - (Working paper; no. 1)
(pbk)

Includes bibliographical references.
Papers presented at the conference on Economics and the Environment held in Barbados, 6-8 November, 1989
ISBN 976-8078-00-6 (pbk)

Includes bibliographical references and index. - Papers presented at the British-Caribbean Geography Seminar, held in the Department of Geography, University of the West Indies, Mona, August 1992
ISBN 976-640-007-5 (pbk) : $425.00
Environmental stewardship series

Booklets included in the series: Messages and instructions;
1. Introduction; 2. How the environment works; 3. Climate change;
4. Pollution; 5. The importance of forests; 6. Energy and society;
7. Poverty and pollution

ISBN 978-976-610-830-4 (spiral)

Feldman, Ira A.

EMS policy and strategy working group "Benchmark Countries"
research / Ira R. Feldman, Robert Wynter and Marguerite Orane.
Bibliography : p. 29
(spiral)

Grant, S. Jacqueline

A manual of participatory rural appraisal techniques for
natural resource management / prepared by S. Jacqueline Grant.
Cover title: Participatory rural appraisal for natural
resources management: a manual of techniques
(spiral)

Green Expo '98, June 5-7 : a better environment = a better life ...
do the right thing!. - Kingston: Jamaica Conservation and
29 cm. - Souvenir magazine
(sd)

Jamaica. Ministry of Agriculture. Natural Resources Conservation
Division

Jamaica country environmental profile / prepared by
Government of Jamaica, Ministry of Agriculture, Natural Resources
Conservation Division and Ralph M. Field Associates, Inc. on behalf
of International Institute for Environment and Development. -
Kingston : [Natural Resources Conservation Division?], 1987. - xii,
362p. : ill., maps; 29cm.
Bibliography : p.351-361
(pbk)

Natural Resources Conservation Authority

Caring for the St. Elizabeth area : lands, water and
resources : a community information and discussion booklet /
Natural Resources Conservation Authority and Development of
Environmental Management Organizations Project. - [Kingston (53
(spiral)
333.7 - **Natural resources**


333.707 - **Environmental science. Outlines, syllabi, etc.**

*Caribbean Examinations Council*  

333.709729 - **Caribbean Area. Environment**


333.7097292 - **Jamaica**

*Voices from Mocho/* [translated and edited by Dawn Marie Roper]  

333.70972981 - **Barbados**

*Richardson, Bonham C.*  
333.715016365 - Caribbean Area. Natural resources. Development

Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-8125-76-4 (pbk)

333.716 - Conservation and protection

(pbk)

333.72 - Conservation and protection of natural resources

(spiral)

Environmental Foundation of Jamaica
Kingston (1B Norwood Ave., Kgn. 5) : Environmental Foundation of Jamaica, 2005. - 76p : col. ill. ; 22 cm.
(pbk)

(sd)

Hudson, Brian J.
(sd) : J$1.35.

333.72097292 - Jamaica

Jamaica. Natural Resources Conservation Authority

333.73 - Land

Includes bibliographical references and index
333.73 - Land

Towards a land policy for Jamaica: a synopsis.
(Green paper, 1994; no. 4)
(sd): Free

333.731 - Land. General topics

Pickard, John G.
Jamaica land issues in the urban sector: an overview of selected structural problems and issues/ by John G. Pickard.
(sd)

333.7314 - Environmental impact studies

Mulleady, Jose Toma`s
Environmental impact of present land use: the Rio Cobre watershed case study / Jose Toma`s Mulleady.
(sd)

333.7315 - Development

Jamaica. Ministry of Mining and Natural Resources
Kingston Metropolitan Area land use policy study/ Physical Planning Unit, Ministry of Mining and Natural Resources.
- 85p.: ill., maps; 28cm.
(pbk)

333.75 - FOREST LANDS
333.7516 - Conservation and protection

National forest management and conservation plan: expanded summary.
(pbk)

333.76 - Agricultural lands

Jamaica. Ministry of Agriculture and Lands
The economic organization of small-scale farming in the Brokenhurst area of Southern Manchester, 1959-60.
- Kingston, 1962. [vi], 30p.; 33cm.
(pbk)
333.77 - Urban lands

Trowbridge, James W.
(pbk)

333.78 - RECREATIONAL AND WILDERNESS AREAS
333.78097292 - Jamaica

Bibliography: p. 188-193
(pbk)

333.783 - Parks

Parchment, Dennis
Towards a permitting and licensing system for national parks and protected areas in Jamaica/ prepared by Dennis Parchment for Natural Resources Conservation Authority (NRCA)/ Development of Environmental Management Organizations (DEMO) Project. - [S.l. : s.n.], 1996. -61p. ; 28cm.
(sd)

333.7845 - Recreation use of rivers and streams

Bjork, Sven
Includes bibliographical references
(pbk)

Bjork, Sven
Includes bibliographical references
(pbk)

333.7845 - Recreation use of rivers and streams

Cronberg, Gertrud
Appendix 3 to Environmental feasibility study of peat mining in Jamaica
(pbk)
Recreation use of rivers and streams

Digerfeldt, Gunnar
Appendix 1 to Environmental feasibility study of peat mining in Jamaica prepared by Sven Bjork for the Petroleum Corporation of Jamaica (pbk)

Market Research Services Limited
(spiral)

Svensson, Soren
Appendix 6 to Environmental feasibility study of peat mining in Jamaica (pbk)

(sd) : Gratis

(sd) : Gratis

Jamaica. Ministry of Public Utilities and Transport
(spiral)

Sangster, Alfred W.
Includes index
ISBN 976-8027-00-2 (pbk)
333.79 - Energy

**Sustainable Applications for Tropical Island States (2001 : Kingston)**
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-610-394-1 (pbk)

**This is Wally, your energy mascot reporting on energy : yesterday, today and tomorrow / prepared by the Ministry of Mining & Energy. Kingston (St. Lucia Ave, Kgn. 5) : The Ministry, 1983. - 16p. : col. ill, ; 22cm.**
(sd) : Free

333.79097292 - Jamaica. Energy

**Wright, Raymond M.**
Includes index
ISBN 976-8139-68-4 (pbk)

333.7912 - Energy. Requirements

**Workshops on Science and Technology Jamaica (1977 Kingston)**

333.7915 - Development

**Site investigations for an O.T.E.C. power plant in Jamaica for Petroleum Corporation of Jamaica.** - Norway : A/S Geoteam, 1982. - 3V. : ill. ; 30cm. - (Petroleum Corporation of Jamaica; report No. 7564)

333.7917 - Control of usage

**Ashby, Roddy**
Power of efficiency in St. Lucia: the prospects for meeting electricity needs through energy efficiency/ Roddy Ashby, Blair Hamilton. - [Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7)] : University of the West Indies, Centre for Environment and Development, 1994. - 51p. ; 28cm. - (Insights in environmental development working paper series; no. 9)
ISBN 976-41-0070-8 (sd) : $100.00
333.7917 – Control of usage

Nelson, Lilieth


(sd)

333.7923 – Solar energy


ISBN 976-610-394-1 (pbk)

333.7932 – Electrical energy

Jamaica Public Service Company


(sd) : Free

333.794 – Renewable energy resources

Jamaica. Ministry of Agriculture


Manual for use by agricultural extension officers in Jamaica (pbk)

333.8 – SUBSURFACE RESOURCES
333.82213 – Fossil fuels. Consumption (Utilization)

Coal and its Application to Jamaica Seminar (1985: Kingston, Jamaica)

Proceedings of seminar [on] Coal and its Application to Jamaica : selected papers; held at Jamaica Conference Centre, November 13, 1985 / hosted by the Petroleum Corporation of Jamaica. [Kingston (P.O. Box 579, Kgn. 10)] : [Petroleum Corporation of Jamaica], 1985. – 38p. : ill ; 29cm.

(sd) : Gratis
333.8232 - Oil

Jamaica. Ministry of Mining and Natural Resources
(sd) : Gratis

333.823212 - Requirements

(sd)

(sd) : $30.00

(sd) : $30.00

333.85 - Minerals

Hughes, I.G.
(Bulletin ; no. 8)

Mineral resources of Jamaica / revised and edited by Allison Fenton. - 2nd ed.. - Kingston (P.O. Box 141, Kgn. 6) : Geological Survey Division, Ministry of Mining and Energy, 1981. - 104p. : ill.; 29cm. - (Geological Survey Division bulletin; no. 8)
(sd) : $25.00

333.9 - OTHER NATURAL RESOURCES
333.91 - WATER AND LANDS ADJOINING BODIES OF WATER
333.9164 - Ocean and seas

Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-610-712-2 (pbk)

International Seabed Authority
Environmental management of deep-sea chemosynthetic ecosystems : justification of and considerations for a spatially-based approach. - Kingston (14-20 Port Royal St., Kgn.) : International Seabed Authority, 2011. - viii, 80p. : ill. ; 23 cm. (ISA technical study ; no. 9)
  Bibliography : p. 54-57
  ISBN 978-976-95268-9-1 (pbk)

International Seabed Authority Workshop (5th: 2002: Kingston)
  Includes bibliographical references
  ISBN 976-610-558-8 (pbk)

  Includes bibliographical references and index
  ISBN 976-637-262-4 (IRP) (pbk)
  ISBN 1-55250-223-6 (IDRC) (pbk)

  (spiral)
333.917  -  Coasts, seashores, shorelands

Jamaica. Natural Resources Conservation Authority
Toward a beach policy for Jamaica: a policy for the use of
the foreshore and the floor of the sea / prepared by Natural
Resources Conservation Authority, Ministry of Environment and
(Green paper ; 2/97)
Includes bibliographical references
(sd) : Free

333.917097292  -  Jamaica. Lands adjoining bodies of water

Towards an ocean and coastal zone management policy in Jamaica /
Prepared by the National Council on Ocean and Coastal Zone
Management. - [Kingston] : National Council on Ocean and
Coastal Management, 2001. - 2v in 1 ; 28 cm.
Contains : Towards ocean and coastal zone management in
Jamaica: proposed action plan (first five years - Green
paper number 9/01
Includes bibliographical references
(spiral)

333.95  -  BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES
333.95  -  Biodiversity

Summary of Jamaica's third national report to the Convention on
Biological Diversity 2003-2004/ prepared by National
Environment and Planning Agency.- Kingston (10 Caledonia
(sd)

333.9515  -  Development

Gromotka, Joachim
ZOPP 4 workshop for the project extension of biogas
technology in Jamaica and the Caribbean/ Joachim Gromotka.
(sd)

333.9516097292  -  Jamaica. Biodiversity

Jamaica. Natural Resources Conservation Authority
Towards a national strategy and action plan on biological-
diversity in Jamaica/ [prepared by Natural Resources Conservation
Authority, National Environment and Planning Agency, Ministry of
Land and Environment]. - Kingston (1 Devon Rd., Kgn. 6) : Ministry
of Land and Environment, 2001. - xi, 129p. ; 28 cm. - (Green paper
; no. 3/01)
Bibliography: p. 117
(pbk)
333.95164 - Biodiversity. Conservation and protection

International Seabed Authority

Biodiversity, species ranges and gene flow in the abyssal Pacific nodule province: predicting and managing the impacts of deep seabed mining / prepared for International Seabed Authority by Craig R. Smith ... [et al]. - Kingston (14-20 Port Royal St., Kgn.) : International Seabed Authority, 2008. - 38p. : ill. (some col.), map; 28cm. - (ISA technical study ; no.3)
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 978-976-95217-2-8 (pbk)

333.953 - PLANTS AND MICROORGANISMS
333.9539 - Plants as sources of energy. Biomass energy

(sd)

333.954 - Animals

National Environment and Planning Agency

Includes bibliographical references

334 - Cooperatives

ISBN 976-8092-87-4 (pbk)

International Labour Office


334 - Cooperatives

Wheatle, Hilary-Ann

Work together: start a co-op/ prepared by Hilary-Ann Wheatle; cover design and illustration by Donald Miller. - Kingston (47b South Camp Rd., Kgn. 4): JAMAL, 1980. - 20p.: ill. ; 21cm. (Self-reliance; series 2). - Reader for adult literacy classes - Level 3 (sd)
334.2 – Banking and credit cooperatives

Jamaica Co-op Credit Union League

Phillpotts, Karl
The Credit Union story / prepared by Karl Phillpotts in collaboration with the Credit Union League; edited by M. Gammon. Kingston (47b South Camp Rd., Kgn. 4) : JAMAL Foundation, 1975. 24p. : ill. ; 17cm.
(sd) : Gratis

334.22 – Credit Unions

Jamaica Co-operative Credit Union League
Aim - act - achieve: with your credit union youth savings account the sky is the limit. - [S.l.] : The Jamaica Co-operative Credit Union League, 2006. - 19p. : ill ; 21 cm.
(sd)

334.6 – PRODUCERS’ COOPERATIVES
334.6097292 – Jamaica

Buchanan, Paul L.
Bibliography : p. 106-116
First published 1986
ISBN 976-8027-05-3 (pbk)

334.683 – Agricultural cooperatives

Nunes, F. E.
(pbk) : J$4.50

334.683361 – Sugar cooperatives

Frolander-Ulf, Monica
Bibliography : p.201-203. - Includes index
ISBN 0-8191-4844-X : $78.70
334.683361 – Sugar cooperatives

Stone, Carl
Socio-political aspects of the sugar co-operatives / by Carl Stone. – Kingston (Mona, Jamaica, Kgn. 7) : Dept. of Government, UWI, 1976. – 62p. ; 28cm.
(sd) : J$0.75

335 – Socialism and related systems

Hart, Richard

335.009729 – Socialism in the Caribbean

Rose, Euclid A.
Bibliography : p. 413-429. – Includes index
ISBN 0-7391-0448-9 : $10,040.00

335.4 – Marxian systems

The foundations of marxist political economy. – Mona, Jamaica (c/o 4b Aqueduct Flats, Kgn. 7) : The Socialism Group, 1974. 44p. ; 22cm
(sd)

Munroe, Trevor
(sd) : J$4.00

335.4 – Marxian systems

Munroe, Trevor

335.43 – COMMUNISM (MARXISM-LENINISM)
335.437 – Comparative studies

Munroe, Trevor
Capitalism or communism: questions and answers/ Trevor Munroe. – Kingston (30A Constant Spring Rd, Kgn. 10) : Vanguard Press, 1981. – iv, 68p. ; 17cm.
(pbk)
**335.5 - Democratic socialism**

**Agency for Public Information (Jamaica)**

**Democratic socialism for Jamaica : the government's policy for national development** / Prime Minister of Jamaica. - [Kingston] (P.O. Box 2222, Kgn. 10) : Agency for Public Information, 1975. - 4p ; 42cm.. (sd) : Gratis

**Manley, Michael Norman**
Comrade leader speaks : the most profound statement on the philosophy of democratic socialism ... / [Michael Manley] [Kingston] (25 South Camp Rd., Kgn. 16) : People's National Party, 1975. - 20p. ; 17cm. (sd) : Gratis

**People's National Party. Political Education Committee.**
Democratic Socialism, the Jamaican model / P.N.P., Political Education Committee. - Kingston : P.N.P., 1974 (sd) : Gratis

**336 - Public finance**

**Jamaica Industrial Development Corporation**

**Prospects for the economy in the Caribbean: reports of seminars held in St. Kitts, April 1987 and Belize, July 1987.**
Kingston : Bustamante Institute of Public and International Affairs, 1989. - 91p.: ill., ports.; 21cm. (sd)

**336.091724 - Public finance in developing countries**

**Howard, Michael**

336.2 - Taxes

(sd): Gratis

(sd) : $40.00

336.205 - Tax reform

Alleyne, Dillon
Taxation and equity in Jamaica, 1985-1992 : who bears the burden? / Dillon Alleyne. - Kingston (Mona Campus, Kgn. 7) : The Consortium Graduate School of Social Sciences, University of the West Indies in collaboration with Press, University of the West Indies, 1999. - xvi, 100p. : tables; 23cm. - (New Generation series; no. 5)
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-41-0122-4 (pbk) : $700.00

Bahl, Roy
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 978-976-8103-20-8 (pbk)

Jamaica. The Revenue Board

Jamaica. The Revenue Board
Part II comprises appendices of part I

Jamaican Tax Structure Examination Project
Includes bibliographical references.
Final report of the Jamaica Tax structure examination project
ISBN 1-55844-115-8 (pbk)
336.205 – Tax reform

**Mendes, Margaret**
Includes index

**Tanzi, Vito**
ISBN 978-976-8103-23-9 (pbk)

**Tax reform in the Caribbean** / Karl Theodore, editor.
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-40-0030-40 (pbk) : $40.00

336.205097292 – Jamaica. Taxation

**Mendes, Margaret**
First published : 1999. – Includes index

336.206 – Provisions that allow tax avoidance

**Touche, Ross, Ogle and Company**
(spiral) : Gratis

336.22 – Real property taxes

**Jamaica. Prime Minister (1993 – : Patterson)**
(sd)

(sd) : Free
336.24 - Income taxes

Jamaica. Income Tax Department

Jamaica. Income Tax Department
A few facts about income tax / Income Tax Department. [Kingston (116 East St.)]: The Department, 1975. - 5p.; 22cm. (sd) : Gratis

Jamaica. Income Tax Department

Jamaica. Income Tax Department
Tax tips for '73... - Kingston, 1973. - 16p. : illus.; 21cm. (sd)

336.242 - Personal income tax

Jamaica. Income Tax Department

336.26 - Customs (Tariff)

Jamaica. Ministry of Finance

336.27 - OTHER TAXES
336.278 - Taxes on products, services, industries

Francis, A. A.
336.27854953 - Bauxite

ISSN 0254-5241

336.29 - PRINCIPLES OF TAXATION
336.294 - Incidence

Jamaica. Income Tax Department
Capital allowances and investment allowances. -Kingston, 1972. - 16p. ; 23cm. - (Farmers' income tax pamphlet; no. 2)

McLure, Charles E.
(sd) : J$3.00

336.3 - Public Debt and expenditures

Jamaica joint country financial accountability assessment (CFAA) and country procurement assessment (CPAR) April 12, 2006.

336.3 - Public Debt and expenditures

Lundy, Patricia
Bibliography: p. 95-105
ISBN 1-85972-114-1: US$94.95

336.34 - Public debt

The Debt problem in Jamaica : situation and solutions/ edited by Omar Davies. - Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7) : University of the West Indies, Department of Economics, 1986. - viii, 125p. ; 22cm. - (Economics Department monograph series; no. 1)
ISBN 976-41-002-3 (pbk) : $25.00
336.34091724 - Developing countries. Public debt

Girvan, Norman P.
Capital exports and arrested development: notes on the debt crisis and the developing countries / by Norman P. Girvan.
Includes bibliographical references
(sd)

336.3409729 - Caribbean Area. Public debt

Connolly, Michael B.
Adjustment to interest rate and oil price shocks in developing countries: Latin America and the Caribbean / Michael B. Connolly and Dean Taylor.
28p. : tables; 28cm.
(sd)

Hooked on debt / compiled and edited by Joan Ross-Frankson; illustrations by Mbala.
Kingston: Social Action Centre for the Association of Development Agencies in collaboration with the Association of Caribbean Economists and the Caribbean Conference of Churches, 1990.
28p. : ill. ; 28cm.
Bibliography: p.28
(sd)

336.34097292 - Jamaica. Public debt

Jefferson, Owen
Some aspects of Jamaica's external debt / by Owen Jefferson.
35p.; 28cm.
(sd)

Kirton, Claremont
Jamaica: debt and poverty / Claremont Kirton; with additional material by James Ferguson.
56p.; 22cm.
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 0-85598-117-2 (pbk) : $739.20

Kirton, Claremont
xii, 67p.; 20cm.
Bibliography: p. 65-67
ISBN 976-8189-41-X (pbk)
Levitt, Kari Polanyi
976-40-0034-7 (sd) : $150.00

Davies, Omar
An analysis of Jamaica's fiscal budget (1974-1983) with special reference to the impact of the bauxite levy / by Omar Davies. - Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7) : University of the West Indies, 1984. - 33p. ; 21cm. - (University of the West Indies. Jamaica. Department of Economics occasional paper series; no. 2)
(sd) : $5.00

Odle, Maurice A.

Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-637-019-2 (pbk) : $756.00

Adam, Nassau A.
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 1-85649-165-X : $1,815.00

Bernal, Richard L.
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 978-976-8041-227 (pbk)
337.11 - MULTILATERAL ECONOMIC COOPERATION IN AREAS, REGIONS
337.11729 - Caribbean Community

Mullerleile, Christoph
CARICOM integration: progress and hurdles: a European view
/ by Christoph Mullerleile. - Kingston (7 Norman Rd., Kgn. CSO) :
ISBN 976-625-070-7 (pbk) : $900.00

Mullerleile, Christoph
CARICOM integration: progress and hurdles: a European view
/ Christoph Mullerleile; [translated by Fitzroy Fraser, foreword by
Prof. the Hon. Rex Nettleford. - 2nd ed. - Kingston (7 Norman Rd.,
Bibliography : p. 327-355. - Includes index
ISBN 976-8184-61-2 (pbk)

337.14 - EUROPEAN MULTILATERAL COOPERATION
337.142091729 - European Union. Multilateral cooperation. CARICOM

The European Union in partnership with Jamaica, Belize, The
Bahamas, Turks and Caicos Islands and the Cayman Islands.
Kingston (8 Oliver Rd., Kgn. 8) : European Commission in
(pbk)

337.1729 - CARICOM

Caribbean imperatives: regional governance and integrated
development / edited by Kenneth Hall and Denis Benn.
Kingston (11 Cunningham Ave., Kgn. 6) : Ian Randle
Includes index
ISBN 976-637-220-9 (pbk)

CARICOM Secretariat
CARICOM: our Caribbean Community: an introduction/ CARICOM
Secretariat. - Kingston (11 Cunningham Ave., Kgn. 6) : Ian Randle
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-637-056-7 (pbk)
ISBN 976-637-202-0

CARICOM single market and economy: challenges, benefits, prospects
/ Kenneth Hall and Myrtle Chuck-A-Sang.- Kingston (11
Cunningham Ave., P.O. Box 686, Kgn.6): Ian Randle Publishers,
2007. - xiv, 259p.; 23cm. - (The integrationist)
Bibliography : p. 256-259
337.1729 - CARICOM

Includes bibliographical references

337.1724 - Third World

Benn, Denis
Multilateral diplomacy and the economics of change: the Third World and the New International Economic Order / Denis Benn
Bibliography : p. 201-209. - Includes index
ISBN 976-637-111-3 (pbk)

337.1729 - Caribbean Community. Economic relations

Bernal, Richard L.
xi, 108p. ; 22cm. - (Grace Kennedy Foundation lecture; 2008)
Bibliography : p. 94-108
ISBN 978-976-8041-22-7 (pbk)

Boxill, Ian
Bibliography : p. 123-128
ISBN 976-41-0045-7 (pbk) : $400.00

337.1729 - Caribbean Community. Economic relations

Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-637-038-9 (pbk)

"Commissioned by the UWI-CARICOM Project, CARICOM Secretariat, Georgetown, Guyana."
Includes index
ISBN 976-8167-30-0
Conference of Caribbean Economists (2nd 1990 Bridgetown, Barbados)
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-8091-07-X (pbk)

Girvan, Norman
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-637-236-5 (pbk)

Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-637-129-6

ISBN 976-8176-35-1 (pbk)

CARICOM 30th Anniversary distinguished lectures
ISBN 976-637-281-0 (pbk)

Includes index
ISBN 976-637-275-6 (pbk)

Rampersad, Frank
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-8123-03-6 (pbk): $715.50
337.1729 - Caribbean Community. Economic relations

Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-637-122-9 (pbk)

337.1797 - Organization of Eastern Caribbean States. Economic integration


337.19728 - Central America. Economic integration

CARICOM, Central America and the Free Trade Agreement of the Americas. - Kingston (P.O. Box 735, Kgn. 8): Friedrich Ebert Stiftung in collaboration with the Association of Caribbean Economists, 1998. - iv, 47p. : ill., tables; 23cm.
Includes bibliographical references
(sd)

337.19729 - Caribbean Community. Economic integration

Bennett, Karl M.
ISBN 976-40-0038-X (sd)

337.4 - BILATERAL ECONOMIC COOPERATION
337.40729 - Caribbean Area. Foreign economic relations

Mills, Don
Bibliography : p. 88
ISBN 976-8041-02-1 (pbk)

337.729 - Caribbean Area. Bilateral economic cooperation.

Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-8100-24-9 (pbk) : $746.30
337.729 - Caribbean Area. Bilateral economic cooperation.

Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-637-043-5 (pbk) : $1,035.00

Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-637-274-8 (pbk)

Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 978-976-637-413-6 (pbk)

**Girvan, Norman**
Includes bibliographical references
(pbk)

**Persaud, Bishnodat**
ISBN 976-40-0027-4

337.729073 - Caribbean Area. Foreign economic relations. United States

**Bernal, Richard**
(sd) : Gratis

**French, Joan**
Bibliography : p. 93-95
ISBN 976-809-2-06-8 (sd)
337.729073 - Caribbean Area. Foreign economic relations. United States

Jamaica National Investment Promotion Limited
(pbk)

Palmer, Ransford W.
Bibliography : p. 166-173
ISBN 0-03-041426-1 : $50.45

337.9 - Trinidad. Foreign economic relations. Venezuela

Singh, Kelvin
British-controlled Trinidad and Venezuela: a history of economic interests and subversion, 1830-1962 / Kelvin Singh
Includes bibliographical references.

338 - PRODUCTION

Mulchansingh, Vernon C.
(sd)

338.02 - PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
338.020127292 - Jamaica. Classification


338.04 - Entrepreneurship

Franklyn, Delano
ISBN 976-95047-4-2 (pbk) : $1,200.00
338.04 - Entrepreneurship


Hamilton, Rosalea
Fostering entrepreneurship to enhance economic development : inaugural lecture / presented by Prof. Rosalea Hamilton on the occasion of the 1st anniversary of the establishment of the Scotiabank Chair in Entrepreneurship and Development. - Kingston (237 Old Hope Rd., Kgn. 6) : Technology Innovation Centre, University of Technology, 2009. - 47 leaves; 28cm. Includes bibliographical references (spiral)

338.064 - Effects of technological innovations

Ventura, Arnoldo K.

Ventura, Arnoldo K.

338.09 - Historical, geographical treatment

Schecker, James M.

338.0941 - Slavery. West Indies. Economic conditions

Williams, Eric
National Conference on Science and Technology (10th: 1996 Kingston)
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-8126-03-5 (pbk) : $600.00

Patterson, P.J.
The challenge of the nineties: earning our way through production: statement to Parliament / by P.J. Patterson. - Kingston (58a Half Way Tree Road, Kgn. 10): Published by the Jamaica Information Service for the Office of the Prime Minister, 1990. - 34p.; 22cm.
(sd) : Free

Executive Workshop on Farmer/Business Joint Ventures (1982: Ocho Rios)
"Organized by Agricultural Development Corporation Fund for Multinational Management Education"
(pbk) : Unpriced

Kirton, Claremont
Bibliography: p. 65-66
ISBN 976-8189-57-6 (pbk)

Kirton, Claremont
Bibliography: p. 41
ISBN 976-8189-57-6 (sd)
338.1 - Agriculture

Lewars, A.
Agriculture and industry / by A. Lewars and W. H. Persaud.
General editor of series; Aggrey Brown
(sd) : Gratis.

A programme for the development of the Font Hill property /
prepared by Projects Division, Petroleum Corporation of Jamaica. - Kingston: Petroleum Corporation of Jamaica, 1986. iv, 67 leaves; 28cm.
(spiral)

Shearer, Hugh Lawson
The Prime Minister speaks on agriculture... an address given at the 75th anniversary of the Jamaica Agricultural Society on Wednesday, 7th January, 1970. - Kingston : Jamaica Information Service, 1970. - 20p. : photos. ; 21 1/2cm.

Strachan, O. M.
(sd)

United Nations. Food and Agriculture Organization
(FAO Report; no. 1717)

338.1097292 - Jamaica. Agriculture

Jamaica Agricultural Society
(sd) : Unpriced.

338.13 - Financial aspects

Grant, A. Shaun-Marie
(sd)

Measuring the competitiveness of Jamaica's agricultural commodities
ISBN 92-9039-510-9
338.13 - Financial aspects

Mulleady, Jose Tomas

Mulleady, Jose Tomas

Mulleady, Jose Tomas

Mulleady, Jose Tomas
Cost of production of food crops, Manchester / Jose Tomas Mulleady. - Kingston (11 Fairway Ave., Kgn. 5) : Inter-American Institute for Cooperation on Agriculture, 1994. - i, 23p. ; 28cm. (sd)

Mulleady, Jose Tomas

Mulleady, Jose Tomas

Mulleady, Jose Tomas
Cost of production of food crops, St. Catherine / Jose Tomas Mulleady. - Kingston (11 Fairway Ave., Kgn. 5) : Inter-American Institute for Cooperation on Agriculture, 1994. - i, 24p. ; 28cm. (sd)

Mulleady, Jose Tomas
Cost of production of food crops, St. Elizabeth / Jose Tomas Mulleady. - Kingston (11 Fairway Ave., Kgn. 5) : Inter-American Institute for Cooperation on Agriculture, 1994. - i, 20p. ; 28cm. (sd)
338.13 - Financial aspects

Mulleady, Jose Tomas
Cost of production of food crops, St. James / Jose Tomas Mulleady. - Kingston (11 Fairway Ave., Kgn. 5) : Inter-American Institute for Cooperation on Agriculture, 1994. - i, 22p. ; 28cm. (sd)

Mulleady, Jose Tomas
Cost of production of food crops, St. Mary / Jose Tomas Mulleady. - Kingston (11 Fairway Ave., Kgn. 5) : Inter-American Institute for Cooperation on Agriculture, 1994. - i, 22p. ; 28cm. (sd)

Mulleady, Jose Tomas

Mulleady, Jose Tomas

Mulleady, Jose Tomas

338.14 - Factors affecting production

Jamaica Agricultural Society. Central Information Services

338.16 - Production efficiency

Carloni, A.

338.16 - Production efficiency

Grant, A. Shaun-Marie
Costs and returns under different technology packages for fruit trees / A. Shaun-Marie Grant. - Kingston (11 Fairway Ave., Kgn. 5) : Inter-American Institute for Cooperation on Agriculture, 1994. - 31p. ; 28cm.
(sd)

Reyes-Pacheco, Armando
Environmental arrears to the impoverished hillside farmers in "Xaymaca" / by Armando Reyes-Pacheco. - Kingston : Inter-American Institute for Cooperation on Agriculture, 1996. - 16p. : ill. ; 26cm.
Includes bibliographical references
(sd)

Reyes-Pacheco, Armando
Bibliography : p. 22-24
ISBN 0534-5391 (sd):

(pbk) : $35.00

Van-Crowder, L.
(sd)

338.16097292 - Jamaica

(sd)

338.162 - Agricultural methods

Grant, A. Shaun-Marie
ISBN 0534-5391
338.162 - Agricultural methods

Grant, A. Shaun-Marie

338.16016365 - Agricultural innovations. Caribbean Area

National Conference on Science and Technology (8th 1994 Kingston)

338.17 - Products

Jamaica Banana Producers' Association, Ltd.

Jamaica. Ministry of Agriculture and Lands

Opportunities in the ethnic market / researched and prepared by Link Consulting for JAMPRO. - New York : Caribbean Link, 1993. - ii, 41p. ; 28cm. (sd)

338.1729 - Caribbean Area. Agriculture. Economic aspects

Ahmed, Belal
338.173 - Grains

Jamaica. Ministry of Agriculture
Grains are the greatest crops and Soil Department.
Kingston (Hope, Kgn. 6) : Agriculture Information Service, 1977.
20p. : ill. ; 27cm. (sd) : Unpriced

338.17361 - Sugar

Agency for Public Information (Jamaica)
The Sugar Industry in Jamaica / produced by The Agency for Public Information. - Kingston (P.O. Box 2222) : A.P.I., 1975.
16p. : ill. ; 21cm. (sd) : Gratis

Edwards, Everal
The Sugar industry / by Everal Edwards; edited by Lois Gayle assisted by Audre-Jean Bennett-Chang. - Kingston (47B South Camp Rd, Kgn. 4) : JAMAL, 1983. - 15p. : ill.; 21cm. - (Industries; series 5) Reader for adult literacy classes Level 4 (sd) : Unpriced

Hilton, Marc


Sangster, Ian
338.17361 - Sugar

Satchell, Veront
Bibliography : p. 244-263.
Includes index
ISBN 978-3-639-20692-0 (pbk) : US$106.00


338.1736109729 - Sugar. Caribbean Area

Harrison, Michelle
Bibliography : p. 160-164 - Includes index
ISBN 0-8147-3634-3 : $6,405.00

338.17373 - Coffee

Delle, James Andrew
(pbk)

Jamaica. Ministry of Agriculture and Lands
Report of the committee appointed to investigate the decline of the coffee industry. - [Kingston], 1967. - x, 51L. : map

Williams, R.L.
Bibliographical references : p.75-80
(pbk) : J$2.25

338.17373097292 - Jamaica. Coffee

Delle, James A.
Bibliography : p. 219 -232. - Includes index
ISBN 0-306-45850-0 : US$69.95
**338.1738 - Other crops grown for industrial processing**


**338.174772 - Banana**

Dadzie, Benjamin K.


ISBN 0-85954-510-5 : $30.00

Grossman, Lawrence S.


Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-640-059-8 (pbk) : $950.00

Pixley, Dick


(sd): Gratis.

Sealy, Theodore


(pbk) : $12.00

Welch, Barbara M.


Bibliography : p.341-354. – Includes index
ISBN 976-640-027-X (pbk) : $210.00

**338.175933687 - Anthurium**


(sd) : Gratis
338.17593421 - Heleonia

(sd) : Gratis

338.17593421 - Red ginger lily

(sd) : Gratis

338.1763109881 - Guyana. Sugar industries

**Thomas, C. Y.**

Includes index ISBN 0-934934-19-3
(pbk) : $50.00

338.1763109881 - Guyana. Sugar

**Seecharan, Clem**

Bibliography : p. 642-659. - Includes index
ISBN 976-637-199-7
ISBN 976-637-193-8 (pbk)

338.17640212 - Pigs

**Census of pig farmers in Jamaica (September 1980) / Data Collection and Statistics Branch, Data Bank and Evaluation Division, Ministry of Agriculture.** - Kingston : Ministry of Agriculture, [1981]. - ca 35 leaves, 28cm
At head of title : Agricultural planning project.
(sd) : Unpriced

338.18 - Government farm policies

ISBN 976-8092-22-X (sd)
Jamaica, Government farm policies

Davidson, Robert Barry

Food supply

Davies, Omar
(sd)

Davies, Omar
Bibliography : p. 41-42
(sd)

Jamaica. Ministry of Agriculture and Lands

Workshop on Food and Nutrition Security in Jamaica in the 1980s and Beyond
Includes bibliographical references
(pbk)

Workshop on Food and Nutrition Security in Jamaica in the 1980s and Beyond
(sd)
338.197292 - Jamaica. Food supply

Barnett, Audia
University of Technology, Jamaica and the Scientific Research Council public lecture 2007
(sd)

338.2 - Extraction of minerals

Industrial minerals / Jamaica National Investment Promotion.
(sd)

338.209729 - Caribbean Area. Mineral industries

Industrial Minerals Symposium(1989 2nd Kingston)
ISBN 976-8038-02-0

338.26 - Production efficiency

Jamaica. Department of Statistics
Mineral production / Department of Statistics. - Kingston (23 1/2 Charles St.) : The Department, 1973. - 16p. ; 27cm. - (Facts on Jamaica)
(sd) : Unpriced

338.27 - PRODUCTS
338.2743 - Cooper

Girvan, Norman
Copper in Chile : a study in conflict between corporate and national economy / Norman Girvan. - Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7) : Institute of Social and Economic Research, University of the West Indies, 1972. - xi, 86p. : maps, tables ; 24cm.
(pbk) : $160.00

338.27492 - Light metals. Bauxite

Agency for Public Information (Jamaica)
(sd): Gratis.
338.27492 - Light metals. Bauxite

Welds, Sharman
Reader for adult literacy classes
(sd) : Unpriced

338.274926 - Aluminium

(pbk)

The bauxite industry in Jamaica / Agency for Public Information. - Kingston (P.O. Box 2222) : The Agency for Public Information, 1975. - [18]p. : ill. ; 21cm.
(pbk)

Davis, Carlton E.
Includes index
ISBN 976-8072-01-6 : $275.00

Davis, Carlton E.
bauxite levy negotiations / by Carlton E. Davis ; introduction by the Hon. Sir Alister McIntyre. - Kingston (P.O. Box 355, Kgn. 6) : Jamaica Bauxite Institute, c1995. - 370p. ; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-8072-03-2

338.274926 - Aluminium

Davis, Carlton E.
The Jamaican bauxite industry : present situation and prospects / by Carlton E. Davis. - Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7) : University of the West Indies, 1985. - 36p. ; 21cm. - (University of the West Indies, Jamaica. Department of Economics occasional paper series; no.4)
Bibliography : p. 36
(sd) : $5.00

Jamaica Bauxite Institute
338.274926 - Aluminium


Lipton, Joan A.
Bauxite in Jamaica : ownership and control in a partially nationalized industry / Joan A. Lipton. - Austin : Institute of Latin American Studies, University of Texas at Austin, 1979. - 11p: ill; 28cm. - (Institute of Latin American Studies, University of Texas at Austin technical paper series; no. 21) (sd)

Rousseau, Patrick
Includes index
ISBN 976-605-058-9

338.274926097292 - Jamaica. Aluminium industry

Davis, Carlton E.
Jamaica in the world aluminum industry. Vol III : the partnership and joint venture agreements / by Carlton E. Davis. Kingston (P.O. Box 2661, Kgn. 8) : C.E. Davis, 2011. - xxviii, 492p.: ill. ; 23cm. - (Jamaica in the world aluminum industry; vol. 3)
Includes bibliographical references and index

338.27512 - Marble

Marble. A Dimension Stone (1993 Kingston)

338.3 - Other extractive minerals

Jamaica. Ministry of Agriculture and Lands. Division of Economics and Statistics
A brief historical review of the fishing industry in Jamaica. [Hope, Jamaica: The Ministry], 1963. - 29 leaves ; 35 1/2cm.
338.3 – Other extractive minerals

Jamaica. Ministry of Agriculture and Lands. Division of Economics and Statistics

Nemhard, Beryl

338.37 – PRODUCTS
338.371 – PRODUCTS OF CULTURE OF INVERTEBRATES AND COLD-BLOODED VERTEBRATES
338.3713111 – Fresh water fishing

(sd) : Gratis

338.4 – Secondary industries and services

Jamaica. Department of Statistics. Economic Accounts Section
Production costs and output in construction and installation and real estate, 1964-66. – Kingston : The Department, 1971. – v, 87p. ; 27cm. – (Cost, Output and Investment survey Programme, vol. 2. 3)

Jamaica Industrial Development Corporation
Opportunities for investment in the hotel industry. Kingston : Jamaica Industrial Development Corporation, 1962. 4p. : tables; 23cm. – (Information pamphlet; no. 5)

Jamaica Industrial Development Corporation

Jamaica Manufacturers Association
(sd) : Gratis
338.4 - Secondary industries and services

Jamaica Tourist Board
Our tourist industry / by the Jamaica Tourist Board and the Jamaica Information Service. - Kingston, 1972. - 19p. : illus.; 21cm. - (Facts on Jamaica ; no. 30)

Jamaica Tourist Board


338.456 - Production efficiency in industries

Boodraj, Girjanauth
Technological behaviour under structural adjustment : a case study / Girjanauth Boodraj. - Kingston (Mona, Kgn 7) : Sir Arthur Lewis Institute of Social and Economic Studies, University of the West Indies, 2002. - xv, 84p. ; 23 cm. - (New generation series ; ISSN 0799-0057)
Bibliography : p. 75-84
ISBN 976-41-0192-5 (pbk)

Boodraj, Girjanauth
Technological behaviour under structural adjustment : a case study / Girjanauth Boodraj. - Kingston : Consortium Graduate School of Social Sciences, UWI, 1995. - xv, 84p., 23cm. - (New generation series)
Includes bibliographical references.
(pbk)

338.456464 - Garment industry

Investigative Commission on the Garment Industry
338.4568 - Manufacturing

Whitehead, Judy


(sd)

338.47 - Services and specific products

Ayub, Mahmood Ali

Made in Jamaica / Mahmood Ali Ayub. - Baltimore, Md. :
Published for the World Bank [by] Johns Hopkins University, 1981
xii, 128p. ; 23cm. - (World Bank staff occasional paper ; no. 31)
Bibliography : p. 125-128
ISBN 0-8018-2568-7 (pbk) : J$14.55

Taylor, Frank

Bibliography : p. 46-48
(sd) : J$1.50

Welds, Sharman

Hotel work and you / prepared by Sharman Welds; cover design by Wilfred Limoni. - 2nd ed. - Kingston (47B South Camp Rd., Kgn. 4) : JAMAL, 1980. - 31p. : ill. ; 21cm. - (Self reliance; series 2)
Reader for adult literacy classes - Level 3
(sd) : Unpriced.

338.476151 - Pharmaceutical industry

An assessment of impediments to competition in the pharmaceutical sector in Jamaica / prepared by The Fair Trading Commission (FTC) in collaboration with, The Consumer Affairs Commission (CAC) and the University of Technology (U-Tech). - Kingston : IDRC/CRDI; Fair Trading Commission; Consumer Affairs Commission, 2007 ; cm.
Funded by IRDC, Grant #103430-004 (spiral)

338.47664 - Agro-industry

Bardowell, Merline

(sd)
338.47687 - Garment industry


(sd)

338.4769 - Construction industry

Jamaica. Department of Statistics.

Jamaica. Department of Statistics

(sd) : Unpriced

338.4791 - Tourism

Martin, L. Emile
Reflections on Jamaica's tourism / L. Emile Martin. - Montego Bay (40 Union St., Montego Bay) : Unlimited Exposures, 1994 120p. : ill. ; 29cm.
ISBN 976-8095-024 (pbk)

McHardy, Pauline
Includes bibliography

338.4791 - Tourism

Organisation of American States
Volume 2, appendixes unnumbered (pbk)

Poon, Auliana
The Eco-tourism opportunity in the Caribbean / Auliana Poon, Roseline Poon. - [Kingston : University of the West Indies, Centre for Environment and Development], c1994. - 71p., 29 cm. - (Insights in environment and development working paper series, no. 5)

(sd) : $100.00
338.4791 - Tourism

Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-8189-30-4 (pbk) : $1,200.00

338.4791029 - Tourism. Listing of products and servies


338.4791078089 - Tourism. Its impact on music

Papers presented at the Fourth International Colloquium of the International Council for Traditional Music held in Kingston and Newcastle, July 10-16, 1986
Includes biographies
ISBN 976-8071-00-1 (pbk)

338.4791729 - Caribbean Area. Tourism

Bibliography : p. 315-327. - Includes index
ISBN 976-637-178-4 (pbk) : $1,485.00

(Caribbean tourism, book 2)
Bibliography: p. 272-282. - Includes index.
ISBN 976-637-177-6 (pbk) : $1,485.00

(Caribbean tourism; book 1)
Bibliography : p. 346-359. - Includes index
ISBN 976-637-176-8 (pbk) : $1,395.00
Tourism and hospitality education and training in the Caribbean / edited by Chandana Jayawardena ; with a foreword by Rex V. Nettleford. - Kingston (1a Aqueduct Flats, Mona, Kgn. 7) : University of the West Indies Press, 2002. - xxxi, 374p. ; 23 cm.
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-640-119-5 (pbk)

Agency for Public Information (Jamaica)
The tourist industry in Jamaica / produced by The Agency for Public Information. - Kingston (P.O. Box 2222) : API, 1975. - 20p.: ill. ; 21cm.
(sd) : Gratis

Includes bibliographical references
978-976-8217-54-7 (pbk)

Budhlall, Penelope
For 4 years olds
ISBN 976-610-129-9 (pbk)

Dunn, Hopeton S.
Bibliography : p. 154-157
ISBN 976-8189-03-7 (pbk) : $1,200.00

Dunn, Lorna-Dee
Tourism attractions : a critical analysis of this subsector in Jamaica / Lorna-Dee Dunn. - Kingston (1A Aqueduct Flats, Mona, Kgn. 7) : Canoe Press, University of the West Indies, 1999. - xvi, 80p. : ill., tables; 28cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-8125-57-8 (pbk)
(sd)

(pbk)

(sd)

(pbk)

Pattullo, Polly
Bibliography : p. 212-217
ISBN 976-8100-81-8 (pbk)

Port Royal Development Company Ltd.
The Port Royal Heritage Tourism Project : development plan / Port Royal Development Company Ltd. - Kingston (12 Worthington Terr., Kgn. 5) : Port Royal Development Company Ltd., 1997 various pagings; 28cm.
(spiral)

(loose leaf) : US$15.99

A Survey on the attitude of Jamaicans to tourists and tourism / Jamaica Tourist Board. - [Kingston : The Board], [197-?]. - 26 leaves ; 29cm.
(sd) : Free
Taylor, Frank Fonda


Jamaica. Department of Statistics

Jamaica. Department of Statistics

Jamaica. Department of Statistics
Consumer price indices, urban and rural, September 1973 Kingston (23 1/2 Charles St.) : The Department, 1973. - 12p. ; 27cm. (sd) : Unpriced

Jamaica. Department of Statistics


Stennett, Robert

338.528097292 - Jamaica. Price levels


338.6 - Organization of production

Jamaica. Department of Statistics
338.64 - SIZE OF ENTERPRISES
338.642 - SMALL BUSINESS

Girvan, Norman P


338.64206 - Organizations and management

ISBN 0-8191-2092-8 (pbk) : $50.40

338.642097292 - Small business. Jamaica

Small Business Association of Jamaica
(pbk)

338.6425 - Handicraft business

Tourism Product Development Company
(sd)

338.7 - Business enterprises

Includes bibliographical references
(sd)

Johnson, Anthony (Anthony S.)
Bibliography : p. 300. - Includes index
ISBN 976-610-577-4 (pbk)

Punnett, Betty Jane
ISBN 976-8189-08-8 (pbk) : $2,025.00
338.7 - Business enterprises

Witter, Michael
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-40-0020-7 (sd) : $24.50

338.709 - Historical and geographic treatment

Moss-Solomon, James

338.70972981 - Barbados. Business sector

Carter, Henderson
Bibliography: p. [277]-284. - Includes index
ISBN 978-976-637-310-8 (pbk)


Bennett, Kimala
Starting a business in Jamaica / by Kimala Bennett.
ISBN 978-976-610-872-4 (spiral)

338.76 - Business enterprises by industry

Jamaica Banana Producers' Group
(pbk)

338.762234926 - Aluminium

Alcan Jamaica Company
(sd) : Gratis
338.763498 – Forest exploitation and products

Persaud, Wilberne H.
Wood products in Jamaica and the potential for forestry development / an industry survey by Wilberne H. Persaud. - Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7) : Department of Economics, University of the West Indies, 1983. - 41p; 29cm. - (ISER working paper (University of the West Indies, Jamaica); no. 33)
(sd) : $20.00

338.76336097295 – Puerto Rico. Sugar

Garcia Muniz, Humberto
Bibliography : p. 489-531
Includes index

338.766363 – Fruit juice industry

Seminar on Upgrading the Fruit Juice Industry in Jamaica
ISBN 976-8092-76-9 (sd)

338.767 – Manufacturing

Jamaica Manufacturers' Association 40th anniversary
Includes biographies of past presidents
(pbk)

338.8 – COMBINATIONS
338.88 – Multinational business enterprises

Girvan, Norman
338.9 - Economic development and growth

Boyd, Derrick
Bibliography : p. 159-161. - Includes index
ISBN 0-275-92651-6

Cover-title: The A.I.D. participant training program in Jamaica : an evaluation study

(pbk) : Unpriced

338.9 - Economic development and growth

Jamaica Governor General (1991- : Cooke)
(sd)

(sd) : Gratis

Includes bibliographical references (spiral)

Manley, Michael
Includes index
ISBN 0-88258-112-0 : $598.50

Manley, Michael
Includes index
ISBN 0-223-98048-2 (pbk) : $63.00
338.9 – Economic development and growth

(pbk) : $500.00

Patterson, P.J.
(sd) : Free

338.9 – Economic development and growth

Planning Institute of Jamaica
Cover title: From Central Planning Unit to National Planning Agency to Planning Institute of Jamaica.
ISBN 976-8103-12-4 (pbk)

Rainford, Roderick
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-8103-17-5

Seaga, Edward
(pbk)

(sd)

(sd) : Unpriced
338.9 - Economic development and growth

Cover title: The parish of Portland: a sustainable development profile. - Bibliography: p. 10-1 - 10-8

ISBN 978-976-8103-24-6 (sd)

338.91 - International development and growth


338.917292 - Jamaica. Economic development and growth

Girvan, Norman
Bibliography: p. 269-278

338.926 - Information policy

338.927 - Appropriate technology

Lowe, Henry I. C.
Bibliography : p. 95-99. - Includes index
ISBN 978-976-95285-9-8 (pbk)


338.9270916365 - Sustainable development


338.97 - Economic development and growth in specific continents, countries, localities

Brown, G. Arthur

338.9729 - Caribbean Area. Economic development

Beckford, George

Blackman, Courtney N.
**Caribbean Trade and Adjustment Group**


ISBN 976-637-104-0 (pbk)

**Conference of Caribbean Economists (1st 1987 July Jamaica Conference Centre)**


Includes bibliographic references

ISBN 976-8001-32-1 (pbk)


Based on presentations made at the Conference on the Caribbean in the Twenty-first Century held Sept. 3-5, 1999

Includes index

ISBN 976-637-010-9 : $1,800.00

**Demas, William G.**


**Duncan, Neville**


ISBN 976-8138-18-1 (sd)


ISBN 976-41-0084-8 (pbk)
338.9729 – Caribbean Area. Economic development


Levitt, Kari
First lecture - George Beckford Foundation ISBN 976-8139-75-7 (sd)

Odle, Maurice A.
Commercialization of technology and dependency in the Caribbean / Maurice A. Odle and Owen S. Arthur. – Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7): Institute of Social and Economic Research, UWI, 1985. 225p. ; 26cm. – (Caribbean technology policy studies project) Includes bibliographical references (pbk) : $66.00

Patterson, P.J.


338.97292 – Jamaica. Economic development and growth

Adam, Christopher
ISBN 0-85255-133-9 (pbk)

Conference on Economic and Social Development Planning (2005: Kingston)
Includes bibliographical references

Bibliography: p. 211-218
ISBN 978-976-8125-12-8 (pbk) : $320.00

Edie, Carlene J.
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 978-976-8100-00-1

Girvan, Norman P.
Includes bibliographic references
(pbk)

Government of Jamaica national five year plan 1990-1995 / Planning Institute of Jamaica. - Kingston : Planning Institute of Jamaica, c1990. - xii, 305p., charts, maps, tables, 28 cm
Cover title: Jamaica five year development plan 1990-1995. Includes index.

Hewan, Clinton G.
Includes bibliographical references
338.97292 – Jamaica. Economic development and growth

Lalor, Dennis
ISBN 976-8139-74-9 (pbk)

Jamaica : economic issues for environmental management.
(A World Bank country study)
Includes bibliographical references

Jamaica. Parliament (1962-)

(pbk)

(pbk)

Jamaica 30 Anniversary Symposium (1992 Kingston)
ISBN 976-8100-29-X : $720.00

Bibliography : p.178-180
(pbk) : $350.00

Keith, Nelson W.
Bibliography : p .293-309
Includes index
ISBN 0-87722-906-6 : $1662.84
King, Damien
Changes in the distribution of income and the new economic model in Jamaica / Damien King and Sudhanshy Handa. - Santiago, Chile : Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean, 2000. - 36p. ; 28cm. - (Reformas economicas; 57)
Includes bibliographical references

King, Damien
The evolution of structural adjustment and stabilization policy in Jamaica / Damien King. - Santiago, Chile : Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean, 2000. - 48p. ; 28cm. - (Reformas economicas; 65)
Includes bibliographical references

Knight, Pauline
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 978-976-40-0072-3 (pbk)

Free

Mullings, Seymour
(sd) : Free

Planning of Institute of Jamaica
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 978-976-8103-29-1 (pbk)

Planning Institute of Jamaica
Vision 2030 Jamaica : national development plan / Planning Institute of Jamaica. - Kingston (16 Oxford Rd., Kgn. 5) :
Bibliography : p. 357-370. - Includes index
338.97292 - Jamaica. Economic development and growth

Planning Institute of Jamaica
ISBN 978-976-810335-2 (pbk)


Widdicombe, Stacey H.

338.97292 - Jamaica. Sustainable development

Benfield, Warren A.

A framework for local sustainable development planning in Jamaica.


Witter, Michael
338.9729206 - Jamaica, 1962-. Economic development

Seaga, Edward

338.972983 - Trinidad and Tobago. Economic development

Mottley, Wendell
Bibliography : p. 227-229. - Includes index

338.98 - LATIN AMERICA
338.9883 - Suriname

Includes index
ISBN 976-637-058-3 (pbk) : $1,035.00

339 - MACROECONOMICS AND RELATED TOPICS
339.2 - Distribution of income and growth

Current economic position and prospects of Jamaica.

339.23 - Input-output analysis

Summary of liabilities and assets in private non-corporate establishments, 1964-66. - Kingston : The Department, 1971. - v, 107p. ; 27cm. - (Cost, output and investment survey programme ; vol. 1.2)

339.3 - National product, wealth, income accounts and accounting

Rose, Dexter L.
339.4 - Factors affecting national product, wealth and income

Taylor, LeRoy

339.41 - Income in relation to consumption

National Savings Committee
(Consumer economics programme; 7)
(sd) : Gratis.

339.43 - Savings and investment

Staff appraisal report : Jamaica Social Investment Fund project.
Document of the World Bank Report no. 15615 JM
(sd)

339.46 - Poverty. Economic aspects

Coote, Belinda
(spiral) : $8.00

(sd)

Meier, Gerald M.
Inaugural public lecture - George Beckford Foundation
ISBN 976-8139-65-X (sd)

Ross-Brewster, Havelock
ISBN 976-8139-66-8 (sd)
339.46 - Poverty. Economic aspects

Seaga, Edward
Budget debate 1999/2000: why are we poor? / presentation by
the Rt. Hon. Edward Seaga, P.C., M.P., Leader of the Opposition,
Thursday, April 29, 1999. - Kingston: Jamaica Institute of
(sd)

Thomas, Caroline
Global governance, development and human security: the
challenge of poverty and inequality / Caroline Thomas. - Kingston
(17 Kensington Cres., Kgn. 5) : Arawak Publications, 2000. - xvi,
149p. ; 22cm. - (Human security in the global economy / series
editor Caroline Thomas)
Bibliography: p. 128-142
Includes index
ISBN 976-95047-1-8 (pbk) : $1,000.00

339.46729 - Caribbean Area. Poverty

Poverty, empowerment and social development in the Caribbean
/ edited by Norman Girvan, with a foreword by the Hon. Owen
S. Arthur. - Kingston (1A Aqueduct Flats, Kgn. 7) : Canoe
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-8125-36-5 (pbk) : $450.00

339.5 - Macroeconomic policy

Reyes-Pacheco, Armando
Notes on the economic structural adjustment process in
Jamaica / A. Reyes Pacheco. - Kingston: Inter-American Institute
(sd)

339.52 - USE OF FISCAL POLICY
339.525 - Taxes

Kingston: [The Committee], 1989. - 54p. ; 28cm.
(pbk)

339.525097292 - Taxes. Jamaica

Review of the recent increase in the tax on fuel - fiscal year
1999/2000 / [presented by] the Special Committee appointed by
the Prime Minister. - Kingston: The Committee, 1999. - 21p. ;
28cm. - Committee chairman - Peter Moses
Latibeaudiere, Derick
(sd)

340 - LAW. JURISPRUDENCE
340.02 - Miscellany

Notable
ISBN 976-625-008-1 (pbk)

340.0257292 - Jamaica. Law. Directories

Directory of Jamaican attorneys-at-law.
(sd)

340.060 - Law conference proceedings


340.0712 - Law. Examinations, questions, etc.

Caribbean Examinations Council

340.092 - Gifford, Anthony, 1940-

Gifford, Anthony
Includes index
ISBN 976-8189-79-7 (pbk)
ISBN 1-898029-88-1

Thompson, Dudley
ISBN 0-912469-29-3 (pbk):


Codlin, Raphael
Includes bibliographical references and index

340.3 - Law reform

Caribbean Democracy and Law Reform (1988: Kingston, Jamaica)
(sd)

341 - LAW OF NATIONS. INTERNATIONAL LAW

Great Britain. Treaties (1962)

341.2 - The World community

Great Britain. Treaties, 1962

341.23 - UNITED NATIONS
341.237292 - Jamaica

Bowen, Glenn
Cover title
(sd)
341.23 - UNITED NATIONS
341.237292 - Jamaica

Dixon, Mary
The United Nations at work in Jamaica / prepared by Mary Dixon in Consultation with Daniel Martin, UNESCO/UNDP Project Manager; cover design by Wilfred Limonious. - Kingston (47b South Camp Rd., Kgn.) : Jamal Foundation, 1975. - 9p. ; 20cm.
(pbk)

341.4 - Jurisdiction over physical space; human rights

Vasciannie, Stephen (S.C.)
Bibliography : p. 223-237. - Includes index
ISBN 0-19-825287-0 : $2,957.40

341.44 - BODIES OF WATER
341.448 - Territorial waters

Griffin, Clifford
Bibliography : p. 173-181
ISBN 978-976-637-316-0 (pbk)

341.45 - HIGH SEAS
341.45026 - Caribbean Community. Treaties and cases

Chutkan, Noelle
(sd)

341.450262 - International Law of the Sea

International Seabed Authority Commemorative Session (2004)
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-95155-0-7 (pbk):
International Seabed Authority
ISBN 976-610-705-x (pbk)

International Seabed Authority
Text in Spanish
ISBN 978-976-95155-6-7 (pbk):

International Seabed Authority
ISBN 976-610-704-1 (pbk)

International Seabed Authority

International Seabed Authority
ISBN 978-976-95155-4-3 (pbk)

International Seabed Authority
Selection de decisiones et documents de la dixième session
Kingston (14 - 20 Port Royal Street, Kgn.) : International Seabed Authority, 2004; 28 cm.
ISBN 976-610-706-8 (pbk):

International Seabed Authority
ISBN 978-976-95155-5-0 (pbk)
341.46 - Airspace

Jamaica. Treaties, etc. Gt. Britain (March 25, 1970)
Agreement between the Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and the Government of Jamaica for Air Services between and beyond their respective territories.

341.48 - Jurisdiction over persons. Human rights

Jamaica. Treaties, etc (March 25, 1971.)

341.484 - Status of aliens and alien property

Jamaica. Treaties, etc. Gt. Britain (March 29, 1971.)
Exchange of notes between the Govt. of the United Kingdom of Gt. Britain and Northern Ireland and the Govt. of Jamaica concerning Officers designated by the Govt. of the United Kingdom in the service of specified organizations or institutions in Jamaica. - London: H.M. S.O., 1972. - 4p. ; 24cm. - (Gt. Britain. Foreign and Commonwealth Office (The British Expatriates supplementation (Jamaica) agreement 1971; Treaty series no. 104 (1972))

341.7 - INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
341.75 - INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC LAW
341.754026 - Trade and commerce. Treaties and cases, conventions, protocols

Jamaica Information Service
(sd) : Free

341.7582 - Copyright

(sd)
341.76 - SOCIAL LAW AND CULTURAL RELATIONS
341.762 - Conservation and development of natural resources

International Seabed Authority

341.7621 - Sea (Ocean bottom)

ISBN 976-610-289-9 (pbk)

International Seabed Authority
Published in 3 language sections.
ISBN 976-610-290-2 (pbk)

International Seabed Authority
Adopted by the Council at its 10th meeting on 16 August 1996

International Seabed Authority
Includes index
ISBN 976-610-310-0 (pbk) : $465.00

342 - Constitutional and administrative law

McFarlane, W. G.

McFarlane W.G.
In a nutshell the Jamaica Constitution, 1962. - Kingston : [s.n], 1990. - 7p. ; 28 cm.

Jamaica. Constitutional Commission
16p. ; 28cm.
Includes chapter 3: Fundamental rights and freedoms: the charter

Jamaica. Constitution
Manderson-Jones, R.B.
The case for a republican constitution of Jamaica / R.B. Manderson-Jones. - Kingston (P.O. Box 469, Kgn. 5) : Caricom Publishers, 1992. - 42p. ; 22cm.
ISBN 976-8091-38-X

Jamaica. Constitutional reform
Jamaica. Prime Minister (1992 Patterson)
342.04 - STRUCTURE, POWERS, FUNCTIONS OF GOVERNMENT
342.0418 - Police powers

Shepherd, Alair P.
The Law on police powers in Barbados / Alair P. Shepherd and
Kareen C. Cole. - Kingston (17 Kensington Cres., Kgn. 5) : Arawak
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-8189-75-4 (pbk)

342.07 - Election law

Jamaica. Electoral Advisory Committee
(sd) : Free

342.08 - JURISDICTION OVER PERSONS
342.0853 - FREEDOM OF INFORMATION AND OPINION
342.08537292 - Jamaica

Access to information : building a culture of transparency :
Jamaica / The Carter Center. - Atlanta : Carter Center,
2006. - 150p. : ill. ; 28 cm.

342.7292 - Jamaica. Constitutional and administrative law

Carrington, Vivien
Introduction to civics for Jamaican schools / Vivien
24 cm.

Jamaica. Constitution (1962)
Caribbean and North Atlantic territories: the Jamaica
Off, 1962. - 90p. ; 24cm. - (Statutory instruments, 1962; no.1550)

Jamaica. Constitution (1962)
The Jamaica (Constitution) Order in Council, 1962. - [n.p.],
Appendix 1. 3rd print

Jamaica. Constitution (1962)
The Jamaica (Constitution) Order in Council, 1962. - [n.p.],
4th print.

Jamaica. Legislative Council
Report of the Committees of Legislature to prepare proposals
for a constitution to take effect on independence. - Kingston :
(sd)
342.7292 - Jamaica. Constitutional and administrative law

Jamaica. Ministry of Justice. Constitutional Reform Division

The layperson's version of the 1962 constitution of Jamaica

342.7292 - Jamaica. Constitutional and administrative law

Mordecai, Jeffrey S.

Morrison, Dennis


342.729206 - Jamaica constitution. Organization and management

Barnett, Lloyd
The constitutional law of Jamaica / Lloyd G. Barnett Published for the London School of Economics and Political Science by Oxford University Press, 1977. - xxxiv, 468p ; 24cm. ISBN 0-19-920077-7 (Cased) : J$48.15

Carnegie, A.R.
342.729206 - Jamaica constitution. Organization and management

Munroe, Trevor
Based on D.Phil. thesis, Oxford University, 1969.

Munroe, Trevor

342.729845 - Grenada. Constitutional law

McIntosh, Simeon C. R.
ISBN 978-976-8167-47-7 (pbk)

343 - MILITARY, DEFENSE, PUBLIC PROPERTY, PUBLIC FINANCE, TAX, COMMERCE (TRADE), INDUSTRIAL LAW
343.06802648 - Taxes on business enterprises. Cases

BENO: Business Enterprise Number. - Kingston (58A Half Way Tree Rd., Kgn. 10) : produced by the Publications Unit, Jamaica Information Service for the Revenue Board, 1993. - 8p. ; 22cm. - (Taxpayer assistance and information revenue series; no. 9)
(sd) : Free

343.08 - REGULATION OF COMMERCE
343.083 - PRICES
343.08302638 - Taxation. Law and legislation

Ogle, Philmore
ISBN 976-8092-34-3 (pbk) : $690.00

343.09 - CONTROL OF PUBLIC UTILITIES
343.094 - ROAD TRANSPORTATION
343.0946 - Vehicle operation and traffic control

(pbk):
343.099 - COMMUNICATION
343.099460262 - Subscription television

Jamaica. Office of the Prime Minister
Subscriber (cable) television policy / P.J. Patterson.
(sd) : Free

344 - LABOUR, SOCIAL SERVICE, EDUCATION, CULTURAL LAW
344.012576 - Jamaica. Labour laws and legislation

Agency for Public Information
Gratis

344.05 - POLICE SERVICES, OTHER ASPECTS OF PUBLIC SAFETY
344.052 - Police services. Controversies related to public morals and customs

Government of Jamaica. Ministry of National Security and Justice

344.053 - Other aspects of public safety

Agency for Public Information (Jamaica)
The state of emergency / Agency for Public Information. [Kingston] (58A Half Way Tree Road, Kgn. 10) : API, 1976. - 4p. ; 21cm.
(sd) : Gratis.

345 - CRIMINAL LAW
345.05 - Criminal procedure

Belnavis, George
Includes index

345.075 - Trial procedure (Courtroom procedure)

Daye, Courtney Donovan
Verdicts of juries in sexual offenses trials in Jamaica : an analysis/study of the sex distribution of jurors in sexual offense trials and their decisions / Courtney Donovan Daye. - Germany : VDM Verlag Dr. Muller, 2008. - vi, 72p. ; 22cm.
Bibliography : p. 65-68
ISBN 978-3-639-033779 (pbk): US$76.41
345.0773 - Penalties

Phillips, Fred
The death penalty and human rights / Sir Fred Phillips.
Bibliography : p. 103-104. - Includes index

345.077302642 - Capital punishment. Jamaica

Amnesty International
ISBN 0-86210-076-3 (pbk): $120.00

346 - PRIVATE LAW
346.01 - Persons and domestic relations

McDowell, Zanifa
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-640-085-7 (pbk)

346.015 - Domestic relations (Family law)

Cumper, Gloria

346.016302638 - Marriage. Legal status

Cover title

346.0166 - Divorce, separation, annulment

Jamaica. Ministry of Justice
Interim report on divorce and matrimonial law. - Kingston : [s.n.] (Printed by the Government Printer), 1976?. - 23p. ; 26cm.
Cover Title: Green Paper on proposals of the Family Law Committee: Interim Report (sd): Gratis.
346.01757292 - Paternity. Jamaica

King, Sonia
Jacket - or full suit?: paternity testing from a Jamaican perspective / Sonia King. - Kingston (P.O. Box 109, Mona, Kgn. 7) : Sonchester Publishing House, 2011. - 110p. ; 20cm.
ISBN 978-976-610-861-8 (pbk)

346.04 - PROPERTY
346.043 - Real property

Wright, Ashton G.
Land transactions in Jamaica / Ashton G. Wright. - Kingston (7 Roosevelt Ave., Kgn. 6) : Rightart Printers Ltd., 1976. - 26p.; 18 cm. - (Layman's legal series; no. 1)
(sd) : J$1.50

346.04 - PROPERTY
346.043 - Real property

Wright, Ashton G.
(sd) : J$8.50.

346.048 - INTANGIBLE PROPERTY
346.0482 - Copyright

Copyright and musicians / issued by Copyright Unit, Information Division, Office of the Prime Minister. - [Kingston (58A Half Way Tree Rd., Kgn.10) : JIS, 1996. - 18p. ; 12cm.
(sd) : $30.00

Copyright and you / Copyright Unit, Information Division, Office of The Prime Minister.-[Kingston (1 Devon Rd., Kgn. 10) : The Unit, 1996. - 9p. ; 21cm.
(sd):

346.06 - ORGANIZATIONS (ASSOCIATIONS)
346.0660263 - Corporations (Companies)

Chairman: Dr. the Hon. Kenneth O. Rattray, O.J., Q.C.
(pbk)
346.06645 – Specific aspects of corporate law. Meetings

Phillips, Grenville W.
The administration and conduct of corporate meetings, with appendixes, precedents and shareholders' questions / Grenville W. Phillips. - Kingston (1A Aqueduct Flats, Kgn. 7) : Canoe Press, 1996. - xvi, 452p. ; 23cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-8125-27-6 (pbk) : $350.00
ISBN 976-8125-26-8 : $1,200.00

346.066729 – Caribbean Area. Specific aspects of corporate law

Mangal, Rambarran
An introduction to company law in the Commonwealth Caribbean / Rambarran Mangal. - Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7) : Canoe Press, 1995
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-8125-21-7 (pbk): $900.00

346.08 – BANKS AND INSURANCE
346.08215 – International banks

Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-8167-31-9 (pbk) : $1,890.00

346.1 – Private law. Socioeconomic regions

Jamaica. Laws, statutes, etc
Supplement published annually

346.7290134 – Private law. Women

Includes indexes
ISBN 976-640-069-5 (pbk)
346.729015 – Caribbean Area. Family law

Anderson, Winston
Includes index
ISBN 976-8167-40-8 (pbk)

346.729052 – Caribbean Area. Inheritance and succession

Nunez-Tesheira, Karen
Includes index
ISBN 976-8167-42-4 (pbk) : $2,430.00

346.7292 – Jamaica

Scott-Mottley, Donna
ISBN 976-8139-16-1 (sd)

347 – CIVIL PROCEDURE AND COURTS
347.010681 – Courts

Harrison, Karl S.
The practitioner's handbook on court fees and costs / compiled by Karl S. Harrison. – Kingston : Supreme Court, 1992. 81p. ; 23cm.

347.01097292 – Courts. Jamaica

Chambers, Hugh Vincent Talbert
Essays on the Jamaican legal system and certain aspects of the substantive law together with a concise history of the courts in Jamaica : from 1660 to the present time / by Hugh V.T. Chambers. – Kingston : [s. n.], 1974. – 145p.

347.01702642 – Legal aid. Jamaica

(spiral)
347.035 — Courts of the last resort (Supreme courts)

Chambers, Hugh Vincent Tolbert

347.03502692 — Courts and procedure

Harrison, Karl S.
(sdn)

347.03509729 — Caribbean Court of Justice

McDonald, Sheldon
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-8167-45-9 (pbk)

Pollard, Duke E.
Includes index
ISBN 976-8167-41-6 (pbk) : $1,890.00

347.03551 — Jamaica. Courts of the last resort

Jamaica. Supreme Court
ISBN 976-8167-47-5 : $3,000.00

347.05097292 — Jamaica. Courts procedure

Chambers, Hugh Vincent Talbert

347.0752 — Juries

(sdn) : Free
347.07702643 - Judgements. Jamaica

Khan, Ursula
(pbk)

Khan, Ursula

ISBN 976-8091-71-1 (sd):

347.08 - Appellate procedure

Vasciannie, Stephen
(Caribbean contemporary affairs ; no. 3)
ISBN 976-616-002-3 (sd)

347.09 - Dispute resolution

Dewhirst, Scot
Bibliography : p. A24
(spiral)

The mediator's handbook : a training guide to mediation techniques and skills. - Ohio : Capital University Law and Graduate Center, 1990. - 109p. ; 28cm - Jamaica / Capital Project for dispute resolution
(spiral)
347.292 - Jamaica

Contains all subsidiary legislation in force on 31st December 1974 as revised by the commissioners.

347.292022 - Jamaica. Constitution

(Nation building ; series 1) Supplementary reading material - Level 4 (sd) : Unpriced

Convention on the Jamaican Constitution (1986 Kingston)
Convention on the Jamaican Constitution, Saturday, October 18, 1986 at the Government Conference Centre / held by the Bustamante Institute of Public and International Affairs. [Kingston (11 Worthington Ave., Kgn. 5) : The Institute, 1986?]. 60p. : ports; 21cm.
Cover title (sd):

347.2920352 - Income tax. Jamaica

Williams, Randolph L.
The measurement of income / by Randolph L. Williams. Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7) : University of the West Indies, 1986. 77p. ; 28cm. - (The taxation of income in Jamaica working paper; no. 2) (sd)

Williams, Randolph L.
The scope of the charge to income tax / by Randolph L. Williams. - Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7) : University of the West Indies, 1984. - v, 56p ; 28cm. - (The taxation of income in Jamaica working paper ; no. 1) (sd) : $12.50
347.29204 - Jamaica. Social legislation

Cumper, Gloria
Survey of social legislation in Jamaica / Gloria Cumper.
Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7) : Institute of Social and Economic
Research, UWI, 1972. - viii, 22p ; 23cm. - (Law and society in the
Caribbean; no. 1)
Includes index
ISBN 976-40-003-7 (pbk) : $67.75

347.292041 - Jamaica. Labour laws and legislation

Cowell, Noel M.
A summary of test cases in Jamaican labour law / by Noel M.
Cowell. - Kingston (1A Hope Blvd. Kgn. 6) : Joint Trade Unions
Includes bibliography
ISBN 976-8047-02-X (pbk)

Grell, E. H. A.
Summary of labour laws / by E. H. A. Grell and S. G.
Kirkaldy. - Rev. ed. - Kingston (2A Ruthven Rd., Kgn. 10) : The
Jamaica Employers' Federation, 2007. - vi, 44p. ; 22cm.

347.292041 - Jamaica. Labour laws and legislation

Labour and labour legislation /[Jamaica National Investment
Promotion Limited]. - 4th ed. - [Kingston] (40 Knutsford
Previously published: New York : JNIP, 1982
(sd)

Labour laws / Jamaica Employers' Federation. - [Kingston (2A
Ruthven Rd, Kgn. 5) : JEF, 1977. - 27p. ; 22cm. - (Members'
guide /Jamaica Employers' Federation)
(sd)

347.292046 - Jamaica. Environmental management

Hyman, Hugh C.
Legislative instruments and related mechanisms / prepared for
the Government of Jamaica's Natural Resources Conservation

347.29205 - Jamaica. Criminal law. Codification

Jamaica. Criminal advisory Committee
Felony and misdemeanours / Criminal Advisory Committee.
26cm. - (Codification of the criminal law and procedure; no. 1)
Chairman : Hon Justice Parnell
(sd) : Unpriced
347.29205262 - Larceny. Jamaica

**Facts you should know about the Praedial Larcency Act.** - Kingston (58A Half Way Tree Rd, Kgn. 10) : Jamaica Information Service, 1983. - 7p. : ill. ; 22 x 10cm. (sd) : Gratis

---

347.29206045 - Cities and towns. Growth and planning

Jamaica. Ministry of Mining and Natural Resource. Town and Planning Division


*A manual for development* / Town Planning Department, Ministry of Finance and Planning. - Kingston (2A Manhattan Rd, Kgn. 5) : Town Planning Department, 1982. - 62p. : ill., map; 28cm. (sd) : $15.00

---

347.29206134 - Women. Legal status, laws, etc

Craig, Christine

*Everything but the ring* / by Christine Craig. - Kingston (58A Half Way Tree Rd, Kgn. 10) : JIS and the Bureau of Women's Affairs, 1982. - 34p. ; 22cm. From original research conducted by Margaret Forte" (sd) : Unpriced

---

347.2920615 - Jamaica. Family law

Jamaica. Family Law Committee


---

347.2920617 - Children. Legal status, laws, etc.

347.29207 - Jamaica. Research

Issued to commemorate the holding of the 8th Commonwealth Law Conference, Jamaica, 1986 (sd) : Gratis

347.6 - Jamaica. Social legislation

Cumper, Gloria

347.7292076035 - Jamaica. Courts of last resort

Includes index
ISBN 976-637-204-7 (pbk)

349 - LAWS OF SPECIFIC JURISDICTIONS, AREAS, SOCIOECONOMIC REGIONS
349.729 - Caribbean Area. Jurisprudence

McIntosh, Simeon C. R.
Bibliography : p. 325-334. - Includes index
ISBN 976-8167-43-2 (pbk)

350 - PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION AND MILITARY SCIENCE
350.097292 - Jamaica. Administration, Public

Jones, Edwin
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-8091-17-7
351 - PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
351.0075 - Control

Jamaica. Task Force to Reduce Waste in the Public Sector
The Orane report
(sd)

351.1 - Government service. Personnel management

Angus, N.C., and others

351.103097292 - Job classification, analysis, description. Jamaica

Government of Jamaica civil service pay review project.
18p. ; 18cm.

351.123 - Wages, salaries, benefits

Compensation paid to public sector entities. - [S.l. : s.n.],
(pbk)

351.7 - PROPERTY AND FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT AND RELATED TOPICS
351.71 - PROPERTY AND RECORDS MANAGEMENT AND RELATED TOPICS
351.7146 - Records management. Archives

Black, Clinton V.
(pbk)

351.72 - FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
351.7232 - Auditing and audits

Jamaica. Auditor General's Department
Kingston (8 St. Lucia Cres., Kgn. 10) : Auditor General's Department, 1999. - 77p. ; 28cm.
(pbk)
351.7246 - Customs duties

Jamaica. Ministry of Finance and Planning. Customs Department
Inside Customs: taxpayer assistance and information.
Kingston: Revenue Board; Customs Department, 1995. - 29p. ; 28cm.
(Revenue Service series; no.15)
(sd)

Customs Department Citizens charter: a charter to help us
serve you better / Jamaica Customs Department. -[Kingston: The
Department, 1996]. - 32p. : ill. ; 22cm.
(sd) : Free

351.7292 - Jamaica. Government Ministry - Foreign Affairs

Jamaica. Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Handbook of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Jamaica /
Ministry of Foreign Affairs. - 14th ed. - Kingston: Ministry of
Foreign Affairs, 1982. - 165p.; 29cm.

351.7292 - Land tenure. Jamaica

Patterson, P. J.
The transforming landscape of Jamaica: with overview of
tenure / by P.J. Patterson; edited by Sandra Graham. - Kingston:
Communications Unit, Office of the Prime Minister, 2006. - 141p. :
il. ; 23cm.
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-633-039-5 (pbk)

351.8 - ADMINISTRATION OF SPECIFIC FIELDS
351.811 - Civil and human rights

Human rights in Jamaica: death penalty, prison conditions and
police violence / Americas Watch. - New York: Americas
Watch, 1993. - 12p. ; 30cm.
Cover title
(sd)

351.82 - PRODUCTION, COMMERCE, CONSUMPTION
351.8232 - Natural resources and their conservation

Girvan, Norman P.
National conservation strategy: a political economy
perspective / by Norman P. Girvan. - [Kingston]: Norman Girvan,
1990. - 5p. ; 29cm.
Prepared for workshop on Jamaica's National Conservation
Strategy, Jamaica Conference Centre, April 25-27, 1990
351.82321 - Environmental protection

(sd)

Miller, Beverly A.
(sd)

351.82325 - Water

Jamaica. Ministry of Water

351.84 - SOCIAL WELFARE AND CORRECTIONS
351.841 - Health services

Jamaica. Ministry of Health
Decentralization of the Ministry of Health : a green paper to describe the proposed decentralization of management and administration of the delivery of the health care services. Kingston : Ministry of Health, 1991. - 35p. ; 28cm. -(Green paper ; no. 2)
(pbk)

Jamaica. Ministry of Health
(spiral)

Jamaica. Ministry of Health
(sd)

351.841043 - Health planning

Jamaica. Ministry of Health
(spiral)
351.841045 - Health services administration

Taylor, LeRoy

ISBN 976-40-0033-9 (sd): $30.00

351.8410681 - West Indies. Medical care. Cost

Taylor, LeRoy

A project financed and supported by WHO/PAHO/CARICOM secretariat and executed by Institute of Social and Economic Research, UWI, Mona

351.86 - PUBLIC WORKS AND HOUSING
351.8635097292 - Recreational facilities. Jamaica

Negril Area Environmental Protection Trust Development of Environmental Management Organizations Project (sd)

351.87 - PUBLIC UTILITIES AND TRANSPORTATION
351.870097292 - Jamaica

Jamaica. Office of Utilities Regulation

Cover title (sd)

351.9 - MALFUNCTIONING OF ADMINISTRATION
351.98 - Administration, Public - Jamaica

Report of the Commission of Enquiry into the award of contracts, the grant of work permits and licences and other matters.
Chairman: Harvey Lloyd DaCosta.
352 - General considerations of public administration

The future and viability of local government in Jamaica:
proceedings of a public seminar. - Kingston, Jamaica (Mona,
Kgn. 7) : University of the West Indies, 1985. vii, 54p.;
21cm. - (Department of Government occasional publications;
no. 1)
(sd)

352.005 - GOVERNMENT SERVICE

352.0052 - Lists of officials and employees

Jamaica. Ministry of Local Government, Youth Community Development
Directory of senior personnel in local authorities / by the
Ministry of Local Government, Youth and Community Development
iii, 17p.; 28cm.
(sd)

352.008 - Municipal executives

The City of Kingston: a review of the administration of Her
Worship Councillor Marie Atkins, CD, JP, Mayor of Kingston.
Kingston (Church St., Kgn.) : The Council of the Kingston
and St. Andrew Corporation, 1996. - 104p.; ports; 28cm.
(pbk)

352.07292 - Administration of local governments. Jamaica

The Association of Local Government Authorities of Jamaica
Report and Proposals on the reform of local Government in

352.07292 - Administration of local governments. Jamaica

Brownstone, M.
Report to the government of Jamaica on reform of Local
60p.; 34cm.

Kingston and St. Andrew Corporation
Municipal manual, 1962. - Kingston : K.S.A.C., Department of
Public Relations and Information, 1962. - 24p.; 19cm.

A primer for local government candidates/ prepared by the Ministry
of Local Government Youth and Community Development.
34p.; 28cm.
(sd)
352.07292 - Administration of local governments. Jamaica


Rodrigues, Milton

352.2 - Organization of administration

Brown-Campbell, Gladys M.
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-8125-56-8 (pbk) : $500.00

352.3 - Executive management
352.36719729 - Caribbean Area. Modernization

Sutton, Paul K.
Bibliography : p. 213-226 - Includes index
ISBN 976-637-247-0 (pbk)

352.6 - Environmental sanitation and related issues

Reid, Crowther & Partners Limited (Canada)
Master plan for sewerage, Kingston and St. Andrew Jamaica : plan of action for accelerated program. - Calgary, Alberta, Canada, 1972. - [4], 251. ; 36cm.
The report was submitted to the Water Commission "in response to the intention expressed by Government to implement the Master Plan for Kingston and St. Andrew on an accelerated basis."
353 - SPECIFIC FIELDS OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
353.46 - Misconduct in office

McKoy, Derrick V.
Includes bibliographical references
(sd)

353.5 - ADMINISTRATION OF SOCIAL WELFARE
353.59 - Activities relating to population and settlement

Jamaica. Registrar General's Department
Physicians' handbook on medical certification of death in Jamaica / prepared by Registrar General's Department. - St. Catherine, Jamaica (Twickenham Park) : Registrar General's Department, 2006. - ii, 43p ; 29cm.
Bibliography : p. 43
ISBN 976-610-751-3 (spiral)

353.59097292 - Jamaica. Activities relating to population and settlement

Registrar General's Department
ISBN 978-976-610-852-6 (spiral)

353.6 - Administration of health services

ISBN 978-976-40-0073-0 (pbk)

353.8 - Administration of agencies supporting and controlling education

Jamaica Information Service
(sd)

Jamaica Information Service
(sd)
354 - Public administration of economy and environment

**Jamaica. Ministry of Industry, Investment and Commerce**


(spiral)

354.7292 - Jamaica. Public administration

**Hamilton, GL St. John**


354.729200147 - Motivation. Employee morals

**Green, Phyllis A.**

Employee morale in the Jamaican Civil Service: report of island-wide survey / Phyllis A. Green, Derek Gordon, Edwin Jones. Kingston (9 Norbrook Rd, Kgn. 8) : Administrative Staff College, Ministry of the Public Service, 1983. - xii, 174p. ; 28cm.

Bibliography : p. 171. - Includes index

(sd) : $25.00 (set)

354.72920015 - Civil service. Training. Administrative Staff College

**Jamaica. Ministry of Labour and the Public Service. Administrative Staff College**


(sd) : Gratis

354.72920016 - Civil service. Conditions of employment

**Jamaica. Ministry of Finance and the Public Service**


354.7292006 - Civil service system (Reform)

**Priestley, Margaret**


V.1 : Analysis of key issues; V.2 : Synopses of reports

Includes index

(sd) : $25.00 (set)
354.729200841 - Health services

Jamaica. Ministry of Health and Environmental Control
Medicare for Jamaica: proposals for a national health service / Ministry of Health and Environmental Control.
[Kingston]: [The Ministry], 1974. - 60p; 29cm. At head of title:
The health of the nation. - Green paper presented to the House of Representative, 10th July 1974. - Cover title
(sd) : Gratis

354.7292082338 - Forestry

Jamaica. Ministry of Agriculture.
Forestry and Soil Conservation Department Progress report
1980-84 / by the Forestry, Soil Conservation Department of Jamaica.
Kingston (173 Constant Spring Rd, Kgn. 8): The Department, 1985.
16p. ; 22cm.
(sd): Free

355 - MILITARY SCIENCE
355.1 - Military life and customs

Jamaica Defence Force. 3rd Battalion (National Reserve)
ports. ; 28cm.
(sd)

355.37 - RESERVES
355.370097292 - Jamaica

Jamaica Defence Force.
3rd Battalion (National Reserve) 25 years of service, 1962-1987 / 3rd Battalion the Jamaica Regiment (National Reserve) /
(sd)

358 - AIR AND OTHER SPECIALIZED FORCES AND WARFARE; ENGINEERING AND RELATED SERVICES
358.400922 - RAFA

Royal Air Force Association. Jamaica Branch 580
40th anniversary RAFA Jamaica (580) Branch souvenir programme. - [Jamaica]: RAFA (Jamaica), 1986. - 87p. : ill, ports; 28cm.
(sd):
360 - SOCIAL PROBLEMS AND SERVICES; ASSOCIATIONS
361 - Social problems and social welfare in general

Citizens Advice Bureau (Jamaica)
(cased and spiral) : J$100.00

Council of Voluntary Social Services
(pb) : J$4.00

Council of Voluntary Social Services, Jamaica


A Handbook of the social services of Jamaica.


Needs analysis study of private voluntary organizations in Jamaica : final report and recommendations from the study conducted for CVSS/United Way / by the staff tutor in Social Work, Social Welfare Training Centre, Dept. of Extra Mural Studies, UWI. various pagings ; 29 cm.
Social Leadership Course (Jan. 6 – March 26, 1970, Kingston, Social Action Centre)
Report ... an intensive twelve week - forty six lecture series on an invitation to involvement. - Kingston : Social Action Centre, 1970. - papers ; 34cm.
"Not all of the forty-six lectures delivered during the course are included in this report" - Preface

Council of Voluntary Social Services

National Committee in Jamaica for the 18th International Conference on Social Welfare

Citizens Advice Bureau
44p. ; 28cm.

Blaney, Joan
ISBN 1-901969-05-3 (pbk) : $1,147.50
361.25 - Action within established framework

Planning Institute of Jamaica. Policy Research Unit

Issues of critical social concern: some investigations:
selected papers from the research component of the Poverty
Monitoring and Social Policy Analysis Programme / Policy Research
Unit, Planning Institute of Jamaica. - Kingston (16 Oxford Rd.,
28)

Bibliography : p. 103
ISBN 976-8103-26-0 (pbk)

Private Sector Organization of Jamaica

Social policy : economic analysis and public policy V /
written and published by The Private Sector Organization of
Jamaica. - Kingston (39 Hope Rd., P.O. Box 236, Kgn. 10) : PSOJ,
(sd)

361.3 - Social work

Dolly- Besson, June

Selected cases in Jamaica Social Welfare. - Mona : Dept. of

361.32 - Practice of social work

Grant, Gersham

Regional four month course in the principles and practice in
social work / submitted by Gersham Grant. - Kingston (Mona, Kgn.
map ; 30 cm.
Includes bibliographical references

Social work reality, No.2 : illustrative case studies / edited by
Eleanor Wint and Lynne Healy. - Kingston (1A Aqueduct Flats,
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-8125-38-1 (pbk) : $700.00

361.32 - Practice of social work

University of the West Indies. Jamaica. Department of Sociology and
Social Work

The social work reality / Department of Sociology and Social
52p. ; 22cm. - (Social work papers; no. 1)
Includes bibliographical references
(sd) : $10.00
Red Cross, Gt. Brit. British Red Cross Society. Jamaica Branch

Report of the ... seminar ... / edited by Sonia Latibeaudiere.

Jamaica. Social Development Commission

Toward developing a national policy for the aged. - [Rev. ed.]
(sd) : Free

The conversation between statistics and social policy : when we listen, when we don't / Patricia Anderson, Colin Williams.
ISBN 978-976-8103-27-7 (pbk)

Jamaica Social Policy Evaluation (JASPEV) Project
ISSN 0799-1983 (pbk):

ISBN 976-610-742-4 (sd)
Jamaica Social Policy Evaluation
ISBN 976-610-742-4 (sd)

Jamaica Social Policy Education. Technical Working Group
Report covers seven key policy goals: Governance, education and skills, environment health and well-being, social integration, secure and sustainable livelihood; and human security


Jaycees of Jamaica
Cover title
(sd)

Sayle, Elsie
CVSS, the first fifty years: the story of the Council of Voluntary Social Services in Jamaica / Elsie Sayle. - Kingston (7 Norman Rd., Kgn. 4) : Kingston Publishers Limited, 1994. - ix, 177p. ; 22 cm
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-625-062-6 (pbk)

Jamaican Foundations and Corporate Donors
(sd) : Free
361.765025 - Directories of persons and organizations


361.8 - COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION
361.8097292 - Coordination through social service exchanges

Council of Voluntary Social Services

Bryan, Patrick E.

361.97292 - Welfare work in Jamaica

Girvan, D.T.M.


361.9729206 - Directory

362 - SOCIAL WELFARE PROBLEMS AND SERVICES
362.1 - Physical illness

Jamaica/UNICEF Mid-term Review (1993 Kingston, Jamaica)
Includes bibliographical references (pbk)

Monekosso, G. L.
Bibliography : p. [97-98]
(sd)

Persaud, Hame
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-8157-88-7 (pbk): $895.00

362 - SOCIAL WELFARE PROBLEMS AND SERVICES
362.1 - Physical illness

University of the West Indies. Department of Social and Preventive Medicine
Kingston : Department of Social and Preventive Medicine, University of the West Indies, 1983. - [22]p. ; 27cm.
(sd)

362.104 - SPECIAL TOPICS OF PHYSICAL ILLNESS
362.10425 - Forms of assistance

Caribbean Food and Nutrition Institute
Information booklet Caribbean Food and Nutrition Institute.
Kingston (P.O. Box 140, Kgn. 7) : The Institute, 1990. - 17p. ; 24cm.
(sd) : Free

362.104 - SPECIAL TOPICS OF PHYSICAL ILLNESS
362.10425 - Forms of assistance

The use of radio for the in-service continuing education of rural primary health care personnel in Jamaica : Report of a distance teaching project / compiled and edited by Alan G.Fincham. - Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7) : Medical Learning Resources Unit, UWI, 1984. - lv. (various pagings); 28cm.
(Papers in medical education ISSN 0255-3589; no. 5)
(pbk) : Unpriced

341
362.1097292 - Health planning. Jamaica

Jamaica. Ministry of Health and Environmental Control
Cover title. - "10th July, 1974"
(pbk)

Lavy, Victor
ISBN 0-8213-3243-0 (sd) : $347.50

vom Eigen, Keith Alan
Bibliography : p. 502-533

362.11 - Services of hospitals and related institutions

Cole, Lloyd

At head of title: Ministry of Health Government of Jamaica
2: Drawings (spiral)

Jamaica. Ministry of Health. Cornwall Regional Hospital. [Board of Enquiry]
Enquirer : Ronald G. Thwaites
(sd) : Unpriced.

362.11 - Services of hospitals and related institutions

Jamaica. Ministry of Health
(pbk)
362.11 - Services of hospitals and related institutions

Nuttall Memorial Hospital
(sd):

Percy Junior Hospital
(sd)

Ward, Elizabeth
(spiral):

362.11097292 - Services of hospitals and related institutions. Jamaica

(sd)

362.12 - Services of clinics and related institutions

Study undertaken as a part of the Jamaica Population Project II.

362.17 - SPECIFIC SERVICES
362.17292 - Services of doctors

Cumper, George E (Edward)
Bibliography : p. 183-187. - Includes index
Appendix evaluating a health care system: the Jamaican health services evaluation project
ISBN 0-19-26180-3-2 : $2,825.75
362.175 - Terminal care

Christie, Carmel

Illuminations: miracles still happen / Carmel Christie.
ISBN 0-9637487-1-8 (pbk) : $275.00

362.196 - Services to patients with specific conditions

Jamaica Cancer Society


362.1969729 - HIV/AIDS. Caribbean

Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 978-976-637-356-6 (pbk)

362.1969792 - HIV infections

Includes bibliographical references and index

362.19697920097292 - Jamaica. AIDS (Disease). Prevention

Boxill, Ian

Bibliography: p. 63-64
ISBN 976-8189-64-9 (pbk)

Jamaica Business Council on HIV/AIDS

(spiral)

Crouch, Howard E.

Two hearts, one fire : a glimpse behind the mask of leprosy / by Howard E. Crouch and Sister Mary Augustine. – New York : The Damien-Dutton Society for Leprosy Aid, 1989. – xiii, 240p. : maps ; 22cm.

ISBN 0-9606330-1-4 (pbk) : US$12.00

362.2 – Mental and emotional illnesses and disturbances

Caribbean Mental Retardation Conference (1st : Kingston)


Conference organized by The Jamaica Association for Mentally Handicapped Children; sponsored by the President's Committee on Mental Retardation (sd)

362.2 – Mental and emotional illnesses and disturbances

Wilson, Rae


ISBN 976-8184-07-8 (pbk) : US$48.82

362.28 – Suicide

Thomas, Donovan A.


Bibliography : p. 273-281
Includes index
ISBN 978-976-95328-0-9 (pbk)

362.29 – Substance abuse

Chevannes, Barry

Background to drug use in Jamaica / by Barry Chevannes. – [Kingston (Mona, Kgn 7) : Institute of Social and Economic Research, University of the West Indies, 1988. – v, 79p. ; 28cm. – (ISER (University of the West Indies, Jamaica) working paper; ; 34)

Bibliography : p.78-79
(sd) : $25.00
362.29 - Substance abuse


Singh, B.

362.29083 - Substance abuse. Children

Douglas, Ken-Garfield

362.3 - Mental retardation

ISBN 0-919648-10-x : Unpriced

362.4 - Problems of and Services to People with Physical Disabilities

Services for the handicapped / [prepared by the Council of Voluntary Social Services]. - Kingston : CVSS, [19-]. 18p. ; 28cm.
(sd) : Free

362.4025 - Directories

362.4048 - Handicapped, Jamaica

Leavitt, Ronnie Linda
ISBN 0-8386-3437-0 : $1,313.55

47p. : ill. ; 23cm.
(sd)

362.5 - Problems of and services to the poor

Deosaran, Ramesh
Psychonomics and poverty : towards governance and a civil society / by Ramesh Deosaran. - Kingston (1A Aqueduct Flats, Mona, Kgn. 7) : The Press, University of the West Indies, 2000. - xx, 284p. : ill. ; 26cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index

362.5092 - Missionaries of the Poor, Charities

Ho Lung, Richard
Diary of a ghetto priest / Richard Ho Lung. - Kingston (P.O. Box 8525, Kgn) : Missionaries of the Poor, c1998. - ii, 169p. ; 19cm.
(pbk) : $900.00

362.57 - Measures to prevent, protect against, limit effects of poverty

Planning Institute of Jamaica
CD title: Planning Institute of Jamaica: poverty maps.
Poverty maps in PDF format with brief accompanying notes
ISBN 978-976-8103-30-7 (pbk)

362.58 - Remedial Measures, Services, Forms of Assistance
362.5809054 - Children, Social Conditions

UNICEF
(sd)

Smith, M.G. (Michael Garfield)
Poverty in Jamaica / M.G. Smith. – [Kingston (1A Aqueduct Flats, Mona, Kgn. 7) : University of the West Indies, Institute of Social and Economic Research, c1989. – 167p. : tables ; 23 cm. "Errata" slip tipped in
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-40-0014-2 (pbk) : $40.00

362.6 – Problems of and services to persons in late adulthood

Stewart, Thelma
The elderly / by Thelma Stewart. – [Kingston? : s.n., 1992?]
71p. : ill. ; 21cm. (sd) : $80.00

Stewart, Thelma
Cover title: The elderly: sixty years and beyond
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 978-976-8217-56-1 (pbk)

362.6097292 – Gerontology. Jamaica

Jamaica. Ministry of Labour, Social Security and Sport


362.7 – Problems of and services to young people

Includes bibliographical references

Problems of and services to young people

Evans, Ivan W.
The tabernacle of the lord / by Ivan W. Evans G. Dennis.
Santa Cruz, Jamaica (Santa Cruz, St. Elizabeth) : International
ISBN 976-8091-63-0 (sd)

Glyn Jones, Muriel
Children in trouble : notes. - Kingston, Council of Voluntary
Social Services [196-?] - 10p.

Jamaica. Child Month Organising Committee.
Remember our children’s rights : child month. - [Kingston,
(sd)

Jamaica. Ministry of Local Government, Youth and Sports
Children Services Division / [Ministry of Local Government,
Youth and Sport]. - [Kingston : The Division, 1994?] - 37p. ; 29cm.
(sd) : Free

Jamaica. National Plan of Action Co-ordinating Committee
The National Plan of Action: goals for Jamaican children to
the year 2000 / [Jamaica National Plan of Action Co-ordinating
29cm.
(sd)

Leo-Rhynie, Elsa
Social toxins and our children : can the pollution be
stopped / Elsa Leo-Rhynie. - [Kingston] : Environmental Foundation
of Jamaica, 2006. - vi, 41p. ; 22 cm. - (Annual public lecture of
the Environmental Foundation of Jamaica; no. 2, 2006)
Bibliography : p. 38-40
(sd)

Towards attaining the goals of the World Summit for Children and
The Santiago Accord : a report prepared by the Government of
ill. ; 28cm.
Jamaica progress report to be presented at the Fourth
Ministerial Meeting on Children and Social Policy to be held
in Lima, Peru on November 24-27, 1998
(spiral): Free
**362.7086 - Persons by social and economic characteristics**


**Life style study : children of the lesser world in the English-speaking Caribbean. Vol. 4 : the data : pointers to relationships** / Elsa Leo-Rhyne. - 1982. - Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7) : Bernard van Leer Foundation Centre for Early Childhood Education. - 63p. ; 28 cm. - (The data : pointers to relationships) (sd)


**362.709 - HISTORICAL, GEOGRAPHICAL, PERSONS TREATMENT**

**362.70972 - Children. West Indies. Policy**

362.7097292 – Jamaica. Problems of and services to young people

Crawford-Brown, Claudette
   Includes bibliographical references and index
   ISBN 976-8125-30-6 (pbk)

Gayle, Herbert
   The adolescents of urban St. Catherine : a study of their reproductive health and survivability / Herbert Gayle with Andrew Grant ... [et al]. - Spanish Town (9 Monk St., Spanish Town) : Children First Agency, 2004. - vi, 277p. : map ; 23 cm.
   Study carried out under the project : A multi-sectoral response to reduce the vulnerability of young people to HIV/AIDS in Jamaica. - Bibliography : p. 256-259
   ISBN 976-8192-68-2 (pbk)


Cameron, Sara
   (pbk):

   National policy on children: we must care for them and guide them.
   26p. ; 21cm

362.7097292

Situation analysis of children and women in Jamaica / Planning Institute of Jamaica, United Nations Children's Fund.
   Bibliography : p. 188-192
   (pbk)

Situation analysis of the status of children and women in Jamaica
   Bibliography : p. 137-140. - includes index
   ISBN 976-8092-29-7 (pbk)

362.71 – DIRECT RELIEF
362.712 – Day care services

National Council on Technical and Vocational Education and Training (Jamaica)
   (various pagings) ; 28cm.
362.73 - Institutional and related services

Brodber, Erna
Bibliography: p. 59

Brodber, Erna

362.732 - Institutional care. Children's homes

Committee for the Review of Children's Homes and Places of Safety
Committee members : Pauline Milbourn, Rosemary Neale-Irving [and] Maureen Webber
(spiral)

Jamaica. Ministry of Health
(pbk)

Wortley Home

Wortley Home
(sd)

362.74 - Maladjusted young people

Scott, Kim
ISBN 978-976-610-899-1 (pbk)
362.76 - ABUSED AND NEGLECTED CHILDREN
362.7602 - Child abuse. Jamaica

Jamaica. Committee to Investigate Reports on Child Abuse
Report of the Task Force on Child Abuse. - [Kingston] :
Specialist Committee on Child Abuse, 1993. - 34p. ; 28cm.
Chairman : Inez Morrison
(sd)

362.768 - Remedial measures, services, forms of assistance

Training programme for management of child abuse / editors, Angela
M. Ramlal, Robert Gray. -Kingston (1A Aqueduct Flats, Kgn. 7)
Project funded by the Carnegie Corporation of New York.
Workshop sponsored by the University of the West Indies, the
United Nations Children's Fund and the Pan American Health
Organization and held at Grand Barbados Beach Resort Hotel,
22-25 September 1992
ISBN 976-8125-32-2 (pbk) : $300.00

362.79 - CLASSES OF YOUNG PEOPLE
362.795 - Children

Jamaica Save the Children Fund
JSCF 50th anniversary 1938-1988. - [Kingston (2b Camp Rd,
(sd)

362.796 - Young adults

Chevannes, Barry
Report on a study of peer counselling in Jamaica / by Barry
Chevannes. - Kingston : [s.n.], 1988. - iii, 58 leaves ; 29cm.
Commissioned by the Adolescent Fertility Resource Centre of the
National Family Planning Board
Bibliography : leaves 57-58
(pbk)

362.8 - PROBLEMS OF AND SERVICES TO OTHER GROUPS
362.82 - FAMILIES
362.8297 - Missing children

Neita, Hartley
The search / by Hartley Neita. - Kingston (189 Old Hope Rd.,
Kgn. 6) : Jamaica College Foundation, [2008]. - iv, 92p. : ill., map ;
22 cm.
Includes bibliographical references
(pbk)
362.8297092 – Parental kidnapping

Nicholas, Maria T.


362.83 – WOMEN
362.83068 – Women, Services for Jamaica

Chevannes, Barry

(spiral)

362.88 – Victims of crime

Agus, Jack


362.88083 – Victims of crime. Young People

Crawford-Brown, Claudette P. J.

Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 978-976-9530454 (pbk)

363 – OTHER SOCIAL PROBLEMS AND SERVICES
363.12 – TRANSPORTATION HAZARDS
363.1207 – Education, research, related topics

McDonald, Kerida

Free
363.17 - HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
363.179 - SPECIFIC HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
363.1792 - Agricultural chemicals

Seminar on Pesticides and Food (1986, 19 March, Kingston, Jamaica)
Seminar held at the Caribbean Food and Nutrition Institute, Kingston, Jamaica 19 March 1986.
(pbk)

363.2 - Police services

Island Special Constabulary Force,
(sd) : Unpriced.

Jamaica Constabulary Force. Anti-Corruption Branch
(pbk)

363.2068 - Police services. Management

Harriot, Anthony
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-640-076-8(pbk):

Jamaica Constabulary Force
(pbk)

363.23 - Police functions

Jamaica. Ministry of National Security and Justice
(sd) : Free
363.23 - Police functions

National Task Force on Crime (Jamaica)

(pbk) : $40.00

363.25 - DETECTION OF CRIME (CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION)

363.256 - Analysis of evidence

Includes bibliographical references and index

363.28 - SERVICES OF SPECIAL KINDS OF SECURITY AND LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES

363.289 - Private detective and police services

Levy, R. E.


363.3 - OTHER ASPECTS OF PUBLIC SAFETY

363.31 - Censorship

Jamaica Library Service

Libraries and the access to information act : statement to the Joint Select Committee of Parliament for review of the Access to Information Act (ATI) / by The Jamaica Library Service (JLS), National Library of Jamaica (NLJ) and the Library and Information Association of Jamaica (LIAJA). - [S.l. : s.n.], 2006. - 6p. ; 28 cm.
(sd):

363.34 - Disasters

Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 978-976-640-204-4 (pbk)
363.34 - Disasters

Morgan, Patricia
(pbk)

Surgeon-Rogers, Tonna-Marie
ISBN 976-610-770-X (pbk)

363.347 - Emergency management. Jamaica

ISBN 976-8092-30-0 (sd):

Office of Disaster Preparedness and Emergency Relief Co-ordination(Jamaica)
Precautions for hurricane and earthquakes / Office of Disaster Preparedness and Emergency Relief Co-ordination. Kingston (P.O. Box 122, Kgn. 5) : ODP, [1989?]. - 18p. ; 21 cm.

363.348 - Disaster relief

Office of Disaster Preparedness and Emergency Relief Co-ordination(Jamaica)
(sd)

Includes bibliographical references and index

363.348068 - Disasters. Management

Kingston (Mona, Kgn.7): Unit for Disaster Studies, Department of Geography and Geology, U.W.I., 1997. -xix, 235p. :ill., maps, tables; 28cm. -(Publications of Unit for Disaster Studies; no. 3). - Includes bibliographies
ISBN 976-41-0115-1 (pbk) : US$40.00

363.349 - Specific kinds of disasters

Hurricane and earthquake precautions.
(pbk): $50.00

363.3492 - Disasters caused by weather conditions


(sd)

Pan American Health Organization
Bibliography : p. 43-44

Sangster, Alfred W.
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-8172-51-7 (sd):

(pbk):
363.349228 - Office of National Reconstruction

Jamaica. Office of National Reconstruction
   (sd)

363.34926 - Natural disasters. Jamaica

Brown, Headley A.
   Economics of disasters with special reference to the Jamaican experience / Headley A. Brown. - [Kingston (Mona, Kgn.7)]: University of the West Indies, Centre for Environment and Development, 1994. - 20p. ; 29cm. - (Insights in Environment and Development working paper series; no. 2)
   ISBN 976-41-0052-X (sd): $100.00

363.3495 - Earthquakes and volcanic eruptions

Office of Disaster Preparedness and Emergency Relief Co-ordination
   (sd)

363.5 - Housing

DaCosta, Jacqueline
   Population, housing and settlement / by Jacqueline DaCosta [S.l. : s.n.], 1990. - 11p. ; 36cm
   (sd)

Duffus, Herbert
   Commission of Enquiry on the conduct and practices of private developers of land and housing schemes : Commission of Enquiry re Private Land Developers interim report no. 2. -[Kingston : The Commission], 1976. - 26 leaves : 36cm
   Commissioner : Sir Herbert Duffus
   Includes recommendations "for the enactment of legislation"
   (sd) : Gratis

National Housing Trust (Jamaica)
National Housing Trust (Jamaica)

National Housing Trust (Jamaica)

National Housing Trust (Jamaica)

National Housing Trust (Jamaica)

National Housing Trust (Jamaica)

National Housing Trust (Jamaica)

National Library of Jamaica

363.5 - Housing

Potter, Robert B.
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-640-005-9 (pbk): $250.00

Workshops on Science and Technology Jamaica (1978: Kingston)
99p ; 28cm.
Workshops sponsored by the Organization of American States
(sd) : Unpriced

363.506 - Housing policy. Jamaica

19p. : map ; 28cm.

363.5072 - Building research

Mills, Edward D.
(sd) : Unpriced

363.507292 - Housing. Research. Jamaica

National Housing Trust's 20th Anniversary Housing Symposium (1996 Kingston)
Affordable housing : the continuing search for solutions / Andrea Francis, Vincent George and Marlene Smith, editors. Kingston (4 Park Blvd., Kgn. 5) : Planning Research Department, National Housing Trust, 1996. - 125p. ; 28cm.
(pbk)

363.51 - HOUSING CONDITIONS
363.510972981 - Barbados

Potter, Robert B.
Bibliography: p.99-102
Includes index
ISBN 976-40-0040-1(pbk): $150.00
363.55 - SOCIAL ACTION WITH RESPECT TO HOUSING

363.556 - Housing policy. Jamaica

Davies, Omar
Housing : the basis for a national policy in Jamaica / by Omar Davies. - Kingston (Mona, Kgn.7): University of the West Indies, 1984. - 28p; 21cm. - (University of the West Indies. Jamaica. Department of Economics occasional paper series; no.3) Bibliography : p. 28 (sd) : $5.00


363.58 - Housing. Programmes and services


Tindigarukayo, Jimmy K

363.58307292 - Jamaica. Programs and services for specific objectives

Harris-Walder, Cheryll

363.583097292 - Homeownership. Jamaica

Weir, Flavia A.
363.583729 - Caribbean Area

Self-help housing, the poor and the state in the Caribbean
Includes index
ISBN 976-640-024-5 (pbk) : $800.00

363.6 - Public utility and related services

Electricity and water supply / Jamaica Department of Statistics
(Facts on Jamaica)
(sd) : Unpriced

Utilities Expo (3rd 1996 Kingston)
(sd)

363.606 - Public utilities. Jamaica. Exhibitions

Utilities Expo (4th 1997 Montego Bay)
(sd) : Free

363.6097292 - Public utilities. Jamaica

Getting through to you: a look at our major public utilities.
(sd): Free

363.61 - Water supply

The development and use of Jamaica's water resources. - [Kingston : printed for the University of the West Indies and the Jamaica Agricultural Society by Herald, 1969?]. - 211p. : 3 maps ; 23cm.
(MAL.[U.W.I.]J.A.S. Seminar ; no. 4)
Held at Golden Head Beach Hotel, Sept. 13-15, 1968, Oracabessa, Jamaica
(pbk) : Unpriced

National Water Commission (Jamaica)
(spiral):
National Conference on Science and Technology (7th 1994 Kingston)

Water supply. Congresses. Jamaica


Includes bibliographies and index
ISBN 976-8126-02-7 (pbk):

Tourism Action Plan Limited

Historic preservation

ISBN 976-8092-32-7

Environmental problems and services


Includes bibliographical references
363.70525097292 – Environmental education. Jamaica

National Environmental Education Committee (Jamaica)
Bibliography : p. 148-149
ISBN 976-610-073-X (pbk) : $500.00

363.7068 – Environmental policy. Jamaica

Jamaica. Ministry of Environment and Housing
Includes bibliographical references (sd)

[Kingston : Ministry of Environment and Housing; Natural Resources Conservation Authority], 1997. – 64p. ; 28cm.
(sd) : Free

Bibliography : p.79-80. – Includes index
ISBN 976-610-407-7 (pbk)

National Environment and Planning Agency
Includes bibliographical references.
ISBN 978-976-610-912-7 (pbk)

363.707 – Environmental education. Activity programmes

Life-line : an environmental education resource kit to promote sustainable development in Jamaica / National Environmental Education Committee. – Kingston (10 Caledonia Ave., Kgn. 5): National Environmental Education Committee, 1999. – 112p. : ill. ; 30cm. + 5 leaves of plates (sd)
363.70707292 - Environmental education. Encyclopedia and dictionaries


363.709729 - Environmental degradation. Caribbean

Thomas-Hope, Elizabeth
The environmental dilemma in Caribbean context / Elizabeth Thomas-Hope. - Kingston (64 Harbour St., Kgn.) : Grace Kennedy Foundation, 1996. - 92p. ; 21cm. - (Grace Kennedy Foundation lecture series)
Bibliography : p. 89-92
ISBN 976-8041-09-9 (pbk)

363.72 - Sanitation problems and services
363.728 - Waste disposal


363.7285 - Solid waste management. Jamaica

Cover title: Municipal solid waste management course document, April 1995
Includes bibliographical references (spiral):
363.73 - Pollution

Issued in support of World Environment Day, June 5, 1983  
(sd): Gratis

363.7394097292 - Marine pollution. Jamaica

**Williams, Yasmin**  
Bibliography : p.10  
(sd):

363.739463 - Coastal zone management

**Protecting Jamaica's Coral Reef Ecosystems (1992 Negril, Jamaica)**  
(pbk) : Free

363.75 - Cemeteries. Jamaica

**Gore, Maisie E.**  

363.8 - FOOD SUPPLY
363.85 - SOCIAL ACTION
363.8525 - Nutrition. Jamaica

**Improving food and nutritional status at the community and household levels in Jamaica : a plan of action.** - Kingston P.O. Box 140, Kgn. 7): Caribbean Food and Nutrition Institute, 1985. - 42p. ; 28cm.  
"Plan outlined by participants of the Workshop on Household Food Availability and Nutritional Status in Jamaica: the Challenge for the Future and developed by the Workshop Planning Committee" - t.p.  
(sd) : Unpriced
363.9 - Population problems

Smith, M.G. (Michael Garfield)
Political realities regarding family planning in Caribbean and adjacent areas / M.G. Smith. - [S.l.: s.n., 1985?]. - 12,[10]p ; 28cm.
(sd)

363.9097292 - Family planning. Jamaica

(pbk): $100.00

363.96 - Birth control

(sd) : Free.

(spiral)

McFarlane, Carmen
(sd) : $200.00

McFarlane, Carmen
(pbk)

Reproductive health survey 1997 Jamaica.
(pbk)
Reproductive health survey Jamaica 2008: young adults report.
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 978-976-610-867-0 (pbk):

Statistical Institute of Jamaica
ISBN 978-976-610-873-1 (pbk)

364 - Criminology

Chuck, Delroy H.
Bibliography : p.xi
ISBN 976-8043-00-8 (pbk) : $30.00

364.106 - Organized crime

Blake, Duane
ISBN 0-9724371-0-X : $1,900.00

Small, Geoff
Ruthless : the global rise of the yardies / Geoff Small
Includes index
ISBN 0-7515-1123-4 (pbk): $320.00

364.106097292 - Jamaica. Organized crime

Gunst, Laurie
ISBN 0-8050-3205-3 : $782.00

Gunst, Laurie
ISBN 978-2-9533982-1-2 pbk:

Leslie, Glaister

Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 978-2-940415-38-0 (pbk)

364.13 – Political and related offenses

Jamaica. National Committee on Political Tribalism

(sd)

364.1323 – Corruption

Pantry, Kent


364.1324 – Election offenses

Jamaica Labour Party

(spiral) : Free

364.134 – Offenses against administration of justice


Jamaica Labour Party

(spiral) : Free
364.14 - OFFENSES AGAINST PUBLIC HEALTH, SAFETY, ORDER  
364.147 - Traffic offenses and misuse of communication facilities


364.15 - Offenses against persons

Chairman: Hon. Mr. Justice Carl Patterson

364.151 - Genocide

'Becca, Lema June  
ISBN 976-8091-10-x (pbk):

364.1523 - Murder

Brooks, Duwayne  
Includes index  
ISBN 0-349-11656-3 (pbk) : US$42.47

Marquis, John  
ISBN 976-8202-14-9 (pbk):

Report of the committee to consider death as a penalty for murder in Jamaica. - 1981. - 56p. ; 36cm. H. Aubrey Fraser, Chairman (sd)

364.153 - Sex offences

Dennis, O'Brien  
The cries of men : voices of Jamaican men who have been raped and sexually abused / O'Brien Dennis. - Lincoln, NE : iUniverse, 2005. - xiv, 211p. ; 23 cm.  
Bibliography : p. 209-211  
ISBN 0-595-34139-X (pbk) : $3,290.00
364.1555 - Assault and battery

Haniff, Nesha Z.
(sd)

364.16 - Offenses against property
364.164097292 - Violence. Violent offenses against property

Jamaica. Ministry of Justice
(pb1) : Gratis

364.168 - Business, financial, professional offenses

Includes index
ISBN 978-976-8167-56-9 (pbk)

364.17 - Offenses against public morals
364.177 - Illegal sale, possession, use of drugs

National Council on Drug Abuse
Prepared for the United Nations Office on Drug and Crime (UNODC). Includes bibliographical references
(sd)

364.2 - Causes of crime and delinquency

Headley, Bernard D.
ISBN 976-8029-31-5 (pbk)

A report on the children, facilities and administration of Phylls Court, a place of safety / David Picou et. al... - Kingston (UWI, Mona, Kgn. 7): Tropical Metabolic Unit, UWI, 1973. 70p ; 34cm. - A report done by David Picou, Ann Ashworth-Hill, Douglas Kerr, Inger Nurse and Una Tapper Includes appendices


364.67 - Corporal punishment

Committee to Advise or Make Recommendations on Flogging as a Form of Punishment Report of the Committee on Flogging. - Jamaica: [s.n.], 1976. - 26p.; 30cm.

(sd):

364.68 - Non institutional penalties. Deportation

Headley, Bernard D.
Bibliography: p. 77-80
(pbk)

364.8 - Discharged offenders

Howard League of Jamaica

364.9729 - Caribbean Area

Bibliography: p. 265-284

Includes bibliographical references and index

364.97292 - Jamaica. Crime

Barker, Don
Bibliography: p. 62-63
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 978-976-40-0070-9 pbk:

Dalby, Jonathan
Bibliography : p. 141-145
ISBN 976-41-0174-7 (pbk) : $1,300.00

Harriott, Anthony
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 978-976-8125-89-7 (pbk):

Headley, Bernard D.
Bibliography : p. 103-106. - Includes index
ISBN 978-976-8184-6-1 (pbk) : $595.00

Bibliography : p. 263-289
ISBN 0-8204-1413-1 : US$55.00

Lawton, Douglas A.
Bibliography : p. 261-270
ISBN 978-0-9801674-8-1 (pbk) : $1,650.00

Paton, Diana
Bibliography : p.[253]-279. - Includes index
ISBN 978-640-161-6 (pbk): $1,450.00


365 – PENAL AND RELATED INSTITUTIONS
365.6 – INMATES
365.641097292 – Security. Jamaica


365.66 – Services to prisoners

Niles, Bradley

365.9 – HISTORICAL, GEOGRAPHICAL, PERSONS TREATMENT
365.97292 – Prison administration. Jamaica

Henry-Lee, Aldrie


366 - ASSOCIATIONS
366.1 - Freemasonry

Friendly Lodge No. 239
This 200th anniversary souvenir pictorial history / The Friendly Lodge no. 239. - [Kingston (45-47 Barbados Ave., Kgn. 5) : The Lodge, 1998]. - 175p. : ill., tables; 29cm.
(pbk)

Jacobs, Aubrey Shervington
ISBN 976-8138-10-6 (pbk)

Lodge Wolmers 1506
(sd)

Loyal Providence Lodge No. 4
(sd)

Moore Keys Lodge No. 2519
(sd)

Palmer, George W.J.
Includes index
ISBN 976-8172-44-4 (pbk)

Seal-Coon, Fredric William
(sd) : Unpriced

366.97292 - Associations. Jamaica

Kiwanis Club of Downtown Kingston
366.97292 - Associations. Jamaica

**Kiwanis Club of North St. Andrew**

(pbk):

367 - General clubs

(sd) : Unpriced

367.97292 - Kingston Jaycees. Commemoration

Kingston, Jaycees


368 - Insurance

**Caribbean Insurance Conference(6th 1984, Kingston)**

Conference papers / Sixth Caribbean Insurance Conference.
Kingston: [Insurance Association of the Caribbean], 1984. - 1v. (loose-leaf) ; 30cm.
Gratis

**Evans, Evan**

ISBN 976-8124-00-8 (sd)

368.0023 - Insurance profession

**Careers in insurance.** - Kingston (9 King St., Kgn.): N.E.M. Insurance Company, 1984. - 16p : ill; 22cm.
(sd): Gratis
368.00657292 — Insurance organizations in Jamaica

(sd)

Lindo, Donald
ISBN 976-8100-35-4 (pbk)
ISBN 976-8100-36-2

368.3 — INSURANCE AGAINST DEATH, OLD AGE, ILLNESS, INJURY
368.32 — Life insurance

"Life of Jamaica: a history, 1970-1980"
(sd) : Gratis

Jamaica's life insurance industry : its growth and development
[Kingston; National Savings Committee, 197-?]. - iii, 68p. ; 28 cm. - (Working paper no. 21)
(pbk)

368.32002854 — Insurance. Data processing. Computer applications

Island Life Insurance Company
(sd) : Gratis

368.382 — Health insurance

Blue Cross of Jamaica
(pbk)

ISBN 976-610-207-4 (pbk)
368.4 - Government-sponsored insurance

(sd) : Gratis

Canada. [Treaties, etc. Jamaica(1983 Jan. 10)]
The agreement on social security between Canada and Jamaica. [Ottawa]: International Liaison Division, Income Security Programs Branch, Health and Welfare Canada, 1983. -7 p.; 28cm. 
(sd) : Free

Canada [Treaties, etc. Jamaica (1983 Jan.10)]
The agreement on social security between Canada and Jamaica = L'Accord entre le Canada et la Jamaique sur la securite sociale: how does it affect you? = Quelles en sont les consequences pour vous?. -[Ottawa]: Health and Welfare Canada, 1984. - 35p.; 21cm. 

368.4 - Government-sponsored insurance

International Labour Office

International Labour Office
(sd) : Unpriced.

International Labour Office

Jamaica. Ministry of Labour and National Insurance

Jamaica. Ministry of Labour and National Insurance
368.4 - Government-sponsored insurance

Jamaica. Ministry of Labour and National Insurance


Jamaica. Ministry of Labour and National Insurance


Jamaica. Ministry of Labour and National Insurance


Report to the Minister on the second actuarial review of the National Insurance Scheme / prepared by Bacon Woodrow and deSouza. - [S.l. : s.n.], 1977. - 57p ; 21cm.
"Prepared by Bacon Woodrow and deSouza, consulting Actuaries."

368.40972922 - Government-sponsored insurance. Jamaica

Smith, M.G. (Michael Garfield)


368.42 - Accident and health insurance


368.43 - Old age and survivor's insurance

National Savings Committee

(sd) : Gratis.

368.87 - Credit insurance

Goodin, E.G.

Paper delivered to seminar, Export Credit insurance for the Commonwealth Caribbean, held 15-19 August 1977, Antigua (sd) : Gratis.
368.87 - Credit insurance

Jamaica Export Credit Insurance Corporation Guide to export credit insurance / Jamaica Export Credit Insurance Corporation. Kingston (34 Port Royal St, Kgn.) : The Corporation, 1971?. 8p. ; 23x11cm. (sd) : Gratis

Jamaica Export Credit Insurance Corporation scope and functions: the Jamaica Export Credit Insurance Corporation. - Kingston (P.O. Box 3, Nethersole Place, Kgn.) : JECIC, 1981?. - 16p. ; 23x10cm. - The JECIC is a subsidiary of the Bank of Jamaica (sd) : Gratis

369 - MISCELLANEOUS KINDS OF ASSOCIATIONS
369.4 - YOUNG PEOPLE’S SOCIETIES
369.42 - Boys’

Boy’s Town Kingston
Boy's Town 44th anniversary. - [Kingston] : Boy's Town, 1984. 34p. : ill. , ports; 28cm. (sd) : $5.00

369.43 - Boy scouts

Scout Association of Jamaica

Boy Scouts Association of Jamaica

Scout Association of Jamaica

Boys Scouts Association of Jamaica
Proposed constitution. - Kingston : the Association, 1962. 221. ; 29cm. (sd)

369.46 - Girls’

Girls’ Brigade in Jamaica
369.463 – Girl scouts and girl guides

Girl Guides Association of Jamaica
(sd)

The Girl Guides Association of Jamaica
(sd):

369.5 – Service clubs

Bryan, Patrick E.

(sd)

Rotary Club (Montego Bay)
Rotary club of Montego Bay 25th anniversary souvenir / compiled and edited by L. Emile Martin. – Montego Bay, Jamaica (P.O. Box 1224, Montego Bay) : [The Club], [1986]. – 100p. : ill., ports ; 24cm.
(pbk) : Unpriced

Rotary Club (Montego Bay)

369.5097292 – Rotary. Jamaica

Rotary Club (Kingston)
(sd) : Free
369.52 - Rotary. Jamaica. St. Andrew parish

Rotary Club (St. Andrew)
(pbk)

370 - EDUCATION

Commonwealth Education Conference (6th June 1974 Kingston)
(pbk) : Unpriced.

Jamaica. Ministry of Education
106p. : ill., col. map (fold.); 22 cm.

370.1 - Philosophy, theories, general aspects

ISBN 976-40-0049-5 (pbk) : $400.00

Murray, Reginald N.
vi, 128p. ; 22cm. - (Caribbean education series)
Includes bibliographies and index
ISBN 0-340-32423-6 (pbk) : $22.10

370.1097292 - Jamaica. Education

Chambers, W. Val

370.11 - Education for specific objectives

Manley, Michael
Education and development : the way forward / Michael Manley. [Kingston (P.O. Box 258, Kgn.8): Shortwood Teachers' College], 1993. - ix, 10p. ; 21 cm.
Fourth Founders' Day Lecture, Shortwood Teachers' College (sd) : Free
370.113 - Vocational guidance (Career education)

Lochan, Samuel

Education and work case studies of Trinidad and Tobago, Jamaica and Barbados / Samuel Lochan. - Kingston (25 Dominica Dr., Kgn. 5) : The Office of the UNESCO Representative in the Caribbean, 2000. - 62p. ; 21cm. - (Education for all in the Caribbean: assessment 2000 monograph series; no. 23)
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-95037-3-8 (pbk)

The transition of Jamaica youth to the world of work : report / prepared by the Human Development Unit, Planning Institute of Jamaica ; Steven Kerr, Allison Bailey, Pauline Knight. Kingston (10-16 Grenada Way, Kgn. 5) : Planning Institute of Jamaica, 2006. - xv, 72, [58]p. ; 28 cm.
ISBN 976-8103-19-1 (pbk)

370.113097292 - Education, Vocational. Jamaica

Carnegie, Inez Lucille

Dissertation submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Doctor of Education in Teachers College, Columbia University, 1975.

370.115 - Education for social responsibility

Culture and education : the culture agents in schools programme

(pbk)

Gift, Sandra

UNESCO Associated Schools Project Network (ASPnet) and education for all / Sandra Gift. - Kingston (25 Dominica Dr., Kgn. 5) : The Office of the UNESCO Representative in the Caribbean, 1999. x, 38p. ; 21cm. - (Education for all in the Caribbean: assessment 2000 monograph series; no. 13)
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-95037-4-6 (pbk)

370.15 - Educational psychology

Smith, Ronald

370.152097292 - Cognition in children. Jamaica

Samms-Vaughan, Maureen
Cognition, educational attainment and behaviour in a cohort of Jamaican children: a comprehensive look at the development and behaviour of Jamaica's eleven year olds / Maureen Samms-Vaughan.
Kingston (10-16 Grenada Way, Kgn. 5) : PIOJ, 2000. - ix, 103p. ; 28cm. - (Working paper; no. 5)
ISBN 976-8103-05-1 (pbk)

370.1523 - Learning

Matalon, Barbara A.
viii, 117p. : ill., charts; 28cm. - (Chalkboard Press series)
Bibliography : p. 116-117
ISBN 976-632-018-7 (pbk)

Matalon, Barbara A.
The psychology of learning : an introduction / by Barbara A. Matalon. - [Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7)] : Teacher Education Development Dept., University of the West Indies, 1995. - 107p.; 29cm.
"Prepared for student - teachers attending teacher training colleges in Jamaica, West Indies"
Includes bibliographical references (sd) : $300.00

370.1524 - Reason

Assessment tests in reasoning for N.A.P. / written by a panel of experienced teachers. - Kingston (7 Norman Rd., Kgn. C.S.O.):
ISBN 976-625-134-7 (pbk) : $195.00

Brown, J.
1000 practice exercises in mental ability for computerized Common Entrance Examination / by J. Brown C. McGregor.
ISBN 976-8091-34-7 (sd)

370.16 - Education. Caribbean Area. Bibliography

Gender and education in the Commonwealth Caribbean : an annotated bibliography / compiled by Lynda Quamina Aiyejina. - Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7) : University of the West Indies, 2007. - 269p. ; 21cm. - (Institute of Education publication series, vol.3)
Published with the support of UNESCO
ISSN 0799-1880 (pbk)
370.19 - Social aspects of education

Hyman-Anglin, Rhona
Bibliography p. 81-84
ISBN 976-8091-80-0 (pbk)

Hyman-Anglin, Rhona
Bibliography : p.124-129
ISBN 976-8138-35-1 (pbk)

Kambon, Asha
Education and its impact on poverty equity or exclusion / Asha Kambon and Lancelot Busby. - Kingston (25 Dominica Dr., Kgn. 5) : The office of the UNESCO Representative in the Caribbean, 2000. 53p. ; 21cm. - (Education for all in the Caribbean: assessment 2000 monograph series; no. 16)
ISBN 976-95038-1-9 (pbk):

Miller, Errol
Includes bibliographical references (sd)

Murray, Reginald N.

Chairman of Conference: Glen H. Owen (sd) : Gratis

370.193 - School and society relations

Foner, Nancy
Bibliography : p. [160]-164
370.193 - School and society relations

Levin, Diane E.
Includes bibliographical references (sd)

The story of four schools. - [Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7) : University of the West Indies, 1998]. - 118p. ; 22cm.
The findings of the change from within project initiated at the University of the West Indies. (pbk)

370.1934 - Sociocultural factors affecting education

Tortello, Rebecca
(Latin American programme working paper series ; no. 234) (sd)

Winter-Brathwaite, Colleen
Educating for peace, changing the culture of the classroom: a report on an innovative teacher training programme implemented by UNESCO/CARNEID / Colleen Winter-Brathwaite. - Kingston (25 Dominica Dr., Kgn. 5) : The office of the UNESCO Representative in the Caribbean, 2000. - 38p. ; 21cm. - (Education for all in the Caribbean: assessment 2000 monograph series; no. 20)
ISBN 976-95038-5-1 (pbk)

370.19342 - Racial and ethnic factors

Campbell, Carl
(sd) : J$5.00

370.197293 - Education. Trinidad and Tobago. History

Campbell, Carl C.
The young colonials: a social history of education in Trinidad and Tobago 1834-1939 / Carl C. Campbell. - Kingston (1A Aqueduct Flats, Kgn. 7) : The Press, 1996. -[x], 387p. ; 23cm.
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-640-011-3 (pbk) : $800.00
370.19345097292 - Educational surveys. Sex differences. Jamaica

Bailey, Barbara
Gender and education in Jamaica: what about the boys / Barbara Bailey. - Kingston (25 Dominica Dr., Kgn. 5): The Office of the UNESCO Representative in the Caribbean, 2000. - lx, 63p. ; 21cm. - (Education for all in the Caribbean: assessment 2000 monograph series; no. 15)
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-95038-0-0 (pbk)

Evans, Hyacinth
(Social policy analysis and research project; working paper 2)
Includes bibliographic references

Evans, Hyacinth
(Education for all in the Caribbean: assessment 2000 monograph series; no. 12)
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-95037-2-X

370.7 - EDUCATION, RESEARCH, RELATED TOPICS

Quamina-Aiyejina, Lynda
Undergraduate research on education at the University of the West Indies, St. Agustine: Caribbean Studies 1965-1994 / compiled by Lynda Quamina-Aiyejina. - St. Augustine, Trinidad: Caribbean Educational Research Information Service, Faculty of Education, UWI, 1995. - viii, 81p. ; 28cm. -(CERIS bibliographical series; no. 1)
(sd) : $160.00

Murray, Reginald N

University of the West Indies, Jamaica. Institute of Education
370.71 - Education

Parkin, Bingham Lloyd
Bibliography : leaf 315-328

370.7122 - Kindergarten and primary

Grant, D. R. B.
Bibliography : p. 159-173
(pbk): J$14.95

The Hidden curriculum in the school garden / edited by M. Gaynor-Daley. - Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7) : University of the West Indies / Bernard van Leer Foundation Centre for Early Childhood Education, 1994 (reprinting). - iv, 26p. ; 28cm. (The RCTU teaching and learning with "Trashables"; vol. 6)
ISBN 976-632-011-X (sd)

Ideas in pictures / edited by M. Gaynor-Daley. - Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7) : University of the West Indies/Bernard van Leer Foundation Centre for Early Childhood Education, 1994 (reprinting). - xi, 64p. ; 28cm. - (The RCTU teaching and learning with "Trashables"; vol.7)
ISBN 976-632-012-8 (sd):

370.7122 - Kindergarten and primary

ISBN 976-632-009-8 (pbk)

Once upon a time in Jamaica / edited by M. Gaynor-Daley.
Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7): University of the West Indies; Bernard van Leer Foundation Centre for Early Childhood Education, 1994. - iv, 34p. ; 28cm. - (The RCTU teaching and learning with "Trashables"; vol.5)
Cover title. - (reprinting)
ISBN 976-632-010-1 (sd):
370.7122 - Kindergarten and primary

ISBN 976-632-006-2 (pbk)

Cover title


370.729 - Education Elementary. Research. West Indies

Miller, Errol
Education for all in the Caribbean in the 1990’s: retrospect and prospect / Errol Miller. - Kingston (25 Dominica Dr., Kgn. 5) : The office of the UNESCO Representative in the Caribbean, 1999 - 81p. ; 21cm. - (Education for all in the Caribbean: assessment 2000 monograph series; no.19)
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-95038-4-5 (pbk):

370.7294 - School enrollment. Haiti

(Edcuation for all in the Caribbean: assessment 2000 monograph series; no. 17)
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-95038-2-7
370.72986 - Education. West Indies, Dutch

Clemencia, Joceline
Language is more than language in the development of Curacao / Joceline Clemencia. - Kingston (25 Dominica Dr., Kgn. 5) : The office of the UNESCO Representative in the Caribbean, 1999. - ix, 43p. ; 21cm. - (Education for all in the Caribbean: assessment 2000 monograph series; no. 14)
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-95037-5-4

370.73 - Institutions of higher education

Downie, Eric
Mico over the last twenty years / Eric Downie. - Kingston : Eric Downie, 1977?. - 10p ; 29cm.
(sd) : Unpriced.

Cover title: Mico Teachers' College Handbook

370.733 - Practice teaching. Student teaching, handbooks, manuals, etc.

Rose, Hyacinth
Bibliography : p. 95-97
976-632-024-1( pbk)

370.74 - Education. Jamaica. Exhibitions

Jamaica. Ministry of Education, Youth and Culture

370.78 - Educational research

Conference on Educational Research of the Ministry of Education(1st 1982 Kingston)
Cover title: Studies in Jamaican education
(sd) : Unpriced
370.783 - Educational research. Jamaica

Miller, Errol L.
Bibliography : p. 196-198
ISBN 0-88936-399-4 (pbk) : Unpriced

370.9 - Education. Jamaica. History

Development and disillusion in Third World education, with emphasis on Jamaica / edited by Vincent D'Oyley and Reginald Murray.
Toronto: Ontario Institute for Studies in Education, 1979. 185p ; 24cm. - (Symposium series : The Ontario Institute for studies in education; 10)
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 0-7744-0182-6 (bk) : $15.30

Whyte, Millicent
A short history of education in Jamaica / Millicent Whyte.
(Caribbean education series)
Bibliography : p. 162-162. - Index

370.9729 - Education. West Indies


Jules, Vena
ISBN 976-95038-6-X (bk)

370.9729 - Education. West Indies

Jules, Vena
ISBN 976-95038-3-0 (bk)
370.97292 - Education. Jamaica

(pbk)

Evans, Hyacinth
Inside Hillview High School: an ethnography of an urban
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-640-194-2 (pbk): $1,500.00

Haughton, John
A common-sense look at education in Jamaica today / by John
Haughton. - Kingston (1B Hillman Rd., Kgn. 8): Teachers for a
(sd): Unpriced

Jamaica. Ministry of Education
The education thrust of the 70's. - Kingston, 1973. - lv. (various pagings); 36cm.
(pbk)

Jamaica. Task Force on Educational Reform
A transformed education system 2004: report presented to the
most Hon. P.J. Patterson, ON, PC, QC, MP / by Dr. Rae Davis,
Chairman. - Kingston (58A Half Way Tree Rd., Kgn. 10): Jamaica
(pbk):

Whyte, Millicent
A short history of education in Jamaica / Millicent Whyte
(pbk)

370.97294 - Education. Haiti

Hadjadj, Bernard
Education for all in Haiti over the last 20 years: assessment and perspective / Bernard Hadjadj. - Kingston (25 Dominica Dr., Kgn. 5): The office of the UNESCO Representative in the Caribbean, 2000. - x, 66p. : 21cm. (Education for all in the Caribbean: assessment 2000 monograph series; no. 18)
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-95038-3-5(pbk):
370.972983 - Education. Trinidad and Tobago

Campbell, Carl C.
Bibliography: p. 129-130. - Includes index
ISBN 976-8100-05-2 (pbk)

370.97297 - Education. Leeward Islands

Fergus, Howard A.
Bibliography: p. 222-229. - Includes index

371 - Schools and their activities; Special Education
371.0025 - Schools, Jamaican. Directories

Jamaica directory of educational institutions 1999-2000.
(pbk)

Jamaica. Ministry of Education and Culture. Planning and Development Division Statistics Section
"Errata" slip tipped in
(sd):

371.01 - Public schools and school systems

Prepared by the Education Sector Assessment Team. - First issued as a report: 1973
(spiral)

371.02025 - Private schools. Directory

(sd) : $250.00
371.04 - EXPERIMENTAL SCHOOLS
371.042 - Home schools

Blake Hannah, Barbara
Home - the first school: a Jamaican handbook / by Barbara Blake Hannah. - Kingston (P.O. Box 727, Kgn. 6) : Jamaica Media Productions Ltd., 2009. - 138p. : ill. ; 21cm.
Cover title - Home: the first school: a homeschooling guide to early childhood education (pbk)

371.0107292 - Public schools. Jamaica

de Carteret College
(pbk)

371.0713 - Anglican schools

Diocese of Jamaica and the Cayman Islands.
Education and Youth Department 10 facts students in an Anglican school should know / prepared by The Education and Youth Department Diocese of Jamaica and the Cayman Islands. - [S.l.]: Diocese of Jamaica and the Cayman Islands, 2008. - 24p. : col. ill., map; 22cm.
(sd)

371.071342 - Christian religious schools. Anglican Churches

Anglican Diocese of Jamaica and the Cayman Islands. Department of Education and Youth
Form, inform, transform: bringing our children closer to God / prepared by the Department of Education and Youth, Diocese of Jamaica the Cayman Islands. - [S.l.]: Diocese of Jamaica and the Cayman Islands, [n.d.]. - 80p. : ill. col.; 21 cm.
Includes appendix of listing of Diocesan schools.
(pbk)

371.1 - TEACHERS, TEACHING AND RELATED ACTIVITIES
371.10092 - Teachers. Thompson, Herbert, 1950- Biography

Thompson, Herbert J.
ISBN 976-8171-52-9 (pbk)
ISBN 976-8171-53-7
371.1009729 - Teaching. Case studies

Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-632-029-2 (pbk)

371.10097292 - Teaching. Jamaica

Lewis, Veta E.
Teachers of heart and mind: creating the connection / Veta E. Lewis. - Kingston (77 Shortwood Rd., Kgn. 8) : Shortwood Teachers' College, 2000. - 14p. ; 22cm. - (Shortwood Teachers' College Founders Day lecture series)
(sd)

371.102 - Teaching

Teaching Caribbean students: research on social issues in the Caribbean and abroad / editors Tony Bastick, Austin Ezenne. Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7) : Department of Educational Studies, University of the West Indies, 2003. - xxii, 466p. ; 24 cm.
Bibliography: p. 451-454
ISBN 976-632-046-2 (pbk) : US$41.78

371.102023 - Teacher-student relations

Whyte, Monica
(sd) : $500.00

371.103 - Teacher-parent conferences

Parents as Partners in Education (1999 February 24-25)
ISBN 976-610-137-x (pbk):

371.108696 - Retired teachers. Jamaica

Retired Teachers' Association
Cover title
(sd) : $100.00
371.11 - Personal characteristics of teachers

HEART Trust/National Training Agency
(sd): Free

Miller, Errol L.
Marginalization of the black male : insights from the development of the teaching profession / Errol Miller. - [Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7) : ISER, University of the West Indies], 1986.
88p. : ports; 21cm.
"Inaugural Aubrey Phillips Memorial Lecture, University of the West Indies, Jamaica April 30, 1986". - t.p.
(pbk)

Miller, Errol L.
Marginalization of the black male : insights from the development of the teaching profession / Errol Miller. - 2nd. ed.
ISBN 976-8125-04-7 (pbk) : $225.00

371.2 - School administration

Includes bibliographical references.

James-Reid, Olga
Teaching : its management and function / Olga James-Reid.
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-8184-09-4 (pbk): US$10.68

Jones, Sonia O.
371p. ; 26cm.
Bibliography: p. 371
ISBN 976-8125-35-7 (pbk): $1,500.00

Thomas, C. J.
Fundamentals of educational administration / C. J. Thomas.
Printed by Lithomedia Printers, 66A Brunswick Ave., Spanish Town, Jamaica
ISBN 976-610-449-2 (pbk)
371.20092 - College administrators. Jamaica

(sd)

371.2009729 - SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION; ADMINISTRATION OF STUDENT ACADEMIC ACTIVITIES. CARIBBEAN

Researching change in Caribbean education : curriculum teaching and administration / editors Tony Bastick, Austin Ezenne ; forward by Zellynne Jennings. - Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7) : Department of Educational Studies, University of the West Indies, 2003. - xvi, 363p. ; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-632-045-4 (pbk) : US$37.65

371.201 - PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT
371.2011 - School administrators

Leadership for school improvement in the Caribbean / editor: Austin Ezenne. - Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7) : Department of Educational Studies, University of the West Indies, 2008. xx, 299p. ; 24cm.
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 978-976-632-050-8 (pbk)

371.207 - Executive management

Harvey, Claudia
(pbk)

371.21 - Matriculation (Admission)

Bernard van Leer Foundation (Netherlands)

371.22 - Scholarships

Students' Loan Bureau(Jamaica)
(sd)
371.24 – School day and week

Ragbir, Frank
An experiment to investigate the effects of school feeding on school attendance / Frank Ragbir. - Kingston (2 National of Heroes Circle, Kgn. 4) : Ministry of Education, Research Section, 1982
30 leaves; 29cm.
Bibliography : leaf 30
(sd) : Gratis

371.26 – Educational test and measurements

Richardson, Mary
ISBN 976-632-023-3 (pbk)

371.291 – STUDENT MOBILITY
371.2912 – School completion

Lalor, Dennis
Awakening to the possibilities : address to annual presentation of graduates ceremony at the University of the West Indies, Mona Campus, 6 November 1993 / by Dennis Lalor. - Kingston (1A Aqueduct Flats, Kgn. 7) : Canoe Press, 1994. - 6p. ; 26cm.
ISBN 976-8125-07-1 (sd)

371.294 – School attendance

Johnson, Shawn
ISBN 978-976-35214-7-6 (pbk)

371.3 – TEACHING METHODS. METHODS OF INSTRUCTION AND STUDY
371.30281 – Techniques of study

Millin, Glenford
(sd)

Smith, John O.
Study to learn to pass / [John O. Smith]. - [S.l. : s.n., 1990?]. - 28p. ; 13 x 18cm. - (Montego Bay : Speedy Prints Ltd.)
(sd) : $6.55
371.3078 – Use of apparatus, equipment, materials in study and teaching

Dunn, Hopeton
(sd)

Watson, Randolph N.
Bibliography : p. 153-156
ISBN 976-8138-36-X (pbk)

371.32 – Use of textbooks

King, Ruby

Sherlock, Philip Manderson

Wiles, Audrey
(sd) : 70 cents

371.33 – Teaching aids, equipment, materials

Russell-Brown, Pauline
(sd)

Teacher's guide: Henry learns to drive / prepared in the Technical Services Department, JAMAL Foundation. – Kingston [47b South Camp Road, Kgn.]: JAMAL Foundation, 1980. – 29p ; 28cm.
(sd):

University of the West Indies
371.332 – Teaching methods. Basic school

University of the West Indies/Bernard van Leer Foundation

Learn, stretch, reach : the University of the West Indies / Bernard van Leer Foundation North Coast Project for Training Basic School Teachers in Jamaica. - Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7) : BVLF Centre for early Childhood Education, 1993. - 96p. : ill. ; 28cm.
ISBN 976-8070-13-7 (sd)

371.334 – Data processing. Computer science

Daley-Morris, Paula

Introduction of information technology to schools in Jamaica / Paula Daley-Morris. - Kingston (25 Dominica Dr., Kgn. 5) : The office of the UNESCO Representative in the Caribbean, 2000. xiii, 38p. ; 21cm. - (Education for all in the Caribbean: assessment 2000 monograph series; no. 22)
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-95038-8-6 (pbk)

371.335 – Audiovisual and visual materials and equipment

Jamaica. Ministry of Education Educational Broadcasting Service

(sd) : Free to schools

371.4 – Guidance and counseling


various pagings ; 34cm.

371.422 – Intellectual and educational guidance

Phillips, Leevon

The smart student's handbook / Leevon Phillips. - Kingston (17 Ruthven Road, Kgn. 10) : Institute of Business and Professional Development, 2006. - iv, 47p. ; 16 x 23cm.
ISBN 976-8203-10-2 (spiral)

371.425 – Vocational guidance

Jamaica. Manpower Research Unit

371.425 – Vocational guidance

**Phillips, Leevon**
ISBN 978-976-8203-70-0 (pbk)

**Phillips, Leevon**
(pbk)

**Phillips, Leevon**

371.7 – STUDENT WELFARE. SCHOOL HEALTH AND SAFETY
371.716 – Nutrition of students

**Survey of the school feeding programme : report no.1** / survey by Ministry of Education. – , 1979. – 102p. ;34cm.
(pbk)

371.75 – Athletics

**Macdonald, Herbert**

371.8 – STUDENTS
371.805 – Serial publications

**Jones, Loveda**

371.81 – Student movements

**Jules, Vena**
Students' affective reactions to their early secondary schooling experiences in Trinidad and Tobago / Vena Jules. – Kingston (25 Dominica Dr., Kgn. 5) : The office of the UNESCO Representative in the Caribbean, 1999. – 50p. ; 21cm. – (Education for all in the Caribbean: assessment 2000 monograph series; no. 4)
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-95036-7-3 (pbk):
371.81 - Student movements

Richardson, Mary F.
Identity in the Jamaican context: personality and attitudes of
tertiary students / Mary F. Richardson. - Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7) :
Faculty of Education, University of the West Indies, c1992. - iii,
94p. ; 26 cm.
ISBN 976-632-005-5 (sd) : $50.00

371.82 - SPECIFIC KINDS OF STUDENTS
371.823 - Education of boys

Parry, Odette
Male underachievement in high school education in Jamaica,
Barbados, and St. Vincent and the Grenadines / Odette Parry.
vi, 75p. ; 23cm.
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-8125-073-X (pbk) : $650.00

371.82996073 - Afro-American boys. Education. Social aspects

Ferguson, Ann Arnett
Bad boys: public schools in the making of black masculinity
/ Ann Arnett Ferguson. - Ann Arbor : University of Michigan Press,
2000. - xi, 256p. ; 24cm. - (Law, meaning and violence)
Includes bibliography and index

371.83 - Student organizations

Wolmer's Alumni Association of the U.S.A.
Wolmer's 250, 1729-1979 / Wolmer's Alumni Association of the
28cm. - Issued to celebrate the 250th anniversary of Wolmer's High
School on May 21, 1979.

371.9 - Special education

Exceptional students in the classroom / editors, Mary Dixon ... [et. al]. - Kingston : Joint Board of Teacher Education.
vi, 189p. : ill., tables ; 28 cm. - (Textbook Series ; no. 5)
Includes bibliographies and index
ISBN 976-632-021-7 (pbk)
371.90729 – Special education. West Indies. Research

Bergsma, Sijtze
The regular classroom as battleground for inclusive special needs education: an assessment of options of special needs education in the Commonwealth Caribbean / Sijtze Bergsma.
(Education for all in the Caribbean: assessment 2000 monograph series; no.26)
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-95068-2-6 (pbk)

371.912 – Deaf and hearing-impaired students

(sd) : Gratis

372 – ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

Figueroa, John Joseph
"Further reading" : p. 201-202

Jamaica Teachers Association
Education week guide for schools, D.A.s (District Associations) and P.A.s (Parish Associations) / by Jeet Khullar.
Kingston, 1972?. - 14p. ; 28cm.

Schmidt, Fran
Conflict solving for Jamaican children / Fran Schmidt and Alice Friedman; original illustrator Teresa Solotoff. - Rev. ed. / additional illustration by Las May; cover design and perky parrot illustration by Howard Moo Young. - Kingston : PALS Jamaica, 1994. 26p. : ill. ; 29cm. - Grade 6 student workbook
ISBN 976-8139-29-3 (sd)

Walters, Elsa H.
372.011 - Elementary education for specific objectives. Project for early childhood education

Waters, Elinor


(sd) : Unpriced

372.1262 - Education, Primary, Jamaica. Examinations, questions


ISBN 976-625-132-0 (pbk) : $195.00

372.1262 - Education, Primary, Jamaica. Examinations, questions

Delapenha, Joan

Multiple choice papers for Common Entrance in mathematics, practice English and mental ability / Joan Delapenha; Jean RoseLiz Scholefield. - Kingston (P.O. Box 1028, Kgn) : Heinemann, 1982.

iv, 95p. : ill. ; 30cm.

Cover title : Multiple choice practice papers for Common Entrance in mathematics, English and mental ability
Pt.1 Answer sheet included.

(sd) : $8.50

Delapenha, Joan

Multiple choice practice papers for Common Entrance in mathematics, English and mental ability / Joan Delapenha; Jean RoseLiz Scholefield. - Kingston (P.O. Box 1028, Kgn.) : Heinemann, 1983. - 103p: ill; 29cm.

Cover title : Multiple choice practice papers for Common Entrance in mathematics, English and mental ability.
Pt.2 Answers included

(sd) : $8.50

James, George

Understanding primary school mathematics / George James. - Kingston (P.O. Box 1028, Kgn.) : Heinemann Educational Books (Caribbean), [1988?]. 175p. ; 25 cm.

"A practical guide to Common Entrance Examination"
ISBN 976-605-059-7 (pbk)

James, George

First published 1987
ISBN 976-605-059-7 (pbk)

**Mathematics.** – Kingston (P.O. Box 489, Kgn. 10) : Longman Jamaica, 1981. - 64p. ; 29 cm. - (Longman practice papers for Common Entrance)


**Mental ability.** – Kingston (P.O. Box 489, Kgn. 10) : Longman Jamaica, 1982. - 72p. ; 29cm. - (Longman practice papers for Common Entrance)
ISBN 0-582-75071-7 (sd) : $6.50

**Noel, Dorothy**

English / Dorothy Noel. – Kingston (P.O. Box 489, Kgn. 10) : Longman Jamaica, 1982. - 71p; 29cm. - (Longman practice papers for Common Entrance)

**Noel, Dorothy**

Longman revision guide for Common Entrance English / Dorothy Noel, Keith Noel, Myrtle Kellier. – Kingston (P.O. Box 489, Kgn. 10) : Longman Jamaica, 1986. - 128p. ; 26cm.
ISBN 976-8010-10-X (pbk)

**Noel, Dorothy**

Longman revision guide for junior English / Dorothy Noel, Keith Noel, Myrtle Kellier. – Kingston (P.O. Box 489, Kgn. 10): Longman Jamaica, 1986. - 128p. ; 26cm. - (1989 printing)
Previously published as: Longman revision guide for Common Entrance English
(pbk)

**Ying, Neville**

Creative Common Entrance multiple choice papers in Mathematics / Neville Ying and Claude Packer. – Kingston (P.O. Box 134, Kgn. 7) : Caribbean Authors Publishing Co., 1982. - iv, 185p. ; 28cm.
(pbk): $6.00

372.19 – Elementary education in subject areas

**Campbell, Pauline**

ISBN 976-8100-31-1 (pbk) : $353.50
372.19 - Elementary education in subject areas

Campbell, Pauline

Includes bibliography
ISBN 976-8100-34-6 (pbk): $355.50

Jamaica. Ministry of Education. General Education Unit

(sd) : Free to schools

Mark, Albert A.


Mark, Albert A.

A second guide to the Jamaica Common Entrance / by Albert A. Mark ; revised by Claude Lutchman. - Kingston (54 King St, Kgn.) : Collins Sangster, 1979. - 48p; 23cm. - ("Metric ed.") Cover
ISBN 392100-10 (sd) : J$2.95

372.2 - Specific levels of elementary education

Schmidt, Fran

Conflict solving for Jamaican children / Fran Schmidt and Alice Friedman; original illustrations by Teresa Solotoff. - Rev. ed. / additional illustrations by Las May; cover design and perky parrot illustration by Howard Moo Young. - Kingston: PALS Jamaica, Grade 1 student workbook, 1994. - 26p. : ill. ; 29cm.

Schmidt, Fran

Conflict solving for Jamaican children: original illustrator Teresa Solotoff / Fran Schmidt and Alice Friedman. - Rev. ed. / additional illustration by Las May; cover design and perky parrot illustration by Howard Moo young. - Kingston: PALS Jamaica, Grade 2 student workbook, 1994. - 26p. : ill. ; 29cm.
ISBN 976-8139-25-0 (sd):
372.2 - Specific levels of elementary education

Schmidt, Fran
Conflict solving for Jamaican children / Fran Schmidt and Alice Friedman; original illustrator Teresa Solotoff. - Rev. ed. / additional illustration by Las May; cover design and perky parrot illustration by Howard Moo Young. - Kingston: PALS Jamaica, Grade 3 student workbook, 1994. - 26p. : ill. ; 29cm.
ISBN 976-8139-26-9 (sd)

Schmidt, Fran
Conflict solving for Jamaican children / Fran Schmidt and Alice Friedman; original illustrator Teresa Solotoff. - Rev. ed. / additional illustration by Las May; cover design and perky parrot illustration by Howard Moo Young. - Kingston: PALS Jamaica, Grade 4 student workbook, 1994. - 26p. : ill. ; 29cm.
ISBN 976-8139-27-7 (sd)

Schmidt, Fran
Conflict solving for Jamaican children / Fran Schmidt and Alice Friedman; original illustrator Teresa Solotoff. - Rev. ed. / additional illustration by Las May; cover design and perky parrot illustration by Howard Moo Young. - Kingston: PALS Jamaica, Grade 5 student workbook, 1994. - 26p. : ill. ; 29cm.
ISBN 976-8139-28-5 (sd)

Schmidt, Fran
Conflict solving for Jamaican children / Fran Schmidt and Alice Friedman; original illustrator Teresa Solotoff. - Rev. ed. / additional illustration by Las May; cover design and perky parrot illustration by Howard Moo Young. - Kingston: PALS Jamaica, Grades 1 and 2 teachers' manual, 1994. - 26p. : ill. ; 29cm.
ISBN 976-8139-30-7 (sd)

Schmidt, Fran
Conflict solving for Jamaican children / Fran Schmidt and Alice Friedman; original illustrator Teresa Solotoff. - Rev. ed. / additional illustration by Las May; cover design and perky parrot illustration by Howard Moo Young. - Kingston: PALS Jamaica, Grades 3 and 4 teachers' manual, 1994. - 26p. : ill. ; 29cm.
ISBN 976-8139-31-5 (sd)

Schmidt, Fran
Conflict solving for Jamaican children / Fran Schmidt and Alice Friedman; original illustrator Teresa Solotoff. - Rev. ed. / additional illustration by Las May; cover design and perky parrot illustration by Howard Moo Young. - Kingston: PALS Jamaica, Grades 5 and 6 Teachers' Manual, 1994. - 26p. : ill. ; 29cm.
ISBN 976-8139-32-3 (sd)
372.21 - Preschool education and kindergarten

Campbell, Al
Preschool skills fun learning - 3 years and older / text and artwork by A. J. Campbell ; R. Y. Campbell and E. M. Campbell.
Spanish Town (P.O. Box 763) : SunZone Books, 2005. - 39p. : ill. ; 28 cm. - (SunZone Workbooks)
ISBN 976-95152-1-3 (pbk)

The Ethiopian Orthodox Church
St. Tekle Haimanot Basic School of the Ethiopian Orthodox Church 10th anniversary souvenir magazine / Ethiopian Orthodox Church. - Bull Bay (Greenvale View, Nine Miles) : Ethiopian Orthodox Church, 1992. - 24p. : ill. ; 22cm.
(sd) : Free

Jamaica. Ministry of Education
Early childhood education programme / Ministry of Education.
Bibliography : p.[3]
(sd) : Gratis

The financing and administration of early childhood education in basic schools in Jamaica / Policy Analysis Unit. - Kingston(P.O. Box 498, Kgn. 4) : Ministry of Education, 2002. - 64 leaves : ill. ; 28cm.
(spiral)

Johnson, Shawn
Head start integrated studies through shapes and colours grades K-1 / Shawn Johnson. - [Kingston (8 Farewell Avenue, Kingston 19)] : Shawn Johnson Associates, 2007. - 83p. : ill. ; 28cm. - (Head start learning series : grade K-1)
ISBN 978-976-95214-8-3 (sd)

Jones, Doreen
ISBN 976-8192-65-8 (pbk)

McLean, Maureen
ISBN 978-976-8218 (pbk)
372.21 - Preschool education and kindergarten

McLean, Maureen

372.2109729 - Jamaica. Preschool education

Burke-Ramsay, Angela

Charles, Leon
Measuring the impact : an assessment of the progress made in achieving the objectives of the education for all : assessment 2000 process as related to early childhood education, care and development in the Caribbean / Leon Charles. - Kingston (25 Dominica Dr., Kgn. 5) : The office of the UNESCO Representative in the Caribbean, 1999. - xii, 42p. ; 21cm. - (Education for all in the Caribbean : assessment 2000 monograph series; no. 5) Includes bibliographical references ISBN 976-95036-5-7 (pbk)

Samms-Vaughn, Maureen

372.216 - Education, Preschool


372.24 - Specific levels of elementary school
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372.24 - Specific levels of elementary school

Miller, Errol L.
Jamaican primary education : a review of policy-relevant studies / Errol Miller. - Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7) : Green Lizard Press, 1997. xiv, 177p. ; 23cm. - (Monograph series ; no.1)
ISBN 976-632-015-2 (pbk) : $400.00

Vaz Preparatory School.

372.241 - Lower level

St. John's Preparatory School 20th anniversary magazine.
(sd) : Unpriced

372.3 - Computers, science, technology, health

Channer, L.
ISBN 978-976-8218-02-5 (pbk)

Johnson, Shawn
ISBN 978-976-95283-3-8 (pbk)

Miller, Errol
ISBN 976-8029-74-9 (pbk)

Periera, Sheila
A primary school text
(pbk) : J$6.00

Swaby, Eda M.
Grade 3 primary school reader
372.3 – Computers, science, technology, health

Swaby, Eda M.
Grade 3 primary school reader

Swaby, Eda M.
Grade 3 primary school reader

Swaby, Eda M.
(sd) : J$0.20

Williams, Sonia
Carlong integrated practice tests : science part 1 / Sonia Williams. – Kingston (P. O. Box 489, Kgn. 10) : Carlong Publishers, 2006. – vi, 111p. : ill. ; 28 cm.
GSAT upper primary

372.3043 – Science education. Social aspects. West Indies

George, June
The boundaries between Caribbean beliefs and practices and conventional science : implications for science education in the Caribbean / June George and Joyce Glasgow. – Kingston (25 Dominica Dr., Kgn. 5) : The office of the UNESCO Representative in the Caribbean, 1999. – 42p. ; 21cm. – (Education for all in the Caribbean : assessment 2000 monograph series; no. 10)
ISBN 976-95037-0-2 (pbk)

372.3097292 – Science. Study and teaching (Elementary)

Fray, John
(pbk)

372.35 – Science and technology

Hibbert, Lisa N.
ISBN 976-8171-32-4(pbk): $250.00
372.35 - Science and technology

Hibbert, Lisa N.
Computer studies workbook. Book 2 / Lisa N. Hibbert.
ISBN 976-8171-33-2 (pbk) : $250.00

Hibbert, Lisa N.
ISBN 976-8171-35-9 (pbk) : $250.00

Hibbert, Lisa N.
ISBN 976-8171-36-7 (pbk) : $250.00

Hibbert, Lisa N.
ISBN 976-8171-37-5 (pbk) : $250.00

Hibbert, Lisa N.
28 cm.
ISBN 976-8171-71-5 (sd)

Hibbert, Lisa N.
; 28 cm.
ISBN 976-8171-74-X (sd)

Hibbert, Lisa N.
28 cm.
ISBN 976-8171-75-8 (sd)

372.35076 - Science. Activity programmes

McClenan, Vilma
First steps in science activity, book 2 / Vilma McClenan.
Rev. ed. - Kingston (P.O. Box 489, Kgn. 10) : Carlong (Caribbean)
ISBN 976-8010-55-X (sd)

McClenan, Vilma
First steps in science - Teacher's guide 1 for pupils
introductory activity book 1 / Vilma McClenan, Marva Griffith-
Green. - Rev. ed. - Kingston (P.O. Box 489, Kgn. 10) : Carlong
372.35076 - Science. Activity programmes

McClenan, Vilma
ISBN 976-8010-17-7 (pbk)

McClenan, Vilma

McClenan, Vilma
First steps in science / Vilma McClenan ; Marva Griffith-Green. - Kingston (P.O. Box 489, Kgn. 10): Carlong, 1994. - 64p. : ill. ; 22cm.
ISBN 976-8010-54-1 (sd)

372.357 - Nature study. Environmental education - Jamaica

McCaulay, Diana
(sd) : Free to schools

McCaulay, Diana
Tree planting for schools / by Diana McCaulay; illustrations George Hay. - [Kingston? : s.n., 1996. - 10p. : ill. ; 21cm. (Children and the environment)
(sd) : Free to schools

372.37 - Personal health and safety. Health and hygiene. Workbooks

Carlong primary integrated studies. Year 1: getting to know my body / Vilma McMcclenan ... [et.al]. - Kingston (P.O. Box 489, Kgn. 10): Carlong Publishers (Caribbean), 2003. - x, 126p. : col. ill. ; 22 cm. - (Carlong primary integrated studies ; year 1, term 1 unit 2)
ISBN 976-638-0589 (pbk)

Carlong primary integrated studies: inside my body / Vilma McClenan ... [et al]. - Kingston (P.O. Box 489, Kgn. 10): Carlong Publishers (Caribbean) Limited, 2005. - viii, 158p. : col. ill. ; 22 cm. - (Carlong primary integrated studies: year 2 term 1 unit 1)
ISBN 976-638-082-1 (pbk):
372.37 – **Personal health and safety. Health and hygiene. Workbooks**

**Carlong Primary integrated studies : taking care of myself** / Vilma McClenan ... [et al.]. Kingston (P. O. Box 489, Kgn. 10) : Carlong Publishers (Caribbean), 2005. – viii, 176p. : ill. ; 22 cm. – (Carlong primary integrated studies; year 2 term 1 unit 2)

ISBN 976 638 081-3 (pbk)

**Carlong primary integrated studies year 2 : knowing and taking care of my body** / Vilma McClenan ... [et al.]. – Kingston (P. O. Box 489, Kgn. 10) : Carlong Publishers (Caribbean),2005. – x, 181p. : ill., (some col.) ; 28 cm. – (Carlong primary integrated studies ; yr. 3 term unit 1)

ISBN 976-638-074-0 (pbk)

372.4 – **Reading**

**Beckford, Camille**


ISBN 976-610-729-7 (pbk)

**Campbell, Hyacinth**


**Campbell, Hyacinth**


**Dilworth, W.W.G.**


**Dilworth, W.W.G.**

372.4 - Reading

**Edwards, Violet**
(pbk)

**Elliott, Fayanne**
Leaps and bounds in literacy : developing reading skills : workbook 4 / Fayanne Elliott. - Kingston (97 Church St., Kgn.) : Jamaica Publishing House, 2006. - 146p. : ill. ; 28 cm. - (Leaps and bounds in literacy)
ISBN 976-606-024-X (pbk)

**Henry, Peggy**
Essays in reading / editors Peggy Henry, Marilyn Duchesne. [Kingston (P.O. Box 20, Kgn. 16)] : Jamaica Reading Association, 1974. - 133p. ; 28cm.
(sd) : Unpriced

**Pells, Carolyn**
(sd)

**Robinson, Eugena**
ISBN 976-8007-09-5 (pbk)

**Wilson, Don**
Teacher's book / Don Wilson, Dennis Craig, Hyacinth Campbell. Kingston (P.O. Box 1028, Kgn.) : published on behalf of the Ministry of Education, Jamaica by Heinemann Educational, 1978. iv, 280p. : ill. ; 19 cm. - (LMW Language Arts : Year 1 Term 1)
Produced in the Language Materials Workshop, School of Education, UWI, Mona.
Limited distribution
(pbk)

**Wilson, Don**
Teacher's book / Don Wilson, Dennis Craig, Hyacinth Campbell; illustrated by I. Crewdson and S. Fry. - Kingston (P.O. Box 1028, Kgn.) : Heinemann EducationalBooks, 1978. - 217p. ; 21 cm. - (LMW primary language arts : Year 1 Term 2)
Produced in the language Materials Workshop, School of Education, UWI, Mona
(sd) : J$12.50
372.4 - Reading

Wilson, Don

Wilson, Don
Teacher's book / Don Wilson, Dennis Craig, Hyacinth Campbell. Kingston (P.O. Box 1028, Kgn.) : Published on behalf of the Ministry of Education, Jamaica by Heinemann Educational, 1979. 205p. : ill., ; 18 cm. - (LMW primary language arts ; Year 2 Term 1) Produced in the Language Materials Workshop, School of Education, UWI, Mona. - Limited distribution (pbk):

Wilson, Don
Teacher's book / Don Wilson, Dennis Craig, Hyacinth Campbell. Kingston (P.O. Box 1028, Kgn.) : Published on behalf of the Ministry of Education, Jamaica by Heinemann Educational, 1979. 334p. : ill. ; 19 cm. - (LMW primary language arts ; Year 2, Terms 2 & 3) Produced in the Language Materials Workshop, School of Education, UWI, Mona. - Limited distribution (pbk)

Wilson, Don
Teacher's book / Don Wilson, Dennis Craig, Hyacinth Campbell. Kingston (P.O. Box 1028, Kgn.) : Published on behalf of the Ministry of Education, Jamaica by Heinemann Educational, 1980. 122p. ; 18 cm. - (LMW primary language arts ; Year 3) Produced in the Language Materials Workshop, School of Education, UWI, Mona. - Limited distribution (pbk)

Wilson, Don

372.4044 - Reading (Primary). Jamaica

Milner, Valentine
372.41 - Instructional materials, reading readiness, methods of Instruction and study

Milner, Valentine
Mico diagnosis reading test / by Valentine Milner. - Kingston (5 Manhattan Rd., Kgn. 5) : Mico College CARE Centre, 2006. - 1 folder
Contents: 1. student booklet, 2. Examiners manual, 3. Masters for records sheet

372.412 - Reading. Instructional materials

The Organization of American States, Government of Jamaica Pre-Primary/Primary Reading Project. Ministry of Education.
Core Curriculum Unit
(sd) : Unpriced

Big people and other stories. - Kingston (2 Caenwood Rd, Kgn.5):
The Organization of American States. Government of Jamaica Pre-primary/ Primary Reading Project. Ministry of Education.
Core Curriculum Unit
(sd) : Unpriced

Blair, R.
Fun with reading: an infant integrated reader / R. Blair, M. McLean, L. Fearon. - Manchester (71 Manchester Road, P.O. Box 1293, Mandeville P.O., Manchester): Mid-Island Educators, 2009. - 149p. : col. ill. ; 28cm.
For 5 years old
ISBN 978-976-8218-24-7 (pbk)

Boyce, Ralph
Garbage money / Ralph Boyce. - Kingston (P.O. Box 20, Kgn. 10) : Jamaica Reading Association, Cop., 1974. - 8p. : illl. ; 22cm.
(Guinep series)
(sd) : Unpriced

Boyce, Ralph
The race / Ralph Boyce. - Kingston (P.O. Box 20, Kgn.16):
(sd) : Unpriced

Brown, Diane
New Caribbean junior reader / Diane Brown, Peggy Campbell.
ISBN 0-0602-22669-4 (sd)
372.412 — Reading. Instructional materials

Browne, Diane
New Caribbean junior reader / Diane Browne, Peggy Campbell.

Campbell, Peggy

Campbell, A.J.
ISBN 976-610-607-X (pbk)

Chambers, W. Val
(pbk)

Chambers, W. Val
(pbk)

Fidge, Louis
ISBN 978-0-2300-2611-7 (pbk) : $908.00
ISBN 978-0-2307-2512-6 (CD)

Fidge, Louis
ISBN 978-0-2307-2513-3 (CD)
372.412 - Reading. Instructional materials

Fidge, Louis
ISBN 978-0-2300-2623-0 (pbk): $926.00
ISBN 978-0-2307-2514-0 (CD)

Fidge, Louis
ISBN 978-0-2300-2612-4 (pbk): $792.00

Fidge, Louis
ISBN 978-0-2300-2618-6 (pbk): $792.00

Fidge, Louis
ISBN 978-0-2300-2624 (pbk): $793.00

Grandison, Winnifred

Henry, Peggy
The goat and the money / by Peggy Henry. - Kingston (P.O. Box 20, Kgn. 16) : The Jamaica Reading Association, 1972. - 8p. : ill. ; 22cm.

Henry, Peggy
Grave-yard mango / Peggy Henry. - Kingston (P.O. Box 20, Kgn. 16) : Jamaica Reading Association, 1973. - 8p.: ill. ; 22 cm. (Guinep series)
(sd): Unpriced

Henry, Peggy
Ring around the moon / Peggy Henry. - Kingston (P.O. Box 20, Kgn. 16) : Jamaica Reading Association, 1973. - 11p. : ill. ; 22cm. (Guinep series)
(sd): Unpriced

Henry, Peggy
Screw-face / Peggy Henry. - Kingston (P.O. Box 20, Kgn.16): Jamaica Reading Association, 1973. - 7p. : ill. ; 22cm. - (Guinep series)
(sd): Unpriced
The Organization of American States, Government of Jamaica Pre-Primary/Primary Reading Project. Ministry of Education. Core Curriculum Unit

In Jamaica where I live and other stories. - Kingston (2 Caenwood Rd., Kgn. 5) : Ministry of Education, Youth and Culture, 2002. - 31p. : col. ill. ; 23 cm. - (Doctor bird reading series ; 20)
Contents: In Jamaica where I live; Do not play in the river today; In the mountains; Richies pet. - OAS/Ministry of Education primary reading project - Curriculum unit ISBN 976-639-035-5 (pbk):


Jamaica Reading Association
In the ackee! / produced by the Jamaica Reading Association. Kingston (P.O. Box 20, Kgn. 16) : The Association, 1973. - 8p. : ill. ; 22cm. (sd)

McCalla, Andrew

McLean, Maureen

Mordecai, Pamela
372.412 – Reading. Instructional materials

Mordecai, Pamela


Powell, Maxine

Scott, Merle
The way to reading. Bk. 1 / Merle Scott. - Kingston (P.O. Box 34, Red Hills): Twin Guinep, 1975. - 36p. ; 22cm. ISBN 976-8007-00-1

Scott, Merle

Scott, Merle
The way to reading with teacher's guide / Merle Scott ; drawings by Audrey Wiles. - Kingston (P.O. Box 34, Red Hills) : Twin Guinep Publishers, 1975. - 36p. : ill. ; 22cm. (sd) : $2.25

Sievewright, Owen
Do unto others / Sievewright Owen. - Kingston (P.O. Box 20, Kgn. 16) : Jamaica Reading Association, 1974. - 8p. : ill. ; 22cm. Guinep series) (sd) : Unpriced

372.412 – Reading. Instructional materials

**Supersad, Phillip**

Get out the yard! / Phillip Supersad and Michael Coope. Kingston (P.O. Box 20, Kgn. 16) : Jamaica Reading Association, 1973?. - 8p. : ill. ; 22cm. - (Guinep series)
(sd) : Unpriced

**Sweet, sweet mango tree and other stories.** – Kingston : Ministry of Education, Youth and Culture, 2002. - 31p. : col. ill. ; 23 cm. - (Doctor bird reading series; 26)
ISBN 976-639-036-3 (sd)
Contents : Sweet sweet mango tree; Why dog don't like puss; Jenny never did anything right; The letter
ISBN 976-637-090-7 (pbk):

**There is no king as great as God and other stories.** – Kingston : Ministry of Education, Youth and Culture, 2002. - 43p. : col. ill. ; 23 cm. - (Doctor bird reading series)
ISBN 976-639-0533 (sd)

**Thompson, Colleen**

Teach your child to read / Colleen Thompson. - St. Catherine (Lot 30, 7 East Greater Portmore, St. Cath.) : C. Thompson, 2009. 24p. ; 22cm.


**White, Adlyn**

Meet Rody and Rena / Adlyn White. - Kingston (97 Church St, Kgn.) : Jamaica Publishing House, 1975. - 32p : col. ill ; 22cm. (Sea star readers)
(sd) : Unpriced

**White, Adlyn**

Rody and Rena's family / Adlyn White. - Kingston (97 Church St, Kgn.) : Jamaica Publishing House, 1975. - 48p. : col. ill. ; 22cm. - (Sea star readers)
(sd) : Unpriced

**Wilson, Don**

Other times, other places, other people / Don Wilson, Phyllis Coy, Ivy Mitchell. - Kingston (P.O. Box 489, Kgn. 10) : Carlong Publishers (Caribbean) Ltd., 2003. - 160p. : ill. (some col.), map ; 24 cm.
ISBN 976-638-044-9 (pbk):
372.412 – Reading. Instructional materials

Wilson, Don

(sd) : J$3.30

Wilson, Don

Get set! / Don Wilson; Dennis Craig Hyacinth Campbell illustrated by Dawn Scott. - Kingston (P.O. Box 1028, Kgn.): Heinemann Educational Books on behalf of the Ministry of Education, Jamaica, 1978. - Year 1, term 2. - 40p. : ill ; 16x24cm. - (LMW primary language arts). Produced in the Language Materials Workshop,
(sd) : J$2.75

Wilson, Don

Go / Don Wilson; Dennis Craig Hyacinth Campbell illustrated by Don Ricketts. - Kingston (P.O. Box 1028, Kgn.): Heinemann Educational Books on behalf of the Ministry of Education, 1978. - Year 1, term 3. - 32p. : ill ; 16x23 cm. - (LMW primary language arts) Produced in the Language Materials Workshop, School of Education, UWI, Mona
(sd) : J$2.75

Wilson, Don

On your marks / Don Wilson; Dennis Craig Hyacinth Campbell illustrated by Lystra Brent Harris. - Kingston (P.O. Box 1028, Kgn.): Heinemann Educational Books on behalf of the Ministry of Education, Jamaica, 1978- Year 1, term 1. - 32p. : ill. ; 24cm. (LMW primary language arts)
Produced in the Language Materials Workshop, School of Education, UWI, Mona
(sd) : J$2.75

Wilson, Don

Ready / Don Wilson; Dennis Craig Hyacinth Campbell illustrated by Lystra Brent Harris. - Kingston (P.O. Box 1028, Kgn.): Heinemann Educational Books on behalf of the Ministry of Education, Jamaica, 1978. - Year 1, term 1. - 32p : ill ; 24cm. (LMW primary language arts). - Produced in the Language Materials Workshop, School of Education, UWI, Mona.
(sd) : J$2.75
372.412 - Reading. Instructional materials

Wilson, Don

Stories about us / Don Wilson ; Dennis Craig Hyacinth Campbell illustrated by Donald Miller. - Kingston (P.O. Box 1028, Kgn.) : Heinemann Educational Books on behalf of the Ministry of Education, 1979. - Year 2, term 1. - 48p : col. ill ; 24cm. - (LMW primary language arts) Produced in the Language Materials Workshop, School of Education, UWI, Mona (sd) : $3.20

Wilson, Don

Stories from nearby and far away / Don Wilson; Dennis Craig Hyacinth Campbell illustrated by Dawn Scott. - Kingston (P.O. Box 1028, Kgn.) : Heinemann Educational Books, 1980. - Year 3, term 1. - 64p : ill ; 24cm. - (LMW primary language arts) Produced in the Language Materials Workshop, School of Education, UWI, Mona (sd) : J$4.20

Wilson, Don

Stories from nowadays and long ago / Don Wilson ; Dennis Craig Hyacinth Campbell illustrated by Dennis Ranston. - Kingston (P.O. Box 1028, Kgn.) : Heinemann Educational Books, 1980. - Year 3, term 3. - 64p. : ill ; 24cm. - (LMW primary language arts) Produced in the Language Materials Workshop, School of Education, UWI, Mona (sd) : J$4.20

Wilson, Don

Stories of fun and adventure / Don Wilson ; Dennis Craig Hyacinth Campbell illustrated by Samere Tansley. - Kingston (P.O. Box 1028, Kgn.) : Heinemann Educational Books, 1980. - Year 3, term 2. - 64p : ill ; 24cm. - (LMW primary language arts) Produced in the Language Materials Workshop, School of Education, UWI, Mona (sd) : J$4.20

Wilson, Don

Story time / Don Wilson, Dennis Craig, Hyacinth Campbell; illustrated by Dawn Scott.- 3rd. ed.- Kingston (P.O. Box 1028, Kgn.): Heinemann Educational, 1980. - viii, 63p.: ill.; 21 cm. (LMW primary language arts) Produced in the Language Materials Workshop, School of Education, UWI, Mona (sd) : J$7.00

Wilson, Don

Story time / Don Wilson, Dennis Craig, Hyacinth Campbell ; illustrated by Dennis Ranston. - 2nd. ed. - Kingston (P.O. Box 1028, Kgn.) : Heinemann Educational Books on behalf of Ministry of Education, Jamaica, 1979. - vii, 72p. : ill. ; 21 cm. - (LMW primary language arts) Produced in the Language Materials Workshop, School of Education, UWI, Mona (sd) : J$2.50
Wilson, Don

Story time. Year 1 / Don Wilson, Dennis Craig, Hyacinth Campbell; illustrated by E. Mills. - Kingston (P.O. Box 1028, Kgn.) : Heinemann Educational Books on behalf of the Ministry of Education, Jamaica, 1978. - vi, 66p. : ill. ; 21 cm. - (LMW primary language arts) Produced in the Language Materials Workshop, School of Education, UWI, Mona (sd) : $2.50

Wilson, Don

Up the road / Don Wilson ; Dennis Craig Hyacinth Campbell illustrated by Samere Tansley. - Kingston (P.O.Box 1028, Kgn.) : Heinemann Educational Books on behalf of the Ministry of Education, 1979. - Year 2, term 2. - 48p : col. ill ; 24cm. - (LMW primary language arts) Produced in the Language Materials Workshop, School of Education, UWI, Mona (sd) : J$3.30

Wint, Anne Marie

Rody and Rene on holiday / Anne Marie Wint. - Kingston (97 Church St., Kgn.) : Jamaica Publishing House, 1975. - 48p. : col. ill. ; 22cm. - (Sea star readers) (sd) : Unpriced

Wint, Anne Marie

Rody and Rene's bus ride / Anne Marie Wint. - Kingston (97 Church St., Kgn.) : Jamaica Publishing House, 1975. - 32p : col. ill ; 22cm. - (Sea star readers) (sd) : Unpriced

Wint, Anne Marie

Rody gets into trouble / Anne Marie Wint. - Kingston (97 Church St., Kgn.) : Jamaica Publishing House, 1975. - 32p : col. ill ; 22cm. - (Sea star readers) (sd) : Unpriced

Wint, Anne Marie

Sonny and Nicey's birthday presents / Anne Marie Wint. Kingston (97 Church St., Kgn.) : Jamaica Publishing House, 1975. 48p. : col. ill; 22cm. - (Sea star readers) (sd) : Unpriced

372.4122 - Readers

Merchant, Kelle L.
ISBN 978-976-8202-76-5 (pbk)

372.414 - Reading readiness. Phonics

Alphabet fun learning. - Spanish Town (P.O. Box 763) : Sun Zone Books, 2004. - 63p. : ill. ; 28 cm.
For children 3 years and older
ISBN 976-610-605-3 (pbk)

Bloom, Valerie

Brown, Valerie
Right Start alphabet integrated workbook / Valerie Brown.
[S.l.]: V. Brown, 200-? - 80p. : ill. ; 28 cm. - (Rigt Start series)
ISBN 976-95151-2-4 (pbk)

Buchanan-Murray, Sandria
For four year olds
ISBN 976-8192-25-9 (pbk)

Buchanan-Murray, Sandria
For five year olds
ISBN 976-8192-26-7 (pbk)

Campbell, Al
A is for ackee: a Jamaican alphabet / story by Al Campbell; illustrations by Fred Farjadpur and Anthony Redoblado.
Spanish Town (P.O. Box 763, Spanish Town, Jamaica) : SunZone Company, 2003. - 48p. : ill. chiefly col. ; 29 cm.
Book jacket doubles as poster map on end papers
ISBN 976-610-516-2
372.414 - Reading readiness. Phonics

Learning the smart way with letters and sounds / L. Fearon, et. al.
ISBN 978-976-8237-378 (pbk)

Tortello, Rebecca
ISBN 978-976-8090041 (sd)

The way to shapes : colouring, drawing, writing, reading.
ISBN 976-8007-15-X (pbk)

Yorke, Ruby
ISBN 976-8010-22-3 (sd)

Yorke, Ruby
ISBN 976-8010-23-1 (sd)

372.4145 - Reading readiness. Part methods. Reading schemes

Campbell, Carlene
Grade one integrated phonics workbook / Carlene Campbell, Lunett Fearon, Maxine Miles; illustrated by Carlene Campbell.
ISBN 976-610-146-9 (pbk):

Gbedemah, Gwen
Fun with phonics: consonants / Gwen Gbedemah. - New ed.
Kingston (P.O. Box 489, Kgn.10): Carlong Publishers (Caribbean), 1998. - ix, 94p. :ill. ; 28cm. -(Fun with phonics)
Originally published: Kingston: Longman, 1983. Age 5-7 years
ISBN 976-8010-91-6 (pbk):

Gbedemah, Gwen
ISBN 0-582-75067-9 (sd): $5.00
372.4145 — Reading readiness. Part methods. Reading schemes

Gbedemah, Gwen

Fun with phonics: consonant blends / Gwen Gbedemah. - 2nd. ed. - Kingston (P.O. Box 489, Kgn. 10) : Carlong Publishers, 2000. - 102p. : ill. ; 28cm. - (Fun with phonics series)
ISBN 976-8010-93-2 (pbk)

Gbedemah, Gwen

ISBN 976-8010-75-4 (limp)

Gbedemah, Gwen

ISBN 976-8010-92-4 (pbk)

Harper, G.

ISBN 976-610-442-5 (pbk)

Johnson, Shawn

ISBN 978-976-95214-6-9 (sd)

McIntosh, Mavis

(sd) : Gratis

McIntosh, Mavis

Phonics, group 1: set 2 (consonants: c b t, vowel: short e) / prepared by Mavis McIntosh in collaboration with Gloria Box ; edited by G. Box and Marjorie Gammon; illustrated by Lascelles Lee ... et al. - Kingston (47B South Camp Rd.): JAMAL Foundation, 1975. 20p. : ill. ; 28cm.
(sd) : Gratis
372.4145 - Reading readiness. Part methods. Reading schemes

McIntosh, Mavis
(sd) : Gratis

McLean, Maureen
ISBN 976-610-147-7 (pbk)

Powell, Maxine
Grade three integrated phonics workbook / Maxine Powell, Keri Marks, Adassa Rose. - Rev. ed.- Mandeville (71 Manchester Rd., P.O. Box 1203, Mandeville) : Mid Island Educators, 2008. - 162p. : col. ill. ; 28cm.
ISBN 978-976-8218-04-9 (pbk)

372.4147 - Individualized (Personalized) reading instruction

Wilson, Don
(LMW primary language arts) Printed by the Gleaner Company during its 150th anniversary, 1984 Limited distribution
(sd)

372.43 - Remedial reading

Rhodd, A.J.M.
(pbk) : $25.00

372.465 - Primary education. Reading. Part-word method (Phonetic method)

Brown, Valerie
Right Start letters and sounds integrated workbook / Valerie Brown. [S. l.]: V. Brown, 200-? - 88p. : ill. col. ; 28 cm. - (Right Start series)
ISBN 976-95151-0-8 (pbk):

Campbell, C.
ISBN 978-976-8237-02-6 (pbk)
372.465 - Primary education. Reading. Part-word method (Phonetic method)

Coburn-Champagne, Glovalin
Reading made easy: short vowel sounds / Glovalin Coburn-Champagne. - St. Catherine (Rose Hall, Lawrence Tavern P.O., St. Catherine) : P. Coburn, 2009. - vi, 166p. : ill. ; 28cm.
ISBN 978-976-95256-0-3 (pbk)

Richards, Olga E.
ISBN 976-610-465-4 (pbk)

Williams-Allison, A. M.
ISBN 978-976-610-783-3 (pbk)

Williams-Allison, A.M.
ISBN 976-976-610-784-0 (pbk):

372.5 - CREATIVE AND MANUAL ARTS
372.52097292 - Drawing, painting, design. Jamaica

ISBN 976-8091-94-0 (sd):

372.6 - Language arts (Communication skills)

All about me / Don Wilson ... [et al]. - Kingston (33 Second St., Newport West, Kgn. 13) : Carlong Publishers (Caribbean) Ltd., 2001. - 76p. : ill. ; 24cm. - (Caribbean language arts series : primary level 2A)
ISBN 976-638-024-4 (pbk):

Bennett, Hyacinth
372.6 - Language arts (Communication skills)

Broomes, Jeff
Practice exercises for GSAT English / Jeff Broomes.
84p. : ill. ; 28cm.
ISBN 976-8123-84-2 (pbk)

Brown, J.
1000 practice exercises in English for computerised Common
Entrance Examination / by J. Brown, C. McGregor. - Rev. ed.
28cm.
ISBN 976-8091-32-0 (sd):

Campbell, Al
Language skills fun learning - grade K / text and artwork by
A. J. Campbell, R. Y. Campbell and E. M. Campbell. - Spanish Town,
Jamaica (P. O. Box 763) : SunZone Books, 2005. - 63p. : ill. ; 28
cm.
ISBN 976-95152-2-1 (pbk)

Carlong assessment tests: literacy skills. - Kingston (P.O. Box
28cm.
"For grade 4 NAP literacy test" - cover
ISBN 976-638-026-0 (pbk)

Elliott, Fayanne
Leaps and bounds in literacy : writings and comprehension
skills : workbook 4 / Fayanne Elliott and Oniel Ankle. - Kingston
(97 Church St., Kgn.) : Jamaica Publishing House, 2005. - 146p. :
ill. ; 28 cm. - (Leaps and bounds in literacy)
ISBN 976-606-022-3 (pbk)

Gateway to literacy : literacy skills. - Kingston (37 Second St.,
Newport West, Kgn. 13) : Carlong Publishers (Caribbean),
2012. - vi, 166p. : ill. ; 28 cm.
ISBN 978-976-638-112-7 (pbk) : Unpriced

Jamaica. Ministry of Education. Language Arts Project
Lively classrooms (a resource manual for teachers of grades
Bibliography : p. 86

Jamaica. Ministry of Education. Language Arts Project.
Aids to learning : a collection of aids for teaching language
Bibliography : p. 80
372.6 - Language arts (Communication skills)

**JAMAL Foundation. Technical Services Department**

English exercises, book 1 / prepared by the Technical Services Dept., JAMAL; illustrations by David Black. - Kingston (47b South Camp Rd., Kgn. 4) : The Foundation, 1975. - vi, 74p. : ill. ; 28 cm. - (Teacher's guide (57p.; 28cm)

(sd) : Unpriced

**James, Sybil**

Thinking, talking and writing for Caribbean primary schools / Sybil James, Etta Ricketts. - Kingston (97 Church St., Kgn.) : Jamaica Publishing House, 1972. - 32p. ; 19cm. - (Teacher's book 1)

(sd) : Unpriced

**James, Sybil**

Thinking, talking and writing for Caribbean primary schools / Sybil James, Etta Ricketts. - Kingston (97 Church St., Kgn.) : Jamaica Publishing House, 1972. - 64p. : ill. ; 19 x 26 cm.

(Introductory workbook 1B)

(sd) : Unpriced

**James, Sybil**


(Pupil's book 2A)

(sd): Unpriced

**James, Sybil**


(Pupil's book 2B)

(sd): Unpriced

**James, Sybil**

Thinking, talking and writing for Caribbean primary schools / Sybil James, Etta Ricketts. - Kingston, Jamaica (97 Church St., Kgn.) : Jamaica Publishing House, 1973. - 36p.; 19 cm. - (Teacher's book 2)

(sd) : Unpriced

**Johnson, Shawn**


ISBN 977-147-39680-1-2 (pbk) : Unpriced
372.6 - Language arts (Communication skills)

Johnson, Shawn
     ISBN 978-976-95283-1-4 (pbk)

McGregor, C. (Carmen)
     Cover title
     ISBN 978-610-085-3 (sd)

McGregor, C. (Carmen)
     Cover title
     ISBN 978-610-086-1 (sd)

McGregor, Carmen
     ISBN 978-8091-36-3 (sd):

Noel, Dorothy
   Carlong integrated primary test : language arts / Dorothy Noel. - Kingston (P. O. Box 489, Kgn. 10) : Carlong Publishers, 2009. viii, 163p. : ill. (some col.) ; 28cm. - GSAT upper primary
     ISBN 978-976-638-0977 (pbk)

Noel, Dorothy

Powell, Maxine O.
   Grade three integrated language arts workbook / M. O. Powell, K. L. Marks, A. M. Rose. - Rev. ed. - Mandeville (71 Manchester Rd., P. O. Box 1293, Mandeville) : Mid-Island Educators, 2008.
   174p. : col. ill. ; 27cm.
     ISBN 978-976-8218-03-2 (pbk)
372.6 - Language arts (Communication skills)

**Tomlinson, Keisha Kae**


ISBN 976-8192-95-X (pbk)

**Wilson, Don**


(pbk): Unpriced

**Wilson, Don**


(pbk) : Unpriced

372.61 - Grammar

**Elliott, Fayanne**


ISBN 976-606-023-1 (pbk):

372.62 - Written and spoken expression

**Chambers, W. Val**


ISBN 976-8029-70-6 (pbk)

**Chambers, W. Val**


ISBN 976-8029-61-7 (pbk)

**Channer, L.**


ISBN 976-610-377-1 (pbk)
372.62 – Written and spoken expression

**Fearon, Lunett**
Grade one integrated language arts workbook / Lunett Fearon. Manchester (P.O. Box 1293, Mandeville P.O., Manchester): Mid-Island Educators, 2009. -206p. : col. ill. ; 28cm. ISBN 978-976-8218-26-1 (pbk)

**Fearon, Lunett**

**Isaacs, R. A.**

**Isaccs, R. A.**

**McLean, Maureen**

**Powell, Maxine**

**Powell, Maxine**

**Wilson, Don**
372.623 - Composition

Carter, Nicola
The way to writing, drawing and colouring : 3 years old and older / compiled by Nicola Carter and Jamie Ranston. - Kingston (P.O. Box 34, Red Hills) : Twin Guinep, 1994. - 40p. : ill. ; 28cm.
ISBN 976-8007-05-2 (sd)

Gallow, Sheila
For GSAT upper primary

Johnson, Shawn
ISBN 978-976-95214-0-7 (pbk)

Johnson, Shawn
ISBN 978-976-95283-8-3 (sd) : Unpriced

McFarlane, Joan
An integrated approach to writing, workbook 3 / J. McFarlane. [Manchester] (71 Manchester Road, P.O. Box 1293, Mandeville P.O., Manchester) : Mid-Island Educators, 2007. - 132p. : ill. ; 23cm.

372.63 - Spelling and handwriting

Garcia-Bisnott, Sheila
ISBN 976-638-023-6 (pbk)

Garcia-Bisnott, Sheilah
ISBN 976-638-043-0 (pbk):

372.632 - Spelling (Orthography)

The Gleaner's Children's Own newspaper Spelling Bee.
(pb) : $150
372.634 - Handwriting (Penmanship)

Johnson, Shawn

Robertson, Juliet E.
Let's learn to write. Book 1 / Juliet E. Robertson
Kingston (P.O. Box 489, Kgn. 10) : Longman Jamaica, 1985
48p. : ill. ; 25 cm.
ISBN 976-8010-11-8 (sd) : Unpriced

Robertson, Juliet E.
Let's learn to write. Book 2 / Juliet E. Robertson
Kingston (P.O. Box 489, Kgn. 10) : Longman Jamaica, 1986
47p. : ill. ; 26 cm.
ISBN 976-8010-12-6 (sd) : Unpriced

372.64 - Literature appreciation

Parris, Terry Eunice
Jason Whyte, Jamaican / illustrated by Trevor Stubley

372.7 - Mathematics

Campbell, Al
Maths skills fun learning - grade K / text and artwork by A. J. Campbell, R. Y. Campbell and E. M. Campbell. - Spanish Town, Jamaica (P. O. Box 763, Spanish Town) : SunZone Books, 2005. - 63p. : ill. ; 28 cm.
ISBN 976-95152-0-5 (pbk)


372.7 - Mathematics


372.7 - Mathematics

ISBN 0-85474-079-1 (sd) : Free to primary schools

ISBN 0-85474-080-5 (sd) : Free to primary schools

ISBN 0-85474081-3 (sd) : Free to primary schools


Channer, Lilieth
ISBN 976-610-254-6 (pbk)

Daway, Davidson
ISBN 978-976-95320-0-7 (pbk)

ISBN 978-976-8218-19-3 (pbk)

ISBN 976-8190-07-8 (pbk)

441
372.7 - Mathematics

Johnson, Shawn
ISBN 978-976-95214-4-5 (sd)

McKenzie, Joyce
ISBN 976-8010-21-5 (pbk)

McKenzie, Joyce
ISBN 978-976-638-090-8 (pbk)

McLean, Maureen
Grade one integrated mathematics workbook / Maureen McLean, Lunett Fearon. - Rev. ed. - [Manchester] (71 Manchester Rd., P.O. Box 1293, Mandeville P.O., Manchester) : Mid-Island Educators, 2009. - 208p. : ill. ; 28cm.
ISBN 978-976-8218-20-9 (pbk)

McLean, Maureen
ISBN 976-610-144-2 (pbk):

Powell, Maxine
Grade three integrated mathematics workbook / Maxine Powell, Adassa Rose. - Manchester (Mid-Way Mall, Shop #3, Mandeville) : Coast to Coast Integrated Books, 2011. - 184p. : col. ill. ; 28cm.
ISBN 978-976-95366-0-9 (pbk)

The way to mathematics Workbook 2 / edited by Eugena Robinson.
ISBN 978-976-8007-11-7 (pbk)

372.72 - Arithmetic

Aylen, Christine
ISBN 978-8202-10-6 (sd)
372.72 - Arithmetic

Aylen, Christine
My first Caribbean counting book / Christine Aylen.
all col. ill. ; 20cm.
ISBN 976-8202-16-5 (sd)

Bloom, Valerie
Fruits : a Caribbean counting poem / by David Axtell ;
[26]p. : col. ill. ; 28 cm.

Brown, J.
1000 practice exercises in mathematics for computerised
Common Entrance Examination / by J. Brown and C. McGregor.
28 cm.
ISBN 976-8091-33-9 (sd)

Brown, Valerie
Right Start beginning 1 2 3 integrated workbook / Valerie
Start series)
ISBN 976-95151-9-1 (pbk)

Carter, Nicola
The way to numbers : counting and colouring / compiled by
Nicola Carter and Jamie Ranston. - Kingston (P.O. Box 34, Red
ISBN 976-8007-04-4 (sd)

Jones, Doreen
Wee ones 123 : workbook for 3 year olds / Doreen Jones. - [S.
l. : D. Jones, 2005?]. - 50p. : ill. ; 22 cm.
ISBN 976-8192-64-X (pbk)

Jones, Doreen
: D. Jones, 2006?]. - iv, 57 p. : ill. ; 28cm.
ISBN 976-8203-05-6 (pbk)

Jones, Doreen
Wee ones workbook for 3 year olds / Doreen Jones. - Rev. ed.
[Kingston (23 Rozelle Cl., Lot 33 Manley Meadows, Kgn. 2) : D.
372.72 - Arithmetic

McGregor, C. (Carmen)
ISBN 976-610-090-X (sd)

McGregor, C. (Carmen)
ISBN 976-610-089-6 (sd)

Right Start counting integrated workbook 1 2 3 / Valerie Brown
ISBN 976-95151-3-2 (pbk)

Robinson, Eugena

Scott, Merle
The way to mathematics. Workbook 1A / Merle Scott. - Kingston (P.O. Box 34, Red Hills) : Twin Guinep, 1992. - 40p. ; 22cm.
ISBN 976-8007-02-8 (sd)

Scott, Merle
ISBN 976-8007-03-6 (sd)

Teaching primary school mathematics / Desmond Broomes ... [et al].
ISBN 976-8100-77-X (pbk)

372.8 - Integrated studies

McLaughlin, Bethune
Cover title
ISBN 976-610-619-3 (sd):
372.8 - Integrated studies

McLaughlin, Bethune
ISBN 976-610-618-5 (pbk)

372.82 - Home economics

Carlong primary integrated studies : getting to know my home / Vilma McClenan ... [et al]. - Kingston (P.O. Box 489, Kgn. 10) : Carlong, 2003. - x, 94p. : ill. (some col.) ; 22 cm.(Carlong primary integrated studies; year 1 term 2 unit 2)
ISBN 976-638-060-0 (pbk)

Carlong primary integrated studies : living together as a family / Vilma McClenan ...[et al]. - Kingston (P. O. Box 489, Kgn. 10): Carlong Publishers (Caribbean), 2005. - viii, 112p. : col. ill. ; 22 cm. - (Carlong primary integrated studies; year 2)
ISBN 976-638-0805 (pbk)

Davis-Williams, Joan A
A teachers' guide for first year home economics students / Joan A. Davis-Williams. - [Kingston? : J.A. Davis-Williams], 1992
(Kingston : College of Arts, Science and Technology Printery)
ISBN 976-8027-07-X (sd)

Isaacs, R.A.
ISBN 976-610-523-5 (pbk)

372.83 - Social studies

Budhlall, Penelope
ISBN 976-610-130-2 (pbk)

Campbell, Carlene
Grade one integrated workbook : colours, shapes and sound in the environment / Carlene Campbell, Maxine Miles. - Mandeville, Jamaica : Mid-Island Educators, [2002?]. - 159p. : ill. ; 29 cm.
ISBN 976-610-438-7 (pbk)
372.83 – Social studies

Carlong primary integrated studies: satisfying our needs / Vilma McClenan ...[et al].– Kingston (P. O. Box 489, Kgn. 10) : Carlong Publishers, 2005. – viii, 160p. : ill. ; 22 cm. (Carlong primary integrated studies; year 2, term 2 unit 2) ISBN 976-683-083-X (pbk)

Fairclough, Fredricka

Griffith, Anthony D.

Isaacs, R.A.

McLean, Claudia

Prescod, Sybil
We live in Jamaica. – Kingston : William Collins and Sangster (Jamaica) Ltd., 1971. – 96p. : ill., maps; 17cm. – (Social Studies series; book 3)


372.83 - Social studies

ISBN 976-639-011-8 (pbk)

372.83042 - Education. Social studies. West Indies

Howe, Glenford D.
(education for all in the Caribbean: assessment 2000 monograph series; no.7)
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-95036-1-4 (pbk)

372.83044 - Social studies. Textbooks

(pbk) : J$1.80

372.83049 - Social studies. Instructions at the primary level

Carlong primary integrated studies : getting to know my school / Vilma McClenan ... [et al]. Kingston (P.O. Box 489, Kgn. 10) : Carlong Publishers, 2004. - x, 70p. : col. ill. ; 22 cm.
ISBN 976-638-061-9 (pbk):

Carlong primary integrated studies. year 1 : getting to know my family / Vilma McClenan ... [et al]. - Kingston (P.O. Box 489, Kgn. 10) : Carlong Publishers (Caribbean) Limited, 2004. - x, 212p. : col. ill. ; 22 cm. - (Carlong primary integrated studies ; year 1, term 2 unit 1)
ISBN 976-638-059-7 (pbk)

Carlong primary social studies. Book 3 : living in our community / Phyllis Reynold... [et al.] ; editorial advisor Adele Brown. Kingston (P.O. Box 489, Kgn. 10) : Carlong, 1996. - x, 112p. : ill. (some col.) ; 25cm. - (Carlong Primary Social Studies)
ISBN 976-8010-63-0 (sd)
372.83049 - Social studies. Instructions at the primary level

Harrison, U. Eugenie

Carlong primary social studies. Book 1 : my home and school communities / U. Eugenie Harrison; editorial adviser Adele Brown. Kingston (P.O. Box 489, Kgn. 10) : Carlong, 1996. - 65p. : ill. ; 22cm. - (Carlong primary social studies)

ISBN 976-8010-71-1 (sd)

372.8309729 - Social sciences. Study and teaching (Primary). West Indies

Griffith, Anthony D.

Social studies in Caribbean schools : some challenges for instruction and assessment / Anthony D. Griffith. - Kingston (25 Dominica Dr., Kgn. 5) : The office of the UNESCO Representative in the Caribbean, 1999. - lx, 39p. ; 21cm. - (Education for all in the Caribbean : assessment 2000 monograph series; no. 2)

Includes bibliographical references

372.832 - Civics (Citizenship)

Donnelly, Patricia

Our civic duties / prepared by Patricia Donnelly and Mary Dixon ; edited by Marjorie Gammon. - Kingston (47b South Camp Rd) : JAMAL Foundation, 1975. - 15p. : ill. ; 21cm. - (Number 2 of the series I am a Proud Citizen) published in collaboration with the Kingston and St. Andrew Corporation.

(sd) : Gratis

372.84 - Religion

McLaughlin, Bethune


ISBN 976-610-182-5 (pbk)

372.87 - MUSIC
372.87044 - Music. Teaching

Cyrus, Karen Headlam


ISBN 976-8172-05-3 (sd):

Cyrus, Karen Headlam


ISBN 976-8172-52-9 (sd)
372.87 - MUSIC
372.87044 - Music. Teaching

Cyrus, Karen Headlam
I want to teach music! : methods, materials and management for kindergarten and elementary teachers / Karen Headlam Cyrus
Mandeville, Jamaica (P.O. Box 1022, Mandeville) : K. Headlam Cyrus, 2004. - 102p. : ill. ; 22 cm.
Bibliography : p. 102
ISBN 976-8192-29-1 (pbk)

Cyrus, Karen Headlam
"An introductory course to music for Caribbean schools" - cover
Includes references

Lyew, Patricia E.
Muzzles / by Patricia E. Lyew. - Kingston (P.O. Box 70, Kgn. 20) : Muzzles, 1996. - 47p. : ill. ; 22cm.
Previously published : [Kingston : Muzzles], 1992
ISBN 976-8138-40-8 (sd)

Moder, Rosina
ISBN 976-8091-43-6 (Sd)

Tucker, Joan
ISBN 976-8092-40-8 (sd)

372.89 - History and geography

Osbourne, A.L.

Sargent, Carmen
372.891 - Geography

The Gleaner Company Ltd

The Gleaner Company Ltd

"For use in primary and secondary schools and for the Gleaner reader" - t.p.
ISBN 976-612-015-3 (pbk): $365.00

Newman, Arthur James

372.9 - Historical, geographical, persons treatment of elementary education

Burke, Gloria Victoria
Thesis (M. Ed) - University of Alberta, 1974
Bibliography : leaf 120-128
Unpriced

372.97282 - Education, Primary. Belize

Bennett, J. Alexander
Belize primary education development project improving quality in the provision of education in Belize : an examination of the impact of a basic education project / J. Alexander Bennett.
Kingston (25 Dominica Dr., Kgn. 5) : The office of the UNESCO Representative in the Caribbean, 1999. - xi, 34p. ; 21cm.
(Education for all in the Caribbean: assessment 2000 monograph series; no.9)
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-95036-9-X (pbk)
372.97292 - Education, Primary. Jamaica

Commissiong, Elaine

Jamaica Teachers' Association


St. Hugh's Preparatory School established 1899 : journeys, honouring the past, celebrating the past, co-creators of the future. - Kingston : St. Hugh's Preparatory School, 1999. 94p. : ill. ; 28cm. (pbk)

373 - Secondary education

Camperdown High School


Clarendon College
40th anniversary souvenir booklet 1942-1982 / Clarendon College. - [Chapelton, Jamaica]: The College, 1982. - 19p ; 22cm. (sd) : $1.00
373 - Secondary education

Holy Trinity Secondary School
(sd) : Unpriced.

xii, 212p. : ill., map; 30cm. - (EFM/119)
Prepared for the Government of Jamaica under the Cooperative
Agreement between UNESCO and the World Bank
Restricted distribution : Unpriced

Knox College, Spaldings
25th anniversary souvenir programme. - Spaldings : Knox

Miller, Errol
Jamaican society and high schooling / Errol Miller.
Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7) : Institute of Social and Economic
Research, University of the West Indies, c1990. - viii, 400p ;
24cm.
Bibliography : p. 386-395
ISBN 976-40-0019-3 (pbk)

Morant Bay High School
(sd) : Unpriced

St. Andrew High School
St. Andrew High School fiftieth anniversary : nineteen
twenty-five to nineteen seventy-five. - Kingston : The School,
(sd) : $1.00.

Westwood High School (Jamaica)
The 100th anniversary of Westwood High School 1882-1982.
(sd): Unpriced

373.1 - Organization and management of secondary education; curriculums

Jamaica. Ministry of Education and Culture
Reform of Secondary Education: a summary document / Ministry
of Education and Culture. - Kingston (National Heroes Circle, Kgn.
(sd) : Free
Griffith, Stafford A.

(Education for all in the Caribbean : assessment 2000 monograph series; no. 8)
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-95036-4-9 (pbk)

Kington Technical High School

Kington Technical High School: [75 years 1896-1971].

Co-operative education : a partnership with the workplace /
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-8027-17-7 (pbk):

25p. : illus. ; 21cm.

Jules, Vena

Survivors of the experience; the first three years of secondary schooling in Trinidad and Tobago / Vena Jules. - Kingston (25 Dominica Dr., KGN. 5) : The office of the UNESCO Representative in the Caribbean, 1999. - 24p. ; 21cm. - (Education for all in the Caribbean: assessment 2000 monograph series; no. 6)
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-95036-8-1 (pbk):
373.729 - West Indies

Regional Conference on Secondary Education (2001 : Ocho Rios)
(pbk)

Sangster, Alfred W.
New directions in technical and vocational education in the Caribbean / by Alfred Sangster. - [Kingston (237 Old Hope Rd, Kgn. 7)] : [College of Arts Science and Technology, 1986. - 29 leaves; 29cm.
"A paper prepared for the Conference on New Developments in Technical and Vocational Education in the Caribbean and the United Kingdom, sponsored by the Commonwealth Institute, London, March 12th-14th, 1986" - Cover title (sd) : Gratis

373.7292 - Jamaica. High schools

Bryan, Patrick E.
Bibliography : p.182-186
ISBN 976-8189-45-2 (pbk)

Clarendon College celebrating 59 years, 1942 - 2001. - Chapelton:
(pbk)

In the light of the sun: the story of Wolmer's Girls School / Marguerite Curtin ... [et al]. - Kingston (c/o Wolmer's Girls' School, 2 Marescaux Rd., Kgn. 5) : Wolmer's Girls' Alumnae, 2009. - xi, 228p.: ill. (some col); 27cm.
Includes index
ISBN 978-976-610-832-8

Knox College 25th anniversary souvenir programme.
(sd)

(pbk)
373.7292 - Jamaica. High schools

Sangster, A.W.
Bibliography : p. 52
(sd)

St. Andrew High School for Girls
(limp) : $500.00

St. Andrew Technical High School
(sd)


Vere Schools, Vere, Jamaica
(pbk)

(pbk)

Wolmer's High School for Girls
(sd)


Sandiford, Keith A.
ISBN 976-640-014-8 (pbk) : $250.00
373.9 - Girl’s Town

Girls' Town
(sd) : Free

374 - ADULT EDUCATION
374.0097292 - Jamaica

(pbk)

374.012 - Adult basic education

JAMAL Foundation
(sd) : Gratis

JAMAL Foundation 10th anniversary souvenir magazine.

Jennings, Zellynne
Phoenix in the ashes : adult literacy in the Commonwealth Caribbean / Zellynne Jennings. - Kingston (25 Dominica Dr., Kgn. 5) : The office of the UNESCO Representative in the Caribbean, 1999. x, 55p. ; 21cm. - (Education for all in the Caribbean: assessment 2000 monograph series; no. 1)
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-95036-0-6 (pbk)

374.013 - Vocational and occupational education

Atchoarena, David
Bibliography: p. 186 - 189
(pbk)

Dann, Leon
A trade for Son-Son / by Leon Dann; edited by Inez M. Grant; illustrated by Wilfred Limonious. - Kingston (47b South Camp Rd.): National Literacy Board, 1974. - 24p. : ill. ; 21cm.
(sd) : Gratis
374.025 - Directory

Directory of further education and training in Jamaica 1986
/ Jim Halliwell. - Kingston (Mona, Kgn.7) : Department of Teacher Education Development, Faculty of Education, UWI, 1986. - v, 264p. ; 23cm.
Includes index
ISBN 976-614-008-1 (pbk): $80.00

374.26 - Use of electronic media and devices

Thurab-Nkhosi, Dianne
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-95037-1-1 (pbk):

374.27 - Use of mass media

Bennett, Wycliffe
The role of the media in strengthening the family through adult education / by Wycliffe Bennett and Jennifer Grant. - Jamaica : [s.n.], 1995. - 31cm
Conference documents.

374.29 - Institutions and agencies

Institute of Jamaica
(sd) : Unpriced

JAMAL Foundation
(pbk) : J$1.00

374.29097292 - Literacy programme. Jamaica

International literacy year 1990 souvenir magazine.
"Theme : Literacy : a key to open many doors."

The National Literacy Board
(spiral) :


Harvey, Claudia.

The EFA assessment process in the Caribbean and the quest for inclusion and quality: implications for adult and teacher education / Claudia Harvey. - Kingston (25 Dominica Dr., Kgn. 5) : The office of the UNESCO Representative in the Caribbean, 2000. xi, 52p. ; 21cm. - (Education for all in the Caribbean: assessment 2000 monograph series; no. 25)
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-95068-0-X

Includes bibliographical references and index

(Education for all in the Caribbean: assessment 2000 case studies; no. 1)
ISBN 976-95037-6-2 (pbk)

Glasgow, Francis.

Literacy and non-formal education in the Caribbean: Guyana / Francis Glasgow and Gene Amsterdam. - Kingston (25 Dominica Dr., Kgn. 5) : The office of the UNESCO Representative in the Caribbean, 2000. - 44p. ; 21cm. - (Education for all in the Caribbean: assessment 2000 monograph series; no. 2)
ISBN 976-95037-9-7 (pbk)
375 - CURRICULA

Hyman-Anglin, Rhona
(pbk)

375.0009729 - Curricula. Caribbean Area

Transforming the educational landscape through curriculum change / edited by Monica M. Brown and Clement Lambert. - Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7) : Institute of Education, UWI, 2004. - xiii, 202p. ; 23 cm. - Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-632-042-X (pbk)

375.7 - Curriculum evaluation. Jamaica

Workshop on Cultural Relevance in Curriculum Development (1986 Kingston)
(pbk):

377.8 - SCHOOLS SUPPORTED BY CHRISTIAN GROUPS
377.82 - Roman Catholic schools

(sd) : Unpriced

378 - Higher education

Beckford, George Leslie F.

Higher Education. (P.O. Box Box 121, Constant Spring, Kgn. 8) : Caribbean Evangelical Theological Association, 1989. - 24p. ; 22cm
(sd)

Irvine, D.H.
At head of title: Consultant's report
(sd) : Unpriced
378 - Higher education

Jamaica. Task Force on Tertiary Education
Chairman Philip M. Sherlock. - Cover title
(sd)

Springer, Hugh W.
The historical development, hopes and aims of the University College of the West Indies. - [Washington, Bureau of Educational Research, Howard University, 1962.]

University of the West Indies. Jamaica. Department of Management Studies
Notes from the Department of Management Studies. - Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7): Department of Management Studies, UWI, 1981. - 46p ; 22cm.
(sd): J$2.30

378.1 - Organization and activities in higher education

Leo-Rhynie, Elsa
The UWI glass ceiling: splinters, cracks and scratches / by Professor Elsa Leo-Rhynie. - Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7) : Centre for Gender and Development Studies, University of the West Indies in collaboration with Friedrich Ebert Stiftung, 2008. - ix, 41p. ; 22cm. - (The Lucille Mathurin Mair lecture, 2008)
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-41-0136-4 (sd)

378.111 - Administrators

Nettleford, Rex
Installation address / by Rex Nettleford. - [Kingston] (Mona, Kgn. 7) : University of the West Indies, 1999. - 24p ; 22cm.
Cover title : Ceremony for the installation of the Vice Chancellor held Saturday, March 6, 1999 at the Mona Campus, University of the West Indies
(pbk)

378.12 - Faculty and teaching

Economics and the University. Mona, UWI (1972 Faculty of Social Sciences)
378.155 - Jamaica. University of the West Indies. Graduate schools

University of the West Indies. Jamaica. School for Graduate Studies and Research
Unlocking Caribbean potential / The University of the West Indies School for Graduate Studies and Research. - Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7) : University of the West Indies, School for Graduate Studies, 2005. - iv, 26p. : col. ill. ; 22 cm.
(pbk)


Moore, Euna A.
A review of tertiary level courses in Barbados relevant to sustainable development in the Caribbean / Euna A. Moore. [Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7) : University of the West Indies, Centre for Environment and Development, 1994. - 34p. ; 29cm. - (Insights in Environment and development working paper series; no.3)
ISBN 976-41-0053-8 (sd) : $100.00

378.24 - Academic degrees. Requirements

The University Council of Jamaica
ISBN 976-610-549-9 (pbk)

University of the West Indies. Jamaica Appointments (Placement) Services

378.242 - Thesis and dissertation requirements

University of the West Indies Jamaica
Extract from University of the West Indies. Calendar, 1970-71, p.149-161.

378.729 - UNIVERSITY OF THE WEST INDIES
378.729 - Higher education - Caribbean Area

Beckles, Hilary McD.
The brain train : quality higher education and Caribbean development / Hilary McD. Beckles, Anthony Perry, Peter Whiteley ; foreword by Rex Nettleford. - Kingston (Mona, University of the West Indies, Kgn. 7) : Board for Undergraduate Studies, 2002. xii, 123p. ; 28 cm.
Bibliography : p. 121-123
ISBN 976-41-0194-1 (pbk)
Conference on Partnership in Tertiary Education and Training
Articulation for Quality and Relevance (7th 1998 Kingston, Jamaica)
"Partnership in Tertiary Education and Training:
Articulation for Quality and Relevance", Seventh Annual Conference,
April, 1998. - [Kingston: Joint Committee for Tertiary Education ],
(pbk)

Directory of Jamaican tertiary institutions / University Council of
60p. ; 22cm.
(sd):

The Gathering of graduates '93 : a souvenir magazine / editor
Cecile Clayton; associate editor Carroll Edwards. - Kingston
(Mona, Kgn. 7) : University of the West Indies], 1993.
36p. : ill.
(sd) : $100.00

Hall, Douglas
The University of the West Indies : a quinquagenary calendar
1948-1998 / Douglas Hall. - Kingston (1A Aqueduct Flats, Mona,
23cm.
ISBN 976-640-673-3 (pbk)

Higher education : Caribbean perspectives / edited by Kenneth O.
Hall and Rose Marie Cameron. - Kingston (11 Cunningham Ave.,
; 24cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 978-976-637-303-0 (pbk)

Higher education in the Caribbean : past, present and future
directions /edited by Glenford D. Howe. - Kingston (1A
Aqueduct Flats, Mona, Kgn. 7) : University of the West Indies
Press, 2000
ISBN 976-640-079-2 (pbk): $1,200.00

Joint Committee for Tertiary Education Conference (2nd 1993
Kingston)
New directions in tertiary education / Joint Committee for
Tertiary Education Second Annual Conference, April 1993; edited by
27p. ; 28cm.
(sd):
Lalor, Gerald C.
Report on the University of the West Indies Distance Teaching Experiment / Gerald C. Lalor and Christine Marrett. - Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7) : Senate House, University of the West Indies, 1986. 84p. : tables; 29cm.
Cover title: University of the West Indies Distance Teaching Experiment (UWIDITE): report (pbk)

The last of our beginnings: a record of the installation of the second Chancellor of the University of the West Indies.

Robinson, Leslie R. B.
"Has the UWI been elitist?" / by Leslie Robinson. - Kingston : Bustamante Institute of Public and International Affairs, 1991. 29p. ; 22 cm. - (Annual Bustamante lecture, 1991 ; no. 6) (sd):

Sherlock, Philip M.
Includes index
ISBN 0-333-48979-9 (pbk): $149.05
ISBN 0-333-53966-4 : $220.00

Stone, Carl
Public opinion perspectives on the University of the West Indies / by Carl Stone. - Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7) : Department of Government, UWI, 1983. - 32p; 28cm. - (Department of Government departmental seminar series) (sd) : Gratis

University of the West Indies (Mona)

University of the West Indies. Jamaica. Faculty of Arts and General Studies. Caribbean Institute of Mass Communication
The role of CARIMAC/UWI in Meeting the communication training needs of the Caribbean. - [Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7)] : CARIMAC, UWI, 1980. - 34 leaves; 28cm. (sd) : Gratis
378.729 - UNIVERSITY OF THE WEST INDIES
378.729 - Higher education. Caribbean Area

University of the West Indies, Jamaica
Powers of appointment, promotion and dismissal. [Mona, Development and Planning Unit, UWI, 196-]. - 23p. (Ordinance, no.8)

University of the West Indies 40th anniversary lectures / University of the West Indies; edited by F.R. Augier. Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7) : University of the West Indies, Press, 1990. - 80p. ; 24 cm.
Contents: Health arising from the West / George A.O. Alleyne. The humanities, now! / Mervyn C. Alleyne. - "We be wise to many tings" : blacks' hopes and expectations of emancipation / Woodville K. Marshall. - UWI's contribution to Caribbean education : an assessment / Errol Miller. - The Social Sciences Faculty and its impact on the region / Carl Stone
ISBN 976-41-0022-8 (pbk)

University of the West Indies, Mona
The University of the West Indies Mona. - Rev. ed. - Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7) : The University of the West Indies, 1988. - 26p : ill. ; 14 cm.
(sd):

378.729025 - Higher education. Caribbean. Directories

Includes indexes

378.7292 - Higher education. Jamaica

College of Arts, Science and Technology
Includes index and tables
ISBN 976-8027-06-1 (pbk):

College of Arts, Science and Technology
Fergus, Howard  
Bibliography : p. 270-274. - Includes index  
ISBN 978-976-616-014-2 (pbk)  

Francis Brown, Suzanne  
Bibliography : p. 57-58. - Includes index  
ISBN 976-640-158-6 (pbk):

Fraser, Henry  
Published for the UWI Medical Alumni Association by Ian Randle Publishers  

Hall, Douglas  

Magnus, Kenneth E.  
The Department of Chemistry, UWI, Mona : with emphasis on the early years / Kenneth E, Magnus and Robert J. Lancashire. - Kingston (11 Cunningham Ave., P.O. Box 686, Kgn. 6) : Ian Randle Publishers, 2010. - xxxi, 112p. : ill. (some col.) ; 22x32 cm.  

At head of title: The University of the West Indies, Mona, Jamaica (pbk)

At head of title: The University of the West Indies, Mona, Jamaica (pbk)

Sangster, Alfred


University of Technology

University of Technology, Jamaica

University of the West Indies. Jamaica
The Postgraduate experience. - Kingston (Mona Campus, Kgn. 7) : University of the West Indies, 2008. - 38p. : col. ill., col. map; 20cm. (sd)

University of the West Indies. Jamaica
The University of the West Indies Mona. - Rev. ed. - Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7) : The University, 1991. - 24p. ; 14 cm. (sd) : Free

University of the West Indies. Barbados
### 379 - GOVERNMENT REGULATION, CONTROL, SUPPORT OF EDUCATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>379.1</th>
<th>Finance, supervision, control of public education</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

#### Jamaica. Ministry of Education

Cover title: A handbook of school management  
(pbk) : Unpriced

#### 379.15 - CONTROL OF PUBLIC EDUCATION

#### 379.1531 - SCHOOL BOARDS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>379.1531097292</th>
<th>Jamaica. School boards</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>379.1531097292</th>
<th>Jamaica. School boards</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

ISBN 976-610-225-4 (pbk)

#### 379.158 - School standards and accreditation

**Caribbean Evangelical Theological Association.**  
24p. ; 22cm  
(sd)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>379.158</th>
<th>School standards and accreditation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**The University Council of Jamaica**  
Guidelines for the accreditation of short courses.  
ISBN 976-95144-0-3 (pbk):

#### 379.2 - Public education and the state

**de Casseres, Enid**  
Rev. and Repr. for the National Literacy Board.  
Accompanied by 'Workbook', and "Teacher's Guide".
379.2 – Public education and the state

ISBN 976-8092-25-4 (pbk)

379.20972983 – Specific policy issues in public education. Trinidad and Tobago

Campbell, Carl
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-640-032-6 (pbk) : $900.00

379.24 – Reduction of illiteracy

Mills, Sonia
(sd)

379.7292 – Education and the state. Jamaica

Excelsior Education Centre
(sd) : Gratis

Goulbourne, Harry
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 0-333-47331-0 (pbk):

380 – COMMERCE, COMMUNICATIONS, TRANSPORTATION

380.106 – Organization and Management

King, Jacqueline A.
380.106 - Organization and Management


380.10657292 - Business enterprises. Grace Kennedy & Company Ltd. History

Hall, Douglas
ISBN 976-8017-14-7 (pbk)

380.144094 - Slave trade. Sandown (Ship)

Mouser, Bruce L.
Bibliography : p. 129-133. - Includes Index
ISBN 0-253-34077-2 : $3,145.00

380.1440967 - Slave trade. Africa, Sub-Saharan

Inikori, J. E.
Includes bibliographical references

380.145691 - Building materials

Commission of Enquiry Into The Circumstances Surrounding The Importation and Distribution of Building Material Into Jamaica

(sd) : Free
380.5 - INTERREGIONAL AND INTERSTATE COMMERCE
380.509 - Historical, geographic, persons treatment

Philpotts, Karl

Workshops on Science and Technology, Jamaica (1978 Kingston)
Workshop sponsored by the Organization of American States (sd) : Unpriced

380.5097292 - Transport. Jamaica. History

Dixon, Mary
36p. : ill. ; 21cm. - (Series 1 : Nation building - development in transportation)
Reader for adult literacy classes.
(sd) : Gratis

381.097292 - Internal Commerce (Domestic trade)

ISBN 976-41-0018-x (pbk)

381.14 - RETAIL CHANNELS BY MERCHANDISING PATTERN
381.142 - TELESHOPPING
381.142097292 - Jamaica. Teleshopping

Bibliography : p. 29-32
ISBN 92-1-112566-9 (sd):
381.18 - OUTDOOR AND STREET MARKETS
381.1808209729 - Women. Street vending. Jamaica

Ulysse, Gina A.
Downtown ladies: formal commercial importers, a Haitian
anthropologist, and self-making in Jamaica / Gina A. Ulysse.
24cm.
Bibliography: p. 283-315. - Includes index

381.3 - COMMERCIAL POLICY
381.33 - Consumer information

McAllister, Godfrey E.
Young consumer power / by Godfrey E. McAllister. - Kingston
(P.O. Box 149, Kgn. 3) : United Consumers in Action, 1995. - 32p. ;
22cm.
ISBN 978-8139-44-7 (sd):

381.3 - COMMERCIAL POLICY
381.33 - Consumer information

Peart, Rudolph A.
Industries and consumers: the real regulators of industries
/Rudolph A. Peart. - St. Ann (Ocho Rios P. O.): R. A. Peart,
Bibliography: p. 159 - 160

381.37292 - Consumer protection. Jamaica

McAllister, Godfrey
Winning the war?: Consumer survival in a free market economy
/by Godfrey E. McAllister. - Kingston (14 Bygrave Ave., Kgn. 3):
UCIA, 1996. - xvi, 316p. ; 22cm.
ISBN 976-610-024-1 (pbk)

382 - INTERNATIONAL COMMERCE (FOREIGN TRADE)
382.094017 - Commercial treaties. ACP countries

Report: Regional seminar on the Cotonou Partnership Agreement
between ACP countries and the European Unions / Lucy Eugene
(pbk):
382.09423930729 - International commerce (Foreign trade). Bristol city. Caribbean

The Bright-Meyler papers: a Bristol-West India connection, 1732-1837 / edited by Kenneth Morgan. - Oxford: Published for the British Academy by Oxford University Press, 2007. - xx, 706p., [6p]. of plates : ill. ; 24 cm. - (Records of social and economic history; new series; v. 40)
Includes bibliographical references and index

382.09729 - Caribbean, English-speaking. Commerce

CARICOM Awareness Seminar (May 16, 1974 : Kingston)
(sd) : Gratis

Laurent, Edwin
A UWI-CARICOM project publication.
Includes bibliographical references

382.097292 - Jamaica. Commerce

ISBN 976-8123-37-0 (pbk): $900.00

(sd)

382.1 - GENERAL TOPICS OF INTERNATIONAL COMMERCE
382.17 - Balance of payments

Bank of Jamaica. Research Department
(sd) : Gratis
382.1 - GENERAL TOPICS OF INTERNATIONAL COMMERCE
382.17 - Balance of payments


Robinson, Fedrica

382.170972983 - Trinidad. Commerce. History

Alleyne, Doddridge H. N.
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 978-976-8125-91-0 (pbk)

382.3 - Foreign trade. Commercial policy

Jamaica Confederation of Trade Unions

382.4 - SPECIFIC PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
382.41 - Products of agriculture


382.413 - Food supply

Bolling, H. Christine
382.44096 – Slave trade. Africa

Conference on Slave Route (1999 Mona, Jamaica)

382.50972981 – Barbados. Commerce

Joefield-Napier, Wallace

382.6 – Export trade


382.6 – Export trade

Stewart, Fabian F.

382.6025 – Directories


Garvey, Maxine L.
Bibliography : p. 151-160. - Includes index
ISBN 976-8189-01-0 (pbk) : $1,000.00

Harris, Donald J.
Jamaica's export economy : towards a strategy of export-led growth / Donald J. Harris. - Kingston (206 Old Hope Rd., Kgn. 6) : Ian Randle Publishers in Association with Jamaica Exporter's Association, 1997. - 130p. ; 28cm. - (Critical issues in Caribbean development ; no. 5)

Jamaica Trade and Invest (JAMPRO)
Jamaica's national export strategy / [Jamaica Trade and Invest (JAMPRO)]. - [Kington (18 Trafalgar Rd., Kgn. 10)] : Jamaica Trade and Invest (JAMPRO), 2009. - 131p. : col. ill.
ISBN 978-976-610-849-6 (pbk)

Willmore, Larry

Whitehead, Judy
Includes bibliographical references
(pbk)
382.63 - Export policy


382.63097292 - Exports. Trade regulations


382.64 - Export controls and regulations

Jamaica National Export Corporation (JNEC)


382.9 - Trade agreements and their implementation


382.91 - MULTILATERAL AGREEMENTS
382.917 - Multilateral agreements. North America

Deloitte Touche Management Consultants


382.91729 - Caribbean Community. Trade agreements

Bennett, Karl


382.9729 - Jamaica. Commerce


383 - POSTAL COMUNICATION

383.2 - Economic aspects of postal service

Foster, Thomas

Johnson, Alfred N.

383.22 - Postage stamps. Jamaica


Jamaica Philatelic Society.

383.229 - Postage stamps. Bibliography

Gaston, Howard

Extract from Philatelic literature review, Vol.12, No. 1, 2nd Series No.40, June 1963.


384 - Communications. Telecommunications

Jamaica International Telecommunications Ltd.
384 - Communications. Telecommunications

Lalor, Gerald
(pbk) : Unpriced

Rhodd, Alice
(sd):

384.09729 - Telecommunications. Caribbean Area

Dunn, Hopeton S.
Includes bibliographic references
ISBN 976-610-217-1 (pbk)

384.1 - TELEGRAPHY
384.14 - ACTIVITIES AND SERVICES
384.1407 - Education

Mock Yen, Alma
(pbk)

384.5 - WIRELESS COMMUNICATION
384.51 - Satellite communication

Lalor, G.C. (Gerald C.)
(pbk)
384.54 - RADIO BROADCASTING

Mock Yen, Alma
Rewind: my recollections of radio and broadcasting in Jamaica / Alma Mock Yen. - Kingston (17 Kensington Cres., Kgn. 5)
Bibliography : p. 382-386. - Includes index
ISBN 976-8189-23-1 (pbk) : $1,500.00

384.55 - TELEVISION

Gordon, Nickesia S.
Includes bibliographical references

384.553 - ACTIVITIES AND SERVICES OF TELEVISION IN GENERAL

Seminar Visual Media and The Environment Story (1992 Kingston)
(sd)

384.6 - TELEPHONY

Jamaica Telephone Company Limited
8p. ; 27cm.
(sd) : Gratis

385 - Railroad transportation

Forsythe, H.G
385 - Railroad transportation

Preston, Aston Z.
Report presented to His Excellency the Governor General, The Most Hon. Florizel Glasspole
(sd) : Unpriced.

Preston, Aston, Z.
Report presented to His Excellency the Governor General, The Most Hon. Florizel Glasspole.
(sd) : Unpriced.

385.09 - Railway. History


387 - WATER, AIR, SPACE TRANSPORTATION
387.109 - Ports. History

Buisseret, David J.
First published : 1972
(sd) : Unpriced

387.10972920285 - Ports - History - Jamaica - Computer applications

Gray, Donald Petgrave
(sd) : Gratis

387.15 - PORT FACILITIES
387.15097292 - Jamaica

(pbk):
387.5 - Ocean transportation (Marine transportation)

Johnson, Anthony S.
Includes index
ISBN 976-610-726-2

Shipping Association of Jamaica
(sd):

387.54 - Activities and services

Keirstead, B S and Levitt, Kari

387.7 - Air transportation

Holder, Jean S.
Includes bibliographical references and index

387.7065 - Air Jamaica Limited

Persaud, Wilberne H.
(pbk)

387.7097292 - Jamaica. Aeronautics. History

Bryan, Patrick
Bibliography : p. 191-192. - Includes index
**387.736 - Airports**

**Jamaica. Ministry of Works and Communications**

The Jamaica Airports Development Project: drawings for Terminal 2 Sangster's International Airport, Montego Bay / Ministry of Works and Communications and Airports Authority of Jamaica. - , 1996. - varying pages; ill.; 37x54cm.

Reproduced from microfilm. (sd)

**Kates, Peat, Markwick and Company**


(pbk): 

**Kates, Peat, Marwick and Company**


(spiral)

**388 - TRANSPORTATION. GROUND TRANSPORTATION**

**388.1068 - Roads and highways. Management**

**LaMarre Valois International Limited**

Jamaica transportation survey stage II, phase II. Final report / LaMarre Valois International Limited. - , 1975.

[39] leaves; 28 cm.

(spiral):

**388.3 - VEHICULAR TRANSPORTATION**

**388.312 - Highway services. Traffic control**

**Car parking requirements in Central Kingston.**

[London], Tropical Section, Road Research Laboratory, Ministry of Transport, [1964?]. - 36p

**388.3 - VEHICULAR TRANSPORTATION**

**388.312 - Highway services. Traffic control**

**Hylton, Cliff**

The Jamaican learner driver's guide with 114 road code questions and answers incorporating how to pass your driving test / by Cliff Hylton. - Rev. ed. - Kingston (121 King St.) : J.S.M. Press, 1977

(sd): J$1.50
388.32 - Vehicular services

Seminar on Energy Conservation in Transportation (1983 Kingston)
Fleet management
(sd) : Gratis

388.4 - LOCAL TRANSPORTATION
388.404 - Special topics of local transportation

(pbk)

(hardcover)


(Hardcover)

388.41322 - Bus services

Anderson, Patricia
Contributions by Hilary Bailey, Joseph Cox, Michael Halstead, Michael Heslop, Hilary Kennedy, Beverley Mullings and Thailia Ruddock-Kelly
ISBN 976-40-0006-1 (pbk): $40.00

388.41322 - Bus services

Brown, Desmon
Bibliography : p. 199-200. - Includes index
ISBN 976-8203-21-8 (pbk):
388.41322 - Bus services

Lowe, Susan

Shub down small-up yuself! : diaries of Jamaica by bus / written and illustrated by Susan Lowe; original cover art by Peter Lowe. - Kingston (P.O. Box 140, Kgn.) : Polar Bear Press, 1999. 155p. : ill. ; 19cm.
ISBN 976-610-188-4 (pbk):

388.47292 - Terminals, stations, parking facilities. Jamaica

Willis, Arlene


389 - METROLOGY AND STANDARDISATION
389.15 - Systems of measurement
389.15 - Metric system. Standards. Jamaica

Jamaica Bureau of Standards


389.152 - Weights and measures

Imbert, Ignatius D.C.


389.16 - Adoption of metric system (système internationale, SI)

Jamaica Bureau of Standards


389.16 - Adoption of metric system (système internationale, SI)

Let's start doing it metric : a guide to the four basic everyday metric units. - Kingston (4 Winchester Rd., Kgn. 10) : Office of the Metrication Board, 1993 (printing). - 12p. : ill. ; 22cm. (sd) : Free
389.16 - Adoption of metric system (système internationale, SI)


Sangster, A. W.

389.6 - STANDARDIZATION
389.63 - Standardization of quality

Caribbean Quality Congress(1st : 1994 : Kingston)
(spiral)

390 - CUSTOMS, ETIQUETTE, FOLKLORE
390.08 - History and description of customs, etiquette, folklore with respects to kinds of persons

Graham, Melda
Dem ole time days deh / Melda Graham. - [S.l. : s.n.], 2006. 68p. : ill. ; 22 cm.
(pbk)

390.4 - CUSTOMS OF PEOPLE BY OCCUPATION
390.4338 - Customs of business

Walcott, C.M.
The business survival kit vol. 1 : 117 responses that you ought to be aware of / C. M. Harclyde Walcott ; introduction by Hopeton Dunn. - Kingston (P.O. Box 94, Kgn. 7) : Pomme-cythere books, c1996. 120p. ; 22cm.
ISBN 976-610-039-X (pbk)

391 - COSTUME AND PERSONAL APPEARANCE
391.0097292 - Costume, Jamaica. 19th century

Buckridge, Steeve O.
Bibliography : p. 240-259. - Includes index
ISBN 976-640-143-8 (pbk)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>391.025</td>
<td><strong>Costume. Social aspects</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>391.2097292</td>
<td><strong>Women. Jamaica. Clothing</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tulloch, Carol</strong></td>
<td>Fashioned in black and white : women's dress in Jamaica, 1880-1907 / Carol Tulloch. - London : [s.n., 1997]. - [26]p. : ill. ; 22cm. Includes bibliographical references</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>392</td>
<td><strong>CUSTOMS OF LIFE CYCLE AND DOMESTIC</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>392.5</td>
<td><strong>Wedding and marriage customs</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Holder, Rhian</strong></td>
<td>Jamaican wedding traditions in the early twentieth century 1900-1962 : a research paper submitted in partial fulfilment of the requirements for the degree of Master of Arts in the Heritage Studies of the University of the West Indies / Rhian Holder. - [Kingston (Mona Campus, Kgn. 7)] : Department of History and Archaeology, Faculty of Arts and Education, 2007. - iv, 96p. ; 28 cm. Bibliography : p. 90-96 (spiral)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>394</td>
<td><strong>GENERAL CUSTOMS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>394.1</td>
<td><strong>Eating, drinking; using drugs</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>394.120972981</td>
<td><strong>Eating and drinking - Barbados</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clarke, Austin</strong></td>
<td>Pig tails 'n breadfruit : rituals of slave food : a Barbadian memoir / by Austin Clarke. - Kingston (206 Old Hope Rd., Kgn. 6) : Ian Randle Publishers, 1999. - 248p. ; 19cm. ISBN 976-637-011-7 (pbk) : $756.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>394.26</td>
<td><strong>Holidays</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
394.268 – SPECIFIC KINDS OF HOLIDAYS
394.2684 – Patriotic holidays

Higman, Barry W.

394.2697292 – Jamaica

Jamaica Cultural Development Commission
(sd)

394.269 – Historical, geographic, persons treatment

(sd)

394.2697291 – Cuba. Festivals


394.2697292 – Jamaica. Festivals

Committee to Examine National Symbols and Observances
(sd)

(pbk):

394.4 – Official ceremonies and observances

(sd) :
66p.

Jamaica Federation of Women
The 25th Anniversary of the Jamaica Federation of Women.

Dance, Daryl C.
Folklore from contemporary Jamaicans / by Daryl C. Dance ;
drawings by Murry N. DePillars. - Knoxville, Tenn : University of
Tennessee Press, c1985. - xxv, 229p. : ill., 2 maps ; 24cm
Bibliography : p. 217-219
Includes index
ISBN 0-87049-436-8 : $119.75

Tanna, Laura
Jamaican folk tales and oral histories / by Laura Tanna
Kingston (2A Suthermere Rd., Kgn. 10) : Institute of Jamaica
Publications, c1984. - xi, 143p. : ill, 1 map, ports ; 31 cm
(Jamaica 21 anthology series ; no. 1)
Bibliography : p. 134-138. - Includes index
ISBN 976-8017-01-5 : $50.00

Barrow, Christine
And I remember many things : folklore of the Caribbean
Kingston, Jamaica : Ian Randle Publishers, 1992 - ix, 52p. : ill. ;
26 cm.
ISBN 976-8100-14-1 : $220.00

Barrett, Leonard E.
The Sun and the drum : African roots in Jamaican folk
tradition / Leonard E. Barrett. - Kingston, Jamaica : Sangsters
plates ; 23 cm
Bibliography: p. 123-125
Includes index (sd)

Brailsford, David
Confessions of Anansi / David Brailsford. - Kingston (7
: ill. ; 22 cm.
ISBN 976-8184-51-5 (pbk)
398.2 – Folk literature

Brown, Suzanne Francis
The mystery of the golden table / Suzanne Francis Brown
Kingston (17 Kensington Cres., Kgn. 5) : Arawak Publications, 2000
26p. : ill. ; 21cm. – (Next generation series : Caribbean myths and legends)
ISBN 976-95047-2-6 (pbk)

Burke, Eddie
Water in the gourd, and other Jamaican folk stories[ / retold by] Eddie Burke and Anne Garside ; illustrated by Betty Anderson
London : Oxford University Press, 1975. – 47p. : ill. ; 20cm
ISBN 0-19-834258-6 (sd) : J$0.90

Campbell, Peggy
Lover's leap and other folk stories / written by Peggy Campbell and Monica Sterling; illustrations by Wilfred Limonious
Kingston (47b South Camp Rd., Kgn. 4) : JAMAL Foundation, 1976.
24p. : ill. ; 21cm. – (History/cultural patterns ; 3)
JAMAL supplementary reading material
(sd) : Gratis

Campbell, Hazel D.
ISBN 976-610-269-4 (pbk)

398.2 – Folk literature

Hausman, Gerald

Salkey, Andrew
Partial contents, Anancy and sorrel / retold by Louise Bennett. – Anancy and common-sense / retold by Louise Bennett.
ISBN 0-904521-17-6 (pbk) : J$15.85

Sherlock, Philip M.
Ears and tails and common sense : more stories from the Caribbean by Philip M. Sherlock and Hilary Sherlock; illustrated by Aliki. – London : Deutsch,1979. – xvii, 121p. : ill. ; 21cm
Originally published : New York : Crowell, 1974
398.2 - Folk literature

Sherlock, Philip M.
ISBN 978 0 333 34976 2

Sherlock, Philip M.
ISBN 0-233-96687-0 (Cased) : J$9.45

Sherlock, Philip M.

Tek me! noh tek mi! : Caribbean folk tales / edited by Hazel D. Campbell. -Kingston (P. O. Box 489, Kgn. 10) : Carlong Publishers, 2008. - x, 118p.: ill. (some col.) ; 21cm + 2 audio CDs. - (Sand pebbles pleasure series / Hazel D. Campbell, series editor)
ISBN 978-976-638-096-0 (pbk)

Williams, John Joseph
Bibliography: p. 6 (spiral)

398.209729 - Folk literature. Caribbean Area

ISBN 976-8010-09-6 (sd) : Unpriced
Pollard, Velma
First ed. published: Kingston : Longman Jamaica, 1985
ISBN 976-638-045-7 (pbk)

Bennett, Louise
Laugh with Louise: pot-pourri of Jamaican folklore, stories, songs verses / by Louise Bennett ; with a foreword by Robert Verity; music manuscript by Lois Kelly-Barrow. - 3rd ed. - [Kingston : Institute of Jamaica], 200-. - 54p. ; 23 cm.
(sd)

24p. : ill. ; 21 cm.
(sd):

Rojany, Lisa

Ashtine, Eaulin
Monkey liver soup and other tales from Trinidad / told by Eaulin Ashtine; illustrated by Brian Robins. - Kingston (95 Church St., Kgn.) : Nelson Caribbean, 1977. - 42p.: ill. ; 21 cm. - (The rapid reading series ; 11)
ISBN 17-566073-5 (sd) : Unpriced

Beckwith, Martha Warren

Bennett, Louise
ISBN 976-8005-05-X (pbk)

Bennett, Louise
Anancy and Miss Lou / Louise Bennett. - Kingston (97 Harbour St.) : Sangsters, 1979. - xi, 82p. ; 18cm.
(pbk)
398.21 - Spiders. Anansi tales and legends

Gradussov, Alex
(pbk)

Jekyll, Walter
Originally published : London : David Nutt, 1907

Jekyll, Walter
Half-title : Publications of the Folklore Society LV [1904].
Musical Scores

Sherlock, Philip M[anderson]

Sherlock, Philip M[anderson]

Sherlock, Philip M.
ISBN 978-0-333-35326-4 (pbk) : $1,010.00

Zahl, Peter-Paul
ISBN 976-8184-34-5 (pbk)

Zahl, Peter-Paul
ISBN 3-88520-724-9
398.22 - Tales and lore of legendary or mythological persons

Jones, Evan
ISBN 0-602-22643-0 (sd) : $120.00

Senior, Olive
First in Jamaica / researched and written by Olive Senior; edited by officers of the Ministry of Education; illustrated and designed by Max Robin. - Kingston : Ministry of Education ; Jamaica Tourist Board,, 1978. - [16p.] : ill. ; 22cm. - (Jamaica Tourist Board series : Pop story gi mi)
"A joint project of the Ministry of Education and the Jamaica Tourist Board."
(sd):

Senior, Olive
Once upon a time in Jamaica / researched and written by Olive Senior; edited by officers of the Ministry of Education; illustrated and designed by Max Robin. - Kingston : Ministry of Education ; Jamaica Tourist Board, 1977. - [16]p. : ill. ; 21cm. - (Jamaica Tourist Board series "Pop story gi mi") "A joint project of the Ministry of Education and the Jamaica Tourist Board"
(sd) : Unpriced

398.24 - Tales and lore of plants and animals

Blake, Evon
(Follow-up literature for new readers)
(sd) : Unpriced

Senior, Olive
"A joint project of the Ministry of Education and the Jamaica Tourist Board."

Campbell, Al
Brother Anansi trickster stories / retold by Al Campbell. Spanish Town (P. O. Box 763) : Sunzone, 2005. - vii, 145p. : ill. ; 18 cm. - (SunZone heritage series)
ISBN 976-95152-3-X (pbk)
398.245 - Animals (Legendary). Anancy

Galloway, P. Hyacinth
Anancy and Bird Cherry Island / P. Hyacinth Galloway.
ISBN 0-938801-00-7 (sd):

Galloway, P. Hyacinth
ISBN 0-928801-02-3 (sd):

Galloway, P. Hyacinth
Anancy and the chief's daughter / P. Hyacinth Galloway.
ISBN 0-938801-01-5 (sd)

Hanson, Anne
Anancy and politics / Anne Hanson. - Mandeville, Jamaica (P.O. Box 628, Mandeville): Eureka Press, 1992. - 21p. : ill. ; 23cm.
ISBN 976-8029-04-8

Hanson, Anne
Anancy becomes a journalist / Anne Hanson. - Mandeville, Jamaica (P.O. Box 628, Mandeville): Eureka Press, 1992. - 41p. : ill. ; 24cm.
ISBN 976-8029-04-4(sd)

Hanson, Anne
Anancy revalues the dollar / Anne Hanson. - Mandeville, Jamaica (P.O. Box 628, Mandeville): Eureka Press, 1992. - 26p. : 23cm.
ISBN 976-8029-05-6 (sd)

Rhule, Elkanah
The adventures of Bredda Anancy and Bredda Tukuma / Elkanah Rhule; edited by Iris Lewis, Avalda Baghaloo; art director: Richard Paisley; graphic design: Godfrey Smith; illustrated by Clive McDonald. - [St. Catherine (Lot 1038, St. Theresa Rd., Green Acres, Spanish Town, St. Catherine)] : E. Rhule, 2010. - 30p. : ill. (chiefly col.) ; 29cm.
ISBN 978-976-95306-1-4 (sd)

Rhule, Elkanah
ISBN 978-976-95306-0-7 (sd)
398.245 – Animals (Legendary). Anancy

Richmond, Beulah

Richmond, Beulah
ISBN 976-8202-11-4(pbk):

Sherlock, Philip
The illustrated Anansi / Philip Sherlock; illustrated by Petrina Wright. – London: Macmillan Caribbean, 1995. – 48p. : ill. ; 24cm. – Four Caribbean folktales
ISBN 0-333-63120-X : $300.00

Temple, Frances
ISBN 0-531-06859-5 : US$38.00

398.25 – Ghost stories

Brailsford, David
ISBN 976-8184-22-1 (pbk):

Burford, Lorrimer A.
ISBN 976-8184-84-1 (pbk):

Campbell, Al
Duppy conquering: spooky stories / retold by Al Campbell. Spanish Town (P.O. Box 763): SunZone, 2005. – vii, 105p. : ill. ; 18 cm. – (SunZone heritage series)
ISBN 976-95152-5-6 (pbk)

Jones, Evan
ISBN 0-602-22643-0 (sd): $120.00
398.27097272 – Jamaica. Tales and lores of everyday human life

Ayre, Sylvester
ISBN 976-8184-16-7 (pbk):

398.3 – Real phenomena as subjects of folklore

Beckwith, Martha Warren
Bibliography : p. 226, 227, 229-233. – Originally published in 1929 by the University of North Carolina Press

398.6 – Riddles

Brown, Cudelia
Originally published as Riddles of Jamaica, 1996
ISBN 976-610-735-1 (sd)

398.8 – Rhymes and rhyming games

Jamaica Maddah Goose / edited by Louise Bennett ; illustrations by the students of the Jamaica School of Art compiled by Donald Robertson. – Kingston (1 Arthur Wint Dr., Kgn. 5) : Published for the Jamaica School of Art by the Friends of the Jamaica School of Art Association, 1981. – [68]p. : ill, port ; 26x21cm.
(sd) : J$8.00

398.9 – Proverbs

Anderson, Izett

Beckwith, Martha Warren
Originally published in 1925, New York.
ISBN 8371-2938-9 :

Cleary, Al
Cole-Smith, Majorie Sidonie
Miss Gillibank she: proverbs my grandmother taught me / Marjorie Sidonie Cole-Smith; translated to Jamaican by the Jamaican Language Unit; illustrations by Clovis Brown. - Kingston (17 Kensington Cres., Kgn.5): Arawak Publications, 2007. - xxii,130p. : col. ill, ; 23 cm and 1 sound disc; 4 3/4".
   Text in English and Jamaican dialect. Accompanying CD-Rom processed separately

Cole-Smith, Marjorie Sidonie
   Contents: About everyday life. Tracks 1-9; About people and relationships - Tracks 10-21; A little encouragement Tracks 22-26; Some comments tracks 27-30

Davis, Winnifred
   ISBN 0-9734537-2-9 (pbk) : $800.00

Henry, L. Mike
LMH official dictionary of Jamaican words and proverbs / compiled by L. Mike Henry and Kevin S. Harris. - Kingston (7 Norman Road, Kingston CSO) : LMH Publishing Limited, 2002. - 72p. : ill. ; 16 cm. - (Back a yard series)
   ISBN 976-8184-30-2

Hodari, Askhari Johnson
   Bibliography : p.223-227

Morris-Brown, Vivien
   ISBN 976-8091-41-X (pbk):
398.9 - Proverbs

Watson, G. Lewellyn
Bibliography : p. 283-287. - Includes index
ISBN 0-8130-1053-5 : $1,765.00

398.909729 - Caribbean proverbs

Allsopp, Richard
Includes index
ISBN 976-8189-06-1 (pbk): $2,400.00

398.9097292 - Jamaican proverbs

Jerdin, Aliceteen L.
(pbk)
400 – LANGUAGE

408 – TREATMENT WITH RESPECT TO KINDS OF PERSONS
408.7 – Pidgin languages


409 – GEOGRAPHIC TREATMENT
409.863 – Suriname

Bibliography : p. 286-317. – Includes index

410 – LINGUISTICS
410.9729 – Caribbean Area. Languages

Alleyne, Mervyn C.
Bibliography : p. 22
(sd)

413 – Dictionaries of standard forms of languages

Allsopp, Jeannette
Bibliography : p. 145-149. – Includes index
ISBN 976-8189-09-6 (pbk) : $3,250.00
414 - PHONOLOGY AND PHONETICS
414.6 - Intonation (Phonetics)

Devonish, Hubert

417 - DIALECTOLOGY AND HISTORICAL LINGUISTICS
417.2 - Dialectology

Devonish, Hubert

417.2097292 - Jamaican dialect

Williams, Joan

417.22 - PIDGINS AND CREOLES
417.2209729 - Caribbean Area


417.22097292 - Jamaica
ISBN 978-976-8189-820 (pbk)

420 - ENGLISH AND OLD ENGLISH (ANGLO-SAXON)
420.7292 - Caribbean Area
O'Connor, Delores
Carlong further multiple choice assessment tests : mental ability / Delores O'Connor, Joyce McKenzie. - Kingston (P.O. Box 489, Kgn. 10) : Carlong, 1996. - [ii], 62p. : ill. ; 28cm.
Ages 10-12 years
ISBN 976-8010-82-7 (sd)

421 - WRITING SYSTEM, PHONOLOGY, PHONETICS OF STANDARD ENGLISH
421.1 - English language. Alphabets
The Jamaican alphabet. - Kingston : Hampton and Brooks (Caribbean), 1990. - 7 leaves : ill. ; 15cm. - (The Jamrite series)
(sd)

421.21 - English language. Writing
Simmons-McDonald, Hazel
ISBN 976-8123-29-X (pbk):

423 - DICTIONARIES OF STANDARD ENGLISH
423.1 - Cliches
Powell, Peter E.
Cliches : the lighter side : a group of mostly light-hearted comments on frequently used expressions / by Peter E. Powell. [Kingston : P.E. Powell], c2000. - 357p. ; 22cm.

427 - Historical and geographic variations
Alleyne, Mervyn C.
Bibliography : p. 239-253
ISBN 0-89720-032-2 (pbk)
**427.009729 - English language. West Indies, English-speaking. History**

Roberts, Peter A.
From oral to literature culture: colonial experience in the English West Indies / Peter A. Roberts. - Kingston (1A Aqueduct Flats, Kgn. 7) : The Press, 1997. - x, 301p. ; 23cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-640-037-7 (pbk) : $950.00

**427.9 - Jamaican dialect**

Adams, L. Emilie
ISBN 976-625-035-9 (pbk):

Adams, L. Emilie

Akers, Glenn Alan
Bibliography: p. 119-123. - Includes index
ISBN 0-89720-038-1 (pbk) : J$8.50

Cassidy, Frederic G.

D'Costa, Jean
Bibliography: p. 152-157
ISBN 0-8173-0382-0

Lalla, Barbara
Bibliography : p. 233-249. - Includes index
ISBN 0-8173-0447-9
427.9 - Jamaican dialect

Lalla, Barbara
Offprint from : Focus on the Caribbean/editors Manfred Gorlach and John A. Holm Amsterdam: John Benjamins Publishing, 1986. - (Varieties of English around the world, ISSN 0172-7362; G8)

Maxwell, Ken
How to speak Jamaican / by Ken Maxwell; with illustrations by Livingston McLaren. - Kingston (P.O. Box 383, Kgn. 5) : Christopher Issa, 1981. - 45p. : ill. ; 19cm.
(sd) : J$4.50

Reynolds, Ras Dennis Jabari

Thomas, J.J.
(sd) : $2.60

Williams, Joan
Back a yard / written by Joan Williams ; illustrated by Leon Hinds. - Kingston (P.O. Box 329, Kgn. 10) : Yard Publications, 1990. 59p. : ill. ; 21cm.
(sd)

Williams, Joan
(sd) : $35.00

Williams, Joan
Back a yard 3, with, the original dance hall dictionary / by Joan Williams; illustrated by Shawn Grant. - Kingston (P.O. Box 329, Kgn. 10) : Yard Publications, 1994. - 60p. : ill. ; 22cm.
(sd) : $80.00
427.9729 - Caribbean creole


Exploring the boundaries of Caribbean Creole languages / edited by Hazel Simmonds-McDonald and Ian Robertson. - Kingston (IA Aqueduct Flats, Mona, Kgn. 7) : University of the West Indies Press, 2006. - xvi, 244p ; 23 cm. Includes bibliographical references (pbk)

Freundorfer, Thomas
The language of Jamaica / by Thomas Freundorfer; Martin Priebe. - [S.l. : s.n., 1991?]. - 29p. ; 36 cm. (sd)

Rickford, John R.

427.972903 - English dictionaries. Caribbean Area


427.97292 - Jamaica. English dictionary

Bailey, Beryl Loftman
Bailey, Beryl Loftman

Bennett, Louise
ISBN 976-8005-02-5 (pbk) : $100.00

Brown, Cudelia
Cover title (sd)

Brown, Cudelia
Cover title
ISBN 976-8138-21-1 (sd):

Cassidy, Frederic G.
Bibliography : p. xvii-xxxii
ISBN 0-521-22165-X (Cased) : J$148.35

Cassidy, Frederic G.
ISBN 976-640-127-6 (pbk) : US$40.45

Cassidy, Frederic G.
Includes index
Cassidy, Frederic G.

Cassidy, Fredric G

Chen, Roger

Christie, Pauline

Craig, Dennis Roy

D'Costa, Jean


Durrleman-Tame, Stephanie
427.97292 - Jamaica. English dictionary

Bibliography: p. 25
(sd)

Henry, L. Mike
ISBN 976-8184-29-9

Francis-Jackson, Chester
ISBN 976-625-074-X (pbk)

Pollard, Velma
Bibliography : p. [111]-117
ISBN 976-8125-68-3 (pbk) : $700.00

Pollard, Velma
ISBN 976-8125-11-X
ISBN 976-8125-68-3 (pbk) : $650.00

Pollard, Velma
ISBN 1-878433-14-8 (pbk) : $192.40

Pollard, Velma
From (Jamaican) creole to standard English (Jamaican English) : a handbook for teachers / by Velma Pollard. - Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7) : Faculty of Education, University of the West Indies, 1990. - 36p. ; 28cm.
Includes bibliographical references (sd):
427.97292 - Jamaica. English dictionary

Reece-Daly, Cecily
Membea de culcha (remember the culture) of Jamaica : chief words, phrases, proverbs and riddles in Jamaican dialects (patios). - Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 1-8837660-065-2 (pbk) : $466.00

Sebba, Mark
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 0-582-08095-9 (pbk): $600.00

Wells, John Christopher

White, Fern
Jamaican talk : a modern way to talk Jamaican patois / Fern White. - Kingston (Unit #3, The Domes, 85 Hagley Park Rd., Kgn. 10) : In the street Records, 2006. - iv, 82p. : ill. ; 22 cm. (pbk) : $270.00

428 - STANDARD ENGLISH USAGE (PRESCRIPTIVE LINGUISTICS) APPLIED LINGUISTICS

ISBN 976-625-133-9 (pbk) : $195.00

Bennett, Hyacinth
Carlong first year assessment tests English / Hyacinth Bennett. - Kingston (P.O. Box 489, Kgn. 10) : Carlong, 1996. [iii], 96p. : ill. ; 28cm.
Includes answers
Age 5-7 years
ISBN 976-8010-78-9 (pbk)

Bennett, Hyacinth
Carlong fourth year assessment test English. - Kingston (33 Second Street, Newport West, P.O. Box 489, Kgn. 10) :Carlong Publishers (Caribbean) Ltd., 1993. - 88p. ; 25cm. - (Carlong Fourth Year Assessment Tests)
ISBN 976-8010-51-7 (pbk)
428 - Standard English usage (Prescriptive linguistics) Applied linguistics

Bennett, Hyacinth
Carlong second year assessment tests English / Hyacinth Bennett. - Kingston (P.O. Box 489, Kgn. 10) : Carlong, 1997. 116p. : ill. ; 28cm.
ISBN 976-8010-96-7 (pbk)

Bennett, Hyacinth
Age: 7-9 years
ISBN 976-638-008-2 (pbk):

Bennett, Hyacinth
Carlong third year assessment tests reasoning and problem solving / Hyacinth Bennett. - Kingston (P.O. Box 489, Kgn. 10) : Carlong, 1999. - 109p. : ill. ; 28cm. - (Carlong Assessment Tests)
Ages: 7-9 years
ISBN 976-638-006-6 (pbk)

Caribbean Examinations Council
Includes schools' report: May/June 2009

Caribbean Examinations Council
Includes mark schemes and specimen papers

Caribbean Examinations Council
ISBN 978-976-637-490-7 (sd)

Caribbean Examinations Council
Includes schools' reports
ISBN 978-976-637-444-0 (sd)
Fraser, Lorna A.
The Jamaica Observer CXC lecture series English / by Lorna A. Fraser. - Kingston (2 Fagan Ave., Kgn. 8) : Jamaica Observer Ltd., 1998. - 64p. : ill. ; 28cm. -(CXC lecture series)
Cover title: English : with practice papers and answers
ISBN 976-610-069-1 (sd) : $150.00

Hodge, Merle
Includes index

Marshall, Eileen
Live language : a writing and comprehension course for juniors. Book 1 / Eileen Marshall, Paulette Feraria. - Kingston (P.O. Box 489, Kgn. 10) : Carlong, 1996
Age 7-9 years
ISBN 976-8010-64-9 (pbk)

Marshall, Eileen
ISBN 976-8010-74-6 (pbk)

Mitchell, Ivy J
(pbk)

Noel, Dorothy
ISBN 976-638-017-1 (pbk)

Noel, Dorothy
Carlong further multiple choice tests for Common Entrance English / Dorothy Noel. - Kingston (P.O. Box 489, Kgn. 10) : Carlong, 1996. - [iii], [68]p. ; 28cm.
"Pull out" section at back with answer sheets
ISBN 976-8010-70-3 (sd)

Ridout, Ronald and Sherlock, Philip
428.00710729 - Language and languages. Study and Teaching. Caribbean

Craig, Dennis R.
Includes bibliographical references and index

428.0261 - Translating and Interpreting

Craig, Ian
Bibliography: p. 191

428.2 - English language. Examinations, questions, etc.

The anthology / compiled by Dennis Craig [et al]; edited by Donald Wilson and Sybil James. - Kingston (P.O. Box 1028, Kgn.): Heinemann Educational, 1978. - 80p.; 19 cm. - (LMW college English) "Produced in the Language Materials Workshop, School of Education, UWI, Mona with Mico Teachers' College".
t.p.
(sd): $4.75

Caribbean Examinations Council
Cover title: "CXC past papers English A"
Covers papers for June 1979-June 1982 examinations
(sd): $2.75

Caribbean Examinations Council
Cover title: CXC past papers English B".
Covers June 1981-June 1982 examinations
(sd): $2.75

Caribbean Examinations Council
Cover title
(sd): $2.75
428.2 - English language. Examinations, questions, etc

Caribbean Examinations Council
(sd) $2.75

Chambers, W. Val
(pbk)

Chambers, W. Val

Chambers, W. Val
ISBN 976-8029-67-6 (pbk):

Children's Own GSAT communication task: revision guide and workbook, with practice tests / compiled by Owen R. Speid. Kingston (P.O. Box 40, Kgn.): Selecto, 2005. - 66p.: col. ill.; 28cm.
ISBN 976-8050-16-0 (pbk):

Children's Own GSAT language arts revision guide and workbook, with practice tests / compiled by Owen R. Speid - Kingston (P.O. Box 40, Kgn): Selecto, 2005 - 98p.: col. ill.; 28cm

The Gleaner's Youthlink Magazine CSEC revision guide: English language / compiled by Lorna A. M. Fraser. Kingston (North St., P.O. Box 40, Kgn.) : Selectco Publications, 2009. - x, 118p.: ill.; 28cm. - (Gleaner's Youth Link Magazine CSEC revision guide series)
ISBN 978-976-8050-281 (pbk)

Johnson, Shawn
ISBN 978-976-95283-0-7 (pbk):
428.2 – English language. Examinations, questions, etc.

McDonald, C. (Christene)

Noel, Keith

Noel, Keith
ISBN 978-976-638-0915 (pbk)

Noel, Keith
ISBN 976-8010-36-3 (pbk)

428.4 – English language. Reading

Reid, Donna Maria
ISBN 976-610-286-4 (sd) : $200.00

Warrican, S. Joel
Bibliography : p. 119-124
ISBN 976-637-206-3 (pbk):
428.6 - Reading books

**Brooks, Clyde**
The Blue Mahoe series book 5 / Clyde Brooks, Jean L.
Developed by the Organisation of American states / Ministry of Education under the Grades 7-9 High interest Reading and Language Arts Project (HIRLAP)
(sd)

**Brooks, Clyde**
The Blue Mahoe series book 6 / Clyde Brooks, Jean L.
Developed by the OAS / Ministry of Education, Jamaica under the Grades 7-9 High interest Reading and Language Arts Project (HIRLAP)
(sd)

**Brooks, Clyde**
The Blue Mahoe series book 7 / Clyde Brooks, Jean L.
Developed by the Organisation of American States / Ministry of Education, Jamaica under the Grade 7-9 High interest Reading and Language Arts Project
(sd)

**Brooks, Clyde**
The Blue Mahoe series book 8 / Clyde Brooks, Jean L.
Developed by the Organisation of American States / Ministry of Education, Jamaica under the Grades 7-9 High interest Reading and Language Arts Project
(sd)

**Brooks, Clyde**
The Blue Mahoe series book 9 / Clyde Brooks, Jean L.
Developed by the Organisation of American States / Ministry of Education, Jamaica under Grades 7-9 High interest Reading and Language Arts Project (HIRLAP)
(sd)

**Jones, Doreen**
ISBN 976-8203-04-8 (sd)
428.6 – English readers

Anderson, Jenni R.
ISBN 976-8050-04-7 (sd)

Darroux, Theresa
Lest we forget / by Theresa Darroux; edited by Hilma Solomon; designed by Ronald Deschamps; illustrated by Emmanuel Prince. [S.l. : s.n.], 1984. – (Kingston : Montrose Printery). – 32p. : ill. ; 21 cm. – (UNDP/UNESCO/AGFUND multi-island project CAR/83/001)
ISBN 976-8001-02-X (sd)

Grant, Inez M.
The reason why / by Inez M. Grant and V.M.B. Elliott; illustrated by Rita Parsons. – Kingston : Publications Branch, Ministry of Education, 1962 (pbk)

Grant, Inez M.
Stories for work and play / Inez M. Grant ; illustrations by Dennis Carabine. – Rev. ed. – Kingston : WM Collins and Sangsters (Jamaica) Ltd., 1975. – 159p. : ill. ; 20 cm. – (The island readers 2A) (pbk): $3.75

Marshall, Eileen
ISBN 976-639-039-8 (sd)

Marshall, Eileen
ISBN 976-639-039-8 (pbk)

ISBN 978-976-8007-17-9 (sd)

ISBN 978-976-8007-19-3 (pbk)
428.6 - English readers

ISBN 978-976-8007-18-6 (sd)

428.62 - Adult education readers

JAMAL Foundation. Technical Services Department
English exercises / prepared by the Technical Services Department, JAMAL Foundation ; illustrations by Donald Miller. 2nd ed. - Kingston (47B South Camp Rd., Kgn. 4) : JAMAL, 1979. 51p. : ill. ; 28cm. - (English exercises. Book 1) English course for adults and elementary learners who have completed the Grade 4 level of the JAMAL course (sd) : Gratis

JAMAL Foundation. Technical Services Department
English exercises / prepared by the Technical Services Department, JAMAL Foundation. - Kingston (47B South Camp Rd., Kgn. 4) : JAMAL, 1978. - 72p.: ill. ; 28cm. - (English exercises. Book 2; 2) English course for elementary learners who have completed the Grade 4 level of the JAMAL course and English exercises bk. 1 (sd) : Gratis

JAMAL Foundation. Technical Services Department
Teacher's guide to English exercises / prepared by the Technical Services Department, JAMAL Foundation. - Kingston (47B South Camp Rd., Kgn. 4) : JAMAL, 1979. - 36p. ; 28cm. (Teacher's guide to English exercises. Book 1) To be used in conjunction with the English exercises Book 1 Student's book. - Technical preparation by Pat Morgan, Peggy Campbell and Mary Dixon (sd) : Gratis

JAMAL Foundation. Technical Services Department
Teacher's guide to English exercises / prepared by the Technical Services Department, JAMAL Foundation. - Kingston (47B South Camp Rd., Kgn. 4) : JAMAL, 1979. - 66p. ; 28 cm. - (Teacher's guide to English exercises. Book 2; 2) To be used in conjunction with the English exercises Book 2 Student's book. Technical preparation by Pat Morgan and Mary Dixon. - For use in adult literacy classes (sd) : Gratis
428.62 - Adult education readers

Lalla, Barbara

English for academic purposes : a distance education course for Caribbean students / Barbara Lalla; [editors, Joanne Blake and Dianne Thurab-Nkhosi]. - 2nd. ed. - Bridgetown, Barbados : University of the West Indies, Distance Education Centre, 1997. 260p. : ill., tables ; 28cm.
   Pilot version published January 1997
   Bibliography: p. 254-258
   (pbk)

Lalla, Barbara

English for academic purposes: student manual / Barbara Lalla. - [Barbados : University of the West Indies, Distance Education Centre, 1997]. - 64p. : ill. ; 28cm.
   (pbk)

McIntosh, Mavis

   A textbook for adult learners covering the consonants H, L, R and vowel short O.
   (sd) : Unpriced

Smith, Ricardo

   ISBN 976-610-573-1 (pbk)

445 - GRAMMAR OF STANDARD FRENCH

445.076 - French. examinations, questions, etc.

Caribbean Examinations Council


Caribbean Examinations Council

   Including schools' report
445.76 - French. Outlines, syllabi, etc.

Caribbean Examinations Council
ISBN 978-976-637-471-6 (sd)

Caribbean Examinations Council.

448 - Standard French usage (Prescriptive linguistics) Applied linguistics

Bogle Cayol, Desrine R.
ISBN 978-976-8217-52-3 (sd)

460 - SPANISH AND PORTUGUESE LANGUAGES
468 - Standard Spanish usage (Prescriptive linguistics) Applied linguistics

Ramsay, Paulette A.
ISBN 978-976-8202-66-6 (pbk)

468.13 - Spanish language. Pronunciation

Chappe, Rosario
Bibliography : p. [67]. - CD-Rom features the voices of Ulises Franco Arcia, Ajani Ausaru, David Kennedy and Rosario Chappe
ISBN 978-976-637-335-1(pbk)
Bankay, Anne-Maria
Cuentos y actividades : stories and activities / Anne-Maria Bankay and Susan Hitchener ; illustrated by Errol Stennett.
28p. : col. ill. ; 25 cm. - (Next generation series : workbooks (Language building)
ISBN 976-8189-33-9 (sd)

Bell, E-J.
ISBN 976-8184-21-3 (pbk)

Caribbean Examinations Council
(sd) : $2.75

Caribbean Examinations Council
Cover title: "CXC past papers Spanish".
Covers June 1980-June 1982 examinations
(sd) : $2.75

Caribbean Examinations Council
(sd) : $2.75

Caribbean Examinations Council
Including schools' report
ISBN 978-976-637-456-3 (pbk)

Caribbean Examination Council
468.2 – Spanish language – Examinations, questions, etc.

Caesar, Errol
CXC Spanish graded listening and reading comprehension exercises / Errol Caesar and Diego Valencia. – Kingston (P.O. Box 1028, Kgn.) : Heinemann Educational Books (Caribbean) in association with Hodder and Stoughton, 1986. – ii, 78p. : ill. ; 22cm.
ISBN 976-605-048-1 (pbk)

Hanna, Cecilia
ISBN 976-8138-53-X (pbk)

Lewis, Heloise
The Jamaica Observer CXC lecture series Spanish / by Heloise Lewis. – Kingston (2 Fagan Ave., Kgn. 8) : Jamaica Observer Ltd., 1998. 114p. ; 27cm. – (CXC lecture series)
ISBN 976-610-094-2 (sd) : $150.00

Lewis, Heloise
ISBN 976-8190-02-7 (pbk)

McLean, M.
Learning Spanish the smart way level 2 / M. McLean, L.Fearon, R. Blair. – [Manchester] (71 Manchester Rd., P.O. Box 1293, Mandeville P.O., Manchester) : Mid-Island Educators, 2009. – 120p. : ill. ; 28cm.
ISBN 978-976-8218-11-7 (pbk)


Ramsay, Paulette
ISBN 976-625-113-4 (pbk): $450.00

Ramsay, Paulette
468.2 - Spanish language - Examinations, questions, etc.

Ramsay, Paulette
ISBN 976-8184-31-0 (sd):

Ramsay, Paulette
ISBN 976-625-112-6 (pbk):

Shirley, Avril G.
ISBN 976-978-621-74-6 (pbk):

468.24 - Spanish language. For non-speaking Spanish-speaking students

Grey, Hubert T.
(sd) : J$6.50

Hackett, Sylvia L.
ISBN 976-605-057-0 (sd):

Hackett, Sylvia L.
First edition published 1987
ISBN 976-605-060-0 (sd):

468.2441 - Spanish language. Textbooks

¡Hola chicos! / Heloise Lewis. - Kingston (43 Second St., Newport West, P.O. Box 489): Longman Jamaica, 1989. - 86 p.; ill. ; 25 cm.
ISBN 976-8010-30-4 (sd):
468.8 - Spanish language. Textbooks

Carter, Sheila Y.
Functional Spanish for Caribbean students / Sheila Y. Carter.
Includes index
ISBN 976-8123-99-0 (pbk): $1,035.00

496 - African languages
496.3 - Niger-Congo languages
496.3337 - Yoruba language. Dialects. Trinidad

Warner-Lewis, Maureen
Trinidad Yoruba: from mother tongue to memory / Maureen Warner-Lewis.
Previously published : Tuscaloosa, Al : University of Alabama Press 1996
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-640-054-7 (pbk): $1,040.00
500 - SCIENCE

500 - NATURAL SCIENCES AND MATHEMATICS
500 - Science

ISBN 976-8010-34-7 (pbk)


Channer, L.
211p. : ill. ; 28 cm.
ISBN 976-610-524-3 (pbk)

ISBN 978-976-638-100-4 (pbk)

First steps in Science : pupil's book Year 5 / Velma McClenan...[et al]. - Kingston (P.O. Box 489, Kgn 10) : Carlong (Caribbean), 2006 - viii, 278 p. : ill. (some col); 25 cm
ISBN 976-638-070-8 (pbk)

ISBN 978-976-638-093-9 (pbk)

ISBN 976-638-067-8 (pbk)

Harper, G.
ISBN 976-610-525-1 (pbk)
McClenan, Vilma
First steps in science / Vilma McClenan ; Dorothy Pottinger. Myrtle Gordon. - Kingston (P.O. Box 489, Kgn. 10) : Longman Jamaica, 1990. - 131p. : ill., map ; 25cm. - (Pupil's book ; 4)
ISBN 976-8010-28-2 (sd)

McClenan, Vilma
First steps in science / Vilma McClenan, Hortense Morgan. Kingston (P.O. Box 489, Kgn.10) : Longman Jamaica, 1989. - 121p. : ill. ; 25 cm. - (Pupil's book ; 5)
ISBN 976-8010-29-0 (sd)

McClenan, Vilma
ISBN 976-8010-32-0 (sd)

McClenan, Vilma
ISBN 976-8010-15-0 (pbk)

McClenan, Vilma
(pbk) : ISBN 976-8010-16-9

McClenan, Vilma
ISBN 976-8010-19-3 (pbk)

McClenan, Vilma
ISBN 976-8010-85-1

McClenan, Vilma
First steps in science : teacher's guide 2 / Vilma McClenan Kingston (P.O. Box 489, Kgn. 10) : Longman Jamaica Ltd, 1987. 64p. : ill. ; 22cm. - For pupils' activity books 2A and 2B
ISBN 976-8010-20-7 (sd)
500 - Science

McClenan, Vilma
Includes index
ISBN 976-638-066-X (pbk)

Morgan, Hortense
(First steps in science)
ISBN 976-8010-84-3 (pbk)

Morgan, Hortense
ISBN 976-605-082-1 (sd)

Pottinger, R. Dorothy
ISBN 976-8010-57-6 (sd)

University of the West Indies (Mona). Faculty of Pure and Applied Sciences Conference (8th: 2008)
Abstracts only

University of the West Indies. Jamaica (1st 1994 Kingston)
Proceedings of the First Conference, Faculty of Natural Sciences, the University of the West Indies, Mona. May 1994 / editor Madge Greenfield. - Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7) : The Faculty, 1994. ix, 58p. : ill. ; 28cm.
(pbk)

Williams, Sonia
Carlong practice papers : science / Sonia Williams.
ISBN 976-8010-34-7 (pbk)
506 - SCIENTIFIC ORGANIZATIONS
506.6 - Scientific Research Council

Jamaica. Scientific Research Council
A statement from Jamaica on the organization of scientific activities. - [Kingston, 1970?]. - 591; 28cm.
A working paper for the sixth Commonwealth Scientific Committee Meeting [held in] Jamaica November 1-14, 1970.

507 - Education, research, related topics

(sd)

Reay, Judith F.

(sd)

507.2 - Research; statistical methods

Sponsored by Unesco and organized by the JSST Co-ordinator Marjorie Humphreys (sd) : Gratis

National Conference on Science and Technology (1st. Kingston, Jamaica)
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-8001-54-2 (pbk):
507.6 - Science. Examinations, questions

Caribbean Examinations Council

Caribbean Examinations Council

Caribbean Examinations Council


508 - Natural history

Natural Science Centre Sub-Committee
Natural Science Centre in Jamaica : report / Natural Science Centre Sub-Committee. - Kingston : s.n., 1975. - 1v. - Interim committee for the restructuring of the Institute of Jamaica (spiral):

508.072 - Educational survey. Research

Ventura, Arnoldo K.

Ventura, Arnoldo K.
Elements of the scientific research method : a way to think, a way to live / by Arnoldo K. Ventura. - [Kingston]: [s.n.], 1993. ii, 29p. ; 28cm. - (Science, technology and society series; no.2) Includes bibliographical references (sd) : Free
509 - SCIENCE. HISTORICAL, GEOGRAPHIC, PERSONS TREATMENT
509.227292 - Jamaica. Scientists

Irvine, D. H. (Dennis H.)
ISBN 976-610-507-3 (pbk):

Johnson, Anthony

Ward, Vivienne
ISBN 976-8171-79-0 (pbk)

510 - Mathematics

Blair, R. A.
ISBN 978-976-8218-18-6 (pbk)

Bennett, Hyacinth
Carlong fourth year tests mathematics / Hyacinth Bennett. Kingston (P.O. Box 489, Kgn. 10) : Carlong, 1994. - 104p. : ill. ; 25cm.
ISBN 976-8010-49-5 (sd)

Bennett, Hyacinth
Carlong second year assessment test: mathematics / Hyacinth Bennett. - Kingston (P.O. Box 489 Kgn. 10) : Carlong Publishers (Caribbean), 1998. - 127p. : ill. ; 28cm. - (Carlong Assessment Tests) - Age: 6-8 years
ISBN 976-8010-97-5 (pbk)

Bennett, Hyacinth
Carlong first year assessment tests : mental ability / Hyacinth Bennett. - Kingston (P.O. Box 489, Kgn. 10): Carlong, 1996. [ii], 86p. ; 28cm. - Age 5-7 years
ISBN 976-8010-80-0 (sd)

Bennett, Hyacinth
Carlong fourth year assessment tests : mental ability / Hyacinth Bennett. - Kingston (P.O. Box 489, Kgn. 10) : Carlong, 1994. - 87p. : ill. ; 25cm.
ISBN 976-8010-50-9 (sd)
510 - Mathematics

Bennett, Hyacinth
ISBN 976-8010-93-3 (pbk)

Blair, R. A.
ISBN 978-976-8218-18-6 (pbk)

Brent-Harris, Lystra McBurnie
Includes index
ISBN 976-605-081-3 (pbk)

Isaacs, R.A.
ISBN 976-610-443-3 (pbk) : US$12.74

Packer, Claude
Remedial mathematics : EC 08A study guide / by Claude Packer. Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7) : University of the West Indies, [1997?]. 159p. ; 28cm.
(spiral): $460.00

Scott, A.M.
ISBN 976-610-526-X (pbk) : US$12.60

Simons Brown, Joy A.
ISBN 976-8192-53-4 (pbk)

510.7292 - Mathematics. Problems, exercises, etc.

Bennett, Hyacinth
Carlong first year assessment tests mathematics / Hyacinth Bennett. - Kingston (P.O. Box 489, Kgn. 10) : Carlong, 1996. - [iii], 131p. : ill. ; 28cm.
Age 5-7 years
ISBN 976-8010-79-7 (pbk)
510.7292 - Mathematics. Problems, exercises, etc.

**Bennett, Hyacinth**
ISBN 978-976-638-107-3 (pbk)

**Brent-Harris, Lystra McBurnie**
CXC mathematics : multiple choice tests and worked examples / Lystra McBurnie Brent-Harris. - Kingston (P.O. Box 1028, Kgn.): Heinemann Educational Books (Caribbean), 1987. - 199p. ; 24cm.
ISBN 976-605-050-3 (pbk)

**Brent-Harris, Lystra McBurnie**
ISBN 976-8172-98-3 (pbk)

ISBN 978-976-637-480-8 (pbk)

**Caribbean Examinations Council**
ISBN 978-976-637-416-7 (pbk)

**Caribbean Examinations Council**
Includes specimen papers and mark schemes
ISBN 978-976-637-528-7 (pbk)

**Caribbean Examinations Council**
Caribbean Examinations Council
Secondary Education Certificate General and Basic Proficiency
Examinations, June 1982 : report on the work of candidates in
mathematics / Caribbean Examinations Council. - Kingston (37 Arnold
Cover title
(sd): $2.75

Caribbean Examinations Council
Secondary Education Certificate Examination mathematics /
Caribbean Examinations Council. - Kingston (97 Church St, Kgn.):
Jamaica Publishing House, 1983. - Paper 2 Basic proficiency. -
19p. ; 21cm.
Cover title: "CXC past papers mathematics" - Paper for June
1979
(sd) : $2.75

Campbell, Elizabeth
Pure mathematics for CAPE / Elizabeth Campbell. - Vol. 1.
314p. ; 28cm.

Campbell, Elizabeth
Pure mathematics for CAPE vol. 2 / Elizabeth Campbell.
Kingston (Suite 10-11, LOJ Industrial Complex, 7 Norman Rd., P.O.
Box 8296, Kgn., C.S.O.) : LMH Publishing Ltd., 2008. - [ix], 303p. ;
29 cm.
Includes index
ISBN 978-976-8202-60-4

Leighton, Eddie
The Jamaica Observer CXC lecture series mathematics with
practice papers and answers / by Eddie Leighton. -[Kingston (2
Fagan Ave., Kgn. 8) : Jamaica Observer Ltd., 1998]. - 64p. : ill. ;
28cm. - (CXC lecture series)
ISBN 976-610-071-3 (sd) : $150.00

O'Connor, Delores
Carlong further multiple choice assessment tests :
mathematics Delores O'Connor, Joyce McKenzie. - Kingston (P.O. Box
489, Kgn. 10) : Carlong, 1996. - 87p. : ill. ; 28cm.
Age 10-12 years
ISBN 976-8010-83-5 (sd)

Peart, Allison C.
The Jamaica Observer CXC lecture series. Biology with
practice questions and answers / Allison C. Peart. - Rev. ed.
136p. : ill. ; 28 cm. - (CXC lecture series)
ISBN 976-8190-01-9 (sd)
510.76 - Mathematics. Examinations, questions, etc.

Shaw, Raffic K.
Various pagings ; 23 cm.
(pbk) : $450.00

Shaw, Raffic K.
CXC mathematics the easy way : multiple choice specimen exams and worked solutions for paper 1 exams / by Raffic K. Shaw.
ISBN 976-8171-22-3 (pbk): $270.00

Simons Brown, Joy A.
ISBN 976-8192-53-4 (pbk)

Simons Brown, Joy A.
ISBN 976-8203-26-9 (pbk)

Smith, Ricardo
289p. ; 29cm.
ISBN 978-976-95216-0-5 (pbk)

Smith, Ricardo
Shaping young minds through Mathematics : past CXC questions and solutions / Ricardo Smith. - [St. Catherine] (66a Brunswick Ave, Spanish Town, St. Catherine) : Lithomedia Printers Ltd.]. - 132 p. ; 28 cm.
ISBN 976-610-411-5 (pbk)

Spencer, Jewell
ISBN 978- 976- 610- 858- 8 (pbk)
511 - MATHEMATICS. GENERAL PRINCIPLES
511.5 - GRAPH THEORY
511.5 - Graphs for schools

Alleyne, Delroy
ISBN 976-638-003-1 (pbk)

512 - ALGEBRA
512.9 - FOUNDATIONS OF ALGEBRA
512.92 - Algebraic operations

Practice pal : grade 1 addition [and] subtraction / text and artwork by A. J. Campbell ... [et al]. - Spanish Town (P. O. Box 763) : SunZone Books, 2007. - 32p. : ill. ; 28cm.
ISBN 976-8208-11-2 (sd)

(SunZone workbooks)
ISBN 976-8208-12-0 (sd)

(SunZone workbooks)

(SunZone workbooks)
ISBN 976-8208-14-7 (sd):

Practice pal : grade 3 multiplication [and] division / text and artbook by A. J. Campbell ... [et al]. - Spanish Town (P. O. Box 763) : SunZone Books, 2007. - 32p. : ill. ; 28cm.
(SunZone workbooks)

Practice pal : grade 4 multiplication [and] division / text and artwork by A. J. Campbell ... [et al]. - Spanish Town (P. O. Box 769) : SunZone, 2007. - 32p. : ill. ; 28cm. - (SunZone workbooks)
ISBN 976-8203-16-3 (sd)
513 – Arithmetic. Textbooks for primary schools

Children's own GSAT Mathematics: revision guide and work book with practice tests and answer. – Kingston (7 North St. P. col. ill.; 28 cm.

Francis-Campbell, Natasha R.
ISBN 976-610-601-0 (pbk)

Johnson, Shawn
ISBN 978-976-95283-5-2 (pbk)

Johnson, Shawn
ISBN 978-976-95283-2-1 (pbk)

(sd)

(sd):

124p.: ill.; 21 cm.
ISBN 976-610-161-2 (pbk)

124p.: ill.; 20 cm.
513 - Arithmetic. Textbooks for primary schools

(pbk):


Numbers fun learning. - Spanish Town (P.O. Box 763) : Sun Zone Books, 2004. - 47p. : ill. ; 28 cm.
For children 3 years and older
ISBN 976-610-606-1 (pbk):

Numbers fun practice sheets. - Spanish Town (P.O. Box 763) : Sun Zone Books, 2004. - 32p. : ill. ; 28 cm.
For children 3 years and older
ISBN 976-610-608-8 (pbk):

O'Connor, Delores
GSAT upper primary
ISBN 978-976-638-095-3 (pbk)

Primary maths companion. - Kingston (Harbour St., Kgn.) :
ISBN 976-8005-00-9 (sd):

Zimmer, Rudolf A.
Numeracy for adults : workbook level 2 / Rudolf A. Zimmer.

513.26 - Fractions

Practice pal : grade 3-4 fractions / text and art work by A. J. Campbell ... [et al]. - Spanish Town (P. O. Box 763): Sunzone Books, 2007. - 32p. : ill. ;28cm. - (SunZone workbooks)
ISBN 976-8208-17-1 (sd)

513.265 - Decimal fractions

ISBN 976-8208-18-X (sd)
516 - GEOMETRY
516.2 - EUCLIDEAN GEOMETRY
516.22 - Plane geometry

Robinson, Rupert S.
ISBN 978-976-8230-31-7 (sd)

519 - Probabilities and applied mathematics

Caribbean Examinations Council

519.2 - Probabilities

Mitchelmore, M.C.
Some experiments in probability / M.C. Mitchelmore.

519.5 - Statistical mathematics

Evans, Omri I.
Bibliography : p. 219
ISBN 976-8022-00-0 (pbk) : Unpriced

Evans, Omri I.
First ed. pub. 1964.
Bibliography : p. 263
ISBN 976-8022-00-0 (pbk)

520 - ASTRONOMY AND ALLIED SCIENCES
520.97292 - Science, technology. Jamaica

Lowe, Henry
Includes bibliographic and index
ISBN 976-8125-72-1 : $1,500.00
530 - PHYSICS
530.076 - Examinations, questions, etc.

Caribbean Examinations Council
ISBN 978-976-637-432-7 (sd)

Caribbean Examinations Council

Caribbean Examinations Council
ISBN 978-976-637-502-7 (pbk)

Caribbean Examinations Council
Including schools' report

530.8 - MEASUREMENT
530.81 - Physical units and constants

Cleary, Alston
Cleary's metric conversion and mathematical tables / compiled by Alston Cleary. - Kingston (P.O. Box 8, Kgn. 5) : Brainbuster Publications, 1975. - 24p. ; 22 cm.

530.812 - Metric system (SI)

Datadeen, Delroy
ISBN 976-8138-31-9 (sd)

540 - CHEMISTRY AND ALLIED SCIENCES
540.76 - Chemistry. Examinations, questions, etc.,

Bisnott, Karlene
ISBN 976-610-096-9 (sd) : $150.00
540 - CHEMISTRY AND ALLIED SCIENCES
540.76 - Chemistry. Examinations, questions, etc.,

Bisnott, Karlene
ISBN 976-610-337-2 (pbk)

Caribbean Examinations Council
Caribbean Advanced Proficiency Examination (CAPE) : chemistry syllabus unit 1 - effective for examinations from May/June 2008 / Caribbean Examinations Council. - Kingston (11 Cunningham Ave., P.O. Box 686, Kgn. 6) : Ian Randle Publisher, 2010. - 71p. ; ill. ; 28cm.

Caribbean Examinations Council
ISBN 978-976-637-486-0 (pbk)

Caribbean Examinations Council

Caribbean Examinations Council
Chemistry 2009 / Caribbean Examination Council. - Kingston (11 Cunningham Ave., P.O. Box 686, Kgn. 6) : Ian Randle Publishers, 2010. - 68p. ; 22cm. - (CSEC past papers)
Including schools' report

ISBN 976-610-744-0 (pbk)

Foster, Clifton
ISBN 976-610-691-5 (pbk)
542 - Techniques, procedures, apparatus, equipment, materials

Clarke, Stephen J.
Laboratory chemistry, Department of Chemistry, University of the West Indies, Jamaica / by Stephen J. Clarke. - [Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7) : Chemistry Department, 1978]; (Kingston : University School of Printing). - 77p. ; 28 cm.
(sd) : $4.00

University of the West Indies. Mona. Chemistry Department
C300 laboratory manual / Chemistry Department, University of the West Indies. - Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7) : Chemistry Department, UWI, 1980. - [98]p. ; 28 cm.
(pbk) : J$8.00

543 - ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY
543.0858 - Spectrum analysis

Meek, Terry L.
An introduction to spectroscopy, atomic structure and chemical bonding / Terry L. Meek. - Kingston (1A Aqueduct Flats, Mona, Kgn. 7) : Canoe Press, University of the West Indies, 1998. xvii, 195p. : ill. ; 26cm.
Bibliography: p. 183-184. - Includes index
ISBN 976-8125-41-1 (pbk) : $999.99

543.3 - Testing and measuring

Jamaica. Scientific Research Council
Basic water quality report, 1962 / by V.G. Hill, W.A. Taylor
90 leaves. : tables ; 35cm. - (Bull. no. 1/1963)

Jamaica. Scientific Research Council

549 - MINERALOGY
549.53 - Hydroxides

Hill, V.G.
Bibliography : leaves 16-17
(sd)

Includes bibliographies
(sd) : $3.00
550 - EARTH SCIENCES

Jamaica. Geological Survey Department

551 - GEOLOGY, HYDROLOGY, METEOROLOGY
551.2 - VOLCANOES, EARTHQUAKES, THERMAL WATERS AND GASES
551.22 - Earthquakes

Tomblin, Judith M.
A catalogue of felt earthquakes for Jamaica, with references to other islands in the Greater Antilles, 1564-1971 / by Judith M. Tomblin and Geoffrey R. Robson. - Kingston (Hope Gardens, Kgn. 6): Mines and Geology Division, Ministry of Mining and Natural Resources, 1977. - vii, 243 leaves; 28cm. - (Jamaica. Ministry of Mining and Natural Resources. Mines and Geology Division; Special publication no. 2)
(pbk): Unpriced

551.4 - GEOMORPHOLOGY AND HYDROSPHERE
551.42 - Islands and reefs


551.43 - ELEVATIONS
551.432 - Mountains

Wilmot-Simpson, Conliffe
Bibliography: p. 12 (sd): Unpriced

551.44 - Depressions and openings

Fincham, Alan G.
Jamaica underground: a register of data regarding the caves, sinkholes and underground rivers of the island / by Alan G. Fincham. Kingston (Mona, Kingston 7): The Geological Society of Jamaica, distributed by the Department of Geology, the University of the West Indies, cop 1977. - 247p.: maps; 28cm.
Limited edition. Copy no. 244 (pbk): J$12.50
Forsman, Arne
Bibliography: p. 25

Hendry, Malcolm D.
2 folded maps in pocket
(spiral): Unpriced

Natural Resources Conservation Authority. Coastal Zone Management
Jamaica's coastal resources: a reconnaissance report / prepared by Division of Coastal Zone Management, Natural Resources Conservation Authority. - [S.l.: s.n.], 1995. 127p.: maps, tables; 28cm.
(spiral):

ISBN 978-92-3-104154-9 (pbk)

International Seabed Authority
A geological model of polymetallic nodule deposits in the clarion clipperton fracture zone / International Seabed Authority. Kingston (14-20 Port Royal St., Kgn.): International Seabed Authority, 2010. - xx, 75p. : ill., maps; 28 cm. - (ISA technical study; 6)
Includes: Prospector's guide for polymetallic nodule deposits in the clarion clipperton fracture zone.
551.48 - HYDROLOGY
551.484 - Waterfalls

Hudson, Brian J.


551.5 - Meteorology

Conference in Climatology and related fields in the Caribbean. Mona, U.W.I., 1966

Proceedings of a conference - held at Mona by the Division of Geography, Department of Geology and Geography, University of the West Indies in association with the Scientific Research Council of Jamaica, September 20-22, 1966; editor Barry Floyd. [Kingston 1967.] - 107p.


551.52 - Thermodynamics, atmosphere interactions with earth’s surface, temperatures, radiation

Hill, Bob


ISBN 0-9513019-5-0 (sd) : $90.00

551.57 - HYDROMETEOROLOGY
551.5733 - Rain and rainfall. Jamaica

Jamaica. Scientific Research Council


A brochure incorporating a topographical and annual and monthly rainfall maps of Jamaica. The Project was initiated by Mr. Michael Nancoo

551.5773 - Rainfall variations over time

Jamaica. Ministry of Communications and Works...

Meteorological Division Estimates of 24 hour rainfall: amounts for return periods, from 5 to 100 years. - Kingston, 1971. - 20 L. : 10 maps; 35cm.
551.6 - CLIMATOLOGY AND WEATHER
551.69 - GEOGRAPHIC TREATMENT OF CLIMATE
551.69729209033 - Jamaica. 18th century

Chenoweth, Michael

551.8 - Structural geology

Scott, Winston

551.9 - GEOCHEMISTRY
551.907292 - Jamaica


552 - Petrology

Jamaica. Geological Survey Department.

552.09 - Geographic distribution of rocks

O'Hara, M.
A geotechnical classification of Jamaican rocks / by M. O'Hara and R. Bryce. - Kingston (P.O. Box 141, Kgn. 6) : Geological Survey Division, Ministry of Mining and Energy, 1983 : 3 maps ; 22x35cm. (Geological Survey Division bulletin; no. 10) - Geotechnical map in pocket. - Bibliography: leaves 39-40 (spiral) : Unpriced
553 - ECONOMIC GEOLOGY
553.09162 - Treatment in oceans and seas

International Seabed Authority Workshop (3rd : 2000 : Kingston)

Polymetallic massive sulphides and cobalt-rich ferromanganese crusts : status and prospects. - Kingston (14-20 Port Royal St., Kgn.) : International Seabed Authority, 2002. - 116p. : ill., maps ; 28 cm. - (ISA technical study ; no. 2)
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-610-467-0 (pbk)

553.2 - CARBONACEOUS MATERIALS
553.21 - Peat

Contains abstracts from Symposium held. Kingston, Jamaica, Feb. 25 to March 1, 1985 (pbk)

Larsson, Goran
Peat for horticulture from Negril amd Black River lower morasses, Jamaica / Goran Larsson. - Kingston : Petroleum Corporation of Jamaica, 1984. - lv (various pagings) : ill. ; 28 cm.
Appendix II to Optimum utilization study of the Negril and Black River Lower Morasses, Jamaica.
Includes bibliographical references.

Robinson, Edward
The peat resources of Jamaica and their potential for fuel supply / by E. Robinson. - Kingston (P.O. Box 579, Kgn. 10) : Petroleum Corporation of Jamaica, 1983. - 2v : ill. (some col.) maps; 29cm.
V.2 : Appendices
9 folded maps in pocket on back lining papers in V.1 (set): $40.00

553.4 - METALS AND SEMIMETALS
553.43 - Copper

Black, C.D.G.
553.4 - METALS AND SEMIMETALS

Blaise, Jean R.

Preliminary investigation of the Mavis Bank copper prospect / by Jean R. Blaise ; and Allison Fenton. - Kingston (Hope Gardens, Kgn. 6) : Ministry of Mining and Natural Resources. Mines and Geology Division, 1976. - 47p. : maps - (Economic geology report; no. 5) - Six maps on fold. leaves in pocket.
(sd) : Unpriced.

Fenton, A. D.

Copper prospects of Jamaica : A geological review / compiled by A. D. Fenton. - Kingston (P.O. Box 141, Kgn. 6) : Geological Survey Division, Ministry of Mining and National Resource, 1979. - xii, 225 leaves : maps ; 28cm. - (Geological Survey Division Bulletin ; no. 9) (pbk) : Unpriced

553.49 - OTHER METALS

553.492 - Light metals


553.51 - MARBLE AND LIMESTONE

553.512 - Marble

Richards, Dionne

Bibliography : p. 61
ISBN 976-610-060-8 (pbk)

553.6 - Other economic materials

Joint Meeting of the Clay Minerals Society and the International Committee for the Study of Bauxites, alumina and Aluminium (1977 Sheraton Hotel, Kingston)

(sd) : Gratis.
553.61 - Clay

Felbier, Hans G.
(sd) : Unpriced.

Jamaica. Geological Survey Department.
Jamaican clay deposits / by B.V. Bailey. - Kingston: Geological Survey, 1970. - 4p.; 33.5cm. - (Economic Geology report; no. 3)

553.62 - Sand and gravel

McFarlane, Neville
(S.R.C. technical paper; 1/79)
(sd) : Unpriced.

553.7 - WATER
553.73 - Mineral waters

Hylton, Hilary A.
One folded map in pocket
ISBN 976-8001-23-2 (sd)

553.77292 - Water. Jamaica

Water Resources Authority
Bibliography : p. 67
Includes glossary
ISBN 978-976-610-896-0 (sd)

557 - Earth sciences Of North America

(Contributions to geology UWI Mona; no. 3)
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISSN 0799-0162 (pbk)
557 - Earth sciences Of North America


557.29 - Mines and mineral resources. Jamaica

ISBN 976-640-100-4 (pbk)

Porter, Anthony R.D.
Bibliography : p. 151-152
ISBN 976-8017-11-2 (pbk)

Porter, Anthony R. D.
(pbk) : $12.95

557.292 - Geology. Jamaica. Congresses and conventions

ISBN 976-41-0033-3 (pbk)

Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-8038-00-4 (pbk)
Fincham, Alan G.
Includes bibliographical references

Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 0-8137-1182-7

Caribbean Examinations Council

Caribbean Examinations Council
ISBN 978-976-637-418-1 (pbk)

Caribbean Examinations Council
Includes Report on candidates' work in the Secondary Education Certificate Examination : May/June 2009

Peart, Allison C.
ISBN 976-8190-01-9 (sd)
574 - BIOLOGY
574.028 - Techniques, apparatus, equipment, materials

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-046-x (sd)

574.5 - ECOLOGY
574.5097292 - Ecology. Jamaica

Wade, Barry
(pbk)

574.52 - Environmental sciences. Jamaica

University of the West Indies. Jamaica. Faculty of Natural Science. Conference (2nd 1995 Kingston)
(sd)

574.526325026 - Wetland conservation. Law and legislation. Jamaica

(sd)

574.52636 - Pollution research. Jamaica. Salt-water

Wade, Barry A.
The pollution ecology of Kingston Harbour, Jamaica scientific report of the U.W.I. - O.D.M. Kingston Harbour Research Project, 1972-1975 / by Barry A. Wade. - [Kingston (1A Aqueduct Flats, Mona, Kgn. 7): Zoology Department, University of the West Indies], 1976. 104p. : ill., maps ; 29 cm. - (Research Report from the Zoology Department, University of the West Indies ; no.5) Volume 2 - Part 4 Benthic ecology
(sd)
574.87322 – Agriculture. Research. Genetic aspects

Annual National Conference on Science and Technology (14th: 2000 November Kingston, Jamaica)

Genes and their impact : proceedings / editors Merline E. Bardowell and Dorothy Palmer. – Kingston (P.O. Box 350, Kgn. 6) : Scientific Research Council, 2000. – xxxiii, 151p. : ill. ; 28cm
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-8126-09-4 (pbk)

574.97292 – Wildlife. Research. Jamaica

Goodbody, Ivan
The Port Royal Marine Laboratory : forty years of development and service / Ivan Goodbody; edited by Madge Greenfield. – Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7) : Department of Zoology, University of the West Indies, 1996. – 44p. : ill. ; 21cm.
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-41-0093-7 (sd)

Rhodes, Margaret K.

577 – GENERAL NATURE OF LIFE. ECOLOGY

577.6 – AQUATIC ECOLOGY

577.687 – Peat bog ecology

Fritzon, Amelia
Periphyton of the Negril and Black River Morasses, Jamaica / Amelia Fritzon. – Kingston : Petroleum Corporation of Jamaica, 1983. 112p : ill., map ; 28cm.
Appendix IV to Environmental feasibility study of peat mining in Jamaica / Sven Bjork
(pbk)

577.7 – MARINE ECOLOGY

577.77 – Marine benthic ecology

International Seabed Authority
Marine benthic nematode molecular protocol handbook (nematode barcoding) / International Seabed Authority. – Kingston (14-20 Port Royal St., Kgn) : International Seabed Authority, 2011. – vi, 58p. : col. ill., maps ; 23 cm. – (ISA technical study ; no. 7)
Bibliography : p. 50-54
ISBN 978-976-95268-8-4 (pbk)
580 - PLANTS

580.7447292 - Gardens. Jamaica

Powell, Dulcie A.

Bibliography : p.84
(pbk) : J$2.50

581 - SPECIFIC TOPICS IN NATURAL HISTORY OF PLANTS

581.0724 - Experimental botany

Biotechnology Conference (1994: Kingston)

ISBN 976-8139-20-X (pbk)

581.6 - Miscellaneous nontaxonomic kinds of plants

Powell, Dulcie A.

Bibliography : p. 42
(pbk) : J$3.00

581.63 - Beneficial plants

Prasad, P.V. Devi

Edible fruits and vegetables of the English speaking Caribbean by P.V. Prasad; illustrated by Noel Swaby. - Kingston (P.O. Box 140, Kgn. 7) : Caribbean Food and Nutrition Institute, 1986. - v., 68p. : ill. ; 22cm.
Bibliography: p. 68. - Includes index
ISBN 976-626-006-0 (sd)

581.632 - Edible plants

Rashford, John

Economic botany vol. 55, no. 2. (April - June 2001) (pbk):


581.9 - Treatment of plants by specific continent, countries, localities

Fawcett, William

581.97292 - Plants. Jamaica

Adams, C. Dennis

Gordon, Lloyd S.

Hawkes, Alex D.

581.97292 - Jamaica (Blue Mountains). Plants

Iremonger, Susan
581.97292 – Plants. Jamaica

Let's get to know some Jamaican plants. - [Kingston (58A Half Way Tree Rd., Kgn. 10) : Jamaica Information Service, 1999?]
16p. : ill. ; 14cm.
Bibliography : p. 16
(sd)

582 – PLANTS NOTED FOR SPECIFIC VEGETATIVE CHARACTERISTICS AND FLOWERS
582.13 – Plants noted for their flowers. Jamaica

Adams, C.D.
Bibliography : p. 785-788. - Includes index

Hawkes, Alex D.
ISBN 00-390034-7 : US$25.00

Warner, Monica F.
Bibliography : p. 138. - Includes index
ISBN 0-333-97523-5 (pbk) : $1,060.00

582.130972921 – Botany. Cayman Islands

Proctor, George R.
New plants from the Cayman Islands / George R. Proctor. Kingston : The Institute of Jamaica, 1977. - 4p ; 25cm. - (Sloanea. Occasional papers of the Natural History Division of the Institute of Jamaica ; no. 1)
(sd) : Unpriced

582.16 – Trees

Campbell, Keron C. St. E.
Bibliography : p. 321
Includes index
ISBN 978-976-610-881-6 (pbk)
582.16097292 - Jamaica. Trees

Parker, Tracey
Bibliography : p. 427-429. - Includes index
ISBN 976-610-504-9 (pbk)

583 - DICOTYLEDONS
583.321 - Mimosaceae (Mimosa family)

Sinha, S. C.

583.748 - Acacias

Sinha, S. C.

584 - LILIOPSIDA (MONOCOTYLEDONS)
584.157292 - Orchids. Jamaica. Varieties

Gloudon, Ancile
Includes bibliographical references and Index
ISBN 976-640-002-4 (pbk): $675.00

584.210218 - Flowers. Standards. Jamaica

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-154-7 (sd):

584.210688 - Ornamental plant industry. Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-149-0 (sd)
587.3 - Ferns. Jamaica

Gordon, Lloyd S.
Thesis (doctoral) - Sorbonne Universite, Paris, 1971

Gordon, Lloyd S.
Thesis (doctoral) - Sorbonne Universite, Paris, 1971
ISBN 976-610-536-7 (spiral):

Proctor, George Richardson
Bibliography: p. 600-602. - Includes index
ISBN 0-565-00895-1 : $426.00

589.2 - Fungi. Jamaica

Meredith, D.S.
p. 577-594 : plate. ; 26.5cm.
Reprint from Annals of Applied Biology, v.50, no.3

589.3 - Algae. Jamaica

Chapman, VJ

589.4 - Plankton. Jamaica

University of the West Indies. Jamaica. Department of Zoology
590 - ANIMALS
595 - ARTHROPODA
595.75097292 - Insects. Jamaica

Capriles, Maldonado J.
(sd) : Gratis

595.771 - Diptera (Flies) and Siphonaptera

Farr, Thomas Howard
Pt.2. The subfamilies Dasypogoninae, Laphrinae and Asilinae.
Pt.1. The subfamily Leptogastrinae.

595.772 - Culicidae (Mosquitoes)

Belkin, John
(pbk)

595.789 - Butterflies

Garraway, Eric
Includes index
ISBN 0-333-99255-5 (pbk) : $1,178.27

595.79 - Hymenoptera

Jayasingh, D. B.
Extract from : Caribbean Journal of science vol. 15, no. 3-4
Includes bibliographical references
(sd)
595.799 - Apoidea (Bees)

Chapman, G. P.
Reprint from: Bee World, vol.51, no.4, 1970

596 - CHORDATA
596.2 - Urochordata (Tunicata). Sea quirts

Goodbody, Ivan
The CD illustrates 59 species of Ascidians by way of photographs and four others by diagrams

597 - COLD-BLOODIED VERTEBRATES. PISCES (FISHES)
597.09 - Geographical treatment of pisces

Caldwell, David K

598 - AVES (BIRDS)

Flieg, G. Michael
ISBN 1 84537 685 4 (pbk) : $910.00

598.29 - Geographical treatment of aves

Bernal, Frank
Includes index
ISBN 976-605-097-x : $305.55
598.29 - Geographical treatment of aves

Gosse, Philip Henry
Bibliography : p. 194-195
ISBN 976 8017 007

Haynes, Ann
Bibliography : p. 833-834 (sd)

598.2922 - Land birds

Lack, David
ISBN 0-520-03007-9

598.29729 - Birds. West Indies


598.297292 - Birds. Jamaica

Bernal, Frank
Includes index
ISBN 976-8138-91-2 (pbk)

599 - Mammals
599.4 - Bats

Bats of Jamaica / Hugh H. Genoways...[et al]. - Lubbock, TX : Museum of Texas Tech University, 2005. - 155p. : ill., maps ; 29cm. - (Special publications ; No. 48)
Bibliography : p. 145-155
ISBN 1-929330-09-x
599.4097295 - Bats. Puerto Rico

Bats of Puerto Rico: an island focus and a Caribbean perspective / Michael R. Gannon ... [et al]; illustrations by Jeffrey Martz. - Kingston (1A Aqueduct Flats, Mona, Kgn. 7): The University of the West Indies Press, 2005. - xv, 239 p. 18 p. of plates: ill. (some col.), maps; 24 cm.
Bibliography: p. 211-235. - Includes index
ISBN 976-640-175-6 (pbk)

599.55 - SIRENIA (SEA COWS). MANATEES
599.55068 - Management

Regional management plan for the West Indian manatee Trichechus manatus. - Kingston: Caribbean Environment Programme, 1995. 104 p.; 28 cm. - (CEP technical report; no. 35)
Prepared in cooperation with National Resources Conservation Authority

599.9 - Homo Sapiens (Humankind)

Davenport, C. B.
Bibliography: p. 478-483. - Includes index
ISBN 8371-3455-2: US$51.00
600 - TECHNOLOGY (APPLIED SCIENCES)

600 - Science and technology

Ventura, Arnoldo

604 - TECHNICAL DRAWING. HAZARDOUS MATERIALS INDUSTRY

604.2 - Technical drawing

Notice, E. Stephen
ISBN 976-8027-04-5 (pbk)

604.2 - Technical drawing. Examinations, questions, etc.

Barrant, Donovan
Technical drawing simplified / by Donovan Barrant. - Kingston (P.O. Box 1028, Kgn) : Heinemann, 1983. - 64p. ; 28cm.
(sd) : Unpriced

Caribbean Examinations Council
Includes schools' reports

Caribbean Examination Council
ISBN 978-976-637-473-0 (sd)

Caribbean Examinations Council
Includes schools' reports
ISBN 978-976-637-442-6 (sd)
604.2076 - Technical Drawing. Study and teaching.

Caribbean Examination Council

604.7 - Hazardous materials technology

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-351-5 (pbk)

606 - Organizations

Jamaica Manufacturers Association
(pbk)

Jamaica. Scientific Research Council
(sd) : Gratis

607 - Education, research, related topics

Mapping the ICT research agenda: preparing for the EU Seventh Framework Programme (FP7) / editors Roderick Sanatan and Tavia Tomlinson. - Kingston (3 Sherlock Dr. UWI Mona Campus, Kgn. 7) : Caribbean Institute of Media and Communication, 2009. - vii, 268p. : ill., maps ; 28cm.
This publication draws in the main from the proceedings of the "Mapping the ICT Research agenda the FP7/ICT Awareness Workshop, March 2009 with modifications and additions by CARIMAC. The Workshop was jointly organized by CARIMAC and the Caribbean Academy of Sciences (CAS) in collaboration with WINDS-Caribe and Euro-Africa ICT. - t.p.
ISBN 978-976-41-0237-3 (spiral)

Scientific Research Council (Jamaica). Science Education Committee
(pbk)
607.2 - Research; statistical methods

National Conference on Science and Technology (5\textsuperscript{th} 1991 Kingston)

Including bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-8092-84-X (pbk)

607.7292 - Education, research related topics in specific continents, countries, localities in modern world. Jamaica

National Conference on Science and Technology (11\textsuperscript{th} 1997 Kingston, Jamaica)

Including bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-8126-05-1 (pbk)

609 - Historical, geographic, persons treatment

United Nations Conference on Science and Technology for Development (1979: Austria)

Report compiled by the Scientific Research Council (sd) : Gratis

609.729 - Historical, geographic, persons treatment. Caribbean

Girvan, Norman

(Caribbean Technology Policy Studies Project)
Bibliography : p. 181-188
(pbk) : $25.00

Irvine, D.H.

Report of a visit to some Caribbean countries and regional organizations, and examination of the possibilities for regional cooperation in science and technology / by Dennis Irvine. [Paris?] : Unesco, 1981. - 75p. ; 31cm.
(sd) : Unpriced.
609.7292 - Historical, geographic, persons treatment. Jamaica

National Conference on Science and Technology (14th: 2000 Nov. 23-24
Kingston, Jamaica)

Programme: 14th National Conference on Science and
Technology: genes and their impact / Scientific Research Council,
Environmental Foundation of Jamaica and Jamaican Society of
Scientists and Technologists. - Kingston: Scientific Research
(pbk)

Ventura, Arnoldo K.

An ABC to S and T: an introduction to science and technology
/ by Arnoldo K. Ventura. - [Kingston]: Information and
Coordination Services Division, Scientific Research Council, 1992.
vii, 16p. : ill. ; 21cm.
(sd)

610 - MEDICINE AND HEALTH
610.69 - MEDICAL PERSONNEL AND RELATIONSHIPS
610.69092 - Organizations, management, professions. Persons

Chambers, H. D.

A doctor's life in Great Britain and Jamaica / H. D.
ISBN 0-946270-75-9

610.7 - EDUCATION, RESEARCH, NURSING, RELATED TOPICS
610.723 - Descriptive research

Report of a workshop on evaluation held by the Faculty of Medicine
of the University of the West Indies / prepared and edited by
the Medical Learning Resources Unit, Faculty of Medicine,
UWI. - Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7): Medical Learning Resources
Unit, UWI, 1982. - 30p. ; 29cm. - (Papers in medical
education ; no. 2)
(sd) : Unpriced

610.729 - Education, research, nursing, related topics. Caribbean

Health communication in the Caribbean and beyond: a reader /
edited by Godfrey A. Steele. - Kingston, Jamaica: The
University of the West Indies Press, 2011. - viii, 256p. ;
26cm.
Includes bibliographical references

610.73 - Nursing and services of allied health personnel

Jamaica Midwives Association

(sd) : Unpriced
610.73 - Nursing and services of allied health personnel

Nurses Association of Jamaica
What is nursing care? home, clinic, school, casualty, hospital / Nurses Association of Jamaica. - Kingston (Mary Seacole House, 72 Arnold Rd.; Kgn. 5) : The Association, 1974. - 25 leaves ; 28cm
"24th Annual Summer School, June 24-28, 1974" - On cover.
(sd) : Unpriced

Report on a visit to Cuba by a Nursing Council team to observe and study the nursing curriculum March 8-16, 1978 / The Nursing Council, Jamaica. - [Kingston ([72 Arnold Rd, Kgn. 5]) : The Nursing Council, 1978. - 17p. ; 28cm
(sd) : Gratis

Swaby, Gertrude
The profession of nursing : with special reference to Jamaica and the Caribbean / by Gertrude Swaby. - Kingston : s.n., 1980. 70p : ill., map ; 28cm
Bibliography : p. 67
(sd) : Unpriced

610.730699 - Relationships of nurses

Baxter, Carol
ISBN 0-86082-714-3 (sd) :

610.730711 - Nursing and services of allied health personnel. Higher education

Nursing Council (Jamaica)
Evaluation of the 21 Nursing Education Programme at Bellevue School of Nursing, Windward Road, Kingston 2 / prepared by the Evaluation Committee appointed by the Nursing Council. - Kingston (72 Arnold Rd, Kgn. 5) : The Council, 1981. - 28p ; 28cm.
(sd) : Gratis

Nursing Council (Jamaica)
(sd) : Gratis

610.73092 - Nursing and services of allied health personnel. Persons

Anionwu, Elizabeth N.
ISBN 1-904114-16-4 (pbk)
610.73092 - Nursing and services of allied health personnel. Persons

Hewitt, Hermi Hyacinth
Bibliography: p. 250-261
Includes index
ISBN 976-8125-78-0 (pbk)

+ 1 sound cassette
Title of Sound cassette: I want to go: the Story of Mary Seacole

610.730924 - Nurses. Mary Seacole, 1805-1881. Biographies

Robinson, Jane
Bibliography: p. 217-223. - Includes index
ISBN 1-84119-677-0 (pbk)

Robinson, Jane
Bibliography: p. 217-223

610.737 - Services of allied health personnel

Caribbean Association of Medical Technologists (1981 : Montego Bay)
(sd): Unpriced

610.97292 - Historic, geographic, persons treatment. Jamaica and Cayman Islands

Golding, John
Ascent to Mona as illustrated by a short history of Jamaican medical care: with an account of the beginning of the Faculty of Medicine, University of the West Indies / by John S. R. Golding. Kingston ((1A Aqueduct Flats, Kgn.7)): Canoe Press, UWI., 1994. ix, 117p.: ill., ports. ; 24cm.
ISBN 976-8125-06-3 (pbk) : $200.00
ISBN 976-8125-06-3 (pbk)
611 - Human anatomy, cytology, histology

The, Tik Lien

Notes on human anatomy: introduction to gross anatomy (with 70 MCQ), general histology (with 200 MCQ) and general embryology (with 150 MCQ) / Tik Lien The. - Kingston (Section of Anatomy, University of the West Indies, Mona): T. L. The, 2009. - [203]p. : ill. ; 28cm.
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 978-976-95255-4-2 (pbk)

611.01 - Anatomic embryology, cytology, histology

The, Tik Lien

Maunal for histology practical / Tik Lien The. - Kingston (Section of Anatomy, University of the West Indies, Mona): T. L. The, 2009. - 86p. ; 28cm.
ISBN 978-976-95255-5-9 (pbk)

611.4 - HEMATOPOIETIC, LYMPHATIC, GLANDULAR SYSTEMS

611.42 - Lymphatic system

Forrester, Owen "Bagga"

(spiral)

611.6 - Urogenital system

The, Tik Lien

ISBN 978-976-95225-1-1 (pbk)

611.8 - Nervous system. Sense organs

The`, Tik Lien

(Review in human anatomy series)
ISBN 976-8091-05-3 (pbk)

The, Tik Lien

Notes on human anatomy nueroanatomy (with 650 MCQ) / Tik Lien The and Tiong Gwan The. - Kingston (Section of Anatomy, University of the West Indies, Mona, Kgn. 7) : T. L. The, 2010. - 355p. : ill. ; 28cm.
ISBN 978-976-95255-6-6 (pbk)
611.9 REGIONAL AND TOPOGRAPHICAL ANATOMY
611.96 - Perineum and pelvic

Poddar, S.
Cover title: The anatomy of the inguinal canal and hernia: a self-instructional programme
(sd) : $3.00

612 - HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY
612.015 - BIOCHEMISTRY
612.01522 - Fluids

Murthy, N.V.A
(sd) : $3.00

612.0158 - Theoretical, psychical, analytical biochemistry

Morrison, Errol Y. St. A.
(pbk) : $6.00

Morrison, Errol Y. St. A.
1st ed. 1973
Bibliography : p. 231
(pbk) : $37.50

612.1 - Blood and circulation

Denbow, Charles E.
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-95146-1-6 (pbk)

The, Tik Lien
Notes on human anatomy: respiratory system (with 150 MCQ); cardiovascular system (with 160 MCQ) / Tik Lien The. - Kingston (Mona, Kgn.7): Section of Anatomy, University of the West Indies, 2009. - 85p. : ill. ; 28cm.
ISBN 978-976-95225-0-4 (pbk)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>612.65 - Child development</td>
<td>A better start: a booklet on the prevention of handicaps</td>
<td>Mary Dixon.</td>
<td>Prepared by Mary Dixon; edited by Marjorie Gammon assisted by Lois Gayle; cover design by Donald Miller. - Kingston: JAMAL, 1979. 32p: ill ; 21cm. - (JAMAL supplementary reading material level 4 : Health; series 6). - Reader for adult literacy classes (sd) : Unpriced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>612.9 - REGIONAL PHYSIOLOGY</td>
<td>Notes on human anatomy: upper limb (with 222 MCQ), lower limb (with 173 MCQ)</td>
<td>Tik Lien The.</td>
<td>Kingston (Section of Anatomy, University of the West Indies, Mona, Kgn. 7) : T.L. The, 2009. 64p. ; 28cm. ISBN 978-976-95255-3-5 (pbk)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
613 - **Personal health and safety**

**Davidson, Winston**

Bibliography : p. 205
ISBN 978-976-95188-6-5 (pbk)

**Davidson, Winston**

ISBN 976-610-413-1 (pbk)

**Jamaica. Ministry of Health**

(sd)

**Jamaica. Ministry of Health**

(pbk)

**Thompson, Eulalee**

ISBN 978-976-8217-17-2 (pbk)

**Vendryes, Anthony**

ISBN 976-610-446-8 (pbk) : $1,575.00

**Whyte, L. Danovan**

Cover title : Perfect health is unquestionably yours
ISBN 976-610-456-5 (pbk) : $900.00
613.043 - PERSONAL HEALTH OF SPECIFIC AGE GROUPS
613.0432 - Infants and children

Lynch, Pauline Milbourn
Bibliography : p. 31-33
(pbk)

613.2 - Dietetics

Committee of the Expert Group on Caribbean Food and Nutrition Surveillance System
ISBN 976-626-017-6 (pbk)

Grant, Jacquelin F.
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 978-976-95438-0-5 (pbk)

Jamaica. Ministry of Health
(spiral)

Meal planning for diabetics / Caribbean Food and Nutrition Institute. - Kingston (P.O. Box 140, Kgn.7) : CFNI, 1980. 41p. : ill ; 28cm.
(sd) : Unpriced

ISBN 976-626-000-1 (pbk)

Nutrition made simple. - Kingston (P. O., Box 140, Kgn. 7) : Caribbean Food and Nutrition Institute, 1980. - 60p. : ill ; 28cm.
(pbk)

Sinha, Dinesh P.
Food, nutrition and health in the Caribbean: a time for re-examination /by Dinesh P. Sinha. -Kingston (P.O. Box 140, Kgn. 7) : Caribbean Food and Nutrition Institute, 1995. - xiii, 91p. ; 28cm.
ISBN 976-626-018-4 (pbk)
613.2 - Dietetics

Stevenson, Jonah David
Includes index
ISBN 976-8171-70-7 (pbk)

Sutnick, Mona
Nutrition and oral health: a manual for dietary management, education and counselling / by Mona Sutnick in collaboration with Manuelita Zephyr; Illustrations by Donald Jackson. - Kingston (University of the West Indies Campus, P.O. Box 140, Kgn.7): Caribbean Food and Nutrition Institute, 1990. - 60p. : ill. ; 26cm.
ISBN 976-626-011-7 (pbk)

613.2070729 - Dietetics. Education, research, related topics. Caribbean.

Bramble, Doris
Food and nutrition education in the primary school / A handbook for Caribbean teachers by Doris Bramble and Jennifer Michaels; in collaboration with the Caribbean Food and Nutrition Institute. - Kingston (P.O. Box 140, Kgn.7) : Caribbean Food and Nutrition Institute, 1984. - vii, 152p. : ill. ; 28cm.
Bibliography : p. 142-144. - Includes index (pbk) : Unpriced

613.26 - Specific dietary regimens

Goodison, Audrey
Dietary survey and eating habits of the Rastafarians / by Audrey Goodison. - Kingston : [Audrey Goodison, 1976?]. - 21 leaves; 28cm. Submitted to the Caribbean Food and Nutrition Institute, UWI in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the Diploma in Community Nutrition (sd) : Gratis

613.28 - Specific nutritive elements

Committee of the Expert Group on Caribbean Food and Nutrition Surveillance System
ISBN 976-626-017-6 (pbk)
613.7 - *Psychical fitness*

**Caribbean Examinations Council**

Includes schools' reports.

**Caribbean Examinations Council**

ISBN 978-976-637-501-0 (sd)

613.70710729 - *Physical fitness. Education. Caribbean.*

**Green, Stanley**

Bibliography : p. 87-88
ISBN 0-340-35947-1 (pbk) : $29.00

613.9 - *Birth control, reproductive technology, sex hygiene*

(sd) : Unpriced

613.9071 - *Sex education*

**Fairclough, Joy**

How to avoid bad sex / by Joy Fairclough. - St. Andrew, Jamaica : Joy Music, 2005. - 12p ; 29cm.
ISBN 976-610-738-6 (spiral)

**Jamaica Task Force Committee for Comprehensive Sexuality Education**

Jamaican guidelines for comprehensive sexuality education : pre-school through age 24 / developed by The Jamaican Task Force Committee for Comprehensive Sexuality Education. - St. Ann (14 King St., P.O. Box 92, St. Ann's Bay, St. Ann): FAMPLAN, 2008. - viii, 120p. ; 23cm.
Includes bibliographical references (pbk)
613.94 - BIRTH CONTROL AND REPRODUCTIVE TECHNOLOGY.

613.940723 - Descriptive research

McFarlane, Carmen

Powell, Dorian L.
Bibliography: p. 171
Cover title: Contraceptive prevalence survey Jamaica 1983
(pbk)

613.94097292 - Birth control and reproductive technology. Jamaica

McFarlane, Carmen
Bibliography: p.24
(pbk)

613.943 - Chemical, natural, mechanical methods of birth control

Jacobs, Lenworth and Jacobs, Beth

Jamaica. National Family Planning Board
Earlier printings were under the authorship of Jamaica. Bureau of Health Education.

614 - FORENSIC MEDICINE; INCIDENCE OF INJURIES, WOUNDS, DISEASE; PUBLIC PREVENTIVE MEDICINE

614.4 - Incidence of and public measures to prevent disease

Alleyne, George
Bibliography: p. 352-359
Pinnock, M.A.
A self instructional programme
(sd) : $6.60

Caribbean Food and Nutrition Institute
Food and agriculture policies and obesity: prevention of non-communicable diseases in the Caribbean / The Caribbean Food and Nutrition Institute. - Kingston (P. O. Box 140, Kgn.7) : CFNI, 2010. - viii, 92p. : ill. ; 28cm.
ISBN 978-976-626-038-5 (pbk)

Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-637-213-6 (pbk)

Jamaica. Ministry of Health and Environmental Control
(sd) :


Monekosso, G.L.
Introduction to health development : an essay on current concepts and practices in the context of "Health For All by the Year 2000" / G.L. Monekosso. - Kingston (10 Caledonia Ave., Kgn. 5) : PAHO/WHO, 1981. - 96p. ; 28cm.
Bibliography
(sd) : Unpriced

Pan American Health Organization
(spiral)
614.44 - Public preventive medicine

"A reference manual for primary health care concepts and approaches in Jamaica"
(sd) : Unpriced

Sinha, Dinesh P.
(sd)

614.5 - INCIDENCE OF AND PUBLIC MEASURES TO PREVENT SPECIFIC DISEASES AND KINDS OF DISEASES
614.53 - Protozoan infections
614.532 - Malaria

(sd)

614.54 - Miscellaneous diseases
614.546 - Hansen’s disease (Leprosy)

Jamaica. Ministry of Health and Environmental Control
(pbk)

614.59 - Diseases of regions, systems, organs; Other diseases
614.594 - Diseases of hematopoietic, lymphatic, glandular systems

On the treatment and management of the more common West-India diseases (1750-1802): works by James Grainger, MD, 1764, with additional notes by William Wright, MD, FRS, 1802 / edited and annotated by J. Edward Hutson; Griffith Hughes, MA, FRS, 1750; Benjamin Moseley, MD 1789. - Kingston (1A Aqueduct Flats, Mona, Kgn. 7) : University of the West Indies Press, 2005. - xxiii, 180p.; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-640-177-2 : $2,900.00
614.5993 - Diseases of immune system

Includes bibliography and index

614.599392 - Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS)

Kelly, Michael J.
Bibliography : p. 273-279. - Includes index
ISBN 976-637-180-6 (pbk)

614.7 - ENVIRONMENTAL SANITATION AND COMFORT
614.76 - Wastes and offensive materials
Donnelly, Patricia
Let's keep our city clean / prepared by Patricia Donnelly and Mary Dixon ; edited by Lascelles Lee. - Kingston : JAMAL Foundation, 1974. - 19p. : ill. ; 21cm. - (Number 2 of the series ; I am a Proud Citizen) Published "in collaboration with the Kingston and St. Andrew Corporation."
(sd) : Gratis

614.8 - SAFETY
614.86 - TRAVEL (TRANSPORTATION) SAFETY
614.862 - Highway safety

Jamaica Constabulary. Traffic Department

615 - PHARMACOLOGY AND THERAPEUTICS
615.1 - DRUGS (MATERIA MEDICA)
615.13 - Formularies

Jamaica national formulary 1980. - [Kingston : s.n.], 1980. - v, 74p. ; 21cm. - Prepared by a special committee appointed by the Minister of Health and Environmental Control (pbk) : J$7.50
ORGANIC DRUGS
DRUGS DERIVED FROM PLANTS AND MICROORGANISMS
Drugs derived from plants

Edie, Pauline Ann-Marie
Bibliography: p. 63-65
ISBN 976-610-296-1 (pbk)

Henry, Mike
ISBN 976-8184-32-9 (pbk)

Henry, Mike
ISBN 976-8184-33-7

Bibliography: p. 236-242. - Includes index
ISBN 976-610-361-5 (pbk)
ISBN 976-610-362-3

Utilization of natural products in developing countries: trends and needs: proceedings of the first International Symposium held July 9-14, 2000 at the University of the West Indies, Kgn. 7, Jamaica / editors Ajai Mansingh ... [et al].
Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7) : The National Products Institute, University of the West Indies, 2002. - 336p. : ill., maps ; 28cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-41-0195 (pbk)

Warner, Monica F.
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 978-1-405065-66-5 : US$15.00 ; $1,370.00
**615.5 - Therapeutics**

**Mitchell, M. Faith**
Reprint from: Cross-cultural medicine. Western journal of medicine. Vol. 139, no. 6 (Dec. 1983)
(sd) : Gratis

**615.7 - Pharmacokinetics**

**615.78 - Drugs Affecting the Nervous System**

**615.782 - Central Nervous System Depressants**

**615.7827 - Cannabis (including marijuana)**

**Campbell, Leeroy James**
ISBN 976-610-515-4 (sd)

**Lowe, Henry**
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-610-384-4 (pbk)

**Rubin, Vera**
Bibliography : p. 197-205
ISBN 90-279-7731-3 : US$95.00

**615.8 - Specific Therapies and Kinds of Therapies**

**615.85 - Miscellaneous Therapies**

**615.852 - Religious and Psychic Therapy**

**Allen, E. Anthony**
(sd)
**615.854 – Diet therapy**


**Zephirin, P. Manuelita**

Manual of nutrition and dietetic practice for the Caribbean / compiled by P. Manuelita Zephirin. – 3rd ed. – Kingston (University of the West Indies Campus, P.O. Box 140, Kgn. 7) : Caribbean Food and Nutrition Institute, 1990. – viii, 347p. ; 28cm.

**615.88 – TRADITIONAL REMEMDIES**

**615.882 – Folk medicine**

**Payne-Jackson, Arvilla**


- Bibliography : p. 206-215. – Includes index
- ISBN 976-640-123-3 (pbk) : $950.00

**616 – DISEASES**

**616.02 – SPECIAL TOPICS OF DISEASES**

**616.024 – Domestic medicine**

**Morrison, Errol Y. St. A. (Errol York St. Aubyn)**

Life’s like that : facts and fiction about your health / Errol York St. Aubyn Morrison. – Kingston (1A Aqueduct Flats, Mona, Kgn. 7) : Canoe Press, 1998. – x, 209p. : ill. ; 23cm.

- Bibliography : p.[210]
- ISBN 976-8125-054-3 (pbk)

**616.0252 – First Aid**

**Campbell, Peggy**


- (Doctor bird reading series ; 37). –Material developed under the auspices of OAS/Ministry of Education Primary Reading Project – Curriculum Unit
- (sd)
616.07 - PATHOLOGY
616.075 - Diagnosis and prognosis

Denbow, Charles E.

ISBN 978-976-95188-2-7 (pbk)

616.075706 - Radiological diagnosis. Organizations and management

Society of Radiographers (Jamaica)

(sd) : Unpriced

Society of Radiographers (Jamaica)

(sd)

616.079 - Immunity

Charles, Rachel

Bibliography : p. 265-270. - Includes index
ISBN 0-7493-1544-X (pbk)

616.1 - DISEASES OF THE CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM
616.1025 - Medical emergencies

Heart Foundation of Jamaica

Cover title
(sd)

616.15 - DISEASES OF THE BLOOD
616.152 - Anemia

Simmons, William K.

Anaemia in the Caribbean : its prevalence and causes / by W.K. Simmons. - Kingston (P.O. Box 140, Kgn. 7) : Caribbean Food and Nutrition Institute, 1983. - 28p; 28cm.
Bibliography : p. 10-13
(sd) : Unpriced
616.15 - DISEASES OF THE BLOOD
616.152 - Anemia

A strategy for the control of anaemia in the English-speaking Caribbean. - Kingston (P.O. Box 140, Kgn. 7) : Caribbean Food and Nutrition Institute, 1983. - ii, 51 leaves; 27cm. - (CFNI : J-29-83)
"Developed at a technical workshop on the Control of Anaemia in the Commonwealth Caribbean, Kingston Jamaica, 1-5 June 1981"
(sd) : Unpriced

616.1527 - Sickle cell anemia

Serjeant, Graham


616.3 - DISEASES OF DIGESTIVE SYSTEM
616.39 - Nutritional and metabolic diseases


616.397292 - Jamaica. Nutritional and metabolic diseases.


581
DISEASES OF THE HEMATOPOIETIC, LYMPHATIC, GLANDULAR SYSTEMS
DISEASES OF THE ISLANDS OF LANGERHANS
Diabetes mellitus

Campbell, Jacqueline
ISBN 978-976-8217-37-0 (pbk)

(sd)

Richards, Rolf
1980 printing
(sd) : Unpriced

Diabetes mellitus. Persons

Morrison, Errol York St. Aubyn

DISEASES OF INTEGUMENT
Dermatology, skin diseases

Persadsingh, N.
Bibliography : p. 117-118. - Includes index.
ISBN 978-976-8230-45-4 (pbk)

Diseases of the urogenital system. Diseases of the urinary system

Douglas, L. Lawson
Bibliography : p. 141-152 - Includes index
ISBN 976-8125-42-X (pbk)
616.614 – RENAL FAILURE
616.6140654 – Renal failure. Diet therapy

(sd) : $80.00

616.8 – DISEASES OF THE NERVOUS SYSTEM AND MENTAL DISORDERS
616.86 – SUBSTANCE ABUSE (DRUG ABUSE)
616.863 – Narcotics, hallucinogens, psychedelics, cannabis

Beaibrun, Michael H.
The pros and cons of cannabis used in Jamaica / by Dr. Michael Beaibrun. – Mona, Jamaica : U.W.I., 1971. – 8p ; 30cm.
(Working Paper for panel on Youth and Drugs, Costa Rica, January 8, 1971)
Bibliography : p. 7
(sd) : Gratis

Commissiong, John W
Bibliography

Rubin, Vera D.
Bibliography : p. 205-217

616.89 – Mental disorders

Brooks, Miguel F.
Notes : p. 195-198
Includes a biography titled Lucrizia Borgia : A Woman of Royalty (1480-1519)
ISBN 978-976-8202-64-2 (pbk)

Images of psychiatry : the Caribbean / editors, Frederick Hickling, Eliot Sorel. – Kingston (Mona Campus, Kgn. 7) : Department of Community Health and Psychiatry, 2005. – x, 382p. : ill. ; 23cm.
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-41-0203-4 (pbk) : $1,500.00
616.9 - OTHER DISEASES
616.95 - Sexually transmitted diseases, zoonoses

Brathwaite, A.R.
"Specially adapted for use in the primary health care centres"
ISBN 976-610-391-7 (pbk)

Brathwaite, A.R.
Bibliography : p. 49
Includes list of educational VD films.
(sd) : Unpriced

616.951 - SEXUALLY TRANSMITTED DISEASES
616.95109729 - Sexually transmitted diseases. Caribbean

A practical manual on sexually transmitted diseases for the Caribbean / A. Brathwaite ... [et al.]. - Rev. ed. - Port of Spain, Trinidad : Caribbean Epidemiology Centre, 1992. 118p. : ill., tables; 24cm.
ISBN 976-8104-08-2 (pbk)

616.9792 - Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS). Caribbean

Brathwaite, Alfred R.
Bibliography : p. 53-56
(pbk)

Browne, Diane
ISBN 978-1-4050-8593-9 (pbk)

(sd)
616.9792 – Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS). Caribbean

Jamaica. Ministry of Education Youth and Culture
(pbk)

Jamaica. Ministry of Health
Bibliography : p. 35
(pbk)

(sd)

61p. ; 28 cm.
(pbk)

616.97292 – Other diseases. Jamaica


616.979006 – Immune deficiency diseases. Organizations and management

36p. ; 28 cm.
(sd)

616.9790654 – Immune deficiency diseases. Diet therapy

72p. ; 23cm.
ISBN 976-8092-66-1 (sd)

616.9792042 – Acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS). Genetic diseases (Hereditary diseases)

(sd)
ISBN 976-626-013-3 (pbk)
616.97920654 - HIV Infections. Diet therapy

Bibliography: p. 147-158
ISBN 976-626-028-1 (spiral)

616.979207 - Acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS). Education, research, related topics

Steele, Godfrey A.
Communication and education about AIDS: a study of medical students' view in the context of actual strategies adopted in Trinidad and Tobago / Godfrey A. Steele. - Kingston (25 Dominica Dr., Kgn. 5): The office of the UNESCO Representative in the Caribbean, 1999. - 35p.; 21cm. - (Education for all in the Caribbean: assessment 2000 monograph series; no.3)
ISBN 976-95036-6-5 (pbk)

616.98 - Noncommunicable Diseases and Environmental Medicine
616.988 - Diseases due to climate and weather

Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-41-0210-7 (pbk)

616.99 - Tumors and Miscellaneous Communicable Diseases
616.994 - Cancers

Brooks, Miguel F.
ISBN 976-8184-35-3 (pbk)

Communicating Now Limited
616.99449 - Breast cancer

Mamby-Alexander, Jennifer
Bibliography : p. 78

Mamby-Alexander, Jennifer
ISBN 978-976-8217-43-1 (pbk)

616.99463 - Cancer. Testes, prostate, scrotum

Lowe, Henry
Includes bibliographical references

616.998 - Hansen's disease (Leprosy)

Jarry, Gabrielle
(Cased) : Unpriced

Summers, Alison
ISBN 0-902731-35-1 (pbk)

617 - MISCELLANEOUS BRANCHES OF MEDICINE SURGERY
617.1 - INJURIES AND WOUNDS
617.11 - Burns and scalds

Papers presented at the International symposium, held at the Medical Faculty of the University of the West Indies in June 1988.
ISBN 976-41-0019-8 (pbk)
617.5 - REGIONAL MEDICINE     REGIONAL SURGERY
617.55 - Abdominal and pelvic cavities

Raje, Dilip
An examination of the acute abdomen in an adult: a self
instructional programme / Dilip Raje. - Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7): Medical Learning Resources Unit, UWI, 1980. - 41p. : ill. ; 21cm. (sd) : $3.00

617.6 - DENTISTRY
617.601 - ORAL HYGIENE AND PREVENTIVE DENTISTRY
617.601052 - Dental care

Davis, Myra L.
Dental plaque: its nature and control / by Myrna L. Davis. - Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7): Medical learning Resources Unit, UWI, 1989. - 21p. ; 22cm. (sd) : $6.60

617.6097292 - Dentistry. Jamaica

Montieth, James
Also includes the origins, policies, etc. of the Jamaica Dental Association. Includes bibliographical references ISBN 978-976-8230-07-2 (pbk)

618 - OTHER BRANCHES OF MEDICINE GYNECOLOGY AND OBSTETRICS
618.2 - Obstetrics

Rainford-Bourne, Monique

618.24 - Prenatal care and preparation for childbirth

Rawlins, Joan
618.4 - Childbirth, labour

Moseley, Harley S.
Analgesia in labour / Harley S. Moseley; and S. James Boyce.
Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7) : Medical Learning Resources Unit, UWI, 1982. - 35p. ; 22cm.
Includes bibliographical references.
(sd) : $3.00

618.9 - PEDIATRICS AND GERIATRICS
618.923 - Pasteurella infections, yersinia infections, Chlamydia infections, tularemia

Malnutrition and gastroenteritis in children : a manual for hospital treatment and management / by D. Picou... [et al].
Rev. ed. - Kingston (P.O. Box 140, Kgn. 7) : Caribbean Food and Nutrition Institute, 1978. - 34p. ; 24 cm.
(sd) : Unpriced

618.9289 - Mental disorders in children

Griffith, Idris
The four magic years / Idris Griffith. - Kingston : The Diocese of Jamaica, 1975. - 33p ; 22cm.
(sd) : J$1.20

618.97009729 - Geriatrics. Caribbean

Grell, Gerald A.C.
The elderly in the Caribbean : proceedings of a continuing medical education symposium / edited by Gerald A.C. Grell.
Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7) : University of the West Indies, 1987. iv, 205p.; 22cm.
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-41-0007-4 (pbk) : $40.00

620 - ENGINEERING AND ALLIED OPERATIONS
620.1 - ENGINEERING MECHANICS AND MATERIALS
620.1064 - Dynamics

Schooler, L.N.
(sd)
620.11 - Engineering materials

Workshops on Science and Technology Jamaica (1978 : Kingston)

Workshop sponsored by the Organization of American States (sd) : Unpriced

620.110287 - Engineering materials. Testing and measurement

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

ISBN 976-604-150-4 (sd)

620.112 - Properties of materials and nondestructive testing

Jamaican Bureau of Standards

(sd) : $3.00

620.1127 - NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTING

620.11270218 - Nondestructive testing. Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

ISBN 976-604-162-8 (sd)

620.16 - METALS

620.160287 - Metals. Testing and measurement. Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

ISBN 976-604-342-6 (sd)

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

ISBN 976-604-137-7 (sd)
620.16 - METALS
620.160287 - Metals. Testing and measurement. Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

620.1910287 - Jamaica. Aggregates. Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

621 - APPLIED PHYSICS
621.3 - ELECTRICAL, ELECTRONIC, ELECTROMAGNETIC ENGINEERING (DDC 18)
621.3076 - Electrical, magnetic, optical, communications, computer engineering; electronics, lighting. Review and exercise

Caribbean Examinations Council

Caribbean Examinations Council

Caribbean Examinations Council
621.31042 - Electrical machinery and equipment

National Fire Protection Association (NFPA)... National Electrical Code (NEC)
(spiral)

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
24cm. - (JS 21: 1976)
(pbk): $10.00

621.312 - GENERATION, MODIFICATION, STORAGE
621.3121 - Generation

Commission of Enquiry into the Explosion at the Old Harbour Power Station, Jamaica
(spiral): Restricted

621.31210218 - Generation. Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-368-X (sd)

621.3274 - Mercury-vapor lighting

Jamaica. Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-204-7 (sd)

621.31242 - ELECTROCHEMICAL ENERGY CONVERSION
621.3124240218 - Electrochemical energy conversion. Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-203-9 (sd)
621.314 - TRANSFORMERS
621.3140218 - Transformers. Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

621.373 - RECORDING METERS
621.3730218 - Recording meters. Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
Jamaican standard specification for meter mounting devices / Bureau of Standards. - Kingston (6 Winchester Rd., Kgn. 10) : The Bureau, 1992. - iv, 23p. : ill. ; 30cm. - (ICS; 91.140.50)
(JS 219 : 1992)
ISBN 976-604-191-1 (sd)

621.38 - ELECTRONICS, COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING
621.389 - SECURITY, SOUND RECORDING, RELATED SYSTEMS
621.3893 - Sound recording and reproducing systems

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
(JS1 : Pt. 13 : 1985)
ISBN 976-604-029-X (sd) : Unpriced

621.4 - HEAT ENGINEERING AND PRIME MOVERS
621.47 - Solar energy engineering (DDC 18)

George, Karen
(pbk) : $6.25

621.5 - PNEUMATIC, VACUUM, LOW-TEMPERATURE TECHNOLOGIES
621.57 - Freezers and refrigerators

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
621.6 - BLOWERS, FANS, PUMPS
621.61 - BLOWERS AND FANS
621.610218 - Blowers and fans. Standards

Jamaica. Bureau of Standards

621.8 - MACHINE ENGINEERING
621.86 - MATERIALS-HANDLING EQUIPMENT
621.862 - Hoisting equipment

Jamaican Bureau of Standards

622 - MINING AND RELATED OPERATIONS
622.065 - Mining and related operations. Business organizations (DDC 18)

Alcan Jamaica Limited

Alumina Partners of Jamaica Limited

622.1 - PROSPECTING
622.13 - Geomechanical prospecting

Bondar-Clegg Company, Ltd. (Canada)
Prospecting for specific minerals. Techniques, apparatus, equipment, materials

Wright, Raymond M.
Conducting oil and gas exploration in Less Developed Countries such as Jamaica / by Raymond M. Wright. - [Rio Piedras : Institute of Caribbean Studies, University of Puerto Rico], 1978. 8p ; 29cm.
(sd) : Unpriced

Metals. Case histories

Wagh, Arun S.
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-8072-00-8 (pbk): $295.00


Risk Analysis and the Economic Implications of Design For Wind and Earthquake Risk (1986 Kingston, Jamaica)
(spiral)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>624.2 - BRIDGES</td>
<td>ADI/DELCAN Jamaica-Canada Phase VI Bridges Project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>624.28 - Floors and foundations</td>
<td>Jamaica/Canada phase VI bridges: bridge maintenance procedures manual for the Ministry of Construction (Works).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>625 - RAILWAY ENGINEERING AND ROAD CONSTRUCTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>625.1 - RAILROADS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>625.1410287 - Ballast. Testing and measurement</td>
<td>Jamaica Bureau of Standards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>625.7 - ROADS</td>
<td>Jamaica. Ministry of Local Government Works</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>625.72 - SURVEYING AND DESIGN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>625.725 - Design</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>625.76 - Maintenance and repair</td>
<td>Jamaica. Ministry of Local Government and Works</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Guidelines and specifications for the operations of utility companies in the public roadway / Ministry of Local Government and Works.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>O'Sullivan and Graham Consulting Engineers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
625.8 - ARTIFICIAL ROAD SURFACES
625.85 - Jamaica. Bituminous materials. Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-287-x (sd)

627.3 - PORT FACILITIES
627.38 - MARINAS
627.38097292 - Jamaica. Marinas

NCRA guidelines pertaining to marinas and small craft harbours.
USAID Development of Environmental Management Organizations Project
(sd)

627.4 - Flood control


627.52 - Land reclamation by irrigation

AG: DP/JAM/73/011 terminal report (sd)

627.8 - Dams and reservoirs

Adams, C.A.

Water supply Spanish Town, St. Catherine: first report and recommendations for priority consideration / C. A. Adams. [Kingston?: C.A. Adams], 1974. - 12 leaves : map; 30cm. (spiral) : Unpriced

Blue Mountain multi-purpose project preinvestment study:
ecological impact. - [S.l.] : Ministry of Mining and Natural Resources, 1980. - iv, 74 leaves : ill. ; 32cm. Report prepared by SWECO, consultants to the project (spiral) : Unpriced

Blue Mountain multi-purpose project pre-investment study:
geology and field investigations. - [S.l.] : Ministry of Mining and Natural Resources, 1980. - iv, 74 leaves : ill. ; 32cm. Report prepared by SWECO, consultants to the project (spiral) : Unpriced

Blue Mountain multi-purpose project preinvestment study:
hydrology and water management. - [S.l.] : Ministry of Mining and Natural Resources, 1980. - iv, 74 leaves : ill. ; 32cm. Report prepared by SWECO, consultants to the project (spiral) : Unpriced

Blue Mountain multi-purpose project pre-investment study:
main report. - [S.l.] : Ministry of Mining and Natural Resources, 1980. - 2v (xiii, 157 leaves) : maps (some folded), plans ; 32cm. Report prepared by SWECO, consultants to the project (spiral) : Unpriced

Camp Dresser McKee Inc

Engineering and operational assessment of the National Water Commission / prepared for the National Investment Co., Ltd. by Camp Dresser McKee Ltd. - Boston, Mass : Camper Dresser McKee Ltd, 1982. - vi, 124 leaves : ill., maps; 28cm. (spiral)

Conference of Caribbean Water Engineers (8th 1977))

628 - SANITARY AND MUNICIPAL ENGINEERING. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION ENGINEERING
628.1 - Water supply

Harza Engineering Company


628.2 - SEWERS
628.24 - Design and construction

Title reads "The Water Commission regulations for the construction and use of sewers, 1963". - Made under the authority of the Kingston Improvements Law, Cap. 197

628.3 - SEWAGE TREATMENT AND DISPOSAL
628.36 - DISPOSAL
628.364 - Sewage sludge disposal

Wright, Raymond M.

628.4 - WASTE TECHNOLOGY, PUBLIC TOILETS, STREET CLEANING
628.44 - Solid wastes (Refuse)

Pagon, Rosemarie
629 - OTHER BRANCHES OF ENGINEERING
629.2 - MOTOR LAND VEHICLES
629.246 - Brakes

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

629.254 - IGNITION, ELECTRICAL, ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS OF INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
629.2542 - Batteries

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
(s) : $2.00.

629 - OTHER BRANCHES OF ENGINEERING
629.28 - Tests, driving, maintenance, repair

Fisher, Samuel
Free

Hylton, Cliff
Intended for general driver's licence applicants, drivers and motor mechanics
(s) : J$1.50.

Malcolm, Stanford
ISBN 976-610-499-9 (pbk)

629.283 - Driving (Operation)

Dann, Leon
Reader for Adult literacy classes
(s) : Gratis.
629.283 - Driving (Operation)

Hylton, Cliff
(sd) : $143.00

ISBN 976-610-081-0 (pbk)

The Jamaican road user's guide. - Kingston (P.O. Box 1110, Kgn. 8) : Laurel Hepburn Associates, 1997. - 99p. : ill., maps; 14x22cm.
(sd) : $180.00

Messam, Paul
(sd) : $125.00

629.287 - Maintenance and repair

National Council on Technical and Vocational Education and Training (NCTVET)
(spiral)

630 - AGRICULTURE AND RELATED TECHNOLOGIES


(pbk)
Edwards, David T.
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-8125-20-9 (pbk) : $175.00

(pbk) : J$30.00

Jamaica. Department of Statistics
Agricultural census 1961-62: changes in levels of production of selected items. - Kingston : The Department, 1963. - iv, 38p.; 24cm. - (Bulletin no.4. Provisional)

Jamaica. Department of Statistics

Jamaica. Department of Statistics

Jamaica. Department of Statistics. Agricultural Census Unit

Jamaica. Department of Statistics. Agricultural Census Unit

Jamaica. Ministry of Agriculture
Paper signed: K.A. Munn
(sd) : Gratis.
630 - AGRICULTURE AND RELATED TECHNOLOGIES

Jamaica. Ministry of Agriculture
Text of the speech in the 1972 Budget debate (sd) : Gratis

Jamaica. Department of Statistics. Agricultural Census Unit

Jamaica. Department of Statistics. Agricultural Census Unit


630.0607292 - Jamaica. Organizations and management.

St. Catherine celebrates JAS 75th Anniversary, 1895-1970.
[St. Catherine, Jamaica : St. Catherine Association of Branches], 1970. - 20p. : ill. ; 23cm. (sd) : $0.25.

630.072 - Agriculture and related technologies. Research; statistical methods

Chin, A. Vivian
630.072 - Agriculture and related technologies. Research; statistical methods

Falconi, Cesar A.
Bibliography: p. 48-49
(sd)

Johnson, Irving E.
IICA's adaptive research projects on hillside agriculture in Jamaica / by Irving E. Johnson. - Kingston (11 Fairway Ave., Kgn. 5) : Inter-American Institute for Cooperation on Agriculture, 1993. 23p. ; 27cm.
(sd)

630.2 - Miscellany and scientific principles

The farmer's guide / Jamaica Agricultural Society.

630.20112 - Tables, formulas, specifications, statistics

Jamaica. Department of Statistics. Agricultural Census Unit
"World Agricultural Census Programme." - on title page
(sd) : Unpriced.

Jamaica. Department of Statistics. Agricultural Census Unit
"World Agricultural Census Programme" - on title page
(sd) : J$0.60

Jamaica. Department of Statistics. Agricultural Census Unit
"World Agricultural Census Programme" - on title page
(sd) : J$0.60
630.20112 - Tables, formulas, specifications, statistics

Jamaica. Department of Statistics. Agricultural Census Unit
(sd) : Unpriced

630.20123 - Plans and diagram

Jamaica. Ministry of Agriculture
(sd) : Gratis.

630.205 - Agricultural structures. Directories

Bandara, Samuel
Institutions in the Agricultural sector of Jamaica : a catalogue / Samuel B. Bandara. - Kingston (P.O. Box 349, Kgn. 6) : IICA Jamaica, 1982. - 126 leaves; 29cm. - (IICA Jamaica miscellaneous publication. ISSN 0534-5391; 359)
(sd) : Limited distribution

630.208 - Auxiliary techniques and procedures; apparatus, equipment, materials

Reid, Charles
Hillside Agriculture Sub-project (HASP)
Includes bibliographical references

630.209 - Commercial miscellany

Reyes-Pacheco, Armando
A roadbed for Jamaica's agricultural export development / Armando Reyes-Pacheco . - Kingston : IICA Office in Jamaica. 26p. ; 24cm
(sd)

630.2097292 - Commercial miscellany. Jamaica

Farrell, Carlyle A. J.
630.2516 - Agriculture. Effects of weather

Workshop on agroclimatic zoning: case study Kingston, Jamaica / by Philemon Hoilet ... [et al.]. - [Kingston (P.O. Box 349, Kgn. 6)] : IICA Jamaica, 1982. - [32] leaves; 29 cm. - (IICA Jamaica miscellaneous publication ISSN 0534-5391; 323)
Study by Philemon Hoilet, Ina Pyne, Calvin Gray, Renford Baker, Michel Eldin
(sd): Limited distribution

630.257292 - Jamaica. Agricultural research. Directories

Whom to ask about agricultural research in Jamaica.
Compiled of William Fielding
(pbk): $50.00

630.6 - Agriculture. Organizations

4-H Clubs, Jamaica
Growing in your service 1940-1980 / Jamaica 4-H Clubs.
Kingston (Old Hope Rd, Kgn. 5) : The Club, 1980?]. - 75p. : ill., music, ports; 28 cm.
Celebrates 40th anniversary of the Clubs
(sd): Unpriced.

630.601 - Agriculture. International organizations

Inter-American Institute for Cooperation on Agriculture
(pbk)

630.61 - Agriculture. Organizations

Jamaica Agricultural Society

Caribbean Agricultural Research and Development Institute
Cover title
(sd): Free)
630.6273 - Students, learners, apprentices, novices.

Four H Clubs, Jamaica
4-H Clubs 1940 - 1970 : thirty years in Jamaica. - Kingston,
1971. - 56p. ; 28cm.

630.7 - Agriculture. Study and teaching

Coke, L.B.
[Kingston (54 King St., Kgn.]) : Collins Sangster, 1978. - 64p. :
ill. ; 26 cm.
Includes index
ISBN 0-00-392070-4 (sd) : $6.70

Coke, L.B.
[Kingston (54 King St., Kgn.): Collins Sangster, 1980. - 80p. :
ill. ; 26cm.
Includes index
ISBN 0-00-392071-0 (sd) : $7.55
ISBN 0-00-392072-0 (sd) : Gratis to schools

Elliott, Lorna
Jamaica needs the farmer / by Lorna Elliott and Neville
Farquharson; edited by Inez Grant; illustrated by Lascelles Lee.
Reader for Adult literacy classes.
(sd) : Gratis.

630.72 - Agriculture. Research; statistical methods

Van Crowder, L.
The social dynamics of on-farm adaptive research / by L. Van
5) : Inter-American Institute For Cooperation on Agriculture, 1993
15p. ; 28cm.
(sd)

630.724 - Agriculture. Experimental research

Lauckner, F.B.
On-farm research with annual crops : some biometrical
considerations / by F.B. Lauckner and W.J. Fielding. - Kingston
(Hope Gardens, Kgn. 6) : Ministry of Agriculture Mining, 1995.
ii, 16p. ; 24cm.
ISBN 976-8139-42-0 (sd) : $50.00

Sustainability assessment : Jamaica agricultural research program /
by Guy B. Baird... [et al.] - [S.l.] : Winrock International,
630.724 - Agriculture. Experimental research

Cruz, Maria Caridad
Bibliography : p. 199-205. - Includes index
ISBN 976-637-158-X (pbk)

630.74 - Agriculture. Museums and exhibits

Maxwell, Sybil

630.76 - Agriculture. Examinations, questions, etc.

Caribbean Examinations Council
Cover title: "CXC past papers agricultural science".
Covers June 1980-May-June 1982 examinations (sd) : $2.75

Caribbean Examinations Council
Including schools' report

630.9 - Agriculture and related technologies. Historical, geographic, persons treatment

Bibliography : p. 302-306. - Includes index
ISBN 976-8050-02-0 (pbk):
630.91821 – Agricultural engineering

Coke, Lloyd B.

The Agriculture Sector and environmental issues / Lloyd B. Coke and P.I. Gomes, A.M. Gajraj. – Kingston ([1A Aqueduct Flats, Mona, Kgn. 7]) : Institute of Social and Economic Research, University of the West Indies, c1984. – 183p. : tables ; 25 cm. – (Caribbean Technology Policy Studies Project)

(pbk) : $280.00

630.922 – Agriculture and related technologies. Collected persons treatment

National directory of agricultural professionals.


(spiral)

630.9729 – Agriculture and related technologies. Caribbean

Finkel, Herman J.


McLaren, Lyndon E.


ISBN 976-610-308-9 (pbk)


Includes bibliography

(pbk)

631.37 – POWER AND POWER MACHINERY

631.371 – Kinds of power

Jamaica. Ministry of Agriculture. Department of Research and Development


(sd) : Gratis
631.4 - Soil science

Ahmad, Nazeer
Includes bibliographical references and index.
ISBN 978-976-637-525-6 (pbk)

Jamaica. Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries
Bibliography : p. 58-59
(spiral)

Jamaica. Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries
Bibliography : p. 81
(spiral)

631.422 - Soil fertility

Jamaica. Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries
Bibliography : p. 81
(spiral)

631.45 - Soil erosion

Jamaica. Ministry of Agriculture and Lands. Agricultural Chemistry Division

Gumbs, Frank A.
Farmers and soil conservation in the Caribbean / Frank A. Gumbs. - Kingston (1A Aqueduct Flats, Kgn. 7) : Canoe Press, 1997. xiii, 140p. : ill., photos; 22cm. - (Occasional paper series / UWICED; no.3)
Bibliography : p. 138-140
ISBN 976-8125-29-2 (pbk)

Woo, Bo-Myeong
Olive River run-off plots : description of the experiment / by Bo-Myeong Woo. - [Kingston (P.O. Box 349, Kgn.6)] : IICA Jamaica, 1982. - [37] leaves : map, plans; 29cm. - (IICA Jamaica miscellaneous publication ISSN 0534-5391 ; 321)
(sd) : Limited distribution
631.451 - Conservation tillage

Hall, Anthony B.
The "Zoysia cover mulch circle" or "ZCMC" system for steeply sloping or small tropical orchards / Anthony B. Hall. - Kingston (P.O. Box 67, Kgn. 10) : A. Hall, 2009. - 14p. ; 22cm.
ISBN 978-976-8217-66-0 (pbk)

631.47 - Soil and land-use surveys

Barker, G.H.
Jamaica : parish of Trelawny. - Trinidad : Regional Centre, Department of soil science, UWI, 1970. - 25p: maps (1 fold. in pocket) ; 27cm. - (Soil and land-use surveys; no. 25)

Jamaica Agricultural Society
Soil in the Christiana area / prepared and published with the help and collaboration of the Ministry of Agriculture and Lands. Kingston : JAS, printed by University Press, Glasgow, 1963. - 29p. : maps, tables ; 23cm. - (Agricultural signpost; no. 6)

631.5 - Cultivation and harvesting

Jamaica. Ministry of Agriculture and Lands

631.53 - Plant propagation

Chin Sue, Hyacinth
(sd)

631.568 - Storage

Legesse, Berhan
Includes bibliographical references (pbk)
631.6 - CLEARING, DRAINAGE, REVEGETATION

631.62 - Drainage

Farquharson, Neville

Reader for Adult Literacy classes (sd) : Gratis.

631.7 - Water conservation


631.8 - Fertilizers, soil conditioners, growth regulators

Payne, H.W.

Extract from : Tropical Agriculture (Trinidad) vol. 51, no. 2 April 1974. (sd) : 4.82 Pound Ster.


631.8097292 - Fertilizers, soil conditioners, growth regulators. Jamaica

Bibliography : p.21 (sd)

631.87 - VEGETABLE MANURES AND CONVERTED HOUSEHOLD GARBAGE

Jamaica. Ministry of Health and Environment
A practical guide to composting for Jamaican institutions
Includes bibliographical references (sd)

632 - Plant injuries, diseases, pests

Murray, R.
(sd)

Naylor, A.G.

632.6 - Animal pests

Jamaica Agricultural Society. Central Information Services

632.65182 - Nematode diseases of plants

Hutton, Dave George
ISBN 976-8125-00-4 (pbk)

Hutton, Dave George
ISBN 976-8125-00-4
632.7 - Insect pests

Henry, C.

632.76 - Beetles

Murray, Roy C.

632.9 - General topics of pest and disease control

Jamaica Agricultural Society
Insect pest and disease control / prepared and published with the help and collaboration of the Ministry of Agriculture and Lands. Kingston : JAS, printed by University Press, Glasgow, 1963. 52p. : illus. diagrs. ; 23cm. - (Agricultural signpost; no.5)

Murray, R.
Hillside agriculture sub-project (HASP)
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 0534-5391

632.94 - Crop-dusting, fumigation, spraying

Guthrie, Leslie E.
Spraying red peas for higher yields / prepared by Leslie E. Guthrie. - Kingston (Hope, Kgn. 6) : Ministry of Agriculture, 1976. 6p. : ill. ; 22cm. (sd)

633 - FIELD AND PLANTATION CROPS
633.1 - CEREALS
633.15 - Corn

Martin, E.R.H.
633.18 - Rice

Smith, D.A.

633.20889 - CULTIVATION, HARVESTING, RELATED TOPICS OF FORAGE CROPS. FERTILIZER

633.208907292 - Jamaica. Pastures. Fertilizers

Bibliography : p. 22 (sd)

632.9 - GENERAL TOPICS OF DISEASE AND PEST CONTROL

632.95 - Pesticides

(sd) : Gratis

632.9504 - SPECIAL TOPICS OF PESTICIDES

632.95042 - Undesired effects and their control

ISBN 976-8139-55-2 (sd)

633 - FIELD AND PLANTATION CROPS

633.2 - FORAGE CROPS

633.202 - Pastures and their grasses

Richards, D.
A review of pasture grass and legume research from 1948-1994 / D. Richards, P. Alfred William J. Fielding. - Kingston (Hope Gardens, Kgn. 6) : Research Development Division, Ministry of Agriculture Mining, 1995. - iv, 70p. ; 28cm. - (Ministry of agriculture Mining Special publication ; no. 7)
ISBN 976-8139-45-5 (sd) : $150.00
633.3 - Legumes, forage crops other than grasses and legumes

Jamaica. Ministry of Agriculture. Crops and Soils Division
Closing the protein gap / Ministry of Agriculture; with
Faculty of Agriculture U.W.I. - Kingston : Ministry of Agriculture,
1971?. - 19 leaves : ill ; 28cm.
(sd):

633.36 - LESPEDEZA, SWEET CLOVERS, LUPINES, PEANUTS, FIELD PEAS

633.368 - Peanuts

Guthrie, Leslie E.
Let's grow peanuts for profit / by Leslie E. Guthrie.
8p. : ill. ; 21cm.

633.4 - ROOT AND TUBER CROPS

633.49 - Tubers (DDC 18)

Jamaica. Ministry of Agriculture
Root crops are 'roots' food / Ministry of Agriculture.
Kingston (Hope, Kgn. 6) : Ministry of Agriculture, 1976. - 31p. ;
22cm.
(sd) : Gratis

633.491 - Potatoes (Solanum tuberosum)

Rainford, R.L.
Growing irish potatoes / prepared by R.L. Rainford.
16p. : ill. ; 22cm. - (Ministry of Agriculture technical bulletin)
(sd) : Unpriced.

633.61 - Sugar cane

Whitehouse, W. F.
Agricola's letters and essays on sugar farming in Jamaica / by
23 cm. - (Kessinger Publishings rare prints)
Originally published : London : Simmonds Ward, 1845
ISBN 1436762510 (pbk): US$31.95

633.7 - ALKALOIDAL CROPS

633.71 - Tobacco

DeBorst, R.C.
Manual for the growing of cigar filler tobacco / prepared by
R.C. DeBorst for Tobacco Industry Control Authority. - Kingston
(Hope, Kgn. 6) : Agricultural Information Service, Ministry of Agriculture, 1975. - 14p. ; 22cm.
(sd) : Unpriced
ALKALOIDAL CROPS

633.71 - Tobacco

Jamaica. Tobacco Industry Control Authority. Agronomy Staff
Growing of cigar-type tobacco in Jamaica. - Kingston:

633.73 - Coffee

Benghiat, Norma
The world's finest : Jamaica Blue Mountain coffee / Norma
Benghiat. - Kingston (11 Cunningham Ave., Kgn. 6) : Ian Randle
Includes index.

Budhlall, Penelope E.
Growing coffee in Jamaica / compiled by Penelope E. Budhlall;
designed and illustrated by Beverley McFarlane. - Kingston (P.O.
Box 508, Kgn.) : Coffee Industry Development Company, 1986. - iii,
Bibliography : p.93
(pbk) : $50.00

Jamaica Agricultural Society
Growing coffee in Jamaica. - Kingston : prepared and published with the help and
consultation of the Ministry of Agriculture and Lands by the

633.7389 - Coffee. Fertilizers

Reid, C.
On-farm coffee (Coffee arabica var. typica) fertilizer trials
for small hillside farmers in the parish of St. Catherine / C.
Reid, E. Pinnock, H. Demetrius. - Kingston (11 Fairway Ave., Kgn.
5) : Inter-American Institute for Cooperation on Agriculture, 1994
iv, 19p. ; 28cm.
(sd)

Growing coffee in Jamaica. - Kingston (Marcus Garvey Dr., Kgn. 15)
: Cocoa Industry Board in association with Agricultural
author Mr. Brian F. Topper" - Preface
(sd) : Unpriced
633.74 - Cacao, cocoa, chocolate (Theobroma cacao)

Jamaica Agricultural Society
(Agricultural signpost; no.2)
Reprinted from the Farmer's Guide.

On-farm trial of traditionally grown cacao (Theobroma cacao L.): comparing farmers cultural practices / C. Reid ... [et al].
(sd)

Topper, Brian F.
The bearing of cocoa / Brian Topper. - [Kingston? : Cocoa Industry Board], 1970. - 11p. ; 22 cm. - (Training guides for cocoa field assistants ; no. 3)
(sd) : Unpriced.

633.7489 - Cacao. Fertilizers

Reid, C.
On-farm fertilizer/pruning trial of traditionally grown cocoa, Theobroma cacao L. in St. Catherine / C. Reid ... [et al].
(sd)

633.8 - OTHER CROPS GROWN FOR INDUSTRIAL PROCESSING
633.83 - Spices

Jamaica. Ministry of Agriculture.. Crops and Soils Department
(Technical Bulletin; no. 4)

Rodriguez, D.W.
Bibliography : p. 36

633.84 - Hot spices

24p. : ill. ; 23cm.
Bibliography : p.23
(sd)
633.89 - CROPS GROWN FOR OTHER INDUSTRIAL PURPOSES
633.890218 - Crops grown for other industrial purposes. Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

634 - Orchards, fruits, forestry

Research and Development Department. Ministry of Agriculture (Jamaica)
Includes bibliographical references
Papers presented at the seminar on Research Development of Fruit Trees (citrus excluded), held at the Jamaica School of Agriculture on June 26, 1980 (sd) : Free to participants

634.03 - Orchards, fruits, forestry. Dictionaries

Harris, K. Sean

634.04 - Cultivation, harvesting, related topics of orchards, of fruits, of trees


634.0723 - Orchards, fruits, forestry. Descriptive research

Bockarie, A.H.
(sd)
634.0723 - Ornaments, fruits, forestry. Descriptive research

Reid, Charles
Includes bibliography (sd)

634.3 - Citrus and moraceous fruits

Jamaica Agricultural Society
Citrus / prepared and published with the help and collaboration of the Department of Agriculture and Lands. Kingston : JAS, printed by University Press, Glasgow, 1963. 24p. : map, diagrs. ; 23cm. - (Agricultural signpost ; no.7)

Weir, C.C.

634.354 - Jamaica. Citrus fruits. Pruning

Citrus rehabilitation. - [Kingston (P.O. Box 159, Kgn. 4)] : Citrus Growers Association, 1985. - 12p. : ill. ; 22cm. - (Citrus Growers Association extension booklet; no. 4)
(sd) : Gratis

634.355 - Jamaica. Citrus fruits. Planting

Starting a new citrus orchard : things to consider. - [Kingston (P.O. Box 159, Kgn. 4)] : [Citrus Growers Association], 1986. 16p. ; 22cm. - (Citrus Growers Association extension booklet; no. 5)
(sd) : Gratis

634.39 - BREADFRUIT
634.398 - Breadfruit. Cultivation methods

Coates-Beckford, Phyllis L.
Soil solarization for the control of a slow decline of Breadfruit (artocarpus altilis) Trees / Phyllis L. Coates-Beckford and Marlene J. Pereira. - Kingston (Mona Campus, Kgn. 7) : Department of Life Sciences, UWI, 1997. - 6p. : ill. ; 28cm. Plant pathology technical bulletin no 1, April 1997 (pbk)
634.39 - BREADFRUIT
634.398 - Breadfruit. Cultivation methods

Webster, Seymour A.
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-820-352-8 (pbk)

634.3599 - Jamaica. Citrus fruits. Diseases and pests

Pest and disease control. Pt.1. - [Kingston (P.O. Box 159, Kgn. 4)] : [Citrus Growers Association], 1985. - 9p. : ill. ; 22cm.
(Citrus Growers Association extension booklet; no. 2)
Cover title
(sd) : Gratis

Pest and disease control. Pt.1. - [Kingston (P.O. Box 159, Kgn. 4)] : [Citrus Growers Association], 1985. - 36p. : ill. ; 15cm.
(Citrus Growers Association extension booklet; no.3)
Cover title
(sd) : Gratis

634.4 - OTHER FRUITS
634.447 - Anacardiaceae fruits. Education, research, related topics

Reid, C.
On-farm mango (Mangifera indica L.) cultivar trial for small hillside farmers between 230 and 300 meters elevation in the parish of St. Catherine / C. Reid...[et al]. - Kingston (11 Fairway Ave., Kgn. 5) : Inter-American Institute for Cooperation on Agriculture, 1994. - iii, 16p. ; 28cm.
(sd)

634.4441 - Mango. Propagation

Top-working of mango trees / Morant Yallahs Agricultural Project.
St. Thomas (P.O. Box 40 Belfast, Morant Bay) : Morant Yallahs Agricultural Development Project, 1999. - 14p. : ill. ; 22cm.
(Best bet technology)
RADA extension service training manual for farmers.
(pbk)
634.6 - Tropical and subtropical fruits

Reid, C.


Bibliography : p. 15
ISBN-0534-5391 (sd)

634.61 - Coconuts

Jamaica. Coconut Industry Board


Jamaica. Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries


Cover-title.

Rat control in coconuts.


"Based on research by the Coconut Industry Board." - Cover (sd): Gratis


"Based on research by the Coconut Industry Board." - Cover (sd): Gratis

634.6189 - Coconuts. Fertilizer

Reid, C.


(sd)
634.6519 - Papayas. Jamaica

Thomas, Omer S. Lloyd
ISBN 976-8139-40-4 (sd)

634.7 - BERRIES AND HERBACEOUS TROPICAL AND SUBTROPICAL FRUITS
634.77 - HERBACEOUS TROPICAL AND SUBTROPICAL FRUITS
634.772 - Bananas

Jamaica. Banana Board Research Dept.
(Occasional bulletin; No.3)

Jamaica. Banana Board Research Department
Boxing bananas for export / by Egbert Tai. - Kingston: Banana Board Research Department, 1963. - 10p. : 7 photos., diags.; 27.5cm. - (Occasional Bulletin; No.4)
Cover-title

Jordine, C.G.

Osborne, R.E.

Walker, L.A.
(Bulletin ; no.10)
Bibliography : p. 14
(sd)
634.772 - Bananas

Association for Co-operation in Banana Research in Caribbean and Tropical America Conference (2nd: Kingston: 1971)

Includes bibliographical references (pbk)

634.77289 - Bananas. Fertilizer

Dixon, Jean
(pbk)

634.77367 - Plantains. Grading

Jamaica. Ministry of Agriculture.
Cover title (sd)

634.774 - Pineapples

Pineapple growing in Jamaica. - Kingston (Hope, Kgn. 6) :
(sd) : Gratis

634.7748 - Pineapple. Intercropping

Grant, A. Shaun-Marie
(sd)

634.8 - Grapes

Davidson, M.L.R.
634.9 - Forestry

Caribbean Regional Seminar on Forests of Jamaica (1983 Kingston)

Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-8017-02-3

634.9068 - Forestry. Management

National forest management and conservation plan. - Kingston (173 Constant Spring Rd., Kgn. 8) : Forestry Department, 2000. 79 p. ; 29cm.
(pbk)

634.92097292 - Jamaica. Forest management

Jamaica. Forestry Department

(pbk)

634.97 - Kinds of trees

Thompson, Donald A.

(sd)

634.98 - Forest exploitation and products

Evelyn, O. B.

(spiral) : Unpriced

635 - Garden crops (Horticulture) Vegetables

Farquharson, Neville

(Series iv Agriculture; no. 7). - Reader for Adult Literacy classes.
(sd) : Gratis.
635 - Garden crops (Horticulture). Vegetables

Jamaica Agriculture Society

Jamaica. Agricultural Information Service

635.04 - Cultivation, harvesting, related topics

Humphrey, Richard

635.2 - Edible tubers and bulbs

Caribbean Regional Workshop on Tropical Root Crops (1st 1983))
(pbk) : Unpriced

Jamaica. Ministry of Agriculture.
(sd)

Jamaica. Ministry of Agriculture.
Cover title
(sd)

635.21 - Potatoes

Nelson, Wesley
(sd)
635.228 - Sweet potatoes. Biometry

Fielding, William J.
The biometry of sweet potato (Ipomoea batatas) : some considerations for field experiments / W.J. Fielding and K. Ryder. Kingston (Hope Gardens, Kgn. 6) : Research Development Division, Ministry of Agriculture Mining, 1995. - 23p. ; 24cm. -(Ministry of Agriculture and Mining special publication ; no.8 -ISSN 0799 -0081) Bibliography : p. 15-23 ISBN 976-8139-47-1 (sd) : $120.00

635.229768 - Sweet potatoes. Diseases and pests

Fielding, William J.
A history of the sweet potato weevils, with special reference to their control measures / William J. Fielding. - Kingston (6 Hope Gardens, Kgn. 6) : Research and Development Division, Ministry of Agriculture, 1993. - i, 24p. ; 28cm. - (Special publication; no. 3) (sd)

635.23670296 - Yams. Consumer attitudes

Williamson, Veronica
Consumers' preference for minisett yellow yam / by Veronica Williamson. - Kingston (11 Fairway Ave., Kgn. 5) : IICA, 1996. iv, 14p. ; 23cm. (sd)

635.25 - Onions

Fraser, H.A.

635.3 - EDIBLE LEAVES, FLOWERS, STEMS

635.34 - Cabbage


635.35 - Cauliflower and broccoli

635.6 - EDIBLE GARDEN FRUITS AND SEEDS
635.6267 - Squashes and pumpkins. Grading

Jamaica. Ministry of Agriculture.
Marketing and Credit Division Ministry of Agriculture
standard for grades of zucchini / Marketing Credit Division,
(sd)

Jamaica. Ministry of Agriculture.
Marketing and Credit Division Ministry of Agriculture
standard for grades of pumpkins / prepared by the Marketing Credit
(sd)

635.63 - Cucumbers

Fraser, H.A
Growing cucumbers / prepared by H.A. Fraser. - Kingston
(Hope, Kgn. 6) : Agricultural Information Services, 1977. - 5p. :
ill. ; 21cm

635.6367 - Cucumbers. Grading

Jamaica. Ministry of Agriculture.
Marketing and Credit Division Ministry of Agriculture
standard for grades of cucumbers / prepared by Marketing Credit
Division, Ministry of Agriculture. - [Kingston (58A Half Way Tree
(sd)

635.64367 - Sweet peppers. Grading

Jamaica. Ministry of Agriculture.
Marketing and Credit Division Ministry of Agriculture
standard for grades of sweet pepper / prepared by the Marketing
Credit Division, Ministry of Agriculture. - [Kingston (58A Half Way
(sd)

635.9 - Flowers and ornamental plants

Sutherland, Mavis
Gardening with Mavis : the reflections of a Jamaican gardener
/ Mavis Sutherland; with illustration by Juliet Thorburn.
Kingston (101 Water Lane, Kgn.) : Sangsters Book Stores Ltd., 1996
66p. : col. ill. ; 15cm.
ISBN 976-8005-04-1 (sd) : $400.00
635.9 - Flowers and ornamental plants

Webster, Aimee
Caribbean gardening / by Aimee Webster. - 3rd ed. updated, enl.
Kingston (53 Hanover St., Kgn.) : Novelty Trading Co. [distributor], [1986?]. - 167p, 12p of plates : ill. (some col.) ; 22cm.
Previous ed. published as : Caribbean gardening and flower arranging, with special reference to Jamaica, 1968
(pbk) : $25.00

Webster, Aimee
Bibliography : p. 153

635.933415 - Orchids

Gloudon, Ancile
Orchid culture made easy / Ancile Gloudon ; cover design and illustrations by Anya Gloudon. - Kingston : Ancile Gloudo ;
(sd) : $30.00

635.93355 - Gerbera. Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-030-3 (sd) : Unpriced

635.933687 - Anthurium. Standards.

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-003-6 (sd) : Unpriced

Webster, Aimee
Anthurium for profit and pleasure/ Aimee Webster. - [Kingston (Hi-roc, Kgn. 8) : A. Webster, 1983]. - vi, 58p. : ill. (some col.) ; 23cm.
Bibliography : p. 58
(sd) : Unpriced

635.93415 - Ornamental horticulture. Orchids

Webster, Aimee
Caribbean orchid growing / Aimee Webster and Ancile Gloudon
635.93415 - Ornamental horticulture. Orchids

Webster, Aimee

635.934150218 - Ornamental horticulture. Orchids. Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

635.9343240218 - Agapanthus. Standards

Jamaica. Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-213-6 (sd)

635.97 - OTHER GROUPINGS OF ORNAMENTAL PLANTS
635.975 - Foliage plants

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-032-X (sd) : Unpriced

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
Jamaican standard specification for pothos / Jamaica Bureau of standards. - Kingston (6 Winchester Rd, Kgn. 10) : The Bureau, 1985. - iv, 1p ; 30cm. - (JS 129 ; 1985)
ISBN 976-604-031-1 (sd) : Unpriced

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
Jamaican standard specification for philodendron scandens (variety cadartum) and pothos (epipremium aureus) / Bureau of Standards. - Kingston (6 Winchester Rd., Kgn. 10) : The Bureau, 1992. - iv, 2p. ; 30cm. - (JS 264 ; 1992)
First published as JS 129: 1985 and JS 130: 1985
ISBN 976-604-290-X (sd)
635.9750218 - Foliage plants. Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-161-X (sd)

636 - Animal husbandry

Jamaica Agricultural Society
Livestock / prepared and published with the help and collaboration of Agriculture and Lands. - Kingston : J.A.S., printed by University Press, Glasgow, 1963. - 111p. : illus., photos., diagrs. ; 23cm. - (Agricultural signpost; no.4)
Reprinted from the Farmer's Guide

Jamaica. Ministry of Agriculture. Livestock Division
(sd) : Unpriced

Includes bibliographical references and index

636.08 - SPECIFIC TOPICS IN ANIMAL HUSBANDRY
636.085 - FEEDS AND APPLIED NUTRITION
636.0852 - Applied nutrition

Fielding, William J.
The use of cross-over designs in Jamaica / William J. Fielding, Heather J.A. Reid, G. Ruegsegger. - Kingston (Hope Gardens, Kgn. 6) : Research Development Division, Ministry of Agriculture, 1993. - 9p. ; 24cm. - (Special publication; no. 4)
(sd)

636.08551 - Green fodder

Papers presented at Livestock Division Research Seminar, June 27, 1979, Twickenham Park (pbk)
636.086 - Field-crop feeds

Articles presented at a seminar sponsored by the Livestock Division, Ministry of Agriculture, Twickenham.
Park, June 27, 1979
(sd) : Gratis

636.089 - Veterinary sciences. Veterinary medicine

Jamaica. Ministry of Agriculture.. Veterinary Division
(sd) : Gratis

636.0894 - Veterinary public health. Handbooks, manuals, etc.

Schloss, W.R.
(sd) : Gratis

636.0895952 - Veterinary toxicology

Madden, Uford A.
Reprint from Veterinary and Human Toxicology, vol.37, no.1, February 1995
(sd)

636.08960756 - Veterinary medicine. Research. Chromatographic analysis

Madden, Uford A.
Reprint from Journal of liquid chromatography vol.16 (1993)
(sd)

636.12 - Equines Horses

Kingston : Thoroughbred Club of Jamaica, 1970. - ix, 258p ; 20cm. - Includes horses imported and registered up to Dec. 31, 1969
Includes index
Unpriced
636.2 - Ruminants and Camelidae Bovidae Cattle

Allen, C.J.
Calf-rearing / by C.J. Allen; updated by Dr. K.E. Wellington.
16p. : ill. ; 21cm.

636.2082 - Cattle

The development of the Jamaica Red Poll breed of cattle.
Kingston (Hope, Kgn. 6) : Agricultural Information Service, 1979. - 111p. : ill. ; 23cm. - (Animal husbandry bulletin; no. 3 1979)
(sd) : Gratis

636.213 - Raising cattle for beef


636.214 - Breeding. Dairy cattle

Regional Livestock Meeting: 3rd: 1980: Kingston, Jamaica
Papers presented at the third Regional Livestock Meeting with the theme "Diary Cattle production September 23 -25, 1980, Kingston, Jamaica / organized jointly by Research and Development Department, Ministry of Jamaica and Department of Livestock Science, Faculty of Agriculture, UWI, St. Augustine. - Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7) : ISER, 1980.- [175] leaves : map ; 28 cm.

636.2142 - Dairy farming

Dairy Development in the Caribbean (1992 Ocho Rios, Jamaica)
Organized by CARDI, CTA and IDF with support from FAO and Ministry of Agriculture, Jamaica (pbk)

636.234 - Diary breeds

Food and Agriculture Organization
(sd) : Unpriced.
636.28 - Non-European breeds of cattle

Proofs of the Jamaica Hope sires: 1965-1975 / prepared by the Livestock Division, Ministry of Agriculture.
Kingston (Hope, Kgn. 6) : Agricultural Information Service, 1976. - iii, 80p. ; 28cm.
(Sd) : Unpriced

The development of the Jamaica Brahman breed of beef cattle.
Kingston (Hope Gardens, Kgn. 6) : Research and Development Division, 1983. - 74p. ; 22cm.
(sd)

636.39 - Smaller ruminants. Goats

"Produced in collaboration with the Caribbean Agricultural Research and Development Institute"
(pbk)

636.39083 - Goats. Care, maintenance, training

Munguia, Norma
Goat revolving scheme : project model / by Norma Munguia and Byron Lawrence. - [Kingston] : Ministry of Agriculture and IICA Jamaica, 1982. - [31] leaves; 29cm. - (IICA Jamaica miscellaneous publication ISSN 0534-5591; 357)
Report of a joint project carried out by the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Women's Programme of the IICA Jamaica Office
(sd) : Limited distribution

636.391 - Goats for specific purposes

Oliviera, Doris M.
(sd)

636.398 - Goats. Breeding

Fielding, William J.
The productivity of the "native" goat / William J. Fielding and Heather J.A. Reid. - Kingston (Hope Gardens, Kgn. 6) : Research and Development Division, Ministry of Agriculture, 1994. - 37p. ; 24cm.
ISBN 976-8092-83-1 (sd) : $150.00
636.4 - Swine

Jamaica. Ministry of Agriculture. Data Bank and Evaluation Division
39 leaves; 35cm.
(sd) : Gratis

Farquharson, Neville
Pig rearing / Neville Farquharson; editor Lorna S. Nembhard; illustrator Wilfred Limonious. - Kingston (47B South Camp Rd., Kgn. 4) : JAMAL Foundation, 1977. - 19p. : ill. ; 22 cm. -
(Supplementary reading material series 4 ; Agriculture)
Reader for adult learners
(sd) : Gratis

636.5 - Poultry  Chickens

Farquharson, Neville
Raising your own chickens / by Neville Farquharson; edited by Lorna Nembhard. - Kingston (47B South Camp Rd, Kgn. 4) : JAMAL Foundation, 1980. - 16p. : ill ; 21cm. -(Supplementary reading material - Level 4. - Agriculture; series 4)
Reader for adult literacy classes
(sd) : Gratis

Jamaica. Ministry of Agriculture. Veterinary Division.

636.513 - Raising chickens for meat

Stanley, V.G.
9p. ; 21cm.

636.514 - Poultry

Stanley, V.G.

636.7083 - Dogs. Care, maintenance, treatment, training

Abrahams, Daphne
16p. : ill. ; 22cm.
(sd) : $0.50.
636.9 - OTHER WARM BLOODED ANIMALS
636.9322 - Rabbits

Jamaica. Ministry of Agriculture
Raising rabbits / Agricultural Information Service.
Kingston (Hope, Kgn. 6) : AIS, 1978. - 14p. : ill. ; 27cm.
(Sd) : J$0.25.

637 - PROCESSING DAIRY AND RELATED PRODUCTS

Atsu, S.Y.
Some characteristics of dairy farms and dairy farmers operators in Jamaica. - Mona, UWI, 1968. - 52 leaves ; 28cm.

637.1 - Milk production

Atsu, S.Y.
vi, 64 leaves ; 28cm.
Bibliography : L. 64

637.13 - Processing of cows’ milk

Jamaica Agricultural Society. Central Information Service
Clean rich milk pays. - Kingston: Published by the Jamaica Agricultural Society with the collaboration of the Ministry of Health, 1962?. - 2v. : illus. ; 21cm. - (Series 1-2)

637.5 - EGG PROCESSING
637.50218 - Egg processing. Standards

Jamaica. Bureau of Standards

639 - HUNTING, FISHING, CONSERVATION, RELATED TECHNOLOGIES
639.08097292 - Environmental protection. Mariculture. Jamaica

25p. ; 28cm.
US AID Development of Environmental Management Organizations Project (sd)
639.2097292 - Commercial fishing, whaling, sealing. Jamaica

Jamaica. Agricultural Planning Unit

Espeut, Peter
An economic and social analysis of small-scale fisheries in Jamaica / by Peter Espeut and Sandra Grant. - Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7) : ISER, 1990. - ix, 227p. : maps, tables; 28cm.
Paper presented for the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) of the United Nations Bibliography : p. 200-207

639.5 - CRUSTACEAN FISHERIES
639.543 - Shrimp culture

Wiles, Michael
Freshwater prawn (shrimp) culture for Jamaica : an exploratory report / Michael Wiles. - [Kingston (P.O. Box 349, Kgn. 6) : IICA Jamaica, 1982. - [iv], 108p ; 29cm. - (IICA Jamaica miscellaneous publication ISSN 0-534-5391 ; 351)
Bibliography : leaves 81-97
(sd) : Limited distribution

639.95 - Maintenance of reserves and refuges

Hurst, Larry
River trail guide : an interpretative guide to the Alligator Hole River Canoe Valley, Jamaica / by Larry Hurst and Ann Haynes; illustrations by Stacey Fowler in cooperation with the Natural Resources Conservation Division. - Kingston (237 Old Hope Rd, Kgn. 6) : College of Arts, Science and Technology Printery, 1985. - 32p: ill. ; 18x12cm.
(sd)

640 - Home and family management

Caribbean Examinations Council
Includes Schools' Reports
640 - Home and family management

Caribbean Examinations Council
CSEC past papers: food and nutrition, home economics management, clothing and textiles 2010-2011. - Kingston (11 Cunningham Ave., P.O. Box 686, Kgn. 6) : Ian Randle Publishers, 2011. - 51p. : ill. ; 23 cm.

Miles, Inez

Miles, Inez

Stewart, Thelma M.
ISBN 976-8010-59-2 (pbk)

640.076 - Home and family management. Study and teaching

Caribbean Examinations Council

640.42 - Management of household finances

National Savings Committee
(sd) : Gratis

National Savings Committee
(sd) : Gratis
640.42 - Management of household finances

National Savings Committee

National Savings Committee

National Savings Committee
Your money planner : 52 weeks of ideas on how to save and use your money wisely / National Savings Committee. - Kingston (15 Knustford Blvd., Kgn. 5) : NSC, 1977. - 57p. : ill. ; 19cm. (sd) : Gratis

640.6 - Home and family management. Organizations and management

Jamaica Home Economics Association

640.712 - Home economics. Study and teaching


640.73 - Evaluation and purchasing guides

Jamaica. Scientific Research Council
640.73 - Evaluation and purchasing guides

National Savings Committee
(Consumer economics programme ; 1)
Produced by the National Savings Committee in co-operation with the Ministry of Education.
(sd) : Gratis

Value for money / prepared by The Materials Production Unit, Technical Services Department [JAMAL]; cover design by Emil Reid; illustrations by Michael Escoffery. - Kingston (47b South Camp Rd., Kgn. 4) : JAMAL Foundation, 1977. - 18p. : ill. ; 22cm. - (Self reliance; 2)
Supplementary reading material for Level 3.

Working Council for Consumer Protection (Jamaica)
(sd) : Unpriced

640.76 - Home and family management. Examinations, questions, etc.

Caribbean Examinations Council
Cover title: "CXC past papers home economics: Management."
Paper 3 is a practical exam. Covers June 1982 examination
(sd) : $2.75

641 - Food and drink

Rankine, Peggy
Includes index
ISBN 976-8138-90-4 (pbk)

Thompson, Patricia
ISBN 978-976-610-809-0 (pbk)
641.076 - Food and drink. Examinations, questions, etc.

Caribbean Examinations Council
CAPE past papers: environmental science, food and nutrition
Includes schools' report

641.1 - Applied nutrition

Ashworth, Ann
(pbk) : J$2.20

Bennett-Chang, Audre-Jean
(pbk)

Campbell, Sadie (Versadie)
Nutrition made simple / by Versadie (Sadie) Campbell, Dinesh P. Sinha. - 2nd ed. - Kingston (P.O. Box 140, Kgn. 7) : Caribbean Food and Nutrition Institute, 1994. - vii, 270p. ; 24cm.
Includes index
ISBN 976-626-019-2 (pbk)

Caribbean Examinations Council
Cover title: "CXC past papers home economics: food and nutrition."
Paper 3 is a practical exam
Covers June 1982 examinations
(sd) : $2.75

Caribbean Food and Nutrition Institute
(sd)

Food for disaster preparedness and recovery: a household guide / compiled and edited by Kenneth A. Leslie with the assistance of Carol Beckford and Blossom Mullings. - Mona, Kingston: Caribbean Food and Nutrition Institute, 1990. - 71p. : ill. ; 28cm.
641.1 - Applied nutrition

Jamaica. Scientific Research Council

Johnson, Joseph S.

Leslie, Kenneth A.

Leslie, Kenneth A.
Living healthy within my means : a food and nutrition guide / by Kenneth A. Leslie. - Kingston (P. O. Box 140, Kgn. 7) : Caribbean Food and Nutrition Institute, 1991. - 122p. : ill. ; 22cm ISBN 976-626-014-1 (pbk)

National Food and Nutrition Co-ordinating Committee of Jamaica
Inaugural review and evaluation of the National Food and Nutrition Co-ordinating Committee of Jamaica. - Kingston (c/o P.O. Box 140, Kgn. 7) : NFNCCJ, 1986. - 26p. ; 28cm. Cover title (sd)


Swaby, E.M.
Foods our bodies need / prepared by E.M. Swaby ... ; illustrated by Donald Richards and Patrick Ramsaran. - Kingston (47b South Camp Rd.) : National Literacy Board, 1974. - 15p. : ill. ; 21cm. Reader for adult literacy classes (sd) : Gratis.
641.1025 - Applied nutrition. Directories

National Food and Nutrition Co-ordinating Committee of Jamaica
Directory of the National Food and Nutrition Co-ordinating Committee of Jamaica. - Kingston (c/o P.O. Box 140, Kgn. 7) : NFNCCJ, 1986. - 14p. ; 28cm.
Cover title.
(sd)

641.109 - Applied nutrition. Handbooks, manuals, etc.

Caribbean Food and Nutrition Institute
(sd) : Gratis

641.2 - Beverages (Drinks)
641.22 - Wine
641.220218 - Wine. Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-139-3 (sd)

641.25 - Distilled Liquor
641.255 - Compound Liquors
641.2550218 - Compound liquors. Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-164-4 (sd)

641.3 - Food

Food budgeting for Caribbean families. - Kingston (P.O. Box 140, Kgn. 7) : Caribbean Food and Nutrition Institute, 1984. vii, 64p. : ill. ; 21cm. - (Nutrition made simple ; 2)
(sd) : Unpriced

Caribbean Food and Nutrition Institute
Bibliography : p.228
Includes index
ISBN 976-626-015-X (pbk)
641.3 - FOOD
641.3006972 - Food. Nutrition. Congresses

National Conference on Science and Technology (6th 1996 Kingston)
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-8126-00-0 (pbk)

641.3009729 - Food. Caribbean

Caribbean Food and Nutrition Institute
Food guide for the Caribbean / Caribbean Food and Nutrition Institute ... [et al]. - Kingston (P.O. Box 140, Kgn. 7) : CFNI, Westmoorings; Trinidad : Caribbean Association of Nutritionists and Dietitians, 1985. -[26]p. : ill. ; 26cm.
ISBN 976-621-001-X (sd)

641.357 - Herbal teas. Therapeutic uses

Lowe, Henry
Bibliography : p.117 - 118
ISBN 978-976-95188-4-1 (pbk)

641.36 - MEAT
641.36232 - Beef. Grading

Jamaica. Ministry of Agriculture.
(sd)

641.4 - Food preservation and storage

Bibliography : p. 139
ISBN 976-626-025-7 (spiral):
641.5 - Cooking

**African-Caribbean Institute of Jamaica**
Speeches, recipes and entertainment in celebration of Black Civilization Day, Devon House, Jan. 4, 1981
Gratis

**Canadian Ladies Auxiliary of Jamaica**

**Cleary, Teresa E.**
A cook-book with Jamaica run-dung : over 100 recipes

Cover title: Cook up Jamaican style : eating what we grow
ISBN 976-610-312-7 (pbk)

**Jones, Novlette C.**
(sd) : J$5.00

**Miller, Elsa**
Cook it my way / by Elsa Miller. - Discovery Bay, Jamaica : E. Miller, 1975. - 32p. ; 22cm.
(sd) : J$3.00.

Includes index
ISBN 976-8001-31-3 : $180.00

641.5 - Cooking

ISBN 976-8113-00-6 (pbk) :

641.50972 - Caribbean cooking

Springer, Rita G.
Includes index
ISBN 976-637-005-2 (pbk) : $378.00

641.51 - COOKING BY SPECIFIC TYPES OF PERSONS
641.514 - GOURMET COOKING
641.5140218 - Gourmet cooking. Standards

National Council on Technical and Vocational Education and Training (NCTVET)
ISBN 976-610-431-X (spiral)

641.55 - Money-saving and time saving cooking

Leslie, Sylvia
(sd) : Unpriced

641.552 - Money-saving cooking

Consumer Affairs Commission
(sd)

641.563 - COOKING FOR HEALTH, APPEARANCE, PERSONAL REASONS
641.56314 - Persons with diabetes

Grant, Jacquelin F.
ISBN 978-976-95438-1-2 (pbk)
641.563 - COOKING FOR HEALTH, APPEARANCE, PERSONAL REASONS
641.56314 - Persons with diabetes

Meal planning for diabetes. - 4th ed. - Kingston (P.O. Box 140, Kgn. 7) : Caribbean Food and Nutrition Institute, 1994. vii, 68p. : ill. ; 21 x 27cm.

641.5636 - Vegetarian cooking

Mahabee, Linda A.
(spiral) : $45.00

The Rasta cookbook : recipes / compiled by Laura Osborne.

Thompson, Patricia Y.
(sd)

Williams, Ayesha
Vegetarian cooking Jamaican style / Ayesha Williams.
Includes index
ISBN 976-8202-12-2 (sd)

641.5636097292 - Vegetarian cooking. Jamaica

Sobers, Yvonne McCalla
Includes index
ISBN 1-57067-021-8 (pbk) : $400.00

641.567 - COOKING FOR RELIGIOUS LIMITATIONS AND OBSERVANCES
641.56796 - Rastafarian cookery

Ebanks, Margaret
The Rastafari cookbook : ital recipes / by Margaret Ebanks; foreword by Arthur Kitchen illustrations by Desmond McFarlane.
(sd) : J$4.50
641.57 - QUANTITY, INSTITUTIONAL, TRAVEL, OUTDOOR COOKING
641.572 - HOTEL AND RESTAURANT COOKING
641.5729843 - Hotel and restaurant cooking. St. Lucia

Spence, Wenton O.
St. Lucian cookery: "over a century of St. Lucian taste".
Cover title
ISBN 976-8023-04-X (pbk)

641.5784 - Cooking on outdoor grill

Willinsky, Helen
Includes index

641.59 - Food. Jamaican dishes. Recipes

Benghiat, Norma
Bibliography : p. 231-234. - Includes index
ISBN 0-14-046598-7 (pbk) : $700.00

Cleary, Teresa E.
Cover title: A cookbook with Jamaica run-dung from T.C.'s kitchen
ISBN 976-8021-08-x (pbk)

Cuff, Patricia
ISBN 976-8012-39-0 (spiral):

DeMers, John
Includes index
ISBN 0-7946-0324-6 : $860.00
641.59 - Food. Jamaican dishes. Recipes

Demers, John
ISBN 962-593-401-4 (pbk) : $780.00

Donaldson, Enid
ISBN 976-8100-21-4 : $800.00

Donaldson, Enid
First published 1993
ISBN 976-637-021-4 (pbk) : $675.00
ISBN 976-637-022-2 : $1,242.00

Donaldson-Mignotte, Enid
ISBN 976-610-505-7 (pbk)

(sd) : $10.00

(sd)

Forde-Johnson, Patricia
ISBN 0-8059-9749-0 (pbk) : US$18.40

641.59 - Food. Jamaican dishes. Recipes

Hamilton, Jill

Hayward, Tessa
ISBN 1-85626-240-5 : $285.00

Henry, Leonard
Includes index
ISBN 926-8202-07-6 (pbk)

Henry, Leonard 'Sonny'
Published in 1989 by Kingston Publishers. - Includes index
ISBN 976-610-170-1 (pbk)

Hepburn, Laurel
Jamaica finest taste for all seasons : sweet and savoury dishes, cocktails and desserts / compiled and designed Laurel Hepburn; photographers Michael Chen, Hopeton Walker. - Kingston (P.O. Box 1110, Kgn. 8) : Laurel Hepburn and Associates, 1998. x, 139p. : col. ill. ; 29cm.
Includes index

International Proxy Parents
Cooking by proxy. - Cover title

Mackie, Cristine
ISBN 976-8100-49-4 (pbk) : $542.30
641.59 - Food. Jamaican dishes. Recipes

Miller, Elsa
Includes index
ISBN 976-610-169-8(pbk)

Miller, Elsa
Originally published under the title : Caribbean Cooking menus c1982

Roberts, Jill
Includes index
ISBN 976-8192-67-4 (spiral)

Roberts, Jill
Includes index
ISBN 976-605-054-6 (spiral) : $40.00


641.59296 - African Caribbean cooking

ISBN 976-8100-06-0 (pbk)

641.59729 - Caribbean cooking

Bastyra, Judy
ISBN 976-605-145-3 (pbk) (sd)
Caribbean Association of Nutritionists and Dietitians (CANDI)


Henry, Leonard 'Sonny'


Henry, Leonard


Nelson, Cynthia


Osborne, Catherine


Roots, Levi


Sullivan, Caroline

Bell, Pearl
ISBN 1-881047-00-8 (pbk) : $450.00

Brandon, Leila
$50.00

Busha Browne's indispensable compendium of traditional Jamaican cookery. - Rev. ed. - Kingston (P.O. Box 167, Kgn. 8) : Mill Press, c1993. 128p. : ill., col. photos, tables ; 23 cm. - (The Jamaican remembered series ; 2)
Includes index
ISBN 976-8092-89-0 (pbk):


A collection of 19th century Jamaican cookery and herbal recipes: reproduced as they were written and given to John Kenneth McKenzie Pringle / by his late aunt Marjorie Pringle Campbell ; with a brief and irreverent introduction by Morris Cargill. Kingston (Constant Spring Kgn. 8) : The Mill Press, 1990. 80p. : ill. ; 30cm.
ISBN 976-8092-08-4

Kopytoff, Barbara Klamon
Reprinted from: The Anthropologists' Cookbook.

Bibliography : p. 74-75
ISBN 976-633-023-3 (pbk)

Parkinson, Rosemary
Bibliography : p. 423
976-8215-80-1 : $11,400.00
Quinn, Lucinda Scala
Includes index
ISBN 0-02-861001-6 (pbk): $750.00

Rocto, Mary

Scientific Research Council
(sd) :Gratis

Originally published : Periplus world cookbooks - the food of Jamaica.
Includes index

Spence, Wenton O.
ISBN 976-8023-01-5 (pbk) :

Thompson, Patricia Y.
Caribbean style eating for disaster conditions / by Patricia Y. Thompson. - Kingston (27 Parkington Plaza, Kgn. 10) : Nutrition and Diet Services, c1990. - 104p. : ill. ; 22cm.
(sd)

Walsh, Robb
Includes index
ISBN 0-89594-698-X (pbk) : US$25.00

Willinsky, Helen
Includes bibliographical references and index.
ISBN 978-1-58008-842-8 (pbk) : US$18.95
641.59729843 – Cooking. St. Lucia

Spence, Wenton O.
ISBN 976-8023-04-X (pbk)

641.6 – COOKING SPECIFIC MATERIALS
641.62 – Cooking with beverages and their derivatives

Gambrill, Tony
Cooking with Red Stripe / introduced and edited by Tony Gambrill; recipes collected and tested by Carole Fullerton; designed and illustrated by Marlene Weinberger. - Kingston : Blue Mountain Press, 1974?. - 96p. : ill. ; 14x21cm.
(sd) : Unpriced

641.63883 – Cooking. Spices

(spiral) : Unpriced

641.64 – Cooking. Other garden fruits

Jones, N.C. (Novelette C.)
(sd) : J$1.00

641.6439 – Cooking. Breadfruit

Swaby, Eda M.
(sd) : Unpriced

641.692 – Fish

(sd) : J$0.50
641.8 - COOKING SPECIFIC KINDS OF DISHES, PREPARING BEVERAGES
641.85 - PRESERVES AND CANDY
641.853 - Candy

Troeder, Annemarie
ISBN 978-976-8202-53-6 (pbk)

641.87 - Preparing beverages

Henry, Mike
Includes index
ISBN 976-8184-12-6 (pbk)

Cover title: Jamaica & Caribbean cocktails and mixed drinks (pbk) : J$9.95

Henry, Mike
Caribbean cocktails and mixed drinks / created and selected by Mike Henry. - Kingston (1A Norwood Ave., Kgn. 5) : Kingston Publishers, 1986. - 80p. : col. ill. ; 22x21cm.
Photography by Ray Chen. - Includes index
ISBN 976-625-000-6 (pbk)

641.874 - Alcoholic beverages

Henry, Mike
Includes index
ISBN 978-976-8202-31-4 (pbk)

642 - MEALS AND TABLE SERVICE
642.7 - TABLE FURNISHINGS
642.70218 - Table furnishings. Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
Jamaican standard specification for paper table napkins /
Bureau of Standards. - Kingston (6 Winchester Rd., Kgn. 10) : The
ISBN 976-604-243-8 (sd)

643 - HOUSING AND HOUSEHOLD EQUIPMENT
643.6 - Appliances and laborsaving installations

The purchase and maintenance of electrical appliances.
Kingston (2 St. Lucia Ave., Kgn. 5) : Ministry of Mining
(sd) : Gratis

646 - SEWING, CLOTHING, MANAGEMENT OF PERSONAL AND FAMILY LIFE

Caribbean Examinations Council
Secondary Education Certificate Examination clothing and
textiles / Caribbean Examinations Council. - Kingston (97 Church
St., Kgn.) : Jamaica Publishing House, 1983. - Paper 2 - Basic
proficiency, Paper 2 - General proficiency. - 12p. ; 21cm.
"CXC past papers home Economics; clothing and textiles with
patterns." Paper 3 - General proficiency is a practical exam
Patterns in folder Covers June 1982 examinations
(sd) : $2.75

646.076 - Review and exercise

Davis-Williams, Joan A.
A workbook for first year clothing and textiles students /
Joan A. Davis-Williams. - [Kingston : s.n.] ; (Kingston : CAST
Printery), 1992. - x, 30p. ; 28cm.
ISBN 976-8027-07-X (sd)

646.4 - CLOTHING AND ACCESSORIES CONSTRUCTION
646.4068 - Children’s clothing. History and description with respect to
kinds of persons

Business opportunity profile for dressmaking and tailoring
/ researched and written by Management Options. - Kingston :
Project Management Unit, GOJ/GON Micro-Enterprise Project,
A micro-enterprise development project
(sd)
646.42 - Underwear and hosiery

Jamaican Bureau of Standards
(Sd) : J$2.00.

646.7 - Grooming. Standards

National Council on Technical and Vocational Education and Training. (Jamaica)
ISBN 976-610-428-X (spiral)

646.700842 - Management of personal and family living with respects to kinds of persons


646.72 - Care of hair, face, skin, nails

Weir, Denecee
Bibliography : p. 145-146
ISBN 978-976-95188-3-4 (pbk)

646.72082 - Women. Grooming

Cornish, Gracie
ISBN 0-9630654-9-1 (pbk): $322.56

646.724 - Black women. Hair care

Persadsingh, Neil
Bibliography : p. 98-99
ISBN 976-8171-55-3 (pbk)
646.724 - Black women. Hair care

Tyndale, Paul
The salon / Paul Tyndale. - [S.l. : s.n.], 2008. - 32p. :
ill. ; 22cm.
ISBN 978-976-8217-34-9 (sd)

646.77 - Dating and choice of mate

East, Beverley
22cm

646.78 - Family life

Gordon, Anthony
The first aid kit for successful family life / Anthony L. and Deloris A. Gordon. - St. Catherine, Jamaica : A. L. and D. A. Gordon, 1999. - 1 portfolio; 28cm.
Contents: On being a successful husband - On being a successful wife - On being a successful child - On being a successful single - Successful fathering - Successful mothering
ISBN 976-8171-00-6

647.94 - MULTIPLE DWELLINGS FOR TRANSIENTS
647.947292 - Multiple dwellings for transients. Jamaica

Dragon Bay (Hotel)
Dragon Bay. - Port Antonio : Dragon Bay Ltd., 1973. - 16p. :
col. illus. (some in pocket) ; 22cm.

Hilz-Ward, Gottfried
(spiral):

Tourism Product Development Company
(s) : Gratis
647.95 - EATING AND DRINKING PLACES.
647.95068 - Eating and drinking places. Management

Business opportunity profile for small-scale restaurants
A micro-enterprise development project (sd)

647.957292 - Eating and drinking places. Jamaica

Hawkes, Alex D.

649 - CHILD REARING; HOME CARE OF PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES AND ILLNESSES
649.1 - Child rearing

Campbell, Hazel D.
Pointers for parents / by Hazel D. Campbell and Heather R. Campbell with consulting editor Janet Brown. - Kingston (34 Springway, Kgn. 8) : Published by Caribbean Images for UNESCO, 1991. 64p. : ill. ; 22 cm. (sd)

Gordon, Anthony L.
Parenting towards the 21st century ... and beyond / by Anthony L. and Deloris A. Gordon. - St. Catherine, Jamaica: Anthony L. and Deloris A. Gordon, 1999. - xxiv, 290p. ; 23 cm.
ISBN 976-8138-50-5 (pbk)

Gordon, Anthony L.
ISBN 976-8138-85-8 (spiral)


Lafayette, Shechem "Byron"
The guide to becoming a better mother or father : twelve things a parent needs to know about their children / Shechem "Byron" Lafayette. - Pittsburgh, Pa. : RoseDog Books, 2004. xxvi : 72p., ill. ; 23 cm.
649 - CHILD REARING; HOME CARE OF PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES AND ILLNESSES
649.1 - Child rearing


Ricketts, Heather

Bibliography: p.95-96

Robinson, Joseph E.

(pbk):

Salmon, Jaslin W.

ISBN 978-1-4251-3567-6 (pbk) : J$1,300.00

Swaby, Eda

(pbk)

(pbk) : J$6.50

649.12 - CHILDREN OF SPECIFIC AGE GROUPS
649.125 - Young people twelve to twenty

(spiral)
649.15 - EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN; CHILDREN DISTINGUISHED BY SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC LEVELS, BY LEVEL OF CULTURAL DEVELOPMENT, BY ETHNIC ORIGIN

649.151 - Students with physical disabilities

"Adapted from the WHO manual 'Training the disabled in the community" Title page
(sd) : $4.00

Thorburn, Molly

"Adapted from the WHO manual 'Training the disabled in the community" Title page
(sd) : $3.00

649.3 - Feeding children

Caribbean Food and Nutrition Institute


(sd) : Unpriced

Guidelines for young child feeding in the Caribbean / Caribbean Food and Nutrition Institute. - Kingston (University of the West Indies Campus, P.O. Box 140, Mona, Kgn. 7) : Caribbean Food and Nutrition Institute, 1999. 40p. ; 29cm.
ISBN 976-626-021-4 (sd)

Jelliffe, Derrick B.

(sd) : Gratis.
649.6 - Child training

Gloudon, Barbara
The land of manners / by Barbara Gloudon; edited by Gloria
Royale-Davis; illustrations by Peter Cameron. -[Kingston : Jamaica
(pbk) : Free

649.7 - Moral and character training of children

Morgan, Patricia
Train up a child : an introduction to the management of child
behaviour / prepared by Patricia Morgan; edited by Lois Gayle
assisted by Dwight Dacrescover design and illustrations by Patrick
Foster. - Kingston (47B South Camp Rd, Kgn. 4) : JAMAL, 1981.
47p: ill ; 21cm. -(Supplementary reading material - advanced level;
series 6; Health)
From a series of articles written by Dr. Marigold Thorburn
Reader for adult literacy
(sd) : Unpriced

650 - MANAGEMENT AND AUXILIARY SERVICES
650.07 - Principles of business. Study and teaching

Robinson, Karlene
CXC principles of business with SBA study guide and exercises
/ Kerlene Robinson, Sybile Hamil. - Kingston (33 Second St.,
28cm.
Includes index
ISBN 976-638-016-3 (pbk)

650.076 - Business. Examinations, questions, etc.

Caribbean Examinations Council
Kingston (11 Cunningham Ave., P.O. Box 686, Kgn. 6) : Ian Randle
Publishers, 2010. - 49p. ; 22cm. - (CSEC past papers)
Including schools' report

Caribbean Examinations Council
Secondary Education Certificate General and Basic Proficiency
Examinations, June 1982 : report of the work of candidates in
principles of business / Caribbean Examinations Council. - Kingston
(sd) : $2.75
Caribbean Examinations Council
Cover title: "CXC past papers business education: principles of business."
Covers June 1980–June 1982 examinations (sd) : $2.75

Clarke-Barnaby, Jessica C. P.
Includes index
ISBN 978-976-95444-3-0-6 (pbk)

Robinson, Karlene
ISBN 978-976-8190-08-6 (pbk)

Robinson, Karlene
ISBN 978-976-638-11-0 (pbk)

Robinson, Karlene
ISBN 976-610-070-5 (sd) : $150.00

Hernandez Sasso, Daisy
Includes index
ISBN 976-606-002-9 (pbk)
651.076 - Office services. Examinations, questions, etc.

Caribbean Examinations Council

Caribbean Examinations Council
(sd) : $2.75

Caribbean Examinations Council
(sd) : $2.75

Caribbean Examinations Council
ISBN 978-976-637-443-3 (pbk)

651.5 - RECORDS MANAGEMENT
651.504 - SPECIAL TOPICS OF RECORDS MANAGEMENT
651.5042 - Records management in specific types of enterprises

Records management handbook:
disposition of government records / Jamaica Archives and Records Department, Office of the Prime Minister. - [Spanish Town, Jamaica: The Archives], 1981. - 34p.; 29cm.
(sd) : Unpriced.

652 - PROCESSES OF WRITTEN COMMUNICATION
652.1 - Penmanship

Moore-Gordon, Davia
To develop fine motor skills
ISBN 976-952330-5 (sd)
652 - PROCESSES OF WRITTEN COMMUNICATION
652.1 - Penmanship

Robertson, Juliet E.
Originally published by Longman, Jamaica
ISBN 976-8010-60-6 (sd)

Robertson, Juliet E.
ISBN 976-8010-61-4 (sd)

652.30076 - Processes of written communication. Examinations, questions, etc.

Caribbean Examinations Council
Cover title: "CXC past papers business education typewriting."
Covers June 1982 Basic proficiency June 1980 and June 1982 - General proficiency examinations (sd) : $2.75

657 - Accounting

Mendes, Margaret
Regulatory framework of accounting in the Caribbean / Margaret Mendes. - Kingston (P.O. Box 42, Kgn. 7) : CFM Publications, 1987. - v, 185p. : charts, tables; 24cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
ISBN 976-8053-02-X (pbk)

(pbk)
657.0218 - Accounting. Standards

National Council in Technical and Vocational Education and Training (NCTVET)

ISBN 976-610-422-0 (spiral)

657.07 - Accounting. Education, research, related topics

McCalla, Augustus

Includes index
ISBN 976-8138-75-0 (pbk)

657.076 - Accounting. Examinations, questions, etc.

Caribbean Examinations Council

ISBN 978-976-637-458-7 (sd)

Caribbean Examinations Council

ISBN 978-976-637-415-0 (sd)

Caribbean Examination Council

Includes schools' reports
ISBN 978-976-637-441-9 (pbk)

Shaw, Raffic K.

ISBN 976-8172-88-6 (pbk) : $450.00

Tracey, John

Carlong principles of accounts for CSEC with SBA, study guide for exercises / John Tracey, James Chan. - Kingston (37 Second St., Newport West, Kgn. 13) : Carlong Publishers (Caribbean) Ltd., 2011. viii, 552p. : ill. ; 28cm. + 1 DVD
657.09729 - Accounting. Caribbean

Caribbean Conference of Accountants (3rd 1984 Kingston)

657.097292 - Jamaica. Accountancy

Mendes, Margaret
Includes index

Mendes, Margaret
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-8053-01-1 (pbk)

657.4 - Specific fields of accounting

Lewis, Joan

657.45 - Auditing

Chambers, Rohan
ISBN 976-8172-19-3 (spiral)

Mendes, Margaret
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 978-976-8053-17-6 (pbk)
657.4509729 - Auditing. Caribbean


Mendes, Margaret
ISBN 976-8053-00-3 (pbk)

658 - General management

Arnold, G.
Are management skills transferable from one industrial environment to another?. - Kingston : Jamaica Institute of Management, 1973. - 10p. ; 28cm.

Barrett, Ina
ISBN 976-8189-49-5 (pbk)

Caribbean Examinations Council

Duff, Donald John
Bibliography : p.52-54 Includes Index (sd)

658 - General management

Jamaica Productivity Centre

658.0076 - General management. Study and teaching

ISBN 976-8100-99-0 (pbk) : $567.00

658.02 - MANAGEMENT OF ENTERPRISES OF SPECIFIC SIZES AND SCOPE
658.022 - Small enterprises

ISBN 976-8055-01-4 (sd)

ISBN 976-8055-00-6 (pbk)

Robinson, Alrick A.
Includes index
ISBN 987-1439268315 (pbk) : $1500.00

658.045 - Corporations

Bradbury, J.C.S.
Report on the organizations plan employed in the management of the National Water Authority, Jamaica / J.C.S. Bradbury. - Kingston : The Authority, 197-? - 1v in various pagings ; 28cm. (spiral)

658.1 ORGANIZATION AND FINANCE
658.11 - Initiation of business enterprises

Carruthers, Sekeywi
ISBN 976-8189-86-X (sd)
658.1 ORGANIZATION AND FINANCE
658.11 - Initiation of business enterprises

O'Meally-Nelson, Blossom
Hazards of entrepreneurship: a guide to business success /
by Blossom O'Meally-Nelson. - Kingston (7 Norman Rd., Kgn. CSO):
Bibliography : p. 137
ISBN 976-8184-03-5 (pbk)

658.114 - Initiation of business enterprises by form of ownership
organization

Starting and operating a business in Jamaica / prepared by Jamaica
National Investment Promotion Limited. - Kingston (35
(sd) : Free

658.15 - FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
658.1506 - Financial management. Organizations and management

Achieving financial goals: plotting the path: a review of options
and pragmatic approaches. - Kingston: Kiwanis Club of New
Presented at a financial seminar hosted by The Kiwanis Club
(sd)

658.1511 - Managerial accounting

Accounting Conference 2008(Kingston)
Strengthening public sector financial management: the
emerging role of accountants, Kingston, March 6th 2008. - [S.l.:
s.n., 2008]. [68]p. ; 28cm.
(sd)

658.152 - Management of financial operations

Financial analysis. - Kingston (c/o 2 King St, Kgn.) : Project
Analysis & Monitoring Co., 1980. - 11p.; 28cm. - (Project
planning and management series; 19)
Contributing author: Merlyn Kettering & Bruce Brooks.
(sd):

658.1524 - Procurement and management of specific kinds of capital
658.15244 - Working capital

Cash flow analysis. - Kingston (c/o 2 King St, Kgn.) : Project
Analysis & Monitoring Co., 1980. - 11p.; 28cm. - (Project
planning and management series; 20)
Contributing author: Bruce Brooks
(sd)
658.3 - Personnel management (Human resource management)

Aspects of personnel management in Jamaica: seminar papers / presented by the College of Arts, Science Technology in April 1983; co-ordinators and compilers Lola Bailey, Carlton Melbourne; Audrey Williams; editor Alex Gradussov. - Kingston (237 Old Hope Rd, Kgn. 6) : C.A.S.T. Publishers, 1984. 100p. ; 21cm. (pbk) : $15.00


Papers from the University of the West Indies Mona Academic Conference 2000 on Human Resource development for competitive advantage September 1-3, 2000. - [Kingston : UWI, 2000?]. - 1 folder; 30cm. (Folder)

Gordon, Lloyd S.


Jamaica Employers' Federation


Nunes, Frederick E.

People and organizations: Caribbean cases / Frederick E. Nunes. - [Kingston (20A North St, Kgn.) : Caribbean Authors Publishing Co.], 1985. - 383p: ill, 1 map ; 26cm. (pbk) : $80.00

658.30082 - Discrimination in employment

de Four, Linda Claudia


658.301 - Personnel planning and policy

658.3044 - Management of personnel occupying specific types of positions

Jamaica Employers' Federation
(pbk)

658.3125 - Performance rating (Evaluation)

Jamaica Employers' Federation
(pbk)

658.314 - Motivation, morale, discipline

Carter, Kenneth L.
Bibliography : p. 172. - Includes index
ISBN 978-0-33-67989-0 (pbk) : $1,170.00

Ho-Sang, Sharon
Mobilising people for positive change / Sharon Ho-Sang. Kingston (P.O. Box 886, Kgn. 8): Creative Links, 2006. 76p. ; 22cm.
ISBN 976-8203-22-6 (pbk)

Jamaica Employers' Federation
(pbk)

658.3145 - Interpersonal relations

Stanley, Lloyd A.
Advisory Committee on Worker Participation
General editor of series: Aggrey Brown. "Summary ... based on the final report by the Advisory Committee on Worker Participation" - introduction.
(sd) : Unpriced

Report of the Advisory Committee on Worker Participation. - ([1976])
Kingston: The Committee : 2 vol. (various pagings) ; 28cm.
Chairman of Committee Rex Nettleford
Includes bibliography
Includes "Worker participation in industry
Report of the Advisory Committee on Worker Participation (A survey of workers' opinion) by Dr. Carl Stone, and Memoranda submitted to the Committee." T.p.
(Cased): Unpriced

Seminar on Worker Participation (1976 University of the West Indies, Mona)
Papers and findings from Seminar on Worker Participation held at Trade Union Education Institute, UWI, Mona, Kingston July 12-23, 1976. Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7) : Trade Union Education Institute, UWI, 1976. - ca. 230p. ; 28cm.
(sd) : Unpriced

Worker participation in Statutory Boards and Local Government.

Compensation management

Jamaica Employers' Federation
(spiral)

Jamaica Employers' Federation
(spiral)
658.32 - Compensation management

Jamaica Employers' Federation
(pbk)

Jamaica Employers' Federation
(spiral)

Jamaica Employers' Federation
(spiral)

Jamaica Employers' Federation wage, salary and benefit
(spiral)

Jamaica Employers' Federation wage, salary and benefits survey:

Roberts, H.R.
Introducing job evaluation. - Mona : Trade Union Education Institute UWI, 1970?. - 19p. ; 22cm. - (Labour relations education series; no. 3)

658.4 - Executive management

Kerr, Vindell L.
ISBN 976-8184-91-4 (spiral):
658.4 - Executive management

Kerr, Vindel L.

Bibliography: p. 295-300. - Includes index
ISBN 976-8184-86-8 (pbk)
ISBN 976-8184-85-X

658.401 - Planning and policy making

(Project planning and management series; 7)
Contributing authors: Bruce Brooks & Merlyn Kettering
(sd): Unpriced

658.4012 - Planning and policy making

Defining project objectives. - Kingston (2 King St., Kgn.) : Project Analysis Monitoring Co., [1980]. - 12p.; 28cm. - (Project planning and management series; 1)
Contributing author: Bruce Brooks
(sd): Unpriced

(Project planning and management series; 10)
Contributing authors: Bruce Brooks & Merlyn Kettering
(sd): Unpriced

(Project planning and management series; 11)
Contributing author: Conrad Smikle.

658.4013 - Control and quality management

Bar charting for project control / scheduling. - Kingston (c/o 2 King St., Kgn.) : Project Analysis & Monitoring Co. Ltd., 1980. - 10p.; 28cm. - (Project planning and management series; 8)
Contributing author: Merlyn Kettering
(sd): Unpriced

Office of the Prime Minister

Institute of Jamaica management audit / Management Services Division, Ministry of the Public Service. - [Kingston]: Management Services Division, Ministry of the Public Service, 1986. - 42p.; 28cm.
(sd)
658.402 - Internal organization

Project organisation. - Kingston (c/o 2 King St., Kgn.) : Project Analysis Monitoring Co., [1980]. - 9p ; 28cm. - (Project planning and management series ; 5)
Contributing author : Conrad Smikle
(sd) : Unpriced

658.4032 - Systems theory and analysis

Project scheduling - network analysis. - Kingston (c/o 2 King St., Kgn.) : Project Analysis & Monitoring Co., 1980. - 12p; 28cm. (Project planning and management series; 9)
Contributing author: Bruce Brooks
(sd) : Unpriced

658.40355 - Forecasting

Demand analysis. - Kingston (c/o 2 King St., Kgn.) : Project Analysis & Monitoring Co., 1980. - 9p ; 28cm. - (Project planning and management series; 14)
Contributing author; Conrad Smikle
(sd) : Unpriced

658.404 - Project management

Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-8189-24-X (pbk):

Project area analysis. - Kingston (c/o 2 King St, Kgn.) : Project Analysis & Monitoring Co., 1980. - 6p. ; 28cm. - (Project planning and management series; 16)
Contributing authors : Bruce Brooks and Merlyn Kettering
(sd)

Project costs and benefits. - Kingston (c/o 2 King St, Kgn.) : Project Analysis & Monitoring Co., 1980. - 7p. ; 28cm. - (Project planning and management series; 17)
Contributing author : Conrad Smikle
(sd) : Unpriced

Project management. - Kingston (c/o 2 King St, Kgn.) : Project Analysis Monitoring Co., [1980]. - 143p ; 28cm. - (Project planning and management series ; M)
(pbk) : Unpriced

Project profile preparation. - Kingston (c/o 2 King St, Kgn.) : Project Analysis & Monitoring Co., 1980. - 18, 8p. ; 28cm. (Project planning and management series; 18)
Contributing author : Merlyn Kettering
(sd) : Unpriced.
658.404 - Project management


658.406 - Managing change

**Ho-Sang, Sharon**
Mobilising people for positive change / Sharon Ho-Sang. Kingston (P.O. Box 886, Constant Spring, Kgn. 8) : Creative Links, 2006. - 76 p. ; 22cm. ISBN 976-8203-22-6 : (pbk)

658.408 - Social responsibility of executive management

**Jamaica Employers' Federation**


658.4080218 - Executive management. Standards

**Jamaica Bureau of Standards**

**Jamaica Bureau of Standards**
658.4080218 - Executive management. Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
JS ISO 14011 : 1996
ISBN 976-604-208-X (sd)

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
JS ISO 14001 : 1996
ISBN 976-604-205-5 (sd)

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-208-8 (sd)

658.503 - General production planning

ISBN 976-8139-39-0 (sd) : $500.00

658.5030218 - General production planning. Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
Jamaican standard guidelines for developing quality manuals / Bureau of Standards. - Kingston (6 Winchester Rd., Kgn. 10) : The Bureau, 1997. - vi, 12p. ; 30cm. - (ICS; 03.120.10)
JS ISO 10013 : 1995
ISBN 976-604-202-0 (sd)

658.516 - Standardization (DDC 18)

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
(pbk)
658.516 - Standardization

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
Jamaican standard: specification for the methods of test for the weight per unit length and per unit area of woven or knitted fabrics... - Kingston, 1971. - [10]p.; 20cm. - (JS 9: 1971) (pbk)

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

658.560218 - Product control; packaging; waste control and utilization. Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
681.60218 - Product control; packaging; waste control and utilization. Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
JS ISO 10011-3 : 1991
ISBN 976-604-199-7 (sd):

681.562 - Quality control

Draft Jamaican standard specification for the manufacture and testing of staples for cartoons / Jamaican Bureau of Standards Kingston (6 Winchester Rd., P.O. Box 113, Kgn. 10): The Bureau, 1976. - 21p. : ill. ; 30cm. - (Document no. S.C.1 ; Draft no. 3)
(sd) : Unpriced

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
(sd) : Unpriced

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
(sd)

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
(sd) : J$2.00

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
(JS 50: 1977)
(sd) : J$4.50

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
(sd) : J$3.50
658.562 - Quality control

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
Draft Jamaican standards specification for heavy duty safety boots (other than all-rubber types). - Kingston, 1973?. - 6 L.; 30cm. (sd) : Unpriced

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
658.562 - Quality control

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
(sd) : J$2.00

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
(sd) : J$1.00

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
(sd) : Unpriced

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
(sd) : Unpriced

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
(sd) : J$2.00

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
(sd) : J$2.00

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
(sd) : J$3.50
Jamaica Bureau of Standards
(sd) : J$2.00

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
(JS 48: 1976)
(sd) : J$3.50

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
(JS47: 1976)
(sd) : J$3.50

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
(sd) : J$3.50

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
(sd) : J$2.00

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
Jamaican standard specification for labelling of toys and playthings / Jamaican Bureau of Standards. - Kingston (6 Winchester Rd., P.O. Box 113, Kgn. 10) : The Bureau, 1976?. - 6p.; 30cm. - (TC 1/3)
(sd) : Unpriced

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
(sd) : J$2.00
658.562 – Quality control

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
The Standards mark, #001 / Bureau of Standards. - Kingston (6 Winchester Rd., P.O. Box 113, Kgn. 10) : Bureau of Standards, 1975. 4p. ; 9 x 22cm.
(sd) : Gratis

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-040-0 (sd)

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-040-0 (sd) : Unpriced

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-227-6 (sd)

658.5620218 – Quality control. Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-167-9 (sd)
658.5620218 - Quality control. Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-170-9 (sd)

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
JS ISO 9001 : 1994
ISBN 976-604-167-9 (sd)

658.560230218 - Production control. Auditing. Officials and employees. Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-200-4 (sd)

658.562097292 - Quality control. Jamaica

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-166-0 (sd)

658.564 - Packaging

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-034-6 (sd) : Unpriced

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-190-3 (sd)
658.5640218 - Packaging. Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-183-0 (sd)

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
Jamaican standard specification for the labelling of commodities. Part 29: labelling of products and equipment containing or manufactured using ozone depleting substances and/or their substitutes / Bureau of Standards. - Kingston : The Bureau, 1999. - v, 3p. ; 30cm. - (JS1: Part. 29 : 1999)
ISBN 976-604-308-6 (sd)

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
JS 1: Part 21 : 1992
ISBN 976-604-128-8 (sd)

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-159-8 (sd)

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-158-8 (sd)
658.5640218 - Packaging. Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-152-0 (sd)

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-160-1 (sd)

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-174-1 (sd)

658.8 - Management of marketing

Blawatt, Ken R
Includes bibliographical references.
ISBN 976-637-249-7 (pbk)

658.812 - Customer relations

Henry, Ben
Includes bibliographical references and index.
ISBN 976-610-566-9 (pbk)

Owen, Glenville Hamilton
The customer and you / by Glen Owen. - Kingston : Glen Owen Education Services, 1977?. - 80p.; 21cm.
(sd) : J$4.00

658.835 - Market study

Market strategy analysis. - Kingston (c/o 2 King St., Kgn) : Project Analysis & Monitoring Co., 1980. - 13p.; 28cm. (Project planning and management series; 15)
Contributing author: Merlyn Kettering (sd)
658.835 – Market study

Trade mission was composed of Denzil Miles, Peter-John Gordon and Shyam Suri.
(spiral) : J$75.00

A practical guide to market research for Jamaican exporters / Jamaica National Export Corporation. – Kingston (8 Waterloo Rd., Kgn. 10) : JNEC, 1981. – 40p. ; 28cm. – (Export information)
(sd) : J$5.00

658.838 – Market research on specific products

Arthur Young and Company
Market research commissioned by Jamaica National Export Corporation
(sd) : J$20.00

The export market in the United States for Jamaican ethnic produce.
Kingston : Jamaica National Export Corporation (8 Waterloo Rd., Kgn. 10), 1981. – 16p.; 28cm. – (Export information)
(sd) : J$20.00

The export market in the United States for Jamaican floriculture products. – Kingston : Jamaica National Export Corporation (8 Waterloo Rd, Kgn. 10), 1981. – 21p.; 28cm. – (Export information).
(sd) : J$20.00

The export market in the United States for Jamaican processed foods. – Kingston : Jamaica National Export Corporation (8 Waterloo Rd, Kgn. 10), 1981. – 23p. ; 28cm. – (Export information)
(sd) : J$20.00
MARKET RESEARCH ON SPECIFIC PRODUCTS

658.838 - Market research on specific products


Marketing Management Projects Limited

Marketing Management Projects Limited

Marketing Management Projects Limited
Report on marketing feasibility for Jamaican-styled garments in the Southern United States of America / prepared by Marketing Management Projects Limited. - Ontario : M2P, 1980. - 79 leaves: ill ; 29cm. - (Project no. 80-145) This report is part of a market research study that was commissioned by the Jamaica National Export Corporation (sd) : J$50.00

658.838 - MARKET RESEARCH ON SPECIFIC PRODUCTS
658.83855368 - Market research on specific products. Cement

Philipp Brothers
658.84 - Export marketing

Jamaica National Export Corporation

Includes list of Jamaica Trade Missions.
(sd) : Unpriced

658.85 - Personal selling

Day, Alvin

Persuasion power : mastering the science of successful selling / Alvin Day. - Lake Worth : Million Mountain Press, 2006. - ix, 166p. ; 22 cm.
ISBN 0-9727304-2-7 (pbk) : $1,635.30

Poyser, Lascelles J.

Originally published as : Black Salesman, 1979
ISBN 976-8091-13-4 (pbk) : $200.00

Poyser, Lascelles J.

(pbk) : $10.00

658.850218 - Sales. Standards

National Council on Technical and Vocational Education and Training (NCTVET)

ISBN 976-610-420-4 (spiral)

658.872 - Telemarketing and direct marketing

Coward, Brandon

(sd)

Coward, Brandon

(sd)
658.872 - Telemarketing and direct marketing

Coward, Brandon

Cellphone marketing strategy : Digi lifestyle Digi daily menu / Brandon M. Coward. - [S.l.] : Island Hospitality Entertainment, 2010. 7 leaves; 28cm.

(sd)

659 - ADVERTISING AND PUBLIC RELATIONS
659.1 - ADVERTISING
659.152 - Exhibitions and shows

Jamaica Manufacturers Association

Souvenir magazine of JMA/JEA exposition held at the National Arena, Kingston, Jamaica March 17-28, 1982
(sd) : J$2.00

659.2 - Public relations

Commissiong, Elaine

Includes bibliography
ISBN 976-8123-18-4 (pbk)

Gooden Montieth, Charmaine E.

Winning PR and communication strategies : toolkit for educators / Charmaine E. Gooden Montieth. - [Manchester (7 Beverley Dr., P.O. Box 1175, Mandeville, Manchester)] : C. E. Gooden Montieth, 2010. - 72p. ; 22 cm.
Bibliography : p. 72

659.2097292 - Public relations. Jamaica

Public Relations Society of Jamaica

Cover title
660 – CHEMICAL ENGINEERING AND RELATED TECHNOLOGIES
660.6 – Biotechnology

Biotechnology Conference (1991 Kingston)
ISBN 976-8092-58-0 (pbk)

661 – TECHNOLOGY OF INDUSTRIAL CHEMICALS
661.00212 – Technology of industrial chemicals (heavy chemicals). Tables, formulas, specifications, statistics

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-052-4 (sd)

661.2 – ACIDS
661.22 – Sulfuric acid

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-198-9 (sd)

662 – TECHNOLOGY OF EXPLOSIVES, FUELS, RELATED PRODUCTS
662.74 – Charcoal

Charcoal and activated charcoal from coconut shell.
(sd) : $150.00

663 – BEVERAGE TECHNOLOGY
663.8 – Beverage technology. Collections

Hawkes, Alex D
64p : ill. ; 26cm.
663.9 - NONALCOHOLIC BREWED BEVERAGES
663.93 - Coffee

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
(sd) : J$2.00

664 - FOOD TECHNOLOGY

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
Jamaican standard specification for processed food / Bureau of Standards. - Kingston (6 Winchester Road, P.O. Box 113, Kgn. 10) : The Bureau, 1974. - 8 leaves ; 30cm. - (JS36: 1974)
(sd) : J$1.00

664.001579 - Food microbiology

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

664.0097292 - Food technology. Jamaica

Conference on Food Science and Technology(1980 : Kingston, Jamaica)
Includes bibliographical references (pbk)

664.00972981 - Food technology. Barbados

Dellimore, Jeffrey W.

664.1 - Sugars, syrups, their derived products

Proceedings of the 1985 meeting of West Indies Sugar technologists held in Trinidad & Tobago under the auspices of Sugar Association of the Caribbean (Incorporated). Vol.2. -,1985. - 85p. ; 28cm. (pbk)
664.1225 - Sugar. Standards

**Jamaica Bureau of Standards**

**Jamaica Bureau of Standards**
ISBN 976-604-027-3 (sd) : Unpriced

**Jamaica Bureau of Standards**
ISBN 976-604-028-1 (sd) : Unpriced

**Jamaica Bureau of Standards**
ISBN 976-604-025-7 (sd) : Unpriced

664.15 - Sugar products

**Jamaica Milk Products Ltd.**

664.152 - Jams, jellies, marmalades, preserves

**Jamaica Bureau of Standards**
ISBN 976-604-279-9 (sd)

664.3 - FATS AND OILS
664.37 - Salad dressings

**Jamaica Bureau of Standards**
(sd) : J$5.00
664.4 - Food salts
Jamaica Bureau of Standards

664.5 - FLAVOURING AIDS (CONDIMENTS)
664.55 - Vinegar
Jamaica Bureau of Standards
(sd) : J$4.00

664.58 - Complex condiments
Jamaica Bureau of Standards

664.6 - SPECIAL-PURPOSE FOODS AND AIDS
664.66 - Jamaica. Dog Food. Standards
Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-353-1 (pbk)

664.7 - GRAINS, OTHER SEEDS, THEIR DERIVED PRODUCTS
664.72 - MIILING AND MILLING PRODUCTS
664.7250218 - Rice. Standards
Jamaica Bureau of Standards
Jamaican standard specification for rice - specification, sampling, tests and analysis / Bureau of Standards. - Kingston (6 Winchester Rd., P. O. Box 113, Kgn. 10) : The Bureau, 2005. iv, 18p. ; 30 cm. - (JS CCS 0046 : 2002)
ISBN 976-604-437-6 (pbk)

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-289-6 (sd)
664.75 - SECONDARY PRODUCTS
664.7523 - Breads

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-049-4 (sd)

664.755 - Pastas

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
(sd) : J$3.00

664.76 - Animal feeds

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
(sd) : J$2.50

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
(sd) : J$2.50

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-297-7 (sd)

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-238-1 (sd)

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-230-6 (sd)
664.76 - Animal feeds

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

664.768 - Formula feeds

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
664.768 - Formula feeds

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-023-0 (sd) : Unpriced

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-020-6 (sd) : Unpriced

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-301-9 (sd)

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-281-0 (pbk)

664.7680218 - Formula feeds. Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
664.8 - FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
664.80431 - Orange juice. Standards

**Jamaica Bureau of Standards**
ISBN 976-604-014-1 (sd) : Unpriced

664.80432 - Grapefruit juice. Standards

**Jamaica Bureau of Standards**

664.80461 - Food technology. Coconuts

**Coconut chips.** - Kingston (Hope Gardens, Kgn. 6) : Scientific Research Council, 1993. -[11] leaves ; 29cm. - (Technology profile; no.93006)
(sd) : $150.00

**Coconut cream.** - Kingston (Hope Gardens, Kgn. 6) : Scientific Research Council, 1993. - 12 leaves; 29cm. - (Technology profile; no.93005)
(sd) : $150.00

(sd) : $150.00

664.82 - Canning. Grapefruit segments. Standards

**Jamaica Bureau of Standards**
(sd) : J$2.50

664.92907 - Jamaica. Beef Carcasses. Standards

**Jamaica Bureau of Standards**
665 - TECHNOLOGY OF INDUSTRIAL OILS, FATS, WAXES, GASES
665.5 - PETROLEUM
665.538270218 - Gasoline. Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

665.7 - NATURAL GASE AND MANUFACTURED GASES
665.74 - Storage, transportation, distribution of natural gas and manufactured gases

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
(sd) : J$4.00

665.77 - PRODUCTION OF MANUFACTURED GASES
665.773 - Production of manufactured gases from petroleum and natural gases

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
(sd) : $2.00

666 - CERAMIC AND ALLIED TECHNOLOGIES
666.6 - EARTHENWARE AND STONeware
666.60218 - Earthenware and stoneware. Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-370-1 (sd)
Jamaica Bureau of Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-373-6 (sd)

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-374-4 (sd)

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-378-7 (sd)
666.60218 - Earthenware and stoneware. Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-380-9 (sd)

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-381-7 (sd)

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-382-5 (sd)

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-383-3 (sd)

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-376-0 (sd)

666.89 - SYNTHETIC BUILDING MATERIALS
666.893 - Concrete

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
First published 1985. - JS 133: 1999
666.60218 - Earthenware and stoneware. Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
  ISBN 976-604-033-8 (sd)

666.894 - Hollow concrete and cinder blocks

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
  ISBN 976-604-048-6 (sd)

666.8940218 - Hollow concrete and cinder blocks. Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
  ISBN 976-604-293-4 (sd)

667 - CLEANING, COLOUR, COATING, RELATED TECHNOLOGIES
667.6 - Paints and painting

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
  ISBN 976-604-043-5 (sd)

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
  ISBN 976-604-015-X (sd) : Unpriced
667.7 - POLISHES, LACQUERS, VARNISHES
667.720218 - Polishes and polishing. Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
Jamaican standard specification for liquid polish for furniture /Bureau of Standards. - Kingston (6 Winchester Rd., Kgn. 10) : The Bureau, 1995. - iv, 7p. ;30cm. - (ICS ; 71.100.50)
(JS 232:1995)
ISBN 976-604-171-7 (sd)

667.79 - Jamaica. Varnishes. Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
(JS274 : 2000)
ISBN 976-604-304-X (sd)

667.9 - Coatings and coating

Lee, James W.
(sd)

Lee, James W.
(sd)

668 - TECHNOLOGY OF OTHER ORGANIC PRODUCTS
668.1 - SURFACE-ACTIVE AGENTS (SURFACTANTS)
668.124 - Soluble soaps

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
(JS 73 : 1979)
(sd) : J$4.00.

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-036-2 (sd)
668.14 – DETERGENTS AND WETTING AGENTS
668.140218 – Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-146-6 (sd)

668 – ORGANIC PRODUCTS
668.3 – Adhesives and related products

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
(sd) : $2.50

668.5 – PERFUMES AND COSMETICS
668.55 – COSMETICS

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
(JS 250: Pt.1: 2000)
ISBN 976-604-286-1 (sd)

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-282-9 (sd)

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-270-5 (sd)

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-271-3 (sd)
Jamaica Bureau of Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
669 – METALLURGY
669.1 – FERROUS METALS
669.1420218 – Production of steel. Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards


669.7 – OTHER NONFERROUS METALS
669.722 – Aluminium

Includes bibliographical references.
ISBN 978-976-637-345-0

670 – MANUFACTURING
670.423 – Machine-shop practice. Standards

National Council on Technical and Vocational Education and Training (Jamaica)

ISBN 976-610-423-9 (spiral)

671 – METALWORKING PROCESSES AND PRIMARY METAL PRODUCTS
671.8 – Primary products

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

First published : 1975
ISBN 976-604-241-1 (sd)

671.840218 – Extruded and drawn products. Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

ISBN 976-604-065-6 (sd)
Jamaica Bureau of Standards

ISBN 976-604-143-1 (sd)

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

Jamaican standard specification for continuously hot-dip zinc coated steel sheet, strip and plate / Bureau of Standards.
ISBN 976-604-296-9 (sd)

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

Jamaican standard specification for hot-dip zinc coated corrugated steel sheets for general purposes / Bureau of Standards.
ISBN 976-604-295-0 (pbk)

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

Jamaican standard specification for hot-dip zinc and hot-dip aluminium/zinc coated profiled steel sheets for roofing.

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

ISBN 976-604-153-9 (sd)

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

(sd) : $2.00
676 - PULP AND PAPER TECHNOLOGY
676.1 - PULP
676.17 - Properties, tests, quality controls

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
Jamaican Standard specification for paper: toilet tissue / Bureau of Standards. - Kingston (6 Winchester Rd., P.O. Box 113, Kgn. 10) : The Bureau, 1977. - 8p. ; 31cm. - (JS 51: 1977) (sd) : J$2.00

676.2 CONVERSION OF PULP INTO PAPER
676.22 - Production by hand

Anderson, Kay
This edition is limited to 21 numbered and signed copies.
This copy is numbered 2.

676.28420218 - Tissue paper. Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
Jamaican standard specification for facial tissue / Bureau of Standards. - Kingston (P.O. Box 113, Kgn. 10) : The Bureau, 1999. 2p. : tables; 30cm. - (JS 258: 1999) ISBN 976-604-244-6 (sd)

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

677 - TEXTILES
677.0218 - Textiles. Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

677.02824 - Weaving, knitting, felting

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
677.02862 - Yarns and threads

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-387-6 (sd)

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
(sd) : J$2.00

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
(sd) : J$2.50

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
(sd) : J$3.00

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
(sd) : J$2.00

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
(sd) : J$2.00.
Jamaica Bureau of Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
677.02864 - Jamaica. Threads. Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-314-0 (sd)

677.0287 - Jamaica. Textiles. Colourfastness. Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-300-0 (sd)

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-299-3 (sd)

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
Bibliography : p.9
ISBN 976-604-306-X (sd)

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-322-1 (sd)
677.0287 - Jamaica. Textiles. Colourfastness. Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-276-4 (sd)

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-300-0 (sd)

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-359-0 (sd)

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-299-3 (sd)

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
Bibliography : p.9
ISBN 976-604-306-X (sd)

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-322-1 (sd)
677.0287 - Jamaica. Textiles. Colourfastness. Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
Jamaican standard Test method for textiles: woven fabrics determination of mass per unit length and mass per unit area / Bureau of Standards. - Kingston (6 Winchester Rd., Kgn. 10) : The Bureau, 2000. - v, 3p. ; 30cm.
ISBN 976-604-318-3 (sd)

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-348-5 (sd)

677.2 - Textiles of Seed-Hair Fibres
677.21 - Cotton

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
(sd) : J$3.00

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
(sd) : $4.00

677.4 - Textiles of man-made fibers

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
(sd) : J$3.00
677.40287 - Jamaica. Textiles. Synthetic Fabrics. Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
Jamaican standard specification for fabrics from cellulosic fibers, synthetic fibers and blends / Bureau of Standards.

677.47 - NONCELLULOSIS
677.4744 - Vinlys

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-005-2 (sd)

677.6 - SPECIAL-PROCESS FABRICS REGARDLESS OF COMPOSITION
677.689 - Flameproof and flame-resistant fabrics

Jamaica Bureau of Standard
(sd) : $4.50

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
(sd) : $3.00.

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
Jamaican standard specification for the performance requirements of flameproof materials for clothing and other purposes / Jamaican Bureau of Standards. - Kingston (6 Winchester Rd, Kgn. 10) : The Bureau, 1981. - 10p.; 32cm. - (JS80: 1981)
(sd) : $4.00.

677.7 - CORDAGE, TRIMMINGS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
677.76 - Passementerie

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
(sd) : J$3.00.
Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-095-8 (sd)

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-337-X (sd)

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-264-0 (sd)

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
(JS ISO. 4074-3 : 1994)
ISBN 976-604-265-9 (sd)

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-266-7 (sd)

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-268-3 (sd)
678.3 - Jamaica. Vaginal diaphragms. Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-422-8 (sd)

678.32 - Tires. Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 978-604-443-0 (sd)

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-442-2 (sd)

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-312-4 (sd)

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-335-3 (sd)

679 - OTHER PRODUCTS OF SPECIFIC KINDS OF MATERIALS
679.6 - Products of fibers and bristles

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
(sd) : J$2.50
679.7 - Products of tobacco

Machado Tobacco Company Ltd.


679.73 - Cigarettes
679.730218 - Cigarette packaging labeling. Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

ISBN 976-604-444-9 (pbk)

680 - Manufacture of products for specific uses
683 - Hardware and household appliances
683.83 - Electrical appliances

Jamaica. Bureau of Standards


Jamaica Bureau of Standards

ISBN 976-604-059-1 (sd)

Jamaica Bureau of Standards


Jamaica Bureau of Standards

ISBN 976-604-221-7 (sd)
684 - WOODWORKING, METALWORKING, FURNITURE MAKING, FURNISHING

684.09 - Metalworking

Caribbean Examinations Council
Cover title: "CXC past papers industrial arts; metals."
Covers June 1982 examinations
(sd) : $2.75

684.1 - Furniture

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
(sd) : Unpriced

684.1002187292 - Jamaica. Furniture Fittings. Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-364-7 (sd)

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-360-4 (sd)

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-362-0 (sd)
684.1002187292 - Jamaica. Furniture Fittings. Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-366-3 (sd)

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-367-1 (sd)

684.104 - Wooden Furniture

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-005-2 (sd) : Unpriced

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-004-4 (sd) : Unpriced

National Council on Technical and Vocational Education and Training. (Jamaica)
ISBN 976-610-432-8 (spiral)

()

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-343-4 (sd)

684.1068 - Furniture industry and trade

v, 40p. : ill. ; 28cm.
A micro enterprise development project (sd)

684.3 - Fabric furnishings

National Council on Technical and Vocational Education and Training (Jamaica)
ISBN 976-610-415-8 (spiral)

685 - LEATHER AND FUR GOODS, AND RELATED PRODUCTS
685.3 - Footwear and related products

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
First published : 1971
(sd) : $4.00

685.31 - Boots and shoes

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
(sd) : $1.00

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
(sd) : $2.00.
685.4 - GLOVES AND MITTENS
685.43 - Specialized gloves and mittens, gauntlets

Jamaican Bureau of Standards

686 - PRINTING AND RELATED ACTIVITIES
686.2 - Printing

Cave, Roderick
The plantocracy's passion for Porcupine / Roderick Cave. - Mona, Jamaica (P.O. Box 181, Kgn.) : Department of Library Studies : R. Cave, 1977. - 4p. ; 28cm. - (Working papers on West Indian Printing, series 3 ; no. 28, 1977).

686.2097282 - Printing. British Honduras (Belize)

Cave, Roderick

686.209729 - Printing. Caribbean Area

Cave, Roderick

686.2097292 - Printing. Jamaica

Cave, Roderick

Cave, Roderick
The first Trinidad Guardian / Roderick Cave. - Mona, Jamaica (P.O. Box 181, Kgn.) : Department of Library Studies: R. Cave, 1977. 11p. ; 36cm. - (Working papers on West Indian Printing, series 3, no. 32, 1977).
Cave, Roderick
Two early advertisements from the St. George's Chronicle (Grenada) / Roderick Cave. - Mona, Jamaica (P. O. Box 181, Kgn.): Department of Library Studies: R. Cave, 1977. - 6p.; 36cm. - (Working papers on West Indian Printing, series 3, No. 31, 1977)

687 - CLOTHING AND ACCESSORIES

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

687.0218 - Clothing and Accessories. Standards

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

687.081 - Men’s clothing

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

687.082 - Women’s clothing

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

687.083 - Young people’s clothing

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
687.1 - Generalities and outer garments

Jamaican Bureau of Standards
(sd) : J$3.50

687.13 - Children's clothing

Jamaican Bureau of Standards
(sd) : J$3.00

687.16 - Garments for special purposes

Jamaican Bureau of Standards
(sd) : J$5.00

687.8 - Items auxiliary to clothing construction (Notions)

Jamaican Bureau of Standards
(sd) : J$3.00

688 - OTHER FINAL PRODUCTS, AND PACKAGING TECHNOLOGY
688.7 - RECREATIONAL EQUIPMENT
688.72 - Toys

Jamaican Bureau of Standards
(sd) : J$2.50

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-000-1 (sd) : Unpriced
690 - BUILDINGS
690.028 - Auxiliary techniques and procedures; apparatus, equipment

Jamaican Bureau of Standards
(sd) : $4.00

Jamaican Bureau of Standards
(sd) : $8.00

690.076 - Building technology. Examination, questions, etc.
Caribbean Examinations Council

690.097292 - Buildings. Jamaica
Graham, Tom
Building and construction in Jamaica / by Tom Graham.
Includes biographies of persons in construction
()

690.2 - GENERAL ACTIVITIES OF BUILDINGS
690.22 - Provision for safety

Hurricanes and houses : safety tips for building a board house.
(pbk)

690.5 - SPECIFIC TYPES OF BUILDINGS
690.535 - Warehouse

Howe International
(spiral) : Free
690.8 - Residential buildings (Domestic architecture)

Goldson, Brian
For presentation at symposium Housing: Demand, Cost, Financing and a Policy hosted by Dept. of economics in collaboration with the Friedrich Ebert Stiftung, Oct. 1984
Cover title (sd) : Free

690.80681 - Residential and related buildings. Organization and financial management

Brown, Patrick
How to improve housing project implementations by the Ministry of Construction (Housing) when using National Housing Trust (NHT) funds / by Patrick Brown. - , 1993. - 25p. ; 29cm. (sd)

691 - BUILDING MATERIALS
691.8 - METALS
691.8722 - Aluminum

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
ISBN 976-604-037-0 (sd)

691.9 - OTHER BUILDING MATERIALS
691.97 - Prefabricated materials

Standard Building Products Ltd.

692 - AUXILIARY CONSTRUCTION PRACTICES
692.3 - Construction specifications

Standing Review Committee on the Building Code (Jamaica)
692.5 - Estimates of labour; time, materials

Joint Consultative Committee for the Building Industry of Jamaica
(sd) : Unpriced

693 - CONSTRUCTION IN SPECIFIC TYPES OF MATERIALS AND FOR SPECIFIC PURPOSES
693.7 - METALS
693.710218 - Iron and steel (Ferrous metals). Standards

National Council on Technical and Vocational Education and Training (NCTVET)
ISBN 976-610-418-2 (spiral)

National Council on Technical and Vocational Education and Training (NCTVET)
(spiral)

694 - WOOD CONSTRUCTION CARPENTRY
694.6 - Finish carpentry (Joinery)

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
(sd) : $8.00.

696 - UTILITIES
696.13 - Water drainage

(spiral)
697 - HEATING, VENTILATING, AIR-CONDITIONING ENGINEERING
697.7 - OTHER HEATING METHODS
697.78 - Solar heating

Fowlin, Ian
(sd)

698 - DETAIL FINISHING
698.9 - Tiling

National Council on Technical and Vocational Education and Training. (Jamaica)
ISBN 976-610-417-4 (spiral)
700 – THE ARTS   FINE AND DECORATIVE ARTS

700 – Arts

The National Gallery of Jamaica
Exhibition compiled by Vera Hyatt has biographical sketch of the artists. (sd) : Gratis.

700.9 – HISTORICAL, GEOGRAPHIC, PERSONS TREATMENT OF THE ARTS
700.97292 – Arts, Jamaican. Biography

ISBN 976-8091-85-1 (pbk): $980.00

701 – PHILOSOPHY AND THEORY OF FINE AND DECORATIVE ARTS

Wiggins, Wilvin
Philosophy of art/ by Wilvin Wiggins.- Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7) : [W. Wiggins?], 1982.- 160p.; 28cm.
"Prepared for the course Philosophy of Art at the University of the West Indies, Mona, Jamaica".- Preface (pbk) : $10.00

704 – SPECIAL TOPICS IN FINE AND DECORATIVE ARTS
704.9 – ICONOGRAPHY
704.942 – Human figures

National Gallery of Jamaica
Catalogue of exhibition held Aug. 28-Oct. 29, 1983 (sd) : $10.00

704.943 – NATURE AND STILL LIFE
704.9434 – Plants

Lucie-Smith, Edward
Includes two (2) paintings by Dorothy Henriques Wells and "The Blue Mountain, Jamaica" by Augustus Inglefield
ISBN 0-8230-1840-7
704.948 - RELIGION
704.94853 - Jesus Christ

National Gallery of Jamaica
(sd) : Unpriced

706 - Visual arts. Organisations and management

Jamaican Artists' and Craftsmen's Guild
Includes directory of members
(sd)

707 - Education, research, related topics of fine and decorative arts

Caribbean Examinations Council

Caribbean Examinations Council
ISBN 978-976-637-461-7 (sd)

707.4 - Temporary exhibitions

Institute of Jamaica. The Art Gallery

Jamaica Cultural Development Commission
(sd)

Jamaica Cultural Development Commission
ISBN 976-610-734-3 (sd)
707.4 – Temporary exhibitions

Jamaica Cultural Development Commission
The National Visual Arts Competition and Exhibiton 2007/
Jamaica Cultural Development Commission The National Gallery of
(sd)

708 – Galleries, museums, private collections of fine and decorative arts

Chambers, Eddie
Curators' eye 11: identity and history: personal and social
narratives in art in Jamaica/ Eddie Chambers.- Kingston: National
28 cm.
Exhibition at the National Gallery of Jamaica held Dec. 11,
2005 – March 18, 2006
(sd)

Jamaican Art since the Thirties
Catalogue of an exhibition presented by [Spelman College of
Atlanta University Center in Association with the Contemporary

708.97292 – Art museum curators. Jamaica

In tribute to David Boxer: twenty years at the National Gallery of
Jamaica, 1975-1995 / edited by Leeta Hearne; coordinated by
Veerle Poupeye Rammelaere.- Kingston (2A Suthermere Rd., Kgn.
10): Institute of Jamaica Publications and National Gallery
of Jamaica, 1995.- 40p.: ill.; 28cm.
Bibliography: p. 35-38
ISBN 976-8017-25-2 (sd)

National Gallery of Jamaica
The National Gallery of Jamaica bulletin/ National Gallery of
Bulletin commemorates the launching of the 'Friends of the National
Gallery”... May 1, 1976.

709 – HISTORICAL, GEOGRAPHICAL, PERSONS TREATMENT OF FINE AND DECORATIVE
ARTS
709.7292 – Jamaica

The Art of Jamaica. – Oakland, California: Kaiser Aluminum &
Chemical Corporation, 1964
Collection of material on an exhibition of Jamaican painting
and sculpture held at the Kaiser Centre Gallery. Includes
press releases, photographs of exhibits catalogue etc.
Baxter, Ivy

Bender, Wolfgang
ISBN 3-88526-130-8 (pbk) : Unpriced

Catalogue of exhibition, August 31 - October 17, 1997
Includes bibliographical references (sd)

Boxer, David [Wayne]
Bibliography : p. 176
Includes information about the artists and index
ISBN 976-8123-12-5

Cadien, Eric
(pbk)

Catalogue of an exhibition curated by Keith Morrison at the National Gallery of Jamaica, April 27 - June 28, 2008

Catalogue of exhibition at the National Gallery of Jamaica, May 18 - June 12, 1992 (sd)
HISTORICAL, GEOGRAPHICAL, PERSONS TREATMENT OF FINE AND DECORATIVE ARTS

Jamaica

Published in association with the Edna Manley College of the Visual and Performing Arts
ISBN 976-637-018-4 (pbk) : $2,000.00

Includes bibliographical references (pbk)

ISBN 976-8044-17-9

Goodman, Deborah Lerme
A gallery guide for the exhibition from the National Gallery of Jamaica been circulated by Smithsonian Institution Travelling Exhibition Services (SITES)
(sd)

(pbk)

Cover title: Festival 85 fine art exhibition, July 28th, 1985
(sd)

Jamaica. High Commission (U.K.)
Exhibition mounted to commemorate the 21st Anniversary of Jamaica's independence at Art Gallery, Commonwealth Institute, 31 Aug.-25th Sept. 1983.- Cover title. - Includes biographies
(sd) : Gratis
Catalogue of exhibition
Bibliography : p. 87. - Includes index
ISBN 0-86528-020-7 (pbk) : $45.00

Contents: An old man dies ... a book is lost, by Olive Lewin.
Art and Society; Kapo a context by Edward Brathwaite.- An exhibition of paintings by self-taught artists.- Folk song, collected and transcribed by Olive Lewin Author Annals:"
Brathwaite, Edward; Lewin, Olive.

Catalogue of an exhibition curated by David Boxer, as part of the Commonwealth Institute's programme for Caribbean Focus '86
(sd) : Gratis

Lawrence, Wayne
ISBN 978-1-4251-8908-2 (pbk) : $4,500.00

28cm.
Includes index
(pbk)

National Gallery of Jamaica
Catalogue of exhibition held June 27-Aug. 11, 1983
(sd) : Unpriced

National Gallery of Jamaica
26cm.
(sd)
National Gallery of Jamaica

(sd)

National Gallery of Jamaica


National Gallery of Jamaica

(sd)

National Gallery of Jamaica

(sd)

National Gallery of Jamaica

(sd) : J$2.50

National Gallery of Jamaica

(sd) : J$2.50
National Gallery of Jamaica

Catalogue of exhibition, October 22nd through November 24th, 1995
(sd)

Bibliography : p. 127-129
ISBN 976-637-192-X (pbk) : $1,080.00

Sang, Fitzroy

"Mixed media drawings is a dialogue on the work of Fitzroy Sang by
well known arts activists Kwesi Owusu and Jacob Ross, to accompany
an exhibition of the same name" - cover
ISBN 1-872777-00-7 (sd)

Straw, Petrine

Jamaican art : an overview with a focus on fifty artists/ by
Petrine Archer Straw and Kim Robinson; foreword by David Boxer.
viii, 167p.: chiefly ill. (some col); 24 x 32cm.
ISBN 976-625-001-4 : $455.00

Straw, Petrine Archer

Jamaican art : then and now text by Petrine Archer Straw and
Publishing Ltd., 2011. - 228p. : col. ill. ; 24x31cm.
Previously published: Jamaican art: an overview with a focus on
fifty Jamaican artists
Includes index
ISBN 978-976-8202-75-8

Three moments in Jamaican art = tres momentos en la arte de
Jamaica. - Washington D.C. : Inter-American Development Bank,
Text in English and Spanish Catalogue of exhibition at the
Cultural Centre, Inter-American Development Bank in
(sd)
709.72920294 - Art, auction catalogue

The Eagle Collection I: an auction of important Jamaican paintings and sculptures. - Kingston (1 Belmont Road, Kgn. 5) : D.C. Tavares Finson Realty Ltd., 1999. - [40] p. : chiefly col. ill. ; 28cm.
Catalogue of the Auction held at the "Le Meridien" Jamaica Pegasus, 81 Knutsford Boulevard, Kingston 5 on Wednesday, April 14, 1999
(pbk) : $200.00

709.7292074 - Belisario, Isaac Mendes, 1745-1849. Exhibitions

Barringer, Tim
Bibliography : p. 556-576 - Includes index
ISBN 978-0-300-11661-8

Barringer, Tim
Includes bibliographical references
(pbk)

709.72981 - Art. Barbados

Cummins, Alissandra
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-8123-82-6

709.72986 - Aruba. Visual arts

Martis, Adi
Bibliography : p. 139-142
ISBN 976-637-074-5
709.73 - Arts, American. Exhibition


710 - Civic and landscape art
711 - Area planning (Civic art)

Tunnard, Christopher

United Nations Development Programme

711.1 - Procedural and social aspects
711.171 - Cities and towns. Planning

Jamaica. Laws, Statutes, etc., 1957

711.3 - Interstate, state, provincial, county plans and planning

McHardy, Pauline

Shankland Cox Partnership
At head of title: Ministry of Mining and Natural Resource
711.4 – Local community (City) plans and planning

College of Arts, Science and Technology
Contains project summary and redevelopment plan

Jamaica. Ministry of Finance. Town Planning Department
Mandeville study / Town Planning Department. - Kingston : The Department, 1972. - 21 leaves : maps; 29cm. - (Town Planning Department interim report; no. 1)
(spiral): 

711.4 – Local community (City) plans and planning

Urban Development Corporation

711.409 – Historical, geographical, persons treatment

Aarons, G.A.
Report re revision of Port Royal master plan and proposals for Underwater Archaeological Research Centre/ G.A. Aarons. - Port Royal, Jamaica : Port Royal Project, Institute of Jamaica,1982. - 24 leaves; 28cm.
(sd) : Gratis

Cox, Oliver
"This report is the outcome of a commission by the Overseas Development Administration of the British Government" Introd. Bibliography : p. [1-16]
(spiral) : Unpriced

Cox, Oliver
"This report is the outcome of a commission by the Overseas Development Administration of the British Government".-Introd Bibliography : p. [1-16]
(spiral) : Unpriced

Lambie and Company
(spiral): 

741
711.409 - Historical, geographical, persons treatment

Shankland Cox Overseas

711.4097292 - Kingston, Jamaica. Planning

Urban Development Corporation

711.45 - Cities. Function, planning

Kingston Restoration Company

Strategic Planning Group, Inc.

711.5 - CITIES, PLANS AND PLANNING FOR SPECIFIC KINDS OF AREAS
711.5 - Specific kinds of areas

Kingston Restoration Company

711.552 - COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL AREAS
711.5524 - Industrial areas


711.558 - Recreational areas

711.558 - Recreational areas

**George VI Memorial Park. Utilization Committee**


711.57 - Cultural and educational areas

**McMorris, Sibley and Robinson.**


711.58 - Residential areas

**Norton, Ann**


**Shankland Cox**


**Urban Development Corporation**


712 - LANDSCAPES. LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE

712.3 - Professional practice and technical procedures

**Shankland Cox Overseas**


"Report commissioned by the Kingston Waterfront Redevelopment Company".

743
712.7 – Semiprivate and institutional grounds

University of Technology. Jamaica

The sculpture park of the Caribbean / University of Technology. - [Kingston (237 Old Hope Rd., Kgn. 6) : The University], 1999. - 16p. : ill. ; 22cm.
Opened by Dr. Maya Angelou, December 9, 1999 (sd)

720 – ARCHITECTURE
720.2 – MISCELLANY
720.22 – Illustrations, models, miniatures

Jamaica Cricket 2007 Ltd.


Jamaica Cricket 2007 Ltd.


720.28 – Site planning

Gregory-Jones, David


720.4 – SPECIAL TOPICS OF ARCHITECTURE
720.47 – Architecture and the environment

720.47097292 – Architecture and the environment – Jamaica

Lyn, Cowell L.
Includes bibliographical references
(sd)

720.9 – Historical, geographic, persons treatment

Concannon, T.A.L.


Gunning, Dulce
(pbk)

720.9729 – Architecture. West Indies

The Georgian Society of Jamaica

Gravette, Andrew
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-8123-91-5 (pbk) : $864.00

720.97292 – Architecture. Jamaica

Jamaica Information Service
720.97292 - Architecture. Jamaica

Porter, Anthony R. D.
Bibliography : p. 80-81. - Includes index
ISBN 976- 640- 192 - 6 (pbk):

724 - Architecture from 1400

(sd)

Vernacular Architecture Forum Annual Conference (2011: May 31–June 5)
Falmouth, Jamaica field guide. - [S.l.: s.n.], 2011.- 195 leaves: ill. (some col.), maps; 28cm.
Includes bibliographical references (spiral):

724.1 - 1400-1800

Phillips, Anghelen
ISBN 976-8091-51-7 (pbk)

724.9 - 1900

(sd) : Unpriced

724.9 - Architecture. Jamaica

A proposal for the establishment of a school for architecture in the Caribbean at the College of Arts, Science Technology (CAST). - Kingston, Jamaica : [CAST], [1993?]. - 54p. : ill. ; 28 cm.
(sd):

725 - PUBLIC STRUCTURES
725.1 - Government buildings

Text in English, Spanish and French
(sd): Gratis
725.17 - Official residences


Ranston, Jackie

725.5 - Welfare and health buildings
725.51 - General hospital and sanitarium buildings

Shoesmith, David

725.9 - Other public structures
725.98 - Bridges, tunnels, moats

Francis Brown, Suzanne

Francis Brown, Suzanne
The old iron bridge, Spanish Town, Jamaica = El viejo puente de hierro, Spanish town Jamaica = L'ancien pont enfer, Spanish Town, Jamaïque/ Suzanne Francis Brown and Peter Francis.- Kingston (237 Old Hope Rd., Kgn. 6): Faculty of Built Environment,University of Technology, 2005.- 113p.: ill., maps ; 22 cm.- (Caribbean architectural monograph series; no. 2) Text in English, French and Spanish ISBN 976-8027-231-1 (pbk):

728 - RESIDENTIAL AND RELATED BUILDINGS

Smith, Hopeton

728.1 - LOW-COST HOUSING
728.102227292 - Low-cost housing. Pictorial charts and designs. Jamaica


729 - DESIGN AND DECORATION OF STRUCTURES AND ACCESSORIES
729.6 - Decoration in veneer and incrustation

Reid, Alfred
Christ triumphant : reflections on the St. Jude’s Christus / by Alfred Reid. - Kingston (P.O. Box 207, Kgn. 11) : Paschal Press, 1994.- 12p. ; 21cm. (sd)

730 - PLASTIC ARTS, SCULPTURE
730.92 - Sculptors

Boxer, David

Manley, Edna

National Gallery of Jamaica
The Wirth Collection includes 17 paintings dating back from 1960-1975 and 48 sculptures Includes biography (sd): $7.00
730 - PLASTIC ARTS, SCULPTURE
730.92 - Sculptors

National Gallery of Jamaica

(sd) : Gratis

Watson, Raymond


730.942 - Britain

Lewis, Lesley

English commemorative sculpture in Jamaica. - London, Quarry Managers' Journal, 1965-67. - 16 parts : illus ; 23cm. - Extract from Commemorative Art, v.xxxii, no. 11-12; v.xxxiii, no. 1-12; v.xxxiv, no. 1-2 - Contents part 1 Historical introduction; part 2 The Rodney monument, Spanish Town; part 3 Church and churches in Jamaica: conditions for the clergy; part 4 Some country churches; part 5-7 The Cathedral, Spanish Town; part 8; 9 Kingston Parish; part 10 Monument in St. Peter's, Port Royal [and] St Andrew, Half Way Tree; part 11 Monuments in St Andrew, Half Way Tree; part 12 Monuments in St. Peter's Vere [and] St. James' Church, Montego Bay; part 13Monuments in St James' Church, Montego [and] the church at Lucea, Hanover part 15 Monuments in the church of St. John the Evangelist, Black River; part 16 Biographical notes on sculptors.

732 - SCULPTURE FROM EARLIEST TIMES TO ca.500, SCULPTURE OF NONLITERATE PEOPLES
732.2 - Sculpture of nonliterate peoples

National Gallery of Jamaica


737 - NUMISMATICS AND SIGILLOGRAPHY
737.49 - Coins of specific countries.

Byrne, Ray,

738 - CERAMIC ARTS
738.092 - Potters

Tanna, Laura
Baugh: Jamaica's master potter / Laura Tanna and Cecil Baugh
28cm.
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 0-9674991-0-0 (pbk)

738.3 - Earthenware and stone ware

National Gallery of Jamaica
Cecil Baugh : a retrospective [exhibition?], June 24-July 23
compiled by the National Gallery of Jamaica. - Kingston (26 Hope
Includes biographical information
(sd) : J$4.00.

National Gallery of Jamaica
The Cecil Baugh Gallery of Ceramics, National Gallery of
Jamaica, 26th June 1991/ [National Gallery of Jamaica].- [Kingston
: ill. ; 28cm. - Catalogue of exhibition
Includes bibliographical references
(pbk)

739 - ART METALWORK
739.5 - Works in metals other than iron

Marx, Robert F
Brass and copper items recovered from the sunken city of Port
Royal May 1, 1966 - March 31, 1968. - Kingston : Jamaica National

740 - DRAWING AND DECORATIVE ARTS
740.7 - Art. Examinations, questions, etc.

Caribbean Examinations Council
CSEC past papers: visual arts production 2009/ Caribbean
Examinations Council. - Kingston (11 Cunningham Ave., P.O. Box 686,
ISBN 978-976-637-457-0 (sd)

740.76 - Art. Outlines, syllabi, etc.

Caribbean Examinations Council
Caribbean Secondary Education Certificate CSEC: visual arts
syllabus effective for examinations from May/June 2011/ Caribbean
Examinations Council. - Kingston (11 Cunningham Ave., P.O. Box 686,
741 - DRAWING AND DRAWINGS
741.5 - Cartoons, caricatures, comics

Davidson, Negash
(pbk) : $1045.00

Dunkley, Hugh
(sd) : J$2.50

741.59 - Cartoons. Collections

Densham, Basil
It could happen in Jamaica : cartoons / by Basil Densham. [S.l. : s.n., 1981?]. - 56p. : chiefly ill; 11x15cm.
(sd) : J$4.50

Hyatt, Charles
Life in Jamaica / seen by Charles Hyatt; scenes by Eric Johns. - Kingston (P.O. Box 383, Kgn. 5) : Christopher Issa, 1984. 40p. : chiefly ill. ; 11x19 cm.
(sd) : $4.50

741.597292 - Jamaica. Cartoons, caricatures, comics

Brown, Clovis
ISBN 976-610-359-3 (pbk)

741.6 - GRAPHIC DESIGN, ILLUSTRATION, COMMERCIAL ART
741.642 - Children’s colouring books

Arnette, Edgar
ISBN 976-610-213-9 (sd)

Arnette, Edgar

Brown, Valerie
ISBN 976-95151-7-5 (pbk):
741.6 - GRAPHIC DESIGN, ILLUSTRATION, COMMERCIAL ART
741.642 - Children's colouring books

Brown, Valerie
Right Start beginning colouring integrated workbook / Valerie Brown. [S.l.] : V.Brown, 200-?. - 80p. : ill. ; 28 cm. - (Right Start series)
ISBN 976-95175-0-X (pbk):

Campbell, Al
My Jamaican animals colouring book. - Spanish Town (P. O. Box 763) : SunZone Books, 2005. - 24p. : ill. ; 28 cm.
ISBN 976-95152-9-9 (pbk)

Campbell, Al
ISBN 976-8208-00-7 (pbk)

Campbell, Al
ISBN 976-8208-02-3 (pbk)

Campbell, Al
My Jamaican flowers colouring book. - Spanish Town (P. O. Box 763) : SunZone Books, 2005. - 24p. : ill. ; 28 cm.
ISBN 976-8208-01-5 (pbk)

Campbell, Al
My Jamaican fruits colouring book. - Spanish Town (P. O. Box 763) : SunZone Books, 2005. - 24p. : ill. ; 28 cm.
ISBN 976-610-636-3 (pbk)

Campbell, Al
ISBN 976-610-637-1 (pbk)

Duhgam, P.
ISBN 976-8184-13-2 (sd)

Gordon-Hickling, Pam
ISBN 976-8136-61 (sd)
741.6 - GRAPHIC DESIGN, ILLUSTRATION, COMMERCIAL ART
741.642 - Children’s colouring books

Grant, Shawn
(sd)

Grant, Shawn
(sd)

The Jamaican colouring book : colour me right-colour me bright.
(sd) : Free to Basic Schools

Owen, Bruce
18p. : mostly ill. ; 28cm.
ISBN 976-610-356-9 (sd)

Wiles, Audrey
Aunt Audrey's colouring book: educational, tropical, creative designs from nature/ by Audrey Wiles. - Kingston : A. Wiles, 1977
24p. : chiefly ill. ; 27cm.
(sd) : Unpriced

Wiles, Audrey
26 designs from nature
(sd) : Unpriced

741.66 - Covers for sheet music and recordings

Morrow, Chris
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 0-500-28154-8 (pbk) : $2,252.00
741.68 - CALENDARS, POSTCARDS, GREETING AND BUSINESS CARDS
741.682 - Calendars

Pulse Modelling Agency
Pulse models' diary '95 / Pulse Modelling Agency. - Kingston
ill., ports. ; 23cm.
(spiral)

741.69 - Labels and match covers

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
Jamaican standard specification for the labelling of
commodities/ Jamaica Bureau of Standards. - Kingston (6 Winchester
1971)
(pbk) : $1.00

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
Jamaican standard specification for the labelling of
Kingston (6 Winchester Rd, Kgn. 10) : The Bureau, 1984. - iv, 2p;
30cm. - (JS 1: Pt.1: 1984)
ISBN 976-604-006-0 (sd): Unpriced

745 - DECORATIVE ARTS
745.5 - Handicrafts

Jamaica Information Service
Jamaican crafts. - Kingston : Jamaica Information Service,
1966. - 28p. - (Face of Jamaica; 5)

745.67 - Illumination of manuscripts and books

Henriques, Anna Ruth
The book of Mechtilde / Anna Ruth Henriques. - 1st. ed.. - New

758 - OTHER OBJECTS
758.4 - STILL LIFE
758.42097292 - Flowers in art. Jamaica

Long, Rhoda (1916-1977)
Cerasee and other Jamaican flowering plants : original water-
colour paintings / by Rhoda Long; botanical notes by Marjorie
Humphreys and Helen Hamshere; edited by Rita Landale. - Kingston
; 23cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index
759 - Paintings. Historical, geographical, persons treatment


Parboosingh, Karl

759.972 - Painting and paints - Caribbean

Huie, Albert

Hyde, Eugene

Strudwick, Nora Louise

759.97292 - Jamaica. Painters


Cadien, Eric

Dunkley, John, 1841-1947

Hillel Academy (Jamaica)

Lawrence, Wayne

Lloyd, Errol

Lucie-Smith, Edward

Macmillan, Judy Ann


Parboosingh, Karl
759.97292 - Jamaica. Painters

Bibliography : p.15 (pbk)

Watson, Barrington
ISBN 976-637-218-7 (pbk)

Weston, H. Lloyd

Wood, John
Exhibition held at the National Gallery of Jamaica, July 4 - August 14, 1993 and presented in association with Bolivar Gallery (sd)

Wood, John

760 - GRAPHIC ARTS. PRINTMAKING AND PRINTS
769 - PRINTS
769.5 - Forms of prints
769.566729 - Postal stationery. Caribbean

Gilmore, John
ISBN 976-8100-40-0 : $780.30
769.567097292 - Postal stationery - Jamaica

The postal markings of Jamaica / edited by Ian A. Potter.
ISBN 0-9528672-0-6 : $2,280.00

769.5697292 - Postage stamps. Jamaica

The Swarbrick collection of the postal history and postage stamps
: ill. ; 27cm.

770 - PHOTOGRAPHY AND PHOTOGRAPHS, COMPUTER ARTS

770.23 - Photography as a profession, occupation, hobby

Rosen, Brian
Jamaica beach bums / by Brian Rosen. - Kingston (P.O. Box 865, Kgn.) : New Market Investment, [198-?]. - iii, 99p. : ill ; 23cm.
(pbk)

770.92 - Photographers

Ramsay, Ken
ISBN 3-7930-0695-0

779 - Photographs

LaYacona, Maria
ISBN 976-610-745-9 : $6,000.00

779.092 - Photography. Jamaica

Unpaged : photos; 22cm.
Johnston, Harry


LaYacona, Maria


ISBN 976-610-076-4

Ferguson, Peter


Includes index


Brown, Pat


ISBN 976-625-047-2 (sd) : $260.00

Samuels, Lois


ISBN 1-4050-1022-3 : $1,630.00

Hall, Lloyd

780.4 - SECULAR MUSIC
780.42 - Reggae music


Clarke, Sebastian

Davis, Stephen

Davis, Stephen

Green, Jonathan

Salewicz, Chris

780.7 - Music. Study and teaching

Caribbean Examinations Council
780.7 - Music. Study and teaching

Hall, Lloyd
Bibliography : p. 88-90
Gen. editor. L.M.P. Smallwood

780.7292025 - Music. Directory

(pbk)

780.9 - Music. Jamaica

Burnett, Michael
Jamaican music/ Michael Burnett. - London : Oxford University Press Music Department, 1982. - 48p. : ill. ; 19cm. - (Oxford topics in music)

780.92 - Music. Black persons

Molefe, Z.B.
Includes bibliographical references and glossary of African music terms.
ISBN 976-8123-31-1 (pbk)

780.9729 - Caribbean music

Best, Curwen
Culture at the cutting edge: tracking Caribbean popular music Curwen Best.- Kingston (1A Aqueduct Flats, Mona, Kgn. 7) : University of the West Indies Press, 2004. - viii, 259p. ; 23 cm
Bibliography : p. 237-244. - Includes discography and index
ISBN 976-640-124-1 (pbk)

Manuel, Peter Lamarche
Includes bibliography references and index
ISBN 1-566639-339-6 (Temple):
ISBN 976-8100-82-6 (IRP):
780.97292 - Jamaican music


Bibliography : p. 26 (pbk)

781 - GENERAL PRINCIPLES AND MUSICAL FORMS
781.4 - Techniques of music

Lee, Bernard

781.42 - TECHNIQUES FOR ACQUIRING MUSICAL SKILLS AND LEARNING A REPERTOIRE
781.423 - Sight and score reading

Fatta, Andrew
ISBN 976-8171-44-8 (pbk)

781.6 - TRADITIONS OF MUSIC
781.62 - FOLK MUSIC
781.6266729 - Folk songs. Barbados

Marshall, Trevor G.
ISBN 976-8100-65-6 (pbk)

781.627292 - Folk songs. Jamaica

Dexter, Noel
Includes musical scores
ISBN 976-637-261-6 : $1,080.00

Published to coincide with Mento Yard '90 (sd) : Free
781.627292 - Folk songs. Jamaica

Simons Brown, Joy A.
Sing and play the Jamaican way: a fun way to practice music
Joy A. Simons Brown. - Kingston (P.O. Box 701, Kgn. 8) : J.A.
ISBN 978-976-8217-38-7 (sd)

781.62967292 - Folk music. Jamaica. Cross-cultural studies

Rouse, Marilyn A.
Jamaican folk music: a synthesis of many culture / Marilyn A.
(Studies in history and interpretation of music; v. 66)
Bibliography : p. 297 - 301. - Includes index

781.64 - Western popular music

Davis, Stephen
Reggae bloodlines: in search of the music and culture of
Jamaica / text by Stephen Davis; photographs by Peter Simon. - 1st
"An abridged publication of the edition published in New York
in 1979, with minor textual emendations, the substitution of
some new photographs and a new epilogue" - T.P. verso
ISBN 0-306-80496-4 (pbk) : $877.50

GUILBault, Joycelyne
Governing sound: the cultural politics of Trinidad's Carnival
musics/Jocelyne Guilbault. - Kingston (11 Cunningham Ave., Box 686,
plates : ill., music; 23 cm + 1 CD (4 3/4”).
Includes bibliographical references, discography and index
ISBN 978-976-637-332-0 (pbk):

Macaulay, David E. [Edward]
Word, sound and power: rastafari and conceptions of musical
meaning in roots reggae music/ David Edward Macaulay. - Ann Arbor,
Thesis (M. Arts): Department of Anthropology, McGill University
Montreal, 1993
Short title of thesis: Rastafari and conceptions of musical meaning
in roots reggae music
Bibliography : p. 96-98. - Discography: p.93-95
ISBN 0-315-91699-0 (pbk) : US $57.50
781.64 - Western popular music

Bibliography : p. 323-347 - Includes index
ISBN 978-976-637-290-3 (pbk)

781.640266 - Island records. History

222p. : ill. (some col.), maps ; 25cm.
ISBN 978-095619140-3

781.64092 - Jamaica. Musicians. Biographies

C, Gordon
ISBN 1-870518-03-9 (pbk) : $125.50

Katz, David
Bibliography: p. 493-502. - Includes index
ISBN 0-86241-854-2 (pbk) : $1,200.00

Talamon, Bruce W.
ISBN 976-605-146-1 (pbk)

781.640972903 - Popular music. Caribbean Area. Encyclopedias

Moskowitz, David V.
Bibliography : p. 329-332. - Includes index
ISBN 0-313-33158-8 : US$85.00, $8,845.00

781.64097292 - Popular music. Jamaica. History and criticism

Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 0-02-864728-9 (pbk) : $870.00
Augustyn, Heather
Bibliography : p. 197-199
Includes index

Barrow, Steve
Includes index
ISBN 1-85828-247-0 (pbk) : $798.00

Barrow, Steve
Includes index
ISBN 1-85828-558-5 (pbk) : $1,379.00

Bradley, Lloyd
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 0-670-85563-4 (pbk) : $880.00
ISBN 0-140-23763-1 (pbk) : $557.00

Bradley, Lloyd
Published to accompany the television series 'Reggae: the story of Jamaican music.' First broadcast in 2002.
Includes index
ISBN 0-563-48807-7 (pbk) : $1,980.00

Bradley, Lloyd
Bibliography : p. 541-546
ISBN 0-8021-3828-4 (pbk) : US$17.00

Cardo, Ras (Scott, Ricardo)
Chang, Kevin O'Brien
Reggae routes : the story of Jamaican music / Kevin O'Brien
Includes index
ISBN 976-8100-67-2 (pbk) : $1,120.00

Dagnini, Jeremie Kroubo
ISBN 978-2-96-06252-8 (pbk)

Foehr, Stephen
Jamaican warriors : reggae, roots and culture/ Stephen Foehr.
Bibliography : p. 235. - Includes index.

Foehr, Stephen
Bibliography : p. 258-259. - Includes index
ISBN 1-86074-380-3 (pbk) : $1,356.00

Hope, Donna P.
Based on the author's M Phil thesis presented at the university of the West Indies, Mona, Jamaica.
Bibliography: p. 146-161. - Includes index
ISBN 976-640-168-3 (pbk)

Katz, David
Bibliography: p. 357-358. - Includes index
ISBN 0-7475-5910-4 (pbk) : $2,195.00

King, Stephen A.
Bibliography : p.150-162. - Includes index
ISBN 1-57806-489-9 : $5,530.00
781.646 - Reggae music. Jamaica

Smith, Ricardo
Reggae Jamaica: the wailing of a people: Ras Cardo, the man, the legend of reggae music/ Ras Cardo. - [S.l.]: Ras Cardo, 2009. 292p. ; 23cm.

Steffens, Roger
DVD includes rare interviews

Thompson, Dave
Reggae and Caribbean music / Dave Thompson. - San Francisco :
Backbeat Books, 2002. - xi : ill. 532p ; 24 cm. - (Third ear)
Bibliography : p. 507. - Includes index
ISBN 0-87930-655-6 (pbk): $2900.00

Troeder, Werner
Reggae: from mento to dancehall/ Werner Troeder. - Kingston
(Suite 10-11, Sagicor Industrial Complex, 7 Norman Rd., Kgn.
Includes bibliographical references

781.646092 - Jamaica. Musicians

Bean, Errol D.
xi, 252p. : ill. ; 23 cm.
ISBN 976-8171-22-7 (pbk):

(Biographies/ personal accounts series)
A selection of papers presented at the Conference "Marley's" Music: Reggae, Rastafari and Jamaican Culture held at the University of the West Indies, Mona Campus 5-6 February, 1995
ISBN 976-95047-9-3 (pbk)

Goldman, Vivien
Bibliography : p. 291-302. - Includes index
ISBN 978-184513-210-1 (pbk): $1,000.00
781.646097292 - Dub (Music). Jamaica. History and criticism

Hope, Donna P.
Bibliography : p.161-181
Includes index

Lesser, Beth
Includes bibliographical references and index.
ISBN 978-0-9554817-1-0(pbk) : US$39.95

Veal, Michael E.
Dub : soundscapes and shattered songs in Jamaican reggae
Bibliography : p. 301-316. - Includes index
ISBN 978-08195-6572-3 (pbk) : US$27.95

781.7 - Sacred music

Johnson, Howard

Nagashima, Yoshiko S.
Rastafarian music in contemporary Jamaica : a study of socio-religious music of the Rastafarian Movement in Jamaica / Yoshiko S. Nagashima. - Tokyo : Institute for the study of Languages and Cultures of Asia and Africa, 1984.- ix, 227p. : 2 maps, music, ill. ; 26cm. - (Performance in culture; no. 3)

782 - VOCAL MUSIC
782.01 - General principles of vocal music

Fairclough, Joy
ISBN 987-976-95208-1-3 (spiral)
782.2 - NONDRAMATIC VOCAL FORMS
782.25 - Sacred songs

Simons-Brown, Joy A.
A complement to the sound recording "Sing de Bible" as performed by recording artistes CANTANDO 2010.

782.27 - Hymns

Spence, Harris
ISBN 978-976-8189-54-7 (pbk)

782.4 - SECULAR FORMS
782.42 - Songs

Green, Earl Alexander
5v ; 28cm.
ISBN 976-8171-61-8 (v. 1)
ISBN 976-8172-24-X (v. 2)
ISBN 976-8172-26-6 (v. 3)
ISBN 976-8172-28-2 (v. 4)
ISBN 976-8172-30-4 (v. 5)

Green, Earl Alexander
The Cometstar collection lyrics: volume 1 / Earl A. Green
ISBN 976-8171-60-X (pbk):


Marley, Bob
ISBN 0-7935-1684-6 (pbk) : $2,995.00

782.4216095 - Reggae musicians. Jamaica. Biography

Masouri, John
ISBN 978-1-84609-689-1 : $2,220
782.42164 - Reggae musicians. Jamaica. Discography

Jahn, Brian
Includes index
ISBN 976-625-051-0 (pbk)

Jahn, Brian
Includes index
ISBN 0-306-80853-6 (pbk) : US$18.95

McCann, Ian
ISBN 0-7119-9884-1 (pbk) : US$15.95

Marley, Bob
ISBN 0-7119-5199-3 (pbk) : $600.00

Marley, Bob
ISBN 0-1735-5152-8 (pbk) : $1,500.00

Marley, Bob
ISBN 0-634-04746-X (pbk) : $1495.00

Regis, Louis
Includes index
ISBN 978-976-8189-51-6 (pbk)

Steffens, Roger
ISBN 976-8184-75-2 (pbk) : $1,495.00
782.421646 – Reggae musicians. Trojan Records

**de Koningh, Michael**
Includes 12 track CD of rare grooves. - Includes singles and albums discography and index
ISBN 1-86074-464-8 (pbk) : US$17.95

ISBN 0-634-04171-1 (pbk) : $1,895.00

**Sheridan, Maureen**
144p. : ill. (some col.); 28cm.
Includes discography : (p. 141-142) and index
ISBN 1-56025-204-9 (pbk) : $1,470.00

**Sheridan, Maureen**
ISBN 1-85868-749-7 (pbk) : US$39.95

782.4216460268 – Reggae music. History and criticism

**Prahlad, Sw. Anand**
Bibliography : p. 279-290. - Includes index
ISBN 1-57806-320-5 (pbk) : $1,980.00

782.421646092 – Reggae musicians. Biography

**Bob Marley : the man and his music : a selection of papers presented at the conference Marley's Music : reggae, rastafari, and Jamaican culture' held at the University of the West Indies, Mona Campus, 5-6 February 1995 / editor's**
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-950479-3 (pbk): $800.00

**Bob Marley and the Wailers : Exodus : exile 1977 / edited by**
142p. : ill.(some col.); 25cm. +1 CD-ROM : sd., 4 3/4" Original album on CD issued in pocket inside back cover
ISBN 978-0-297-85322-0 : $2,695.00

771
782.421646092 – Reggae musicians. Biography

Burnett, David

ISBN 978-1-933784-26-7 : $4,312.00

Collingwood, Jeremy

Includes Index
ISBN 1-84403-343-0 : US$29.95

Davies, Omar

Reggae and our national identity: the forgotten contribution of Peter Tosh / by Omar Davies. – Kingston : Institute of Caribbean Studies, 2000. – 19p. ; 24cm. – (Bob Marley lecture; 3)
ISBN 976-610-341-0 (pbk)

Dawes, Kwame

Bibliography : p.348-349. – Includes index
ISBN 1-86074-433-8 (pbk) : $1,949.00

Jaffe, Lee

ISBN 0-393-32368-4 (pbk) : $2,225.00

Marley, Cedella

ISBN 1-57174-282-4 : US$17.95

Marley, Rita

ISBN 0-283-07008-0 (pbk) : $1,200.00

Miller, Calvin Craig

Bibliography: p. 122-123. – Includes index
782.421646092 - Reggae musicians. Biography

Moskowitz, David
Bibliography : p. 167-170. - Includes index

Rodney, Winsome Isabell

782.42168092 - Marley, Bob. Biography

Booker, Cedella
ISBN 0-670-86991-0 : $700.00

ISBN 0-306-81340-8 (pbk) : $1,149.00

Lesser, Beth
151p. : ill., ports.; 18 cm.
ISBN 1-55022-525-1 (pbk)

782.7 - Children’s voices

Bailey, Dulcie
ISBN 976-610-720-3 (pbk)

Jones, Hortense
ISBBN 1-4184-9249-3 (spiral):

Thompson, Mervalee
783 - MUSIC FOR SINGLE VOICES. THE VOICE
783.0423 - Sight singing

Forrest-Watson, Pauline

ISBN 978-976-8202-43-7 (pbk)

783.2054 - Collections by single composers. Church music (DDC18)

HoLung, Richard

Celebration : collected liturgical and folk songs / by Father Richard HoLung; with chords and vocal arrangements by Bart Hopkin and others; copied and illustrated by Bart Hopkin. - Kingston (3 Golding Ave, Kgn. 6) : Jesuit Ltd., 1978. - 112p. : ill., music; 28cm.
(pbk) : J$2.50

783.21 - Mass (Communion service)

Catholic Church. Archdiocesan of Kingston. Liturgy and Ritual

For solo voices (SATB), with organ/Piano (sd) : J$2.50.

783.25421623 - Music, vocal. Single works and works by single composers

Christian, Pearle

ISBN 0-86175-283-X (pbk)

784 - Instruments and instrumental ensembles and their music

Clerk, Astley

Programme presented, "in aid of the Jamaica Poetry League ... Ormsby's Memorial Hall ... Thursday, Dec. 6, 1974" - on cover. Includes, Eleventh annual report of the Jamaica Branch of the Poetry League.

Hall, Lloyd, comp

Jamaica Military Band
Jamaica Military Band golden jubilee souvenir magazine, July 1977
(pbk):

784.4 - Folk songs

[Hoyte, Clyde]
Song of the Syrian : a chapter in the Jamaican story.

Hylton-Tomlinson, Ouida

Lewin, Olive

Lewin, Olive
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-640-028-8 (pbk) : $980.00

Lewin, Olive,
1 v : photos.; 21.5cm. Scores included.

Murray, Tom and Gavall, John

Run go a Kingston: ten Jamaican songs arranged for school instrumental groups by Michael Burnett. - London : Oxford University Press, 1981. - 19p. : music; 28cm.- (Making music ; 1) "Full playing score"
784.4 - Folk songs


784.406 - Traditional folk music

Kirby-Mason, Barbara

Murray, Tom

784.49 - FOLK SONGS. HISTORICAL AND GEOGRAPHICAL TREATMENT
784.497292 - Jamaica

The Jamaican Folk Singers

Lewin, Olive

Lewin, Olive

784.5 - POPULAR MUSIC
784.505 - Music, vocal

Marley, Bob

Marley, Bob
784.6 - Songs for specific groups and on specific subjects


Words and music

784.62 - For students and children

Hall, Lloyd
(sd) : Unpriced

784.624 - Children’s songs

Hopkin, John Barton
Reprint from: Journal of the Society for Ethnomusicology, vol.28, no.1
(sd) : Unpriced

784.68 - Chutney Music

Ramnarine, Tina K.
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-640-099-7 (pbk)

784.8 - Collections of vocal music


786 - KEYBOARD, MECHANICAL, ELECTROPHONIC, PERCUSSION INSTRUMENTS
786.2 - Pianos

Sears, John
ISBN 976-610-737-8 (pbk)
786.5 - KEYBOARD WIND INSTRUMENTS. ORGANS
786.5092 - Beckford, Trevor. Organist

Commemorative brochure to mark the 25th year of Mr. Trevor Beckford as organist and choirmaster at the St. James' Cathedral, St. Jago de la Vega and also 10th anniversary as President of the Jamaica Guild of Organists, Choirmasters and Associates / Trevor Beckford. - St. Catherine (22 King St., Spanish Town) : T. Beckford, 1986. - 20p. : ill., ports; 22cm. (sd)

786.84 - PERCUSSED IDIOPHONES
786.8462 - Steel drum (musical instrument)

Magnus, Gay
ISBN 978-976-610-810-6 (sd)

786.9 - Brass band

Fatta, Andrew
A drummers's guide to jazz independence / by Andrew Fatta Playing Score. - Kingston : Fatta, 2000. - 1 score (25p.)
ISBN 976-8171-31-6 (pbk)

787 - STRINGED INSTRUMENTS (CHORDOPHONES) BOWED STRINGED INSTRUMENTS
787.610712 - Guitar. methods - self instruction

Golding, Steve
Key signatures in inside back cover (sd)

787.871646 - Guitars. (Reggae music)


Over 80 reggae classics arranged for guitar and voice -cp ISBN 978-1-84609-674-7 (pbk): US$29.95

788.36 - Recorder

Moder, Rosina
788.49 - Bagpipes

ISBN 976-610-078-0 (pbk)

789 - COMPOSERS AND TRADITIONS OF MUSIC
789.2 - FOLK MUSIC

Bilby, Kenneth
Notes to record album from Kong to Lion (sd) : Free

790 - RECREATIONAL AND PERFORMING ARTS

Jamaica Festival Commission

790.0192 - Activities and programs for specific classes of people

Baxter, Ivy, ed

790.097292 - Leisure - Jamaica - 19th century

Bryan, Patrick
(sd)

Published for the Office of the Prime Minister (pbk)

790.1 - GENERAL KINDS OF RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES
790.19 - ACTIVITIES AND PROGRAMMES FOR SPECIFIC CLASSES OF PEOPLE
790.1922 - Children

Labour Day Secretariat, Jamaica.
(sd) : Gratis
790.2 - The Performing arts in general

Wright, Richardson
Revels in Jamaica, 1682-1838/ by Richardson Wright. -
Kingston (P.O. Box 413, Kgn. 10) : Bolivar Press, 1986. - xiii, 378p. : ill., ports ; 23cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index.- Special edition of 200 copies on felsted paper. NLJ has copy no. 44

790.209 - Performing arts. Jamaica

Caribbean Focus 86 (London)Jamaica in Caribbean Focus / editor Rema Brown-McDonald. - Kingston (58A Half Way Tree Rd., Kgn. 10) : Published for the Office of the Prime Minister by the Jamaica Information Service, 1986. - 33p.: ill. ; 14x21cm. (sd) : Gratis

790.76 - Performing arts. Study and teaching

Caribbean Examinations Council
Includes specimen papers and mark schemes

791 - PUBLIC PERFORMANCES
791.4 - Motion pictures, radio, television

Green, Earl A.
Movie and TV show treatments: vol. 1 / Earl A. Green.
ISBN 976-8192-08-9

791.43 - Motion pictures

Carifesta 76 film festival July 23 to August 2. - Kingston (8 Winchester Rd., Kgn. 10) : Carifesta 76, Office of the Prime Minister, 1976. - [21]p. ; 27cm. (sd) : Gratis

791.43097292 - Motion pictures, Jamaican

Location Jamaica film production Manual: the nuts and bolts of filming in Jamaica - [Kingston (35 Trafalgar Road Kgn., 5) : JAMPRO Film and Entertainment Office, 1995?]. - 38p. ; 28cm. (sd)
791.43097292 - Motion pictures, Jamaican

$1,000.00

791.44 - RADIO
791.440232 - Radio programme. Production and direction

Mock Yen, Alma
Tools of production/ by Alma Mock Yen. - Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7) : CARIMAC, UWI, 1985. - iv, 116p. : ill; 28cm. - (Radio; re-entry into sound; pt. 2)
"A self-instructional workbook on audio production and presentation for English - speaking students in the Caribbean" - Title page
(pbk) : Unpriced

791.44024 - Radio broadcasting. Sound effects

Mock Yen, Alma
Hearing and preparing/ by Alma Mock Yen. - Kingston : CARIMAC, UWI, 1984. - iii, 68p; 28cm. - (Radio; re-entry into sound; pt.1)
"A Self-instructional workbook on audio production and presentation for English-speaking students in the Caribbean" Title page
(sd): Unpriced

791.440607292 - Radio broadcasting. Jamaica

(sd)

791.445 - Kinds of programs

Mock Yen, Alma
The radio magazine/ by Alma Mock Yen. - Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7) : CARIMAC, UWI, 1986. - iv, 142p. : ill; 29cm. - (Re-entry into sound; Pt.3)
"A self-instructional programme of CARIMAC" - Cover
(sd)

791.447 - Specific programs

Cambridge, Vibert Compton
Includes bibliography
(pbk)
791.6 - Pageantry

Jamaica Festival Commission. Field Services Department
(sd) : Free

791.67292 - Pageantry. Jamaica. Reggae Sunsplash

Immanuel-I, Java

792 - Stage presentations

ADA/MNI Animation Conference (1989 Kingston, Jamaica)
ISBN 976-8092-00-9 (sd)

792.022 - Comedy and melodrama

Bell, Winston
(sd) : $25.00

792.028092 - Acting and performance

Forbes, Leonie

792.071 - Dramatic presentations. Study and teaching

Coley-Agard, Nolma
Includes index
ISBN 978-8192-54-2 (pbk)
792.071 - Dramatic presentations. Study and teaching

Rowe, Marcia
Dramscape : a drama workbook for grades seven to nine / Marcia Rowe. Kingston (44 Doherty Drive, Kgn. 7) : M. Rowe, 2008. 120p. : ill. ; 28 cm.
Bibliography : p.119
ISBN 978-976-8217-11-0 (pbk) : Unpriced

Rowe, Marcia
Bibliography : p. 67
ISBN 976 8192 93 3 (pbk)

792.09 - HISTORICAL, GEOGRAPHIC, PERSONS TREATMENT
792.09729 - Theatre. Caribbean Area

(pbk)

792.097292 - Theatre. Jamaica. History

Bennett, Wycliffe
Selected bibliography : p. 343-344. - Includes index

Hill, Errol
Bibliography : p. 325-329. - Includes index

792.2 - COMEDY AND MELODRAMA
792.23 - Comedy

Hendriks, Tony
Jamaican paleface: the hilarious observations of one of Jamaica's top comedians / Tony Hendriks. - Kingston (P.O. Box 1356, Kgn. 8) : Zone, 1994. - 96p. ; 18cm.
ISBN 976-8139-34-X (pbk)
792.8 - BALLET AND MODERN DANCE
792.809 - Historical, geographic, persons treatment

National Dance Theatre Company of Jamaica
(sd)

792.8097292 - Jamaica. The Company Dance Theatre

The Company Dance Theatre
In tribute to Normadelle Theresa Facey "Funkie", held at the Little Theatre, August 28-30 - September 4-6, 1998
(sd) : $100.00

792.8097292 - Jamaica. National Dance Theatre Company

National Dance Theatre Company of Jamaica
Brochure for the 35th Anniversary 1962-1997 of the National Dance Theatre Company of Jamaica
(sd) : $100.00

793 - INDOOR GAMES AND AMUSEMENTS
793.3 - Social, folk, national dancing

National Dance Theatre Company
[NDTC tenth anniversary]. - Kingston, 1972.- 6 pamphlets
Contents: Structure of the National Dance Theatre Company.- Calender of events for tenth anniversary year. How is the NDTC financed?- History of the National Dance Theatre Company.- Jamaica School of Dance.- Jamaica NDTC, what it is about and where it is going.

National Dance Theatre Company
Includes choreographers and their works 1962-2006
(sd)

National Dance Theatre Company
Tenth anniversary: Jamaica National Dance Theatre Company.
793.31 - Folk and national dancing

Nettleford, Rex


Ryman, Cheryl


793.319 - Historical, geographic, persons treatment

Carty, Hilary S.


National Gallery of Jamaica


National Dance Theatre Company


793.3197292 - Folk and national dancing. Jamaica

Campbell, D. Joyce


Da Silva, Monica

793.3197292 - Folk and national dancing. Jamaica

University Dance Society
Tenth anniversary/ the University Dance Society. - Kingston :
(sd) : J$1.00

793.32 - Dancing

Nettleford, Rex
Dance Jamaica: cultural definition an artistic discovery: the
Nettleford; foreword by Edward Kamau Brathwaite, and photographs
by Maria LaYacona.- New York : Grove Press, 1985. - 317p. : ill,
ports; 24cm.
Includes index
ISBN 0-394-54316-5 : $175.00

793.32097292 - Dancing. Jamaica

Nettleford, Rex
Dance Jamaica : renewal and continuity : the National Dance
(11 Cunningham Ave., Box 686, Kgn. 6) : Ian Randle Publishers,
2009. xvii, 318p. : ill. (some col.); 23.5cm.
Bibliography: p. 301-309. - Includes index
ISBN 978-976-637-392-4

793.7 GAMES NOT CHARACTERIZED BY ACTION
793.73 - Puzzles and puzzle games

Anderson, Jenni R.
Little Lennie's pencil fun 1/ Jenni R. Anderson, Jacqueline
Cousins, Barbara Nelson. - Kingston (7 North St., P.O. Box 40,
For children 8-12 years old
ISBN976-8050-05-5 (sd)

Brent-Harris, Lystra McBurnie
The kid's companion/ writer, Lystra McBurnie Brent-Harris;
editors, Sybil Belnavis, Ann Crick. - [Kingston (1A Daisy Ave.,
Cover title
(sd) : $20.00

The JAMAL book of puzzles / prepared by Audre'- Jean Bennett-Chang;
cover design by Patrick Ramsaran; illustrations by Juland
Hunter. - 1st. ed. - Kingston (47B South Camp Rd., Kgn. 4) :
(pbk)
793.732 - Cross word puzzles

Campbell, C. Ray
Scripture search quiz championship book 1/ C. Ray Campbell.
Kingston (P. O. Box 682, Kgn.) : Family Life Club of Jamaica, 2006.
76p. : ill. ; 28 cm.
ISBN 978-976-95195-0-3 (pbk)

794 - INDOOR GAMES OF SKILLS
794.1 - Chess

Ashley, Maurice

Wilkinson, Ian
Excitement galore : chess in all its glory/ Ian Wilkinson; forward by the Most Honourable Sir Howard Cooke, former Governor-General of Jamaica; introduction by Dr. Seymour Douglas. - Kingston (10 Swallowfield Rd., Kgn. 5) : Magnificent Chess, 2006. - 300p. : ill. (some col); 24 cm.
Bibliography : p. 297-298. - Includes index.
ISBN 946-610-748-3 (pbk)

Wilkinson, Ian
Magnificence in bled : the 35th Chess Olympiad/ by Ian Wilkinson; forward by Daaim Shabazz; introduction by Kevin Brown
Bibliography : p.374-375. - Includes index
ISBN 976-8184-92-2 (pbk)

795 - GAMES OF CHANCE
795.3 - Games dependent on drawing numbers or counters

(sd) : $140.00

Prophet, Michael
Cover title
"Errata" slip tipped in
(pbk) : $100.00
795 - GAMES OF CHANCE
795.3 - Games dependent on drawing numbers or counters.

Prophet, Michael
(pbk) : No pric

Prophet, Michael
(pbk) : $150.00

796 - Athletic and outdoor sports and games


British Empire and Commonwealth Games(8th: 1966: Kingston)


Franklyn, Delano
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 978-976-8041-24-1 (pbk)

Jamaica Information Service
(Face of Jamaica; no. 8)

(pbk)
796 - Athletic and outdoor sports and games

Cover title
(pbk)

796.01 - Sports. Philosophy and theory

Anderson, Beverley J.
(sd) : Free

796.092 - Sports personalities

Campbell, Alvin

796.097292 - Olympics. Athletes, Jamaican

Carnegie, Jimmy
ISBN 976-610-165-5 (pbk)

Carnegie, Jimmy
ISBN 976-625-086-3 (limp):

Carnegie, James A.
(sd) : J$0.50

Mitchell, Adolphus
ISBN 976 610 2821 (sd)
796.3 - BALL GAMES
796.307292 - Jamaica


796.33 - INFLATED BALL DRIVEN BY FOOT
796.334 - Soccer (Association football)

Bailey, Earl

Barovier, B. C.

Carnegie, Jimmy

Earle, Robbie


796.33 – INFLATED BALL DRIVEN BY FOOT

796.334 – Soccer (Association football)

Johnson, Denis
(pbk)

Santos Football Club
(sd) : J$20.00

(sd) : $5.00


Barnes, John
Includes index

796.34 – RACKET GAMES

796.342 – Lawn tennis

Includes a history of the Jamaica Lawn Tennis Association
(sd) : $0.50.

796.35 – BALL DRIVEN BY CLUB, MALLET, BAT

796.35264 – Professional golf

(pbk)

796.358 – Cricket

An area of conquest: popular democracy and West Indies cricket supremacy/ edited by Hilary McD. Beckles. – Kingston (206 Old Hope Rd., Kgn. 6) : Ian Randle Publishers, 1994. – xviii, 154p.; 24cm. – (Studies in West Indies Cricket culture; no.2)
ISBN 976-8100-48-6 (pbk) : $542.30
796.358 – Cricket

Becca, Tony
ISBN 978-976-8203-83-0 (pbk)

Beckles, Hilary McD.
Contents: Vol. 1. The age of nationalism – Vol. 2. The age of globalization. – Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 0-7453-1472-7 (V.2) (pbk): $999.99

Bell, Carl
Bells' Jamaican first class cricket: a complete statistical record 1895-2001/ compiled by Carl Bell. – Kingston (P.O. Box 328, Kgn. 6) : C.P. Bell, 2001. – 293p. + 39p. ; 24 cm.
ISBN 976-8171-88-X (pbk)

Bell, Carl
Bell's West Indian test cricketers: a complete statistical record 1928-1993/ compiled by Carl Bell. – Kingston (P.O. Box 328, Kgn. 6) : MRC Services Limited, 1994. – 289p. ; 26cm.
ISBN 976-8139-08-0 (pbk)

ISBN 0-908081-847

Bertram, Arnold
Bibliography : p. 542-549. – Includes index
ISBN 978-976-610-822-9 (pbk)

Cresser, Julian
A history of cricket in Jamaica: 1870 to the present/ Julian Cresser. – Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7) : Social History Project, Department of History and Archeology, University of the West Indies, 2007. – 34p. : ill. ; 23cm.
ISBN 978-976-4102-11-3 (pbk)

Cummings, Christine
(sd) : Free
796.358 - Cricket

Domtar Sports Club
Cover title
(sd) : $1.00

The First West Indies cricket tour: Canada and the United States in 1886 / edited and with an introduction by Hilary McD. Beckles
With: The tour of the West Indian cricketers, August and September, 1886: "a memory", by one of them/ by L. R. Fyfe
ISBN 976-8125-86-1 (pbk) : $2,228.00

Fray, Robert
(sd) :

Gilchrist, Roy

Henry, L. Mike

Henry, L. Mike
ISBN 978-976-6202-26-0

Holding, Michael
Cricket profiles 1989 / by Michael Holding and Bobby Fray
(sd)

Khan, Nasser
796.358 - Cricket

Khan, Nasser
It's a funny game by / Nasser Khan; illustrated by Andy Cooke. Oxford : Heinemann Educational, 2007.- 16p. : col. ill. ; 27cm. - (Get caught reading)
978-0-435988-68-5 (pbk) : $311.20

Jamaica Cricket Association

Jamaica Cricket Association

Jamaica Cricket Association

ISBN 976-8100-44-3 (pbk) : $542.30


Roberts, Lawrence Donovan ("Strebor")

796.358021 - Cricket. Records. West Indies

Richards, Jimmy
ISBN 976-605-101-1 : $150.00
796.358092 – Cricketers. West Indies. Dujon, Jeffrey

Gayle, Pauline

796.358092 – Cricketers. West Indies

A spirit of dominance: cricket and nationalism in the West Indies: essays in honour of Viv Richards on the 21st Anniversary of his Test debut / edited by Hilary McD. Beckles. – Kingston (1A Aqueduct Flats, Mona, Kgn. 7) : Canoe Press, c1998. – xiii, 186p. : ill. ; 23 cm.
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-8125-37-7 (pbk): $600.00

Weekes, Everton
Published in association with the C.L.R. James Centre for Cricket Research
ISBN 978-976-95201-2-7 (pbk)

796.35809729 – Cricket. West Indies

James, C. L. R.
Caribbean College edition with an introduction by Hilary Beckles. – Includes index
ISBN 978-976-637-315-3 (pbk)

796.3580972981 – Cricket. Barbados

Sandiford, Keith A.P.
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 978-976-640-046-6 (pbk) : $650.00

796.35822 – Bowling

Henry, L. Mike
A complete statistical history of Shell Shield Cricket 1966-1987
/ compiled by Carl Bell. - Kingston (P.O. Box 328, Kgn. 6) : MRC Services, 1988. - iv, 265p. ; 24 cm.
ISBN 976-8012-27-7 (pbk)

Foster, William A. A.
ISBN 976-8032-00-6 : Unpriced

ICC Cricket World Cup. West Indies 2007
(sd)

ICC Cricket World Cup. West Indies 2007
(sd)

ICC Cricket World Cup. West Indies 2007
Official match programme
(sd)

ICC Cricket World Cup. West Indies 2007
Official match programme
(sd)

Jones, Mark A.

(sd) : $3.00
796.35865 - International cricket. Tournaments

Manley, Michael
ISBN 0-233-98259-0 : $180.00

Manley, Michael
Includes index
ISBN 0-233-05037-x (pbk) : $2,390.00

(sd) : Unpriced

Official souvenir magazine : 1979 Caribbean Tour, WSC Australians vs WSC West Indians, Feb-April 1979
(sd) : Unpriced

796.4 - Weight lifting, track and field, gymnastics

(pbk) : Free

(sd) : Free

The official history of the 8th British Empire and Commonwealth games, Kingston - Jamaica. 4-13 August 1996. - [S.l.] :
796.407292 - Sports. Jamaica

Foster, William A.A.
Cover title : The 1991 boys championship: blue flame, white light
ISBN 976-8092-48-3

796.42 - Track and field

Charlton, Vilma
ISBN 976-614-007-3 (sd):

(sd)


Peterkin, Horace
(sd)

Robinson, Patrick
ISBN 978-976-8203-82- 3 (pbk)
796.42 - Track and field

Robinson, Patrick
Jamaican athletics: a model for the world / Patrick Robinson
3rd ed. - Kingston (26 Margaret Dr., Kgn. 6) : P. Robinson, 2008
x, 100p. : ill. (chiefly col.); 19cm.
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 978-976-8217-21-9 (pbk)

796.42069 - Track and field. Management

Royale-Davis, Gloria
Going for gold: personal reflections of Kingston 2002 /
84p. : ill. ; 22 cm.
ISBN 976-610-567-7 (pbk)

796.427 - RELAY RACES
796.427092 - Track and field. Ottey, Merlene Joyce, 1960-. Biography.

Forrester, Claire
Merlene Ottey: unyielding spirit / Claire Forrester with
Alvin Campbell. - Kingston (7-9 Norman Rd., Kgn. CSO) : West Indies
Statistics: p.189-209
ISBN 976-605-148-8 (pbk) : $425.00

796.427292 - Track and field. Jamaica

Jamaican gold, Jamaican sprinters / edited by Rachael Irving and
Vilma Charlton. - Kingston (7A Gibraltar Hall Rd., Mona, Kgn. 7) : University of the West Indies, 2010. - xiii, 144p. :
col. ill. ; 26cm.
Includes bibliographical references

Lawrence, Hubert
'Champs' 100: a century of Jamaican high school athletics
1910-2010 / Hubert Lawrence ; editor Michael A. Grant. - Kingston
(36 Trafalgar Rd., Kgn. 10) : Great House OmniMedia Ltd., 2010. -
xiv, 283p. : col. ill. ; 29 cm.
ISBN 978-95199-6-1

796.48 - Olympic games

Jamaica Olympic Association
XXV Olympic games, Barcelona, Spain, 1992 Jamaica delegation/
Jamaica Olympic Association. - [Kingston] : Jamaica Olympic Assoc.,
796.48 - Olympic games

Johnson, Dennis
Bibliography : p. 268-269
ISBN 978-976-95285-8-1 (pbk)

Peterkin, Horace
(sd)

796.48097292 - Olympics. Sports teams. Jamaica

(pbk)

796.4897292 - Olympics. Jamaica

Anderson, Don
Includes an errata page
ISBN 978-976-8217-81-3

796.5 - OUTDOOR LIFE
796.522 - Mountaineering

Wilcox, Bill
A hikers guide to the Blue Mountains / by Bill Wilcox. [Kingston : Jamaican Camping and Hiking Association?], 1985. 28p. ; 28cm.
"Prepared in co-operation with the Jamaican Camping and Hiking Association, Ministry of Tourism, Department of Forestry"
(sd) : Unpriced

796.9 - ICE AND SNOW SPORTS
796.95 - Sledding and coasting. Bob sledding

Stokes, Nelson Christian
Bibliography : p. 291-295. - Includes index
ISBN 1-58982-082-7 (pbk) : US$22.00
797 - AQUATIC AND AIR SPORTS
797.5 - AIR SPORTS
797.54 - Stunt flying

The Jamaica international airshow 1992 official souvenir program.

798 - EQUESTRIAN SPORTS AND ANIMAL RACING
798.4097292 - Horse racing - Jamaica

Ashenheim, Jack
ISBN 976-8138-47-5 (sd)
800 - LITERATURE (BELLES-LETTRES) AND RHETORIC

801 - PHILOSOPHY AND THEORY
801.92 - Psychology


801.95 - Criticism

Carter, Sheila Yvonne

808 - LITERATURE. RHETORIC AND COLLECTIONS
808.02 - Authorship and editorial techniques

McCuen, Jo Ray

808.0427 - Study of rhetoric through critical reading


808.04275 - English language. Rhetoric

McCuen, Jo Ray
808.066001 - Computers. Documentation

Kelly, Derek A.
Bibliography : p. 159-160. - Includes index
ISBN 0-894-33212-0 : Unpriced

808.207 - Rhetoric of drama

Noel, Keith
ISBN 976-638-014-7 (pbk)

808.3 - Rhetoric of fiction

Salkey, Andrew, ed.
Caribbean prose : an anthology for secondary schools.

808.53 - Debating

National primary schools HIV and AIDS debating competition 2006-2007 : handbook for competition guidelines / compiled by D. Deloris Brissett; assistant, Winsome V. Crumbie; editor
Includes bibliographical references (sd)

808.8 - Collection of literary texts from more than two literatures

Le Franc, George B.
ISBN 0-533-09396-1 : $238.50

808.8144 - Collections of poetry. Ballads

Norman, Alma
Ballads of Jamaica / Alma Norman ; drawings by Dennis Ranston. - St. Andrew (P.O. Box 34, Red Hills) : Twin Guinep (Publishers), 2000. - 37p. : ill. ; 22cm.
ISBN 976-8007-10-9 (pbk)
808.839355 – Fiction displaying social themes

Henzell, Perry
(pbk)

808.88 – Collections of miscellaneous writings

Manley, Michael
"We are a society in crisis" / quotations from Michael Manley. Kingston : Speaker's Bureau, 1971. - 44p. ; 14cm. - (A "Public Figures" series - ; no. 1)
(pbk)

808.882 – Collection of quotations

ISBN 1-4134-6238-3 (pbk)

Pryce, Eric C.
ISBN 976-8029-24-2 (sd)

808.89 – COLLECTIONS FOR AND BY OTHER SPECIFIC KINDS OF PERSONS
808.89282 – Children

(sd)

808.8928709729 – Women. Caribbean Area

ISBN 976-8123-51-6 (pbk)

808.899287 – West Indian literature. Women authors

ISBN 976-637-077-X (pbk)
808.8997 - West Indian literature. Collections

Carifesta forum: an anthology of 20 Caribbean voices
/ edited with an introduction by John Hearne. - Kingston:
(pbk)

809 - HISTORY, DESCRIPTION, CRITICAL APPRAISAL OF MORE THAN TWO LITERATURES
809.0337292 - Jamaica. Romanticism. History and criticism

Lalla, Barbara
Dungeons of the soul: frustrated romanticism in eighteenth and
nineteenth century literature of Jamaica / Barbara Lalla. -
Cincinnati: Society for the Study of the Multi-Ethnic Literature of
the United States, 1996. - 23p. ; 24cm.
Offprint from: Mellus. - Vol.21, no.3

809.1 - Critical appraisal of poetry

Portland parish profiles. - Kingston: Institute of Caribbean
Studies, University of the West Indies, 1993. - 68p. ; 21cm.
ISBN 976-41-0043-0 (sd)

809.8 - LITERATURE FOR AND BY SPECIFIC KINDS OF PERSONS
809.89287 - Women

Mahakoe, Kamau A. N.
Powersource: an inspirational guide for black women / by
Kamau A. N. Mahakoe. - [St. Catherine, Jamaica]: A. N. Mahakoe,
ISBN 976-8171-43-X (pbk):

809.89287 - West Indian literature. Women authors. History and criticism

O'Callaghan, Evelyn
Woman version: theoretical approaches to West Indian fiction
126p. ; 22cm.

809.8997292 - Jamaica. Women in literature

Cooper, Carolyn
Noises in the blood: orality, gender and the 'vulgar' body of
Jamaican popular culture / Carolyn Cooper. - London and
(Warwick University Caribbean Studies)
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 0-333-57824-4 (pbk) : $660.00
809.8997292 - Jamaica. Women in literature

Cooper, Carolyn
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 0-8223-1580-7 : $1,328.25

809.933 - LITERATURE DEALING WITH SPECIFIC THEMES AND SUBJECTS
809.93358 - Nationalism and literature

Harney, Stefano
Includes bibliographical reference and index
ISBN 976-640-016-4 (pbk) : $350.00

810 - AMERICAN LITERATURE IN ENGLISH
810 - Jamaican writers

Baugh, Edward
"I was a teacher too": the figure of the school teacher in West Indian literature / Edward Baugh. - [Kingston (77 Shortwood Rd, Kgn 8]) : Shortwood Teachers' College, 1991. - xi, 20p. ; 22 cm.
Shortwood Teachers' College second Founders Day lecture (sd) : $30.00

810.8 - Miscellaneous writings

Focus Jamaica 1943 / edited by Edna Manley. - Millwood, N.Y. : Kraus
First published : Kingston, 1943
(pbk) : $70.00.

Focus Jamaica 1948 / edited by Edna Manley. - Millwood, N.Y. : Kraus
Reprint, 1976. - 279p. ; 23 cm.
First published : Kingston, 1948
(pbk) : $70.00

(pbk): $70.00

(pbk): $70.00
810.8 - Miscellaneous writings

Focus 1983: an anthology of contemporary Jamaican writing / edited by Mervyn Morris. - Kingston (P.O. Box 134, Kgn. 7) : Caribbean Authors, 1983. - 294p., 23 cm. (pbk) : $15.00


810.80054 - Jamaica literature. Collections, 1945 -


810.8006 - Jamaican literature. Collections, 2000-


810.8091821 - English literature. Caribbean writers, 1945-. Anthologies


810.818 - West Indian literature. History and criticism

810.9 – West Indian literature. History and critical studies

Conference on Spanish Caribbean Literature (8th 1985 Kingston)
(Caribbean critics series; 1)
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-41-0026-0 (pbk) : $240.00

Forbes, Curdella
Bibliography: p. 276 - 289. - Includes index
ISBN 976-640-171-3 (pbk)

Morris, Mervyn
ISBN 0-7123-0319-7 (sd):

Morris, Mervyn
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-637-174-1 (pbk)

810.90803552 – Caribbean literature. History and criticism

Morgan, Paula
Writing rage: unmasking violence through Caribbean discourse / Paula Morgan and Valerie Youssef. – Kingston (1A Aqueduct Flats, Mona, Kgn. 7): University of the West Indies Press, 2006. – ix, 268p.; 23cm.
Bibliography: p. 244-256 – Includes index
ISBN 976-640-189-6 (pbk)

810.98960729 – West Indian literature. History and criticism

John, Catherine A.
Bibliography: p. 227-235
Includes index
ISBN 976-640-147-0 (pbk) : $800.00
810.9896073 – Afro-Americans. Literature. History and criticism

Martin, Tony
Includes index
ISBN 0-912469-09-9 (pbk): $957.00

Martin, Tony
Literary Garveyism: Garvey, black arts and the Harlem Renaissance / Tony Martin. – Dover, Mass.: Majority Press, 1983. xi, 204 p. : ill. ; 18 cm. – (The new Marcus Garvey library; no. 1)
Bibliography: p. 187-191. – Includes index
ISBN 0-912469-01-3 (pbk): $34.75

810.99729 – Caribbean writers. History and criticism


811 – POETRY

811 – McKay, Claude. 1890-1948 – Political and social views

James, Winston
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-637-051-6 (pbk): $1,071.00

811 – Poetry. Jamaican writers, 1945 –

Adisa, Opal Palmer
Tamarind and mango women: poetry / Opal Palmer Adisa.

Armstrong, Ivy Claudette
ISBN 976-625-072-3 (pbk)

Barrett, Carla
'Sista single': poetry / Carla Barrett. – St. Andrew (132 Stock Farm Rd., P.O. Box 323, Stony Hill, 2010): Rebaki Christian Publishing. – 100 p.; 21 cm.
ISBN 978-976-8217-36-3 (pbk)
811 - Poetry. Jamaican writers, 1945 -

**Battick, Cleve**

360 degrees west : poems / by Cleve Battick; Leonie Carey and Millard Lowe. - Montego Bay, Jamaica (P.O. Box 935, Montego Bay) : Writers Guild, 1982. - 56p: ill; 22cm.

Includes biographical notes
(s): J$4.85

**Baugh, Edward**

(Caribbean poetry series ; no. 2)
ISBN 976-8070-00-5 (sd): $30.00

**Bennett, Louise**

Selected poems / Louise Bennett; edited, with an introduction, notes and teaching questions by Mervyn Morris. Kingston (97 Harbour St., Kgn.): Sangsters Book Stores, 1982.
xx, 175p. ; 20cm.

Includes index
(pbk)

**Berry, James**


ISBN 0-19-211964-8 : $49.50 (pbk)

**Berry, James**


ISBN 1-85224-330-9 (pbk) : US$22.95

**Berry, James**


ISBN 901241-49-0 (pbk): $18.00

**Berry, James**


ISBN 0-241-12426-3 : $69.50

**Boxill, Ian**


ISBN 976-8091-401 (sd)

**Bramwell Patterson, Delrose**


ISBN 0-8062-4617-0 : $262.35
811 - Poetry. Jamaican. 1945 -

Brathwaite, Edward Kamau
ISBN 0-9640424-3-6 (pbk) : $1092.50

Brathwaite, Edward Kamau
(sd) : $5.80

Brathwaite, Edward Kamau
Cover title : Shar : hurricane poem
ISBN 976-8006-06-4 (pbk)

Braune, Beverley
ISBN 1-85224-271-X (pbk) : $550.00

Originally published :[Great Britain : Hamish Hamilton Children's Books Ltd, 1971]
Includes biographical notes and indexes

Breeze, Binta
(sd) : $3.00

Breeze, Binta
ISBN 1-85381-253-6 (sd) : $150.00

Brissett, Linda M.
ISBN 0-9699369-2-3 (pbk)

Brooks, Clyde
ISBN 976-8012-20-x (sd)
811 - Poetry. Jamaican writers, 1945 -

Brown, Beverley E.
Dream diary / Beverley E. Brown. - Kingston (P.O. Box 170, Kgn. 7) : Savacou Co-operative, 1982. - 40p. ; 23cm.
Includes biographical note
(sd): Unpriced

Brown, Lloyd W.
ISBN 0-948833-83-1 : $550.00

Brown McIntosh, Nadine E.
Some real yardie issues: a brief summary of some real Jamaican experiences and also words of courage to those who may need upliftment / Nadine E. Brown McIntosh. - [Kingston : N.E. Brown McIntosh, 1999. - 14p. ; 22cm. - (Kingston: Mona Graphic Printers)
ISBN 976-8138-92-0 (pbk)

Campbell, Earl
The works of a Jamaican poet / [Earl Vendryes Campbell].
Royal Palm Beach, Fla. : Print-It Plus, c1992. - 64p. ; 28 cm.
(pbk)

Campbell, George
(pbk)

Carberry, H. D.
ISBN 976-8100-79-6

Cliff, Michelle
Claiming an identity they taught me to despise / Michelle Cliff. Watertown, Mass : persephone Press, c 1980. - 64p. ; 22cm.
ISBN 0-930436-06-7 (pbk) : $12.00

Cole, Fitzroy Jagga
Includes 'Sojourner' at the back
ISBN 976-8171-04-9 (sd)
811 - Poetry. Jamaican writers, 1945 -

Cole, Fitzroy Jagga
Sojourner / Fitzroy Jagga Cole. - [S.l. : s.n.], 1999?.
27p. ; 21cm.
Includes Lyrical sonnets at the back (pbk)

Conolley, Ivor Courtney
A generation apart / Ivor Courtney Conolley [and] Bridget St. V. Conolley. - Kingston (P.O. Box 687, Kgn. 8) : Taishi (Jamaica) Ltd, 1998. - 67p. ; 14cm.
ISBN 976-6010-066-7 (pbk)

Craig, Christine
ISBN 0-942610-02-0 (pbk): $24.00

Davis, Donald
Black USA poetry / by Donald Davis. - Kingston (42 Mars Dr., Kgn. 17) : Conscious Movement, 1979. - 32p. ; 22cm.
Biographical notes on back cover (pbk): $3.00

Dawes, Kwame
ISBN 1-900715-06-6 (pbk) : $500.00

Dawes, Kwame
ISBN 0-948833-68-8 (pbk): $487.00

Dawes, Kwame
ISBN 0-948833-85-8 (pbk) : $487.00

Dawes, Kwame
ISBN 1-900715-07-4 (pbk) : $349.00

Dawes, Kwame
Resisting the anomie / Kwame Dawes. - Fredericton, N.B : Goose Lane, 1995. - [8], 127p. ; 18cm.
ISBN 0-86492-147-0 (pbk) : $390.00
811 - Poetry. Jamaican writers, 1945 -

Dawes, Kwame
Cover title: Shook foil: a collection of reggae poems
ISBN 1-900715-14-7 (pbk) : $302.00

Dixon, Barbara
ISBN 976-8091-78-19 (sd)

Douglas, Marcia
ISBN 1-900715-28-7 (pbk) : $483.60

Escoffery, Gloria
ISBN 1-900715-24-4 (pbk) : $400.00

Escoffery, Gloria
Loggerhead / Gloria Escoffery. - Kingston (P.O. Box 507, Kgn. 10) : Sandberry Press, 1988. - 48p; 22cm. - (Caribbean poetry series; no. 1)
ISBN 976-8001-18-6 (sd) : $25.00

Focus 1983 : an anthology of contemporary Jamaican writing
/ edited by Mervyn Morris. - Kingston (P.O. Box 134, Kgn. 7) : Caribbean Authors, 1983. - 294p. ; 23cm.
$15.00

Franklyn, Omowale David
Tongue of another drum / Omowale David Franklyn. - Kingston (P.O. Box 118, Kgn. 7) : ACL Art Desktop Services, 1994 - xii, 42p. ; 22cm
ISBN 976-8139-33-1 (sd)

Fraser, Reginald
Cycle : a selection of poems / by Reginald Fraser, Jr.
ISBN 976-8091-15-0 (sd)

Frazer-Bennett, Louise
Cover title : I will survive: poems of reality
ISBN 976-625-144-4 (pbk)
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Garvey, Marcus
   Originally published : London, 1935
   ISBN 0-933121-08-3 (sd) : $12.00

Goodison, Lorna
   Biographical note on inside back cover
   ISBN 0-901241-68-7 (pbk)

Goodison, Lorna
   Text in German
   ISBN 3-87294-624-2

Goodison, Lorna
   (sd):

Goodison, Lorna

Goodison, Lorna
   To us, all flowers are roses : poems / by Lorna Goodison. Chicago : University of Illinois Press, 1995. - x, 73p. ; 21cm.
   ISBN 0-252-06459-3 (pbk) : $836.00

Goodison, Lorna
   ISBN 0-252-06788-6 (pbk) : $900.00

Gordon-Hickling, Pam
   ISBN 976-8091-00-2 (pbk)

Goulbourne, Jean
   ISBN 976-609-005-X (sd)
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Gunning, Monica

Hamilton, Judith
55p. ; 21 cm.
ISBN 976-8070-03-X

Hendricks, A. L.
The Islanders and other poems / by A. L. Hendricks.

Hendricks, A. L.

Hendriks, A. L.

Hendriks, A.L.
These green islands, and other poems / A.L. Hendriks

Henry, D.J.
(pbk) : $30.00

Howe, Juan
(pbk):

Iyapo, Anum A.
ISBN 0-94763-806-7 (pbk) : $40.00

xii, 110p ; 19cm.
(pbk) :
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**Johnson, Desmond**

ISBN 0-947638-00-8 : $40.00

**Johnson, Linton Kwesi**

(pbk):

**Johnson, Linton Kwesi**

First ed. 1984. - English text, parallel German translation
ISBN 3-925077-01-4 (pbk)

**Johnson, Linton Kwesi**

English text, parallel German translation
ISBN 3-9924001-02-2 (pbk)

**Johnson, Linton Kwesi**

ISBN 1-85224-162-4 (pbk) : $500.00

**King, Jane**

Fellow traveller / Jane King. - Kingston (P.O. Box 507, Kgn. 10) : Sandberry Press, 1994. - 63p. ; 22 cm.

**King, Washington**

(pbk) : Unpriced

**King, Washington**

(pbk)
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King, Washington
(sd) : $2.00

Ku-soonogo
(pbk)

Llewellyn, Olda E.
ISBN 976-8139-23-4 (sd)

Llewellyn, Olda E.
ISBN 976-8139-22-6 (sd):

Loeffelholz, Joycelyn
ISBN 0-88970-073-7 (pbk)

Martin, Stanley Alexander
ISBN 0-947638-09-1 (pbk) : $40.00

McFarlane, R.L.C.
(sd)

MacGregor, Dawn A.
(sd)

McKay, Claude
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 0-252-02882-1 : $4,870.00
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McKenzie, Earl
ISBN 0-948833-63-7

McLaren, Audrey Jean

McNeill, Anthony
Credences at the altar of cloud / Anthony McNeill.
(pbk):

The Minstrel
ISBN 976-8091-21-5 (pbk)

Mock Yen, Alma
(pbk) : $60.00

Mordecai, Pamela
ISBN 976-8139-59-5 (pbk) : $195.00

Mordecai, Pamela
Journey poem / Pamela Mordecai. - Kingston (P.O. Box 507, Kgn. 10) : Sandberry Press, 1989. - 56p ; 21cm. - (Caribbean poetry series ; no. 3)
ISBN 976-8001-17-8 (sd):
ISBN 976-8070-05-6

Morris, Mervyn
ISBN 1-873201-09-5 (pbk) : $312.10

Morris, Mervyn
On holy week : a sequence of poems for radio / Mervyn Morris.
ISBN 1-871049-67-9 (sd) : $160.00
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**Morris, Mervyn**

Cover title reads - A study guide to Old Story Time and Smile Orange
ISBN 0-582-23703-3 (sd) : 187.50

**Murphy, Delaura**

ISBN 976-8012-33-1 (sd)

**Mutabaruka**

ISBN 3-925077-05-7 (pbk)

**Norris, Glen A.**

Voice of Gan Astor / by Glen A. Norris. - [S.l. : s.n.], 1981
32p ; 22cm.
(sd) : J$4.00

**Nottingham, Earle**

(sd)

**Parchment, Michael**

ISBN 976-803s1-01-8 (sd) : $20.00

**Parchment, Michael**

ISBN 976-8031-03-4 (sd)

**Patrick, St.**

ISBN 0-919766-00-5 (sd)

**Pollard, Velma**

ISBN 0-948833-24-6 (pbk) : $55.00
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Ras Haile, Malekot
ISBN 976-8091-44-4 (sd):

Robertson, Carol
The mood / by Carol Robertson. - [S.l : C. Robertson], 1994
(Kingston: University Printers). - 15p. ; 22cm.
(sd) : $80.00

Roy, Lucinda
ISBN 0-904-52143-3 (pbk)

Rutherford, Desmond
ISBN 0-947638-03-2 (pbk) : $40.00

Salkey, Andrew
Originally published : Havanna, Casa de las Americas, 1979
ISBN 0-933296-09-5 (sd) : $11.10

Salkey, Andrew
First published : London : Hutchinson, 1973
ISBN 0-904521-26-5 (pbk) : $22.10

Samuels, Vyanne
ISBN 0-416-15842-0 : $100.00

Scott, Dennis
Strategies / Dennis Scott. - Kingston : Sandberry Press, 1989. 55p. ; 21cm. - (Caribbean poetry series ; no. 4)
ISBN 976-8070-01-3 (pbk) : $120.00

Scott Lloyd, Stephanie
Text and illustrations on inside covers
(sd)
Senior, Olive
Talking of trees / Olive Senior. - Kingston (P.O. Box 219, Kgn. 7) : Calabash, 1985. - vi, 86p. ; 20cm.
ISBN 976-8040-00-9 (pbk)

Simpson, Louis

Simpson, Louis

Simpson, Louis

Simpson, Louis
ISBN 0-531-09937-1 : $7.95

Simpson, Louis

Simpson, Louis
Includes index
ISBN 1-55778-047-1 : $164.65

Simpson, Louis
In the room we share / Louis Simpson. - New York : Paragon House, 1990. - xi, 155p. ; 24cm.
ISBN 1-55778-261-x : $399.00

Simpson, Louis

Smalling, Milton
ISBN 0-9508636-1-0 (pbk) : $609.50
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Smith, Michael
First copyright 1968 by Nerissa Smith
ISBN 0-87286-217-8 (sd) : $225.00

Smith, Mickey (Michael)
ISBN 0-947716-09-2 (pbk)
ISBN 0-947716-08-4

Strachan, Olivia Marie

ISBN 0-582-08913-1 (pbk) : $182.80

ISBN 0-582-07126-7

ISBN 0-582-08690-6 (pbk)

Tafari, Danijah
ISBN 1-872777-76-7 (pbk)

Tafari, Levi
ISBN 3-925077-13-8 (sd)

Thomas, Elean
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**Thomas, Elean**
Word rhythms: from the life of a woman / by Elean Thomas; foreword by Carolyn Cooper; introduction by Trevor Munroe.
  ISBN 0-946918-40-6 (pbk) : $30.00

**Thompson, Ralph**
The denting of a wave / Ralph Thompson.

**Thompson, Ralph**
Moving on / Ralph Thompson.
  ISBN 1-000715-17-1 (pbk)

**Three Caribbean poets on their work**:
- E. Kamau Brathwaite, Mervyn Morris, Lorna Goodison
  / edited by Victor L. Chang; forward by J. Michael Dash.
  - Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7): Institute of Caribbean Studies, University of the West Indies, 1993. - iii, 68p. ; 21cm. - (Caribbean critics series; 1)
  ISBN 976-41-0043-0 (pbk) : $240.00

**Whyte, Humroy**
Secret / Humroy Whyte; with an introduction by Dennis Scott.
  (sd)

**Whitfield, Dorothy**
Carib breeze / Dorothy Whitfield.
  ISBN 976-8100-23-0 (pbk)

**Williams, Frederick**
Leggo de pen / Frederick Williams.
  64p. ; 24cm. - (Akira Press poetry series)
  ISBN 0-947638-07-5 (pbk) : $40.00

**Wilson, Gregory**
My grandmother could see : poems / Gregory Wilson.
  53p. ; 22 cm.
  ISBN 976-8138-89-0 (pbk)

**Wright, Jacinth**
Inspired: listening for God's call / Jacinth Wright.
  ISBN 1-55673-952-4 (pbk): $250.00
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Zephaniah, Benjamin
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Anderson-Leung, Jennifer
In the valley He restoreth my soul : a collection of inspirational poems / Jennifer Anderson-Leung. - St. Catherine, Jamaica (Bridgeport P.O.) : J. Anderson-Leung, 2006
24p ; 21cm.
(pbk)

Armstrong, Ivy Claudette
ISBN 976-8184-44-2 (pbk):

Baugh, Edward
Bibliography : p. 242-248. - Includes index

Bean, Errol D.
ISBN 976-8138-80-7 (pbk)

Bishop, Jacqueline
ISBN 9781845231149 (pbk) : $1,570.00

Blair-Miller, Carleta
ISBN 978-976-95451-0-6 (pbk)

Blair-Miller, Carleta

Breeze, Jean
ISBN 1-85224-732-0 (pbk) : $1,365.00
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Brissett, Linda M.
ISBN 0-9699369-8-2 (pbk):

Brown, Jesmaine Allimah
ISBN 978-976-8203-92-2 (pbk) : $2,300.00

Bucknor, Loraine

Campbell, Earl Vendryes

Carnegie, Ezra
ISBN 976-610-478-6 (pbk):

Castriota, L. Christopher
ISBN 978-976-8217-77-6 (pbk)

Cole, Ricardo
ISBN 978-976-8217-57-8 (pbk)

Cooke, Mel
ISBN 978-976-610-817-5 (pbk)

Dawes, Kwame
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Dawes, Kwame
ISBN 9781845230784 (pbk) : $1,570.00

Dawes, Kwame
I saw your face / Kwame Dawes; drawings by Tom Feelings.
A poem and portraits of children illustrate the shared beauty and heritage of people of African descent living throughout the world

Dawes, Kwame

Dawes, Kwame
ISBN 0-86492-299-X (pbk): $1080.00

Dawes, Kwame
ISBN 1-59709-059-X (pbk) : $2,025.00

Dawson, Joseph
Second collection / Joseph Dawson. - Bloomington :
ISBN 978-1-4520-7180-0 (pbk)

Earle, KEleanor
ISBN 976-8171-80-4 (pbk)

Earle, KEleanor
ISBN 976-95162-0-1 (pbk)

Forest, Gina Rey
No lube : I'm telling it like it is / by Gina Ray Forest [S.l.] : Forest Fire Productions, 2006. - iii, 12 p. ; 22cm.
ISBN 976-8203-47-1 (sd)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Place of Publication</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Francis, Clyde</td>
<td>Love life and poetry: (A time to fly) / Clyde &quot;Count C&quot;</td>
<td>S.l.</td>
<td>C. Francis, 2008</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>22cm</td>
<td>978-976-8203-61-8 (pbk)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frazer-Bennett, Louise</td>
<td>I will survive: poems / by Louise Frazer-Bennett and George Frazer.</td>
<td>Kingston (7 Norman Rd., Kgn. CSO)</td>
<td>LMH Publishing, 2002</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>20cm</td>
<td>976-8184-45-0 (pbk)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fyffe, Denise 'Defy'</td>
<td>Jamaican honey and sauce / Denise 'Defy' Fyffe.</td>
<td>Kingston: D. Fyffe, 2010</td>
<td>83; 24cm.</td>
<td>978-0-557-76737-3 (pbk) : $1,250.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goodison, Lorna</td>
<td>Travelling mercies / Lorna Goodison.</td>
<td>Kingston (11 Cunningham Ave., Kgn. 6)</td>
<td>Ian Randle Publishers, 2002</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>22cm</td>
<td>976-637-068-0 (pbk)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grant, Kenneth H.</td>
<td>Fragile global hope / Kenneth H. Grant.</td>
<td>Kingston (P.O. Box 1376, Kgn. 8)</td>
<td>K. H. Grant, 2006</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>22cm</td>
<td>978-976-8203-80-9 (sd)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grant, Vivienne</td>
<td>Dreams to reality / by Vivienne Grant.</td>
<td>S.l.</td>
<td>Viverge Publications, 2008</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>22cm</td>
<td>(pbk)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green, Desmond D.</td>
<td>Wrap your consciousness around your potentials / By Desmond Green.</td>
<td>S.l.</td>
<td>D. Green, 2007</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>23cm</td>
<td>(pbk)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hall-Fray, Marie</td>
<td>My inkwell of prayers and poems / Marie Hall-Fray.</td>
<td>Longwood, Fl.</td>
<td>Xulon Press, 2008</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>22cm</td>
<td>978-1-60647-890-5 (pbk) : $1,300.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harvey, St. Claire</td>
<td>Poetry in motion 1: an integrated approach / written by St. Claire Harvey.</td>
<td>St. James (Montego Bay #2 P.O.)</td>
<td>R. Harvey-Smith, 2002</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>21 cm</td>
<td>976-8203-49-8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Heslop, Erika N.
ISBN 978-976-8203-95-3 (pbk)

Heslop, Erika N.
The power of words: a book of poems / by Erika N. Heslop.
ISBN 978-976-8217-51-6 (pbk)

Hunter-Scott, Laurice V.
Inspiration reflection recollection: Victoria's précis, poetry and drawings reflecting 80 years of goodness and mercy / Laurice V. Hunter-Scott. - Bloomington, IN : Author House, 2008.
ii, 90p. : ill. (chiefly col.) ; 28cm.
ISBN 978-1-4343-3960-7 (pbk)

Johnson, Linton Kwesi

Lee, Easton
ISBN 976-637-034-6 (pbk)

Lopez, Basil
ISBN 0-9682190-0-4

Lumley, Jennifer P.

McCallum, Shara
ISBN 0-8229-5710-8 (pbk) : $1,520.00

McFarlane, R.L.C.
Collected poems of R.L.C. McFarlane with additional poems.
v1, 114p. ; 21 cm.
ISBN 978-8172-00-2 (pbk)
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McFarlane, R. L. C.

McGowan, Joel

McGregor-Bloomfield, Dawn

McLaren, Audrey Jean

McLean, Heather

Miller, Carol Loy

Miller, Kei

Miller, Kei

Miller, Kei

Mitchell, Sonia
Distance voices from within / Sonia Mitchell. - [S.l.]: XLibris Corporation, 2008. - 56p. ; 23cm. ISBN 978-1-4363-4502-6 (pbk) : $1,300.00
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Mordecai, Pamela
Certifiable / Pamela Mordecai. - New Brunswick : Goose Lane
ISBN 0-86492-295-7 : $900.00 (pbk)

Morris, Mervyn
I been there, sort of : new and selected poems / Mervyn
ISBN 1-85754-829-9 (pbk)

Murray, Edel
My experience / Edel Murray. - Kingston (39 Lady Musgrave
ISBN 978-976-95146-3-8 (sd)

Murray, Edel
Speaking the mind through poems : vol.1 / by Edel Murray.
Mandeville : Northern Caribbean University Press, 2009. - 76p. :
ill. ; 22cm.
ISBN 978-976-610-860-1 (pbk)

Nathan, Evelyn
Train to skaville / Evelyn Nathan with additional photographs
ill. ; 21 cm.
ISBN 0-9744803-8-X (pbk): $795.00

Nelson, Lilieth H.
Angles of reflection : poems / by Lilieth H. Nelson.
Kingston (50 Donhead Cl., Kgn. 7) : L.H. Nelson, 2009. - x, 117p. :
ill. ; 19cm.
ISBN 978-976-821-742-4 (pbk)

Nelson, Lilieth H.
Angles of reflection : poems by Lil / Lilieth H. Nelson.
[Kingston (50 Donhead Cl., Kgn. 7)] : L. H. Nelson, 2009. - 1 audio
CD-ROM - 66 tracks with numeric access
CD

Includes index
ISBN 1-900-715-70-8 (pbk): $2130.00

New Caribbean poetry : an anthology / edited by Kei Miller.
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O'Meally-Nelson, Blossom

ISBN 978-976-8217-72-1

Oxamendi Vicet, Elaine

Faice inside out / Elaine Oxamendi Vicet. -[S.l.] : [s.n.], 2010. - 70p. ; 21cm.
ISBN 978-976-95322-1-2 (pbk)

Payne, Hugh

Follow the swallows / Hugh Payne, Dana Payne and Millicent Payne. - [S.l. : s.n.], 2011. - 84p. ; 21cm.
ISBN 978-976-95390-0-6 (pbk)

Payne, Hugh

ISBN 1-933899-16-6 (pbk) : $720.00

Peart, O. Stephen

ISBN 978-1-4251-0572-3 (pbk)

Pollard, Velma

ISBN 9781845230210 (pbk)

Ramsay, Paulette A.

ISBN 978-1-906190-36-1 (pbk)

Reid, Doreen Patricia


Robinson, Dahlia

Robertson, Victor L.
The bridge : a collection of poems / Victor L. Robertson.

Royes, Heather
ISBN 978-976-8100-86-9

Saunders, Elsie
978-976-8217-45-5 (sd)

Scott, Dennis
ISBN 9781845230241 (pbk)

Scott-Edwards, Christine
ISBN 978-976-8230-01-08 (sd)

Senior, Olive
100p. ; 21cm.

Shirley, Tanya
ISBN 78-1-845230876 (pbk)

Simpson, Denise Antoinette
Includes discussion questions for poems.
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 978-976-95337-1-4
ISBN 978-976-95337-2-1 (pbk)

ISBN 978-1-936070-07-7 (pbk) : $2,000.00
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Souza, Patricia
Coming back to the source / by Patricia Souza ; edited by Amy Ustanny. - Montego Bay (P.O. Box 417, Albion Road) : P. Souza, 2002. - 40p : col. ill. ; 21 cm.
ISBN 976-8172-33-9

Smith, Carol D.
(sd)

Thompson, Colleen
Lemonade / Colleen Thompson. - St. Catherine (Lot 30, 7 East, Greater Portmore, St. Catherine) : C. Thompson, 2010. - 18p. : ill. ; 18cm.
ISBN 978-976-95261-2-9 (sd)

Thompson, Colleen
ISBN 978-976-95261-3-6 (sd)

Thompson, Ev (Everett)
Poems entitled mother nature, the teacher / Ev Thompson. - St. Mary (P. O. Box 3, Retreat P.O.) : E. Thompson, 2006. - vii, 85p. ; 21 cm.
ISBN 976-8203-65-x (pbk)

Thompson, Ev
It's a matter for you and me / by Ev Thompson. - St. Mary (P.O. Box 3, Retreat P.O., St. Mary) : E. Thompson, 2010. - vi, 106p.; 21cm.

Thompson, Ev
Cover title : Rightfully yours
ISBN 978-976-8217-09-7 (pbk)

Tucker, Tracey
The day I met me : poetry / by Tracey Tucker. - St. Catherine (P.O. Box 8, Spanish Town) : T. Tucker, 2009. - 56p. ; 22cm.

Virtue, Vivian
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-637-073-7 (pbk) : $900.00
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Wallace, Chevonese
ISBN 976-8192-88-7 (pbk)

Williams, Angela Marie
ISBN 976-8172-35-5 (pbk)

Williams B., Moji
ISBN 978-976-802-1 (pbk)

Williams, Winroy O.
ISBN 978-1-4490-4130-4 (pbk) : $1,650.00

Wilson, Jean

Wright, Charmaine Dianna
ISBN 978-615-33718-0 (pbk)

811.08 - Poetry. Collection

Biographical information about contributors : p.204-210
ISBN 1-900715-13-9 (pbk) : $388.00

811.08355 - West Indian poetry. History and criticism

Chamberlin, J. Edward
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-637-006-0 (pbk) : $756.00
811.009382 - Poetry. Spirituality in literature

Hodges, Hugh

Bibliography: p. 223-230. - Includes index

811.509 - Poetry. Caribbean writers, 1945-. History and criticism

ISBN 0-8139-1946-0 (pbk): $1,114.00

811.5209 - Poetry. Criticism and interpretation

Simpson, Louis

Bibliography: p. 187-192
ISBN 0-02-053800-6 (pbk): 

Simpson, Louis

Bibliography: p. 356-362
ISBN 0-688-02899-3 :

811.54 - Poetry. Jamaican writers, 1945-

Adisa, Opal Palmer

Tamarind and mango woman: poetry / by Opal Palmer Adisa.
ISBN 0-920813-71-2 (pbk) : $310.80

Allen, Lillian

Women do this every day: selected poems of Lillian Allen.
ISBN 0-88961-192-0 (pbk) : $450.60

Bennett, Louise

ISBN 976-8005-08-4 (pbk)
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Bennett, Louise
Includes index
ISBN 976-8005-06-8 (pbk)

Bloom, Valerie

Brathwaite, Edward Kamau
Nation language poetry / Edward Kamau Brathwaite. - Kingston (P.O. Box 170, Kgn. 7) : [Savacou Publications], 1982. - [38]p.; 36cm. - (Savacou working paper ; no. 5)
(sd) : $9.40

Carnegie, Ezra
(pbk)

Carnegie, Ezra
ISBN 976-610-478-6 (pbk)

Coke, Frances Marie
The balm of dusk lilies : poems / Frances Marie Coke Kingston (2 Fagan Ave., Kgn. 8) : Jamaica Observer, 2001. - 57p.; 23cm. - (Observer literary series)
ISBN 976-610-380-1 (pbk)

Cooper, Afua
ISBN 0-920813-50-X (pbk)

Earle, KEleanor
ISBN 976-8171-62-6 (pbk)
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Ford-Smith, Honor
Bibliography: p.27
(sd): Free

Foreman, Allan J.D.
ISBN 976-8171-20-0 (pbk)

Forest, Gina Rey
ISBN 976-8171-95-2

Forest, Gina Rey
ISBN 976-8172-56-8 (sd)

Gauntlett, Delores
ISBN 976-610-379-8 (pbk): $750.00

Loeffelholz, Joycelyn
ISBN 0-921252-30-7 (pbk):

McBurnie, Lystra
ISBN 976-8171-05-7 (pbk): $300.00

Includes index
ISBN 0-472-06382-0 (pbk)

Palomino, Denise
ISBN 976-610-412-3 (pbk)
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Parchment, Michael
ISBN 976-8031-02-6 (pbk):

Pollard, Velma
ISBN 1-902294-10-6 (pbk) : $1,025.00

Rypinski, Jullia
The love-parting and other poems / Jullia Rypinski; edited by Wayne Brown. - Kingston (P.O. Box 167, Kgn. 8): The Mill Press, 1999. - 66p. ; 22cm. - (The inspired poet series; ISSN 0799-0820; no. 1)
ISBN 976-8168-03-X (pbk)

Senior, Olive

Springer, Eintou Pearl
ISBN 976-637-023-0 (pbk) : $648.00

Taylor-Wright, Nalda
ISBN 976-610-324-0 (pbk)

811.54 - Loeffelholz, Joycelyn - Biographies

Loeffelholz, Joycelyn
ISBN 0-921252-75-7 (pbk)

811.54 - WEST INDIAN POETRY.
811.54 - Walcott, Derek, 1930- Critical studies

Baugh, Edward
Includes bibliography
ISBN 0-582-78501-4 :
811.54 - West Indian poetry

Ismond, Patricia
Abandoning dead metaphors : the Caribbean phase of Derek Walcott's poetry / Patricia Ismond. - Kingston (1A Aqueduct Flats, Mona, Kgn. 7) : University of the West Indies Press, 2001. - x, 309p. ; 21 cm.
Bibliography : p.295-303
ISBN 976-640-107-1 (pbk)

811.5408 - Jamaican poetry. Collections

ISBN 976-633-000-X (sd)

Text in English and German
ISBN 3-925077-03-0 (pbk) : $54.00

Includes biographies
ISBN 976-8017-04-X (pbk)

811.542 - Dialect poetry

Bloom, Valerie
Includes glossary

Mordecai, Pamela

811.6 - Poetry. Bahamain writers, 2000-

Minnis, Clinton L.
811.6 - Poetry. Jamaican writers, 2000-

Adisa, Opal Palmer
ISBN 1-900715-92-9 (pbk) : $1,035.00

Andrews, Nesta
ISBN 976-8192-76-3 (pbk)

Berry, James
ISBN 0-330-39752-4 (pbk) : $610.00

Brissett, Linda M.
ISBN 0-9699369-8-2 (pbk)

Brown, Ansel
(sd)

ISBN 1-894528-02-6 (pbk)

Cooke, Earl
ISBN 976-8172-75-X (pbk)

Davidson, Kiola
Don't give up! : a love gift / by Kiola Davidson. - [Kingston (Shop 38, New Kingston Shopping Centre, Kgn. 5) : Hot Off the Press (Printers)], 2004. - 21p. ; 15 cm.
(sd)

Dawes, Kwame
I saw your face / Kwame Dawes ; drawings by Tom Feelings New York : Penguin, 2005. - 30p., mostly ill. , map ; 26cm.
A poem and portraits of children illustrate the shared beauty and heritage of people of African descent living throughout the world
811.6 – Poetry. Jamaican writers, 2000–

Duprea, Christopher
ISBN 976-8184-93-0 (pbk)

Earle, KEleanor
Cover title : Keenotes presentations voicing being in poetry and prose
ISBN 976-95162-3-6 (pbk)

Earle, KEleanor
ISBN 976-8172-34-7 (pbk)

Ebanks, Pauline S.
ISBN 976-8192-24-0 (pbk)

Elombe
ISBN 976-8192-14-3 (pbk)

Films, Vernon
ISBN 976-610-520-0 (sd)

Goodison, Lorna

Gloudon, Ancile
ISBN 976-610-686-X (pbk)

Henry-Martin, Jacinth
ISBN 976-637-135-0 (pbk)
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Hutchinson, Joan Andrea  
Meck mi tell you / Joan Andrea Hutchinson. - Kingston (P.O. Box 98, Kgn. 20) : J.A. Hutchinson, 2004. - 153p. : ill. ; 22 cm.  
ISBN 976-8192-51-8 (pbk) : $1,050.00

King-Welcome, Claudette  

Lee, Easton  
ISBN 976-637-165-2 (pbk)

Linton, Marcia A.  
The conscious awakening / by Marcia A. Linton. - Kingston (P. O. Box 1680, Kgn. 8) : M. Linton, 2005. - 88p. ; 21cm.  
ISBN 976-8192-97-6 (pbk)

Lopez, Basil  
ISBN 0-9682190-0-4

Mair, Raymond  
ISBN 976-8172-84-3 (pbk)

McKay, Claude  
Includes bibliographical references and index  
ISBN 0-252-02882-1 : $4,870.00

McLean, Heather  
ISBN 976-8192-81-X (pbk)

Miller, Carol Loy  
ISBN 976-8189-43-6 (pbk)
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Miller, Carol Loy
ISBN 976-8189-371 (pbk)

Miller, Kei

Mordecai, Pamela
The True blue of islands / Pamela Mordecai. — Kingston (P.O. Box 507, Kgn. 10) : Sandberry Press, 2000. — 64p. ; 22 cm. (Caribbean poetry series; no. 9)

Munnings, Sean R. E.
ISBN 976-8184-74-4 (pbk)

Nathan, Evelyn
ISBN 0-9744803-8-X (pbk) : $795.00

Phillips, Esther
43p. : ill. ; 23cm
ISBN 976-637-136-9 (pbk)

Pollard, Velma
ISBN 0-948833-24-6 (pbk) : $789.00

Rankine-Wickham, Grace
ISBN 976-8172-73-8 (pbk)

Rankine-Wickham, Grace
ISBN 976-8192-05-4 (sd)
811.6 – Poetry. Jamaican writers, 2000–

Rankine-Wickham, Grace
ISBN 976-8192-41-0 (sd)

Rattray, Raphael Carl
ISBN 976-637-121-0 (pbk)

Royes, Heather
ISBN 1-84523-0191 (pbk) : $3,015.00

Russell, Richard
(pbk)

Rypinski, Julia
The light and the dark : collected poems / Julia Rypinski ; edited by Wayne Brown. – Kingston (P.O. Box 167, Kgn. 8) : Mill Press, 2003. – 175p. ; 22cm. – (The Inspired poet series, ISSN 0799-0820 ; No. 4)
ISBN 976-8168-08-0 (pbk)

Senior, Olive
ISBN 1-894663-82-9 (pbk) : US$9.95

Thompson, Ev (Everett)
So much is going your way / Ev Thompson. – St. Mary (P. O. Box 3, Retreat P. O.) : E. Thompson, 2005 – vi, 49p. ; 21cm.
ISBN 976-8203-37-4 (pbk)

Webb-Harris, C. G. (Clarence Gordon)
(pbk) : US$15.00

Whittle, Patricia
ISBN 976-8189-50-9 (pbk)
### 811.6 - Poetry. Jamaican writers, 2000-

**Williams, Angella Marie**  
ISBN 976-8172-91-6 (pbk):

**Wilson, Jean**  
ISBN 976-637-137-7 (pbk)

### 812 - Drama

Bibliography : p. 281-283. - Includes glossary  
Plays included in the publication: 1. Masqueraders by Stafford Ashani. 2. Whiplash by Ginger Knight. 3. Fallen angel and the Devil concubine by Patricia Roper, Honor Ford-Smith, Carol Lawes, Hertencer Lindsay Eugene Williams  
ISBN 978-976-95248-0-4 (pbk)

**Atkinson, Dermot**  
(pbk)

Contents : Good morning, Miss Millie / Alwin Bully.  
Dwelling voices / Zeno Obi Constance. - The rapist / Pat Cumber  
ISBN 0-333-794-01-X (pbk) : $436.00

**Dawes, Kwame**  
Based on Brotherman by Roger Mais  
ISBN 0-413-76530-X (pbk) : $714.00

**d'bi.young anitafrika**  
812 - Drama

Gibbons, Rawle A.
Contents : Sing de chorus - Ah wanna fall - Ten to one

Gupta, Tanika
Sugar mummies by / Tanika Gupta. – London : Oberon Books, 2006. - 126p. ; 21 cm. - (Oberon modern plays)
First performance at the Royal Court Terwood Theatre downstairs, Swane Square, London on 5th August 2006
ISBN 1-84002-655-3 (pbk): US$18.95

Lee, Easton
The rope and the cross : a dramatization of the Passion / specially written for performance in churches by Easton Lee.
Kingston (10 South Ave., Kgn. 10) : Creative Projects Ltd., 1985.
48p. : 4p. of plates ; 24cm.
Bibliography : p.47
(pbk) : $15.00

Lee, Easton
ISBN 976-606-018-5 (sd)

Lovelace, Earl
Jestina's calypso and other plays / Earl Lovelace. – Kingston (P.O.Box 1028, Kgn.) : Heinemann, 1984 – 118p. ; 19cm. - (Caribbean writers series; v.32)
ISBN 0-435-98751-8 (pbk): $5.00

Reckord, Lloyd
Eighteen years - lost / by Llyod Reckord. – Kingston (4 Coolshade Dr., Kgn. 19) : Reckord Films Ltd., 1993. - 141 leaves; 28cm.
(spiral)

Rhone, Trevor D.
ISBN 978-1-4050-3116-5 (pbk) : $950.00
812 - Drama

Rhone, Trevor D.
Two can play, and, School's out / Trevor D. Rhone; with a critical introduction by Mervyn Morris; and an introduction to 'Two can play' by Michael Manley. - Harlow, Essex; Kingston (P.O. Box 489, Kgn.) : Longman, 1986. - xxii, 138p ; 20cm. - (Longman Caribbean writers series)

Bibliography : p. xiv-xv

Robinson, Joseph E.
Vives in the world of sexuality / Joseph E. Robinson.
Kingston : [s.n.], 1993]. - 25p. ; 23cm + 1 audio cassette.
(sd) : Free

Smalling, Milton


West Indian plays for schools / W. G. O'gilvie ...[et al] ; with introductions and production notes by Jeanne Wilson.
ISBN 976-606-017-7 (pbk) :

Whittle, Patricia
vii , 48p ; 22cm.
ISBN 976-8203-43-9 (sd)

812.54 - Jamaican drama. 1945-

Walcott, Roderick
ISBN 976-637-008-7 (pbk) : $567.00

813 - West Indian writers. Winkler, Anthony. Criticism and interpretation

Robinson-Walcott, Kim
Out of order! : Anthony Winkler and White West Indian writing / Kim Robinson-Walcott. - Kingston (1A Aqueduct Flats, Mona, Kgn 7) : University of the West Indies Press, 2006. - x, 208p
Bibliography : p. 192-200 - Includes index
ISBN 976-640-172-1 (pbk)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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Bain, Pauline M.
Cover title: The clever cat: a see and say story and more! 
Recommended age 3 to 7 years 
ISBN 976-8064-00-5 (pbk)

Baker, Phillip
ISBN 0-330-33409-3 (pbk) : $405.70

Banks, Russell
ISBN 0-345-33074-9(pbk)

Banks, Russell

Banks, Russell
ISBN 3-442-54062-3 (pbk): $450.00

Banks, Russell

Barrett, Victor
ISBN 1-885548-016-6 (pbk) : $120.00

Beck, Otto
(pbk)

Bennett, Alvin
God the stonebreaker / Alvin Bennett; introduction by Louis James. - London : Heinemann, 1973 (c)1964. - 246p., 19 cm Caribbean writers series; no. 7 
ISBN 0-435-98100-5 (pbk) : $5.00
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**Bennett, Alvin**
God the stonebreaker / Alvin Bennett.- London: Hernemann, 1964. - 248p. ; 21 cm

**Bennett Vassall, Mareen**
Our friends of long ago. Pt. 1 : Yucca & Anuk / Mareen Bennett Vassall.- Mandeville, Jamaica (P.O. Box 160, Mandeville) : [M.D. Bennett Vassall], c1993. - 18p., 22 cm. (sd) : $125.00

**Berry, James**

**Berry, James**

**Berry, James**
Originally published by Hamish Hamilton Children's Books, 1987
ISBN 0-14-032679-0 (pbk): $22.95

**Black, Donald James**

**Blake, Evon**
Night out of town / by Evon Blake. - Kingston (47b South Camp Rd., Kgn. 4) : JAMAL Foundation, 1979. - 27p., 20 cm (sd)

**Blake, Evon**

**Bonnick, Bertrand**
Borgese, Elizabeth Mann

Borgese, Elizabeth Mann

Brent-Harris, Lystra McBurnie

Brodber, Erna

Brodber, Erna

Browne, Diane

Browne, Diane
Debonair, the donkey / by Diane Browne ; illustrated by Patrick Foster. - Kingston (5 Phoenix Ave., Kgn. 10) : Festival Literary Committee of the Jamaica Cultural Development Commission, 1986. - 24p. : ill. ; 22 cm (sd)

Browne, Diane
813 (F) - Fiction. Jamaican writers, 1945-

Browne, Diane
A book to read and colour
ISBN 976-8012-11-0 (sd)

Browne, Diane
(sd): Unpriced

Campbell, Earl Vendryes
Boxing Day excitements / by Earl Vendryes Campbell. - Port St. Lucie, Fla. : Earl V. Campbell, c1995. - 54p. ; 22 cm.
(Campbell's Book Series).
(sd)

Campbell, Earl Vendryes
Boxing Day excitements / by Earl Vendryes Campbell.
Port St. Lucie, Fla. : E. V. Campbell, c1995. - 54p. ; 22 cm.
(Campbell's book series)
(sd)

Campbell, Earl Vendryes
(sd)

Campbell, Earl Vendryes
(sd)

Campbell, Earl Vendryes
(sd)

Campbell, Earl Vendryes
Grand market day / by Earl Vendryes Campbell. - Port St. Lucie, Fla. : E. V. Campbell, c1995. - 55p. ; 22 cm. - (Campbell's book series)
(sd):
Campbell, Earl Vendryes
May Pen Elementary School: here comes the truth! / by Earl Vendryes Campbell. - Port St. Lucie, Fla.: E. V. Campbell, c1995. 45p., 22 cm. -(Campbell's book series)
(sd)

Campbell, Hazel D.
ISBN 0-948833-44-0 (pbk): $198.00

Campbell, Hazel D.
First edition in 1993. - For children
ISBN 976-625-022-7 (pbk): $350.00

Campbell, Peggy
The guinep readers / Peggy Campbell and Andrew McCalla; illustrated by Beresford Nicholson. - Kingston: Collins and Sangster in association with the Jamaica Reading Association, 1978. 32p.: ill. ; 21 cm.
ISBN 0-00-392080-1 (sd): $2.70

Campbell, Peggy
The guinep readers / Peggy Campbell, Eric King, Phillip Supersad and Michael Cooke; illustrated by Errol Stennett. Kingston (54 King St., Kgn.): Collins and Sangster in association with the Jamaica Reading Association, 1978. - 32p.: ill. ; 21 cm
ISBN 0-00-392082-8 (sd): $2.70

Campbell, Peggy
ISBN 0-00-392081-1 (sd): J$2.70

Campbell, Rowena
Whirlwind of love / by Rowena Campbell. - Catherine, Jamaica (Point Hill P.O.): R. Campbell, c1998. - 6p.: 22 cm.
ISBN 976-8138-81-5 (pbk):

Carnegie, James
(pbk): Gratis
Cezair-Thompson, Margaret
ISBN 0-452-28075-3 (pbk)

Channer, Colin
ISBN 0-345-42552-9 (pbk) : $480.00

Clarke, Vincent
A king receives the King / by Vincent Clarke. - [Jamaica : s.n., 19?]. - 13p. : ill. ; 19cm.
(sd)

Cliff, Michelle

Cliff, Michelle
ISBN 0-7493-9109-X (pbk) : $257.50

Cliff, Michelle

Cliff, Michelle
No telephone to heaven / Michelle Cliff. - New York : Plume, 1996. - 211p. ;21cm.
ISBN 0-452-27569-5 (pbk) : $960.00

Cohen, Dana S.
ISBN 976-625-037-5 (pbk)

Craig, Christine
ISBN 976-605-111-9 (sd)

Craig, Christine
ISBN 0-435-989-324 (pbk) : $869.00
**813 (F) - Fiction. Jamaican writers, 1945-**

**Crawford, Joy**  
ISBN 976-625-038-3 (pbk)

**Cumper, Patricia**  
ISBN 1-901969-00-2 (pbk) : $525.00

**Cunningham, O.J. [Oswald Joffres]**  
ISBN 976-625-061-8 (sd)

**Douglas, Marcia**  
ISBN 1-56947-134-7 : $643.20

**Ellis, Garfield**  
ISBN 976-610-029-2 (pbk) : $320.00

**Farki, Neville**  
ISBN 0-9630628-0-8 (pbk) : $80.00

**Fraser, Fitzroy**  

**Fuller, Vernella**  
ISBN 0-7043-4301-0 (pbk) : $261.30

**Gambrill, Linda**  
813 (F) – Fiction. Jamaican writers, 1945–

Gambrill, Linda
ISBN 976-605-107-0 (sd)

Gambrill, Linda
ISBN 976-605-109-7 (sd)

Gambrill, Linda
ISBN 976-8123-74-5 (sd)

Godfrey, David
ISBN 976-8168-01-3 (pbk)

Godfrey, David
Reckoning with the force: stories of the Jamaican Constabulary Force in the 1950s / David Godfrey; [illustrated by Hope Wheeler]. Kingston (P.O. Box 167, Kgn. 8) : Mill Press, 1998. xi, 220p. : ill. ; 22cm. – (Jamaica remembered series ; no. 4)
ISBN 976-8168-01-3 (pbk)

Goodison, Lorna
ISBN 0-582-05492-3 (pbk) : $192.00

Griffith, Glyne A.
Deconstruction, imperialism and the West Indian novel / Glyne A. Griffith. – Kingston (1A Aqueduct Flats, Mona, Kgn. 7) : The Press UWI, 1996. – xxiii, 147p. ; 23cm.
Bibliography : p. 137-144. – Includes index
ISBN 976-640-012-1 (pbk) : $515.70
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Henzell, Perry

Her true-true name / edited by Pamela Mordecai and Betty Wilson. 
ISBN 0-435-98906-5 (pbk) : $211.80

Honeyghan, Glasceta
Father sleeps with the mudpies / by Glasceta Honeyghan. 

Irving, Jermaine

James, Osmund
ISBN 976-625-083-9 (pbk)

Jones, Evan
ISBN 0-582-21965-5 (pbk) : $300.00

Jones, Evans
ISBN 976-8017-21-X (pbk)
ISBN 976-8017-20-1

Knight, Clyde
ISBN 0-948833-29-7 (pbk) : $247.50

Lalla, Barbara
Cover title: Arch of fire: a Jamaican family saga
ISBN 976-625-089-8 (pbk)
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Levene, Desmond Lloyd
ISBN 0-9683003-0-8 (pbk) : $200

Marvin, Isabel
ISBN 976-625-096-0 (sd) : $260.00

McKay, Claude
ISBN 0-88286-163-8 (pbk) : $85.00

McKenzie, Earl
ISBN 0-435-98816-6 (pbk) : $135.80

McKoy-Hibbert, Erica
ISBN 1-930331-2 : $550.00

McMillan, Terry

Noble, E. Martin
ISBN 1-898846-10-3 (pbk) : US$15.00

Ntoutoume, Jasmine
ISBN 976-610-167-1 (pbk)

Opebiyi, Aishatu
The gift of lace and other stories / Aishatu Opebiyi. – Ikeja : Longman Nigeria, 1995. – 100p. ; 18cm.
ISBN 978-139-874-4 (pbk)
813 (F) – Fiction. Jamaican writers, 1945–


Palmer, C. Everard

Palmer, C. Everard

Pampidou


Patterson, Horace Orlando

Persaud, Pet

Pollard, Velma

Pollard, Velma
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Pollard, Velma
Text in English and Spanish
ISBN 959-04-004-3 (pbk) : $150.00

Pomerantz, Charlotte

Potter Hall, Melisande
ISBN 976-625-095-2 (sd) : $395.00

Powell, Patricia
ISBN 0-435-98935-9 (pbk) : $274.45
ISBN 976-640-043-1 (pbk) : $1,050.00

Powell, Patricia

Powell, Patricia
ISBN 0-045-989-367 (pbk) : $485.70

Rhule, Elkanah
ISBN 976-8139-58-7 (pbk)

Riley, Joan
ISBN 0-7043-4319-3 (pbk) : $261.30

Salkey, Andrew
ISBN 0-904521-85-0 (pbk) : $980.56
Salkey, Andrew
Brother Anancy and other stories / Andrew Salkey. - Harlow: Longman, 1994 : ill. ; 19cm. - (Horizon Series)
ISBN 0-582-22581-7 (pbk) : $206.50

Samuels, Vyanne
ISBN 976-605-112-7 (sd)

Seaforth, Sybil

Seaforth, Sybil
Growing up with Miss Milly / Sybil Seaforth. - Ithaca, N.Y : Calaloux Publications. - 129p. ; 22 cm.
ISBN 0-911565-04-3 (pbk) : $548.40

Seaforth, Sybil

Senior, Olive
ISBN 3-293-20115-6 (pbk)

Senior, Olive
ISBN 0-7710-8053-0 (pbk) : $452.30

Sewell, Tony
ISBN 1-874509-03-4 (pbk) : $240.00

Silvera, Makeda
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Silvera, Makeda
ISBN 0-920813-60-7 (pbk)

Simon, Elaine
Nectar / by Elaine Simon. - [S.l. : s.n., 1982].
101p. ; 18cm
(pbk) : J$5.00

Smith, Horane
Lover's leap : based on the Jamaican legend / Horane Smith.
ISBN 0-75410-589-x (pbk) : $600.00

Spence, Vanessa
The roads are down / Vanessa Spence. - London : Heinemann, 1993. - 104p. ; 21cm. - (Caribbean writers series)

Spencer-Strachan, Louise
Defining Deandra / Louis Spencer-Strachan. - Baltimore, Md. :
ISBN 1-56167-245-9 : $750.00

Spencer-Strachan, Louise
The train ride / Louise Spencer-Strachan. - New York :

Swan, Barry
The intelligence man / Barry Swan. - Middlesex, England :
ISBN 0-9530768-22 (pbk)

Trollope, Anthony
Miss Sarah Jack of Spanish Town, Jamaica / Anthony Trollope
[S.l.] : Kessinger, - 27p., 24 cm
ISBN 1-4191-3466-3 (pbk) : US$15.95

Wallen, Trevor
Cudjoe, the mountain lion : a story of a Jamaican Maroon /
22cm.
ISBN 0-333-63927-8 (pbk) : $371.00

Watson, Barrington
Shades of grey / Barrington Watson. - Kingston (206 Old Hope
(some col.) ; 29cm.
ISBN 976-8123-25-7
Wesley, Valerie Wilson

Williams, Lorna V.

Willoughby, Neville
Jamaica boy / Neville Willoughby. - Kingston (P.O. Box 423, Kgn. 8) : Antilles Book Co., c1981. - 317p.; , 18 cm
(pbk) : $9.70

Wilson, Jeanne
Flight from the islands : two stories / Jeanne Wilson

Wilson, Jeanne
Holiday with guns : an adventure story for young people
(Clippers)

Wilson, Jeanne
ISBN 976-625-024-3 (pbk)

Wilson, Jeanne
246p. ; 21cm

Wilson, Jeanne
No medicine for murder / Jeanne Wilson. - Kingston (1A Norwood Ave., Kgn. 5) : Kingston Publishers, 1983. - 227p. ; 18 cm. - (Blue marlin series)
(pbk) : $12.00

Wilson, Jeanne
ISBN 976-625-094-4 (pbk) : $495.00

Wilson, Jeanne
ISBN 0-671-80763-3 (pbk) : $3.90
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Wilson, Jeanne
ISBN 0-09-916440-X (pbk) : $4.85

Winkler, Anthony
ISBN 976-625-091-X (pbk) : $525.00

Winkler, Anthony
ISBN 976-610-151-5 (pbk)

Winkler, Anthony
ISBN 976-610-150-7 (pbk)

Winkler, Anthony
The painted canoe / Anthony Winkler. - Kingston (1A Norwood Ave, Kgn. 5) : Kingston Publishers, 1983. - 296p. ; 18 cm. - (Blue marlin series)
(pbk) : $14.50

Winkler, Anthony
(Blue marlin series)
ISBN 976-610-153-1 (pbk)

Wynter, Sylvia
ISBN 0582-78562-6, (pbk) : $14.60

Wray, Zellynne
The race / Zellynne Wray ; illustrated by Campbell Kennedy
Kingston (54 King St., Kgn.) : Collins and Sangster, c1979
31p. : ill. ; 21 cm. (Flyers, 3)
ISBN 0-00-392059-3 (sd) : J$2.70

Van West, Patricia E.
ISBN 1-890515-08-6 : US$15.95
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Van West, Patricia E.
ISBN 1-890515-09-4 : US$15.95

Vanterpool, Hugo F.
ISBN 976-625-079-0 (pbk)

Underhill, Harold
ISBN 0-352-32414-7 (pbk) : $80.00
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Bankay, Anne-Maria
Grandpa's St. Elizabeth stories : growing up in Round Hill, Big Woods and Flagaman / Anne-Maria Bankay ; with illustrations by Michael Robinson and Danah Astwood. – Kingston (17 Kensington Cres., Kgn. 5) : Arawak Publications, 2005. – 79p. : ill. ; 20cm. (Conch-shell paperback series)
ISBN 976-8189-53-3 (pbk): $650.00

Barrett, Brenda
Di taxi ride and other stories / Brenda Barrett. – Kingston (P. O. Box 482, Kgn. 19) : Jamaica Treasures, 2005. – 149p. : ill. ; 21cm.
ISBN 976-610-710-6 (pbk)

Batson-Savage, Tanya
ISBN 976-610-699-1 (sd)

Baugh, Christine
ISBN 0-615-12863-7 (pbk) : $540.00

Bell Foster, Caroline
Caribbean whispers / Caroline Bell Foster
813 - Fiction. Jamaican writers, 2000-

Bent, Jana
The reggae band rescues Mama Edda Leatherback / written by Jana Bent...[et. al.]; illustrated by Sanjay Charlton; featuring the voice of Shaggy. - Kingston (Constant Spring, P.O. Box 3019, Kgn. 8) : KQC Enterprises, 2011. - 30p. : col. ill. ; 24 cm + 1 CD (Reggae pickney series)
ISBN 978-976-95032-3-6

Blake Carnegie, Veronica
Dear Pastor Paul / Veronica Blake Carnegie. - Kingston (P.O. Box 94, Kgn. 6) : Liguanea Publisher Educational Services, 2011 63p. ; 23 cm
ISBN 978-976-95312-3-9 (pbk):

Blake Carnegie, Veronica
ISBN 978-817124-3 (pbk)

Blake Hannah, Barbara Makeda

Bonner, Andrene
ISBN 978-0-615-26698-5 (pbk) : $1,590.00

Bowen, C. P.
ISBN 0-9788677-0-6 (pbk)

Brockington, Jascinth

Brooks, Clyde
(sd)

Brown, Wayne
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Browne, Diane
Aesop and his fables and other stories / written and retold by Diane Browne ; illustrated by Wayne Powell. - [S.l.] : Ministry of Education, Youth and Culture, 2006 . - 56p. : col. ill. ; 23cm. (Doctor bird reading series ; 29)
Material developed under the auspices of OAS/Ministry of Education Primary Reading Project - Curriculum Unit (sd)

Browne, Diane
ISBN 978-976-638-110-3 (pbk)

Browne, Diane
Material developed under the auspices of Organisation of the American States/Ministry of Education Primary Reading Project Curriculum Unit (sd)

Browne, Diane
Material developed under the auspices of OAS/Ministry of Education Primary Reading Project - Curriculum Unit
ISBN 976-639-041-x (sd)

Browne, Diane
Material developed under the auspices of OAS/Ministry of Education Primary Reading Curriculum Unit (sd)

Browne, Diane
ISBN 976-8189-22-3 (pbk) : $750.000
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**Browne, Diane**
Volcanoes and other stories / written by Diane Browne; illustrated by Wayne Powell. - Ministry of Education, Youth and Culture, 200-? - 31 p. : col. ill. ; 23 cm. - (Doctor bird reading series, 31)
(sd):

**Campbell, Al**
Classic Caribbean stories / retold by Al Campbell. - Spanish Town (P.O. Box 763) : SunZone, 2005. - vii, 111 p. : ill. ; 18 cm.
(SunZone heritage series)
ISBN 976-95152-7-2 (pbk)

**Campbell, Al**
Favourite Jamaican stories / retold by Al Campbell. - Spanish Town (P.O. Box 763) : SunZone, 2005. - vii, 87 p. : ill. ; 18 cm.
(SunZone heritage series)
ISBN 976-95152-8-0 (pbk)

**Campbell, Al**
Spanish Town (P.O. Box 763) : SunZone, 2005. - viii, 74 p. : ill. ; 18 cm. - (SunZone heritage series)
ISBN 976-95152-6-4 (pbk)

**Campbell, Al**
Out of many : heritage stories / retold by Al Campbell.
Spanish Town (P.O. Box 763) : SunZone, 2005. - vii, 111 p. : ill. ; 18 cm. - (SunZone heritage series)
ISBN 976-95152-4-8 (pbk)

**Campbell, Earl Vendryes**
Based on the massive train crash near Kendal, Jamaica
ISBN 1-4120-7033-3 (pbk)

**Campbell, Hazel D.**
Bernie and the Captain's ghost / Hazel D. Campbell
Kingston (33 Scoend St., Newport West, Kgn. 13) : Carlong
Publishers Caribbean, 2010. - iv, 172 p. : ill. ; 21 cm
(Sand pebbles pleasure series)

**Campbell, Peggy**
Short cut and other stories / written by Peggy Campbell; illustrated by Wayne Powell. - [S.l.] : Ministry of Education, Youth and Culture, 2006. - 76 p. : col. ill. ; 23 cm. - (Doctor bird reading series ; 32)
Material developed under the auspices of OAS/Ministry of Education Primary Reading Project - Curriculum Unit
(sd)
813 - Fiction. Jamaican writers, 2000-

The cat woman and the spinning wheel and other stories. - Kingston (Heroes Circle, Kgn. 4) : Ministry of Education, Youth and Culture, 2002. - 63p. : col. ill. ; 23 cm. - (Doctor bird reading series ; 22) Content: The cat woman and the spinning wheel ; Can Annie make friends ; Good follows good ; Broom-man ; Sound at the window ; My father. - OAS/Ministry of Education Primary Reading Project - Curriculum UniT ISBN 976-639-034-7 (pbk)

Channer, Colin
ISBN 0-345-43789-6 : $1,129.00

Chase, Barbara
ISBN 976-637-179-2 (pbk)

Clarke, Lee

Clarke, Lee
ISBN 976-95146-4-0 (pbk):

Collins, Wallace
ISBN 0-595-00033-7 (pbk) : US$15.95

Conklin, Mark

Cousins, Oren
ISBN 976-8184-67-1 (pbk)

Crooks, Paul
Bibliography : p. 296
ISBN 1-901969-07-X (pbk) : US$12.95
813 - Fiction. Jamaican writers, 2000-

Daniels, Angie

D'Costa, Jean
Jenny and the general / Jean D'Costa. - Kingston (P.O. Box 489, Kgn. 10) : Carlong Publishers (Caribbean), 2006. - 54p. : ill. ; 22 cm. - (Sand pebbles pleasure series / series editor Hazel D. Campbell)
   ISBN 976-638-076-7 (pbk)

Dixon, Barbara
   vii, 123p. ; 22 cm
   ISBN 978-976-95404-9-8 (pbk)

Ellis, Garfield
   ISBN 1-4050-6639-3 (pbk) : $740.00

Falloon-Reid, Judith
Here's a hundred dollars buy yourself a life / Judith Falloon-Reid. - St. Mary : Independent Voyces Literary Works, 2011
   147p. ; 22 cm

Farley, Christopher
Kingston by starlight : a novel / Christopher John Farley.

Forbes, Curdella
   ISBN 0-435-98957-x (pbk) : $500.00

Fraser, Lorna A.
Dee and the River Mumma and other tales / by Lorna A. Fraser.
      (spiral)

Fraser, Lorna A.
813 - Fiction. Jamaican writers, 2000-

Fraser, Lorna A.
ISBN 978-976-95209-3-6 (sd)

Garvey, W. B.
ISBN 978-0-9822294-1-5 (pbk): $1350.00

George, Pamela Ann
ISBN 1-84394-147-3 (pbk): $675.00

Glave, Thomas
ISBN 0-87286-375-1 (pbk) : $726.00

Goodison, Lorna
ISBN 976-637-203-9

Goulbourne, Jean
(Sand pebbles series / editor Hazel D. Campbell)
ISBN 976-638-054-6 (pbk)

Goulbourne, Jean
ISBN 976-8189-65-7 (pbk)

Grant, Hector
ISBN 976-8184-05-1 (pbk)

Grant, Michael A.
ISBN 976-610-724-6 (pbk)
813 - Fiction. Jamaican writers, 2000-

Gray, Hopeton George
ISBN 1-86106-482-9 (pbk) : $620.00

Hanson, Regina

Harris, K. Sean
Erotic Jamaican tales / K. Sean Harris. - Kingston (15 McLaughlin Dr., Kgn. 3) : Book Fetish, 2005. - 78p ; 22cm.
ISBN 976-610-703-3 (pbk)

Harris, K. Sean
ISBN 978-976-610-740-6 (pbk)

Hart, Nina
Crosses to bear love to share : a dedication to single mothers / Nina Hart. - [S.l.] : Six Hearts Publishing, LLC, 2010 203p. ; 23 cm
ISBN 0-9845767-0-3 (pbk) : $1,796.00

Haynes, Audrey M.
ISBN 976-8203-13-7 (pbk)

Hemans, Donna
ISBN 0-7434-1039-4 : $990.00

Henry, Mike
ISBN 976-8184-80-9 (pbk)

Hopkinson, Nalo
ISBN 0-446-67560-1 (pbk) : $400.00
Contents: How did we get here?; The Emperor's nightingale; The dentist; The two magic words; Limestone caves. - OAS/Ministry of Education, Youth and Culture Primary Reading Project - Curriculum Unit
ISBN 976-639-037-1 (pbk)


James, Marlon
ISBN 1-888451-82-3 : $1,555.00

James, Osmund
ISBN 976-8184-19-1 (pbk)

James, Osmund
ISBN 978-976-8202-78-9 (pbk)

Johnson, Catherine

Johnson, Laura

Jones, Evan
ISBN 978-1-405031-75-2 (pbk): $823.00

Kastens, Theana
813 - Fiction. Jamaican writers, 2000-

Kennedy, Fred W.

ISBN 978-976-637-343-6 (pbk)

Kessler, Franz L.


Knight, Clyde

We shall not die / Clyde Knight. - Burnt Mill, Essex: Longman, 1983. - 211p. ; 19cm. - (Drumbeat, 61)
ISBN 0-582-78558-8 (pbk) : $14.60

Lalla, Barbara

ISBN 976-8202-28-9 (pbk)

Leach, Sharon

ISBN 978-976-95157-28 (pbk) : $937.50

Lindo, Stephen M.

Short stories by Stephen M. Lindo: the great fish and the lord's day / Stephen M. Lindo. - [St. James (P.O. Box 723, Montego Bay #2, St. James)] : C. Lindo, 2009. - 19p. : ill. ; 23 cm

Livingston, Pauline J.


Lynch, Eric


McIntosh, Michael

No pit too deep / Michael McIntosh. - St. Catherine: Henriville Advertising and Communications Ltd., 2011. - 276p. ; 22 cm
ISBN 978-976-610-926-4 (pbk)
813 - Fiction. Jamaican writers, 2000-

Magestro, Jack
Redstripe's Inn : dachshunds in Jamaica / by Jack Magestro.

Magnus, Kellie
ISBN 978-976-95371-0-1

Bibliography : p. 360-364
ISBN 0-333-97402-6 (pbk) : $1,185.24

Marshall, Eileen
ISBN 976-639-038-X (pbk):

Marshall, Pamela K.
ISBN 978-0-9833134-0-3 (pbk): $1,390.00

Marvin, Isabel
ISBN 976-610-233-3 (sd)

McCauley, Diana

McDonald, Errol
ISBN 976-8202-20-3 (pbk)

McKnight, Penny
Nix / by Penny McKnight. - Greenville : BJU Press, 2006. 84p. : ill. ; 22cm.
813 - Fiction. Jamaican writers, 2000-

McLean, Beresford
ISBN 0-9720017-5-1 (pbk)

McPherson, Lucy
Story also in Jamaican dialect
ISBN 976-610-739-4 (sd)

Miller, Kei

Miller, Susan Beth

Mordecai, Pamela
ISBN 1-897178-32-8 (pbk)

Moss-Solomon, Alison
ISBN 978-976-95436-0-7 (sd) : Unpriced

Morgan, Alex
ISBN 976-8184-98-1 (pbk)

Morgan, Alex
ISBN 976-8184-04-3 (pbk)

Morgan, Alex
The truth about Myra / by Alex Morgan. - St. Catherine (P. O. Box 420, Greater Portmore, St. Catherine Jamaica) : Paradigm Shift Publishers, 2006. - 197p. ; 22cm.
ISBN 976-8128-02-X (pbk)
813 – Fiction. Jamaican writers, 2000–

Morris, Bob

Newcomb, Kerry

Noel, Don
ISBN 1-4259-0892-6 (pbk) : US$18.49

Palmer, C. Everald
ISBN 978-1-4050-7539-8 (pbk) : $918.00

Payne, Hugh
ISBN 1-933899-16-6 (pbk):

Payne, Millicent
Life's little pleasantries : a voice from the past / Millicent Payne. – [S.l.] : M. Payne, 2011. – 158p. ; 19 cm

Phillpotts, Karl
A dream come true and other stories / Karl Phillpotts ; illustrated by Wayne Powell. – Kingston : Ministry of Education, Youth and Culture, 200–? – 26p. : ill. ; 23cm. – (Doctor bird reading series, 3)
ISBN 976-639-050-9 (sd)

Phillpotts, Karl
The honest watchman and other stories / Karl Phillpotts ; illustrated by Wayne Powell. – Kingston : Ministry of Education, Youth and Culture, 2005. – 32p. : col. ill. ; 23cm. – (Doctor bird reading series ; 33)
Material developed under the auspices of OAS/Ministry of Education Primary Reading Project – Curriculum Unit
(s)
813 - Fiction. Jamaican writers, 2000-

Perkins, Cyrus Francis
Busha's mistress or Catherine the fugitive: a stirring romance of the days of slavery / Cyrus Francis Perkins; edited and introduced by Paul E. Lovejoy, Verene A. Shepherd and David V. Trotman. - Kingston (11 Cunningham Ave., Kgn. 6) : Ian Randle Publishers, 2003. - 173p. : ill. ; 24 cm.
ISBN 976-637-044-3 (pbk) : $918.00

Porter, Andre M.
ISBN 978-0-9774575-4-0 (pbk) : US$15.00

Porter, Andre M.
Tears from my pen / Andre M. Porter. - [S.l. : s.n.], 2006
228p. ; 23 cm.
ISBN 978-0-9773112-1-7 (pbk) : US$20.00

Potter-Hall, Melisande
40p. : col. ill. ; 21cm.
ISBN 976-610-172-8 (sd)

Powell, Peter E.
Living their game / Peter E. Powell. - [S.l. : P. E. Powell, 2005. - 520p. ; 21 cm
ISBN 976-8203-32-3 (pbk)

Randle, Dave
A troublesome disorder : being an account of an interviews with Master Francis Barber, servant of the late Doctor Samuel Johnson / Dave Randle. - New Romney : Bank House Books, 2002
142p. ; 22 cm

Rankine, Peggy
ISBN 976-8189-44-4 (pbk)

Rankine, Peggy
The story of "Sir Ivan" the knighted hurricane / Peggy Rankine. - [S.l.] : P. Rankine, 200-? - 54p. : ill. ; 18 cm
(pbk) : $195.00

Reklaw, S. Egroeg
813 – Fiction. Jamaican writers, 2000–

Reklaw, S. Egroeg
Oneness in a cocoon / by S. Egroeg Reklaw. – [Bloomington, IN]: 1stBooks, c2002. – 586p. ; 21 cm
ISBN 1-4033-3518-4 (pbk) : US$25.95

Reklaw, S. Egroeg

Rhule, Elkanah

Rigbye, Barbara Ann
ISBN 976-610-765-3 (sd)

Robinson, Kim
First published : 1992. – For children
ISBN 976-610-175-2 (sd)

Robinson, Michael
Trixie triangle / Michael Robinson. – [S.l.]: Jackmandora, 2011. – 14p. : col. ill. ; 16 x 16 cm
ISBN 978 976 95371 1 8

Robinson, Patrick
Ruthless Cathy 2 / by Patrick Robinson. – [S.l.]: P. Robinson, 2006. – 19p. : ill. ; 21 cm
ISBN 9-768-20308-0 (pbk): Unpriced

Rodney, Winsome Isabell
Short tales for little children / Winsome Isabell Rodney; with ideas for illustrations by Tarynne L. Rodney and drawings by Lloyd George Rodney. – [S.l. : s. n.], 2011. – 16p. : ill. ; 20 cm
813 – Fiction. Jamaican writers, 2000–

Rouse, Ewart
  Sticky wicket vol. 2 : Watkins fights back / Ewart Rouse

Rouse, Ewart
  Sticky wicket vol. 3 : Watkins's finest inning / Ewart Rouse

Rouse, Ewart
  ISBN 978-976-8202-71-0 (pbk):

Salmon, Denise

Senior, Olive
  ISBN 978-1-77086-047-6 (pbk)

Shane, Michael
  ISBN 978-976-8202-54-3 (pbk)

Shane, Michael
  ISBN 976-610-203-1 (pbk)

Sherlock, Philip M.
  ISBN 976-606-025-8 (pbk)

Smith, Horane
  ISBN 1-4137-8404-6 (pbk)
813 - Fiction. Jamaican writers, 2000-

Smith, Horane
   ISBN 1-59286-614-X (pbk)

Smith, Horane
   Undergound to freedom : a novel / Horane Smith. - NY :
   ISBN 1-928781-37-3 (pbk)

Taylor, Richard
   An American vampire in Jamaica / by Richard Taylor. - Indiana :
   Author House, 2005. - 280p. ; 21 cm.

Thomas, Elean
   200p. ; 24cm.
   ISBN 1-85381-321-4

Thomas Palmer, Rosey
   Freedom spring : a junior fiction based on the past, present
   and future of Beeston Spring featuring characters from Hues of
   Blackness and Water, a personification / Rosey Thomas Palmer
   Westmoreland (Lot 11 Smithfield, Savanna-la-Mar P.O., Westmoreland)
   : DELA Children's Workshop, ? - 33p. : ill. ; 28 cm
   ISBN 978-976-610-940-0 (spiral) : Unpriced

Thomas Palmer, Rosey
   Hues of blackness : a Jamaican saga / Rosey Thomas Palmer
   Durham : Strategic Book Group, 2011. - xiii, 263p. : ill. ; 23 cm
   ISBN 978-1-60911-886-0 (pbk)

Thompson, Earl
   Jimmy's new life / edited by Earl Thompson. - Lincoln, NE :
   Writers Club Press, 2001. - 258p., 23cm

Wheatle, Alex
   East of Acre Lane / Alex Wheatle. - London : Fourth Estate,
   ISBN 1-84115-440-7 (pbk): $1,390.00

Winkler, Anthony C.
   Dog war / Anthony C. Winkler. - Oxford : Macmillan Education,
   2006. - 194p. ; 21 cm.
   ISBN 1-4050-7064-1 : $1,170.00
813 - Fiction. Jamaican writers, 2000-

Wilson, Mushirah
ISBN 978-1-903289-04-4 (pbk) : $476.00

Wright, Darcy
ISBN 976-8189-61-4 (pbk) : $600.00

Young, Jason

813 - Fiction. West Indies, 1830-1861

Joseph, E.L.
First published: London : Saunders and Otley, 1838
Bibliography: p.523-527
ISBN 976-640-109-8 (pbk)

Vayssieres, Jean-Jacques
ISBN 976-637-029-X (pbk) : $540.00
ISBN 976-637-037-0 : $720.00

Vayssieres, Jean-Jacques
ISBN 976-637-035-4 (pbk) : $540.00

813 (F) - Fiction. West Indian writers

Anthony, Michael
The games were coming / Michael Anthony. - Kingston (11 Cunningham Ave., Box 686, Kgn. 6) : Ian Randle Publishers, 2006. 182p. ; 22 cm.
ISBN 976-637-242-x (pbk)
813 (F) – Fiction. West Indian writers

Clarke, Austin

Clarke, Austin
ISBN 976-637-239-x (pbk)

Clarke, Austin
ISBN 976-637-217-9 (pbk)

Kennaway, Guy
Cover title: One people: the novel
ISBN 0-86241-719-8 (pbk) : $400.00

Marks, Anton
ISBN 1-874509-22-0 (pbk) : $450.00

Smoker, Debbie
ISBN 1-57901-042-3 (pbk) : $352.50

Wheatle, Alex
ISBN 1-901969-01-0 (pbk) : $440.00

813.00997292 – Fiction. Jamaica. History and criticism

Lalla, Barbara
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 0-8173-0782-6 (pbk): $960.00
813.19 - Antoni, Robert. Criticism and interpretation

Patterson, Richard F.
Bibliography : p. 211-218
Includes index
ISBN 978-976-640-229-7 (pbk)

813.5 - West Indian fiction (English). History and criticism. 20th century

Griffith, Glyne A.
Deconstruction imperialism and the West Indian novel / Glyne A. Griffith. - Kingston (1A Aqueduct Flats, Mona, Kgn. 7) : The Press, University of the West Indies, 1996. - xxiii, 147p. ; 23cm.
Bibliography : p. 137-144. - Includes index
ISBN 976-640-012-1 (pbk) : $400.00

813.509729 - West Indian fiction. History and criticism

Booker, M. Keith
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-637-024-9 (pbk) : $945.00

813.52 - Fiction. Jamaican writers, 1900-1945

McKay, Claude
ISBN 1-55553-024-0 (pbk) : $748.00

813.54 - Fiction. Jamaican writers, 1945-

Adolphus, a tale/Anonymous; The slave son / by Mrs. William Noy Wilkins; edited by Lise Winer with annotations and an introduction by Bridget Brereton ... [et al]. - Kingston (1A Aqueduct Flats, Mona, Kgn. 7) : University of the West Indies Press, 2003. - lxxxvi, 364p. ; 23cm. - (Caribbean heritage series)

Agosto, Noraida
Michelle Cliff's novel : piecing the tapestry of memory and history / Noraida Agosto. - New York : Peter Lang Publishing, 1999. vii, 200p. ; 23cm. - (Caribbean studies; vol.1)
Bibliography : p. 183-196. -Includes index
ISBN 0-8204-4255-0 : US$52.95
813.54 - Fiction. Jamaican writers, 1945-

Alder, Joyce Sparer
Bibliography: p.100-101. - Includes index
ISBN 976-640-140-3 (pbk)

Banks, Russell
ISBN 0-395-29085-6 :

Black, Donal James
ISBN 976-8184-56-6 (pbk)

Browne, Diane
Every little thing will be alright / Diane Browne. Kingston (P.O. Box 489, Kgn. 10) : Carlong Publishers, 2003. 83p. : ill. ; 22 cm. - (Sand pebbles pleasure series)
ISBN 976-638-055-4 (pbk)

D'Costa, Jean
J$5.10

Dawes, Neville

deLisser, Herbert George
ISBN 0-435-98540(pbk) : £0.60

deLisser, Herbert G.
Morgan's daughter / Herbert G. deLisser. - Kingston (53 Hanover St., Kgn.) : Published by Macmillan Caribbean for Noveltv Trading Company, 1980. - 225p. ; 19 cm
ISBN 0-333-29438-6 (pbk) : J$7.00

deLisser, Herbert G.
ISBN 0-333-29439-4, (pbk) : J$7.00
813.54 - Fiction. Jamaican writers, 1945-

delisser, Herbert G.
The White Witch of Rosehall / by Herbert G. delisser
London : Macmillan Caribbean, 1982. - 255p. ; 19cm
ISBN 0-333-34969-5 (pbk) : $10.00

Duffus, Lee R.
The Cuban Jamaican connection / Lee R. Duffus.
Kingston (1A Norwood Ave., Kgn. 5) : Kingston Publishers, 1983
329p. ; 18cm. - (Blue marlin series)

Edwards, Linroy
The destitute lover / written and directed by Linroy Edwards
(In a tan series)
(pbk) : J$2.50

Ernest, Kate Elizabeth
Hope leaves Jamaica / Kate Elizabeth Ernest. - London :
ISBN 0-416-18728-5 : $368.10

Farki, Neville
Countryman Karl Black / by Neville Farki. - London : Bogle-

Farki, Neville
The unexpected visitor / Neville Farki. - Maryland, USA :
ISBN 0-9630628-0-8 (pbk) : $80.00

Forbes, Jean
The little Christmas tree / by Jean Forbes ; illustrated by
ill. ; 22 x 29 cm
(sd)

Francis, Andrew
The cat / by Andrew Francis.- [S.l. : s.n.], ? - 96p. ;
23cm.
ISBN 978-976-8230-12-6 (pbk)

Frew, James
The Bahamas incident / James Frew. - Kingston (7 Norman Rd.,
ISBN 976-625-092-8 (pbk) : $425.00

Fulani, Ifeona
Seasons of dust / Ifeona Fulani. - New York and London :
ISBN 0-86316-248-7 : $1,092.00
813.54 - Fiction. Jamaican writers, 1945-

Gardam, Jane

Gardam, Jane
ISBN 241-89250-3 (cased): J$7.15

Hart, Nina
ISBN 0-9638623-0-8 (pbk) : $650

Hausman, Gerald
157p. : ill. ; 23 cm

Hearne, John
224p. ; 22cm

Hearne, John
ISBN 0-571-09985-8 (pbk)

Henzell, Perry

Hopkinson, Nalo
ISBN 0-446-67433-8 (pbk) : $590.32

Hoare, Penny
Jamaican day / Penny Hoare ; illustrated by Annabel Large
Cambridge : Cambridge University, 1982. - 24p. : ill. ; 22cm (Pole star)
813.54 — Fiction. Jamaican writers, 1945—

Lashley, Cliff

Lopez, Basil
Only as the wind blows: stories / by Basil Lopez; illustrations by Judith Shirley. — Ontario, Canada: Bazba Theatrical Players, 1987. — 97p.: ill. ; 21 cm. (pbk)

Lopez, Basil


Marvin, Isabel

McIntosh, Margaret
The raid / Margaret McIntosh; drawings by Angela Robertson. Kingston (175 Mountain View Ave, Kgn. 6) : Heinemann Educational Books, 1981. — 123p. : ill., 19cm (pbk) : J$6.75

McKay, Claude

McKenzie, Earl

McKoy-Hibbert, Erica
813.54 - Fiction. Jamaican writers, 1945-

**McMillan, Terry**


**Mais, Roger**

*Black lighting / Roger Mais ; introduction by Jean D'Costa*  
Kingston : Heinemann, (P.O. Box 1028, Kgn.), 1983. - 159p. ; 19cm  
(Caribbean writers series ; 30)  
ISBN 0-435-985841 (pbk) : $7.80

**Mais, Roger**

*The hills were joyful together / Roger Mais ; introduction by Daphne Morris.* - London : Heinemann ; Kingston (P.O. Box 1028, Kgn.), 1981' - xxii, 288p., 19 cm. - Caribbean writers series, 23  
Bibliography : p. xxii  
(pbk) : $4.00

**Mais, Roger**

(pbk) : Unpriced

**Ogungbesan, Kolawole**

Bibliography : p. 151-156  
ISBN 0-340-236027 (pbk) : $16.79

**Palmer, C. Everard**

Original edition first published 1974 by Andre' Deutsch  
ISBN 0-333-58317-5 (pbk) : $123.00

**Palmer, C. Everard**

ISBN 0-233-97258-7 : J$7.10

**Palmer, C. Everard**

*The broken vessel / C. Everard Palmer.* - Kingston (P.O. Box 1028, Kgn.) : Heinemann, 1982. - 117p. ; 19cm.  
(pbk) : $7.50

**Palmer, C. Everard**

813.54 - Fiction. Jamaican writers, 1945-

Palmer, C. Everard
The wooing of Beppo Tate / C. Everard Palmer. - Kingston (95 Church St., Kgn.) : Nelson Caribbean, 1979. - 158p. ; 18 cm
ISBN 0-17-566282-7 (pbk) : J$5.70

Palmer, C. Everard
The wooing of Beppo Tate / C. Everard Palmer. - London : Andre Deutsch, 1972. - 159p., 21 cm

Pape, Hugh
(sd) : $50.00

Patterson, Orlando
ISBN 0-582-78571-5 (pbk) : $5.00

Philp, Geoffrey
ISBN 1-900715-01-5 (pbk) : $500.00

Reid, V. S.
The Jamaicans / Victor Stafford Reid. - Kingston (12 East St., Kgn.), c1976. - 266p. ; 22 cm. - (Lignum Vitae publication)
(pbk) : J$6.00

Reid, V. S.
(pbk) : J$6.00

Reid, V. S.

Reid, V. S.
The leopard / V. S. Reid.- London : Heineman, 1980
xvi, 110p. ; 19 cm. - (Caribbean writers series, 18)
(pbk)

Reid, V. S.
Nanny-Town / Vic Reid ; illustrated by Glenwood Lawrence
Kingston (97 Church St., Kgn.) : Jamaica Publishing House, 1983
268p. : ill. : 20cm. - (Mahoe adventure series)
(pbk) : $16.55

891
813.54 - Fiction. Jamaican writers, 1945-

Reid, V. S.
New day / V.S. Reid ; introduction by Mervyn Morris
ISBN 0-435-98746-1 (pbk)

Reid, V. S.
Sixty-five / V. S. Reid. - Kingston (3 Melmac Ave., Kgn. 5) : Longman Caribbean in association with the Ministry of Education, Jamaica, 1980. - 111p. : ill. ; 19 cm. - (Horizons)
ISBN 0-582-76573-0 (pbk) : $5.05

Reid, V. S.
Sixty-five / V.S. Reid ; illustrated by Joanne Sibley

Rhule, Elkanah
Man from Jamaica's hills / Elkanah Rhule; edited by Sam Thompson; illustrated by Desmond Powers. - Spanish Town, Jamaica (66A Brunswick Ave., Spanish Town) : Lithomedia Printers, 1996. 136p. ; 22cm.
ISBN 976-8139-58-7 (pbk)

Riley, Joan
ISBN 0-7043-4319-3 (pbk) : $261.30

Riley, Joan
ISBN 3-87294-785-0 : $767.52

Riley, Joan
The unbelonging / Joan Riley. - London : Women's Press, 1985 144p., 21 cm
ISBN 0-7043-3959-5, (pbk) : $223.90

Salkey, Andrew
ISBN 0-904521-85-0 (pbk) : $980.56

Salkey, Andrew
Brother Anancy and other stories / Andrew Salkey. - Harlow : Longman, 1994. - : ill. ; 19cm. - (Horizon Series)
ISBN 0-582-22581-7 (pbk) : $206.50
Salkey, Andrew
ISBN 0-904521-8-4 (pbk) : $15.85

Salkey, Andrew
The late emancipation of Jerry Stover / Andrew Salkey
ISBN 0-5827-78559-6 (pbk) : $7.35

Salkey, Andrew
The one : the story of how the people of Guyana avenge the murder of their pasero with help from Brother Anancy and Sister Buxton / by Andrew Salkey. - London : Bogle-L'Ouverture, 1985 48p. ; 22cm

Salkey, Andrew
ISBN 901241-28-8 (pbk) : J$12.00

Salkey, Andrew
ISBN 0-19-277105-1 : $11.70

Salkey, Andrew

Senior, Olive
ISBN 0-582-03170-2 (pbk) : $210.00

Silvera, Makeda
ISBN 0-920813-60-7 (pbk)

Thelwell, Michael
The harder they come : a novel / by Michael Thelwell
New York : Grove Press, 1980. - 399p. ; 21cm
**813.6 - Fiction. Jamaican writers, 2000-**

**Adisa, Opal Palmer**

**Beckford-Brady, Claudette**
*Sweet home, Jamaica. Vol. 1 / Claudette Beckford-Brady.*

**Beckford-Brady, Claudette**
*Sweet home, Jamaica. Vol. 2 / Claudette Beckford-Brady.*
ISBN 978 184 386 344 1 (pbk) : US$30.00

**Black, Donal James**

**Bonner, Andrene**
At the head of title: A story of abandonment and hope
ISBN 978-0-615-26698-5 (pbk) : $1,590.00

**Boxill, Asha**

**Brailsford, David**
ISBN 978-976-8202-61-1 (pbk)

**Brodber, Clyde Everton**
ISBN 976-610-674-6 (pbk)

**Brodber, Clyde Everton**
ISBN 976-610-675-4 (pbk)
Fiction. Jamaican writers, 2000-

**Broder, Erna**


**Browne, Diane**

A book to read and colour  
ISBN 976-8012-21-8

**Browne, Diane**


**Browne, Diane**

ISBN 978-976-8203-79-3 (pbk)

**Browne, Diane**


**Campbell, Al**

The adventures of sly mongoose / by Al Campbell. - Spanish Town (P.O. Box 763) : SunZone Books, 2007. - 109p. : ill. ; 23cm.  
ISBN 976-8203-44-9 (pbk)

**Campbell, Al**

Anansi and family / Al Campbell. - Spanish Town (P.O. Box 763) : SunZone Books, 2007. - vii, 123p. : ill. ; 23cm.  
ISBN 976-8208-41-4 (pbk)

**Campbell, Al**

Anansi and "fools" / by Al Campbell. - Spanish Town (P.O. Box 703) : SunZone Books, 2007. - viii, 118p. : ill. ; 23cm.  
ISBN 976-8208-43-0 (pbk)

**Campbell, Al**

Anansi and friends / by Al Campbell. - Spanish Town (P.O. Box 763) : SunZone Books, 2007. - vii, 120p. : ill. ; 23cm.  
813.6 - Fiction. Jamaican writers, 2000-

Campbell, Al
The jonkonnu mask and other survival stories / by Al Campbell. Spanish Town (P.O. Box 763) : SunZone Books, 2007. - vii, 239p. : ill. ; 23cm.

Campbell, Carol George
Murder in school, boy! an adventure into higher learning / by Carol George Campbell. - Bloomington, IN : 1st Books, 2001. - vi, 163p. ; 23cm.
Cover title : Murder in school, boy! : a suspenseful thriller about life in the inner regions of Jamaica
ISBN 0-75964-491-8 (pbk) : US$17.95

Campbell, Hazel
ISBN 976-610-235-X (pbk)

Campbell, Hazel D.
"Commissioned by Unesco to impart health related messages in a format aimed at strengthening the skills of slow readers in the teenager and young adult population"
(sd)

Campbell, Hazel D.
Miss Bettina's house / Hazel D. Campbell. - Kingston (P.O. Box 489, Kgn. 10) : Carlong Publishers (Caribbean), 2004. - 54p. : ill. ; 22cm. - (Sand pebbles pleasure series / Hazel D. Campbell; series editor)
ISBN 976-638-069-4 (pbk)

Campbell, Hazel D.
"Commissioned by Unesco to impart health related messages in a format aimed at strengthening the skills of slow readers in the teenager and young adult population"
(sd)
813.6 - Fiction. Jamaican writers, 2000-

Campbell, Hazel D.
Walk good mind macka juk you / by Hazel D. Campbell.
vi, 68p : ill ; 22cm.
"Commissioned by Unesco to impart health related messages in
a format aimed at strengthening the skills of slow readers in
the teenager and young adult population."
(sd)

Campbell-Thomas, Rowena
The adventures of "Big Rat" / Rowena Campbell-Thomas. - St.
Catherine (Dukes District, Point Hill P.O., St. Catherine) : R.

Cezair-Thompson, Margaret
The pirate's daughter / Margaret Cezair-Thompson. - London :
ISBN 978-0-7553-4358-4(pb) : $1,616.00

Channer, Colin
The girl with the golden shoes : a novella / Colin Channer;
with an afterword by Russell Bank. - New York : Akashic Books,
ISBN 978-1-93354-26-2 (pbk) : $1,050.00

Channer, Colin
Passing through : stories / Colin Channer. - New York : One

Cooke, Trish
Hoorah for Mary Seacole / Trish Cooke and Anni Axworthy.
(Hopscotch histories). - For children
ISBN 978-0-7496-7413-7 (pbk)

Dominion, Maureen
Norris / Maureen Dominion and Zip Dominion. - England :
ISBN 978-0-9547495-2-1 (pbk) : $750.00

Dunn, Carol A. N.
The mountain of inheritance / by Carol A. N. Dunn. - Kingston :
C. Dunn, 2008. - 361p. ; 22cm.
ISBN 978-976-8203-97-7 (pbk)

East, Beverly
Reaper of souls : a novel of the 1957 Kendal train crash /
of plates : ill., map ; 23cm.
ISBN 978-976-95199-1-6
813.6 - Fiction. Jamaican writers, 2000-

Edwards, Rebecca

Ellis, Garfield
ISBN 1-4050-0391-X (pbk) : $610.00

Ellis, Garfield

Ellis, Garfield
ISBN 976-633-034-4 (pbk) : $500.00

Elm, Billy

Forbes, Curdella
ISBN 978-184-5230-61-6 (pbk)

Foster, Caroline
ISBN 976-8184-24-8 (pbk)
ISBN 976-8184-94-9

Foster, Caroline
Saffron's choice / Caroline Bell Foster

Frew, James
ISBN 978-976-8184-54-X (pbk)
813.6  -  Fiction.  Jamaican writers, 2000-

Gambrill, Linda

Gambrill, Linda
ISBN 978-976-637-381-8 (pbk)

Gambrill, Linda

ISBN 0-451-20432-8 (pbk) : $510.00

Graham, Melda
ISBN 976-606-009-6 (pbk)

Graham, Melda
ISBN 978-976-95241-0-1 (pbk)

Grant, Hector
ISBN 976-8184-05-1 (pbk)

Gumbs, J. J.
ISBN 978-0-9820518-8-7 (pbk): $1,300.00

Gunning, Monica
813.6 - Fiction. Jamaican writers, 2000-

Harold, Gwyneth
Stories include: Bad Girls, Raising Ricardo and Escape from Paradise (sd)

Harris, K. Sean
Blood of angels: a vampire with a craving for exotic blood travels to Jamaica / K. Sean Harris. - [s.l.] : Book Fetish, 2011
205p. ; 22 cm

Harris, K. Sean
Death incarnate: the saga continues ... / K. Sean Harris. [Kingston (15 McLaughlin Dr., Kgn. 3)] : Bookfetish, 2008. - 138p. ; 22cm.
ISBN 978-976-610-808-3 (pbk)

Harris, K. Sean
ISBN 978-976-610-827-4 (pbk)

Harris, K. Sean
Kiss of death / K. Sean Harris. - [s.l.] : Book Fetish, 2011
199p. ; 22 cm
ISBN 978-976-95303-0-0 (pbk)

Harris, K. Sean
The sex files / K. Sean Harris. - Kingston (15 McLaughlin Dr., Kgn. 3) : Book Fetish, 2007. - 100p. ; 22cm.

Harris, K. Sean
The stud / K. Sean Harris. - Rev. ed.-[s.l.] : Book Fetish, 2010. - 244p. ; 22 cm
ISBN 978-976-95303-3-1 (pbk)

Hausman, Gerald

Hausman, Gerald
ISBN 978-1-4050-9898-4 (pbk) : $642.60
813.6 - Fiction. Jamaican writers, 2000-

Henry, Damali
Taunted by choice : a Jamaican saga of living on the edge /
ISBN 978-0-9866982-0-0 (pbk) : $2,000.00

James, Marlon
ISBN 978-1-59448-857-3 : $2,950.00

James, Osmund
Dance tough guys / Osmund James. - Kingston (7 Norman Rd.,
ISBN 978-976-8184-97-9 (pbk)

Jennings, Norma
Daughter of the Caribbean : a novel / by Norma Jennings
[S.l.] : 3L Publishing, 2010. - x, 294p. ; 23 cm
ISBN 978-0-615-42011-0 (pbk): $1782.00


Johnson, Effium
21cm. - (Mahoe adventure series)
ISBN 978-976-606-011-8 (pbk)

Johnson, Pamela
Heart of a pirate : a novel of Anne Bonny / Pamela Johnson

Kennedy, Fred W.
Daddy Sharpe : a narrative of the life and adventure of
Samuel Sharpe, a West Indian Slave written by himself, 1832 / by
ISBN 978-976-637-343-6 (pbk)

Lalla, Barbara
299p. ; 23 cm.
813.6 - Fiction. Jamaican writers, 2000-

Leach, Sharon
ISBN 978-976-95157-28 (pbk) : $937.50

Lee, Easton
ISBN 978-976-8217-10-3 (pbk)

Levy, Andrea
ISBN 0-7472-4653-x (pbk) : $695.00

Levy, Andrea
ISBN 0-7472-6114-8 (pbk) : $695.00

Levy, Andrea
ISBN 0-7472-5213-0 (pbk) : $660.00

Levy, Andrea

Levy, Andrea
ISBN 0-7553-2565-6 (pbk) : $660.00

Linton, Joyce
ISBN 976-8192-06-2 (pbk)

Lopez, Basil 'Ku-Soonogo'
ISBN 978-0-9682190-7-2 (pbk)

Macka Diamond (Munroe, Charmaine)
813.6 - Fiction. Jamaican writers, 2000-

**Macka Diamond (Munroe, Charmaine)**

The real gangsters wife every husband should have one / Macka Diamond. - St. Catherine (7 Sunset Rd., Passage Fort) : Page TurnER Publishing House, 2010. - 151p. ; 22 cm

ISBN 978-1-4276-4570-8 (pbk)

**Magnus, Kellie**


**Magnus, Kellie**


ISBN 0-9744211-0-3 (pbk)

**Manley, Douglas Ralph**


ISBN 976-8184-47-7 (pbk)

**Mead, Andy**


ISBN 976-8184-41-8 (pbk)

**Meeks, Brian**


ISBN 1-900715-74-0 (pbk) : $1,070.00

**Miller, Jon Michael**


ISBN 1-4137-1812-4 (pbk) : US$29.95

**Miller, Kei**


**Miller, Kei**

The last warner woman / Kei Miller. - London : Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 2010. - 246p. ; 33 cm

Oliver-Ruiz, Andrea

Palmer, C. Everard
The adventures of Jimmy Maxwell / C. Everard Palmer; illustrated by Barrington Watson. - Kingston (P.O. Box 76, Kgn. 4) : Ministry of Education, 1962. - 122p. : ill., 1 map ; 23cm.

Palmer, C. Everard
ISBN 0-333-99648-8 (pbk) : $770.00

Palmer, C. Everard
ISBN 978-1-4050-7539-8 (pbk): $918.00

Palmer, Joyce

Pollard, Velma
ISBN 9781845231699 (pbk)

Pooran, Radha
ISBN 978-9769-8202-69-7 (pbk)

Porter, Andre M.
The rise and fall of a Jamaican don / Andre M. Porter [S.l. : s.n.], 2005. - xxiv, 101p. ; 23 cm
ISBN 978-0-9739827-1-8 (pbk) : US$15.00

Powell, Pauline
ISBN 0-8070-8367-4 (pbk)

Price, Dawn Forrester
ISBN 1-58112-705-7 (pbk) : US$25.22
813.6 - Fiction. Jamaican writers, 2000-

Rance-Reardon, Pearl

Rankine, Peggy
ISBN 978-976-8189-44-4 (pbk)

Ranston, Dennis
ISBN 978-976-8007-16-2 (pbk)

Rankine, Peggy

Rhule, Elkanah
ISBN 976-610-565-0 (pbk)

Salkey, Andrew

Salkey, Andrew
Riot / Andrew Salkey.- Leeds : Peepal Tree Press Ltd., 2011 172p. : ill. ; 21 cm
ISBN 9781845231811 (pbk)

Shelley-Robinson, Cherrell
ISBN 976-638-064-3 (pbk)

Silvera, Makeda
813.6 - Fiction. Jamaican writers, 2000-

Smith, Horane

ISBN 1-894498-01-0 (pbk): $848.00

Smith, Horace

ISBN 1-58982-146-7 (pbk): $848.00

Smith, Horane

Seven days in Jamaica / by Horane Smith. - Baltimore: Publish America, 2008. - 266p. ; 23cm.
ISBN 1-60610-797-6 (pbk): US$27.95

Smith, Horane

ISBN 1-928781-37-3 (pbk):

Smith-Dennis, Colleen


Smith-Dennis, Colleen


Stevenson, Jonah David


Sylvester, Ditta


Thompson, Earl

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ISBN 0-8021-3990-6 (pbk) : US$12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ISBN 1-901969-15-0 (pbk) : $2,970.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheatle, Alex</td>
<td>Checkers</td>
<td>London : X Press, 2003. 263p.; 20 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ISBN 1-902934-29-6 (pbk) : $1,990.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilcott, Dorrell</td>
<td>Vibration from palampalam</td>
<td>Kingston (17 Kensington Cres., Kgn. 5) : Arawak Publications, 2012. x,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>142p.; 21 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and other stories</td>
<td>writers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ISBN 1-4050-26391 (pbk) : $780.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ISBN 978-1-4050-6373-9 : $2090.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ISBN 1-4050-7064-1 : $1,170.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Previously published by Kingston Publishers in 1987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ISBN 976-610-149-3 (pbk):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>370p.; 18 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ISBN 976-8192-04-6 (pbk)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
813.6 - Fiction. Jamaican writers, 2000-

Wynter, Sylvia
   ISBN 978-976-637-257-6 (pbk)

Vaz-Green, Dawn
   (pbk)

Yello, O. G.
   Eve's garden : surrounding a true story / O. G. Yello
   [St. James (14 Second St., Albion, Montego Bay]) : Da-Order Publishing Company, 2010. - 271p. ; 23 cm
   ISBN 978-976-95298-1-6 (pbk):

Yello, O. G.
   Juxinseason / O. G. Yello
   [St. James (14 Second Street, Albion, Montego Bay]) : Da-Order, 2004. - 539p. ; 23 cm

813.6 - West Indian writers, 2000-

Clarke, Austin
   ISBN 976-637-108-3 (pbk)

Clarke, Austin
   ISBN 976-637-106-7 (pbk)

Clarke, Maeve
   ISBN 0-9541303-3-2 (pbk) : US$17.95

Crounch, Howard E.
   ISBN 0-9606330-7-3 : US$20.00
813.6 - West Indian writers, 2000-

Gillespie, Kay
ISBN 976-8184-42-6 (pbk)

Harris, C.L.G.
On my honour: a tale of the maroons / C.L.G. Harris
(sd)

Harold, Gwyneth
(Caribbean writers’ series)

Holgate, Michael

Jenkins, Hortense M.
ISBN 978-1-59232-037-0 (pbk) : $1,500.00

Johnson, Laura E.
ISBN 978-0-9773112-4-8 (pbk) : US$15.00

Johnson, Pamela
ISBN 978-0-615-27560-4 (pbk) : $2,180.00

Kittrell, Robert

Leslie, David Stuart

Menza, Alex
Miller, Kei

Murray, Millie
ISBN 0-7043-4129-8 (pbk) : $64.55

Rouse, Ewart
ISBN 978-976-8202-40-6 (pbk)

SanGiovanni, Mari
Greetings from Jamaica : wish you were queer / Mari SanGiovanni. - Ann Arbor : Bywater Books, 2007. - 256p. ; 22cm.
ISBN 978-1-932859-30-0 (pbk) : US$13.95

ISBN 978-1-933354-18-7 (pbk) : US$15.95

Squires, Maria Roberts
ISBN 978-976-638-087-8 (pbk)

Tame, Tony

Tango, Storm
ISBN 9-780-96821907-2 (pbk)

Tanner, Harriet

Todd, May
813.6 - West Indian writers, 2000-

Winter, Jeanette

814 - Essays

Gordon, Lloyd
A 'New Era Consciousness Library presentation'
ISBN 976-8091-72-X (sd)

Morris, Mervyn
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-8123-63-X (pbk)

814.54 - Essays. Jamaican writers, 1945-

Bartholomew
A light inside the curse of darkness : a down-to-earth view of humanity and some who are losing the race / Bartholomew. Kingston (P.O. Box 67, Kgn.10):A. Hall, 1996. - 119p. ; 18cm.

815 - Speeches

Munroe, Trevor
ISBN 976-8091-54-1 (pbk)

817 - Humour and satire

Anderson-Brown, Winnie
ISBN 976-8133-13-0 (pbk)

Hall, Chyrel
Caribbean in New York : the things that remind us that we are more similar that we are different / by Chyrel Hall; co-author, Herman Abdul; [edited, Norma Blaize]; [illustrations by Steven Lashley]. - Wilmington, DE : Turtle Publication, Inc., 1997. - 109p. : ill. ; 19cm.
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 0-9660236-0-9 (pbk) : $250.00
Humour and satire

Leminotep

Satire and humour, 1945-

The Jamrite Cultural Dissemination Committee

Miscellaneous writings

Avery, Ralph
Enlightenment : a solution to some problems / by Ralph Avery Great Neck, N.Y. : Avery's Philosophical Society, c1993. - 186p. ; 22 cm. $250.00

Cliff, Michelle

Mahakoe, Kamau A.N.

Maxwell, Ken
On dis & dat : essays taken from Ken Maxwell's newspaper columns and radio and television commentaries. - Kingston (P.O. Box 383, Kgn. 5) : Christopher Issa, 1985. - 113p. : ports. ; 18cm. (pbk) : $10.00

McFarlane, Neville
Skywriting the anthology of a Jamaican christian / Neville McFarlane. - St. Catherine, Jamaica (23 Spring Cresc., Bridgeport) : Christian in Action, [1993?]. - 50p. ; 28 cm. (pbk)

Miscellaneous writings. Jamaican writers, 1945-

Cargill, Morris
818.54 - Miscellaneous writings. Jamaican writers, 1945-

Simpson, Louis
ISBN 1-55778-048-x : $170.35

818.54972 - Miscellaneous writings. Jamaican writers, 1945-

Ford-Smith, Honor
ISBN 1-896705-12-X (pbk) : $375.00

818.91409 - Miscellaneous writings in English

Baugh, Edward
Bibliography : p. 279-286. - Includes index

820 - ENGLISH AND OLD ENGLISH (ANGLO-SAXON) LITERATURES

820 - English literature

Dizzy, Ras I
34p. 21.5cm.

Fitz-Henley, Trevor
Boy in a landscape - a Jamaica picture / Trevor Fitz-Henley; with language in paintings by Osmond Watson. - Gordon Town (P.O. Box 22) : Anbasa-Judah Press, 1980. - 173p. : ill. ; 22 cm.
(pbk) : $9.95

Matthews, I Dulcie

820.76 - English literature. Examinations, questions, etc.

Caribbean Examinations Council

Caribbean Examinations Council
Includes mark schemes and specimen papers included

Caribbean Examinations Council
Including schools' reports
ISBN 978-976-637-430-3 (pbk)

820.76 - English literature. Study and teaching

Fraser, Lorna A.
Crick crack monkey : a workbook / by Lorna A. Fraser.

Fraser, Lorna A.
Green days by the river : a workbook / by Lorna A. Fraser.
Kingston : L. A. Fraser, 2007. - 17 leaves ; 28cm.

Fraser, Lorna A.
A separate peace : workbook and notes / Lorna A. Fraser.
Kingston : L. A. Fraser, 2007. - 12 leaves ; 28cm.
ISBN 978-976-95209-0-5 (pbk)

Jacob, Debbie
Bibliography : p. 90-92
Maxwell, P.L.
Kingston (P.O. Box 347, Kgn. 7) : National Association of Teachers of English, 2007. - 38p. ; 22cm.
(sd)

Maxwell, P. L.
(sd)

Maxwell, P. L.
Kingston (P.O. Box 347, Kgn. 7) : National Association of Teachers of English, 2009. - 44p. ; 21cm.
(sd)

Noel, Keith
Includes index
ISBN 978-976-638-099-1 (pbk)

Noel, Keith
Carlong English B for CSEC with study guide exercises / Keith Noel, Carol Hunter-Clarke, Sheilah Garcia-Bisnott. - 2nd ed.
Kingston (37 Second St., Newport West, Kgn. 13) : Carlong Publishers (Caribbean) Ltd., 2011. - xi, 310p. : ill. (some col.) ; 28cm. + 1 DVD-ROM
ISBN 978-976-638-108-0 (pbk)

Noel, Keith
CXC English B : study guide exercises / Keith Noel, Sheilah Garcia-Bisnott, Milton Drepaul. - 2nd ed. - Kingston (P.O. Box 489, Kgn. 10) : Carlong, 1996. - [xiii], 239p. ; 25cm.
ISBN 976-8010-76-2 (spiral)

Noel, Keith
CXC English B : study guide exercises / Keith Noel and Milton Drepaul. - Kingston (P.O. Box 489, Kgn. 10) : Longman Jamaica, 1986. - 155p.; 25cm.
ISBN 976-8010-13-4 (pbk)
820.8 – English literature. Anthologies


820.9 – Caribbean literature. History and criticism

Baugh, Edward

Dawes, Neville

Lalla, Barbara

820.97291 – Cuban literature. History and criticism

820 – ENGLISH AND OLD ENGLISH (ANGLO-SAXON)LITERATURES
820.99287 – Caribbean literature (English). Women authors. History and criticism

Mehta, Brinda
Diasporic (dis)location: Indo-Caribbean women writers negotiate the Kala Pani / Brinda Mehta. – Kingston (1 A Aquaduct Flats, Mona, Kgn.7) : The University of the West Indies Press, 2004. – ix, 269p. ; 23 cm.
Bibliography : p. 249 - 259. - Includes index
ISBN 976-640-157-8 (pbk)

821 – English poetry

ISBN 0-17-566059-X

Baugh, Edward
ISBN 0-582-78501-4

Berry, James

Birhan, Farika
Jah one / Farika Birhan. – Kingston (35 East St., Kgn.)
sd) : Unpriced

Birhan, Farika
ISBN 0-930130-03-0 (sd) : J$6.00.

Bland, Anthony
Statements / Anthony Bland. – Kingston (P.O. Box 170, Kgn. 7) : Savacou Co-operative, 1988. – 43p. ; 23cm.
ISBN 976-8006-05-6 (sd)

ISBN 0-905354-001 (pbk)
ISBN 0-245-53639-6

Brathwaite, Edward Kamau
Copy no.17 of 250 numbered copies.
(sd) : Unpriced.

Brown, Stewart
(sd) : 0.25

Burke, Keith
(sd) : J$4.00

Campbell, Ferdinand
(sd) :

Campbell, Ferdinand A.
US$5.00

Campbell, Festus Amtac
(sd): $2.00

Campbell, Festus Amtac
(sd) : Unpriced


821 - English poetry

Drummond, Rachel Manley
Prisms / illustrations [by] Megan Brown. - Kingston :
Designed and lithographed by Hyde, Held and Blackburn, Ltd., 19727.
36p. : illus. ; 20cm.

Escoffery, Gloria
Landscape in the making, Jamaica, 1976 : poems / by Gloria
(sd) : J$1.00

Eseoghene
22cm. - (Heritage series ; vol. 21)
"Eseoghene better known, until recently, as Lindsay Barrett."

Figueroa, John J
Ignoring hurts: Poems / by John Figueroa; introduction by
20cm.

Figueroa, John Joseph
21cm.

Fraser, Byron S.
52p. ; 18cm.

Goodison, Lorna
Tamarind season : poems / by Lorna Goodison. - Kingston (12
(pbk) : Unpriced

Goulbourne, Jean
Actors in the arena / Jean Golbourne. - Kingston (P.O. Box
170, Kgn.7) : Savacou Publications, 1977. - 23p. ; 21cm. - (Poet
series ; 4)
(sd) : Unpriced

Hutton, C.H.

Johnson, Linton Kwesi
Inglan is a bitch / Linton Kwesi Johnson. - London : Race
ISBN 0-9503498-2-8 (pbk) : J$8.05.
Johnston, Neville

Lopez, Basil
(sd) : J$2.50

Lucie-Smith, Edward
ISBN 0-19211844-7

Malcolm, Livingston R.
(sd) : Unpriced.

McFarland, H.S.

McFarlane, R.L.C.

McKay, Claude
US$30.95

McNeill, Anthony
(pbk) : Unpriced

McNeil, Anthony
Reel from "The Life-Movie" / Anthony McNeil ; with an introduction by Dennis Scott. - Mona, Jamaica (P.O. Box 170, Kgn. 7) : Savacou Publications, 1975. - 35p ; 24cm.
(sd) : $3.00

McNeill, Anthony
Reel from "The Life Movie" / with an introduction by Dennis Scott ; cover design from a painting by Harold Alberga. - Kingston : Savacou Publications, 1972. - 47p. ; 24cm. - (Savacou, 6).
821 - English poetry

Mighty, A. Daniel
Black is ... : a poetic impression of great dimensions in black vision. - Kingston: The Author, 1970. - 14p. ; 16.5cm.

Morris, Mervyn
(sd) : Unpriced

Morris, Mervyn
(pbk)

Morris, Mervyn

Morris, Mervyn
ISBN 901241-34-2 (pbk) : J$6.95

Mutabaruka, Allan

Mutabaruka, Allan
(sd) : J$2.00

First published : Kingston : Savacou Publications, 1971
ISBN 0-19-833147-9 (pbk) :


xxvii, 212p. ; 21cm.
ISBN 0-7011-2797-X (pbk)
ISBN 978-1-84418-495-8 (pbk)

Pereira, J.
Profiles and poemics / J.R. Pereira. - Gordon Town, Jamaica (P.O. Box 42, Gordon Town) : Valley Publications, 1978.- 52p. ; 22cm.

Persaud, Pat
(sd) : J$2.50

Plummer, Errol
Man in heaven / by Errol Plummer. - [S.l. : s.n., 1981?].
42p. : ill. ; 22 cm.
(sd) : J$7.50

ISBN 9781845231293 (pbk) : $1,500.00

Richardson, Claudette
The poetry of Claudette 'Speckle' Richardson / Claudette Richardson. - Kingston (Box 155, Kgn. 2) : Earle Publishing, 1979.
23p. ; 22cm.
(pbk) : Unpriced

Richardson, Lloyd
(sd) : J$1.50

Rosemarie Lawrence quartet / Hall Anthony Ellis

Salkey, Andrew

Salkey, Andrew
Scott Lloyd, Stephanie
Philosophical sayings / by Stephanie Scott Lloyd.

Sunsong / edited by Pamela Mordecai and Grace Walker Gordon.
ISBN 0-582-76555-2 (pbk) : $105.00

Taylor, Roy
Ras Fari / Roy Taylor; illustrations by Megan Lake.
(cased) : J$6.25

Usherwood, Vivian

Wallace, George B.
"And as we grow!" a collection of topical and sacred verses, and inspiring tributes of love, devotion and compassion / George B. Wallace. - [Kingston : s.n.], 1980. - 80p : ill. ; 23cm.
(sd) : J$4.00

Wallace, George B.

Wilson, Donald G.

Wilson, Donald G.

Wong, Orlando
(sd) : J$2.00

Zencraft, Barbra
Native soul / Barbra Zencraft; editor Geo. B. Wallace.
(pbk) : J$4.50
821.008 - West Indian poetry. Slavery in literature. Collection

Contrary voices: representations of West Indian slavery, 1657-1834
Bibliography: p. 505-513. - Includes index

822 - West Indian drama

Cameron, Norman Eustace

Lopez, Basil

Marriott, Louis

Lyons, Greta
Out of many one people: a pageant in ten episodes.
The song, "Island of mountains and of streams" written by G. Lyons and B. Sheppard; music by Hazel Lawson Street.

Rhone, Trevor
The Gadget. [Kingston: The author, 197-]. 1v. (various pagings)

Rhone, Trevor D
Old story time and other plays / Trevor D. Rhone. - London: Longman, 1981. - xxii, 234p ; 18cm. - (Drumbeat drama; 30)
Contents: Old story time - School's out - Smile orange

Sherlock, Sir Philip Manderson
(sd): Unpriced.

823 - English fiction. West Indian writers

D'Costa, Jean
Bibliography: p. 73-74
ISBN 0-582-78500-6 : J$16.80
823.09 - West Indian fiction (English). History and criticism

McKenzie, Earl
Philosophy in the West Indian novel / Earl McKenzie.
Kingston (7A Gibraltar Hall Rd., Mona, Kgn.7): University of the
Includes bibliographical references and index

823.7292 - English fiction. Jamaican writers

Grant, Gloria
Catherine of Gardenpiece : a biographical novel / by Gloria
Grant. - Kingston (P.O. Box 118, Kgn. 7) : Pearce Publishing House,
ISBN 976-8138-09-2 (pbk)

823.914 - Fiction. English writers, 1945-

Cobham, Stephen N.
Rupert Gray : a tale in black and white / by Stephen N.
Cobham ; edited by Lise Winer with annotations and an introduction
by Bridget Brereton ... [et al]. - Kingston (1A Aqueduct Flats,
Mona, Kgn. 7) : University of the West Indies Press, 2006. - lv,
171p. ; 23 cm. - (Caribbean heritage series ; v.3)
Bibliography : p. 169-171
ISBN 976-640-182-9 (pbk)

Mendes, Alfred Hubert
The man who ran away and other stories of Trinidad in the
1920s and 1930s / Alfred H. Mendes; edited and with an introduction
by Michele Levy. - Kingston (1A Aquedect Flats, Mona) : The
University of the West Indies Press, 2006. - xxvi, 190p. ; 23 cm.
ISBN 976-640-173-X (pbk)

Johnson, Joyce
Bessie head : the road of peace of mind : a critical
appreciation / Joyce Johnson. - Newark : University of Delaware
Includes bibliographical references and index

Caribbean reasonings : the George Lamming reader : the aesthetic of
decolonisation / edited by Anthony Bogues. - Kingston (11
Cunningham Ave., P.O. Box 686, Kgn. 6): Ian Randle
Bibliography : p. 406-426 - Includes index
ISBN 978-976-637-515-7 (pbk)

827 - English humour and satire

Cleary, Al
Jamaica bruckin's. - Kingston : Brainbuster Publications,
828 - English miscellaneous writings

Campbell, Festus Amtac

Routh, Jonathan
The secret life of Queen Victoria: Her Majesty's missing diaries; being an account of her hitherto unknown travels through the island of Jamaica in the year 1871 / edited and loyally illustrated by Jonathan Routh. - [St. Ann, Jamaica]: Harmony Hall Production, 1984. - 95p. : ill. (chiefly col.), col. map, col. ports. ; 32 cm.
First published: London: Sidgwick Jackson, 1979
ISBN 0-283-98589-5 : $60.00

840 - LITERATURES OF ROMANCE LANGUAGES FRENCH LITERATURE
840.914 - French literature, 1945-1999

Studies in memory of Bridget Jones
Bibliography: p. 179-188
ISBN 976-640-130-6 (pbk)

843 - GERMAN FICTION
843.914 - Fiction in German. American writers

Banks, Russell
ISBN 3-442-54062-3 (pbk) : $450.00

843.914 - Fiction in German. Jamaican writers

Riley, Joan
ISBN 3-87294-785-0 : $767.52
860 - LITERATURE OF SPANISH AND PORTUGUESE LANGUAGES
860.93337 - Spanish-Caribbean literature. Special themes

Conference of Latin Americanists (5th 1982 Kingston)
Myth and superstition in Spanish-Caribbean literature:
Conference papers Fifth Conference of Hispanists, University of the
West Indies, Mona Campus, Jamaica 6-9 July, 1982. - Kingston (Mona,
Kgn. 7) : Department of Spanish, UWI, 1982. - 305p ; 28cm.
(pbk) : $5.00

861 - Spanish poetry

Retamar, Robert Fernandez
Revolutionary poems : Cuba, 1959-1974 / Robert Fernandez
Retamar; translated and introduced by J.R. Pereira. - [Kingston] :

863.09 - Latin American fiction. History and criticism

Conference of Latin Americanists (1st 1977 Kingston)
Spanish Caribbean narrative : proceedings of the First and
Fourth Conferences of Hispanists, University of the West Indies.
Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7) : Department of Spanish, UWI, 1983.
i, 258p ; 28cm
Includes bibliographies
(pbk) : $5.00

863.2 - Cuban literature, 19th century. History and criticism

Williams, Claudette M.
The devil in the details : Cuban antislavery narrative in the
postmodern age / Claudette M. Williams. - Kingston (7A Gibraltar
Road, Mona, Kgn. 7) : UWI Press, 2010. - x, 206p. ; 23cm.
Bibliography : p. 191-196
Includes index
ISBN 978-976-640-231-0 (pbk)

863.62 - Spanish-Caribbean writers, 20th century. History And criticism

Ross, Yazmin
480p. ; 22 cm.
ISBN 968-19-0739-6 (pbk)
Contreras, Hilma

Translation of: Entre dos silencios
ISBN 976-8189-35-5 (pbk)

Chiriboga, Luz Argentina

Translated from the Spanish En la noche del viernes
900 - HISTORY, GEOGRAPHY, AND AUXILIARY DISCIPLINES

909 - WORLD HISTORY
909.09 - Areas, regions, places in general

Browne, David V. C.
Atlantic interactions : a textbook for CAPE history students /
David V. C. Browne. - Kingston (11 Cunningham Ave., Box 686, Kgn.
Bibliography : p. 138 -143. - Includes index

909.0971242 - The Commonwealth

Phillpotts, Karl
The Commonwealth : a simply written booklet / researched by
Karl Phillpotts. - Kingston (47B South Camp Road, Kgn. 4) : JAMAL
Foundation, 1975. - 6p. ; 22cm.
(sd) : gratis

910 - GEOGRAPHY AND TRAVEL
910 - Geography

Barrett, Deroll A.
Geography workbook : first form / Deroll A. Barrett.
Kingston (Sagicor Industrial Park, 7 Norman Rd., Kgn. CSO) : LMH

Barrett, Deroll A.
Geography workbook : for CSEC / Deroll A. Barrett. - Kingston
(Suite 10-11, Sagicor Industrial Park, 7 Norman Rd., Kgn., CSO)
ISBN 978-976-8202-86-4 (pbk)

Barrett, Deroll A.
Geography workbook : second form / Deroll A. Barrett.
Kingston (Suite 10-11, Sagicor Industrial Park, 7 Norman Rd., Kgn.
ISBN 978-976-8202-84-0 (pbk)

Barrett, Deroll A.
Geography workbook : third form / Deroll A. Barrett.
Kingston (Suite 10-11, Sagicor Industrial Park, 7 Norman Rd., Kgn.
ISBN 978-976-8202-85-7 (pbk)
910 - Geography

O'Sullivan-Sirjue, Jennifer
Includes index
ISBN 976-8010-46-0 (pbk)


910.02 - Physical geography

Caribbean Examinations Council
Covers papers for June 1979-June 1982 examinations
ISBN 976-8050-09-8 (pbk) : $7.35

910.2 - MISCELLANY

910.257292 - Jamaica. Directories of persons and organizations

The Gleaner Company
ISBN 976-8050-09-8 (pbk) : $250.00

ISBN 976-8050-11-x (pbk) : $300.00

Cover title : The Gleaner's quick directory
ISBN 976-8050-13-6 (pbk)


910.45 - Ocean travel and seafaring adventures

Black, Clinton V.
Bibliography : p. 130-131
ISBN 0-521-35271-1

930
910.45 - Ocean travel and seafaring adventures

Gambrill, Anthony
Bibliography : p. 251. - Includes index
ISBN 978-0-333-97652-4

910.76 - Geography. Examinations, questions, etc.

Caribbean Examinations Council
ISBN 978-976-637-426-6 (sd)

Caribbean Examinations Council
ISBN 978-976-637-446-4 (sd)

Caribbean Examinations Council
(sd) : $2.75

910.76 - Geography. Study and teaching

Allen-Vassell, Marjorie
ISBN 976-605-139-9 (sd)

Rowe, Veta
Bibliography : p.126
ISBN 976-610-097-7 (sd) : $150.00
910.76 - Geography. Syllabi, outlines, etc.

Caribbean Examination Council

Caribbean Examinations Council

911 - HISTORICAL GEOGRAPHY
911.729 - Caribbean Area

Ashdown, Peter
Caribbean history in maps / Peter Ashdown. - [Kingston (P.O. Box 489, Kgn. 10)] : Longman Caribbean, 1979. - iv, 84p. : maps; 22x28cm.
Includes index

912 - GRAPHIC REPRESENTATIONS OF THE SURFACE OF THE EARTH
912 - Atlases and maps

Macmillan Education Ltd.
School atlas for Jamaica. / Edited by Enid B. Johnston.
(sd)

912.014 - Map reading

Floyd, Barry
First lessons in map reading for the Bahamas / [B. Floyd].
ISBN 976-8184-10-8 (sd)
ISBN 976-610-245-7 (sd)

Floyd, Barry
First lessons in map reading for the Caribbean / Barry Floyd.
(sd) : $11.70
912.014 – Map reading

**Floyd, Barry**

**Floyd, Barry**

912.7292 – Jamaica. Maps

**Clarke, Collin G.**

**Cleary's street of Jamaica capitals.**

**Jamaica. Ministry of Finance and Planning. Town Planning Department**

917 – GEOGRAPHY OF AND TRAVEL IN NORTH AMERICA

**Berendes, Mary**

917.282 - Belize

Floyd, Barry
Focus on British Honduras (Belize) / Barry Floyd. - Mona : Department of Geography, UWI, 1970. - [7], 32p. : ill., maps ; 32cm. - (Department of Geography. Occasional publication no. 8) (pbk)

917.29 - Caribbean Area

Blake, Evon

Blome, Richard
Descripcin de la isla de Jamaica y otras islas y territorios de America pertenecientes a los ingleses / Richard Blome; traduccion e introduccion Manuel Cardenas Ruiz. - Rio Piedras, P.R. : Instituto de Estudios del Caribe, Universidad de Puerto Rico, 1979. - vi, 63p ; 22cm. - (Cuadernos de estudios del Caribe = Caribbean occasional papers; no. 1)
Originally published; London: Richard Blome, 1672 (sd) : Unpriced.

Grant, Michael A.
ISBN 978-976-9519-0-9 (pbk) : $1,550.00

Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-8123-47-8 (pbk)

Senior, Bernard Martin
Jamaica, as it was, as it is, and as it may be : comprising interesting topics for absent proprietors, merchants, &c. and valuable hints to persons intending to emigrate to the island: also an authentic narrative of the negro insurrection in 1831; with a faithful detail of the manners, customs and habits of the colonists, and a description of the country, climate, productions, &c., including an abridgement of the Slave Law, by a retired Military Officer [Bernard Martin Senior] . . . New York, Negro Universities Press, 1969. [326]p.
Originally published in 1835 by T. Hurst, London.
917.291 - Cuba

Johnston, Curtis Payman

Salkey, Andrew

917.292 - Jamaica. Description and travel

Agency for Public Information (JAMAICA)
(sd)

Agency for Public Information (Jamaica)
(pbk) : Gratis

Baker, Christopher P.
ISBN 0-7495-1014-5 (pbk) : $500.00

Bastyra, Judy
Includes index
ISBN 978-1-59771-047-3 : US$27.00

Bigelow, John
(pbk)

Bigelow, John
Jamaica in 1850, or, the effects of the sixteen years of freedom on a slave colony / John Bigelow; introduction by Robert J. Scholnick. - Chicago : University of Illinois Press, 2006. lxi, 214p. ; 21 cm.
917.292 - Jamaica. Description and travel

Blake, Evon
(cased) : J$26.50

Blake, Evon
Map on lining papers
First published 1970
$73.00


Brathwaite, Edward Kamau
Bibliography : p. 20-24

Canetti, Nicolai

Cargill, Morris, ed.

Chang, Kevin O'Brien
Bibliography: p. 227-231. - Includes index

Chen, Ray
ISBN 978-976-95164-2-7 (pbk)
917.292 - Jamaica. Description and travel

Chen, Ray

Chen, Ray

Chen, Ray

Chen, Ray


Clarke, Colin G.

Clarke, Colin G.

Council of Voluntary Social Services.
Jamaica, land we love. / prepared by Mrs. H.R. Ballysingh. Kingston, 1973? . - 8p. ; 21cm. - (Shaping Tommorow series)
917.292 - Jamaica. Description and travel

Davis, Robert
ISBN 978-976-610-854-0


DuBois
The summit: an amazing journey to the Blue Mountain Peak / DuBois. - Kingston (P. O. Box 1848, Kgn. 8) : DuBois, 2007. - iii, 64p. : col. ill. ; 22cm.
ISBN 978-976-8303-75-5 (pbk)

Evans, F.C.
ISBN 0-521-27859-7 (sd) : US$11.07

Evans, F.C.
ISBN 0-521-27859-7 (sd): $292.20

Eyre, L. Alan
The shanty-town - a reappraisal. - Mona : Geography Department, UWI, 1970?. - 17p. : illus. ; 28cm. - (Research notes ; no. 3)

Floyd, Barry
Bibliography : p. 156-160

ISBN 976-612-011-0 (sd)

917.292 – Jamaica. Description and travel

Graham, Tom


Great Britain. Central Office of Information


Hannau, Hans W.


Higman, B. W.


Hill, Oliver


Hughes, Marjorie


Independence souvenir / Edited by Thos. L. Graham. – Kingston : Everrod Williams Publications, 1962. – 60p. : illus.; 27.5cm

917.292 – Jamaica. Description and travel


Jamaica. Department of Statistics

Jamaica. Department of Statistics

Jamaica. Department of Statistics

Jamaica. Department of Statistics
Facts on Jamaica: population and vital statistics

Jamaica. Government Public Relations Office


Jamaica Industrial Development Corporation

Jamaica Information Service
917.292 - Jamaica. Description and travel


Jamaica Tourist Board


Kingston and St. Andrew Corporation
917.292 – Jamaica. Description and travel

**Koss, Richard**

Includes index

**Lalah, Robert**


**Lalah, Robert**

ISBN 978-976-637-363-4 : $1,100.00

**Lewis, Mathew Gregory**

Journal of a West India proprietor, kept during a residence in the island of Jamaica / Matthew Gregory Lewis. - New York : Negro Universities Press, 1969. - 408p. ; 20 cm
Originally published in 1834 by Juan Murray, London.

**Likar, Miha**


**Loy, Myrna**

ISBN 0-9632-3881-1 (pbk)

**Luntta, Karl**


**Mais, S.P.B.**

Bibliography - p. 227

(sd) : Free
917.292 - Jamaica. Description and travel

**Meikle, George**

**Mikes, George**

**Moods of Jamaica : a photographic essay of Jamaica in all its moods.**
Contributing writers: John Aarons, Tanya Batson - Savage, Ian Boyne, Barbara Gloudon, Andrew Smith and Hartley Neita
ISBN 1-901709-12-4 : $3,600.00

**Natural Resources Conservation Authority**
(spiral) : Free

**Nettleford, Rex**
Cover title : Introduction to Jamaica absolutely (sd)

**New York Times**

**Norris, Katrin**
Issued under the auspices of the Institute of Race Relations, London

(sd) : Free

Pullen-Burry, B.
Reprint of the 1905 ed.
ISBN 0-548369-739: US$43.95

Runge, Jonathan
Includes index

Scoones, Simon
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 0-7502-0306-4

Sherlock, Philip M.
Bibliography: p. 211
ISBN 0-333-37419-3 (pbk): $25.00

Sherlock, Philip
(pbk):

Sherlock, Philip

Sibley, Inez Knibb
917.292 - Jamaica. Description and travel


Stoppleman, Francis

Sullivan, Kay

Taylor, John

Tenison, Patrick J.
917.292 - Jamaica. Description and travel


Wilkins, Frances

Wilson, Amber

Wilson, Annie

917.292 - Jamaica. Travel guides

The insider's Jamaica : vacations at the small hotels and inns of Jamaica. - [Kingston: Jamaica Tourist Board, 1999]. - 8p. : col. ill. ; 28cm. (sd)


917.292 – Jamaica. Travel guides

Smith, Franklyn
A visitors guide to Port Royal / by Franklyn Smith Derrick
(sd) : $12.00

917.29204 – Jamaica. Description and travel. 19th century

Blake, Evon
Beautiful Jamaica / Evon Blake. – New and revised 7th ed.

ISBN 0-395-70148-1 (pbk) : $380.00

(Insight guides)

Morris, Margaret
ISBN 976-612-012-9 (pbk) : $545.00

Permenter, Paris
Adventure guide to Jamaica / Paris Permenter and John Bigley.
Bibliography : p. 296-298. – Includes index
ISBN 1-58843-504-0 (pbk) : US$18.95

Permenter, Paris
Bibliography : p. 268. – Includes index

Porter, Darwin
Frommer's Jamaica / by Darwin Porter and Danforth Prince.
917.29204 - Jamaica. Description and travel. 19th century

Read, Michael
Includes index

Sherlock, Philip
(Macmillan Caribbean Guides)
ISBN 0-333-56438-3 (pbk) : $300.00

Thomas, Polly
Includes index
ISBN 1-84353-111-9 (pbk) : US$18.95

Williams, Joan

917.292046 - Jamaica. Guidebooks. 19th century

Baker, Christopher P.
Includes index
ISBN 0-86442-372-1 (pbk) : $565.60

Bayer, Marcel
Folded map on back page

Marie, Jacqueline
ISBN 0-09649277-1-3 (pbk)
917.292046 - Jamaica. Guidebooks. 19th century

Morris, Margaret
1 col. map on lining papers
ISBN 976-612-001-3 (paper):

917.29206 - Jamaica. Description and travel. 20th century

Chen, Ray
From Jamaica my birthplace to the people of China the land of my ancestry / Ray Chen. - Kingston (7 Clieveden Ave., Kgn. 6) : Periwinkle Pub., 2006. - 114 p : col. ill. ; 23cm.
Cover: Ray Chen's exhibition of photographs commemorative booklet
ISBN 976-95164-2-2 (pbk)

Crespi, Jess
Exploring Jamaica with the five themes of geography / by the Jess Crespi. - New York : Rosen Publishing Group, 2005. - 24p. : col. ill. ; 21 cm. - (Library of the Western Hemisphere)
Includes index

Hamilton , Janice
Bibliography : p. 74-75. - Includes index

Lukowski, Peter
ISBN 3-933062-34-9 (pbk) : $1108.80

917.29206 - Jamaica. Guidebooks. 20th century

Black, Clinton V.
Includes index
ISBN 0 00 390001 0 :

$14.35
917.29206 – Jamaica. Guidebooks. 20th century

ISBN 0-86283-024-9

(pbk)

Lethbridge, John
Includes appendix
ISBN 976-610-030-6 (pbk) : $1,050.00

Nunes, Michael
ISBN 976-8091-91-6 (sd):

Rosen, Brian
Text in English, Spanish, German and Japanese

919 - GEOGRAPHY AND TRAVEL IN PACIFIC OCEAN ISLANDS
919.403 – Australia

(Copy no.39 of 100)
(sd) : Unpriced

920 - Biography, genealogy, insignia

ISBN 976-8050-14-4 (pbk):

ISBN 976-610-258-9 (pbk)
920 - Biography, genealogy, insignia

Includes a brief history of Jamaica
ISBN 976-80500-03-9 (cased) : $150.00

ISBN 976-8050-08-X (pbk) : $1,000.00

ISBN 976-8050-10-1 (pbk) : $1,200.00


920 (B) - Biography

African Studies Association of the West Indies (ASAWI)

Agency for Public Information
Hon. Michael Manley, Prime Minister / Agency for Public Information. - Kingston (58a Half-Way-Tree Rd. Kgn. 10) : A.P.I.,
(sd) : Gratis.

Alexander, Boyd
1962. - ix, 308p. : illus., port; 22cm.

Algoo-Baksh, Stella
Austin C. Clarke : a biography / Stella Algoo-Baksh.
A selected bibliography of Austin Clarke's published and unpublished works
ISBN 976-640-009-1 (pbk) : $400.00

Allen, Cleveland James
155p. ; 23cm.
920 (B) - Biography

Allen, H. R.

Anderson, Jervis
Includes bibliographical references and index.

Bibliography : p. 188-189. - Includes index
ISBN 976-640-117-9 (pbk)

Ballysingh, Harold R
ISBN 976-8012-01-3 (pbk) : Unpriced

Baugh, Cecil
Bibliography : p. 90-91. - Includes index
ISBN 976-8050-00-4 : $150.00

Beach, Vincent

Becca, Tony
40p. : illus, ports. ; 20cm.

Beh, Baba Shuku
978-1-4343-7851-4 (pbk) : US$11.99
920 (B)- Biography

ISBN 978-976-8168-16-0 (pbk)

**Bennett-Chang, Audre'-Jean**
George William Gordon / by Audre'-Jean Bennett-Chang ; edited by Marguerite Curtin ; illustrated by Patrick Ramsaran, Wilfred Limonious, Juland Hunter. - Kingston (47B South Camp Rd., Kgn. 4) : JAMAL Foundation, 1993. - 14p. : ill. ; 23 cm. - (Series 3; History/cultural patterns)
Supplementary reading material for new literates (pbk)

**Bhalla, Hans**

**Black, Clinton V. (Vane)**
First published in booklet form in 1946 in the Caribbean Home Library Series, produced by Jamaica Welfare Ltd., 1943 (sd) : Free

**Blackman Francis**
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-8100-74-5 (pbk)

**Blake Hannah, Barbara**
Cover title : Growing out: black hair and black pride in the swinging sixties
ISBN 978-1-906190-28-6 (pbk)

**Bolt, Usain**
ISBN 978-976-637-523-2 (pbk) : $2,000.00
ISBN 978-0-00-737139-6
920 (B) - Biography

Boodhoo, Ken I.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
ISBN 976-637-059-1 (pbk) : $990.00

Boot, Adrian
Includes discography
ISBN 09-146481-1 (pbk) : £12.95

Brathwaite, Kamau [Edward]
ISBN 0-299-13640-X : $600.00

Braunholtz, H.J.

Brereton, Bridget
ISBN 976-41-0067-8 (sd)

Brereton, Bridget
Bibliography : 354-361
ISBN 976-640-035-0 (pbk) : $800.00

Bronson, Marsha
First published in 1993 by Exley Publications Ltd
$300.00
920 (B) - Biography

Brown, Gerald
Cover title : From gunman to Godman : a true story of a cop killer
(pbk)

Brown, Wayne

Bryan, Patrick E.
Bibliography : p. 353-360 - Includes index.
ISBN 978-976-640-222-8

Buchanan, Joyce
ISBN 978-976-8189-83-7 (pbk)

Burrowes, S.I.

Campbell, Luther
As nasty as they wanna be: the uncensored story of Luther Campbell of the 2 Live Crew / Luther Campbell and John Miller. Kingston (1A Norwood Ave., Kgn. 5) : Kingston Publishers, 1992. xii, 244p. : ill.; 23cm.
ISBN 976-625-036-7 (pbk)

Carnegie, Jimmy

Carnegie, James A.
(sd) : Unpriced
920 (B) - Biography

Chancellor, V.E.
p. 263-275; 22cm.
(sd)

Chaplin, Ken
62p.

Charles, Pearnel
(cased): J$9.95

Chen-Young, Paul
ISBN 1-58736-392-5 (pbk): $1,300.00

Coke, Yvonne O.
ISBN 976-610-285-6 (pbk)

Connor, Edric
ISBN 976-637-277-2 (pbk)

Cotter, Graham
(sd): Gratis
920 (B) - Biography

Cover, Judith

Crane, M.D.

Crawford, Wynter

Cronon, Edmund David

Cronon, Edmund David, ed

Davidson, Jean

Davis, Daniel S

Davis, Stephen
920 (B) - Biography

Davis, Stephen
First published: London: Barker, 1983
ISBN 0-586-06192-4 (pbk) : $15.00

Davis, Stephen
Bibliography: p. 241-242. - Includes index
ISBN 0-213-16855-6 (pbk) : $38.80

Dawes, Kwame
ISBN 9-781-84523-0258 (pbk) : $1,342.00

Dennis, Colin
(pbk) : $35.00

Dodd, R. E.

Dolan, Sean
Includes index

Drummond, W. Anthony
ISBN 978-1-4343-2320-0 (pbk) : $2,350.00

Dutton, Geoffrey

Dyer, Charles
Includes chronology
(sd) : $40.00
920 (B)- Biography

Earle, William
Bibliography : p. 246-255
ISBN 1-55111-669-3 (pbk) : US$22.95

Eaton, George E.
Bibliography : p. 260-268. - Includes index
ISBN 976-610-191-4 (pbk)

Bibliography : p. 382-383

Edwards, Adolph

Edwards, Pauline
ISBN 0-9541682-0-8 (pbk)

Edwards, William A.


Farley, Christopher John
Bibliography : p. 207-216
920 (B)- Biography

**Fergus, Howard A.**
ISBN 976-8189-63-0 (pbk)

**Ferrison, Natalie**
(pbk): $800.00

**Fiadjo, Albert K.**
ISBN 978-976-8167-50-7 (pbk)

**Foot, Sir Hugh**

**Fogelson, Genia**

**Fox, Margaret**
The candle and the candlestick: the life and ministry of George Fox parish priest / Margaret Fox. - Kingston: Fox, 2000. xvi, 284p. : ill. ; 23cm.
ISBN 976-8171-27-8 (pbk)

**Francis-Brown, Suzanne**
For children

**Fuller, J.J.**
920 (B) - Biography

**Garvey, Amy Jacques**  
Garvey and Garveyism; introduction by John Henrik Clarke.  

**Garvey, Amy Jacques**  
287p. : front. ; 22.5cm.

**Garvey, W. B.**  
ISBN 978-0-982294-1-5 (pbk) : $1,350.00

**Gayle, Addison**  
Claude McKay : the black poet at war / by Addison Gayle.  
Detroit : Broadside Press, 1972. - 46p. ; 22cm. - (Broadside critic series ; no. 2)  
ISBN 0 910296-76-6 (sd) : US$1.50

**Gladwell, Joyce**  
Bibliography : p. 44-46  
ISBN 0-33-97430-1 (pbk) : $1,060.00

**Goffe, Leslie Gordon**  

**Goodison, Lorna**  
ISBN 978-0-06-1337-550 : $1,603.00

**Goodison, Lorna**  
ISBN 978-0-7710-3383-4
920 (B) - Biography

Grant, Colin
Bibliography : p. [456] - 464. - Includes index

Green, Douglas
Penetrating the barriers / by Douglas O.N. Green; with notes on product design, development and marketing by Aggrey Brown. [Guyana : CARICOM Secretariat, 1995?]
(sd)

The Guinness who's who of reggae / general editor Colin Larkin.
ISBN 0-85112-734-7 (pbk) : $962.00

Gunning, Dulce
(pbk)

Hall, Douglas
In miserable slavery : Thomas Thistlewood in Jamaica, 1750-86 / Douglas Hall. - Kingston (1A Aqueduct Flats, Mona, Kgn. 7) : The University of the West Indies Press, 1999. - xxiii, 321p. : ill. facism, maps ; 22cm.
Includes index
ISBN 976-640-066-0 (pbk)

Hall, Douglas
Includes index
Note: a list of M.G. Smith's publications and unpublished manuscripts
ISBN 976-640-034-2 (pbk) : $500.00

Hamaty, Frederick Clive
Reflections of a father by a son / Frederick Clive Hamaty. Savanna-la-mar (P.O. Box 7) : Messrs M.N. Hamaty Company, 1990 viii, 88p. : ill., ports. ; 23cm.
920 (B)- Biography

Hamilton, B. L. St. John

Harris, C.L.G.

Harris, Devon

Hart, Richard

Hector, Mario

Hill, Dave

Holcomb, Gary Edward

Holding, Michael
920 (B)- Biography

Holding, Michael
ISBN 976-605-138-0

Hoyte, Clyde
The life and times of Willie Henry / by Clyde Hoyte

Huggins, Molly
Too much to tell. - London : Heinemann, 1967. - vi, 327p. ill. ; 23cm.
Includes index

Huntley, Eric L.
ISBN 0-904521-95-8 (sd) : $496.47

Instituto de Bolivar y de Bello
Homage to Andres Bello, Kingston, Jamaica, the 29th November, 1973; Instituto de Bolivar y de Bello. - Kingston, 1973. - 7p. : port; 16cm.

Issa, Suzanne

Jaccarino, Pamela Lerner
ISBN 0-9764713-0-2 : US$49.95

Jamaica Information Service
The Hon. Michael Manley Prime Minister of Jamaica.
Kingston, 1972. - [14]p : illus. ; 20cm. - (Facts on Jamaica series; no. 29)
920 (B) - Biography

ISBN 978-976-41-0245-8 (pbk)

Jamaica Labour Party. Western Kingston Constituency.

James, Owen Everard
Includes glossary, index and a list of suggested reading.
ISBN 9781451599367 (pbk)

Jarrett-Macauley, Delia
Includes bibliographical references and index.
ISBN 976-8123-48-6

Jeffrey, Gary
Bob Marley : the life of a musical legend / by Gary Jeffery; illustrated by Terry Riley. - New York : Rosen Publishing Group, 2007. - 48p. : col. ill. ; 26cm. - (Graphic biographies)
Includes bibliographical references and index

Johnson, H. Earl
ISBN 9982-9903-0-6 (pbk)

Jones, Andrew
How weird can it get? / Andrew Jones. - Kingston (P.O. Box 8490, Kgn. C.S.O.) : Sonedge Inc., 2009. - 63p ; 17cm.

Jones, Evan
ISBN 0-582-76708-3 (pbk) : J$1.40
920 (B)- Biography

Jones, Ken
Bustamante, notes, quotes, anecdotes: an account of the life and times of the right excellent Sir Alexander Bustamante / Ken Jones. - Kingston (22 Allerdyce Dr., Kgn. 8) : K. Jones, 2009.
xiv, 251p. : ill. ; 23cm.
ISBN 978-976-8217-50-9 (pbk)

Jones, R. Gerallt

Katz, David
Bibliography : p. 503-514. - Includes index

Knight, William
(sd) : $210.00

Korn, Bertram Wallace
Reprinted from American Jewish Archives, vol. 18, no. 2, November 1966

Landau, Elaine
ISBN 0-531-20143-0 : $561.00

Lawler, Mary
Bibliography : p. 108. - Includes index
ISBN 1-55546-587-0

Lawrence, Bridgette
ISBN 1-899538-05-4 (pbk) : $460.80
920 (B) - Biography

Lazell, Barry
80p. : col. ill. ; 30cm.
ISBN 0-600-58221-3 (pbk) : $400.00

Lecky, T. P.
ISBN 976-8100-69-9 : $1,600.00

Lee, Helene
367p. ; 21cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 2-08-067540-0 (pbk)

Lewin, R.J.M.

Lewin, R.J.M.
The boy that saved our trust : Professor Louis Strathmore Grant. - Kingston : United Printers Limited, 1971. - 8p. : port ; 22cm. - (Vere Trust series; no. 2)

Lewis, Gary
(The Press UWI biography series; 3)
Bibliography : p. 206-207. - Includes index
ISBN 976-640-043-1 (pbk) : $1,050.00

Livingston, Garnet
(pbk)

Lloyd-Jones, Buster
920 (B) - Biography

Locilento, Micah
Bibliography: p. 172-182
Includes index
ISBN 976-637-120-2 (pbk)

Lodge, Courtney
Cover: Epilogue by Christopher Samuda
ISBN 9781439232989 (pbk)

Mackie, Liz
Bibliography: p. 69
ISBN 978-1-906190-05-7 (pbk) : US$18.95

Mackie, Liz
Bibliography: p.69
ISBN 1-870518-50-0 (pbk) : $150.00

McCormick, Donald
Bibliography: p.228-229
ISBN 0-7206-0888-0 : $1608.53

McFarlane, Basil
"A short survey of her work and career ... on the occasion of an exhibition ... held at Bolivar Gallery, Jamaica, in December 1971.

McKay, Claude
ISBN 0-7453-0082-0 (pbk)

McKay, Claude
920 (B)- Biography

McKay, Claude

McKnight, Cathy
Includes index
ISBN 0-352-3922-9 (pbk) : $3.50

McNeill, Ken

Manley, Beverley
ISBN 978-976-637-313-9 (pbk)

Manley, Edna
Includes index
ISBN 976-605-084-8 : $175.00

Manley, Rachel

Manley, Rachel
ISBN 978-1-55470-050-9 (pbk) : $1,500.00

Manley, Rachel
ISBN 978-1-55470-052-3 : $2,500.00
920 (B) - Biography

Manning, William
My name is Eva: a biography of Eva Smith / William Manning
ISBN 0-920474-95-0 (pbk)

Marcus Garvey.
- Kingston (47B South Camp Rd., Kgn. 4) : JAMAL
  Reader for new literates
  (sd)

Marcus Mosiah Garvey.
  21cm.
  Originally pub: 1981?
  (sd) : Free

Marley Booker, Cedella
Bob Marley, my son / Cedella Marley Booker with Anthony C. Winkler.
  Includes index
  ISBN 0-87833-298-7 : US$86.00

Marley, Cedella
The boy from Nine Miles: the early life of Bob Marley / Cedella Marley, Gerald Hausman; art by Mariah Fox.
  ISBN 1-57174-282-4 : US$17.95

Marley, Ky-Mani
Dear dad: "where's the family in our family today?" / by Ky-Mani Marley.
  ISBN 978-0-9727-0999-6 (pbk) : $990.00

Marley, Robert Nesta
Bob Marley: in his own words / [compiled by] Ian McCann.
London : Omnibus Press, 1993
ISBN 0-7119-3080-5 (pbk) : $425.00

Martin, Tony
Marcus Garvey, hero: a first biography/ Tony Martin.
- Dover, Mass.: Majority Press, 1983.- ix, 179p. : ill. ; 18 cm. - (The new Marcus Garvey library ; no. 3)
  Bibliography : p. 165. - Includes index
  ISBN 0-912469-05-6 (pbk): $829.00

May, Chris
Bob Marley / Chris May; illustrated by Trevor Parkin.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>920 (B) - Biography</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Means, Howard</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN 1-55611-335-8 : $660.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mills, J.J. (John James)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mohamed, Paloma</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Includes bibliographical references</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN 0-912469-40-4 (pbk) : $829.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Morris, Dennis</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN 0-85965-331-5 (pbk) : $1,240.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Morris, Dennis</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(pbk)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Morrison, Lloyd Joseph</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teach me a better way to live / Lloyd Joseph Morrison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN 976-8138-04-1 (pbk)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Moskovitz, David V.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bibliography : p. 133-117. - Includes index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN 978-0-313-33879-3 : US$35.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
920 (B)- Biography

**Neita, Hartley**
Bibliography : p. 463-464. - Includes index
ISBN 976-637-208-X
ISBN 976-637-207-1 (pbk)

**Nettleford, Rex M.**
From the heart : eulogies / by Rex Nettleford. - Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7) : The Office of the Vice-Chancellor, The University of the West Indies, 2011. - viii, 227p. : ill. ; 23cm.
ISBN 978-976-41-0244-1 (pbk)

**Paprocki, Sherry**

**Paterson, Sydney Eric**

**Patterson, M. Patricia**
Bibliography : p 169-170. - Includes index
ISBN 978-976-610-877-9 (pbk)

**Phillips, Richard**
(sd)

**Powell, Colin L.**
ISBN 0-679-43296-5 : $1,000.00

**Ramesh, Kotti Sree**
920 (B)- Biography

Ramsay, Ken

Ranston, Jackie
From we were boys : the story of the magnificent cousins the Rt. Excellent Sir William Alexander Bustamante and Rt. Excellent Norman Washington Manley / by Jackie Ranston. - Kingston (11 Worthington Ave., Kgn. 5) : Bustamante Institute of Public International Affairs, 1989. - v, 201p : ill, ports ; 22cm.
Includes index
ISBN 976-8058-02-1 (pbk)

Ranston, Jackie
Includes index
ISBN 976-637-125-3 (pbk)

Reid, Aubrey P.
ISBN 976-8138-769 (spiral)

Roueche, Ken
ISBN 978-0-9810761-1-9 (pbk) : $1,200.00

Rowe, David P.
ISBN 1-58736-644-4 (pbk) : US$17.95

Royes, Charles A.
ISBN 978-976-8230-02-7
920 (B) - Biography

Salewicz, Chris
ISBN 0 575 06730 6 : $1,000.00

Samuels, K. C.
Cover title: Jamaica's first president - Dudus 1992-2010: his rise, his reign, his demise
ISBN 978-1-4276-4940-9 (pbk) : $1,699.00

Sealy, Theodore
iii, 207p. : ill. ; 24 cm.
ISBN 976-625-034-0

Shearer, Hugh Lawson
(pbk) : J$12.50

Simpson, Louis
285p. ; 21cm.

Smith, Desmond T.
152p. : ill., ports. ; 26cm.
ISBN 0-934942-95-1 (pbk)

Smith, Desmond T.
ISBN 0-934942-95-1 (pbk) : US$15.00
920 (B)- Biography

Smith, Desmond T.
ISBN 0-968-9373-1-4 (spiral) :

Steckles, Garry
267p. : ill., ports. ; 19 cm. - (Caribbean lives)
ISBN 978-1-904955-41-2 (pbk) : $1,109.70

Taylor, Don
ISBN 976-8184-02-7 (pbk)

Tucker, Jimmy
Remembering Norman Manley / by Jimmy Tucker. - 2nd ed.
Kingston (P.O. Box 244, Kgn. 19) : Reliance Educational Productions, 2005. - vi, 112p. : ill. ; 22 cm.
Bibliography : p. 110 - 112 . - Includes index
ISBN 976-610-722-X (pbk)

Vaz-Green, Dawn
ISBN 0-9772772-0-8 (pbk)

Walker, C. St.John
vi, 139p. : ill. (some col.) ; 22 cm.
ISBN 978-976-610-919-6 (pbk)

Walvin, James
Includes bibliographical references

White, Alexander
ISBN 976-8171-29-4 (pbk):

975
920 (B) - Biography

Winkler, Henry C.
ISBN 976-625-075-8 (pbk)

Wint, Valerie

Wray, Milton
Who am I? : the untold story of Beenie Man / Milton Wray
Kingston (36 Trafalgar Rd., Kgn. 5) : Great House OmniMedia, 2008
ISBN 978-976-95199-3-0 (pbk)

920 (B) - Women. Biography

Alexander, Ziggi

Bent, Dorritt
ISBN 976-8189-46-0 (pbk)

Brewster, Yvonne
ISBN 1-901969-24-X (pbk)

Bustamante, Gladys, Lady
The memoirs of Lady Bustamante / Gladys Bustamante.
Photographs from the collection of Lady Bustamante
ISBN 976-625-108-8 (pbk) : $625.00

Campbell, Lady Colin
ISBN 0-316-87850-2 : $1,300.00
920 (B) – Women. Biography

Crawford, Vivian
ISBN 976-8203-25-0 (sd)

Martin, Tony
Amy Ashwood Garvey : Pan-Africanist No.1 or A tale of two Amies / Tony Martin. – Dover, MA : Majority Press, 2007. – xv, 449p. ; 22 cm. – (The new Marcus Garvey library; no. 4)

Nugent, Maria, Lady
Lady Nugent's journal of her residence in Jamaica from 1801 to 1805 / edited by Philip Wright ; with a foreword by Verene A. Shepherd. – Kingston (IA Aqueduct Flats, Mona, Kgn. 7) : University of the West Indies Press, 2002. – xxxix, 331p., 19p. of plates ; 23 cm.
Includes index
ISBN 976-640-128-4 (pbk)

Reynolds, Z. Nia
ISBN 0-333-74027-0 (pbk) : $730.00

Robinson, Jane
Bibliography : p. 217-233. – Includes index
ISBN 1-84119-677-0 (pbk)

Robinson, Jane
Bibliography : p. 217-223
ISBN 0786-1414-x : US$25.00

Samuels, Lois
ISBN 976-610-180-9
ISBN 976-610-157-4 (pbk)
920 (B) - Women. Biography

Seacole, Mary
ISBN 0-88795-076-0 (pbk) : $74.75

Seacole, Mary
ISBN 0-19-506672-3 (pbk) : $1,112.00

Taylor, Ula Yvette
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 0-8078-5386-0 (pbk) : US$30.00

Townsend, Ivy B.
ISBN 976-8171-50-2 (pbk)

Woo-Knight, V.
ISBN 976-8172-65-7 (pbk)

Williams, Charlotte
ISBN 976-637-065-6 (pbk)

ISBN 0-905046-234 (sd)

920 - Jamaica. Heroes

Agency for Public Information (Jamaica)
(sd) : Gratis.
920 - Jamaica. Heroes

Agency for Public Information
Our national heroes / Agency for Public Information.
(sd)

(pbk) : J$12.50

Fremmer, Ray

Hart, Ansell

Our National Heroes. - Kingston (47B South Camp Rd., Kgn. 4) :
A supplementary reader for adult new literates

What is our national heritage : national heroes of Jamaica?
12p. : ports ;22cm.
(sd) : Free

920.0092 - ETHNIC AND NATIONAL GROUPS
920.0092969 - Jamaican-Canadians

Jamaican Canadians : a commitment to excellence. - Toronto :
21x28cm.
ISBN 0-9693124-0-7 (sd)

920.0092969729 - West Indians in Britain

The directory of Caribbean personalities in Britain and North America / editor Roy Dickson. - Kingston (7 North St, Kgn.) :
Gleaner Company, 1985. - 33p. : 1 map
ISBN 976-612-000-5 : $75.00
920.02 - Pan-Africanism. Biography

Watson, Barrington
Includes index
ISBN 976-8123-92-3

920.07292 - Jamaica

Eubank-Green, Lloyd
Jamaica's gifts to the world / by Lloyd Eubank-Green
ISBN 978-976-637-4143 (pbk)

Great Jamaicans : Book 1 / [edited by] Olive Forrester
Kingston (23 Plymouth Ave., Kgn. 6) : Teejay Ltd., 2000
32p. : ill. ; 22cm.
ISBN 976-610-258-9 (pbk)

920.009041 - Obituaries. Index. Jamaica

Porter, Stephen D.
Containing all names mentioned, from 460 main entries (sd) : Free

920.5 - Journalists and news commentators

Abrahams, Peter
ISBN 976-637-014-1 : $1,080.00

920.7 - Collected biography of persons by sex

Guy, Henry A, ed

920.72 - Women

Fletcher, Dianne E.
The victorious and complete woman / Dianne E. Fletcher.
Kingston (P.O. Box 2163, Kgn. 6) : Beauty4Ashes Publications, 2007. 101p. ; 23cm.
(pbk) : $800.00
920.72 - Women

Huntley, Eric
ISBN 0-904521-91-5 (pbk) : $487.76

ISBN 0-703-4022-4 (pbk): $45.00

McTurner, I. A.
ISBN 1-85845-253-8 (pbk)

Reid, Doreen Patricia
ISBN 978-976-8202-44-4 (pbk)

922 - Religious leaders, thinkers, workers

Knight, William
(pbk)

922.6 - Baptists, Disciples of Christ, Adventists

Bennett, Harold R.
ISBN 976-8029-59-2 (pbk)

923 - Persons in Social Sciences
923.2 - Persons in political science and politics

Commonwealth Parliamentary Conference (24th 1978 Kingston.)

Johnson, Anthony
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-625-027-8 (pbk)
923.7 - Educators

Williams, Marie
ISBN 976-8171-47-2 (pbk)

926 - PERSONS IN TECHNOLOGY
926.14 - Public preventive medicine

Hall, John A. S.
ISBN 976-610-305-4 (pbk)

929 - Genealogy, names, insignia

ISBN 976-633-014-X (sd)

929.1072 - Genealogical research

Jamaica. Registrar General's Department
Bibliography : p. 52
ISBN 976-610-538-3 (pbk)

929.2 - Family histories

Curtin, Marguerite
Bibliography : p. 92. - Includes index
ISBN 976-8172-81-9 (pbk)

Fairclough, Neil
Bibliography : p. 178
929.2 - Family histories

Mitchell, Richard
A Heron family forest grew in Manchester / Richard Mitchell.
28cm.
Bibliography : p. 249

O'Sullivan-Sirjue, Jennifer
Researching your Jamaican family / Jennifer O'Sullivan-Sirjue
with Pansy Robinson. - Kingston (17 Kensington Cres., Kgn. 5) :
Bibliography : p. 122-123 - Includes index
ISBN 976-8189-48-7 (pbk) : $1,000.00

Ranston, Jackie
The Lindo legacy / Jackie Ranston. - London : Toucan Books,
Includes bibliographic references and index
ISBN 1-903435-00-5

929.2097292 - Jamaica. Family histories

Barrett, R. A.
The Barretts of Jamaica : the family of Elizabeth Barrett
Browning / by R. A. Barrett. - Winfield, Kansas : Wedgeston Press,
2000. - 212p., 8 leaves of plates : ill. ; 24cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 0-911459-25-6

Shields, Enid
Devon House families / Enid Shields; with a foreword by
Edward Seaga. - 1st. ed. - Kingston (206 Old Hope Road, Kgn. 6) :
23cm.
Bibliography : p. 136
ISBN 976-8100-02-8

929.37292 - Jamaica. Genealogical sources

(sd)

Sluby, Paul E.
The Duany family register : a genealogical history of the
Duany family ... / by Paul E. Sluby. - Washington DC : P. Sluby,
1976. - 79p. ; 23cm.
(sd) : Gratis
929.5 – Cemetery records

Barnett, Richard D.


Text in English, inscriptions in Hebrew, English, Portuguese and Spanish. – Includes bibliographical references.
ISBN 965-235-068-0

Lewin, R. J. M.


Wright, Philip


929.7 – ROYAL HOUSES, PEERAGE, GENTRY, ORDERS OF KNIGHTHOOD
929.709 – Jamaica. Titles of honour

ISBN 976-633-020-4 (sd) : $100.00

ISBN 976-633-019-0 (pbk)

ISBN 976-633-009-3 (pbk)

929.8 – AWARDS, ORDERS, DECORTAIONS, AUTOGRAPHS
929.81 – Awards, orders, decorations

Jamaica. Chancery of the Orders of the Societies of Honour

Includes : 1988 civil list of national honours effective August 1, 1988
ISBN 976-8012-25-0 (pbk) : $80.00
929.817292 - Jamaica. Awards, orders, decorations

Norman Washington Manley Foundation

University of the West Indies
Special Awards ceremony : citations. - [Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7) : UWI, 1998]. - 164p. ; 22cm. Ceremony held at University of the West Indies, Jamaica, Thursday, July 23, 1998 (pbk)

929.9 - FORMS OF INSIGNIA AND IDENTIFICATION
929.927292 - Jamaica. Flags and banners

Needham, Merrick

930 - HISTORY OF ANCIENT WORLD TO ca. 499
930.1 - ARCHAEOLOGY
930.1028 - Techniques, procedures

Agorsah, E. Kofi

940 - HISTORY OF EUROPE WESTERN EUROPE
940.4 MILITARY HISTORY OF WORLD WAR I
940.4097292 - Military participation of Jamaica

Howe, Glenford Deroy

Smith, Richard
Metzgen, Humphrey
Bibliography : p. 239-243 - Includes index
ISBN 978-976-640-203-7 (pbk)

Campbell, Peggy
Materials developed under the auspices of OAS/Ministry of Education Primary Reading Project - Curriculum Unit
(sd)

Miller, Paul
ISBN 976-8138-01-7 (pbk)

Bute, E.L.
ISBN 976-8123-24-9 (pbk)

Wallace, June
(sd)
966.4 – SIERRA LEONE
966.4729 – Maroons. Sierra Leone. History

Campbell, Mavis C.
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 0-86543-384-4 (pbk) : $498.60

966.7 – GHANA
966.705 – Ghana. Personal journey

Blackwood, Yvonne
Into Africa : a personal journey / Yvonne Blackwood.

967 – CENTRAL AFRICA AND OFFSHORE ISLANDS
967.5 – DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF CONGO, RWANDA, BURUNDI
967.5103 – Democratic Republic of Congo, Rwanda, Burundi, 1960–

Gombele, Bongelo EA Lifoku
ISBN 976-8203-03-x (pbk)

970 – History of North America

Knight, Franklin W.
The genesis of American cultural diversity : myths of history versus the history of myths / by Franklin W. Knight. - [S.l. : s.n.], 1996. - 24p. ; 29cm.
(sd)

970.01 – Early history to 1599

Conference on Historical and Underwater Archaeology (25th 1992 Kingston Jamaica)
Contains programme of activities and abstracts of papers (sd)
971 - CANADA
971.00496 - West Indians. Canada

Alexander, Ken
Bibliography : p. 281-284

Elgersman, Maureen G.
Bibliography : p. 171-183 - Includes index
ISBN 0-8153-3229-7 : US$100.00

Tulloch, Headley
Bibliography : p. [188]

971.6 - NOVA SCOTIA
971.602 - Maroons

Campbell, Mavis
Nova Scotia and the fighting Maroons : a documentary history / Mavis C. Campbell. - Williamsburg, Va. : Department of Anthropology, College of William and Mary, 1990. - xxiv, 277p. ; 24cm. - (Studies in Third World societies ; no. 41) (pbk)

972 - MIDDLE AMERICA MEXICO
972.02 - Conquest and colonial period, 1519-1810

Diaz, Bernal
ISBN 14-044123-9 (pbk)

972.8 - CENTRAL AMERICA
972.82 - Belize

Bolland, O. Nigel
Bibliography : p. 224-231. - Includes index
ISBN 976-640-141-1 (pbk)
972.9 - WEST INDIES (ANTILLES) AND BERMUDA
972.9 - History. West Indies

The African-Caribbean worldview and the making of Caribbean Society
Includes bibliographical references

Agorshah, E. Kofo
(pbk)

First published: Kingston: Department of History, University of the West Indies, 1993
ISBN 976-8125-14-4 (pbk) : $500.00

972.9 - WEST INDIES (ANTILLES) AND BERMUDA
972.9 - History. West Indies

ISBN 976-41-0046-5 (pbk) : $300.00

Arciniegos, German
Bibliography : p. 426-433. - Includes index
ISBN 976-637-097-4 : $2,116.00

Beckles, Hilary
European settlement and rivalry 1492-1792 : from Columbus to Toussaint / Hilary McD. Beckles. - Kingston (P.O. Box 1028, Kgn.) : Heinemann, 1983. - 56p. : ill., maps; 21cm. - (Heinemann CXC history)
Bibliography : p. 54-56
ISBN 0-435-98050-5 (pbk) : $11.00
972.9 - WEST INDIES (ANTILLES) AND BERMUDA
972.9 - History. West Indies

Beckles, Hilary McD

Includes bibliographical references and index

Beckles, Hilary McD

Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 0-521-43544-7 (pbk)

Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-8123-52-4 (pbk)

Bégot, Monique

ISBN 978-976-637-393-1

ISBN 978-976-640-216-7 (pbk)

xxvi, 454p. : ill. ; 23 cm.
Bibliography : 442-443. - Includes index
ISBN 976-637-182-2 (pbk) : $1,620.00

Brathwaite, Edward Kamau

Caribbean man in space and time : a bibliographical and conceptual approach / Edward Kamau Brathwaite. - Kingston : Savacou, 1974. - 14p. ; 23cm. - (Pamphlet ; no. 2)
972.9 – WEST INDIES (ANTILLES) AND BERMUDA
972.9 – History. West Indies

Brereton, Bridget
Social life in the Caribbean, 1838-1938 / Bridget Brereton. Kingston (P.O. Box 1028, Kgn.): Heinemann, 1985. - 65p. : ill., map; 22cm. -(Heinemann CXC history; 14)
Bibliography : p. 62-65

Papers presented at the Second Conference on Caribbean Culture held at the University of the West Indies, Mona, Jamaica, January 2002 - Includes bibliographical references

Caribbean Examinations Council

Caribbean Examinations Council
(sd) : $2.75

ISBN 976-625-045-6 (pbk)

Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 978-976-637-357-3 (pbk)

Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-8100-17-6 (pbk)
Caribbean history / compiled by Winsome S. Watson-Pusey
Kingston (7 North St., P.O. Box 40, Kgn) : Selectco Publications, 2009. - x, 202p. : ill., maps; 28cm. - (The Gleaner Youthlink Magazine CSEC revision guide)
With exercises, practice tests and answers - Cover page
ISBN 978 976 8050 29 8 (pbk)

The Caribbean integration process : a people centered approach /
Includes bibliographical references

The Caribbean, the Atlantic world and global transformation /
edited by Jenny Jemmott, Aleric Josephs and Kathleen E. A. Montieth. - Kingston (Mona Campus, Kgn. 7) : The Social History Project, Department of History and Archaeology, University of the West Indies, 2010. - xv, 258p. : ill. ; 23cm.
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 978-976-41-0241-0 (pbk)

Chen, Patrick D.
Bibliography : p. 159-165. - Includes index
ISBN 0-9687578-0-4 (spiral)

Clay, Roger C.

Includes bibliographical references and index
Crisis in the Caribbean / edited by Fitzroy Ambursley and Robin Cohen. - Kingston (P.O. Box 1028, Kgn.) : Heinemann, 1983. xi, 276p. : map; 22cm. Includes bibliographies and index ISBN 0-435-98020-3 : $42.00


Dumas, J. R. P. (John Reginald P.)

Ferguson, James

Ferguson, James

Ferguson, James

972.9 – WEST INDIES (ANTILLES) AND BERMUDA
972.9 – History. West Indies

Gordon, Shirley C.
Bibliography : p. 310-32. - Includes index
ISBN 0-582-76568-4 (pbk) : Unpriced

Halcrow, Elizabeth M.
Student's guide to multiple choice tests / Elizabeth M. Halcrow. - London; Kingston (P.O. Box 1028, Kgn.): Heinemann, 1981. - 50p. ; 25cm. - (Heinemann CXC history) Intended audience: secondary school students

Hamilton-Willie, Doris
Bibliography : p. 84
ISBN 976-606-010-x (pbk)

Hart, Richard
Bibliography : p. 173-182. - Includes index
ISBN 976-8125-52-7 (pbk) : $850.00

Heuman, Gad
The Caribbean / Gad Heuman. - Kingston (11 Cunningham Ave., Kgn. 6) : Ian Randle Publishers, 2006. - xiii, 224p. : ill. ; 22cm (Brief history)
Includes bibliography
ISBN 978-976-637-344-3 (pbk)

In the shadow of the plantation : Caribbean history and legacy / Alvin O. Thompson, editor. - Kingston (11 Cunningham Ave., P. O. Box 686, Kgn. 6) : Ian Randle Publishers, 2002. - xxv, 504p. : ill., map ; 23cm.
"In honour of Professor Emeritus Woodville K. Marshall"
Bibliography : p. 464-496. - Includes index
ISBN 976-637-082-6 (pbk) : $2,160.00

Includes index
ISBN 976-8125-19-5 (pbk) : $350.00
Knight, Franklin W.

Kritzler, Edward

Lewis, Gordon K.

Look Lai, Walton

Meeks, Brian

Meeks, Brian
Radical Caribbean: from black power to Abu Bakr / Brian Meeks; with a foreword by Rupert Lewis. - Kingston (1A Aqueduct Flats, Kgn. 7): The Press, 1996. - xv, 158p.; 23cm Includes index ISBN 976-640-023-7 (pbk): $400.00
Mills, Charles W.
Bibliography : p. 249-269. - Includes index
ISBN 978-976-640-227-3 (pbk)

Payne, Anthony
The political history of CARICOM / Anthony J. Payne.
Bibliography : p. 287-289 - Includes index
ISBN 978-976-637-292-7 (pbk)


Roopnarine, Lomarsh
Bibliography : p. 154-167. - Includes index
ISBN 978-976-640-185-6 (pbk)

Sherlock, Philip
West Indians nations : a new history / Philip Sherlock.
ISBN 333-14789-8

Thompson, Alvin O.
Bibliography : p. 349-370 - Includes index
ISBN 976-640-180-2 (pbk)
972.9 – WEST INDIES (ANTILLES) AND BERMUDA

972.9 – History. West Indies

Includes index
List of published writings of Hall: p. xi-xii
(pbk) : Unpriced


West Indian Commission
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-41-0044-9 (pbk) : $450.00

Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-640-02-9 (pbk) : $800.00

972.9 – West Indies. Civilization. African influences

Warner-Lewis, Maureen
Bibliography : p. 360-385. - Includes index
ISBN 976-640-118-7 (pbk)
972.9 - West Indies. History. Juvenile literature

Walker, Cas
(Focus on ...)
Includes index
Originally published: Great Britain: Hamish Hamilton Children's Books, 1988
ISBN 0-237-60189-3 : $165.00

972.9 - West Indies. Social conditions

Buddan, Robert
Bibliography : p. 161-169
ISBN 976-95047-8-5 (pbk) : $800.00

972.9003 - West Indies. History. Encyclopedias

Atkinson, Nadine C.
Bibliography : p. 206-216
ISBN 976-8189-00-2 (pbk) : $750.00

972.9007 - West Indies. Education. Research, related topics

Higman, Barry (B.W.)
Bibliography : p. 257-284. - Includes index
ISBN 0-333-73296-0 (pbk) : $1,040.00

972.90076 - History. West Indies. Examinations. Questions and answers

Hamilton-Willie, Doris
Caribbean economy and slavery / Doris Hamilton-Willie. Kingston (97 Church St., Kgn.) : Jamaica Publishing House, 2001. xii, 57p. ; 23 cm. - (Lest you forget : a study and revision guide for CXC Caribbean history)
Bibliography : p. 57
ISBN 976-606-005-3 (pbk)
972.90076 - History. West Indies. Examinations. Questions and answers

Hamilton-Willie, Doris
Movements towards emancipation / Doris Hamilton-Willie.
xii, 45p. : ill. ; 23 cm. - (Lest you forget : a study and revision
guide for CXC Caribbean history)
Bibliography : p. 45
ISBN 976-606-007-X (pbk)

Hamilton-Willie, Doris
Movements towards independence and regional integration up to
1985 / Doris Hamilton-Willie. - Kingston (97 Church St., Kgn.) :
Jamaica Publishing House, 2001. - xii, 58p. ; 23 cm. - (Lest you
forget : a study and revision guide for CXC Caribbean history)
Bibliography : p. 58
ISBN 976-606-006-1 (pbk)

Hamilton-Willie, Doris
The United States in the Caribbean / Doris Hamilton-Willie.
xii, 64p. : map ; 23 cm. - (Lest you forget : a study and revision
guide for CXC Caribbean history)
Bibliography : p. 64
ISBN 976-606-008-8 (pbk)

972.901 - West Indies. Early history to 1492

African sites archaeology in the Caribbean / Jay B. Haviser editor.
Kingston (206 Old Hope Rd., Kgn.) : Ian Randle Publishers,
Bibliography : p. 313-364
ISBN 976-8123-88-5 (cased)
ISBN 976-8123-69-9 (pbk)

972.902 - Period of European discovery and early colonial period, 1492-1608

Lane, Kris E.
Blood and silver : a history of piracy in the Caribbean and
Central America / Kris Lane; forward by Hugh O'Shaughnessy.
Kingston (206 Old Hope Rd., Kgn. 6), 1999. - xx, 230p. : ill. ; 22
cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-8123-86-9 (pbk) : $720.00

Walker, D.J.R. [Donald James Riddell]
Columbus and the golden world of the Island Arawaks : the
story of the first Americans and their Caribbean environment /
320p.,[8]p. of plates : ill. ; maps; 22cm.
Bibliography : p. 317-320
972.902 - Period of European discovery and early colonial period, 1492-1608

Walker, D.J.R. [Donald James Riddell]
Bibliography : p.313-319
ISBN 976-8100-04-4 : $375.00

972.90202 - West Indies. History. Outlines, syllabi, etc.

Caribbean Examinations Council
ISBN 978-976-637-474-7 (sd)

972.903 - West Indies. 1608-1801

Craton, Michael
Notes : p. 457-511
ISBN 976-8123-08-7 (pbk)

972.904 - West Indies. 1801-1902

Seecharan, Clem
Bibliography : p. 353-360. - Includes index
ISBN 976-637-230-6 (pbk)

Sheller, Mimi
Includes bibliographic references and index
ISBN 0-333-79263-7 (pbk)
972.905 - West Indies. 19th century

Demas, William G.
West Indian development and the deepening and widening of the Caribbean Community / William G. Demas. - Kingston (206 Old Hope Rd., Kgn. 6) : Ian Handle Publishers and ISER, University of the West Indies, 1997. - 144p. ; 23cm. - (Critical issues in Caribbean development; no. 1)
Bibliography : p. 135-144
ISBN 976-8123-02-8 (pbk)

Includes bibliographical references

Meeks, Brian
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-640-104-7 (pbk)

ISBN 976-640-103-9

972.9051 - West Indies. 1902-1945

ISBN 1-874206-00-7 (sd) : $352.00

972.9052 - West Indies. 1945-1999

Bibliography : p. 327-330. - Includes index
ISBN 976-8100-12-5 (pbk) : $368.05
ISBN 0-8018-4435-5 (pbk) : $535.00
972.9052 - West Indies. 1945-1999

Thompson, Alvin O.

Includes bibliography references and index
ISBN 976-8123-06-0 (pbk)
ISBN 976-8123-05-2 : $1,890.00

972.9053 - West Indies. 2000 -

Contemporary Caribbean cultures and societies in a global context / edited by Franklin W. Knight and Teresita Martinez-Vergne.
Kingston (1A Aqueduct Flats, Mona, Kgn. 7) : University of the West Indies, Press, 2005. - viii, 303p. : ill., map ; 24 cm
Bibliography : p. 263-280. - Includes index
ISBN 976-640-184-5 (pbk) : $1,800.00

972.90520922 - Caribbean leaders

Sealy, Theodore

ISBN 976-8184-62-0 (pbk):

972.9076 - West Indies. History. Examinations, questions, etc.

Atkinson, Nadine

Bibliography : p. 67
ISBN 976-610-095-0 (sd)

Caribbean Examinations Council

Including schools' report

Ledford, Lillieth

Conerstones : a study and revision guide: multiple choice questions and answers for CAPE History unit II / Lillieth Ledford. - [Manchester (5 Guildford Gardens, P.O. Box 433, Mandeville, Manchester)] : L. Ledford, 2010. - vi, 133p; 28cm.
ISBN 978-976-65282-0-8 (pbk)
972.91 – Cuba

Includes index

**Humboldt, Alexander von**
"The nature of slavery translated from German by Shelley L. Frisch
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-637-0-32-X (pbk) : $1,012.50

972.9105 – Cuba. 1810-1899

**Ferrer, Ada**
Bibliography : p. 249-266. - Includes index
ISBN 976-640-080-6 (pbk)

972.91064 – Cuba. Period of Fidel Castro, 1959-

**Seminar of Youth and Students on the Cuban Revolution (1975: Havana)**
(sd) : Unpriced

972.92 – Jamaica. History

**Agorsah, E. Kofi**
(sd)

**Agorsah, E. Kofi**
(sd)
Alexander, Carlton


$15.00

Alleyne, Mervyn C.


Bibliography: p. 173-182

Includes index

ISBN 0-7453-0245-9 (pbk) : $81.80

Arbell, Mordechai


ISBN 976-8125-69-1 : $650.00

Armstrong, Douglas V.


Includes bibliographical references

Bakan, Abigail B.


Includes bibliographical references and index

ISBN 0-7735-0745-0 : $6,032.00

Barraclough, John


Barrett, May (H. May)


Benewick, Anne

Bennett-Chang, Audre-Jean

From Arawaks to independence: a short history of Jamaica / written by Audre-Jean Bennett-Chang; edited by Mavis McIntosh; illustrated by Patrick Ramsaran and Donald Miller. - 2nd. ed. Kingston (47B South Camp Rd., Kgn. 4) : JAMAL Foundation, 1999. 65p. : ill. ; 21cm. - (Series 3; History/Culture) Cover title: Arawaks to independence (pbk)

Besson, Jean


Binney, Marcus


Black, Clinton V.

Black, Clinton V.

Black, Clinton V.

972.92 - Jamaica. History

Black, Clinton V.
Bibliography : p. 51. - Includes index
(pbk) : Unpriced

Black, Clinton V.
First published: Kingston : Bolivar Press, 1970. - Map on lining papers
Includes index
ISBN 976-8017-06-6 (pbk)

Black, Clinton V.
Port Royal : a history and guide / Clinton V. Black.

Black, Clinton V.
ISBN 0-00-390035-5 (pbk) : $11.80

Black, Clinton V.
Originally published : Kingston: Pioneer Press, 1952
ISBN 0-00-390035-5 (pbk) : $12.50

Blood, Hilary

Brodber, Erna
ISBN 976-41-0132-1 (pbk) : $300.00

Brodber, Erna
Bibliography : p. 167-169. - Includes index
ISBN 976-640-152-7 (pbk) : $900.00
972.92 - Jamaica. History

Brown, Beryl M.
(sd) : Unpriced

Brownlie, Alison
(Country Insights)
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 0-8172-4792-0 : $854.28

Bryan, Patrick
Inside out and outside in : factors in the creation of contemporary Jamaica / by Patrick Bryan. - Kingston, Jamaica (64 Harbour St., Kgn.) : Grace, Kennedy Foundation, 2000. - xiii, 96p. ; 22cm. - (Grace, Kennedy Foundation lecture series)
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-8041-14-5 (pbk)

Burnard, Trevor
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-640-146-2 (pbk) : $1,120.00

Buckley, David
Bibliography : p. 5 - Includes index
(pbk)

Campbell, Ferdinand
(pbk)

Capek, Michael
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 1-57505-112-5 : US$22.60
972.92 - Jamaica. History

Carey, Beverly

Carey, Beverly


Carley, Mary Manning

Characteristic traits of Creolian and African Negroes in Jamaica / edited by Barry Higman. - Kingston (7B West Rd., Kgn. 7) : Caldwell Press, 1976. - 23p. ; 24cm. This edition is limited to 300 numbered copies of which this is number 28 (pbk)

Clarke, Colin G.

Clarke, Marieke
Cox, Jean
The naval hospitals of Port Royal, Jamaica / Jean and Oliver Cox. - Kingston (206 Old Hope Rd., Kgn.) : Faculty of the Built Environment, University of Technology, Jamaica, 1999. - 71p. : ill. ; 21cm.
ISBN 976-8027-21-5 (pbk)

Craton, Michael, and Walvin, James

ISBN 976-8100-91-5 (pbk)

Curtin, Marguerite R.
Bibliography : p.199-203. - Includes index
ISBN 976-8203-39-0 (pbk)

Curtin, Marguerite R.
Includes index
ISBN 978-976-8217-98-1 (pbk)

Curtin, Marguerite R.
Bibliography : p. 52-53. - Includes index
ISBN 976-8172-80-0 (pbk)

Includes bibliographic references (sd)

Earle, Stafford
(pbk) : Unpriced
Ehrengardt, Thibault
Histoire ancienne de l'ile be la Jamaique, ov il est question de sa decouverte par colomb, de sa capture par les anglais, des flibustiers, de Port Royal, de ses rapports avec Saint Domingue, des esclaves et de leurs revoltes, etc. de 1494 a 1898 / par Thibault Ehrengardt. - [S.l.]: Natty Dread, 2009. - 281p. : ill., maps; 21cm.
Bibliography : p.267-274
(pbk)

Farnsworth, Paul
Geophysical surveys at Drax Hall, Jamaica / Paul Farnsworth. Los Angeles : University of California, 1982. - 115p. : ill. ; 29cm.
(pbk)

Freedom road : emancipation to independence 1494-1962.
Bibliography : p. 59-61
ISBN 976-633-017-4 (sd)


Bibliography: p. 84-86
"In commemoration of the 150th Anniversary of the abolition of slavery in Jamaica"
ISBN 976-8020-00-8 (pbk):

"In commemoration of the 150th anniversary of the abolition of slavery in Jamaica"
Bibliography : p. 90-92
(sd) : Limited distribution
972.92 - Jamaica. History

Gardner, William James
A history of Jamaica from its discovery by Christopher Columbus to the year 1872; including an account of its trade and agriculture; sketches of the manners, habits and customs of all classes of its inhabitants; and a narrative of the progress of Religion and Education in the island. - London, Frank Cass and Company Limited, 1971. - [526]p.


Hart, Richard

Heinrichs, Ann

Henry, L. Mike

Heuman, Gad J.
972.92 - Jamaica. History

Higman, B. W.
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-640-039-3 (pbk): $1,440.00
ISBN 976-640-075-x (pbk): $1,000.00

Higman, Barry
Bibliography : p. 344-366. - Includes index

Higman, Barry
Bibliography : p. 344-366. - Includes index
ISBN 976-640-165-9 : $3,500.00

Hillman, Richard S.
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 0-275-93927-8

Howard, David
Bibliography : p. 247-252. - Includes index
ISBN 976-637-053-2 (pbk): $900.00

Ingram, K. E.
ISBN 1-85821-500-5 (pbk)
972.92 - Jamaica. History

Jacobs, Hedley Powell
Sixty years of change, 1806-1866: progress and reaction in Kingston and the countryside / by H. P. Jacobs. - [Kingston]: Institute of Jamaica, 1973. - 122p. : ill., maps ; 23 cm. (Cultural heritage series; v. 2)

Jamaica. Government Public Relations Office


Jamaica National Trust Commission


James, C.L.R.
The making of the Caribbean people : a guest lecture delivered by C.L.R. James. - Kingston (P.O. Box 122, Kgn.) : Bogle L'ouverture Publications, 1971. - 18p. ; 28cm. Lecture delivered at the 2nd. conference on West Indian Affairs held in Montreal, Canada, Summer 1966 (pbk)
**972.92 - Jamaica. History**

**Johnson, Anthony S.**


Bibliography : p. 173

**Johnson, Anthony S.**


Bibliography : p. 256

**Johnson, Anthony S.**


**Karras, Alan L.**


Bibliography : p. 217-226
Includes index
ISBN 0-8014-2691-x : US$55.00

**King, Paul (Johnson, Paul C.)**


ISBN 976-610-360-7 (pbk)


**Lalor, Dennis**


ISBN 978-976-8168-17-7 (pbk)
972.92 – Jamaica. History

Long, Edward
Facism OP: London : T. Lowndes, 1774
ISBN 976-637-103-2 (set)
ISBN 0-7735-2552-1 : $6,480.00

Lusan, Maedith
Titchfield, then and now: a historical review of village, fort and school with special reference to the history of Port Antonio, its glories and its follies / Maedith Lusan. - Port Antonio, Jamaica [c]o Titchfield School, Portland/ : Titchfield School, 1975. - 12 leaves : maps ; 28cm.
(sd) : Unpriced

Magnus, Isabel
(pbk)

(sd)

Produced in commemoration of National Heritage Week 1998.
ISBN 976-633-028-X (pbk)

Papers presented at a symposium on maroon heritage, held 18-19 October 1991 at the University of the West Indies, Mona, Jamaica
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-8125-10-1 (pbk) : $400.00

Marsala, Vincent John
Sir John Peter Grant, Governor of Jamaica, 1866-1874 : an administrative history / by Vincent John Marsala. - Kingston : Institute of Jamaica, 1972. - 125p. : ill. ; 23cm. -(Cultural heritage series ; v. 3)
Marx, Robert F.


Marx, Robert F.


Marx, Robert F.


Miller, Errol

ISBN 976-8041-14-5 (pbk)

Mills, Don

Journeys and missions at home and away / Don Mills.
xii, 404p. : ill. ; 23cm.
Bibliography : p.383 - 385. - Includes index
ISBN 978-976-8189-950 (pbk)

Mitchell, Carolee P.


Mittoo, Yolanda Nadia


Moore, Brian L.

Bibliography : p. 435-458. - Includes index
ISBN 976-640-154-3 (pbk) : $1,500.00
Morales Padron, Francisco
This English version is published under the auspices of The Jamaica National Heritage Trust.
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-637-146-6 (pbk)

Mordecai, Martin
Bibliography: p. 195-207. - Includes index
ISBN 0-313-30534-X: US$49.50

Morgan, Kenneth
ISBN 1-85117-081-2 (sd)

Morris, Kerry-Ann
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 0-8368-2364-8: US$31.64

Munroe, Trevor
Struggles of the Jamaican people / by Trevor Munroe and Don Robotham; drawings by Clinton Hutton. - Kingston (Marescaux Rd., Kgn. 5): Workers' Liberation League, 1977. - 174p. : ill.; 16cm. - (Popular political education series; no. 1)

Nettleford, Rex
Includes index
ISBN 976-637-233-3

972.92 - Jamaica. History


Panning, Steven

Pawson, Michael

Phillippo, James M

Pluckrose, Henry


972.92 - Jamaica. History

**Post, Ken**  
ISBN 0-391-02390-X (v.1);  
ISBN 0-391-02454-X (v.2): J$75.00

**Reid, C.S.**  
Bibliography : p. 105  
ISBN 976-8058-01-3 (pbk)

**Reid, Jane**  
*Trafalgar House: its history and its contents* / Jane Reid. - [Kingston (Trafalgar Rd, Kgn. 10)] : Trafalgar House, 1985. - 20p; 22cm.  
(sd) : Gratis

**Reid, Kennedy**  
Includes bibliographical references  
ISBN 978-976-95199-5-4 (pbk)

ISBN 978-976-610-841-0 (pbk)

**Robinson, Carey**  
Bibliography : p. 177-178  
ISBN 976-610-160-4 (pbk)

**Robinson, Carey**  
Bibliography : p. 177-178  
976-625-005-7 (pbk) : $42.50
972.92 - Jamaica. History

Robinson, Carey
    ISBN 976-625-052-9 (pbk)
    ISBN 976-610-159-0

Robinson, Carey

Ruddock, L.C.
    (Biographies personal accounts series)
    ISBN 976-8189-20-7 (pbk)

Seaga, Edward
Revelations : beyond political boundaries / by Edward Seaga Kingston (UWI, Mona, Kgn. 7) : Edward Seaga Research Institute, 2009. - 337p. ; 26cm.
    ISBN 978-1442175686 (pbk)

Senior, Olive
    Includes index
    $36.00

Senior, Olive
A-Z of Jamaican heritage / Olive Senior. - 2nd. ed.
    First published : 1983
    ISBN 976-605-062-7 (pbk) : $90.00

Shepherd, Verene A.
    Bibliography : p. 254-274
    Includes index
    ISBN 978-976-637-403-7
972.92 - Jamaica. History

Shepherd, Verene A.
Obstacles to the expansion of the pen-keeping industry in Jamaica in the period of slavery / by Verene A. Shepherd. [Kingston : Dept. of History, University of the West Indies, 19_?]. 17p. ; 29 cm (sd) : Free

Shepherd, Verene A.
The ranking game : discourses of belonging in Jamaican history / by Verene A. Shepherd. - [Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7) : University of the West Indies?], 2002. - 45p. ; 22 cm. Inaugural lecture April 12, 2002 Includes bibliographical references

Sherlock, Philip M.

Sherlock, Philip M.
The story of the Jamaican people / Philip Sherlock and Hazel Bennett. - Kingston (206 Old Hope Rd., Kgn. 6) : Ian Randle Publishers in collaboration with the Creative Production and Training Centre Ltd., 1998. - xii, 434p. : ill. ;23cm. Includes bibliographical references and Index ISBN 976-8100-30-3 (pbk)

Shore, Joseph, comp.

Simpson, Joanne M.

Smith, Franklyn
972.92 - Jamaica. History

Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-41-0176-3 (pbk) : $1,200.00

(sd) : Free

(Parish profiles)
(sd) : Free

Stone, Carl
ISBN 976-8005-03-3 (pbk)

ISBN 1-4050-1189-0 (pbk)

Taylor, S.A.G.
(sd) : Unpriced.

Tenison, Patrick J.

Thomas, Deborah A.
Modern blackness : nationalism, globalization and the politics of culture in Jamaica / Deborah A. Thomas. - Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7) : University of the West Indies Press, 2004. - xii, 357p. ; 24 cm. - (Latin America otherwise)
Bibliography : p. 311 - 340. - Includes index
ISBN 967-640-162-4 (pbk): US$84.95
972.92 - Jamaica. History

Thompson, Herbert J.
Jamaica : rebuilding the walls / by Herbert J. Thompson.
Kingston (P.O. Box 103, Kgn.) : Dikah Publishers, 2002. - xv, 124p. ; 19cm.
ISBN 976-610-453-0 (pbk)

Tortello, Rebecca
Pieces of the past : a stroll down Jamaica's memory lane / Rebbeeca Tortello. - Kingston (11 Cunningham Ave., Box 686, Kgn.6):
Includes bibliographical references

Travel, trade and power in the Atlantic 1765 -1884 / edited by
Betty Wood and Martin Lynn. - London : Cambridge University
(Camden fifth series; v ; Camden miscellany; ISSN 0960-1163 ;
19v. 35)
Includes index

Trelawny Cultural Foundation
Trelawny and its history / Trelawny Cultural Foundation.
[Falmouth, Jamaica : The Foundation, 1980] (Falmouth: Speedy
Souvenir handbook
Includes biographical notes
(sd) : J$4.00

Tucker, Jimmy
Between the crown and the eagle - Jamaica calling / Jimmy
Tucker. - 2nd. ed. - Kingston (P.O. Box 244) : Reliance Educational
ISBN 978-976-610-779-6 (pbk)

UNESCO Programme for the Proclaimed Masterpieces of the Oral and
Intangible Heritage of Humanity: safeguarding of the Maroon
Heritage of Moore Town. - Kingston : African Caribbean
ill. ; 22cm.
(sd)

Wallace, June Cezair
Creating a nation : Jamaica / June Cezair Wallace, Gloria V.
Robinson. - Kingston (P.O. Box 489, Kgn. 5) : Carlong Publishers,
ISBN 976-638-011-2 (pbk)
972.92 - Jamaica. History

Wardle, Huon

Warner-Lewis, Maureen

Williams, Colleen Madonna Flood

Wilkins, Frances

Wilmot, Swithin

Wilson, Amber

Wilson, Amber
972.92 - Jamaica. History

Wynter, Sylvia

Includes bibliographical references.
(pbk)

Zips, Werner
Bibliography : p.2 28-251
Includes index
ISBN 978-976-637-517-1 (pbk)

972.92003 Jamaica. Encyclopedias

Senior, Olive
Bibliography : p. 535-549
ISBN 976-8007-19-1 : $4,200.00

972.92004924 - Jews. Jamaica

Delevante, Marilyn
Bibliography : p. 211-213. - Includes index
ISBN 976-637-212-8 (pbk)

deSouza, Ernest H.
Pictorial featuring some aspects of Jamaica's Jewry and community activities / Ernest Henriques deSouza. - Kingston (2a Kings Dr, Kgn. 6) : Ernest H. deSouza, 1986. - ix, 329p : ill., ports (some col.) ; 31cm.
$350.00
972.9201 - Jamaica. Early history to 1494

Allsworth-Jones, P

Bibliography : p. 199-213 ISBN 976-640-149-7 (pbk) : $1,280.00

National Gallery of Jamaica

972.9202 - Jamaica. 1494-1607

Schofield, John
Includes bibliographical references (pbk)

972.9203 - Jamaica. 1607-1832

Brathwaite, Edward
Bibliography : p. 343-362. - Includes index

Brathwaite, Edward Kamau
Includes bibliographical references (sd) : Gratis
972.9203 - Jamaica. 1607-1832

Brathwaite, Edward Kamau
Wars of respect : Nanny and Sam Sharpe / Edward Kamau
Brathwaite. - Kingston (58a Half Way Tree Rd., Kgn. 10) : Published by the Agency for Public Information for the National Heritage Week Committee, 1977. - 64p. : ill.; 21cm...
(sd) : Unpriced.

Campbell, Mavis
Includes bibliographical references and index

Carey, Bev
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-610-027-6
ISBN 976-610-028-4 (pbk)

Dallas, Robert Charles, 1757-1824
The history of the maroons from their origin to the establishment of their chief tribe at Sierra Leone including the expedition to Cuba for the procuring of Spanish Chasseurs and the state of the island of Jamaica for the last ten years with a succinct history of the island previous to that period. London Frank Cass, 1968. - 2 v.
Facsim. Reprint of first edition

Dixon, Mary
Reader for Adult literacy classes
(sd) : Gratis

Dixon, Mary
Tacky / prepared by Mary Dixon ; edited by Inez M. Grant ; illustrated by Lascelles Lee. - 2nd. ed. - Kingston (47B South Camp Rd.) : JAMAL Foundation, 1977. - 16p. : ill. ; 21cm. - (History/Cultural patterns) Reader for Adult Literacy classes
(sd) : Gratis
972.9203 - Jamaica. 1607-1832

Dunn, Richard S.
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-640-089-X (pbk) : $800.00

Dridzo, A.D.
Text in Russian.

Jacobs, Headley Powell
Bibliography : p. 34. - Reprinted from : Jamaica Historical Review (pbk)

(sd)

McFarlane, Milton C.
Includes index
ISBN 0-89490-001-3 :

Taylor, Stanley Arthur Goodwin

972.9203 - Port Royal, Jamaica. History

Francis Brown, Suzanne
For children
ISBN 976-95047-3-4 (pbk) : $550.00
972.9203092 – Jamaica. 1607-1832. Personal accounts

Lewis, Matthew Gregory
Journal of a West India proprietor : kept during a residence in the island of Jamaica / by the late Matthew Gregory Lewis. – [S. l.]: Kessinger Publishing, 2007. – 408p. ; 24cm.
Previously published: London John Murray, 1889
ISBN 05-4824-677-7 : US$49.95

972.92032 – Jamaica. 1655-1692

Robertson, James
Includes bibliographical references (sd) : Free

972.92033 – Jamaica. 1692-1782

Hauser, Mark W.
Bibliography : p. [219]-216. – Includes index
ISBN 978-8130-32610


Gottlieb, Lewis Karla
Bibliography : p. 89-94
Includes index
ISBN 0-86543-565-0 (pbk) : $813.00

972.92034 Jamaica. 1782-1832

Bilby, Kenneth
(sd) : Free

Bryan, Patrick
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-640-094-6 (pbk) : $800.00
Jamaica 1782-1832

Carley, Mary Manning
Jamaica : the old and the new / by Mary Manning Carley.
Bibliography: p. 203

Dixon, Mary
Reader for adult literacy classes
(sd): Gratis

Dixon, Mary
Sam Sharpe / by Mary Dixon ; edited by Inez M. Grant ; illustrated by Patrick Ramsaran. - Kingston : National Literacy Board, 1974. - 16p. : ill. ; 21 cm. - (Series III, History/Cultural patterns ; no. 2). - Reader for adult literacy classes
(sd)

Hall, Douglas

Heslop, Dudley
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 0-9546722-0-8 (pbk)

Heuman, Gad
Brown man politics in post-emancipation Jamaica / by Gad Heuman. - [Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7) : Department of History, UWI], 1981. - 22 leaves ; 28cm.
(sd): Gratis

Jacobs, Headley Powell
Includes index
(sd): Unpriced
972.92034 - Jamaica. 1782-1832

Kenny, Gale L.
Bibliography : p. 231-246
Includes index
ISBN 978-0-8203-3399-1

Kostal, R. W.
Bibliography : p. 502-519. - Includes index

Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-41-0161-5 (pbk) : $1,200.00

Marsals, Vincent John
(Cultural heritage series ; v. 3)
Bibliography : p. 120-125

Moore, Brian L.
ISBN 978-976-640-245-7 (pbk)

Phillpotts, Karl
Nanny / Written by Karl Phillpotts ; edited by Marjorie Gammon; illustrations and cover design by Wilfred Limonious. Kingston (47b South Camp Road) : JAMAL Foundation, 1977. - 20p. : ill. ; 21cm. - (History/Cultural patterns) Reader for adult literacy classes
(sd) : Gratis

Robertson, James
Bibliography : p. 417-458. - Includes index
ISBN 976-637-197-0 (pbk)
ISBN 976-637-198-9
Robothom, Dan
(University of the West Indies Institute of Social and Economic Research ; no. 28)
(sd) : J$4.50

Semmel, Bernard
The Governor Eyre controversy. - London : MacgibbonKee, 1962. 188p. ; 22cm. - (Studies in society)
Also published under title "Jamaican blood and Victorian conscience
Bibliography : p. 180-185

Semmel, Bernard
Bibliography : p. 180-185. - Includes index

Sheller, Mimi
Bibliography : p. 247-261. - Includes index

ISBN 976-610-638-X

Underhill, Edward B.
972.92034 - *Jamaica. 1782-1832*

**Williams, James**


Includes bibliographical references and index

ISBN 0-8223-2647-7 (pbk)

972.9204 - *Jamaica. Later 19th century. 1832-1904*

**Bryan, Patrick E.**


Includes bibliographical references and index

ISBN 0-333-55125-7 (pbk)

**Facey, Valerie**


"To commemorate the visit on January 1996 of Jeremy Ulick Browne, 11th Marquess of Sligo and the Marchioness of Sligo to historical Sligoville" - cover

ISBN 976-8139-76-5 (sd)


Bibliography : p. 14

ISBN 976-633-024-7 (sd)

**Heuman, Gad**


ISBN 0-333-49400-8 (pbk) : $697.50

972.9204092 - *Jamaica. 19th century. Biographies. Riggon family*

**Rigon, R. George**


ISBN 978-1-4343-2113-8 (pbk)
972.92040922 - Jamaica. 19th century. Biographies

Jensen, Peta Gay
Bibliography : p. 184-188. - Includes index
ISBN 1-84511-0331 : $6,740.00

972.9205 - Jamaica. 1904-1962

Carnegie, James A.

Killingray, David
(sd)

Matalon, Aaron
(sd)

972.920502 - Jamaica. Garvey, Marcus, 1887-1940. Biographies

Wint, Eleanor
ISBN 976-8189-07-X (sd) : $80.00

972.9205092 - Jamaica. 20th century. Social life and customs

Noble, E. Martin
ISBN 1-898846-00-6 (pbk) : $120.00
972.9206 - Jamaica. History, 1962-

Barnes, William Sprague
(sd) : free

Bertram, Arnold
Lecture sponsored by the Centre for Public Policy at the Life of Jamaica Auditorium, July 4, 2001
ISBN 976-633-032-8 (pbk)

Caldera, Rafael

Cox, Alfred
(sd)

Hubley, John
(Beans). - For children


Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-605-094-5 (pbk)

(sd)
Kaufman, Michael
Bibliography: p. 252-276. - Includes index
ISBN 0-86232-404-1 (pbk) : $40.00

Lindo, Locksley
Bibliography: p. 228-237
Includes index
ISBN 976-8189-17-7 (pbk) : $1,200.00

Manley, Michael
Includes index
ISBN 0-906-495-989 (pbk) : J$20.00

Manley, Norman Washington
Includes index
ISBN 0-582-78024-1 (pbk)

Morrissey, Mike
For students in the lower secondary grades
Includes index

Panton, David
Bibliography: p. 206-216. - Includes index
ISBN 976-610-156-6 (pbk)
Panton, David
Bibliography : p. 206-216
Includes index
ISBN 976-625-056-1 (pbk)

(sd) : Gratis

Saunders, Dave
Bibliography : p. 70. - Includes index

Stone, Carl
Includes index
ISBN 0-275-92013-5 (pbk) : $33.00

Tafri-Ama, Imani M.
Bibliography : p. 435-458. - Includes index
ISBN 0-9647045-4-4 (pbk)

Thomas, J.J.
(sd) : $7.50

Thomas, Michael
ISBN 0-906008-59-X (pbk) : $37.45
972.9206 - Jamaica. History, 1962-

Thomson, Ian
The dead yard: tales of modern Jamaica / Ian Thomson.
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 978-0-571-22761-7 (pbk) : $1,620.00

Waters, Anita M.
Planning the past: heritage tourism and post-colonial politics at Port Royal / Anita M. Waters. - Lanham, MD: Lexington Books, 2006. - x, 125p. ; 23cm.
Bibliography : p. 107-119. - Includes index
ISBN 0-7391-1775-0 (pbk) : US$18.95

972.9206092 - Jamaica. 20th century. Biographies

King, Cheryl L. A.
Michael Manley and democratic socialism: political leadership and ideology in Jamaica / Cheryl L. A. King.
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 1-59244-234-X (pbk) : US$11.00

972.921 - Cayman Islands

Craton, Michael
Founded upon the seas: a history of the Cayman Islands and their people / Michael Craton and the New History Committee.
Bibliography : p. 489-502. - Includes index
ISBN 976-637-117-2 (pbk) : $1,890.00

ISBN 976-8168-12-9 (pbk)

972.94 - Haiti

Includes bibliographical references and index

Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-8123-85-0 (pbk) : $855.00
972.94 - Haiti

Hutton, Clinton
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-8189-56-8 (pbk) : $1,000.00

972.9403 - Haiti. Period as a French colony. 1625-1804

Bryan, Patrick
The Haitian Revolution and its effects / Patrick E. Bryan. Kingston (P.O. Box 1028, Kgn.) : Heinemann, 1984. - viii, 56p. : ill., map; 22cm. - (Heinemann CXC history ; 5)
Bibliography : p. 55-56
ISBN 0-435-98301-6 (sd) : $8.50

C.L.R. James Symposium. Mona, UWI (January 31 - February 5, 1972)
Document no. 2. - Content : Rejoinder by R. Hill
Review of Party Politics by Roy Augier

Fischer, Sibylle
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-640-151-9 (pbk)

Reinterpreting the Haitian Revolution and its cultural aftershocks
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-640-190-X (pbk) : $1,500.00

972.9404 - Haiti. 1804-1915

Bryan, Patrick
The Haitian Revolution and after / Patrick E. Bryan. [Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7) : Department of History, UWI, 1982]. 101p. ; 28cm.
(sd): $8.50
972.9404 - Haiti. 1804-1915

Includes bibliographical references (pbk)

972.9407 - Haiti. 1957-

Includes bibliographical references ISBN 978-976-640-248-8 (pbk)

972.95 - PUERTO RICO
972.95053 - Puerto Rico. Period of Commonwealth, 1952-

Jamaica Committee in Solidarity with the Independence of Puerto Rico

Free Puerto Rico : solidarity with the people of Puerto Rico/ Jamaica Committee in Solidarity with the Independence of Puerto Rico. - Kingston (c/o Flat 1, 2 Waterloo Ave., Kgn. 10) : The Committee, 1975. - 13p. ; 28 cm.
(sd) : Unpriced

972.97 - Leeward Islands

Laws, William

Bibliography : p. 91-97. - Includes index (pbk)

972.971 - Leeward Islands

Hall, Douglas

972.9722 – Virgin Islands

Dookhan, Isaac
A history of the Virgin Islands of the United States / by Isaac Dookhan; with an introduction by Richard B. Sheridan.
Includes Index
ISBN 976-8125-05-5 (pbk)

972.973 – St. Kitts-Nevis

Douglas, Denzil
Includes index
ISBN 978-976-637-402-0
ISBN 978-976-637-385-6 (pbk)

Harris, Timothy
St. Kitts and Nevis : portrait of a nation : celebrating 25 years of independence / by Dr. The Honourable Timothy Harris.
Kingston (11 Cunningham Ave., P.O. Box 686, Kgn. 6) : Ian Randle Publishers, 2008. – xv, 214p. ; 24cm.
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 978-976-637-375-7 (pbk)
ISBN 978-976-637-374-0

972.974 – Antigua and Barbuda

Buhle, Paul
Tim Hector : a Caribbean radical's story / Paul Buhle.
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-637-280-2 (pbk) : $1,512.00

Rothe, Louis
A description of the island of Antigua with particular reference to emancipation's results / Louis Rothe; translated from the Danish by N.A.T. Hall.
Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7) : Social History Project, Department of History, UWI, 1996. – ii, 36p. ; 28cm.
(pbk) : $100.00
972.975 - Monserrat

Akenson, Donald Harman
If the Irish ran the world Montserrat 1630-1730 / Donald Harman Akenson. - Kingston (1A Aqueduct Flats, Kgn. 7) : The Press, 1997; Montreal : McGill-Queen's University Press. - xi, 273p. : maps, tables; 23cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-640-041-5 (pbk) : $900.00

Pattullo, Polly
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-637-012-5 (pbk) : $828.00

Skinner, Jonathan
Bibliography : p. 197-212 - Includes index
ISBN 976-8189-21-5 (pbk)

972.9750202 - Monserrat. Synopses

Fergus, Howard A.
ISBN 976-8125-25-X (pbk) : $400.00

972.981 - Barbados. History

Bibliography : p. 201-203
ISBN 976-605-099-6 (pbk)

Alleyne, Warren
ISBN 976-8080-47-7 (pbk)

ISBN 976-8123-04-4
ISBN 976-8123-04-4 (pbk)
972.981 - Barbados. History

Barrow, Christine
The plantation heritage in Barbados: implications for food security, nutrition and employment / Christine Barrow. - Kingston (Mona, Kgn. 7) : Institute of Social and Economic Research, UWI, 1995. - 55p. ; 22cm. - (ISER working paper; no. 41)
ISBN 976-40-0037-1 (sd)

Beckles, Hilary McD.
Bibliography : p. 194-204. - Includes index
ISBN 976-637-085-0 (pbk) : $1,242.00

Elombe
Includes index
ISBN 976-8172-42-X (v.1) (pbk)
ISBN 976-8172-42-8 (v.2) (pbk)

Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 976-8125-74-8 (pbk) : $850.00

972.981 - Barbados. Women in public life. Dame Nita Barrow

Includes bibliographical reference

972.982 - Martinique

Dessales, Pierre
ISBN 976-8123-40-0 (pbk)
Delano, Pablo
Includes bibliographical references

Johnson, Kim
ISBN 976-637-289-6 : $2,880.00

Luke, Learie B.
Bibliography : p. 313-328. - Includes index
ISBN 978-976-640-199-3 (pbk)

Laurence, K.O. (Keith Ormiston)
ISBN 976-640-003-2

Singh, Kelvin
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-640-001-6 (pbk) : $490.00

Joseph, Cuthbert
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 978-976-95304-6-1 (pbk)
972.98303092 - Williams, Eric Eustace, 1911-1981. Biography

Boodhoo, Ken I.
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-637-059-1 (pbk) : $990.00

972.98304092 - Williams, Eric Eustace, 1911-1981

Ryan, Selwyn
Includes bibliographical references and index

972.984 - WINDWARD ISLANDS
972.9841 - Dominica

Baker, Patrick L.
Bibliography : p. 217-240
ISBN 976-640-000-8 (pbk)

Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-640-191-81 (pbk) : $1,500.00

Walters, Mary
ISBN 976-637-302-7 : $1,035.00


Bibliography : p. 289-296. - Includes index
ISBN 976-640-090-3 (pbk)

"This book represents the publishers' sincerest effort to present the most accurate reports available... under conditions designed to prevent the outflow of free, objective and accurate information" - Title page
(sd): $7.50

Hart, Richard

Delivered at the University of the West Indies, March 21, 1984
(sd) : $5.00

Hart, Richard

The Grenada revolution : setting the record straight / Richard Hart. - [S.l.] : Caribbean Labour Solidarity and the Socialist History Society, 2005. - 86p. : ill. ; 21 cm. - (Social history occasional papers series ; no. 20)
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 0-9537742-7-9 (pbk)

Phillip, Nicole Laurine

Bibliography : p. 177-192. - Includes index

Seaga, Edward

Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 978-144862-9688 (pbk)

973 - UNITED STATES

973.049607302 - Afro-Americans. Biographies

Prince, Nancy

Bibliography : p. xxiv
ISBN 1-55876-019-9 (pbk) : $550.00
973.7 - CIVIL WAR
973.71 - SOCIAL, POLITICAL, ECONOMIC HISTORY
973.7114 - Russwurm, John Brown, 1799-1851

James, Winston
Includes bibliographic references and index.

980 - HISTORY OF SOUTH AMERICA
980.02 - Period of struggles for independence, 1806-1830

Bolivar, Simon
(sd) : Unpriced

Bolivar, Simon
(sd)

988 - GUIANA
988.03 - Guiana. 1945-

Lewis, Rupert C.
Walter Rodney's intellectual and political thought / Rupert Charles Lewis. - Kingston (1A Aqueduct Flats, Mona, Kgn. 7) : The Press, University of the West Indies, 1998. - xviii, 298p. : ill. ; 23cm.
Based on the author's PhD thesis presented at the University of the West Indies, Mona, Jamaica, 1995.
Bibliography : p. 257-274. - Includes index
ISBN 976-640-044-X (pbk)

Lewis, Rupert
ISBN 976-8123-22-2 (pbk) : $240.00
988.1 - Guyana

Moore, Brian L.
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-640-006-7 (pbk)
ISBN 0-7735-1354-x (pbk) : $210.00

Seecharan, Clem
Bechu: 'Bound Coolie' radical in British Guiana 1894-1901 / Clem Seecharan ; introduction essay by Basedo Mangru. - Kingston (1A Aqueduct Flats, Mona, Kgn. 7) : The University of the West Indies Press, 1999. - x, 315p. ; 23cm. -(The Press UWI biography series ; 4)
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-640-071-7(pbk)

Schuler, Monica
1991 Elsa Goveia memorial lecture

988.1004914 - East Indians. Guyana

Seecharan, Clem
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-640-095-4 (pbk)

988.102 - Guyana. History. 1815-1902

Shepherd, Verene A.
Maharani's misery : narratives of a passage from India to the Caribbean / Verene A. Shepherd. - Kingston (1A Aqueduct Flats, Kgn. 7) : University of the West Indies, Press, 2002. - xxix, 177p. ; 23cm.
Bibliography : p. 165-173. - Includes index
ISBN 976-640-121-7 (pbk)

988.102 - Guyana. 1815-1945

Hart, Richard
Bibliography : p.85-87
ISBN 1-85465-077-7 (pbk):
988.102 - Guyana. 1815-1945

James, C.L.R.
Includes bibliographical references
ISBN 0-9593498-9-5 (sd) : $5.50

Taylor, Ula Yvette
Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 0-8078-5386-0 (pbk) : US$30.00

Thompson, Alvin O.
Bibliography : p. 308-323
ISBN 976-640-120-9 (pbk)

988.103 - Guyana. 1945 -

Rabe, Stephen G.
Bibliography : p. 219 - 228. - Includes index
ISBN 976-637-231-4 (pbk)

988.3 - Suriname

Includes bibliographical references and index
ISBN 976-637-025-7 (pbk) : $1,035.00